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B lair to undergo
second drug poll

Com
sche

uters pose
ule woes

to tal1y all class preferences, listing only
the number of requests for each
individual class. At the completion of this
stage, the list is sent back to Blair. If
there is a sufficient student enrollment
for a class, it is included on the master
class list. Courses lacking 0

registration are deleted from the
"master" while newly developed courses
are added.

Before a final master class list is
completed, a conflict matrix list is
devised. This is a computerized roster of
classes which are offered only once or
twice daily. (i.e., Advanced Placemel1t
English, school publications, etc.) The
matrix also provides information as to
when to schedule these classes so that
there are a minimal number of conflicts
for students desiring several
one-time-offered courses. Inevitably some
students must be deprived of a specialized
class.

Mr. John Farley, the guidance
counselor of one-half of the seniors, cites
this as "one of the major scheduling
problems. Most often, it is not that we

< misplace these students, but that we must
reject a requested class for one that does
not interfere with another
one-time-offered class."

Eventually a master teacher list is
compiled. This matches the teachers with
their subjects along with students
~nro led in th i dividual cla eS. 1\--.

The class schedules are, much to the~'

discouragement of both counselors and
stUdents, far from resolved. A student
with conflicting classes must be
telephoned during thesummervacation to
select a substitute for a rejected course.
Vice Principal Lenore Lavery explained
that "sometimes this requires making as
many as two hundred phone calls." Those
who cannot be reached contribute to the
hordes of students traditionally found in
the guidance office during the first days
of school. In addition, transfer students
must all be scheduled by hand. A total of
350 schedules were devised or revised by
this method in August. Labor Day
weekend brought a total of 105
stragglers. . .

The value of computer scheduling
comes to question in light of the many
defects of the system. Farley gave his
assessment of the situation: "It is usually

(See SCHEDULING, Page 3)Photo by Alan Goldstein

By JON BOR
For many Blairites, the entrance' into a

new school year is met with an almost
routine hardship - receiving a class
schedule which bears only a vague
resemblance to the one submitted to the
guidance office in the spring. Human
error in the programming of the
supposedly flawless computers is, in the
eyes of many Blair administrators, the
cause of this annual problem.

The long and tedious process involved
in scheduling students leaves much room
for error. The procedure begins early in
the second semester of the preceding
year, when Blair students are informed of
the courses to be offered in the coming
year. Shortly following this, forms for
class registration are issued. When the
forms are completed and returned to the
guidance office they are sent to
Rockville. There, they are keypunched on
IBM cards. The computer is programmed

',s.
"F" building brings a change of scenery to Blair studentS.

By MARIE GIBLIN
Montgomery County high schools will Studies on the drug problem are not

participate in a fall survey to determine limited to the County level. In a booklet
students' knowledge of drugs' and their published by the congressional Staff
estimates of drug traffic in the schools. Study On Drug Abuse In The Washington

Feeling community concern is growing Area, law enforcement officials estimate
over adolescent drug usage, Montgomery that "between five and eight percent of
County's Board of Education and County high-school-age youngsters in
Council have established the Joint Washington's affluent suburbs 'blow'
Committee on Drug Abuse. pot.' regularly."

The parents, professionals, and The pamphlet continues, "while the'
students who comprise the joint estimates of the regular users are not
committee, proposed the fall survey as high, both police and 'school officials
vital in aiding the committee's purpose. estimated that as many as one-third or
That is, to investigate the school drug one-half of the high-school-age youngsters
situation and to determine what, if any, in the suburbs have, at least, tried
action should be taken. marijuana. One psychiatrist who

Dr. Sam Goodman, county research specializes in treating youngsters who use
director, was asked by the joint drugs said that, in some areas, if a youth
committee to produce and process the doesn't at least try marijuana by the time
survey. Phase One of this drug poll was an he is 21, he is considered square. It is
experimental survey issued to Blair and clear that marijuana use is right now
Leland Junior High School students last running rampant and out of control."
May. Data collected in the May survey.
was used solely to discover whether
random sampling is a possible method in
gaining the majority of student opinions.
None of the May data will be studied for
insight into the county drug situation.
However, statistical techniques applied to
that data have proven that the random
sampling method is reliable for use in the.
fact-finding fall survey.

Dr. Goodman also expresses his great
pleasure with the "tremendous"
cooperation from students and faculties
in completing the trial survey.

In addition to the upcoming fall
survey, seminars in which experts discuss
drug aspects including drug demand, drug·
supply source,. and youth attitude
towards drug laws. are continuing as a
major information source for the joint :"';'...:l\i"'~-""'~'-"l

committee's drug research program.
Most Blair students who were

questioned about the committee's
research program held a negative attitude
toward it's value. One student said, "It'll
just join that whole big group of
committee reports that make a big noise
and then are stuck away in some office
file, only consulted when the next
committee is formed."

Most adults interviewed disagreed.
"Any parent you ask," one woman says,
"will tell you he's terribly concerned with
just how much his kid is exposed to drugs
and he wants something done about it.
You can be sure he'll push for action on
the study findings."

In its effort to "help promote participate in any school club or student dress and grooming, and
i n d i vi d u a I f r e e d 0 m, activity regardless to race, creed, conduct and action that a pupil's
responsibility, and good nationality or economic statisas failure to live up to these
citizenship and to ma.intain the "one of the most important" responsibilities may necessitate.
orderly process of education ," student rights, the Involvement Course Planning and
the Montgomery County Board Pol icy des c rib est he Evaluation: The Involvement
of Education recently adopted a infringement on the rights of Policy states that, in each course
policy statement on student others as well as state law, and at each grade level,
involvement in the educational bylaws of the State Board of "students shall be encouraged to
process. The Involvement Policy, Education as basic limitations to participate in .establishing course
adopted on August 25, 1969, these rights. goals, suggesting interest areas,
was to become effective The guidelines of the Policy planning classroom activities,
immediately for the 1969-1970 concerning student rights and in appraising the course.
school year. include student involvement in Con troversial SUbject

Ascribing an instilled student pia nning and evaluation of Matter: Policy states that
appreciation for the democratic co u r s esand asse m blies, students have the right to hear
way of life as one of the twelve participation in student and teachers the responsibility
Goals of Education in gQvemment, publications, and to present all sjues and opinions
Montgomery County Public other extracurricular activities, about controversial topics.
Schools, the Board's intention and the right of a student to Publications: In addition
for the Policy is to extend the present a problem or complaint toe nco u rag in g s c h 001

democratic process to the for consideration by a publications which "provide an
schools. designated authority. opportunity for .members of the

Cit i n gas t u den t ' s Policy guidelines dealing with sch?ol commu~lty t~ exp,ress a
Con s tit uti 0 na I righ t to student respon i.bilities inGblile ~ vanety of vlewpomts, the

I-::...-=-....::....::...::....:...:....:...:....::..:.:..::..:.......::...::..::.::::..:....--=-=-~===~~:...:;·;;;.-...........
.&,.,SrT~"""':.:"<"~"<"§.~"~R~,,\'(';~r<:s.\\"'~<"'\\:'('Is:~~~~ro:'\,,

Board· urges participation
Policy outlined procedures for if organization has faculty
distribution of student supervision and authority to do
publications with out school so. . .'. . .
sponsorship: . DIS~Iphnary Actions:

a) the publications must bear Pohcy proVIdes for temporary
the name of the sponsoring remov.al (opposed to a
organization or individual; suspenSIOn) of a student until .

b) A time and place for paren t .conference can be
dis t T i but ion m u s t be arranged 1ll the event that his
cooperatively established with co~duct . warrants it
the principal; Pohcy st~tes that unless some

c) A copy must be given to standard IS necessary for reasons
the principal for his review. By of heal~h or safety or un.less .a
supplying the sponsors with s.tudent s dress or ~room.Ing .IS
written explanation, the likely to ca.use a dIsruption In
p r inc i p a I may pre v e n t the educatIOnal process, the
distribution of the publication s~u.d~nt s~ould not be
if in his opinion it "contains discIplmed fo~ I~ ..
. ' , "The actiVIties of students

lIbelous or obscene language, . d t' 1 t 'd f. . . carne on en Ire y ou SI e 0
advocates illegal actions, or IS 1 h I h d ff. . norma sc 00 ours an 0
grossly lllsultmg to any group or hid hilt b
individual." sc 00. groun s s a no ~

Extra-class Organizations pen.a~I~ed .because of ~IS
Formation 'of extra-curricular actIVItIes In such outSIde

organizations is to be allowed organizations"



Summer jobs aid -students
at local research institutes

The new auditorium, when completed by the new addition include a hydraulic orchestra
Thanksgiving, will seat 1200. Exciting features of· pit, improved lighting, and dressing rooms.

Photo by Joe Neil
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addition to the rooms, there is a
sculpture terrace onto which
students can go to work.

T here is also a new
bandroom, bully equipped with
several practice cubicles. The
room and cubicles are all
soundproofed.

Six biology laboratories fill
!he second floor. They are
provided with gas and water
supplies and lighted blackboards.
In an attempt to fully utilize the
science rooms, F204 and F203
can be used as one large class by
folding the wall between them.
Another practical innovation in
this department includes a
cen tral . office/workroom
complex.

On the third floor, the one
science workroom and lab leads
out onto the roof where Blair's
first greenhouse stands. This will
be used by the biology
department also. There are plans
f or a weather station and
telescope to be added to_ the
experimentation center.

The main part of the
building, the auditorium is
hoped to be finished by
Thanksgiving. It is capable of
seating 1200. Feajures in the
auditorium include a
hydraulically elevated orchestra
pit, improved lighting, dressing
rooms, showers and a ticket
booth. All major productions of
the year will be presented in the
auditorium.

:~& Be'und the Wheel
. InltrUc:tkM'l in 3 weeks & 1 day

New wing relieves
old dungeon look

worked on testing· computer
faults with Dr. Roger Cliff who
had designed and built the
satellite computer. Computer
programming and interpretation
also entered into her work.

Steve's section of Goddard
was involved in the building of
wet cell batteries to be used in
satellites. His specific job was to
measure the !!urface area of the

by LESLIE STRANDT

Blair's one and a half million
dollar project, F building, began
in 1968, was launched on its
scholastic career September 12
when awed Blairites first entered
the art and science departments.
The wide halls and lighted
breezeways of the structure
proved to be a relief from the
normally crowded and dim
buildings of Blair.

The art department on the
first floor of the building takes
up three wedge-shaped rooms
and a large storage area. The
rooms have adjoining walls
which can be folded back to
make one large workspace.

The a'tmosphere is one of
light and space as opposed to the
"dungeon-like" appearance of
the old art rooms. Mrs. Dolan,
att teacher, feels that "darkness
was psychologically bad." In
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battery plates. To do this, Steve
used a sorptometer, a special
instrument used to measure the
nitrogen in a battery. Like Reva
he also learned to progra~ ,.
computers.

Hope is con tinuing the same
work during the school year as

(See RESEARCH, Page 3)
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'separate different substances.
Sandy, who best enjoyed the

stimulating talks around the
coffee table after work was
done, commented of the
scientists, ''They were real
people wh9 talked and laughed
and joked." . '

Reva and Weaver worked in
different branches of the
Goddard Space Flight Center.
Reva worked iIi the flight data
systems branch while Steve
worked in the. electro-chemical
power source section.

Reva's duties included the
study of a satellite scheduled to
be launched next year. She

T.ke CALVERT'S compIICt,

.......~
3·WEEK

DrI", EII•••tl.. 0.....

",..Uft...-
Call T0d8y 966-6034

e.l"rt ~rI"., ......

5151 Wisconsin Avenue

sandwiches are being served this
year. Cokes, root beer, and iced
tea add to the list of available
drinks. Other soft drinks may be
served during the year,
depending upon student interest.

New equipment such as a
deep fat fryer for french fries
has already been ordered,

r according to Brennan, and
additional cafeteria personnel
may be hired to speed the slow
lines. Future possibilities include
a student activity center and
snack bar in the basement of 0
Building' and a picnic area near
the cafeteria.

Bovs· Girts

588-6703

awarding the scholarships.
Upon receiving the

scholarships, the students were
assigned a place of work that
corresponded to their interests.
They received a token salary of'
thirty dollars to take care of
transportation costs.

Sandy worked at the
National Institute of Health
Laboratory of Technical
Development in the National
Heart Institute. For seven weeks
she worked to find a better
method of chromatography,
called "Counter Current
Distribution." This new method
will enable scientists to better

reinstitutmg the closed lunch
policy.

Only two county schools,
B-CC and Walter Johnson, have
open lunches, due. to the fact

. t1).at their cafeterias are not able
to fully take care of the schools'
needs.

At a meeting with Dr.
William Brennan, principal,
Jeremy Musher, SG president,

.and representatives of the
legislative assembly, the Food
Service Division for Montgomery
County Schools 'expressed
confidence that they could
provide virtually any foods the
students want.

The newest addition to
Blair's food service is a before
school "breakfast" served
between 7:15 and 7:45. AssQrted
beverages and pastries are for
sale daily to students and
faculty.

Already this year, there is a
greater variety of food and drink
in the cafeteria than ever before.
Hot dogs, hamburgers,
bar-h-ques and assorted cold

bat va' h eJ.1 e r
-~----"""'!'------------Modern Creative Dance

_~Uti~aiipasiiioo . dicreoipjily
. SIIIurdBy teenage cIasEs .

By AUDRI PHILLIPS

Cafeteria offers variety

"Never before have I been so
respected as a person of worth
than while working with the
scientists," commented senior
Ho po Taylor, one of the four
Blair students who received the
.oppprtunity to work alongside
scientists tills summer.' ..

Hope, and seniors Steve
Weaver, Reva Markovitz and
. Sandy' Kopit received some
scholarships sponsored by the
National Science Foundation.
Essays, tests, and past records
comprised the criteria used for

Blair's Legislative Assembly is
now in the process of drawing
up a student questionnaire to
find out the kinds of food that
Blairites want in the cafeteria.
The administration and the
student government are making
this effort in an attempt to make
the closed lunch policy more
acceptable. '

With the advent of a longer
lunch period, the question of an
open lunch has again arisen.
AccQrding to Brennan, "It is
very unlikely that Blair will ever
have an open lunch again." He
continued, "The state
attendance laws are such that
the school is responsible for the
student during lunch, unless he
brings in a signed note
permitting him to go home."
Citing the open lunch policy in
effect at Blair six years ago,
Brennan said that there were far
more problems then than there
are now. Tardiness, students and
dropouts congregating on Dale
Drive, and complaints from the
commuDity were reasons for
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W~on train returns

Students venture westward
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Rockville, Md. 762-4499
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the possibility of the
termination of open dances.

Another possibility .is that
the dance, which was supposed
to be a money-maker, was not
successful in that respect. In
fact, Musher estimates that the
dance will at best break even.•

and its lava-formed caves up to which they hiked,
and a view of the Grand Canyon.

To visit Las Vegas, the group established itself at
Lake Mead for four days where they were also able
to swim and water ski in the blistering heat. Three
nights at Las Vegas were spent watching gambling
and circus acts in a casino, and dining at Caesar's
palace and the Flamingo dinner clubs.•

The 17 kids and four chaperones camped out
every step of the way. They arrived at a camp
grounds, unloaded the equipment, cooked dinn,er in
cook crews, rolled out the sleeping bags, and went
to bed, perhaps to wake up after an invasion of
Arizona ants, or in the midst of a flooded irrigation
ditch at Lake Mead.

From Las Vegas they passed through a strip of
burning southern California (114 degrees at
Needles), camped out in New Mexico, and headed
for Mexico.

A disappointment was their inability to make a
previously scheduled dive to the underwater city of
Batuc. However they went deep sea fishing, scuba
diving, in the Gulf, and spent two days shopping.

"Some of the Mexican mercados, or markets,
were very much like modern super markets, while
others had food hanging in the open, gathering flies.
There was a definite difference in the people's
conditions. Some were almost as well off as
Americans; while others lived in one room houses.
They didn't look too depre~ed about it, though,"
cited one student.

Mr. Marder invites all to a picture party of the
trip on September 26 in room C 300. For next
summer he is planning to go to Alaska, "the most
.9hallenging camping grounds in the United States."

•Jr. Hot Shoppes No. 172 • 7720 Blair Road. Silver Sprlllll. Md.

"Bllrlr will 'see very few, if
any, non-dated dances in the
future," commented student
government president Jeremy
Musher after SG held its annual
"Back to School Dance" on
Saturday, September 6th.

The dance, which featured
the El Corals and the Sole
Invention, was the scene of a
minor incident involving two
boys. According to Dance
Committee Chairman Bob
Zeidner, "the incident ended as
soon as it started."

The two boys involved were
not Blair students, which raises

the wonders of sites that included
the Black Canyons.

8:30 - 11:30 p.m.

.Computers yield
confusing results'

(Cont. from Page I) Among the failings of the
human error which causes the currently used system was the
problems because the computer omition of a Biology period for
takes only what you give it. It is twenty-five sJra"
extremely' difficult to find time sophomores. In addition, several
to double-check and make sure students were enrolled in three
of proper coding as there are successive Biology periods.
fixed deadlines to meet. Blair had for many years

Rumors that the senior class Mrs. Lavery stated that she o~erated its pr~gramming
play would be cancelled were was "a little dubious as to the Without computers wIth at least
proven untrue when it was valueof the computer scheduling. as. much success. Northwood
announced that the play will Machines have their limitations High School has alre~dy
take place in May rather than in and are only as good as the abandon~d computer scheduh~~.
November as in past years. people 'feeding data into them. A Meanw~e, the fat~ o~ B~arr s

Senior class president Ken lot of us are very discouraged efforts With automation IS highly
Shifrin, dramatic sponsor Mrs. about it." questionable.
Johnson, and senior class advisor' L:=.::.:...::::..------------:...:."------;;---------......
Dr. Mary Curry conferred on the 0 d " t ., d
subject of the play and changed pen ances cur al e
its traditional date for many
reasons.

The first reason is that, as
Mrs. Johnson says, "it would be
silly to have the play in the gym
when we have the new
-auditorium. But the auditorium
won't be ready at the time of
the year when we usually have
the play."

Shifrin is happy about the
postponement of the play.
"Seniors have usually lost
interest in school by May. But
having the play then gives the
seniors something, to get
involved in, and helps increase
class spirit," he commented.

Shifrin also pointed out that
since the play will immediately
precede Senior Week and the
Senior Class Trip, it will help
add to the time devoted tc
making the seniors feel special at
Blair. Instead of enjoying
"Senior Week" before
graduation, the seniors will enjoy
"Senior Month."

Mrs. Johnson hopes to start
formal work on the play after
the spring vacation.

need the corner for sophomore
orientation tours. They ask for
cooperation from the seniors in
limiting their use of the area.
When the tours are completed,
regular use of the corner can be

.re-established: .

Each Saturday

Wheaton Youth Center
11711 Georgia Ave.

Presents Progressive Rock Concerts

Featuring, Area & National Talent

Working closely with an
immunologist Hope played
an important part in the
discovery that DH fights
trichinosis, (a disease caused by
the consumption of rotten
pork).

With the summer over, all
four students are now sure that
science is linked with their
future. Hope and Sandy plan to
become biochemists, Steve
hopes to become a chemist and
Reva plans to go on working
with computers.

Expressing the feelings of the
future scientists toward the
fruits they reaped from their
summer experience, Reva
commented, "I enjoyed working
in a professional atmosphere
created by people who respect
one another for their individual
skills. Each person had a job to
do and could be depended upon
to . meet his deadline. All
functioned as part of the
whole."

BJair that plans to renovate the
library were to start this month.·
More she'lves were to be added in
the space now used as the senior
corner.

According to Miss' Elizabeth
Stickley, head librarian, she and
piincipal William Brennan
dissuaded the Board from
converting the corner into a
reference room. The new shelves
will be arranged so that the
senior corner will remain intact.

During the first few months
of school, the librarians will

JU~&400

Hope Taylor

with this coupon

8640 Flower Ave.

by ANDI FARBMAN
and SHERRY ROSEN

JU 9-5400

Cure researched

JO " Stu4,n' Discount

Senior plans take shape

. The activities for, the class of
'70 are shaping up as tentative
plans for the senior class play
were recently announced and the
dubious position of the senior cor
ner was finalized.

Seniors may rest easily; the
"senior corner," a Blair
tradition, will continue to
function at least for the present.

In the spring of 1969, the
Board of Education notified

(Cont. from Page 2)

she did this summer. She worked
at the Walter Reed Army Hospi
tal ,trying to find whether
delayed hypersensitivity (DH
the body's defense against
parasitic diseases) plays a part in
fighting malaria. Her name will
appear on the finished study.

By LESLIE LIMMER
Camping, swimming, and sightseeing area high

school students journeyed from June 24 to August
2 to the western United States and Mexico.

The trip, planned by Mr. Stuart Marder, Blair
biology teacher, and Mrs. Barbara Johnson, Blair
English and drama teacher, included seventeen
students (ten from Blair) and two teacher
chaperones from New York and Anne Arundel
County.

The group rode everywhere from Illinois, to
Colorado and. dipped into Mexico for a week, to
return home 1:'hrough the southern'states.

Traveling in two cars and a camper, the trekkers
started from Blair at 8: 30 a.m. for a 600 mile ride
to Indiana.. Passing through Illinois, they visited the
state university and ((ontinued to cross over the
Mississippi at St. Louis, Missouri.

The journey continued into Colorado and the
Rocky Mountains.

"All around us we saw only plains. Then, out of
nowhere, there were the Rockies," said senior
Sherry Siskind.

They visited Colorado Springs Air Force
Academy, Pikes Peak (the scene of the snow ball
battle), the Royal Gorge, and the Black Canyons.

The Black Canyons impressed senior Judy Stone.
"They were so steep and narrow, I could scarcely
imagine how the tiny river at the bottom managed
to cut through it. It was very real and frightening."

Mr. Marder took the group visiting the Four
Corner's Monument (where Colorado, Utah,
Ar~zona, an~ New Mexico meet) on and entered Participants in Mr. Marder's
Anzona. Anzona offered her geography of the' 11" t Mexico enjoyed
Petrified Forest, the Painted Desert·, Sunset Cr~ter summer IP 0 ,
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Doomed to-boredom' •

Advisor , : Mrs. Dorothy ~e~)

•

from the
.of teachers'
down on their

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Liz Symonds

(See BOOKLET, Page 7)

credibility
improbability
putting thumbs
own methods.

A factor making any attempt
at course evaluation more
difficult is the' constant revision
of curricula by teachers.
Michaelso!1 asserted that \te, has
"never, in eleven years in the
classroom, written out a unit,
outline for a course."

Any course - evaluation
booklet would probably be most
useful to juniors considering
advanced English, language, and
science courses for their senior
year schedules. The teachers and
formats of thes~ courses
generally remain the same for
several years in succession.
. Michaelson, keeping in mind
the different situation in
colleges, where each course
takes on the personality of a
single professor, commented on
SEC: "Evaluating ~ individual
teachers and individual courses
would be a useless procedure
here."

Clayton Tinny.

Musher does not remember the number of
'student suggestions submitted last spring.
Using these suggestions' ,as a springboard,
machinery 'should have been set in motion
during the 'summer so that the resource cycle
for the first six weeks of school could,have
been put into effect almost immedilitely.
Although unfavorable factors did arise such
as Dr. Brennan's absence), it still would have
been possible for a student govermrtent
committee to have 'contacted speakers and
oth~r interested participants, and surveyed
Blair teachers to ascertain, the manner in
which they wished to participate in the
prb~am. This lack of planning' on' the part
of' the Student government and the
administration will 'only handicap the,
resource period - an inn,ovationfar, too
important to allow to, fail. ' '

,Silv. Chips. is publilhed~ two .... by' the'
Student newspaper staff, Montgomery BWr h.,
school, W.yne Ave. at Dale Dr., ~1Yer Spri"" Mel:
20907. PIione: 588-6502. Edi1ori8l views'.. ~
nee_rUy thole of, the 1ChooI. • .

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Robbie Ross

SG sponsor Myron
, Michaelson,"didn't' turn down
the concept, but they did turn
down the model that was
presented." 'Michaelson further
commented, '~It was kind of'
slapped together .... they (SG)
didn't have adequate time. When
the result came in, ii wouldn't
have told them anything." ,

Afterward, SG gathered
information on time-tested SECs
'from various colleges, inclUding
.the University of Maryland,
whose questionnaires run to nine
pages. Currently, SG President
Jeremy Musher, according to
himself, intends to take first
steps this year toward' SEC
booklets, by authorizing an SG

'member to compose a SEC
questionnaire. As a test of merit,
the questionnaire will be for
teachers' use only.

Among the many limitations
of a high school SEC or TEC are
the fluid make-up of the faculty,
the annual switching of courses
among teachers, and the large
number of people who are,
ostensibly, ,teaching the same
course (e.g. Junior English). The'
TEC, moreover, would suffer in
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assemblies could possibly be more profitable
(they could hardly be more boring), they are
a far cry from the resource periods that were
promised us last spring. According to present

,plans, the first resource period will not be
held until October. Although that will still
give us eight months in which to particiRate
in the programs, it is still undeniable that the
September assemblies are basically only
time-fillers.

There is no valid excuse for the delay in
planning of the resource period. This plan,
one of the most innovative programs which
the administration has ever introduced, was
largely ignored over the summer. Jeremy
Musher, SG president, offers the lame excuse
that "there are no concrete programs yet
because we want to remain flexible to the
students' suggestions." Obviously, Mr.

T.Blow
M. Szwec
J. Crichton
J. Davidson
K. Farina

to cheer for their team Blair
WI LL surpass the other schools.

Show your initiative and
come out this Saturday at
Springbrook where the Blazers
will turn the "Blue Devils"
yellow! AND BLAIR WILL
WIN!

C. Mercogliano
B. Stringer
,C. Power
P. Smith
T. Johnson

..
' ..
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FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

Last Wedn~sday, in order to prevent the
unspeakable catastrophe of dismissing school
at the scandalous hour of 1:30, the Blair
Student government was forced to fill an
hour of the afternoon with an assembly. It
really didn't matter what kind of assembly,
as long as it would keep the students
sufficiently enthralled so that they wouldn't
skip. Unfortunately, many students left
anyway, and those who stayed probably
wi§hed they had followed the example of
their more farsighted, classmates. The'
assembly consisted of an undisguised sales
pitch for the activity ticket - a justifiable
cause, but not' ona beautiful Wednesday
afternoon.

According to the schedule, we are in
store for another dare-devil assembly this
afternoon class meetings. Today's

~

Give me liberty

TO THE STUDENT BODY:
We, a small portion of the

Student Body, wish to cOqlment
on the, so-called "spirit" at the
Blair vs. B-e-C football game.

A football team cannot win
'witho'j1t' the support of its
school-as proven in the last
game., If there was such, a thing
as a "moral" victory, we would
have lost that also. Blair has the
capacity of surpass any other
school-both on the field and in
the stands. If Blairites can learn

It is now time to solve a
problem which, left to itself, will
make its annual appearance next
March. At 'that time freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors will
choose the courses they will take
at Blair during 1970-71. The
Guidance Department will then
distribute to these same students
the Program of Studies Bulletin,
which is developed mainly in
Rockville.

Barring some intervening
innovation, many', stud.ents,
well-accustomed to 'credibility
gaps, will ignore the POS
Bulletin. They will realize that a
course taught by tens' or
hundreds of teachers around the
county cannot be satisfactorily
described in a single, inclusive
paragraph. ' Many a veteran
Blairite has told me, referring to
the Bulletin, "I' never looked at
'it~" They all found out from
their friends which were the
good courses, which tne good

The Board of Education, in passing its new bill on teachers.
The gap between what

student rights, has finally c~ught up with the 'times. curriculum officials say in
After unnecessarY delays about the, institution of Rockville, and what a teacher
dress, codes, the right of students to organize on their does at Blair, was painfully
own and not be subject to penalization, and the right, illustrated to us last spring when
to hand out literature, the Board realized that it has Mrs. Barbara Johnson went out·'I

recruiting drama students in
unfairly restricted County high school students too English classes. "I came to tell .

t ~" l<:lhg;' you;" she told her prospectives,
,However, in order for these privileges to be "that the description of Drama

worthwhile, the students must be informed about II applies to Drama I, and the
their rights, so that they may subsequently benefit description of Drama I. doesn't

apply to anything."
from. their new privileges. In fact, none of the Blair needs a trustworthy
prOVisions have meaning unless the student course guide for its students, one
popuiation . of Montgomery County takes full published by our Student
advantage of their new-found liberties. Government and faculty, one

without a pan-county
Soqn,.,box ---'---"---------,------ orientation. The sticky question

t:'" is that of the authorship of the

S I k course evaluations. I see two

P-I r -I t aC -I n9 basic possibilities: first, a
student evaluation of courses
booklet (SEC); second, a

Letters to the Ed 'ltor collection of teachers' remarks
------------- Gn the standards, topics, and,

methods with which they style
their tourses (TEC).

Student Government had an
ill-fated run-in last winter with
the firs~ plan. Members of SG
compiled a nine-question SEC
questionnaire to be distributed
to students in time for analysis
and publication of the results.
SG delivered the proposal to
Principal William F. Brennan,
who in turn gave it to his
Faculty Communication
Committee.

The Committee, according to'

/
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also' plans to meet with Silver
Spring merchants to get
instructional jobs for students.
He believes that "in the past, far
too few have take.n part in doing
something that interests them
for the school and the
community."

This year's student·
government also looks forward
to being active on the county
and state levels of student
government. It is here where
many laws pertaining to students
can be suggested and passed.

There will be a Blair
sponsored workshop in the third
or fourth week of September
where student government
personnel from all over the state
will get together to' discuss their
aims and goals.
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...CLAIRE DRATCH in BETHESDA
7615 WISCONS.lN AVE. 66&8000

Fame and Fortune
await you

Come to Room C-309

CONSTITUTION HALL

October to
Rome Orchestra
of Santa Cecilia
Ferllando Previtali
conductor
Info. 393-4433

FOOTBALL
September 20
At Springbrook
2:00 pm
September 27
Vs. Peary, at home

SOCCER

September 25
At Springbrook

ARENA STAGE
September 23-28
"The Cage"
638-6700

THEATRE LOBBY
Opens Sept. II
"America Hurrah';
Info. 393-5818

NATIONAL THEATRE
.. September 15-27

"A Patriot for Me"
Info. NA 8-3393

GO PLACES
WORK FOR

SILVER CHIPS

ST-£ADY GROVE
September 16-21
Robert Goulet Show
Info. 948-3400

LOEW'S EMBASSY
"Easy Rider"
Starring ~eter Fonda
DU7 - 1344

BALTIMORE CIVIC CENTER
September 23-28
"Holiday on Ice"
301-752-8306

Musher names gO,als
for resource period

same time, the taculty woula
resist critical evaluation of.
teachers in SEC - certainly its
most unique characteristic.

Michaelson feels, justifiably,
"I wouldn't want an analysis of
my teaching released publicly
without my first seeing it. It

'could come as a great shock. It
could be an mm-mm-mm sort of
thing, but I seriously doubt it."

. So, . students will probably
continue to get tht" unprintables
from their friends.

Danneman's

Wheaton Plaza

~ .. -:;,.... .;'- v.

Gym. Various Blair organizations, including service'
clubs, publications, and interest clubs, set up
booths to explain thei,r organizations' activities to
members of the class of 72. The Carnival
culminated a program that alsO included an
assembly and a guided tour of Blair..

Photo by Alan Goldstein

For Back-to-School Sewing Needs

principal, is more enthusiastic
over the TEC. He agreed that, in
spite of the in-and-out passage of
teachers, "It gives kids a broader
base to make a decision ... as
long as they realize that there's
no guarantee" (of getting
particular teachers.)

TEC's future is rosier than
that of SEC. That course
descriptions authored by the
Blair faculty would surpass in
accuracy the present programs is
almost unquestir,1able. At the

THE AVALON
"Alice's Restaurant"
Starring Arlo Guthrie
966-2600

KEITH'S
"Midnight Cowboy"
Statring Dustin Hoffman
628-6456

UFairway Pharmacy

COLUMBIA POST PAVILION
, September 27
Canned Heat
September 28
5th Dimension
Info. 776-8030

(Cont. from Page 6)

t,
~ t," __

Seniors Sandy Kopit and Vicki Grover explain the
function and programs of the Student Organizing
Committee to sophomores during their
orientation, which was sponsored by Student
Government. This year, orientation was expanded
to include a Carnival of Activities in the Girls'

History teacher Bob
LaRocca, on the other hand,
chose SEC over TEC. "It would
probably be a lot more useful,
and more fun, if the students
wrote it." He further suggested
that a SEC could be
"self-supporting, like the student
directory." He has found in his
college experience that TECs are
apt to become too abstract.

Mr. John Freeman, assistant

Course book debated

"The Blair Student Opporjunities Program,"
Government is in a unique Musher's unofficial title for the
position this year," says Jeremy Wednesday afternoon resource
Musher, S.G. president. "We period. "There are no concrete
have already achieved many of programs yet," explains Musher,
the reforms that other student "because we want to remain
governments are. still fighting flexible to the students'
for." These reforms include the suggestions. We can have almost
banishment of the dress code, anything we want - field trips,
and the creation of .a smoking movies, seminars, clubs and
area. "This leaves us free to set outside welfare projects. The
our goals on suggesting reforms September resource periods will
in the educational program to be used for assemblies and class
make it more interesting," he meetings while plans are being
added. made."

Jeremy Musher, Student Government President, addresses a recent One of these goals will be to Mustier would like to see
assembly as Vice President'Kristi Spieler looks on. extend the "Educational community work extended. He

~uc:=-x,.

~
~ 531 0.1. D,iv.

~
Silver Spring, ·Md.

Full Line of SUPP:JI'es
and Cosmetics

.it--..,,,, WI< .,
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t-noto by Joe Nell

Soccer team lool~s

for strong offense

Junior Jackson (42) playing his free safety position takes the pass
out of the arms of his Walter Johnson opponent. This was one of
two passes that Jackson picked off against W.J. as the Blazers won
22-6.

Kohren, Doane

by ROBERT GOTKIN
For a team that scored only nine goals in 1968, the question

should be asked, "Where was the offense?" The answer is simple, "Not
0!1 the scoreboard where it counts."

The Blair soccer team of a year ago showed many moments of
greatness. Unfortunately, too few were on offense. The passing was
good, at times excellent, but there was a definite lack of shots on
goal.

A strong defense is a necessity in the makings of a good soccer
team and Blair had just that, but the defense can only carry a team
so far. The result: a 6, 3 and I record, which was only good for fourth
place, below par for Blair Soccer.

At this early stage, the strong point again is defense. The loss of
all-Metropolitan halfback,' Doug Lashley, could leave a big gap.
However, the return of seniors, Fred Teodosio and Bert Leadbeater
at halfback and fullback, respectively, may be the answer to filling
up that gap.

Goalie is one position Coach John Zarubaiko can sleep
comfortably over. Don Hunt returns for his senior fling at that key
position. He seems to have the build, quickness and reflexes essential
in the physical make-up of any soccer goalie.

The offense remains a mystery. The experience is definitely there
in the likes of seniors Ulf Wahine, Ed Oaks, and John Swartout.
Many people feel Wahine has the ability to do it all, but at this point

..;.........;;:ii'Jl,,;,_,;;; , lacks the overall aggressiveness needed to lead the offense.
Coach Zarubaiko, the former three-time Atlantic Coast

Conference All-Star from Maryland University, in summing up the
offense said, "The talent is there, but the forwards lack the
cohesiveness and smoothness I feel is needed to produce a better

Photos by Joe Nell offense, but it's still early yet."

c

New posts announced
"Everybody has been real cooperative. I know all
the coaches and we all have the same
philosophies. "

In addition to his duties at Blair, Kobren is
the Commissioner of basketball and soccer for
the entire Metropolitan area.

The new head basketball coach is Gene
Doane. He came from Sherwood where he
coached for eight years and compiled a record of
104 wins and 44 losses including a 50-12 record
against AA schools.

In addition to being basketball coach, Doane
is the new athletic department chairman. This
differs from the athletic director, in that the
department chairman is in charge of everything
to do with physical education in school, while
the athletic director is in charge of all after
school sports activities.

He states his basketball goals as three-fold:
(I) "to go undefeated," (2) "to win the state

championship," and (3) "to establish Blair as the
'number one' team in the area."

As athletic director, Kobren does not plan to
change anything drastically. "The main thing is
to continue on the outstanding sports program
and records of the past," he said. He doesn't
anticipate any real problems either as he said,

There have been quite a number of changes in
the athletic department of Blair since last year.
But the two most important were the naming of
Nelson Kobren as Athletic Director and Gene
Doane as new head basketball coach.

Kobren succeeds Eq Clements, who left last
year. He has been at Blair for ten years and has
been a successful coach in two Blair sports,
soccer and tennis. Because of the duties of the
athletic director Kobren gave up his post as head
soccer coach, but he will remain the tennis
coach. While Kobren was coaching the soccer
team, they never had a losing season and in 1964
won the county title. His tennis teams have also
been good, and over the ten years he has coached
tennis he has come up with many fine players.

smndout. Against WJ he showed
he could go either up the
middle, or around end on sweeps
and flare passes. Against B-CC,
Harmon was personally
responsible for three first downs
on consecutive plays.

Another bright prospect is
K.C. Williams.

A transfer student from
Kansas City, Missouri, K.C. had
the honor of making the team in
his sophomore year. Thus,
Williams, repeats the trend set
by another fullback, Alex
Williams, who also made the
team as a sophomore.
Unfortunately, Alex will miss his
junior year of football bacause
of a concussion suffered in
practice.

But the most pleasant
surprise of the year is Joe
Emma. Jimmy Schofield was'
expected to move up into the
quarterbacking ranks, but with
Schofield injured Emma has
proven that he can do the job.

offense to go along with the team's perennially
strong defense. Preseason predictions rate the
Blazers very high.

Baron Paul Tilley received a Pat
.McMahan punt on his 32, cut to
the outside, and romped in the
end zone virtually untouched.
As it turned out, this one play
meant th~ difference in the
score.

Victory at WJ was
exceptionally sweet, defeat to
B-CC acidulous. Blair went into
the WJ game as the underdog,
ranked fourth-according to the
Post- as compared to WJ's third.
In contrast B-CC was disregarded
as a major contender for
anything after their 40-0
embarrasment by Springbrook,
Blair's next opponent.

In Springbrook, the Blazers
are facing their most formidable
opponent so far,. and perhaps
throughout the whole season.
This is the team that not only
whipped B-CC, but came within
one point of ending Richard
Montgomery's 26 game winning
streak.

Springbrook is a team that
can run, pass, block, catch and
kick with equal ability. Unlike
many of the league's teams, the
Blue Devils were not hurt by
graduations. They're stronger
this year, if anything.

But Blair is also a team which
can execute with equal skill.
Any Spartan will tell you that
the Blair defense is as good as
any other. Keith Altman, Mike
Dichov, Ross Hopeman, Ike
Karavellas, and Gil Toth form
one of the better offensive lines
the Blazers have seen in years.

This year's backfield is about
the most mobile unit Pugliese
has had in year's. At least six of
the running backs could qualify
for starting roles. Last year there
were only three. And all three of
there were forced to play
offense and defense. This year's
unit is better rested, with only
Junior Jackson forced to go
both ways.

Besides Jackson, Harmon has
proven to be the top backfield

Two soccer players demonstrate some of the'
skills they have developed in their quest for a
county soccer title. New Head Coach John
Zarubaiko is looking forward to having a strong

as team loses to B
by BOB SHAYNE

Blazer defense weal{ens

It was all so beautiful at
Walter Johnson.

Junior Jackson here. Junior
Jackson there. Junior Jackson
everywhere.

Harmon plunges over the line
for five. Harmon breaks through
for ten. Harmon scores!

Joe the Joke become Joe the
Jet, resembling Sonny Jurgensen
more than last year's second
string quarterback.

B-CC.....
"There was no togetherness.

Everyone was blaming everyone
else," said head coach Vince
Pugliese.

The team execution which
was so evident in Blair's 22-6
victory over WJ was gone in the
20-16 defeat by B-CC. Against
the Spartans the Blazers played a
deliberate ball control game. On
offense, Emma directed a potent
running game, occasionally going
to one of his receivers for short
yardage. Defl'osively, the line
and linebackers contained the
WJ running game~while the pass
defense allowed only two of
nine attempts for 14 yards.

By looking at some of the
statistics of the B-CC game it

_3ould appear the Blazers played
another ball control game. Blair
outgained the Barons 271 to
233. They also held the ball for
more plays, 46-43.

A closer look will show what
went wrong. Blair was penalized
only one more time then the
Barons, but lost twice as much
yardage, 75-37. Three I passes.
were picked off by B-CC
defenders while Blair didn't nab
any. This was a complete
reversal of the Walter Johnson
game when Junior Jackson
accounted for two of three
Blazer thefts.

But probably the saddest
mistake was made on just one
play a punt. On the play,
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Students mobilizing
for anti-war program

The Nov. IS student strike
has been planned "to show there'
is massive student solidarity
against the war", commented
Gurewitz.

The groups announced a "No
Peace for Nixon Campaign" in
reaction to the President's
statement that "under no
circumstances" would he be
effected by anti-war opposition!

Gurewitz ,predicted the
"most massive student strike in
history" incorporating
"thousands of Americans".

Student strike

pupils can attend local rallies.

Coalition

(The SMC has been projected
as a coalition of student peace
groups, dissatisfied with many ~f
the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) tactics. Yet,
student sources have hinted a,
union between the SMC, Black
Panther and SDS, to name a
few.)

A regional rally to help plan
me fall demonstration will be
held on Oct. 4 at I :00 p.m. at
the American University New
Lecture Hall. Speakers,
discussion groups and work-sh~;.;

have been planned as well as a
rock concert following the,
meeting at 8:00 p.m. Admission
will be $1.25.

Tri Omega is still awaiting the return of their board.
According to vice-chairman Kerry Snow, the function of the
board is to "tell the club what's happening-service projects,
meetings, etc." He added that the club puts up messages which
"get the students to think."

While Johnson told a Silver Chips reporter that "if it had
been up to me, I would have left it (the board) alone," one
faculty member (who wishes to remain anonymous) has stated
that he saw Johnson removing the board.

Last year's message went uncensored. Last week, however,
administration officials "censored" the board-removing it
from the wall.

Apparently, the administration did not interpret the board
the same way. Last year, Tri Omega ran a message that ran

. "What has the attendance office done for your education
today?" which was not censored. According to Tri Omega
officials, the intent of...the two messages was the same. Both
questioned the emphasis of mandatory attendance in class,
rather than the emphasis of making classes more interesting so
tha] students will want to stay.

Further work has been
started at Walter Johnson,
Albert Einstein, Walt Whitman,
Woodward, Gaithersburg, JFK,
Paint Branch, Sherwood and
Winston Churchill high schools.
Virginia and D.C. schools are
also 'participating-/in SMC.
acti¥ities.

Union support

Area schools

The intent of the message, according to Tri Omega
president Geoff Horn, was to "knock the attendance system."
Horn stressed that the message was not directed against
Johnson personally, but felt that "he (Johnson) symbolizes
the attendance office."

"This man", Assistant Principal Paige Johnson, and other
members of the Blair administration, censored the above
message from the Tri Ome~a bulletin board last week.

censor message
Administrators

"This man is a policeman
by another name. What does
his job have to do with your
education? God knows."

The national Moritorium has
received the backing of the
Washington Teachers Union. The
union suggested that teachers
stress a "peace theme" in their
classes on Oct. IS and also urged
that the D.C. school board
conclude classes at 2:00 p.m.
instead of 3:00 p.m. So that

A special memorial service
has been planned for Blair
through the initiat~ve of several
students. The service will take
place in the quadrangle during
all lunch periods. The memorial
is for the benefit of students
who will be unable to leave
school for larger SMC rallies at
area colleges on Oct. IS.

Washington area organizer
Lynn Glixon announced the
formation of Montgomery
County chapttlrs of the SMC at
Blair, Springbrook, and
Bethesda-Chevy Chase high
schools. .

look

Local, state and national
support came to the forefront of
public attention, as area students
are preparing for the upcoming
student ,strike Nov. 14 against
the Vietnam War.

The Student Mobilizing
Committee to End the War in
Vietnam held a press conference
on Monday' at their national
headquarters in Washington and
explained their goals, tactics and
position.

National spokesman

Don' Gurewitz, national
spokesman expressed support
for the SMC initiated Oct. IS
Vietnam Moritorium, preluding
the national strike in Nov.
Commenting on the Moritorium,
Gurewitz said that the SMC "has
been building the Moritorium
and helping to make it the,
opening round in a massive,
continuing campaign tQ bring all
our GI's home from Vietnam
now."

(See COUNCI L, page 2)

The Council will have no
legal power but will serve only in
an advisory capacity for the
Montgomery County Board of
Education and Superintendent
Dr. Homer Elseroad.

idea of the Council. "There are
one hundred thousand students
to be educated in Montgomery
County. We divide the County
into twelve groups each with a
director. In this way, the area
councils, concerned with similar
needs of only eight thousand
students, can do a lot more for
the school systems of eilch area.

Area Twelve (formerly a part •
of Area Nine) includes nineteen
schools - Blair, three junior high
schools (Takoma Park, Eastern,
and Montgomery Hills),
Montgomery Community
College, and fourteen
elementary schools.

The thirty-nine member
-Council will be composed of ten
students (two from each junior
high, three from Blair, and one
from the junior college), seven
faculty members, three A and S
personnel (one each from the

'elementary, junior, and senior
high school levels), and nineteen

'delegates from the community.

In addition to the elected
'members and alternates, the
Council will also be composed of
a group of experts in the
community (i. e.,parole officers,
pupil personnel workers,
I a wyers, social workers,
psychologists) whom the
Council members may consult
regarding special subject studies.

In addition to giving advice,
the "Resource Committee" will,
according to the Steering
Committee's report, "act as
liaison with community groups
or institutions and as sources for
names of individuals or groups
who should be represented on
the Council."

new
througho~t second semester of
last school year to formulate
guidelines (which the Council
will have the right to alter or
ignore) for the Advisory
Council.

The Steering Committee's
report states that the purpose of
the councils is to study problems
which are common and unique

tto each geographic area of the
County, and that the Council
should deal with problems of a
particular school only if its
study would affect a majority of
the member schools of the area.

Steering Committee
Chairman, Mr. Virgil Richmond,
describes the decentralization

for grievance post

After months of preparation,
a new body, the Area Twelve
Advisory Council, conceived for
the purpose of "improving
educational opportunities for
every student in the (Takoma
Park/Silver Spring) area," is
currently in the formative stages.

A fifteen member Steering
Committee composed of two
students (Blair senior Vicki Bor
and sophomore Roger Beach
who represented Easter Junior
High on the Council), faculty
members (including Blair history
teacher Mrs. Helen Wilson and
librarian Mr. James Price), A and S
personnel, and PTA member
parents, met regularly

Borgida suggested

Acting on last year's suggestion by the Montgomery County
Student Alliance, Blair's legislative assembly has approved the
appointment of senior David Borgida as' the first student
ombudsman. . Details on procedure plans are pending approval.

(The word ombudsman is a Scandinavian term for an offical
who handles public grievances.)

Though exact working procedures have not as yet been set
up, the ombudsman will consult with Dr. Brennan, the student
government, and the school psychologist in order to give
students a maximum chance of answering their questions and
correcting their complaints.

Borgida anticipates that he will receive a great 'variety of
complaints and inquiries and assures students that nothing should'
be considered too unimportant or trivial for his attention. He
expects that much of his work will be concerned with
student-teacher relationships. If someone comes to him with a
legitimate grievance toward his instructor, Borgida will arrange, a
separate meeting with the teacher to discuss it. The student will
remain anonymous.

"Many students find the need to talk to someone who they
can identify with ," says Borgida, "someone who understands
their problems. The simple fact that the person is in the same
age bracket will help a student to overcome certain
apprehensions he may have when talking to a faculty member."

National Mobilization Committee members present plans for the
Oct. 15th Moratorium to the press at their Monday press conference.

Area 12 Advisory Council

Education has
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Blair sees class innovations

As their" fint ·production, Stage Craft and Design pr.esent8d a-puppet
show to elemenwy school student$.

Area problems studied
Council looks ahead

(See COURSES, page 3)

should be part of a student's
general knowledge."

Representing opposite ends
of the vocational field are Data
Processing I and Fashion
Merchandising and Career Study.

Vocational studies

Stage design

Stage Craft and Design
operates in the new F building
extension. Klopp contends that
"ideally the class should be
equipped with a scene shop and
stage directly available to the
stu dents, but lacking these
facilities does not alter the basic
objectives of this course."

A newly designed elective is
Stage Craft and Design, directed

. by Mr. Lee Klopp. Including a '
survey of past and present stage
techniques, the course examines
various aspects of theatre
production, from the selection
of a play through the striking
and storage of the sets.

Klopp intends to prepare a
student in the field .sothat he
"may apply the knowledge,
ability and skill which is
acquired through this course to
existing school situations such as
extra curricular dramatic plays,
musicals, concerts, and other
assemblies and activities which
require staging." He added that a
student should be able to
successfully participate in many
different areas of the production
upon completion of the course.

Structured study
The latter portion of the

Course involves a structured
survey of American literature
studied by the entire class as a
whole. The survey emphasizes,
Sylvester explained, "certain
basic facts and concepts that

f

compositions, in addition to an
independent study paper, are
asked of the students.

Mr. Sylvester is also involved
in another newly-<ievised English
course. A Guided Independent
Study Program is currently a
part of the junior English
program. One half of the
curriculum consists of an
approach to American Literature
directed towards individual
interest areas of the student's
choosing. Students involved in
the course were, for the most
part, chosen at the conclusion of
the last school year. At that
time, each individual chose his
general interest area and created
a problem for which he wished
to find a solution. These
solutions are to be formulated
through the study of selected
American literary works. The
course of study is structured
according to each interest area
and the specific problems.
Sylvester stated that "two basic
premises governed the
conception of this course: that
there are certain values and
concepts of American literary
heritage that should be imparted
to the student, and that the best
way for a student to gain these
val ues and concepts· is to
approach the body of material
from an interest area of his
cho.osing."

Two innovative courses are
being offered by the English
department. A two-period senior
English course is taught jointly
by Mrs. Ruth Miller and Mr.
James Sylvester. The purpose of
the program, as expressed by
both instructors, "is to help
students understand that there is
a fundamental unity to human
knowledge." English literature
will be surveyed chronologically,
beginning with the Anglo-Saxon
and Medieval periods and
covering all subsequent time
periods, leading up to the
twentieth century.

Currently , the first hour,
taught by Mrs. Miller, involves a
unit on man's search for his
identity as reflected by
inter-related themes of English
literature.

Creative and expository
writing, taught by Sylvester,
covers the latter half of the
double period. The writings
required of the students will also
be involved with the study of
English literature. As part of the
composition program,
extemporaneous and structured

Afro-American in history,
Bridges described the white
man's current picture of the
topic as an "exploding
mythology."

A frican History is being
offered as a one-semester course
and can be coupled with other
half-year subjects such as
ant h r 0 p ology, sociology,
economics, and Far Eastern
history.

English

"The emphasis of this
course," he continued, "will be
on the cultural and historical
contributions of African
kingdoms, relating to the Black
awareness of' our cultural
heritage."

History of the. African
continent will span.from ancient
times to the situation in the
twentieth century. Bridges
emphasized, however, that
Afro-American studies are to be,
stressed. This phase of the
curriculum involves an
"inter-relationship of the Black
man in American history and his 
African identity."

Seeking to project a more
realistic portrait of the roles of
the African and the

Social Studies

by JON BOR

Classes ranging from African
culture and history to methods
of fashion designing are
currently being held at Blair in
an effort. t9 diversify the daily
curriculum. Many of the course
innovations represent pilot
programs unique to Montgomery
Blair.

Africim history, taught by
Mr. David Bridges, highlights the
·social studies department.
Bridges describes his course as "a
study of the total aspects of
African history within the
context of world history."

Find Inner Peaet:
If:airway PhaIwacY

Smoking violators
face suspension

I

Violators of Blair's new smoking laws may face "indefinite
suspension" according to temporary school regulations.

These laws, prepared last year by a joint committee consisting of
Dr. William Brennan, Blair principal, Student Government
representatives, members of the faculty, and several parents are
tentativel~ in effect until June, 1970. At that time the comm'ittee
will review the rules to determine their success.

School regulations specify that first time violators are subject to
"attendance at a two-hour education program on smoking and
school safety." Two violations by the same student result in his
"suspension, pending parent conference." After three violations he
may be indefinitely suspended and referred to the Pupil Services
Department.

S.moking is permitted, according to the rules, "on the walkway
leadmg from the rear of the boys gym to 'C' building around the
side of 'C' building overlooking the athletic field,' around 'D'
building including the area between the building and the enclosed
co~rt, along the driveways and parking areas paralleling Schuyler
Dnve, but not beyond the western side of the auditorium."

So far, Brennan has not heard of much violation of the rules
except for smoking in thel quadrangle. Present regulations state that
there will be no smoking m the quadrangle during lunch periods.
However, this law is not strictly enforced.

Last week, legislative assembly passed an amendment to allow
smoking in the area. It was approved by Brennan but vetoed by
student government president Jeremy Musher.
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Concerning student
representatives, Richmond
states, "we don't want only
honor students or kids who are
always active in student
government. It would be good to
have students on the wrong side
of the track too."

Musher, who must appoint'
the student reps on the basis of
applications, "states that he is
looking for students "who have
definite opinions and are eager
to voice them."

The first meeting of the Are,
Twelve Advisory Council is
scheduled for mid October. ,

1
(

Reasonable Rates

diversity in its members. In this
way, many points of view may be
presented.

"We (the Selection
Committee) are looking for
diverse represenatatives of the
community," states Vicki. "We
don't want all doctors and
lawyers but also housewives and
factory workers."

The student representatives
will be selected by a method
d esigna ted by the student
government of each school and
school personnel at a faculty'
meeting.

Meetings at member schools
of the Area were held last
Monday night to select three
community delegates for each
school. The Steering Committee
'elected three of its members'
:(student Vicki Bor, a parent and
a school administrator) to chose
which two of the three delegates
will be alternates.

The Steering Committee also
provided that the Area Twelve
Director (Dr. John Causey) and
the vice president of Area
Parent/Teacher Associations
(Mr. Jim Pickens) as ex officio
council member.

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

Suburban School of Self Defense
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(Con't. from page 1)

Richmond cites the following
as examples of problems the
Council may discuss: sex
ed u cation, Student Alliance,
drug abuse, appropriation of tax
money.

Richmond ascribes the goal
of the Council to attain "better
communication between
parents, teachers, and students."

"We (the Steering
Committee) want the students
'who "are closer to the problem~
at hand, to have a large voice in
the running of the school
system," Richmond states. "As
it stands now, students are only
heard after they scream long and
loud enough. With the Council,
they will be heard and not
overlooked.

"We hope the patronizing
attitudes of adults will
disappear," Richmond
.continues, "and that all Council
members will be treated as
equals." ,

Richmond, Vicki, and SG
President Jeremy Musher agree
that an important factor in the
Council's success will be a
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AFS sends Baum abroad

better due to the brevity of the
course.

The course included a three
.hour seminar in the morning
which preceeded practical job
experience in the afternoon.
These jobs ranged from work on
Capitol Hill to assignment as a
law intern.

Smith, who worked iJ
connection with the D.C. public
school system) and the
Rockefeller Foundation, began
the program in the summer of
1968. The purpose was to bring
together a heterogeneous group
of middle-class whites and blacks
with their urban counterparts, to
study the serious problems of
the city and their possible
solutio~s.

r The main probleros of, the
ci ty in cl ude transportation,
welfare state housing
education, and un~mploymellt:

Crosby says that the white
students' first confrontation
with the inner city came as a
cultural shock. "They felt
apologetic for being white
suburbanites, but as they got to
know the city kids better they
felt less uptight abQut being
white and began torund~rstand'

city problems in greater dep!~ '~-

Wednesday, Oct. 1. 1969-Page 3

,
similar to it for Blair students.

Crosby included a few Blair
students in the summer program'
in order to get some firsthand

.experience with them in this
type of situation. .
\ Blair stud'ents who took part
in the program are taking the'
two-period course this year.
They were given the option, in
the beginning of the year, t.o
choose between continuing in
the class situation for the whole
year or going on independent
study. Ruthie Greenspan, one
senior who chose to go on
independent study, felt that

"the information given in the
beginning of the course would
be the same as the kind we were
given this summer.

Dave Ives, who lives in the
District, and also took part in
the program, felt the presence of.
a definite personality clash
between black and white
students. However, as he got to
know the white students better
h~ believed th)lt they understood
CIty problems but their parents.
didn't. He added that after the
course he was able td"~~Irout
problems and then look at both

sides" but regretted that he didn't
get to kpow the o~her studentS'

Urban Studies Program
launches POTC course

by ALICE STREES

"America gives priority to
iV, GTO's, new swimming
pools, hamburger stands, and
ABM, not people."

This stron~ opinion expressed
by Senior Alan Jirikowic reflects
a summer spent in' the "Urban
Studies Program" the
foundation of the experi'mental'
two-hour Problems of the
Twentieth century course at
Blair this' year. Other Blair
seniors who participated in the
summer program include Bruce
Carpel, Ruthie Greenspan, Rick
Rutstein, and Rachel Williams.

Mr. Lawrence Smith, a
teacher at Western High School
in Georgetown, the location of
the Urban Studies Program,
devised and directed the course.

Mr. Michael Crosby, who
with Mr. Robert Maddox
developed Blair's present version
of the program, receiv~d many
of his ideas from Smith. He and
Maddox decided to orooose on~_

New insight(

-;< .... ,...... .:~>;_._"*

JA(ft-.~" ,
*. C' _..•. ¥ '. .,!!f%f!!" < ~

Senior Sue Cohen creates a collage "'as an assignment fore Bi;;;s
new, two·hour POTC course, which was derived from this summer's
Urban Studies Program. I Photo by Joe Neil
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Home Arts

Fashion Merchandising And
Career Study, taught by Mrs.
Helen Baumgardner also
combines a classroom situation
with work experience. The
course exists as a two level
program,

The junior year, Mrs.
Baumgardner described, involves
"an education in fashion
merchandising with a stress upon
the roles of the employee and .. -

Objectives announced
for :premier programs

the consumer." Among topics to
(Con't from page 2) be covere'd during the program

. Teaching Data Proce~sing I is are fu?damentalsu;U dl:s.ign,....t!¥-
Mr. John Miller. The course of essentIals of merchandising and
study involves the operation-of • .c0nsu!Uer .utisfv.ctio~·.Mrs.
"u ni t record equipme'nt Baumgaraner t'tels 'that the
machines." These devices are not junior girls "should benefit from
computers, but various machines the consumer affairs section
involved in' the many processes even, if they do not wish. to
of punch card operation. continue through the second

"The first year objective," year."
Miller pointed out, "is to' The senior year deals with
provide a background for all the professional aspects of
students interested in a career in fashion merchandising in greater
data processing and to prepare depth. It involves "an education '
students for Data Processing II. in the field with a stress upon

"Near the end of Data the roles of the employer and
Processing I, we will introduce merchandiser. Senior girls are
the study of computers and how planning a field trip this year to
they operate and differ from the New York garment center.

. unit record equipment." Blair is Also, speakers representing the
not equipped with any garment industry will be invited
computers due to their great .to ajjQ.r«;~Hle classes.
expense. Most teachers expressed

Data Processing II, planned ,opti.mism regarding the future of
for next year, will combine thea clas!es. HQpefully, ~
classroom study with a work successful outcome will lead to
experience plan.. new innovations for coming

years.

5,,88-6703

Boys - Girls

American politics constantly
make the front pages in the
Finnish l.lews, although the
national opinion of Nixon is still
unformulated, Baum says.

Wbat concerns Finns in the
political realm, however, are
east-west relations. The nearness
of the Soviet Unis>n is a
perpetual threat to Finland's
independence and Baum stated
that the Finns make an effort to
appease Russia. There is great
concern in improving relations
between the U.S. and Russia,
since such an improvement
would ease the strain of trying
to stay on good terms with both
opposing countries.. .

Although Sweden
and penmark are geographically.
• close to Finland, the latter .
according to Haum, is pot as
liberal. He explained that the
Finnish government wouldn't·
accept draft dodgers, as the
Swedish government does. And
Finland's own draft system is
one of the major issues which'
the youth of Finland is
confronting.

Unfortunately, due to a lack
of response from Blair there is
no reciprocal exchang~ student
at 'Blair this year.

Blair's AFS chapter helped
arrange for 'two students, one
from Norway and one from
France, to visit the U.S. last
year. Carol Whiting, AFS club
president, says that the absence
of the AFS students is due to
the fact that no families
volunteered to sponsor foreign
stUdents, but if housing if found,
a student may arrive for the
second semester.

Nora Winge, a senior at Blair
last year is now spending a
school year in Germany through
another American Field Service
program. .
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Bob ilium

In addition to the a!,>sence of
a UN flag on the moon the'
Vietnam War is an~ther
disappointment .to the Finns.
Most people whom Baum
encountered were opposed to
U.S. involvement. In fact, a mass
league in opposItion to the war
met for discussion in capital city
Helsinki during Baum's trip. But
despite war opposition, Baum
didn't sense much
anti-Americanism.

His presence abroad during' the
Apollo II moon shot gave him
new insight into the way other
people regard h'appenings in
America.

, . The Finns were disappointed
that only the American flag was
planted on the moon. According
to Baum, they had hoped to see
a flag representing the world, or
even the U.N. flag brought to
the moon by the astronauts.

Baum felt that his Finnish
friends interpreted the sole
presence of the U.S. flag as an
exclusive token of national pride
and a disregard for the rest of
mankind.

Model Railroad
Center

, 1081·R )Rockville Pike
Rockville. Md. 762-4499'
Model Railroads Exclusive

As an American Field Service
Representative in Finland for
nine weeks this past summer
senior Bob Baum was able to
view a student run school
system.

As an exchange student,
Baum lived in three cities and
spent two weeks at a boarding
school, where students took an
active part in school decision
making.

Baum was impressed with
how much more effective rules
were when the students had a
voice in creating them. He
remarked also that an honor

(system was used. This increase in
student involvement was on an
experimental basis at the school
and, only in effect during the
summer.

He noticed how much
Finland's schools emphasize
languages. Some students studY'
as many as three at the same
time. The study of English is
required of all students and
Baum helped in the
conversational areas of the
English class during his stay. a1
the boarding school. He did not
study while..therebecause the
courses were taught in Finnish.
Later he picked up bits of the
language, but mostly only
enough to confuse a
French-speaking waitress when
Finnish unexpectedly popped
out of his mouth instead of
French.

Baul1l explained that Finnish
college entrance is vastly
different than in the United
States. Appli~ants grind through
many written and oral
examinations and only a small
percentage of Finns attend
universities.

Baum now has com"e back
from the trip with not only his
own impressions of his host
country, but with the Finns'
impressions of American policy.
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f'REEI>OM OF

BULLETIN BOflRb? A time to think

---------------- by Liz Symonds

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Liz Symonds

As an actual test of the Quill
staffs literarY' judgement, Mrs.
Sylvia Wubnig, Quill sponsor,
submitted a little-known poem
by e .e. cumr:nings for review.
Because all selections are
reviewed without revealing the
author's name, the unsuspecting
staff had no idea that they were
reviewing an accepted literary
work. Was e. e. cummings good
enough for Quill? The poem was
aebepted by a close vote-on the
condition that the author revise
it.

"We don't accept things just
because they're symbolic and
deep," stated Quill's editor Eli
Goldblatt.

student walk-out would not have,
benefitted the many Blair students who
still do not know or understand the
Vietnam situation.

To carry this idea further, teachers
should devote class time during the
October 15 th moratorium to discussions
of the war-or allow studtmts to go to
the service that is being planned.

We urge all students to participate in
the discussions and service. No one
should, in full conscience, be able to
ignore so grave an issue.

, The service· is simply what it
implies-a memorial to the Vietnam
war dead. The idea of the day should not
be confused with a protest. This can be a
day of learning on both sides-those for
and against the war.

who?
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Someone is eating a sandwich
(BLT on rye'!) and the smell of
coffee is definitely present (how
can 'they. concentrate with that
wonderful odor?)

,The most prominent (well
actually, the only) controversy
surrounding Quill is the
ever-present question (which is
asked most frequently by
puzzled Blairites twice a year, '
directly after each publication)
does Quill represent the average
Blair Blazer's literary desires?
(unfortunately, only God knows
what they ,may be).

symbolism of a William Faulkner
novel in Mrs. Miller's CPA
English, the staff reviews Gust as
intently) the work of a

~sophomore poet or a senior
• playwrit.e. (whose ~o~ks'J "'fe ~o~'t ,say,_ :~,e d??'!..

incidentally, can be just as und~rstand 1t, let s accept-It,
m y s t i f yin gas the added Manuscript Editor Phyllis
aforementioned Mr. F.). Krame~. (The latter was added in
. 1he hopes that ,it would quiet the

fears of those who might think
otherwise).

e.e.

If utilized, the possibilities of the
Vietnam War Moratorium can be
limitless. The National Mobilization
Committee to End the War has taken
time and effort to develop a nation-wide
program that may prove interesting but
more importantly, enlightening.

Blair's part in the program was, up to
about a week ago, a little less certain.
Planners consistently contradicted each
other and for a while it seemed that a
stable program would never be'realized.

To: Members of Silver Chips
Staff and Mrs. Settle

Silver Chips Invites all readers to
submit letters to the .dltor for the
Soapbox column. L.tten shoulcl be
typed and signed with the author's
full 'name and >identlflcatlon. Place
letten In the , •••wIINP.r office In
room C·301 or 'mail to Sliver Chips,
Montgomer)' Blair high school.

y

Stephanie Malove
Editor-in-chief

Silverlogue
Robert Herbert

photographer

"Credit to Blair"

It was with considerable
pride that I viewed the
appearance on television of the
staff members of Silver Chips.
Such a performance cannot fail
to call to the attention of many
critics of high schoo,l students
the dedication and seriousness of
purpose-of many of our young
people. You are a credit to
Montgomery Blair High School
and to the community.

Priscilla C. Kline

For example, while one group of
students was planning a student
walk-out, another was organizing efforts•for a moratorium service and
school-wide discussions.

Fortunately, the l,atter won out. A

Lemon Squeezings-----------------

Death drill-

~--------_._-

-- -

---------------Letters to the Editor

At a time when the United Organizing Committee. Members
States is just beginning to free of the rifle drill team were
the problem of violence in included. The general agreement
America, at, a time when the ' was that the drill team should
world sees America as a place find something else to drill with,
where everyone carries a gun, something that is not modeled
Montgomery Blair High School's after an instrument of death.
response is to organize a rifle Bob Baum
drill team. Studies have been Wax tape
conducted which show that the .
constant protrayal of violence Recently, we have had cause
and the constant exhibition of to be dismayed at the gross
instruments of violence has a inefficiency of the Rockville
detrimental effect on the moral bureaucracy. Beginning June 20,
fiber of young people. It 1969 through today, we have
increases the likelihood' that in a been making efforts to procure a
trying situation they w.ill resort tiny room in _ Blair with an
to violence. In response to those electric outlet and a tap to be

'studies the nation's television used as a darkroom. Several of.
networks have sharply reduced Blair's administrative officials
the amount of violence during have been 'making slow but
their broadcasts. Many people steady efforts to help us.
find the exhibition of guns This week of Sept. 16, Mr.
offensi.ve to good taste. Rifles Johnson gave us a suitable place
h:-.e a strong military butwithonedrawback-thekey
camotation in an institution)that was missing. He informed Us
is totally alien to a place of that, if the key could not be
learning. located, Rockville would have to
r Recently members of the send a man to make a wax image
rill team have been twirling - a process which, would take

, their rifles in the Quadrangle. eighteen months. We ,at
The situation was discussed at a Silverlogue anxiously await
m B of the Student March, 1971.

Tjre administration over-reacted to the message
~_.....,...·nte<t on the Tri Omega, bulletin board last week

(see story, page 1). If thought had preceeded action,
the results of the incident could have been more
favorable to both sides. "If it's pornographic we

First, the sponsor and president of the club should won't accept it~but we like to
have been notified immediately before any action was read it" . . . . . . '
taken. The board could have been 'covered with' "I think this would be a nice
poster paper until both parties had discussed the thing for a greeting card" .....
matter.' Instead, it was ripped down because the "H 0 w d~ yo iJ spell
admiltistRtion-did not, attempt t~ obtain the keys to ' rhyming?" .

.,.... open it~ Had a club officer been called, he could have "Would y'o~ ':rant this I?oem
'e.wly-:opetie-d the'Jock on' the 'case. .'. ' " ,., :' . tatooed on your arm?" ... .'. ~

Significantly, Tri Omega officials have stated that Sitting in on a Silver Quill
had they been asked to remove the offending reviewing session can be most
material, they would have done so. The board would enlightening' to' the innocent
still be in place;and available as acommunication line layman. The elite staff sits in a
to members of the club. small circle of desks, reviewing

In conclusion, we feel that though the board's each literary contribution
bravely submitted by Blair

message was tactless and offensive, the administration students. The whOle scene is
tactics in removing it were equally as offensive. very similar to an English class,

be
but instead of discussing theSoap x--~-----------------



Editorial

Advise and
Consent

The Area 12 Advisory Council is a definite step on
the road to solving area school and community
problems, The council, to be comprised of students,
teachers, faculty members and the general
community, will provide the needed base for
representative discussions.

Since it is designed to deal with students from
elementary level through the junior college, it will
bring a welcome change to old programs that deal
with education in a piecemeal fashion, rather than as
a whole continuous unit. Student problems cannot be
isolated solely on their school level.

Unfortunately, the council has no legal power. It
can act only on an advisory basis. If the Montgomery
Board of Education were willing to relinquish some
of its power to this board, its effectiveness might
increase ~eatly. Hopefully, a permanent council such
as this will be proposed and given power, thus
bringing the school problems on a local level where
they belong.

Dr. Ernest Hannon, a member of Blair's PTA Executive Committee, addresses the participants
at Monday night's Area 12 Advisory Council meeting.

Stude,nts venture overseas

If not, the council may be destined to become one
of the many organizations in Montgomery County
who, like MCR and the Student Alliance, have good
ideas but no bargaining powers. We have seen their
effectiveness proven only after long debate. The
Board of Education must act more efficiently on the
proposals of these organizations or give up the
pretense that they will.

Information and contracts
for the Blair Theater Guild are
available now through Tuesday,
October 7, before or after
school, in room E-l 0 1.

The Drama 2 class will be
presenting "The Self-Made Gen
tleman" and "The Beaux Strata
gem" during the resource period
on Wednesday, October 22; These
are the first two of a series of
twelve plays being planned for
the year by Drama 2. All students'
are invited' to attend'.

* * * * * *

Applications f,oT ---_.....lIL...
American College Te.,~t (ACT)
are now available. Registration
for the Dec. 13 test closes on
Nov. 10 and students interested
in taking the test are advised to
obtain an application
immediately from the guidance
office. '

..,....
for European concert tour

A youth orchestra member awaits the flight to Switzerland.

,. '

* * • .. * ..

* * * * * *

Five Blairites were recently
named National Merit
Scholarship semi-finalists. They'
were Michael Blaustein. Stanle)'
Bouma, Holt Ennis, John
Gussman, Sandy Kapit' and
Maurice Stein. They will be
eligible for financial aid to the
college of their choice, pending
their selection as finalists later
this year.

Two vocational courses are
making appearances at Blair this"
year. Representing opposite ends
of the vocational field, they are
Data Processing I and Fashion
Merchandising andCaieer Study.

The Montgomery Blair
High School Bank offers you
a safe place to save your extra
funds. All accounts are
insured to $15,000.00 by an
agency ot the United States
Government'. If you plan
your savings program in
excess of that figure, see
either Mr. Allan - Gross,
Manager of the Savings
Program or Mr. Walter
Keibler, School Treasurer.

You need only a dollar to
start a savings program. The
money deposited is available
12 months a year either at
Blair or at our parent

organization, the Citize~
Bldg. and Loan Assoc. of
Silver Spring. Drop by the
school bank to open
savings progr~.........,,_ ......_-"_~~
dividends compounded twice .-£
annually.

• • • * * •

Thursday, October 2,
1969, from 12:00 noon to
7:30 p.m. at the
Sheraton-Silver Spring Motor
Inn, 8727 Colesville Rd.,
Silver Spring.

For a..n interview
appointment call (617)
237-0308 Monday through
Friday or contact the
COLLEGE BOUND
representative at the hotel the
day before the meeting.

For the list of colleges,
stu dents may check the
guidance office bulletin
board.

Results of the legislative
assembly election are as follows:

New sophomore
assemblymen are: Ann Connely,
Tommy Rice, Mark Seidel,
Debbie Safyren, Irene
Maksymjuk, Jonathan Phillips,
Carl Ling, Stephen Glick, and
Rita Rosenblatt. '

New Junior assemblymen
are: Craig Eaton and Jeff
Chadwick.

COLLEGE BOUND is Thursday October 2
coming to Bethesda Octobe~ .l,s~ studepts. will,c~nd!1ct l\J1 all,.dl/-;
and 2nd, 1969. RepresentatIves' follt conCeit in' room' C300' to
of 32 accredited two - and raise money for the hurricane
four-year, men's, women's and, relief fund.
coe,d uca tional colleges will
conduct . admission interviews
with high school juniors and
seniors and their parents, as
follows:

* * * • * •
Members of Blair's Key Club,

and Keyettes, collected money
to help provide shoes for needy
children in Washington, D.C.
The club was inspired by an
article in The Washington Post
which told of children who
couldn't attend school because
they had no shoes. A total of
$206 was collected and turned
over to the president of the D.C.
r ,,;~ r e n tan d Tea c her's
AssoCri1\tic!T}.

"

A television special on the
festival will be hown in
mid-November.

Seaton. The other performance
was as part of the festival. '

The orchestra's was the
choice position - last. To a
responsive audience and visiting
birds who were "flying around
all the time," they played under
the direction of the Orchestra's
conductor, Chester Petranek,
and a guest conductor,
Czechoslovakian composer and
conductor Zdenek Lukas.

"We had a seven minute
standing ovation after the
Mendlesson concert," said
Jeanne Trahan.

Many of the Blair students
felt that the festival increased
their interest in music, Jeanne
thought it showed that youth
from allover the world were
basically the same.

The festival brought together
twelve orchestras from 'Europe,
Canada, and the United States.
The purpose of the festival, as
stated in the program is

- "bringing together with a
common cultural purpose youth
from different countries, varying
socio-economic backgrounds,
different religious, races, and
colors, and even with opposed
political ideologies," and to
stimulate the_ musical talents of
the youth.

The festival activities lasted
from August 19 to August 30.
Each evening was devoted to a
concert by one of the orchestras,
including the International
Festival Youth Orchestra,
formed by the most outstanding
players of the participating
orchestras.

Youth Orchestra traveled to the
Festival via five days in Vienna
and a day in Salzburg. They
.ampled Viennese wine, cheese
and bread, on the
Danube, and visited tl}e
imposing Hapsburg castles and a
gypsy restaurant.

The orchestra arrived in time
for inaugural festival activities to
St. Moritz, "a playground for
millionaires. " The days were
spent in rehearsals, and an
occasional excursion - a ride on
a sky lift, and an all day journey
to and from northern Italy with
the CzechsJovakian troop.

Altogether, the MontgomerY
County Youth Orchestra gave
two concerts, one in the hotel
for the hotel personnel "because
they had been so nice and we
were so horrible," said Beth

by LESLIE LIMMER

The Montgomery County
Youth Orchestra traveled to St.
Moritz, Switzerland this past
summer to participate in the
first International Festival of
Youth Orchestras.

The orchestra's 123
members, eleven of whom are
from Blair, took the 19 day trip
last August to not only
Switzerland, but also Vienna,
Salzburg, and Italy. Blair
participants included seniors
Stanley Bouma, Dennis Latzko,
Danny Nelson, Beth Seaton, Ken
Shifrin, Jeanne Trahan, and
David Woolsey. Also' included
were graduates Susan Light,
Emily Knapp, Margery Swanson,
and Kathy Pickard.

Th e Montgomery County
I
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Ann Castellot
Ann attributes East

Germany's relations with the
USSR as the number one
concern of involved German
teens. She states that German
citizens, the majority of which
are opposed to the war in
Vietnam, are anxious to hear the
views of American tourists on
this subject.

A nn comments that the
German teens view the acts of
Nazi Germany with shame and
adds "The kids are part of an
entirely different generation and
they long to be viewed as
detached. from the light of
Germany during Werld War II."

Volunteering a general
impression of her stay, in
Germany, Ann comments, "The
German families, government,
school, and teachers went out of'
their way to make us feel at
home and enjoy the activities.

around the city which included a
visit to the east (communist)
side of the Berlin Wall.

In East Berlin, the American
students could only leave the
trolley car in which they were
touring at two sites - a memorial
park honoring the brave deeds of
Russian soldiers, and a
restauran t.

"The tour of East Berlin was
just what you would expect,"
comments Ann. "The tour guide
told us what he was 'allowed to
say and no more."

Ann concludes that the
German high school students arp

much like American teens. Both
possess much the same tastes in
music (rock groups like the
BeeGees are popular in
Germany) and in styles of hair
and clothing. Also like
Americans, German youth is
plagued with the standard
parental problems.
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Junior wins
German trip
As one of 48 high school

German students to receive
winning scores on a national
German test, junior Ann
Castellot traveled' to Germany
this past summer.

She was awarded the four
week, all-expenses-paid trip by
the German government. The
competition, sponsored by the
A merican Association of
Teachers of German was offered
to students of German Level II
and above, Ann is currently in
German V.

The purpose of the trip - the
first offered of its kind -- was to
enable American students to see
Germany, live as Germans do,
and associate with the German
people.

The group spent three of
their four weeks living wi th
German families in Nuremburg
and the final week in Berlin.

Next came the group's final
week at Berlin. Staying at a
youth !hostel. they took tours

Photo by Joe Neil

sweeping the stadium prove that Blair service clubs
have not been idle.

'Hap~v Hour'
. After meeting their families

h
in Nuremberg, the group went to, ang U school. Ann attended the- pS .Hans-Sachs Gymnasium (high

, school which contains grades
five through thirteen) where she

school officialdom of "tragic can't really see what their observed classes in action and
insensitivity" because they are purpose was except (to say), 'We participated in class discussions.
"obviously willing to concede really are concerned; we held Ann explains that students in
the extremely harmful effects of this conference.' " Germany must decide whether
the school system," yet "massive Many of the adults at the to go to a' trade school or a
corrective action h~s not been con fer en c e found their gymnasium during their high
taken." discussions with students jolting school years. Although German

Instead, she declared, "the experiences. Sandy explains, students may take up to
p rio r i t Y is, p I ace d olD "The thing they really couldn't fourteen courses, Ann juqges the
'maintaining the orderly proce~s understand was that we difficulty of the work and the
of education'-to quote the wouldn't turn in any kids we 'amount of homework in German
(Board of Education's) policy knew who were selling drugs. high schools to be fairly equal to
s tat e men ton Stu den t They didn't understand sex very that of Blair.
Involvement .. ." Sue was very well either, J don't think... Although' German students
distu,rb,ed, she says, when Dr. ,"Some junior, high school attend school six days a week
Homer Elseroad, Superintende~t principals didn't believe they and during the' summer, a
of Montgomery County Public ' had any drug problem." shorter day of 8 :00 A.M. to
Schools replied to her speech .The students did not leave I :00 P.M. and more vacations
saying, "he agreed with most of Airlie House unshaken either. brings the school year to about
the things I said but didn't know Janet Goldner remarks, "The the same length as in the United
if they'd be able to go as far ',lIl> main experience really came States.
I'd proposed." during 'The Happy Hour,' when While in Nuremberg, in

they could drink and we addition to going to school, the
couldn't,...then we were really group participated in plan'ned
going up the wall ...they would all-day excursions around the
come up and ask your name and area, and visits with German
what, your school was and thea teens to three cities - Baumberg
walk off without,waiting for ail" (liKe Nuremburg, an old city),
answer-just so they could be Frankische-Schweiz (a rural
seen talking to a student." area), and Wurzberg (a big city).

Unlike Sue, Janet found the
conference worthwhile. To Janet
the most valuable result of the
conference was "that the school
system has finally proposed all
these things that we've been
wanting ...They were realizing
that there should be more
student involvement iIi
everything."

Sandy agrees: "There were
some really conservative people
who changed their minds talking'
to people there."

"Everything that came out of
that conference was stuff that
had been repeated thirty times
before. Rockville seems to have
a phobia 'of listening .. .1
thought the whole conference
pretty poorly planned .. .It was
not really representative of all
the students in the county, and I
think that was unfortunate."

When the planners of the
conference noticed the
non-representation of black and
upper-county students there,
"they got on the phone quickly
and invited two blac,k kids from
upper-county' schools. Sue
questions the good intentions of
Elseroad and his colleagues: "I

GIVE A DAMN-OCTOBER 15

Airlie explores

Varsette member Joyce Rose repairs a doll
durin~ a recent toy workshop. Tri Omegans

by JOHN GUSSMAN
They, were surprised to find

that stud~nts can know what
,they're talking about and be
rational." rhis was one of the
changes of attitude that Janet
Goldner, a senior at Walt
Whitman High School in
Bethesda, felt she and six other
Montgomery County students
had impressed upon sixty
members and friends of the
county's_educat~community

last week. School officials,
aqministrators, psychblogists,
and' ordinary citizens met for
three days at Airlie House, a
plush Virginian conference
center.

Dub'bed "Achieving a Good
Mental Health Climate in Our
Schools", the conference -was
intended to produce remedies
fo. the virulent dissatisfactions'
among Montgomery high school
students. Sandy Kopit, a Blair
senior who participated in the
conference, feels that "everyone
really did learn a lot."

"I agreed with the proposals
(that emerged from the
conference) .. .I think everyone
did ...the problem was whether
anything would be put into
efi0~uniorSue Arshack
spoke in a "Confrontation
Panel" during the first day of

, the Airlie House conference. She
is bitter over the difficulty of
convincing school officials of the
dire state of the schools.

In an impassioned speech to
the' conferees, Sue accused
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Anthony Hill (85), Wayne Roy (50), and Marc Rotterman (37)
close in on their Peary opponent. They successfully made the tackle,
but the Blazers went down to their second consecutive defeat 20-6.

TS

Ficl~le sun!
"If we lose this one, I'm successful bomb and thaj: all t()~

going to boycott Blair games," I familiar end run put Peary in the
jokingly threatened after our lead. They now had control of
embarrassing losses to BCC and the only lights in the sky that
Springbrook. But on the day of counted - the ones· on the
the game, I discovered that the scoreboard.
Washington Post listed Peary as The sun then shifted back to
the favorite. This came as quite a Blair. A fourth and one
surprise to me, for I felt that we . touchdown attempt was good.
really were better than they. Then it went back to Peary - we
Could my' "home-team blew the two point conversiop'.
prejudice" be influencing my Then back to us - we stopped a
realism? Peary drive on our nine.

The sun was shining brightly. Oh, that fickle sun! "Splut,
that afternoon, beautiful for. gurble, sphlick!" gobbled the PA
almost any sporting event system as Peary scored its next'
(except maybe bobsledding). TD. A look over to the Peary
Too nice a day for anyone to fans and one could' observe quite
lose. But, as we all know, only a phenomenon - Christmas in
50% of the teams playing may September!!
have the privilege of winning. On the Peary kickoff, I could

When the game had gotten just imagine what was being said
underway, Peary must have felt on the field; "C'mon, man, cut
that the sun only shone on the left! Ro, left! Left! Cut lef... !"
Blazer side of the field. A Peary Splat! Crunch! Now what's left
first down was nullified by a' -of the-guy wno yelled "left?"
penalty, Blair made a first down When halftime rolled around
by inches, and Blair recovered its and the mass of football players
own fumble which hung in fne jogged off the field, another
air and was up for grabs (all on ,mass of players marched onto
separate plays, of course). But a .. the field. Of course, these

Rushing yardage
PaSSing yardage
Passes
I nterceptions by
Fumbles lost
Punting

----------------by Ed Tsoy

Rushing yardage
Passing yardage.
Passes
I nterceptions by
Fumbles lost
Punting

players consisted of the
marching band, baton twirlers,
poms, rifle team, flag marchers,
and a couple of little kids who
had nothing better to do and
were wondering what was going
on.

Partway into the third
quarter, Blair got back into the
ga~~ with an inte[cep,tion wp"ich
took us deep into Huskie
territory. But, as fate would
have it, we were stopped on the
18.

When a penalty stymied a
Peary drive, I thought that we
might be able to turn the tide
with a drive of our own. The ball
was ours near midfield and loyal
Blairites were full of optimism.'

But, then it happened. A
'botched-up handoff, a ball
dancing in the air, a' pair of
Huskie hands and legs, and so
much for oUr drive. Remember
how the other fumble came ont?
No such luck. Once again,
Christmas had arrived at the
Peary side of the stands.

At the start of the fourth
quarter, a fire engine siren in the
distance seemed to symbolize
the situation here at Blair.

As the fourth quarter wore
on, Blairites got more and more
tired of standing up and cheering
with the cheerleaders and band
as the outcome of the game
became more and more obvious.
Being a strong believer in
comebacks, I stayed to watch
the game as many Blairites
started to file out of the
stadium. I wanted to stay till the
end, but I had to leave with five
seconds to go (and Blair deep in
its own territory) because my
ride home was fed up and was
going to leave, with or without
me.

Needless to say, .we lost the
game. Too bad it had to happen
on Parents Day. And to add
insult to injury (literally - quite
a few Blazers were hurt in the
game), those blasted Peary
victory car horns ...

Well, I suppose I'll still come
to the games, despite my

Jim Krekorian again led Blair across 'the line ,by taking second boycott "threats." After all, I
.with_a time of 13:44~, .' ,really enjoy sports. Secondly,

Wofford feels thIS Tuesday s home meet WIth Ch,!rc~ill and I've already bought an activity
.Whitman will be the crucial turning point for either a wmnmg or a ticket.
I break-even season. Stupid sun...

J(rekorian's runs
pace harrier wins

"I have never been a losing coach and I am not going to start this
Year." Those are the words of cross country Coach Jack Wofford
commenting on this season's prospects for the team.

Even with only one returning letterman and a 1 and 9 county
rating, the cross country team has already shown its ability and
intent on winning with a 3 and 2 record after its first three meets.

In the third meet of the season, a half time show at Northwood,
last Saturday, the team lined up with only six runners, as Tom
Kindrock was sitting out with a pulled muscle, and defeated the
Indians 26 to 30 with just five runners finishing. Senior Jim
Krekorian lead the Blazer pack with a time of 14:36 good for second
place. (The low score wins) .. .

On the 23rd the team met 'B-eC and W.J. at BlaH. B-CC
romped over th~ Blazers 17 to 40 and W.J. 16 to 42 by taking the
first four places

Krekonan, 'paced the Blazers with a time of II: 35 good for sixth
place, as they beat W.J. 27 to 30..

The season opened on the 20th with a triangular meet at
Einstein. There the Blazers upset last year's state champs, Einstein,
27 to 31 but were defeated by Wheaton 24 to 31 who also def~ated

Einstein 24 to 25.

Devils used a double reverse play·
which enapled their ball carrier
to go into the end zone
untouched.

, Springbrook didn't need a
long time to move the ball. They
averaged 9.3 yards per play
compared to Blair's 4.9. All five
touchdowns came on long plays,
none within the 12 yard line.

BLAIR SPRING
BR09K

196 223
23 120

3/12 6/9
2 2
o 0

2-22.5 0

BLAIR PEARY

119 200
91 70

12/23 3/7
1 0
1 0

2-33.5 2-38

S

by BOB SHAYNE

Senior Robert Reisman comes down the home stretch after a
long two-and-a-half mile run in cross 'country practice. In regular
season meets, the team has a 3-2 record. .Photo by Kurt Scherer

Coach Pugliese is not used to
giving optimistic talks after
losing ball games. Sometimes
he'll say a few words about how
he thinks the next opponent can
be beaten if the players will start
working together. But when a
team loses, it's hard for a coach
to find a lot to be pleased with.

This is why I was shocked to
hear his talk following
Saturday's 20-6 loss to Peary. In
the two years I've covered the
team, I have never heard him·
talk as he did Saturday.

Everyone seemed to do
everything right. "Hill you did a
great job all the way. McMahon
you looked real good running
the ball," typified the locker
room atmosphere. I almost
thought we won.

There were several reasons
why Pugliese was pleased.

First, the Blazers were not
disgraced as they were the week
before, when they lost to
S'pringbrook, 35-0.
, 'Second, Blair played with a
reduced squad following six cuts
made the week before the game.
Some of these were made for
disciplinary reasons.

"You've got to live by certain
principles," he said. 1£ you're
going to cheat in one way, you'll
cheat in others. I'm proud of
these guys who played. All of
these kids were out 100% the
whole game."

Pugliese was quick to
mention that Eddie Stewart was·
not among those cut for

Los.t scoring chances
spell doom forh.n!!.~!!:~r.lU'

MONTGOMERY COUNTY LEAGUE disciplinary reasons. "I know
Jl:lcllard Monlr~mer1 ';' ~ ~ basketball's his bag. We let Eddie
:r:l~~~~bur~ .::::::::::::::::::::: ~ : :. go so he could strengt~enhimself
Sprlnrbrook .......•.............. 3 lOin his studies and be ready for
:~~~o~Oh~~~~.::::::::::::::::::: ~ : :! basketball."
~~~~;blU .. ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ : Because the Blazers were
::~~:·:tC~~~1, .Cb•.•.~.:::::::::::: ~ .~: playing with a reduced squad
:~:I~b~~od .:::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ certain players were forced to
Wood...rd .......•.•.............. 0 3 1 play in unfamiliar positions.
Elnsleln 0 4 0 P . all h hi'
Wbllm.n 0 4 0 ractic y t e woe startIng

defense was different from the
group that faced Springbrook.
Only K.C.- Williams and Mike
Bow man remained in the
positions they started at last
week.

But the "J.V." defense
played a good game. As one
manager said," Our defense is
moving the ball better than our
offense."

The defense was "A.O.K.,';
the offense "no go." Blair was in

Peary territory so much (5 out S t line-----"'7"""-!...----------------------
of 10 times they had the ball) it por s
was hard to tell that the field
was more than 50 yards long.
Yet only once were they able to
score. The Blazer offense ran
more plays than Peary, but the
score showed 'who took
advantage of the opportunities.

After Springbrook, the
wrapup in the Star ended with
the line. "Blair never
threatened."

The hell they didn't!
Against Peary, the Blazers

crossed the fifty five of ten tries.
At Springbrook, they crossed
the fiftv. six of ten tries:yet still
lost, 35-0.

Three times the Red and'
White were within the
Springbrook 20 yard line. Twice
they were inside the 10.

Even more interesting is the'
amount of the time the offense'
was able to control the ball. The
Blazers· ran 61 offensive plays
compared to 41 by the Blue
Devils.

How was Springbrook able to
run up the score so easily?

Blitzkrieg!
Springbrook's o(fense moved

the ball as if BlaiI's defense was
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Junior varsity football is a
sport no one stays at very long.
If you are good, you're moved
up to varsity; if you are bad,
you're cut. No one wins. This is
how it was in the past.

Two new coaches, Mr. Jo~eph
Brown and Mr. Edward
Lorinchak, have come to change
the past.

The good are not necessarily
moved up, and the bad are not
necessarily cut. If they're kept
on the team, it is usually because
they have potential - a hard
quality to find when you
consider that 75 boys showed up
in the last week of August to try
out.'

Coach Brown, who played
collegiate football and baseball
at Shaw University in Raleigh,
North Carolina, has high hopes
for this upcoming season. His
hopes are well justified.
Supporting him are six players
whom Brown thinks can supply
the basic power needed to make
the team win,

Two promising quarterbacks,
Roy Johnson and Lonnie

'Freedman, head th~ list of the
new players. Both, according to
Coach Lorinchak, have great

'passing arms_ and both can
hustle. Supplying the power in
the backfield will be halfbacks
David Jones and Steve
Dunkle!;>.erger, who are
dependably capable runners. On
the lirie will be Wayne Johnson,
a hard hitting tackle. At'
defensive linebacl<er position
will be Gary Gottfried, who,
according to Lorinchak, "can hit
so hard you wouldn't believe
it!"

sloppy effort

Matt Zacchaeus and Bert Leadbeater vie for the ball in an
intra-squad soccer game. The team's regular season record is 0-1,
followirfg a league opening loss to Springbrook, 3-2.

•In
S~ringbrook,beats
Blazers in opener

by ROBERT GOTKIN

. Hot and cold is pretty much the description of the Blair
soccer team in their first big week of competition.

On Tuesday, September 23, our booterslooked like a team
heading for the championship. Our opponents, Northwestern,
winners in 19 of their last 22 games, including an ll-O record
last year, were easily favored to make it 20 out of 23, in a
game that counted officially only on the Wildcats record.

HQwever, this aggregate of ours proved to be a team to be
reckoned with. No championship team from Prince George's
County could scare us. We shut out the Wildcats two goius to
none.

Our defense seemed to be somewhat of a puzzfe to the
defending~i-CountyCh\lmpions. Their forwards found Blair's
defense formidable. Some excellent passing and the two goals
by center Walter Cardozo were the deciding factors.

The question is whether this is the same Blazer team that
traveled to Springbrook two days later for their first league
game, only to be upset by a team that is new to the varsity
soccer circuit. The game was exciting from the opening whistle,
to the final gun. Unfortunately, most of the excitement was
provided by the Springbrook team.

The game could have gone' either way, as neither team
played exceptionally well. Blair's defense always seemed to be
out of position. The halfbacks were slow in clearing the ball
down field, but were usually only one step away from making
the crucial passes to the forwards in setting up a good shot on
goal.

The Blazers had their share of bad breaks, including the
untimely losses of Walter Cardozo, with a minor leg injury,
and goalie Don Hunt, who was ejected late in the fourth
quarter for throwing a punch.
. Our two goals came on the aggressive play of Ulf WahIne,
scoring early in the first period, and a one on one breakaway
by Cordozo late in the same period.

Blair seemed to be just seconds away from scoring late in
the second overtime, when Blue Devil wing Alfonso Lima
booted one just beyond the reach of Ray Moore, (Hunt's
replacement), with only 1:47 remaining, to win the game.

Springbrook is definitely a team of the future. They're
loaded with juniors, all fast. This big upset over Blair could be
just the kind of lift a first year team needs to be a contender. Photo by Kurt Scherer

--------=--......:....:...~:..:..:..:::....:.::...:..::...:..-==::.::.::.:.:.:---..,-·Advertisement------------~---=.::==

Booters lose

A TIME TO THINK
It is the fifth week of school. Blair students are busy studying for tests;

doing homework; renewing school friendships; and showing their school spirit
at week-end football games and dances. In Silver Spring the merchants adjust
to a season busier and more hectic than the last. Blairites - in department
stores, libraries, youth centers - contribute their share to the general 'hustle
and bustle of the community.

But elsewhere a war goes on. The people embroiled in this conflict lead lives
as busy as those of the residents of Silver Spring. Their time is filled with
repairing 'bombed shelters; rebuilding destroyed homes; replanting crops in
strafed and defloiated fields. They are busy burying their dead - the scores of
Americans and Vietnamese that die daily.

WE THE UNDERSIGNED OF MONTGOMERY BLAIR FEEL THAT
BLAIR SHOULD DEDICATE ONE DAY AT THE VERY LEAST, TO
HONOR THE MEMORIES OF THE 45,000 AMERICANS AND COUNTLESS
VIETNAMESE WHO HAVE DIED IN VIETNAM. We propose that October 15
be set aside as a day of Moratorium - a day to stop; to think; to reconsider. We
also propose that teachers open their classes to discussions and debates about
the war on this same day. We encourage everyone to attend the Memorial
Service being held on that day. Other high schools and colleges all over the
country will be holding a "National Vietnam Moratorium" on October 15th
because so many of us feel that ending the Vietnam war and bringing all of the
troops home now is one of the most important tasks facing our nation.

Robert Anderson
Sue Arshack
Wendi Asrael
Lester Barbacoff
Steve Basdavanos
Ralph Blevins
Jon Bor
Stan Bouma
Barb Briner
Bonnie Brill
John Briscoe
Joyce Burger
Ronnie Canter
Bruce Carpel
Jean Caswell
Jeff Chadwick
B. Clarke
Daryl Cline
Jeremy Conway
Connie Cornelson
Billie Courtner
Jody Crane
Janis Cromer
J. M. Crosby
Jerry Davis
Carol Denison
Adjie Diram
Judy Disman
Susan Donoghue _
Jim Doughtery
Don Duke
Craig Eaton
Angie Edwards
Trudy Elkin
Jeff Ellis
Holt Ennis
Jenifer Ernest
Nick Fales
Andi Farbman

Bill Fox
Katherine Gallagher
Brllce Garfinkel
Marcy Geraci
Steve Glick
Eli Goldblatt
Eliot Goldman',
Ruthie Greenspan
Joyce Gretka
Peggy Hefferman
Julie Heller
Vvette Hill
Tobie Hoffman
Margie Holman
Mike Holtzhauer
Geoff Horn
Paul Hoylen
Carol Jacobs
David Jacobs
Allan Jirikowic
Chris Jirikowic
Barbara Johnson
Les Johnson
Carol Jolles
Sally Kaplan
Shaukat Katimi
Robin Katlin
Tam; Katz.....
April Killingsworth
Paula Kinney
P. A. Klassen
Joe Kogot
Sandra Kopit
Phyllis Kramer
Eddie Lebow
Henry Lens
Tessa Lerner
Debbie Levi"e
Donna Lewis

Nancy Lewis
Gail Lez
Carol Loftus
John Loomis
Elliot Luciano
Eddie Lutsky
Debbie Manoff
Kathy Marmer
Dale McHenry
Marilyn,McVicker
Rod Miller
John Mirquet
Janet Molnick
Bob Manahan
Margaret Moose
Vicky Muzzullo
Danny Nelson
Scott Newson
Dean Ogata
David Panzer
Vincent Parada
Patty Partido
Carol Paskin
Renee Pelletier
Michelle Pellezi
Audri Phillips
John Phillips
Frank H. Pierce IV
Peter Platky
Howard Polansky
Puma
Carolyn Rebake
W. A. Reltwesner
Roberta Rencevicz
Stan Richbourg
Judy Rosas
Robbie Ross
Wendy Rothman
Mark RUbin

Rick Rutstein
Patric Sabin
Kris Sager
Paul Sawtell
Kathy Scee
Rick Schwamb
Steven Schwartz
Dorothy J. Settle
Sarah Sharpe
Ken Shifrin
Dave Shumate
Carol Simmons
Patty Simons
Kerry Snow
Kristi Spieler
Kenneth Stalberg
JoAnn Stambler
Polly Steinberg
Liz Stewart
BOb strahl
Leslie Strandt
Danny Swan
Liz Symonds
Mike Thomas
Stephen Val
Toni T. Vaniuis
Don Vilas
Steven Weaver
Samuel WeintraUb
Rick Weisblatt
Terri West
Carol Whiting
Rick Wides
Bill Will
Jeri Williams
Jamie Wilson
Patti Wood
Dave Woolsey
Katy Wooster
Paul Vessler
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Last Wednesday Blair launched the Extended Education Opportunities Program
(EE'>.P).... ~t left, Alan Goldstein instructs a photography seminar. Also pictured are

::;:" ::::::;:::;:; ;.:.::::::;:;::.:::::. ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:..:.:.::::..:::.:.:.:..:..•.. ":: .: : ":":-::;:;:::;}:::;=;{:':' "':::::::::::;=::;:;:;:::::;::.;=;:;:;:;=;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;:

guitar enthusiasts auditing Mr. Hanke's rendition of a popular folk song.
Photos by Kurt Scherer and Joe Nell

Students 'feel free lJ

Sen ior Ross Hopeman
enrolled in the gymnastic
J2Togram for enjoyment and as
an aid to his participation in
footbalJ, wrestling, and track.
"It (gymnastics) has got to be
the best thing for your
coordination. They have it in
gym, but it's a real brief course."

According to Vicki, the
popular request for study halls
will probably be honored as
soon as the auditorium is
finished and more room is
available.

EEOP is one of a cO!1tinuing
number of programs resulting
fro m the new educational
philosophy of "making the
school relevant." The first of
these was the Kennedy modular
schedule which allowed for free
time, independent study, imd
extended time for subjects such
as chemistry.

Whitman's Experiment In
Free Form -Education last
March, probably had a more
direct impact upon the Blair
program than the Kennedy
ex periment. A t Whit man
personal interest activities:
tea ching projects, on-the-job
training, and community
activities were included in the
program.

A II these ideas were
incorporated when the plans for
the resource period were
announced early last May. A
student-faculty . committee
proposal to give tutoring a high
priority was also implemented.

In th~ selectiOn for topics for
the personal interest seminars,
suggestions were taken from
student surveys distributed last
s pring, and from individual
faculty, recommendations.

Surveys distributed
September 25 were used to
obtain suggestions for the
second' cycle. Student
coordinator Vicki Bor tabulated
the surveys which had
suggestions for courses in "A uto
.Mechanics" "Hebrew"
"B illiards," 'and "Sensitivity
Training."

EEOP launched

Admissions Preparation," and
"Introduction to Computers,"
were among those made
available to the student body'
last Wednesday.

All tolled, 105 programs were
set up for last week's EEOP.
These activities each fell into
one of five areas: open
laboratories, tutorial services,
personal interest activities,
rec rea tion al a chvities, and
community projects.

lIff

by BOB SHAYNE

Moratorium

~il

Students honor war dead

• After school, all students wishing ""to go to the rally in Washington, D.C. will meet in the
qua?rangle after .school. Students interested must buy a fifty cent ticket today. A Blair march to the
Chnst Congregational Church will then take place, where a memorial service will be held. A 'rice and
tea Vietnamese style dinner will then be served to all participants.

• A bus will then take students from the church at 5:00 p.m. to the Sylvan Theater, downtown,
where Coretta King will address marchers, and a candle-light march around the Capital will follow the
address. A bus will return students to the chtrrch afte.r the march.

•. After h?meroom referen<kJm, a silent vigile will be held in 'one part of the library. The rest of
the ~Ibrary will be o.pen for regular use. The purpose of the vigile, according to planner Tami Katz is
to gIve students "a time and place to think." The vigile will last until the resource period.

• During the first forty-five minutes of theresource period, a memorial service will be conducted
by students.

Blairites have planned the following activities to 'take place during today's Moratorium:
• Before school, students will be distributing black arm bands in the quadrangle and selling

buttons, stickers, etc.

~:x ~:

.Black 'students' .;":'.;)
:;",
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~strive for unitYI
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by EDDIE LUTSKY cause of the parent's'
apprehension. He feels, however,

Putting "more black people that they have nothing to worry
into all school organizations" is about. The Association does not
the purpose of the newly formed believe in violence, and if any
Association of Black Students, trouble is anticipated, they say
according to its chairman and they, will try to prevent it.
founder, Huck Redfield. One move has already beel

."Black students were uneasy made by the Association to
because they weren't in any prevent any static. The original
projects, not because they were name of the group was the Black
black, but because there is a lack Student Union, but was changed Thirty Blair students focused
of interest," commented to the Association of Black their attention on a Honda 300,
Redfield. He added that he Students because many thought thinking romantically about
hopes the club will arou~e 'In tha t "u nion" connotes leather jackets, leather pants,
interest and pride in Blair's black disengagement. knee-hi boots and the freedom
st4.,dents. Redfield plans to apply for a of riding into the wind, not

Of the 128 black students charter for the organization with hemmed in by the cold', hard
now attending Blair (school Physical Education teacher Mr. exteriors of an automobile.
pop u I a t ion: 2346) Joseph Brown as their sponsor. Meanwhile, forty other
approximately 75 are members According to Dr. William Blairites at Highland View
of the Association. Blair has the Brennan, principal, whether or E I e men tary ,S chool were
largest black population of any not the charter will be issued thinking about another type of
County high school. "depends on the requirements freedom - the freedom of being

"I don't expect to' get the for membership.''' small, not having to worry about Many students didn't sign up,
whole black student body .to homework, college, a career, or but this was expected. "We hope
join, but the Association will Blair is the first-high school any of the responsibilities for 50% attendance. It would be
effect all black students," says in the country to have this type associated with growing up. naive for us to think every
Redfield. of organization. However, Black These seven ty students student would fit in,". said

Reaction to the formation of Student unions exist in most helped to kick off the Extended principal William F. Brennan.
area colleges and universities. Ed' I 0 Of th th t d'd 't .

the group is varied. Senior Bruce The Maryland University ucatlOna pportunities ose a I n regIster,
Carpel commented "It' d Progra m, "designed to provide man y rem ained inside the
'd S· ,s a goo Black Student Union's goals time and opportunity within the school, wandering through the
I ea. mce most clubs are White, tend to differ from those of
a black P son ld f I

framework of the school day for halls. "I figured I'd stick around
er cou ee Blair's Association of Blackuncomfortable in them. I think Students. students to participate in a and see what it's all about," said

black students can and should' variety of activities that might one senior.
Michael Marshall, an officer h' bhave an important voice in this not ot erwlse e readily Inside the classrooms, several'

sc
hool." . in the union at Maryland, gave available to them." d bthe goals of his organization as stu ents em arked on ambitious

On the other hand, one girl fighting racism, attempting to The Highland View project research projects. Juniors Mitch
felt that there was no need for provide a social life for blacks, and the motorcycling course Geier and Nestor Camino plan to
such an organization at Blair. and establishing a black studies were only two of these use their open chemistry lab
"Wedon'tneedit.Whydothey course in the school. programs. "Beginning period to examine the
nWd~W~doo~th~h"ea'r ~H~a~r~m~o~n~ic~';a~,_'_'_~'_C~o~I~le~g:e~_c:h~a:r;a:ct:e:r:~:t~ic:s~o:f~b:I:O:O:d:. _
Jewish Association to arouse
interest in Jewish students?"

Mr. Phillip Jones, social
studies teacher, is enthused
about the Association. He says,
"The very feeling of solidarity
creates a sense of confidence
within !ge individual in a group.
Doesn't confidence make you a
more effective person in every
way? You have more effect in
overcoming problems.
Furthermore, the democratic
idea is freedom to join groups to
get things done. One of the
functions of democracy is to
pool your efforts for better
results. "

Perhaps the most surprising
opposition has come from some
black parents. "They (black
parents) feel they have made it,
and they don't want any
trouble," Redfield explained.

He cited the racial incidents
at Bladensburg high school in
Prince George's County as one



Teacher unions seek
\

Goals cited

The goals of SOC have been
to provide a forum for the
thought and discussion of
students, and to expose students
to' outside issues through guest
speakers, films and seminars.

In the past SOC has
sponsored activities including
guest speakers from the Young
Americans for Freedom, Pe.ace
Corps, a Buddist monk, and the
Night Hawk\ a soulful disc
jockey. In' addition, SOC has
shown such films as "Dr. Jeckel
and Mr. Hyde," "No Reason to
Stay," and W.C. Fields shorts.

Influence

The people in SOC have
varied opinions about how much
actual change SOC has brought
about. Vicki feels that SOC has
helped to make students more
conscious of activities other than
getting grades and going to
college. However, while Baum
states that SOC nas brought
about the _.. climate for
change within the school, senior
John Gussman believes that the
climate for change comes with
the times, and is not brought
about by one particular
organization.

'wishes to remain open'

Last year, SOC became
affiliated with the Student
Alliance, because SOC felt
sympathetic towards the
Alliance's cause for a more
humane education. Recently,
the Student Alliance announced
that it will have its own chapters
in each school, and not be
combined with any other school
organization. SOC no longer
wishes to sponsor any outside
organizations, because it wishes
to remain open, and not become
one-sided.

(See SOC, p~ge 3)

by ALICE STREES

Any student who wants to
promote his own ideas, set up a
type of action, or just attend
seminars on subjects he can't
learn about in school, can do all
of this through the Student
Organizing Committee, known
as SOc. This organization was
originated in 1967 by Geoff
Brown, a Blair graduate, now
attending Yale University.

No strict control

The present officers of SOC
are Sandy Kopit, chairman; Bob
Baum, vice chairman; Vicki
Grover, treasurer; and John
Gussman, secretary. The officers
stress that they don't believe in
strict control of the
organization, but rather that the
members should come up with
the ideas.

SOC to
•motIvate

students

•Jr. Hot Shopp.. No. 172 - 7720 Blair' Road, $I"'.r ~pri"" Md.

The VTR has three distinct
advantages over movies. These
include instant replay, a
television viewing screen and
non-developing film.

The only disadvantage is that
it is more difficult to splice. The
process is highly technical and
requires a skilled operator.

Price commented that "the
VTR's are increasingly being
used in education for a thousand
different purposes."

Mr. Michael Crosby, Blair
social -studies teacher, invited a
guest lecturer to speak to one of
his classes. So that his other
classes could benefit from the
lecture, a video tape recording
was made and shown to the
other students the following
day.

Other potential uses include
home arts department recordings
of young children for the Child
Development course, instant
replays for drama and speech
classes, rt:views of different
movements for the annual show
or class plays, and science
demonstrations.

Channel 26, the educational
TV channel, has been very
cooperative in granting
permission for the use of their
programs. Due to the fact that
there are no copyright laws for
this station, a camera can be set
up and can film the program
during the broadcast. The show
can be rebroadcast any time
during the day.

Blair had only two tapes, and
now because of recent
disappearances of one of them,
there is a critical shortage for
tapes. Price added, "With a half
a dozen, there will be more
flexibility. "

The visual aids department
has now made plans for training
st'udents in operating and
programming the V:rR.

Price said.

beginning ot"each meeting. See story at left.
Photo by Joe Neil

"

away with the trash.
The Montgomery County

Board' of Education has
purchased one inch wide tapes,
while most other commercial
VTR's use two inch-wide tapes.
The missing tape is worthless to
anyone not affiliated with
Montgomery County schools.
. Dr. William Brennan, Blair
principal, and several other
teachers suggested purchasing
the video tape recorder last year.
Twenty-five other schools,
including some elementary
schools, alr.eady have a VT,R,

Provided in September, the
VTR works "pretty much like a
voice tape recorder works,
except that in addition you have
a picture to go along with it,"

• •revIsIons
the students an opportunity to investigate both
sides of any issue.

fhe Montgomery County Federation of
Teachers, smaller than the MCEA and representing
only teachers, unlike the MCEA, is a union.

Especially important to students is the union's
goal for a general curriculum reform to include a
st!1dy of racial, ethnic and religious minorities, a
proposed maximum class size of twenty-five per
class, and a proposed consistent discipline policy.

According to the union, teachers should be able
to determine department and grade level chairmen,
local school administrators, county and local
policies and classroom budgets.

Mr. James Price, Blair member of the MCFT,
said that the union is also trying to change the
constant turnover of teachers, which has been
"37% to 66% within a five year span."

BASKIN-ROBBINS 31 FLAVORS

ICE CREAM SlORE
8532 Piney Branch ~oaCi

I

Silver Spring•. Maryland

SEE OUR PARTY ICE CRE'AM· DISPLAY

RON ATHERTON

587-9471
10 A.M. -11 P.M. Daily
12 Noon -11 P.M. Sunday,

by EMILY ROSENTHAL
Managing Editor

Members of the Key Club, a boy's service
club, pledge allegiance to the flag at the

One component of Blair's
new and highly costly video tape
recorder (VTR) has disappeared.
The video system is comprised.
of a camera, monitor tape
player, and tapes, valued at
approximately $2500.

The missing part is a $50
tape. How the tape was lost is
still not positively known,
according to librarian and visual
aids coordinator, James Price.
"It was there one day and wasn't
there the next day," he
commented. Price added that he
doubted that the tape was
stolen. The most likely guess is
that it was accidentally thrown

VTR updates education

Classroom & Behind the Wheel

Instructio~ in 3 weeks & 1 day

This School is licensed by
the Department of Motor
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Rivals for power, the Montgomery County
Educational Association (MCEA) and the
Montgomery County Federation of Teachers
(MCFT) have plans and goals to improve teaching
conditions which will consequently benefit the
student. .

Representing 4,600 county teachers and
administrators, the MCEA is a part of the National
Education IAs;ociation and represents a majority of
the Montgomery County personnel. The
organization negotiated a contract with the Board
of Education in 1968 so that the Board would
"recognize the MCEA ...as the exclusive negotiating
agent" for all county teachers and administrators
with regards to all matters related to salary, wages,
hours and working conditions.

Regular salary increases are not considered "a
solely selfish purpose" by Blair MCEA delegate
Robert Moore. "An appropriate salary should
make the college graduate consider the educational
profession along with the average doctor The MCFT is also trying to enlist a majority of
professions...This would benefit the quality county teachers in order .to become' the
of education in the county." negotiating agent for Montgomery County schools

This is one of several attempts to improve the and thus is fighting the MCEA.
already changing student-teacher ratios. Increased The union feels that the MCEA is trying to stop
staffing has brought the Jatio' up from 51.1 to 53.6 them by preventing the union from getting the
teachers and advisors per 1,000 students. new teacher list necessary for soliciting new

According t,o MCEA precepts, the teacher has a members. Other tactics mentioned by Price
guaranteed right to control and discipline their include the taking down of union bulletin boards
class and the right to personal and academic and harassment of MCFT by administration
freedom. along with the responsibili.tY;..;.t0;;.i;p.:t:.OVl_·de.;,.;f..;,o;;.f_m_e...m.b.e.rs_o.f.th.e_M.C.E.A_.-----------tI

Blair's Key Club has recently
instituted several procedural
innovations in an effort to
modernize the club. One of the
traditions undergoing scrutiny is
the opening exercises of the
club.

Previously at the beginning of
every meeting, the members
..ecited the Lord's Prayer and the
t'ledge of Allegiance and sang
"America." At this year's
meetings, however, the openiPg
exercises include only the Pledge
and an invocation in the form of
a "Thought for the Day."

"We can be just as great by
saying only the Pledge of
Allegiance," stated Club
President Gary Ford. He added
that Key Club has become
"stagnant over the years" and
that this year's members are
trying to modernize the club.

Another tradition now
defunct is the signing of the
Kiwanis (Key Club's sponsor)
code of ethics. Previously, all
applicants had to sign the code
which included a phrase on
devotion to God. Key Club
applicants this year do not sign
the code.

rt.:ey Club's innovations
extend to their bulletin board.
The club is changing from only
announcing meeting dates and
football scores. After the recent
removal of the Tri Omega board,
Key Club commented op the
situation in a notice on their
own board.

In addition, the club has
voted to use the board on
October 15 to support the
planned moratorium.

educational
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Jones, Bridges comment

Biased texts prove unsound
The absence of the black man from history books, the

idolization of the founding fathers, and the justification of all
American political actions are the most typical criticisms
voiced by students who have expressed dissatisfaction with
their history text books. As one student put it, "History text
books distort the issues because they ignore some things,
over-emphasize others, and never give you the complete facts."

The history book author, interested in selling his book,
finds he has to avoid information that might offend. A civil
war history book, for example, has to sell in the North as well
as the South, and as a reSUlt, the text is often watered down.

Mr. David Bridges, social studies teacher, feels that because
the detail of these books is limited, students have to depend
upon further explanations from their teachers. ft is the
explanation which can lead to bias, Bridges says, depending on
the integrity of the teacher.

History, states Bridges, reflects the society it records,
including its disjoints. The fact that white Americans dominate
recorded history is mirrored in the disregard for minority
groups in text books.

• Amid the cry for recordance of black history, neither
Bridges nor Mr. Phillip Jones, anthropology teacher, think the
disregard for black Americanism will be corrected by
implanting a few tidbits of Negro history into school texts.
Jones figures such an addition would only be a token to
compensate for the neglect of the black person. His
contribution to the language, building, and character of
America would continue to go unrecognized.

Bridges feels that in the future, black people would respond
with cynicism to the superman version of themselves if it were
created to compensate for their past anomity in American
history records. Their reaction, he says, would be similar to

. that of many young white people today towards the glorifying
version of American statesmen and policies.

Many people have used this enobled version, or
self-glorification, as a means of creating a unified, identity
among people. This was the earliest purpose of our American
history text, and Jones says it's' possible such a practice by
.blacks might do some good for theit' identity search,' .

However, such a method doe-; cause historical
misinformation. When the early American historian Bancroft
related the incident of George Washington and the cherry tree
as.fact, it was actually taken from the information a preacher
had used in a sermon. Bancroft and hisJollowerswere interested
primarily in stirring up nationalism, and the recording of
accurate history suffered because of this.

. In fact, Bridges is organizing discussions· during resource
periods to discuss the hows and whys of myths-turned-fact.
After all, contrary to history text, John Paul Jones did not
say, "I have not yet begun to fight," Patrick Henry did notsay
"Give me liberty or give me death," and the United States did
not win the War of 1812.

-------'-- e-Lt.:., _
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appreciate their senses, will be
held. SOC would also like poets
to come as guests and dis.cuss
their works.

In addition, SOC hopes to
have social affairs where all
types of students would have a
\"~U~". chanc :_ ,nvW-E'Jl('..h

other. Outside tutpring for kids
-in D.C. would also be available
t!!!ough SOC.
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Reva Markovitz sums up the
advantage of the early placement
program: "At Blair, I'm a senior,
top of the totem pole. But at

. MJC, I'm lower than a freshman.
Being at MJC is a helpful
stepping stone, bridging the gap
between my life at Blair and the
life that I w~1 lead at ~ollege."

amounted to a conferen'ce
be~ween the student and
counselor. The purpose of the
interview was to inform each
student on what course he'd be
taking and the days and hours
he'd be taking it.

Most of the students find that
the major difference between
Blair and MCC is the attitude of
the teachers towards the
students.

As Corin Eisenstein points
out, "The teachers are not as
close to the students there as
they are at Blair. Maybe that's

,because the students don't seem
to rely on the teachers as much
as they do here."

Some of the Blair students
are taking classes at night.
Besides having high school and
college students in the class,'
there are also adults. Some qf
the 'adults never attended college
before; others are working for a.
higher degfee.

The amount of people in each
class varies from ten to
thirty-five, depending upon the
.subject that is being taught.
Presentation of the subject
matter in most of the courses is
in the form of lectures and
discussions. Students are
expected to come to class
prepared to learn. Attendance in

by SHERRY ROSEN

MCC,offers students soc plans films

curriculum' chtinu.es Th:":::~~~"':,:~' hare
~r attracted the greatest number of

most of the classes is not taken. students in the past, but the
seminars appeal to a small group

Al~hough the Blair students of students, and these students
are going to MJC without paying
tuition fees, they are required to keep coming back.
'pay for their textbooks. . This year, 1::0(' pbn!l"

Students are expected to, 'more films of all different types,
provide their own transportation and to include more guest
to and from MCC. Although the speakers. The first one this year
new schedule followed at Blair will be Dr.' Bentram Phillips, a
conflicts with some of the speaker at the recent Airlie
classes scheduled at MCC, most House conference, who will
of the students are happy with conduct Ii talk on racism.
their'dual school Jives. Sensitivity sessions, i~ which

students come and discover new
ways in which to use and

As a part of the Montgomery
Community's College early
placement program, sixteen Blair
seniors are taking courses which
are not available at Blair.

The students who are
presently enrolled in the early
placement program are: Fred
Argilan, Sheila Baker, Katie
Browne, Mark Cohen, Jerry
Davis, Corin Eisenstein, J\ndi
Farbma'n, Anita lskowitz,
Harriet Kaufman, and Phyllis
Kramer. Also: Bruce Lipschultz,
Reva Markovitz, Arna Rubman,
Jim Schroeder, ,and Sharon
Wolpoff.

These Blairites are taking
advantage of the program to
take subjects such as philosophy,
psychology, zoology, computer
science, business law, and senior
lifesaving.
". This past May, the top
one-fifth of the class of '70 who
had accumulated the majority of
their credits needed for
graduation, were informed of
their eligibility to participate in
the program while still attending
Blair.

During the summer, the
applicants were called in for
interviews. Most of the students
found that the interview
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organization for what it
is-a valid attempt on the
part of concerned blacks to
promote black involvement
at Blair.

With the elimination of the grove to
make room for the new building, the
quadrangle is one of the few peacefully
beautiful places left in Blair. It's a
shame that students won't take a few
extra minutes to keep it that way.

the following action. _
First, additional trash cans should

be placed in the quad. Also, the
administration should not take the
responsibility of picking up the trash
every afternoon. If students are
unwilling to pick up themselves, they
must be willing to accept the results.
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organizations.
We urge all blacks to

participate in the newly
formed association and all
whites to take the

Fall

The simplest solution would be for
students to pick up after themselves.
However, as they have not done this in
the past, the administration should take

Look out into the quadrangle any
day during sixth period. Then look at
the stadium steps after a football game.
If you don't see much difference, don't
be surprised.

There is no excuse for students who
leave their trash in the quadrangle. With
the new connotation for the word pig
nowadays, let's not forget the old
meaning-people who litter are pigs.

In fulfilling its purposes,
the group will provide the
base for unity so needed by
the black students at Blair.
We hope other county
schoo'ls will· follow the
example set at Blair and
establish similar

The purpose of the
group, its founder has said,
is to put more blacK
students into school
organizations. While there
are no overt barriers
blocking black participation
at the presen t time, existing
cultural differences often
prove more difficult to cope
with.

White reaction to the
formation of the
Association of Black
Students (see story, page 1)
at Blair has been
predictable. Students, who ! \
immediately connoted
black power with the newly
formed group, have missed
the whole point of the
organization.

The three boys reach a point where they can no
longer tolerate the system, and they therefore
decide to destroy it. The three of them, aided DY a
girl from the village, who possibly does not exist (I
told you this was confusing) machine gun
stUdents, teachers, and faculty in one massive,
brutal slaughter.

The macabre ending is probably only what the
boys wish could happen. But the combination of
the imaginary machine guns, the imaginary bullets,
and the imaginary corpses give the impression of a
most realistic, formidable revolution. .

I never did understand deep movies.

The movie's main characters are three senior
boys who rebel against the school's Victorian
strictness. Scenes of brutal beatings, stagnant
classes, and absurd military training clearly show
the reasons for the revolt. They overthrow not
only a sadistic faculty, and a group of student
disciplinarians prophetically entitled "The Whips,"
but a school social system which allows a group of
students to flush a classmate's head in the toilet
and forces another student into a homosexual
relationship.

.~. ''-

advertisement like this on an
aq:esible bulletin board? \

David Borgida

..-_---;

Although the film is generally in color, certain
segments are in black and white. Had the director
been a nice, simple-minded fellow, he would have
portrayed reality on color film and fantasy in
black and white. However, that would have made
things too easy for innocent movie-goers.
Therefore, without careful observation, it appears
that black and white film was simply used at
random.

---------------- by Liz Symonds
I never did understand deep movies. Now I'm

even more bewildered. The cause of my new
confusion is a film with the cryptic title - "If."
Not only does the movie have a mysterious title,
but its plot is even more perplexing and obscure.

The plot begins quite simply with a charming
tale about life in an English boarding school for
boys, and ends with an even more charming
massacre of the faculty. In between, the violence,
discomfort, and rigidity of the school is
masterfully revealed in an extremely realistic
manner. The actors in "If' maintain a certain
subtlety that continues' to be natural even when
reverie replaces reality. The entire essence of the
movie is contained in the problem of recognizing
the moments when fantasy overtakes reality.

Celluloid question

(Ed. note:)
Chips prints all advertisments

as they are submitted. The paper
does not sponsor ads which
appear and leavl:s the
responsibility of organizing the
ad up to the promoters.)

Lemon Squeezings-----------------

Photo by Kurt Scherer
Soapbox:::::::;;;;;::;;:;:;;;:;;:;:;;:;;;;;:;:::;;:;:;::;::;::;;:;::;;:;::;;:;::;;:;;:;;:;;::::;;::;:;:::;:;:;:;;;:;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;:;:::;:;~:;:;:::::;:::::;:::::;:;:::;:;:::::;::;;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;::;:;;;

Open ad
Silver Chips has frequently

come out with advertisements
such as the half-page "A Time
To Think" in the last issue.
Since Chips is the student
newspaper, I wonder why a
worthwhile ad like this was not
open to all Blair students.
Couldn't Chips look into the
possibility ot posting an
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Drill team makes premier

:..

* * * * * *

-- ---....- •••••'*
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Call Tod8y 966-6034

C.I"rt DrI,lle ....",

5151 Wisconsin Avenue

Take CALVERn compect.

.......~
J.WEEK

DrI"r· EMatl.1 .....

"' ....fE......

freely, talking to as many
al u m n ae and admissiOns
personnel as they can in one
afternoon. A list of the..
represented colleges is available
in the guidance office.

Blair's PTA will hold its
annual "Back to School Night"
on Tuesday' October 21, at 8:00
p.m. in. the students~

homerooms. The dues of $2.00
per couple will be collected at
this time. Members of the Public
Relations Committee will be--
posed in the halls to help guide
the parents from one class to
another.

Registration closes October
25 for all juniors and seniors
interested in taking the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitutde
Test (PSAT). A fee of $3.00 is
now being accepted at the bank.
Deadlines for the American
College Testing Program (ACT)
and the College Entrance
Examination Board tests (CEEB)
are now posted in the guidance
office.

')

1

1

I·

* *

Reasonable Rates

593-0112 (Evenings)

Se'nior doubles
as disc jocl{ey

The Associated Alumnae
Club of Washington, D.C. will
hold a College Day on Saturday,
October 25 from 2:00·to 4:00
p.m. The meeting will be held at
Western High School and is open
to all sophomore, junior and
senior girls. The purpose of the
meeting is to acquaint students
in the area with well-known
women's colleges. This College,
Day differs from others in that
there will be no set period for
handing out information. The
girls and their pareiits will be
free to ask about any of the
member colleges. Participants in
the program may circulate

Every weeknight from nine to eleven an estimated 310,000
people tune into the number one rated country and western show in
Baltimore, "The Chris Connors Show." Chris Conners, alias Chris
Chenoweth, is a senior at Blair and one of the youngest disc jockies
in the country.

Two summers ago, Chris took a course in Frederick, Virginia to
obtain his REI license, the most accredited disc jockeying license in
the United States. Chris learned all phases of electronics involved in
radio braodcasting from the course, including how to hook up his
radio equipment to batteries should the electricity fail.

"I used to hate country music. In fact, the only reason I started
jdckeying was because it offered more money than rock," says Chris.

Now he is an ardent lover of country & western music. ,("It grows
on you.") According to Chris, it hasn't just grown on him. His show
is picking up more teenage listeners every day.

"My show is the kind people turn on and keep on for the whole
night," Chris says. In contrast to the rock stations where the disc
jockies have to. "keep pushing those records" Chris runs a' slow easy
going show. He has a running narrative between records.

Last Thanksgiving he carved 'a turkey on his show. The other
weekend he went to Ocean City and swam in 50 degree water. Now
he is taking medicine on the show to cure the flu he caught that
weekend.

Chris was a little apprehensive about having his story in Silver
Chips because he likes being known only as Chris Chenoweth

Because he is always in the public eye, Chris must bear the
burden of maintaining a perfect public image. On his show, he is
careful to be neutral about politics and world happenings. Chris said,
"People expect perfection out of me. I must always be very friendly.
One bad impression can kill you. The person you offend won't keep
it to himself but tell it to all of his friends. Soon nobody will be
listening to your show."

Chris said he slipped up one time. Unshaven and in old torn
clothes, he drove the WISZ radio station car with" Chris Connors"
written all over it down to the station. He said, "At every stop light L
could just feel the people staring at me. Their image of Chris
Connors must have been badly shaken."

Keep looking in your T.V. guides. Someday you might just see a
country and western music show with Chris Connors as host. '

visual acuity is 20/1 00.
These changes are to a

program of admissions. that is
unique among the nation's four
military academies. There are no
congressional appointments
made to. the Coast Guard
Academy, and there are no,
quotas of any kind. Those who
are accepted· as cadets make the
grade solely on personal ability.

Additional information and
application forms can be
obtained 'from the school
guidance counselor or by writing
to the Director of Admissions,

·U.S. Coast Guard Academy"
New London, Connecticut,
06320.

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

- --

Suburban School of Self Defense

Photo by Joe Neil

* * * * * *

SELF-DEFENSE

Free Introductory Lesson

B. J.ones - Director

performing in area parades and
competitions during the coming
months.

New members will be
selected in the spring, along with
cheerleaders and poms.

Blair's DECA chapter
(Distributive Education Club of
A merica) announced the
election of their new officers for
the 1969-70 year. They are Chris
Chenoweth, president; Dean
Smith, vice-president; Judy
Gardner, secretary; and Joyce
Williams, treasurer. Most of the
students in DECA hold 'jobs in
the Metropolitan Area. They
take the Distributive Education
course and are trained in the
basic fundamentals of business.

Two significant changes have
been announced by the Coast
Guard Academy that will affect
seniors making application to
become cadets.

For the first time, College
Entrance Examination Board
test scores will be ac~epted for
the tests taken prior to the
December 6 date, as well as the
December 6 test. In years past
only the December test scores
would be accepted.

The second major change is in
the eyesight requirement which'
for years has been 20/30,
correctable to 20/20. Now,
applicants may have a visual
acuity of only 20/40,
correctable to 20/20. In
addition, the S'uperintendent of
the Academy may grant a waiver
to outstanding applicants whose

forcall

H209 Gt'org-ia .\,t',

Siln'r Spring, ~ld,

THE ART SHOP
BLACK LIGHT

POSTERS & LIGHTS

with military perfection, the
Honor Guard, formed last year,
diligently met during the
summer to perfect the-variety of
routines,

According to the girls, they
are not trying to compete for
attention against the
cheerleaders and poms; all three
groups are trying to present an
enjoyable and unique half-time
show at every home game. _

While many students feel that
"we now have our own militia,"
guard member Nancy Siegel
states "I think that people enjoy
watching it and if they enjoy u's,
they won't think about the guns.
It's all in the minds of the
person watching."

Present plans

as of yet, but a date close to
Christmas, during the basketball
season, has been suggested.

The game between Blair and
Northwood on November IS
would not be cancelled; only the
dance and parade will be
postponed until December.

The advantages to the date
change include having a greater

,number of alumni being able to
attend activities and giving
service clubs more time to
prepare their floats.

Opposition also has been
voiced from the service clubs
due to the fact that some clubs
have put a lot of money into
their floats already and the
December date will cause a
change in theme plans.

Half-time performers

Brandishing their plastic rifles

~ ow 'F~i;wayPh~;~a~;'

L
S31 Dale Dr., Silver Spring, Md.

Full Line of School Supplies &
Cosmetics
~

Referendum to decide

Mr. Dave Humphrey, Honor
Guard sponsor, feels that this
type of a group is traditional in
many parts of the United States.
Humphrey felt that the
formation of the Guard would,
add to the school spirit by
enabling more girls to participate
in the Saturday shows. The team
also adds variety to the
perforrrlances.

homecoming- conflict

Both Blair's homecoming and
the student strike are'scheduled
for November IS. According to
the student governmet
information newsletter on the
problem, this date was originally'
selected because it was the only I

date "which did not present a
conflict of interests to Blair
students by causing them to
choose between homecoming,
and some other activity
scheduled for the same day."
Due to the fact that there is now
a conflict and that many
Blairites might want to attend
the march, SG has decided to
put the problem to ,a
student-body vote.

The proposed date for the
change has not been established

The traditional Blair football
games now have an added
attraction, an Honor Guard. The
Honpr Guard, also known as the
Drill Team. is comprised of
thirty girls clad in red and wh ite
mini-outfits.

Prompted by the planned
nationwide student strike for
peace November I S, Blair's
student government lJ.eld a
referendum in homerooin today
to determine whether the
homecoming date should be
rescheduled'.
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NOTHING GOLD CAN STA Y

Nature's first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leafs a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can'stay

by Robert Frost,
. Photos by Joe Nell
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Ulf WahIne seeks possession of the elusive soccer ball from two Whitman competitors. Photo by Scherer

Sportsline---------------------------

Things to come?

5
72

129
7/16

1
1

4/25

Blair Einstein

.Blair Wheaton
12 9
64 65

139 100
14/26 7/13

2 1
1 1

3/25 1/35

12
140
183

13/26
3
o

3/30.6

First downs
Rushing yardage
Passing yardage
Passes
,nterceDtions by
Fumbles lost
Punting

First downs
~ushing yardage
Pasiing yardage
Passes
Interceptions by
Fumbles lost
Punting

figure, making three fourth
quarter catches which helped set
up Blair's last two touchdowns.
Even so, Hill was understandably
frustrated as his best catch went
56 yards. He needed 57 to score.

Both lines played well; on
offense Joe Emma was caught
only once. The defen'sive line
allowed Einstein only four yards
rushing. Defensive tackle Tony
Haughton picked up a Titan
fumble and linebacker 'Mike
Dichov accounted for one of
three Blazer interceptions.

Another good feature was the
improvement in Pat McMahan's
kickoffs. McMahan reached the
end zone on a kick for the first
time this year.

Yet, Einstein's kicking
"specialist" made the gem of the
day, running up to the ball and
missing it. Even Einstein
snickered a little bit.

errors

average.
Part of the improved attitude

during the first half could be
attributed to the Blazers 28-8
victory over Einstein, ending a
three game losing streak.

Joel Harmon played his best
game in three weeks, scoring two

.touchdowns, catching six passes
for 68 yards, picking up an
interception, and gaining 54
yards rushing for a 5,4 yard
average.

Anthony Hill was another key

costl

Meanwhile, the Wheaton defense
was able to contain the Blazer
running attack and nullify the
passing game until less than a
minute remained and the game
had been clinched.

For one part of the team, at
least, defeat was not in order.
Jerry Blue, Ross. Hopeman,
Wayne Roy, and Gil ·Toth
formed the best combination at
defensive line that the Blazers
have had all season, holding the
IKnight runners to a 2.8 yard

on

Terry Changuris (17) carries the ball for Wheaton as four Blair players engage in

--;:H~i:g-;:h-:S:=~:;:h:::O:::O:-;I-;f:::o:O:t;::-b~al;-;-l-;i-:s--=a--=n:--:ex::-:-c=i:::till;-::.:-:g----=-sp-o:-r=t-t:-o-w-a-:-t~ch;-,-e-s-p-e-c-:-ia~ll:-y-aS-a-------------------- by Ed Tsay
fan in the stancls.It's thrilling to' see the backfield pull off a perfectly alike. Someone deserves and ought to come out a winner. If there is
executed double reverse and completely baffle the opposing defense. a tie at the end of regulation play, there should be some kind of
It's chilling to see the defense break up a perfectly executed double . procedure planned to determine a winner. Play an extra quarter, or
reverse and completely frustrate the opposing offense. And its even have a sudden death - something so that someone wins the game.
better if you're rooting for the guys who are doing all of the baffling (2) Names on uniforms --It must be taken into consideration that
and frustrating. Yes, football is a great sport. But thats no many fans cannot follow numbers all over the field and would like
reason to stop right here. Despite its exciting nature, football is far to know who is doing what. Sometimes it isn't easy to spot a
from perfect. number and if it is spotted and a program is referred to the fan

One innovation' already put into effect is the two point probably misses some action on the field. '
conversion. ( believe this was a great idea because it encourages So 1 propose some kind of method to put names above the
teams to go for the extra points on the ground or in the air instead numbers on the backs of the uniforms. Since the same uniforms
of a one point kick. A rule like this one takes more of the "foot" must be used in following years, a removable type of name patch can
out of "football" and stimulates 'more action. Certainly a regular be applied -large enough to be seen from the stands.
play is more exciting than a kicking play, and many high schools are \3) High school football cards -- In order to encourage spirit
not gifted with a good, effective kicker in the first place. . dunng the football season, this would be ideal for some club to

Here are a few other suggestions to the football people on how sponsor. Just think - A picture card which fans could save trade or
they might improve the game: ~hrow darts at. Collect them! Kiss them! Frame them! Sti; them'up

(1) Eliminate the tie _ No one enJ'oys a tie game, fans and team ill your cafeteria food! Would you trade two Joe Emmas for a Joel
Harmon? Think about it.

on top in the first quarter on
goals by John Swarthout and
Walter Cardozo.

For the next three periods,
the defense was at their best,
stopping the opposing attackers
·from mounting any real threat.

Particularly impressive was
the play of fullback Neal Gold,
who with goalie Don Hunt,
caught out of position,
smothered a ball, saving a certain
score early in the game.

The win evens the team's
record at two wins and two
defeats, with Coach Zarubaiko
stating that, "we. will win all of
our remaining six games." A tall
order to complete, but we just
might have the power to do it.

by ROBERT GOTKIN

The Blazers' last three soccer
games, best described as a
learning ,period, ended most
happily in victory for the'
hooters of Wayne Avenue.

October 3, could have
appropria tely been called "utf
Wahine Day," with the forward
scoring five of Blair's six goals in
a thorough trouncing of
Poolesville, 6-2.

The offense was beginning to.
show signs of breaking out of
their two-year scoring slump,
out-shooting Poolesville,
thirty-five to five. For five
forwards, it was l a game of
getting to know each other.

The learning session for the
defe'nse came, unfortunately, in
a losing effort of 2-0 to
Whitman, four days later. It may
have been a loss on the team
record, but not for a Blazer
defense which is maturing with
every game. They held a highly
touted Viking offense scoreless
through almost three periods,
before all-Metropolitan George
Amy broke the scoreless tie for
Whitman with 4:30 remaining in
the third quarter.

In their most recent outing,
he Blazer defense reached its
peak against a "game" Wheaton
team, in a 2-1 win over the
Knights.

Playing on a field that was
about 30 yards short of the
required distance for soccer, the
Boaters controlled the game for
almost the entire sixty minutes
of play.

Following a missed penalty
kick by the Knights, Blair broke

Blair loses

Next week, the Blair football
team faces Richard
Montgomery, the No. I fanked
team in the Washington area.

Chances are good that the
Blazers will run more offensive
plays than the Rockets.

Chances are also good that the
Blazers will get creamed.

For the 'sixth consecutive
game, the Blair offense ran more
plays than their opponents,
50-32. Yet still the team's record
stands at 2-4 following a 26-6
loss to Wheaton.

Things .were different until
the game's second half. Spirit in Once the Blair team began to
practice was high, reminiscent of break down, Wheaton quickly
days in August and early took advantage. Wheaton
September when the Blazers quarterback Terry Changuris
were a winning ball club. At took charge on a 40 yard
halftime, with the score at 6-6, tou'chdown march, accounting
the players were so psyched it for 21 yards rushing and
seemed impossible that Blair throwing the tie breaking scoring
could lose. toss.

Then a bad handoff and an Then the Knights 'used the
intercepted pass led to two bl'itzkrieg technique of
quick Wheaton touchdowns Springbrook, scoring each of its
which let all of the air out of the remaining touchdowns on drives
balloon. no . longer than one play.

Soccer team wins
with balanced play

MONTGOMERY COUNTY
W L Tj

Richard IIlontgomeJ'1 5 0 0
Sprlnghrook .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. 5 1 0 '
Galthershurg 4 1 0;
Cburchlll 4 1 01
Wheaton .. 4 1 0
Sherwood :........ .. .. 4 1 0
Peary 4 2 0

.Waller Johnson 3 3 0

:re::t":::.~~ev;;la~:a~~ : ~ ~ g
Kennedy .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 4 0
Northwood . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1 4 1

~~rt~::d.. :::::::::::::::::::::::: g i ~
Einstein 0 , 0

by BOB SHAYNE



Pep band triumphs
in spirited play-offs

Place fourth at A.'V.

Harriers- run well

.

experienced painter for

inside woodwork

painting.

JU 9-6400

8209 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring, Md.

To sweep up in Silver

Spring Newspaper office

after school - two or

three afternoons per

week. Also can use

• Art Material
• Ceramic Supplies
• Sculpture Supplies
Discounts to Students

The Art Shop

Boy Wanted

Ju9-6400

Montgomery 24-52 at Wheaton
Regional (low score wins).
Krekorian led Blair with a time
of 14:27.

September 30, records were in
sight as Blair hosted Walt
Whitman and Churchill in a
triangular meet. The Blazers
narrowly lost to Whitman 25-30
but revenged their defeat by
trampling Churchill 21-34.

Mike Fertig of Whitman set a
new course record of 10:46.
Sophomore Pete Sittner ran an
excellent race with the best
performance by any sophomore,
taking fifth at I I: 39.

The varsity now has a record
of 4-4 while the J.V. has won its
last three straight giving them a
6-2 record. Coach Wofford feels
if Blair can beat Wheaton and
W..bi.tman ~n the County meet,
we can take third.

Next Sunday the Blazers
travel to the Wakefield
Invitational in Virginia.

."Popeye the Sailor".
There "lire still three goals the

band hopes to accomplish. The
first is to beat Richard
Montgomery's pep band this
Saturday. The second is to keep
coming up with new and original
ideas to keep the novelty of the
pep band from wearing off. And
the thiFd, and most important to
the band, is for the enthusiasm
of the band to rub off on the
fans~

WHEATON

By

9

BCC

WHEATON

WHEATON

By

15

W. JOHNSON

WHEATON

Stanley Bouma, four
drummers Bill Heinmiller,
Dave Lefcof, Bob Weiner and
Steve Klein and a cy mbolist,
Robert Gotkin.

Besides these instruments, the
group also has a kazoo for
special effect.

In addition to working closely
with the cheerleaders on Blair's
spirit songs, the band does its
own arrangements of popular
songs such as "Hey Jude" and
the old familiar songs such as

by STEVE MARQUES

Coming back from
mid -season defeats, the
cross-country team placed
fourth out of seventeen teams in
the American University
Invitational last Saturday.

Corning back from mid-season
defeats and injuries, the cross
country team continued on its
winning ways by placing fourth
out of seventeen teams in the
American University Invitational
last Saturday.

Jim Krekorian took eighth in
the meet and was first for Blair,
followed by Rick Rutstein 
seventeenth and Rick Wides 
forty-second out of a possible
.109.

Wheaton was the only
Montgomery County school to
beat Blair, taking first while a
special invitational was held for
Jhe area's ten best with B.C.C.,
Springbrook and Walt Whitman
representing Montgomery
County.

In 'the Junior Varsity, Karl
Bachelor took first in his heat

'but was.. ranked only sixth
overall as the team finished fifth.

On October 4, the Blazers
dropped a dual meet to Richard

The games' scores did not
reveal the actual duels going on.

. Blair's defense against Einstein
was good, with linebacker Gary
Gottfried diagnosing and
literally destroying' Einstein's
possible scoring plays. The rest
of the defense looked good,
stopping many long yardage
chances bef~re the opponent got
over scrimmage. It actually
appeared as though Einstein's
scoring plays were lucky breaks.

Against Paint Branch,
however, the JV slowed up,
allowing too many scores.

Predictioos
by CRAIG ROSENTHAL

Sports Editor

October 18

R. MONTGOMERY

I
EINSTEIN

I
SPRINGBROOK

I
CHURCHILL

BLAIR· SHERWOOO PEARY BCC

R. MONTGOMERY SHERWOOD SPRINGBROOK CHURCHILL
By By By By
25 25 20 17

October 25
SPRINGBROOK

I
GAITHERSBURG

I
W. JOHNSON

I
KENNEDY

EINSTEIN NORTHWOOD R. MONTGOMERY PEARY

SPRINGBROOK GAITHERSBURG R. MONTGOMERY PEARY

By By By By

1W 25 25 18

By JOHN WIENER

, ,

Ken Shifrin, founder and leader of this year's prep band, leads the
band in a spirited practice. -

aJ1d took it ,in for a touchdown
on the next set of plays. After
five minutes of play the score
was 14-0, Paint Branch.

It was apparent that the major
reason for failure at Paint
Branch was a lack of
co-operative teamwork. The
lines crumbled on important
defensive plays, and when Blair
got the ball, the offense
fumbled, with Paint Branch
recovp.ring.

At the game with Einstein,
Blair's baby Blazers didn't look
as overpowering as they would
like to have been. They fumbled
the first two times they got the
ball. Einstein turned this second
fumble into a touchdown, but
Blair started getting hot. 1 ney
worked their way to Einstein's
f 0 u r yard line,. where
quarterback Lonnie Freedman'
fired a short pass to Mark
Luckett for a touchdown.

The nex,t time the Blazers got
the ball they scored again, this
time on a run by David Jones.

"We're number one! We're
number one!" This chant went
up after Blair had defeated
Einstein 28-8. However, the
cheers weren't ftom the footbaU
team or the fans but from the
Blair pep band. For the pep
band had just won an unofficial
battle of the pep bands frbm
Einstein.

Although the football season
isn't over, the band has
encountered its last major
obstacle in its quest to be the
best pep band in the area.

Organized this year by senior
Ken Shifrin, the band's main
goal is to create spirit among
Blair students at football
games. "We feel that while our
goal has been realized to an
extent, many people still feel
inhibited," commented Shifrin.
"They are still afraid to cheer. '

The band consists of three
trumpets, Jeff Marcon, Howard
Cohen and Paul Cohen, three
trombones, Shifrin, Dan Nelson
and Alan Ward, one Frenc'h horn

Inconsistent play makes
difference in }. V. losses

Ein st ein then made a, sharp and penetrating, while
touchdown, stopped a Blair their running was mildly
drive, and started to take the effective; however, they covered
ball downfield. With the game very little yardage.
tied, it looked as though
Einstein would march all the
way and win, but James Connell
intercepted an Einstein pass
with one minute to go to give
Blair a last chance.

After two quick' running
plays, Freedman tossed a
25-yard pass to end John
Gordon for a first down 'on the
two yard line with 33 seconds to
go. After two more unsuccessful
rUl;ming plays, Freedman tried a
quarterback sneak with one
second left. He was stopped at
the goal line as time ran out.

In all, Blair's passing was
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To say that the junior varsity
football team's performance
against Paint Branch where they
lost 34-0 was disappointing
would be a stunning
understatement. It was a radical
change from the week before
'when they played Einstein at
home and tied 12-12.

Against Paint Branch, the
JV's defense and offense fell
apart. Paint Branch's first play
was a touchdown. The play after
the ensuing kickoff Blair was
caught in the end zone for a
safety. On the next play Blair
fumbled, Paint Branch recovered

Wheaton Youth Center Monroe Ford

16th of October

Magic Rain & The Yorktown Power & Light Co.

1237 East West Hwy.

Silver Spring'
,

Barry Richards of WHMC will be there

8:30 - 11 :30 p.m. $2.00 per person

Near 16th St., Georgia Ave.
Colesville Rd.

Bel~ay Exits 21 and 22
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the programming and facil.ities."
The Principal and Area Director
will give added attention to the
selection of new teachers with
the "unique personal and
professional qualifications
required for the school."

In an attempt to alleviate the
problem of overcrowding in
Takoma Classrooms, Elseroad
would like to see the addition of

(See MODEL, page 3.)

leadership in developing an
instructional program which is
tailored to the m:eds of the
students and community ... "

The proposal also calls for
the addition of a Community
School Coordinator whose
responsibilities will be "to
determine the recreational needs
of youth and adults in the area,
to develop programs adequate
for the needs, and to coordinate

---Interpretive analysis----

Blair~s SG plays
questionable role

by KENT WOODS

Blair's student government does not exercise any authority or
control over the student body as the word "government" might
imply; Dr. William Brennan, principal, and the administration
have this power.

Rather the S.G. serves as a forum for student opinion, a focal
point for the direction of student activities, and as an advisory
council for administration practices.

"The student government," says S.G. president Jeremy
Musher, "is here to coordinate all student functions on a school
level and to act as a liaison between the administration, the
faculty, and the students."

That S.G.'s purpose, is basically an advisory one, to suggest
student ideas and plans, can be determined from its constitution.
While the student government constitution has provided the
legislative a'ssembly with the power to legislate on behalf of the
general welfare of the student body, Article IV, Section V of this
constitution gives Brennan the power of veto over any action of
the Student Government "in the event that such motion conflicts
with state, countY,.or school law or policy."

There are certain undefined procedures by which S.G. could
attempt'to overcome this veto. They could organize a petition,
publish a position paper, or appeal "over the head" of Brennan.
However, according to Musher, "it hasn't been necessary to use
these procedures."

An unsuccessful attempt was made last year to amend the
constitution to the effect that any bill not reviewed by the
administration within ten days of its submission would be
automatically passed. This motion was vetoed on the grounds
that Btennan is ultimately responsible for what S.G. does for the

~ school, and thus, should have final approval of all bills.
Though the administration has the final say, S.G, is ltft almost

~oJ"pletely free to work wit.h new idt~:': iJ'um the student body.

(See 8.G., page 3.)

Takoma Park Junior High School

Elseroad cites objectives

Elseroad, in a memorandum
which he released to the School
Board, introduced the project as
"part of our continued effort to
make Takoma Park Junior High
School an exemplary junior. high
school in its integrated
community. Members of our
staff have developed ... proce
dural plans which are presented
for your consideration."

Along the lines of
"procedural plans," Dr. Elseroad
intends to establish a committee
of parents, teachers, students
administrators, the Area
Director, and the Director of
School facilities; its designated
purpose is "to work together to
develop plans for modernizing
the school plant and for
providing adequate facilities
necessary for implementing the
programs for both students and
ad ul ts."

Dr. Homer Elseroad has
issued a plan calling for the
remodeling and reorganization
of Takoma Park Junior High
School in what appears to be a
progressive step toward
improvement of local school
facilities. The plan is pending
approval by the Board ,of
Education and, subsequently,
the County Council.

Liberal estimates place the
completion of the project, if
approved, by the beginning of
the 1970-71 school year.

Afodelschoolproposed
by JON BOR'

Several additions to school
personnel also comprise a change
in the make-up of the proposed
model school. The Takoma Park
Junior High School Principal,
Charles F. Noble, has announced

,plans for his retirement effective
at the conclusion of the CUlTent
school year. Elseroad states, "a
new pri ncipal will be
selected ... every effort wll' be
made to select a person ." ith the
ability to give dynamic

Another objection which has
been voiced this year in
opposition to homecoming is the
excessive amount of money
which the service clubs have
been spending on their floats.
Varsettes alone is spending
approximately $150.

"I feel that the money we've
put into the float could be used
for much better causes,"
remarked Wendy Rothman,
Varsette president. "It has come
to the point where the money
could be used for much better
goals. "

Neither Key Club nor Tri
Omega are building traditional
floats.

"I can't see spending a
hundred dollars or so on a float
where the money can go to a
better use," commented Fary
Ford, Key Club presient. Instead
of building a float, the club
plans to decorate the football
field for the game.

Tri Omega had originally
planned not to construct a float,
but rather donate money to a
local charity. However, with the

date conflict, the club will use
the money to support a wat
orphan through the Save the
Children Foundation.

as usual with its plans for a
homec<'lming car. Sue, however,
plans to attend the march in
,Washington instead of riding in
the car on Satruday morning.

Blairites retain
November date

Vol. XXXII, No.4

At "Back to School Night", held on October 21, English teacher
Mrs. Diane Ruben explainS' class curricull'- .~ +...n :Jarents. As was
the case in previous years, parent turn-out ' ..c_ Photo by Joe Neil

This year, for various reasons,
ther,e has been an unprecedented
amount of criticism directed
towards homecoming and its
many long-standing traditions.
The major objection voiced
concerns the date on which
homecoming falls-November
15, the day of the scheduled
Vietnam ,protest march, in
Washington.

Recently, student
,government issued a referendum
which proposed a change of date
from November 15 to a day in
December during basketball
season. The referendum was'
defeated 1000-300, an unusually
large turnout for a Blair election.

Although the decision to
change the date of homecoming
was defeated, there is still
dissension between students
about the'propriety of staging a
celebratIon on the day of a
Vietnam peace demonstration.
Many students have been forced
to choose between going to
homecoming and attending the

protests. The decision is an
.especially difficult one for some
service club members, who have
an obligati.Qn to participate in
their club's homecoming
activities.

Sue Rheingold, O'Deb
president, is personally against
holding homecoming on
November 15. However, she'was
the only member of her club to
disapprove of the date, and
therefore j O'Debs continuing
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Puhlicvs.
"The teachers care... "

•prIvate schools

An instructor at a private school finds that the smaller student-teacher ratio lends itself to a better
teaching situation. Other merits of a private versus public school are discussed above. ~hoto by Joe Nell

(.

1965 V. W. BUS'FOR SALE

dress-code committee of
students who monitor
themselves. If a student with too
short a skirt is seen, or with hair
too long, the students will call
up the parents to tell them why
the student was sent home."

Besides the close' personal
relations in a private school
education, many parents who
sent their children to private
schools feel that the small classes
and the way in which knowledge
is imparted to students offer an
advantage over public schools.
However, these parents can
afford to pay the price for this
type of education.

At all three schools
administrators emphasized that
more than money was needed to
get into their schools.

"We must think the school is
right for you," explains Orr,
"and that you are right for us.

Orr went on to comment that
three years ago "kids were
coming to Hawthorne for the
wrong reasons," explaining that
then there was no dress code and
no ban on hair length. He
describes the Hawthorne student
as one who is "willing to
experiment and go along with
crazy things." He cites and.
example this year when the
whole student body descended
on the Orrs and spent the night
in sleeping bags and tents.

Hawthorne, unlike Edmond
Burke, does grant scholarships.
This year 15 students are on
partial scholarships there, three
of them having to pay only $100
a year.

Custom Interior. Tape Deck.
Paneling. Foam Padding.

Curtai.ns. Carpet
New Engine, Excellent Condition

588-3630

At Sidwell Friends there a
limited number of partial
scholarships available. These are
granted only after the applicant
has passed an elaborate battery
of tests and interviews (which all
Sid well applicants must
undergo) and only then if there
is real financial need. In the
Quaker tradition, Sidwell
Friends prides itself on having a
school open to all races and
religions.

At Chuck Levin's
You'll get the type

of summer love

~ you'll keep all year

~~~CK
I

\!) ~

Chuck Levin's
Washington Music Center

11151 Viers Mill Rd.
Wheaton, Md. 946-8808

of courses. Each student is
req uired to take at least 5 majors
a year.

"Hey, Audri, listen! We have
a small community here.
Everyone knows everyone else.
Teachers and students are
friends. We call each other by
our first names. The teachers
care." This was a comment that
summed up what a lot of
Hawthorne students told me.
They felt education at public
schools was very impersonal.

Betsey Broughton who went
to Blair last year now goes to
Edmund Burke, a private high
school in Washington, D.C.
Formed three years ago by
teachers from Hawthorne,
enrollment is 55 with an
admission fee of $2,000.

Betsey I spoke of the
impersonality of the public
school system. "I quit Blair not
because 1 couldn't get along with
the kids, but because I couldn't
get along with the teachers. I
couldn't talk to them. They
were machines switching on at
the start of school and switching
off after school. They were
policemen patrolling the halls:
All [ can remember is having to
memorize everything and
greasers throwing eggs at a girl
named Puma."

Another student of Edmond
Burke, a boy whom everyone
calls Trainer, objected to the
community concept which he
felt was being shoved down his
throat by the administrators.

He continued, "They are
trying to make may school mean
everything to me. It doesn't. I
don't even see any of the kids
from school after school.
Edmond Burke is becoming
more and more like a public
school. The rules are about the
same. You are not even allowed
tile privilege of flunking.
Theymake you stay after school
to receive extra tutoring from
the teachers.

Sidwell Friends, a well
known Quaker school, is very
different from Edmond Burke'
and Hawthorne. As one former
Friends student put it, "It
teaches in the the traditional
manner."

The Friends school has a
dress code. According to one
administrator, "There is a

*Day & eve. Classes at 5
Locations

*Learn Typing, Shorthand,
Speed Reading

*Prep Course for College
Board Exams

*Career Courses in IBM
Data Processing, Electronics,
Secretarial & Business Subjects

PHONE 01. 7·2900
or mail th is coupon

LEARN YOUR WAY
TO HIGHER PAY
OR.BETT~R ~RADES AT

TEMPLE
SCHOOL

r-' TEMPLE SCHOOL---'l
, 720 14th Street, N. W. ,
, Washington, D.C. HS ,
, Please give me more information,
I NAME._ I
, ADDRESS. ,, _.., I
., CITY STATE'
I . '-,
l.!~!:!.If... ·__~I!:~

In addition, Mrs. Alice Koch,
committee representative for the
Council of Instruction, hopes
that Blair MCEA delegates will
relay the committee ideas to the
MCEA.

The Liason Committee will
have regular meetings scheduled
with Dr. Brennan the first
Thursday of every month. Says
Mrs. Wilson, "We've arranged
that Dr. Brennan will notify us
first of any matter he'd want to
bring us," and visa-versa.

"Plato's Republic" and then
figuring out the postulates and
theoroms for themselves to ?

history of student activism from
1960 on.

The Hawthorne day has just
two periods each lastIng two and
one hali hours with a 15 minute
break, and lunch in between the
two periods. . .

The Hawthorne year is
divided up into three terms.
Each term the student takes a
new set of subjects. In this way
students can take a large variety

$2.00 per person

H2()t) (;('orgia .\\t'.

Sil\t'r Sprillg~ ,ItI.

Ittt ARI ~ttUIl

BLACK LIGHT

POSTERS & LIGHTS

100. AdmissIOn is $2,000. The
other course which is required
for seniors is a history seminar
to discover the immediate effect
of an individual on his
environment.

l;andy Orr' (known to the
students as Sandy), who with
his wife Elinor, one of the two
directors o'f Hawthorne, teaches
the course.

Other courses taught at
Hawthorne range from a
geometry' course which is
taught by the pupiles. reading

8th of November

Progressive Rock Concert

Wheatley Bonded Warehouse

Yorktown Power a d ight Co.

Wheaton Youth Center

8:00·11: 30p.m.

MCEA forms liason
to strengthen unity

In an attempt to improve of schools, and made up of greater voice and therefore a
tea c her u nit y, school personnel and the general greater influence."
tea c her - a d min i s t rat ion public), the Council of
communication and to provide a Instruction (including all
clearing house for faculty departmental heads and resource
suggestions, the Montgomery teachers), the Student-Faculty
County Educational Association Committee, and a delegation of·
(MCEA) has established an Blair MCEA members.
Administration-MCEA liason Mrs. Helen Wilson, Liason
committee. Committee chairwoman, sees the

An MCEA~Montgomery Committee as "being a major
County Board of Education agency for beneficial change in
contact provided for the our schools, in terms of bringing
appointment of the committee. together the various committees
The contract states that "a and organizations so that they
liason committee (be can break with'one voice. By
established) in each having representatives from all
building ... responsible to a committees we hope to have a
principal or appropriate .._. - - .-••••
supervisor monthly to discuss
matters of mutual interest and
concern."

Members of the committee
are delegates from the
Committee of eight (a
tea c her -ad ministra tion
com munica tion committee
founded after the 1968 MCEA
strike), the Area Advisory
Council (a council from the area
feeding into Blair formed to
discuss school matters with Area
Dir~.ctor and the superintendent

by AUDRIE PHILLIPS

Ten kids were sprawled
across the floor of the music
room struggling with renditions
of Scarborough Fair on their
recorders. "This is the B major
chord, Joe. Can you tell me its
notes? You will have to know al:
the major and minor scales for
your test Wednesday."

The music course is one of
the two required courses at
Hawthorne Private School in
Washington, D.C. Enrollment is
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Takoma renovation planned

Merit Scholarship

Blairites commended

For those who prefer a more
urban campus, Coppin State
College in Baltimore has 29 acres
of land 'on one of the most
beautiful sites in Baltimore.
Coppin, established in 1900,
offers a course in the Arts and
sciences, as well as teacher
training. The College has a
special program called "Project
Mission," which tries to develop
teachers for inner city schools. It
also has a program in Special
Education, which trains teachers
to work with physically and
mentally retarded children.

Coppin State

Morgan State

Another Baltimore School,
Morgan State College. is located
on a 130 acre campus. The
student body has an enrollment
of 1759 men and 2105 women.
Morgan State is a liberal' arts
college, llnd has a tuition, for
state residents, of $140. Morgan
permits fraternities and
sororities, but no housing is
provided by them.

Maryland State

A division of the University
of Maryland, Maryland Staie-
College in Princess Anne,
Maryland, has a much smaller
student body (389 men and 257
women, compared to College
P~k .enrol)Il}ent of·19,1?I.men
and 12,066 worn·en). The
College is on the eastern shore of
Maryland, and has grounds of
more than 300 acres,' 30 of
which are developed.

Towson, Maryland, has an
enrollment of 1850 men and
2650 ..women. Towson, like
Frostburg, has a demonstration
school, with special areas for
music, science,. physical
education, and art.

State colleges
open to seniors

For those students who shun
the impersonal atmosphere and
computerized. classes of the'
University of Maryland, and
want to be further away from
home than Montgomery College,
the Maryland state .college
system offers a varied choice of
schools, with different
campuses, student bodies, and
social environment.

Bowie State

Another rural environment is
offered by Frostburg State
College in Frostburg, Maryland.
As' a coeducatonal teachers

for productive classroom college, Frostburg boasts an
i 'n s t rue t ion. By the eight classroom laboratory
implementation of this plan, the school which houses
arrangement of classes according kindergarten through seventh.
to their particular area of study grade. Tuition is $200 for state
(i.e. Social StUdies, Mathematics, residents.
etc.) also would lend Salisbury State
improvement to the current
situation. Teachers would be A third teachers college,
allowed conference rooms in the Salisbury State in Salisbury,
proximity of their specific Maryland, carries the distinction
departments in order to more of being only forty-five minutes
easily . confer on matters from Ocean City. The college is
concerning them. on a campus of 60 acres, with

Elseroad is attempting to seven main buildings including a
provide a more congenial library with 32,000 volumes.
atmosphere for learning, Like Bowie, there is no tuition
especially necessary for the for students planning to teach in
troubled Takoma Park Junior Maryland. A liberal arts and
High School. But" in his· more' : sciences curricula is-also offer:ed,
far-reaching plans, he hopes that with a tuition of $200.
this will represent one of the Towson State
first concrete steps toward .
community improvement. Located on a 99 acre campus,

Towson State College, in

•

Maryland offers' four state
teachers colleges. Relatively
close to Silver Spring is Bowie
State College, in Bowie
Maryland. With an enrollment of
200 men and 350 women, the

. .. Bowie campus consists of 187
applicants. Other schools range In cost and size I ltd . I '. . . acres oca e m a rura area.
and prOVide a Wide chOice for students who choose There is no tuition for state
to go to school in Maryland. (see story at rightl. residents taking the Teacher

Photo by Joe Nell Education Program.

Frostburg State

The following Blair seniors
received the letter: Rebecca
Andrews, Lester Barbacoff,
Robert Baum, Candace Black,
Victoria Bor, Katharine Browne,
John Castellot, Jerrold Davis, Eli
Goldblatt, Robert Herbert and
Geoffrey Horn. Also: Joyce
Hsiao, Phyllis Kramer, Todd
Lowe, Stephanie Malove,
Michael Mansberg, Reva
Markowitz, Mark Morris, Carol
Paskin, Kenneth Stalberg, Hope
Tay'or and Saml.eJ Weintraub.

an entity."

Because of administration
veto power, it is essential that
there be a good working
relationship between the
pr i ncipal and' student
government. It is because such a
relationship exists at Blair that
S.G. has been successful in
achieving its goals. Already this
year, it has played an important
part in organizing the resource
periods, cafeteria improvements
and in obtaining a student
ombudsman. Student
government must continue to
provide constructive suggestions
to the administration if it is to
remain effective.

while simultaneously reducing
the burden on the teachers.

This could be especially
advantageous to remedial
reading teachers and to teachers
of other specialized courses
which warrant individualization

10 A,~.. 11 P.M. Daily
12 Noon ·11 P,M. Sunday,

Sponsor defines
advisory position

(Con't. from page 1)

Mr. Myron Michaelson, S.G.
sponsor and adviser, has no veto
and uses his "power of
persuasion very rarely." He feels
his main job is to "run
interference and cut red tape"
between the S.G.' and the
administration and to do the
paperwork.

"A student government,"
says Michaelson, "should
respond to the needs and wants
of the student body. It is there
to provide services for them, to
represent the student's
viewpoint to the faculty and
administration, and to work for
the betterment of the school as

BASKIN-ROBBINS 31- FLAVORS

ICE CREAM Sl'ORE
I

8532 Piney Branch Koad

Silver Spring•. ·Maryland

SEE OUR PARTY ICE CREAM DISPLAY

RON ATHERTON

587-9471

•

The National Merit Scholarship
Corporation recently announced
the names of 22 Blair students
who have been awarded a letter
of commendation honoring
them for their high performance
on the 1969 National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test.
They are among 39,000 students
in the United States who scored
in the upper 2 per cent of those
who are expected to graduate
from high school in 1970.

The University of Maryland College Park Campus,
boasting a student population of 25,000,. is only'
Qne of many state colleges open ~ senior

(Con't. from page 1.)

new classrooms, consequently
'all owing for a smaller
student-teacher ratio. Each
student, ideally, could receive
more individualized attention
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Schools adapt to cultural lag"

November 17 - 21

Bowie State College

You are invited to participate·
Evening .Progtams
.For Details· Call:

262·1394 Evenings,

Takoma offerings

Model Railroad
Center

IOSI·R R'ockville Pike
; Rockville, Md. 762-4499'
Model Railroads Exclusive

"Total immersion courses,"
Coviello' continued, would be
more effective in order to
provide studen ts with a mort\,
adequate. background in the
English language This approach
to English instruction involves a
more intensive, in-depth study in
which students are exposed to a
larger amount of material in a
shorter period of time.

The Language Arts
Department curriculum at
Takoma has added a course in
the Spanish culture, concerning
itself with customs, ideas and
the geography of Spanish and
Latin American countries. The
course is offered mainly tq
American students with the
intentions of providing them
with a greater understanding of
the Spanish segment. of the
population (school and'
community). Coviello remarked
that indirectly t is~ay build up
a sense of cultural pride among
Spanish-American students.

11~\\::::::::::::::~:::::::::::;::::::~:::::::::;:::::::::::::~'.[

t:: study was prepared by ChiPS:r
::Ireporters, Jon Bor, Robbieti

j·i,.,:::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::Jiil

ESOC Program

In addition to revision in the
normal teaching staffs, special
instructors have been appointed
in the area to deal with the
increasing problems that arise
with the influx of
foreign-speaking students. One
such instructpr, Mr.. Phillip
Courtener, one of eight area
advisors and instructor of the
"English as a Secon4 .Language"
(ESOL) course at Blair, feels
that often, "too much time is
spent on communicatiQn; not
commuiucating anything" in
English classes for the foreign
born."

Presently, there are two basic
ESOL programs - one designed

psychologist. for students who have had little
Dr. MacGregor feels that too or no English, and a second for

much of a school psychologist's more advanced students.'
work is an evaluation of Regarding the beginner's course,
individual students, and the Courtener emphasized that he
success of such practices is "objects to people who think
questionable. In actuality, it learning the basic language is the
takes approximately 12 hours of whole story. The students have
tests, interviews and evaluations ' to be able to think, and do more
for one student consultation. than talk."

Blair has been assigned a
permanent psychologist, Me. As advisor for the "well over
Enzo Monti (see story, page 8), 140 foreign students" at Blair,
who agrees that group sessions Courtener hopes he can teach
(with teachers and students) students things "that relate with
often prove more rewarding than their work-a-day life in classes."
individual sessions. He noted U.S. History taught

from the point of view of the
foreign studen t and increased
industrial arts programs (which
"ailow students to use skills
other than language") as two
possible programs.

In his capacity as a county
"resource advisor," Courtener,
visits area schools to assist'
"other teachers who want help"
in dealing with foreign students.

(Pupils from Eastern junior
high, one of the three Blair
feeder junior highs, come to
Blair for the first two periods of
the day to work with Courtener.
He feels this "gives the teachers
there a better group of qualified
kids to work with."

Mrs. Esther Delaplaine, social
welfare worker for the County
Board of Education, feels that
"we ask things of our children
that the foreign students' have
never been asked." She noted
one instance where a young boy,
who was accustomed to going to
work full-time in .his native
country at age 14, felt' defeated
wh5n he found he had to stay in
school until he was 16.

Takoma Jurior High School is
currently offtring "English As a
Second Language" to foreign ~

students. At the present time
those enrolled in the class meet

To cope with this problem a one (or two) periods a day for
newly developed "English as a language instruction spending
Second Language" course is the remainder of the day in
being offered through adult regular classes. Citing the value
education groups. This course is of the course, Mr. Albert
extended to teach school' Coviello a Takoma guidanee
personnel a minimal amount of ( counsel~r, remarked: "I think
Spanish to communicate with we're making progress. I have
their students. seen students with no English

Communication has reached background who have, in 5 to 6
county officials, also. Dr. weeks been able to converse in
Edward Andrews, involved with English to a small scale."
teacher recruitment on the

,co unty level, feels his
department is making an
attempt to hire teachers who can
"relate to students and their
pro blems." This includes
teachers who have previous
experience in dealing with social
problems and who have worked
with disadvantaged students.

The influx of foreign students
has caused tremendous pressure
on' the conscientious elementary
school teachet. In one instance,
a Greek child was having an
especially difficult time
adjusting to his new
environment. He was having

, trouble relating his old concept
of school to his new situation.

Open 6 P.M. ,to 12P.M.

Fridays and Saturdays till 2 A.M.

Weile's Creations
1325 University Blvd. E., Langley Park, Md.

Ice Cream at it's Best!

Classroom & Behind the Wheel

Instructio~ in 3 weeks & 1 day

This School is licensed by
the Department of Motor

Vehicle

·864 •..·.114 ~YllttlWH ... MeL '

An.......·y_

ILUE BIRD
'DRIVING SCHOOL:

A pupil services representative
and psychologist meet once a
month with the assistant
principal, teachers, counselors
and school nurse from each
school. The school nurse has
come to represent an important
factor in the school community.
Elementary school nurses also
serve as area nurses and thus are
able to obtain extensive
knowledge of the general
situation in many schools. Dr.
MacGregor explained, "If a child
is having problems, we look at
his physical' condition. He may
have medical problems, such as
faulty hearing and vision, or may
be inadequately nourished. As a
result, his performance in school
suffers. "

fourth year, is comprised of
pupil services personnel workers,
educational dia~nosticians, (who
work with teachers, students
who have special learning
problems), social workers and
psychologists.

School psychologist

The role of the school
psychologist is increasing.·
Officials are presently working
on reducing the number of
schools eaGh are~ psychologist
has to handle. As a partial
remedy to tpis problem,

psychology interns have been
assisting the regular

2) upcounty rural blacks and
whites - people displaced by
various community housing
projects

3) out of town groups 
people who come from areas
such as Appalachia. Often this
group includes large families
who can get larger houses at a
lower cost in areas like Takoma
Park. They are often attracted
by job offerings.

4) other groups, which
include Spanish-speaking
population and families of
foreign ebasssy representatives.

The estimates of
foreign-speaking families in the
area range from 2000 to 10,000
families.

Unfortunately, officials agree
that middle class white
suburbanites do not always
know the needs of those around
them.

.Pupil services

Dr. Mary MacGregor,
supervisor of pupil services in
the Silver Spring area, feels that
"school is a part of life so you
should not separate it." On these
lines, programs have been
developed ,in the outside
community that are designed to
aid students in school.

Dr. MacGregor deals with the
problems of the 34 schools in
the region. Pupil Services, in its.

AFRO-AMERICAN
FESTIVAL

The Silver Spring community
tepresents a major change in
social climate - that is, the
development of an urban
community out of a previously
suburban situation.

In recent years, the general
influx into the community has
been composed of various
segments of people. Many are
those who have lived in a rural
pattern and have trouble getting I

used to the faster pace of a
suburban society.

Black population increased

In addition, the black
population . has increased
significantly. Negroes come for
varied reasons. In one instance, a
black parent expressed
apprehension at what she. felt
was the militancy of her old
neighborhood. Her move to the.
suburbs was prompted by the
fact that her children were
constantly exposed to the
anti-white sentiment of many of
their classmates, while she
attempted to teach them
integration.

In other cases, the prospects
of better housing have prompted
migra tio"n. Basically, the
following groups have migrated
into the area:

1) urban blacks - people who
moved to the suburbs from the
District in search of an
integrated situation and better
housing

----

I================!J-
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Community projects
aid area residents

Date of Graduation

I would like
o Goucher Catalogue

o Application Form

City

Fill out coupon below for
information and send to:

Address

SchOOl

Goucher
is for Girls

State Zip

Name

A college for
able young women
who seek
it certain quality
in their education.

Director of Admissions
Goucher College
Towson, Baltimore,
Maryland 21204

follo,wing, all of which have,

sub-committees: the Park and
Planning Commission, Legal
Division, Board of Education,
Department of Community
Development, Department of
Recreatio~, Health and Welfare,
and Social Services.

The Takoma Park/East Silver
Sprin~ Commission's community
improvement projects suggested
by the task force are now in the
preliminary stages. The Board of
Education is currently
sponsoring adult education
classes (and providing 'tuition
waivers for persons in the area
,taking the course in English for
foreign-speaking residents) as
well as classes in such skills as
typing, auto mechanics and
carpentry.

Preparations are being made
to build the two swimming pools
which the task force
recommended for the area: an
outdoor pool in space acquired
in the Long Branch area (along
with land near New Hampshire
Estates and Rolling Terrace
Elementary Schools for
increased recreation) and an
indoor pool for the "middle
school."

An ad hoc committee headed
by Deputy Superintendent of
Schools, Dr. Donald Miedema
first proposed t~e "middle
school," designed to house
grades five and six, in an attempt
to relieve overcrowding in local
schools. With county
expectations for its use in the
next school year, the middle
school, currently in the
architectural planning stages, has
a proposed site of construction
'in the vicirllty of Takoma Park
Junior High School.

(See STUDY, page 8)

?
?,

-

Reasonable Rates

. 593-0112 (Evenings)

.• Art Material
• Ceramic Supplies
• Sculpture Supplies
Discounts to Students

8209 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring, Md.

I The Art Shop

fate as other members of
:ninority groups-being placed in
classes designed for slow-learners
and unmotivated students. The
problem, some teachers and
admirlistrators at Takoma Junior
High School feel, does not lie in
a lack of intelligence or in
inability to learn. One guidance
counselor referred to the
cultural differences of Latin
Americans and citizens of the
United States. "Many (Latirl
Americans) have a complet"ely
different outlook toward
education ... that it is not a
necessity."

Elaborating on the subject,
another Takoma faculty member
has found that "some Cubans
still fanticize about returning to
Cuba . to defeat the Castro
government," resulting in a
feeling of indifference to fitting
into American life educationally
and culturally.'.-..........- ..

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

- -

Suburban School of Self Defense

SELF-DEFENSE

Free Introductory Lesson

B. Jones· Director

Montgomery County. "Takoma
Park," County councilwoman
Rose Kramer contends, "was a
natural place to settle. It was

. one of the few places where
rents were relatively low."

Sporatic hostilities arose
between the new settlers. Blacks
escaping bigotry and segregation
encountered Appalachia and
Southern whites, many of whom
settled in Takoma Park to avoid
integration. Since both groups
migrated from areas deficient in
education facilities, many of the
students were placed in the same
classes for '''slow-learners.''
Social pressures soon became
evident in the schools.

Changes in the Takoma
Park-East Silver Spring area also
involve a recent influx of Latin
American immigrants, many of
whom have left Cuba since the
early stages of the Cuban
Revolution of the late 1950's.

,Others have immigrated from
Puerto Rico, Haiti, and Central
and South American nations.

While many of the Latin
Americans have been attracted
to low-rent apartments in
Takoma Park, most have settled
in the Rolling Terrace area of
Silver Spring. Many of the
a par t men t s are a I so
multiple-dwellings, housing more
than one family per aparment.

Many of the children have
also faced the same educational

Tal~oma sees social change

On June 24, 1969, t:Ie According to Parrish,
Montgomery County Council the SIX or seven man task force
voted to appropriate the sum of was established to' "make
$147,500 for the Takoma recommendations on immediate
Park/East Silver Spring ,steps that will hold the line until
Commission's program of social the (Takoma Park/East Silver
improvement for residents of the Spring) Commission can get area
Takoma Park/East (lower) Silver programs into operation."
Spring area. The Takoma Park/East Silver

The program, for expanded Spring Commission has been set
health and social services for the up as a central nucleus directed
area, was initiated on August as ,at meeting the needs of a
a result of final recommenda- changing and heterogeneous
tions of the Takoma Park-East so cio -economic cOIl}munity.
Silver Spring Task Force. The Directed by Mr. Fred Anderson,
program called for immediate its purpose is to coordinate the
action of county agencies to programs of a network of
I) look into acquisition of community channels and various
recent land to be used for governmental agencies as well as
recreation facilities 2) build two volunteer groups in order to, in
swimming pools, 3) increase the words of Anderson, "make
adult'education, 4 and establish for a more efficient community
a community information and improvement program."
referral center. The Commission will include

The task force was set up last two main branches, a technical
April by the County Council and committee (composed of
the city of Takoma Park at the directors of each of the
suggestion of the Department of governmental agencies of the
Community Developm'ent. The County and Takoma Park, which
Council unanimously approved will carry out the various
the programs suggested by the community improvement
task force without amendment programs) and an advisory
as they were presented by S.W, council (composed of a group of

The Mercado Latino, or Latin market is located on Piney Branch Parrish, Director of the area citizens who will advise the
Road and Flower Avenue. The market serves as both grocery story Department of Community Commission.)
and community meeting place. ., Development and Chairman of County agencies carryirlg outPhoto by Joe Ne,

the city of Takoma Park Washington, D.C. and
represe'nts one of the more subsequently to Takoma Park.
~pparent examples of The impact of the social
community change with respect changes on the community was
to both stanaards of livirlg and soon felt. Housing became a
racial integration. The gradual problem as zoning rules were
transition which this community largely ignored. Previously
underwent evolved with housing ordinances stipulated
changing times and attitudes. residential single family zoning.

Prior to the 1960's, Takoma With the influx of Appalacian
Park was largely a middle class and District emmigrants several
neighborhood, not noticeably one-family homes were
different from surrounding co n vert ed into multiple-
Montgomery County. As was the dwellings. Apartments were soon
case in most of the county, built, many of which housed
'rakoma Park was pasically a families which supprted more
white community,. including than four children in two rooms.
only a small church-oriented The schools also felt the
Negro population. Housing was effects- of the influx of children
generally quite satisfactory and coming from Appal<:lchia. Many
rents were standard. of these children were deprived

The beginning stages of economically and educationally:
transition came with the 1954 The result was that many
Supreme Court desegregation entered county schools deficient
order. Many white families living in reading skills and other
in the District of Columbia were essentials of education.
reluctant to see their children Employment problems also
enter integrated classrooms; developed as many fllthers were
consequently, believing that unable to obtain employment
they could evade racial due to their lack of practical
integration, they moved to skills.
bordering Takoma Park Black families also migrated

The general influx included to Takoma Park, many from
families who, prior to their areas of the South. They were
District habitation, lived in generally poor but were not
Appalachian mining towns. under the same kind of social
Among the attractions of this pressures as were whites who
area was the availability of made a move from Appalachia
welfare, an advantage which or Southern states .to Takoma
southern states did not offer. As Park. Many had come up against
mining towns eventually shut white-southern bigotry and
down, families chose to move to sought a more respected life in
!Ill1l11l11l1l11l11l1l1l11l11l1l11l11l11l11ll11l1iiilillliiilllllliillilllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1II11111111111111!!:i

! WIIEA'T'ON NEWS STAND ~

i 2407 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD., w. I
i 946-6416 ~
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In the midst of plenty
Montgomery County, often called the most

affluent county in the United States, should
take a closer look at the increasing number of
its citizens who do not reap the benefits of any
part of the county's tremendous resources.

These people, who make up the large black
and foreign speaking community, are generally
ignored by other county residents, who are
either unaware or impervious to their
existence.

The d'ilemma of a foreign speaking child in
the public school system is unfortunate. In
elementary school, the child learns a
completely new language in what must seem,
to a young child who hus practically nobody
with whom to talk, to be a hostile"
environment. In addition, the foreign speaking
child is burdened ,with the responsibility of
adjusting to a new culture in which what might
seem to be simple concepts to any other child,
become impossible to cope with.

Even the basic concept of education in this
country differs' radically from that of most
other countries. While secondary and higher
education are emphasized in the United States,
many foreign countries prepare their students
to serve useful lives in vocational fields, and the
curriculum is thus adjusted.

Therefore, a child must adapt to a new I

language, culture and environment.
Unfortunately, he is often unable to do this,
the result being that the child, the teenager,
and later the young adult will face t~.e future
years in school equally disadvantaged.

Once in junior high, this student is placed in
slow-learning classes and will continue in these
programs throughout high school. Most likely
he will terminate his education there, and settle
down with a regular job, having never intended
to continue his education. Unfortunately, more
and more jobs require college degrees, and a
great many of these students will find
themselves unable to meet the requirements of
an expanding technical society.

Luckily, the plight of these people has not
gone unnoticed. One major organ, Pupil
Services, has done extensive work dealing with
the influx of the changing community.

Mrs. Esther Delaplaine, a county social
worker, has stressed that "all programs must be
designed to instill pride" in the foreign
speaking children. This is an extemely
important point, as the success of many
existing programs has been hindered by many
people who, though desperately il} need of
help, are too proud to ask for or even accept it.

One example of this problem is the school
lunch program which enables students who
cannot afford lunch to receive money daily for
a hot meal. Unfortunately, this program can
only reach students who ask for the funds
themselves, or those whose need is discovered
by a school official. As a result, a great many
students who need the money do not get it.
Often' they are simply too proud even to
receive"charity." .

Officials have stressed that "it is impossible
to teach a child who is undernourish·ed." Until

I

all needy students can be reached, many will go
through school with additional disadvantages:

Unfortunately, the answer is not a simple
one. However, there are programs that would
help to, ease the burdens on many children.
First, each school could sponsor a program of
free Ibreakfasts-open to the entire student
body. In this way, students who are too proud
to ask for lunch money each day would feel
much less conspicuous' in a program open to
the whole school.

Also, the expanded "English as a Second
Language Programs," which are instumental in
relieving the laguage problem, should, as

Mr. Phillip Courtener has stated, seek to
teach students not only to speak, but to think
and function in our society.

In addition, teachers on the elementary
level, who often come in early contact with the
foreign child, should be taught at least
rudimen tal Spanish, or another prevelant
language. In this way, the teacher could make
an effort to make the child feel more

. relaxed-relieving~ part of the learning effort.
These are only a few of the many programs

that prove useful in helping the foreign born to
adjust to their 'new society.

Officials have stated that "the middle c~ass

white suburbanite is generally unaware of the
needs of those around him." We must seek to
become aware. As the richest county in the
country, we can surely implement the
resources to accomplish all of these goals.

Lemon Squeezings------------....:..-----:.---------
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outpouring of sentiment against
the foreign policy of the
President of the United States.
Why, all that time I thought I
was just protesting the high costs
of school lunches.

Maybe it's just a stage I'm
going through. After all, in the
world of today's youth, subtlety
is lost and fine distinctions based
on acute reasoning are carelessly
ignored in a headline jump to
predetermined conclusion. Also,
education is being redefined at·
the demand of the uneducated

---------------- by Liz Symonds
to suit 'the ideas of the
uneducated. The student now
goes to college to proclaim
rather than to learn. (It must
have been all those proclaiming
college students that got me
started.)

Now that I have this new
awareness about myself and
today's rash youth as a whole, I
can apply it with more
thoughtfulness. After all, I have
a long time to repent and make
amends for my mistakes. All the
way until November 14.

I've always had this bad habit
of letting effete impudent snobs
influence me. But recently I just
don't know what's gotten into
me. I seem to be sliding faster
and faster into the wanton ways
of youth blinded by a spirit of
national masochism. My big
downfall, of course, came on
October 15. All the time I
thought I was participating in a
memorial service for' our war
dead, I was actually just usin!<
the moratorium as an emotional
purgative because I felt the need
to cleanse myself of my lack of
ability to offer a constructive
solution to the problem of
Vietnam.

Of course, there's one person
who didn't need to cleanse
himself because he already has a
top secret solution to end the
war. Of course, it is so top secret
that not even as fine a lady as
Pat Nixon knows what it is
(there are those who contend
that her husband doesn't know
either. No comment). But I'm
really glad that Mrs. Nixon and
her husband weren't upset by all
tflat foolishness on Wednesday.
Although he did say that under
,no circumstances would he be
affected by the marches, I have
this uneasy feeling that when he
woke up on Thursday and saw
50,000 burnt candles sitting on
the fence of the building next
door, the poor fellow might have
been just a teensy bit annoyed
(how would you like to clean up
50,000 burnt candles?)

~ Perhaps if I had just thought
about the dire consequences my
actions would have, I wouldn't
have marched in the moratorium
demonstrations. After all, I
didn't even realize that the
mobilization leaders billed the
march as a massive public

Participants in the October 15 Vietnam War Moratorium rallied at
the Washington Monument to hear Mrs. Caretta King, and others,
speak. The group then marched to the White House and left their
.candles on the fence of a neighboring building. Photo by Joe Nell
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.Booters lool~ for
,

fifth straight

S

by ROBERT GOTKIN
In keeping its hopes alive for a championship, the Blair soccer

team, now boasting a 5-2 record, posted three impressive wins,
two of them shutouts, over Kennedy, B.C.C. and Damascus.

By combining a tight defense with a surprisingly potent offense,.
the Blazers outscored their most recent opponents, seventeen to·
one.

in beating Kennedy 8-1, the "Red and White" 0utmanned and
outclassed the Cavaliers, releasing a powerful scoring attacK
spearheaded by Ulf Wahlnl~ and Walter Cordozo, scoring two
goals apiece. Jeff Roth, Ken Garber, Fred Teodosio, and Jim
Kester, a sophomore, also contributed to the cause, in scC?ring
their first goals of the season.

Rolling up a 6-0 win, the Booters annihilated the arch-rival B-eC
Barons, controlling every phase of the game from beginning to
end. The score doesn't come close to indicating how one-sided
this affair was. William Gbolokai, a new scoring threat, was
unleashed, starting his first game at cynter forward.

The winning streak was extended to four ~traight games in the
I team's most recent outing, when they topped the winless Hornets
of Damascus.

Playing the first fifteen minutes on a rather flat note, the Blazers
broke the ice midway through the second quarter, on a piercing
ten yard ,shot by WahIne, highlighted by the slick dribbling of

.' I Cardozo. IK".. Garber, straining to the utmost, heads the with an 8-1 victory. The soccer team, with crucla
." There is also promise for the future in the Junior Varsity's

rJaIl toward the Kennedy goal. The Blazers took 9'lmes this week against Churchill and Walter performance. At this point, the team sports an undefeated 3-0
many shots at the Cavalier goal and came away Johnson, still has a shot at the county title. mark.

::::;:::::::::::::::/::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.. :.:::.. ::.::.:: :.:.:·::;":::.:::t~~::: .:......:..:..: _"'__ _
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RM trounces Blazers

-

Predictions ~

by CRAIG ROSENTHAL
Sports Editor

November 1

WH.ITMAN

1

CHURCHILL. .1 EINSTEIN

1

GAITHERSBURG

1

WHEATON
BLAIR SPRINGBROOK' WOODWARD R.MONTGOMERY NORTHWOOD

.~

BLAIR SPRINGBROOK EINSTEIN GAITHERSBURG WHEATON
BY BY BY BY BY

7 13 2 1 15

November 8
BLAIR IR. MONTGOMERY I EINSTEIN

I
NORTHWOOD

I
SHERWOOD

KENNEDY B-CC WHEATON WHITMAN SPRINGBROOK

BLAIR R. MONTGOMERY WHEATON NORTHWOOD SPRINGBROOK
BY BY BY BY BY
15 20 17 2 20

was picking apart the
defense, the RMHS
anesthesized the Blair

Blair R.M.

First downs 8 10
Rushing 'i'-ardage 103 198
Passin9 Yardage 35 37
Passes 5/18 3/8
Interceptions by 1 1
Fumbles lost 3 1
Punting 3/36.7 3/30.6

offense
Blazer
defense
offense.

On the ground the Blazers
were able to pick up 103 yards
in 30 carries. More significant
was the fact that Richard
Montgomery was able to hold
the Blazers when they began to
threaten. All three drives into
·Rocket territory were eventually
repelled.

Things should improve. Next
week's opponent is Whitman,
one of only 5 county teams with
a worse record than Blair.
- After Whitman, come' two

more members of the "Select
Five", Kennedy and Northwood.
Neither team has exhibited
much stregnth this year, so if the
Blazers can get past Whitman it
should be their second straight
even season.

were no bigger than the Blazers.
But other than this, they were
superior to Blair in every way.
They had speed, power, hustle,
and the momentum of winning
30 straight ball games all
combining to yield a 33-0
victory.

. Pacing the Rockets were
Senior Bobby Gawler and Junior
Brian Crockett. Coming into the
game these two had ammassed a
total of 1395 yards on the
ground. In the game, Gawler'
picked up 104 yards in 14
carries and Crockett gained 86 in
11.

It didn't take long for
Richard Montgomery to show
why they have been ranked
number one in the Washington

.area. On the first series it took
them just three plays to score.

Following a three yard run
on the first play, Crockett
bounced off the Blair defensive
line and raced around end for 21
yards to midfield. The next play,
Gawler broke numerous tackles
in powering his way 50 yards for
the touchdown.

While Richard Montgomery's

letterman.
Although individuals have

been standouts, Wofford did
inject a note of slight
disappointment in describing the
Wakefield Invitational Meet last
week. Commenting that "I
didn't think it was a good team Songs like "Mr. Touchdown"
performance" although Blair and "You Gotta Be a Football
finished ahead of Peary but Hero," are often played before
raced in vain to pass Blair home football games to
Springbrook. , establish the attitude the players

Both Wofford and Myron wish to carry ont01he field.
Hanke, JV coach, are The song played before the
enthusiastic about next year's Richard Montgomery game did
cross country chances. Hanke, not describe a realistic wish; it
whose JV team has posted a 7-3 was an inevitable result. The
record for the year, second in song "The Impossible
the county, says that at least Dream."
three of his runners are When the Rockets took the
"definitely varsity material." . field, it was noticeable that they

The game was close, very close,
and we had the ball, first and
ten, on our own thirty-five.
"Down! Set! Hut, hut, hike!"
growled a tough sounding
quarterback.

The attempted play - a slant
over left tackle. The result - a
quarterb~ck flip to the halfback
who lateraled back to' the
fullback who faked a run, faked
a pass. then threw a screen pass
to the tailback who had no
protection from the other backs
<:nd was thrown back while
fumbling the ball. In layman
terrr.s, this was a screwed-up
razzle dazzle.
Anyway, Coach Shirley Jones,

in I.er football trench coat
(Andre Boushe, Paris, $80), took
her starting quarterback out of
the game for a talking to. The
famous All Metropolitan
"Number Six" was in tears as
she came off the field.

But expecting sympathy from
Coach Jones is like expecting
Blair to be heated in the winter
and air conditioned in the
summer. All she got from Jones
was that cold, evil eye. "Big Six"
had been benched!

This is a very r re ex'f'nple of
incompetence displayed on the
part of Blair's girls' varsity
football team. Throughout its
three year existence, the success
story of the Blair Bloomers has

"With a strong team effort
we could be a contender,"
declares Coach Jack Wofford,
discussing Blair's cross country
'l'rospects in this Friday's
County Meet at Wheaton
Kegional Park at 3 p.m.

Wofford believes that Blair,
with a record of 5-5 for the year,
has a good chance to place
second or third in final county
standings.

Generally well pleased with
the performance of his team this
year, Wofford points out that
individual effort has been
"tremendous" and feels that the
team's record is quite
respectable considering that at
the beginning of the season there
was only one returning

~portsline

Punt, ·pass and primp
--------.,...---- "_by Ed Ts0Y'

not been paralleled in the whole. chipped and not broken, ~Ino she
history of girls football. Who can is known as a fast healer. Her
forget "Blitzing" "Betty Barnes, fingernail oughl to pull through
or "Tolichdown" Terri Thomas, with the help of that great
or Rita "the Rock" Reston? football first-aid product,
Those were the great ones, the Fabulous Fakes. So she'll be
real football players. back with us within a few short
Whatever the case, Blair was weeks."

down, 14-10, and on their own Oh, the rigors of female
forty-five with only ten seconds football What a game I
left to play. Coach Jones,
sensing the dilemma, motioned
to the "Big Six" and said, "Get
in there and win this one for
us. "

Our number one quarterback
grabbed her helmet and jumped
for joy. "Oh, thank you, coach,
thank you! I won't let you down
this time!" she promised. The
snap from center, a fade back,
and then a tremendous fifteen
(15) yard bomb to "Sure-Handed
Shirley Shoemaker," and it was
TD time! We won!

The "Big Six" was jubilant
after the game. "It was great,
just great! Coach Jones is the
greatest! And isn't that Shirley
somethin' else? And how about
the solid front line? Five
hundred and fifty tough fighting
pounds of solid mass in that
terrific front five wall!" she
exclaimed.

"We did suffer one injury, I'm
sorry to say, but Sally showed a
lot of guts by st~ying in the
game. Fortunately, it was only
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Tasl{ .force probes problems
services, a'nd the provIsIon of
community facilities as well as
to the application of code
enforcement or similar programs
to eliminate blight and stay
further deterioration."

Parrish views the community
improvement program for the
Takoma Park-East Silver Spring
area with optimism..

"With its proximity to the
District of Columbia, the area
can be a fine lab for developing
useful techniques to fight urban
problems," he stated. "Suburban
urbanization is a situation which
will happen time and time ilgain.
The multiple jurisdiction of the
area shows how, through
cooperation and coordination
various groups can solve thei;
common pro blems."

Headbands

Belts

Beads

op~rate within the information
center with a job consultant who
will be in contact with labor
requirements of the area and the
various employment agencies
and available jobs.

The task force was set up as a
result of a report obtained from
the County's consultant city
planning associate which Parrish
presented to the /County
manager last April. The report
presented the existing conditions
of the lower Silver Spring and
Takoma Park areas, and noting
their similarities, proposed that
programs for their solution he
applied concurrently. "This
(interjurisdictional County-city)
coordination," the report 'states,
"should be applied to the
planning process, the
programming of community

1I'~c1i;;;~1i;;~m;;,;;;;~;"!
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{i homemaking aid. . ::(
.... In additiona to its main function of providing housing for ""':
'!::': homeless and low-income families, Emergency Homes, Inc. :::!::
:':':' offers a number of services and, in conjunction with the it:

il~~~:::~:~~:~:::::~2:::~:o*~:Ew::~;::::]
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gqvernment, many cannot get
security clearance to' work in
these industries because they are

'not U.S. Citizens.
The task force also reported

that "lengthy educational and
experience requirements" for
hindered professionals (lawyers,
physicians, etc.) who speak.only
Spanish from working in their
trades.

As a result, over $95,000 of
the money appropriated by the
Council is going to job
recruitment and manpower
training. The job program will

As for his day-to-day role, Monti sees
his "real contribution," in aiding a
st udent with a problem, as a. "--I11!~~~"'_!IIII!IIIIIIIII!II!III" "
"diagnosis of the situation." "We Now featuring l;;u5tom Made

Vests Pouches
(psychologists and psychiatrists) lay
out the issues, what really is creating
the problem ... Here at Blair, I can let
people talk at me; I can be an ear."

In his approach to psychology, Monti
borrows critically 'from various major
trends in the field, citing Bruner as one
of his favorite theoriticians ("one of
the swinging psychologists.")
However, he h'as other ideological
obligations. "The field of behavioristic
modification is so large today, you
can't not be in it."

He is particulary wary of the
"encounter groups" or "T groups,"
(sensitivity sessions) which are
currently so popular. Monti feels that,
though they are "ve-,:y therapeutic in
value, they tend to he misused:
people tend to think that one course
of action will solve all problems."

treatment of their own offspring. "My
idea (of the next generation) is that
they'll be very constricted, sat-upon
kids."

Applying observed 'patterns of
behavior to Blair's anti-Vietnamese
War mobilizers, Monti foresees major
tensions in late winter. "I have always
felt that February and March were the
most depressed times of the school
year. I have recommended to the
school board .. , that we have a winter
recess, perhaps in late February. I
think in February we'll have some sort
of crisis."

Citing the incidence of
poverty and unemployment in
Takoma Park-East Silver Spring
as higher than any other section
of the County, the task force
reported to the County Council
that the biggest area problem
that must be solved is
unemploy ment.

Representatives of Cuban
aliens told the task force that,
although many Spanish speaking
people have the desire and, in.'
some cases, the expet:ience to
work in electronics and technical
ind ustries supplying the

Has the behavior of high school
students changed fundamentally in the
past twenty years? Mr. Enzo 1. Monti,
the psychologist who has set up shop
in the Blair Guidance Office, thinks
"not too much."

"The issues may be different, but the
fact that there are issues is the s1me."
Monti believes that human behavior is
patterned -- a traditional tenet of
scientific psychology. Moreover, he
judges that today's trends in behavior
are repetitions of old patterns, and are
only superficially new. .

He feels that' values, rather than
people, have been transformed (or
re-weighed) in the past generation. The
youth of the sixties focuses its
emotional concern on new objects,
and in doing so seems exceptionally
rebellious.

(Monti worked on his doctorate at
Harvard between 1961-63. Previously,
he earned his Master's degree at the
University of Connecticut, and his
Bachelor's degree at .Boston
University. He had been the
psychological consultant-at-large of
fifteen area schools for six years when
Superintendent Homer O. Elseroad
assigned him in August to
"supplement" Blair's six-man guidance
staff. Before coming to Blair, Monti
was able to meet students only on rare
occasions, and those were generally
the "problem" cases. Now, he says, he
enjoys meeting "normal" people.)

He prophesizes that the domineering,
impatient attitude of the activist
youth of 1969 will carryover in their

. "

Takoma Park represents one prime example of changing urban community. Plans devised to cope
with this change range from educational revision to church·spon~oredprograms. Photo by Joe Nell

Monti states views,
sees student crisis

(Cont. from page 5)

by JOHN GUSSMAN

Anderson described the
proposed center as "a place in
the community where people
can drop in and find immediate
answers to their questions and
solutions to their problem~."

The clinic will include such staff
members as a public health
nurse, neighborhood social
workers, lawyers, nutritionists,
health and recreation officials
'and a job consultant.



Draft Study
Silver Chips studies the

present selective service
system, ROTC, and Blair
draft counseling in the first
part of a two part study on
the draft on page 4.
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Homecoming
Pages 6 and 7 of this issue

are devoted to coverage of
Homecoming 1969. The
study includes the weekend's
events, and the homecoming
court.
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Resource program
gains new impetus

Debate over the present grading system has
persisted. Dr. James Craig, assistant

convenes

superintendent of schools has called it "cruel
and inhuman" Story, page 3. Plloto by Joe Nell

MASC
Open campus, state aid to Maryland p~ochial schools, ~nd a

position paper on the November IS strike headed the 1Ist of
topics discussed at the recent Maryland Association of Student
Councils (MASC) convention in Frederick County Maryland.

Blair delegates Eli Goldblatt, Ronny Lewis, Jeremy Musher,
'Scott 'Newson and Kristi Spieler heard discussion on various
topics. Blair also sent seven additional students as observerS.

The open campus bill, co-sponsored by Goldblatt, Musher and
Dave DuGoff, defined its policy as one which would allow
"students to leave school when their presence is not required in a
classroom situation."

The purpose' of the bill is to "increase the resources the
student should draw from within the limits of the school day"
according to Musher.

Another significant measure passed at the convention was a
bill proposing state aid to parochial schools. Th~ b.ill ur~ed "the
governmental authorities of Maryland to do all wlthill the IT power
and best judgement to help alleviate the problems presently
befalling the parochial schools of Maryland." " . . .. "

The measure called for the elimination of the fmancml cnS1S
the schools are facing and sought to offer them moral support..

The approved MASC bill concerning the November IS
demonstrations, according to Goldblatt, recognized the march on
Washington as an exercise in constitutional rights. The group also
voted to publicize the march, which will involve many stUdents,
in the Gavel, the MASC newsletter.

All bills that were passed at the convention will go on for
approval by the MASC advisory board. Once passed there, they
will be sent to the State School Board for recognition and action.
MASC has no power to put these measures into effect but rather
presents them in the form of recommendations to the school
board. As a body, Musher said, MASC represents the,student
councils and thus the students of every school in Maryland.

from what we wanted it is not experiment on the' effect of
good because we wanted to group pressure on the iIfdividual.
reach as many people as we One of the most popular of the
could." EEOP' activities last week,

To remedy the "lack of attracting- over 4'0' kids, was a
interest" dilemma, Vicki wants film· Mr. Michael' Crosby, POTC
to conduct an "open 'forum" teacher, showed on prejudice
meeting where students can and human relations. .
come and go, suggesting In Nick Falco's "Psychic.
alte~native programs and. Sciences and Occultism"
criticisms for EEOP. courses, five students tested

Emerging from plans made their E.S.P. capacities while the
this summer, many stimulating, remainder listened to a' talk on

'~and beneficial programs have astrology. In a previous session,
overcome the obstacles slowing Nick, a student "taught them
the success of EEOP. about fortune telling with

In some classrooms, students playing cards." Nick is a firm.
watch films10n the effects time .believer in the mystic sciences,
has on body functions, or work (See RESOURCE, page 3)
on a biology lab, or discuss an' _

Qpen campus

(See STRIKE, page 2)

Moratorium leaders expect an
estimated one-half million
people to attend the Wa-shington
demonstrations on November 14
and IS.

Dan Rosenshine, a Student
Mobilization Committee (SMC)
member, stated "Ferment is
being built up allover the
country. People are coming from
all over. The kettle is boiling."

The demonstrations will
begin with a symbolic "March
Against Death" at 6 p.m.
November 13 with 45,000
people marching in a single file
procession., from Arlington

by LESLIE LIMMER

Students utilize the Extended
Educational Opportunities
Program to participate in
activities .ranging from tutorial
services to bowling. Others
yielding to the temptation of
complete freedom leave the
building.

According to student
coordinator Vicki Bor, 53% of
the listed community projects
and personal interest groups plus
ten tutoring programs reported a
total of 927 students taking part
in the Wednesday activities.
Vicki stressed that not every
group reported, so most likely,
over 1000 students would be a
more representative number.

Striving for a total
involvement of 1200' students

" (50% of Blair), Vicki added that
"it (EEOP) is a success for Blair
if 50% participates. From what
we' expected, it (present
involvement level) was good;

\

unexcused absence.
Student organizers of Blair's

October 15 anti-war program
stated that there has been no
need to plan for November 14
because students would just not
attend classes.

Sue Arshack, One of the
organizers, stated that, "it does
not matter whether or not we
have been granted permission to
strike, the students of Blair will '
strike." Sue had no idea
however,. of the number of
students that would strike.

Many Blair students remained
unaffected by the moratorium
and prefer to go on with plans
for the homecoming dance and
parade.

At other high schools,
students have reported "that they
expect massive strikes.

Jim Dunn, a student 'of
Kennedy High School, expects a
large number of absences at his
school. "We haven't had any
meetings. We are just spreading
the word of a student strike," he
said.

Lee Green of Bethesda-Chevy
Chase H,igh School commented
that, "students with parental
permission will be granted
absences from school and it is up
to them to arrange it with their
teachers. The principal supports
the action but his hands are tied.
We ,expect a massive strike."

At Walt Whitman, students
have reported that they are
having some difficulty with their
principal, Mr. Daryl Shaw.
According to one student who
wished to remain anonymous,
"He (Shaw) rips down posters
put up about November 14.
Tapes are made of all student
meetings." However, Whitman
students also anticipate a large
student participation in the
strike.

Senior Kimber Brawley teaches guitar t~ students during the
Wednesday afternoon resource periods. Brawley is one of several
Blair students who teach their own courses during the afternoon
program. Photo by Joe Neil

Co,unty students strike
in nation-wide protest

by AUDRI PHILLIPS

As a follow-up to the
nationwide October 15th
demonstrations against the
Vietnam War, massive peace
demonstrations have been
planned for November 14 a.nd

·15. Anti-war groups have also
called for a-$trike by high school
a.nd college students against their
schools Friday, November 14th.

The principals of
Montgomery County high
schools and the superintendent
and his staff met on October 21
to discuss school policy for
Friday, November 14. The
committee decided that the
school day would be conducted
as usual and athletic events for
that weekend would go on as
planned.

Dr. William Brennan, Blair
prin~ipal, stated that the school
principa,ls all reported that they
had received no requests for
anti-war programs on November
14, and that students had not
informed them of any strike
plans. Brennan felt that the
student bodies of the high
schools did not seem motivated
toward striking on the 14tft

"If parents request their child
be excused on the 14th, the
schools must release the child
for the day. However, there has
been no county statement as to
whether these absences will be
counted as excused or
unexcused absences,"
commented Brennan.

Brennan added that the
number of' students striking
would affect the county's
decision as to whether or not the
absences were to be 'counted as
excused. However, he warned
that even if the student's
conscience dictated that he
strike, he may have to accept an



(See RANK, page 5)-

Another criticism of class
rank is th e fact that high schools
throughout the country are not
e~ual in their degrees of
c~mpetitiveness and' difficulty.
A student may, have a "c"
average and not be in the top
half of his class although he
would be in the top half in
another school. In addition, t'lis
same "c" student might bfl a
"B" student elsewhere. A
transfer student, then, may
come with a higher secondary
school record than he would
have achieved at Blair.

The grade average determines
one's standing in relation to the
grade point averages of the other
students in his class, with the
student having the highest
average ranked as number one.

Because the grade point
averages are very exact (they are
computed to four decimal
places), there is often a fine
difference in the quality of
grades of students with
consecutive class ranks.

Ties caUse duplication

In the case of ties in grade
point averages, more than one
student receives the same class
rank with the same number of
rank numbers being skipped as
the number of students who
tied. There are six number 230s
in Blair's class rank this year
(granted to students with a
2.333 grade average) for
example, with next rank
number being 236.

Transferees left out
The number of class ranks

may be less than the number of
students enrolled in the senior
class. Transfer students WllO are
so new that the school did not
receive their secondary school
records, foreign students who
have .no record, and repeaters
who received a rank number the
previous year do not obtain class
ranks. This year. theit are 696
rank num~ers issued out of 737
Blair seniors (although a student
would compute his class rank
percentage by using the figure
737). I

Coui'$e5 remain equal

The fact that courses
majors' and minors ,-- are worth
equal credit regardless of their
degree o'f difficulty has aroused
much criticism of the present
class rank system. A student
who has taken an "easy" course
load, for example, may have a
better class rank than one who
has taken several CPA subjects.

Qiticisms ariSe
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Photo by Alan Goldstein
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After survIVIng the trials of
report' cards and senior pictures,
Blair seniors were faced with
another possible trauma last
week -- class rank.

Class rank is a uniforni system
throughout county high schools
developed by the National
Association of Secondary School
Principals. It is used primarily by
college admission boards as yet
another index (along with other
such objective factors as grade
averages and scores on College
Entrance Examinations) to
assess the degree of success a
prospective student Will attain at
their sch 001.

Computing ranks

Class rank is computed on
the basis of the student's two
semester aDd yearly grade
averages in aLI subjects for which
he receives credit in the ninth
through eleventh grades.

AlMIl"ding quality points

The student is awarded a set
number of quality points (four
points for an "A," three for a
"B," two for a "C," and one for
a "D") for the grade averages he
made in each course ..

Dividing the total number of
quality points by the number of
subject grade averages yields the
student's grade point average A

. gnide of "A" or "B" in a College
Preparatory Advanced or an
Advanced Placem~nt course is
worth an additional point value
(ie: a "five-pointA"), enabling a
student to have a fraction more
than a "perfect" four point zero
grade average.

),

')

Computers total
class ranl~ings

Reasonable Rates

593-0112 (Evenings)

Model Railroad
Center

1081·R Rockville Pike
; ~ockville, Md. 762-4499'

Model Railroads Exclusive

A Blair citizenship committee member checks a student's hall
pass.

At a recent student-faculty
meeting, a suggestion was made
to allow the committee only
power to keep the halls quiet,
thus revoking the power to stop
students in the halls.

Johnson admits that there
have been a few patrols who
have not been able Fo handle
authority, but ·he assures
Blairites that the situation "has
been corrected."

Not all of the thirty-eight
committee members spend the
Iunch periods on duty in the
halls; many help out in the
cafeteria by cleaning up after
negJi&ent students.

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

SELF-DEFENSE

t

Free Introductory Lesson

Suburban School of Self Defense

B. Jones - Director

Blair's "It's Academic" team included, at far right above,
seniors John Gussman, \Bob Baum (captain) and Sandy Kopit.
The team score of 240 points ranked them in third place behind
DuVal High School (415 points) and Marshall High School (250
points). The taped show will be televised on January 17.

Photo by Joe Neil

Captain
Jerry Blue's job is to move from
post to post to make sure that
this procedure is followed.
Johnson tries to keep on hand in
case of any trouble.

In the event that a student
deliberately disobeys a hall
patrol, the order of procedure is
to get his name and report it to
Johnson.

Nonetheless, there have been
several complaints concerning
abuse of power by certain
patrols. In one such incident, a
student was actually pushed out'
of an empty classroom in which
he had been studying during his
lunch period. Other students
have complained of being
punched, pushed, and tripped.

(Formerly Strayer Junior College)

STRAYER
COLLEGE

FOUR·YEAR PROGRAMS
ASSOCIATE IN'ARTS DEGREE PROGRAMS
CO·OP OORMS • ACTIVITIES • SCHOUR/OOLLAR

(WORK-STUOY PROGRAM)
WRITE OR CALL FOR CATALOG.

STRAYER COLLEGE
60 1 Thirteenth St., N.W.• Washington. O. C. 20005

(202J 783-51110

Citizenship_committee

Patrol authority contested

March permit sought
for Washington rally

(Cont. from page II Department has refused to grant
permits for the Pennsylvania

National Cemetery past the Avenue march.
White House to the steps of the One of the leaders of the
Capitol. The procession will last New Mobilization Committee
40 hours. Marchers divided up in commented, "The people will
state delegations, will carry a march whether granted a permit
candle and wear the name of one' or not. It is up to the
war dellcd from their state. Each Administration to grant the
person will march six hours. permit or the responsibility for

Moratorium leaders are still violence will rest in their hands.
negotiating for a parade permit This is what happened in
for Saturday, November 15. The Chicago. We want a peaceful
SMC planned to march up demonstration. The attitude of
Pennsylvania Avenue and around violence is' initiated

r
and

the White House to the rally area per pet u ate d by the
at the Washington Monument Administration."
grounds. However, the Justice ., ""'::::>":><:::>OC:::>-<:::l"<'::>,~<::>O<~:::>-~C:::><::>"<'::>O<::><:::>-'>-<::>,..c;:::...c:::><:><,>-<::>-<:::...c:::>-<Vl

~
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(
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by KEN1 WOODS

Stationed in groups of two at
strategic points near stairs and
hall entrances, the 'Blair
Citizenship Committee has the
job of maintaining peace and
quiet in the halls. They attempt
to do this by keeping the halls as
empty as possible while part of
the student body is at lunch and
the rest is still in class. Annually,
a 'controversy arises as to the Johnson believes that the hall
effectiveness and necessity of patrols must win the support of
this type of "law-enforcing" the student bo'dy in order to
group. operate effectively. This he feels

"We hope that we can can be accomplished by having
achieve a more classroom-like the patrols "show the respect for
atmosphere in the areas where the students that they would
classes are conducted during like to get in return."
lunch," says Mr. James Johnson, ,
sponsor of the hall patrol. In
order to establish this classroom
-like atmosphere, the committee
has been instructed to require a
hall pass of all students using the
halls while classes are in session.
By this method, only excused
students can use the halls, thus
keeping traffic and noise to a
minimum.

"It's AcademIC"

»
Page 2··SILVER CHIPS
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be submitted in December,
1969).

The report stated that "some
(people) feel that the experience
of being graded is a real part of
the real world, and therefore a
necessary part of school
experience as preparation for
life. Others feel that the
experience of being graded is
destructive of individ uals or
individual aspects of personality,
and is therefore to be
condemned..in its entirety. Some
feel that grades are important
only as guides to individual
evaluation and remediation;
others feel that grades are an
essential instrument of
insitutional quality control.
Between such extremes' as these
lies a whole spectrum of locally
adapted grading rationales and
practices. Ideally, it should be
possible to identify, preserve and
enhance those aspects of grading
that serve worthwhile and
constructive purposes in the
educational process, and to
abolish or subordinate the rest."

One of the recommendations
made in the interim report
suggested that "secondarv

(See GRADES, page 6f

Untimitea. 5fJ't ~il'lt fJ't ~e't
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Leg i s I a t i ve ass e m b Iy absence. Michaelson feels that
approved a bill on Monday, Dr. Brennan's attitude on
November 10, which would Friday's attendance policy is
gr ant amnesty to Blairites that the standard punishment of
participating in the November for,bidding students to make up
14 student strike and forbid any work missed in' class is
disciplanary actions against "sufficient pe~alty."
them. However, the next day; ~~~~~~~~~~~
Dr. William Brennan, principal,
refused to sign the bill, and
instead sent it back to the
legislative assembly with an
accompanying note.

According to Mr. Myron
Michaelson, student government
sp'onsor, if Dr. Brennan had
approved the bill, it would have
forced him to violate orders
from his higher-ups and in effect
violate a state law" (on
a ttendance procedures) 'by
allowing stuqents to go
unpunished for an illegal

LA hill canceled

Mu Alpha Theta recently
ind ucted the following students
in the math honor society:
Jerold Adelson, Shahid Anis
Candice Black, Michaei
Blaustein, Ellen Bouma, Judy
Browne, John Castellott, Jerrold
Davis, Elizabeth Ebel, Jan
,Hutch, Harriet Kaufman, Andrea
Kraft, James Krekorian, Dennis
Latzko, Sheldon Levine Ester
Leise, Kathy McKenna Patricia
O'Hara, Arna Rubman' Patrick
Sidwell, Sandy Spieler,' Maurice
Stein, Hope Taylor, and Edward
Tsoy.

According to Jud Samon, an
admissions counselor at
Maryland, "Grades are quite
important, it's getting very
competitive. The written
evaluation is fine in theory,
(but) how do you guard a
student from a teacher who

, doesn't care?"
Samon says that colleges

can't rely on counselors'
recommendations because
"counselors can't ,get to know
every student."

Despite the importance of
grades in college acceptance,.
Montgomery County is taking
steps to change the traditional
grading system.

In January, 1969, School
Superintendent Homer O.
Elseroad appointed a 27-member
Committee on Grading and
Reporting Practices, comprised
of parents, teachers, students,
and school principals. The
purpose of the committee is to
make a report and
recommendations to the Board
of Education concerning the
grading practices in the County.

In July the committee
submitted an interim report to
the Board. (Its final ~ort will

by EDDIE LUTSKY

He also feels that grades and
class rank are not important in
one's acceptance by a college.
"Collegl:s rely on (counselors')
recommendations," he adds.

However, many colleges place
great importance on one's high
school grad s and class rank.
One such institution is 'the
University of Maryland.
Maryland's requirements for
acceptance of an applicant are
that he (1) has a 1.75 overall
gra,de point average, (2) is in the
upper half of his class, and (3)
receives a combined Scholastic
Aptitude Test Score of 800. The
SAT score is the only
req uirement which has no
relationship to grades.

actiVities, plus ~(.,re.

Terry Denton, teaching social
studies at Highland View said,
"Each, week they (the teachers)
give us a topic to teach." Then
the class 'breaks into smaller
greups, continuing the lessor:
with two Blairites by drawing
pictures and such on the topic.
Terry, as generally all
t>articipants, delighted with
the opportunity to tead.'
younger c;lildren. "It's exciting
'f~eling the' great responsibility
to\/ard the school ...They (the
students) really look forward to
us. 'Some of the kids of cours~

are a little bratty."
Students generally like tit.:

free Wednesday afternoon~

because it gives them a breather
during the week and enables
,~hem to do what they like;
"even if it is leaving schoo.\."
:.1any I appreciate the activitie,
which they would not be able to
get otherwise. However, many
teachers, Mrs. Helen WilSO'l
said, are "concerned with th.::
high dropout rate."

"Grades are cruel and
inhuman. If you're born without
an ability, you're doomed from
kindergarten." Assistant
Superintendent of Schools
James C. Craig voiced his
disapproval of grading systems.

"Grades are an estimate of
one's conformity (to a particular
teacher's standards) not of
ability. Th~re is no association
between grades and one's
education," continued Craig.

Craig feels that an alternative
to the present grading system in
the high schools would be a
written' evaluation of the
student's' progress made by the
student and his teacher.

He contends that by the time
a student reaches secondary
schools he is "more and more
capable of assessing his
education. Grading should be an
ingredient. of education."
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County official urges
grading alternatives

Social Studies or
purposes; tutoring,;
your own thing

BASKIN-ROBBINS 31 FLAVORS

ICE CREAM SlORE
8532 Piney Branch ~oadl

Silver Sp~ing, Maryland

SEE OUR PARTY ICE CREAM DISPLAY

RON ATHERTON

587-9471
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In Highland'View and other
area elementary schools, Blair
students enthusiastically teach
tt,e children i~ their own
reSt'urce periods ·or assist
teachers in their classes. At the
HigWand View's resource period,
the children can 'choose fwm
ll,4:tivities such as physical
edu'cation, art, music, cooking
and. making jewelry. The
Blairites provide all of these

for either
recreational
and doing
culturally. ",

The last is "a 'sort of
association of foreign students
where people should come and
present" the different cultures
of their countries, their interests
and other topics related to their
native backgrounds.

"Anybody is welcome, these
people are dead set against
s e g r ega lion," comme n ted
Cortner.

(Cont. from page I)
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feeling that his zodiac is "too
mu-:h of a coincidence" to be
ignored.

A "sm"lll group of students in
Mr. Robert Moore's creative
writing coun;e analyzed each
other'r wr',ting with the final
purpose in mjnd of sending one
short story to a publisher.

Mr. Enzo Monti, school
psychobgist lead students in
discussing "psy chological
functions - theirs and others."
He is plar.ning to change the
weekly "sound-off sessions" to a
format where he will "present a
different topic each week and
then have the students discuss
it. "

Two weeks ago the Drama II
class put on a production of "Le
Bougeois Gentihomme" by
Moliere and "De Beau
Stratagew," by Farq uehar. Two
short plays are produced each
marking iJeriod by members of
the advanced drama class, with
tryouts open to any student.
Other activities in the drama
,«orkshop have been a workshop
on basic stage makeup, and
fieldtrips to show, such as last
week's, when they went to
Ford's Theatre to see "Ah,
Wilderness," by Eugene O'Neill.

The Drama 1\ class has begun
work on two more short
productions, "The Spoon River
Anthology" and "Lysistrata."

For students whose first
language is not English, there is a

,program which consists of,
according to Mr. Edward
Cortner, "trips to Washington

Wednesday variety

EEOPp
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Part I

Draft arouse's controversy

ROTC offers way (lut

Bob LaRocca
don't consider me an anti-draft
counselor ... and hope that
people come to me with any
questions concerning the draft."

not filed an application at the
time of their registration (at the
age of eighteen). He continued
that board officials tend to
question 'the sincerity of
registrants ~ho file a late request
for the CO classification.

LaRocca maintains that any
convictions which he holds
concerning the draft will not
color his actions as a counselor.
"Certain aspects of the draft are
unjust ... ' but this is not my
reaso'n for' wanting to become a
draft counselor. I hope people

to:-he
unseloris to train college males to

become officers in the various
branches of the armed services.
A student entolled in ROTC
undergoes military training in
conjunction with his acedemic
cirriculum. Gradpates of ROTC
are committed to at least two
years of active, service as a
second lieutenant. Those who
agree to serve a minimum of
four years get their entire college
education paid by their
respective branch of the military
in addition to a monthly 50
dollar spending aUowance.

Time Magazine describes one
of the attractions of the ROTC:
......he (an. ROTC trainee) can
boost his grades by taking
relatively easy ROTC courses
that carry as much as 30 hours
of credit, toward his B.A.
degree."

Critics of the ROTC claim
that military institutions have no·
place being in the academic
cirriculum. James R. Anderson,
hum anities instructor at
Michigan State University,
argues that the goals of the
universities and the military are
"antithetical." "The university
seeks to promote democracy and
equity and above all to prize
independency of mind and
judgment.. ..The military stresses

(SeeROTC, page 5)

established that inequities do result from present
selective policies, that policies designed for an earlier
period operate unevenly under today's conditions,
creating unfairness in the lives of some, promoting
uncertainty in the minds of more."

Many manpower experts contend

I
Service law. The resultant program, established an fundamental inequity of our system of military
extensive network of draft boards throughout the conscription is its ba ic selectivity. No system of
country. During the Korean War, the Federal military conscription which operates on the principle
Government employed the "date of birth" method that only some must serve can be free from unfairness,
which provides the sequence for induction of registrants. they state.

The Universal Military Training and Service Act of There ,has been much criticism directed toward the
195 I made a permanent institution of the Selective college deferment. Senator Joseph Tydings described its
Service System. effect: "The present cti18ft laws penalize the poor who

Throughout the United States, cries of protest are cannot afford college der.erment."
being raised against the military conscription laws. These Dr. Wilson Elkins, iPresident of the University of
protests are not limited to anyone group or area. They Maryland pointed ourl that "The Selective Service
sound from such diverse sources as the White House and System has denied educational deferments to college
the cells of draft resisters in Federal penitentiaries. students who are purs'uing technical or occupational
President Lyndon Johnson stated "They have also courses."

Senator Edward Kennedy has defended the practice
of college deferments'. "Despite some criticism of
deferring full-time coll~ge students, it has been a wise
and necessary procedure because our national security
requires a continui~g input' of highly educated
manpower for both ci~ilian and military needs."

Similar debate hi,S centered on the issue of the
occupational deferm nt. Former Secretary of Labor
"{illard Wertz stated that "There is little basis in the
present or prospect ve manpower situation for any
occupational defermqnt from military service." He feels
that overprotective dleferments are granted which are no
longer irnporfant to bconomy or security of the United
States. I

However the Cit'ilian Advisory Panel of Military
Manpower Procurem nt believes that "the determination
of those to whom oc upational deferments are granted is
a matter of highest importance in the proper utilization
of our most Skillefl resources; - if there were no
deferments there w uld be no way of allocating and
using skilled worker and scientists in essential defense
industries - or defe ring individuals for other essential
purposes."

Sharp criticism has been levied against local draft
boards which pendlize the "activist". Presently, the
system reclassifies draft card burners and other
demonstrators subJfcting them to immediate induction,
even ahead of volul1teers.

A member of the opposition to this recent
pr~c.edure, Se~ator iKennecfy contends that "Respect for
mIlitary servIce clin hardly be enhanced if those who
protest the systej are the first chosen to fight for our
country."

General Lewis B. Hershey, Director of the Selective
Service, defends the practice of deferments in a letter to
draft boards: "Military deferments are given only when
they serve the national interest. It is obvious that any act
that violates the rilitary Selective Act cannot be in the
national interest It follows that those who violate it

that the should be denied eferments in the national interest."

LaRoe
draft
The effects of the milit~ry'

draft on high school students ~re

currently a concern of Mr. Bob
LaRocca, a Blair h!sto#
t~cher, who is pr'eparing to ~~t
as a draft counselor. _ '

He is now enrolled in' ~
I course on draft counseling which
is instructed by a member of th~
Washington Peace Center. Upon,
completion of the course, he,
will act the draft counseling'
capacity at Blair.

LaRocca cites the purpose
and function of the draft
counselor is "to present the
options to people, not trying to
persuade them to take any
particular course of action."

The importance of opening
this facility to high school
stUdents, LaRocca sta...tes, is that
"the draft is so important in
people's. lives ... they should
know its importance before they
become affected by it."

LaRocca presented the '
option of the Conscientious
Objection Classificati9n as an
example of the' importance of
making an I early' decision as to
what classification a person will
strive to achieve. He stressed
that draft boards are often
adamant about accepting
registrants as COs if they have

once a widely reveared military
establishment, has recently
undergone a rash of criticism,
mainly 'focused on the nation's
campuses.

The main function of ROTC

delegated the responsibility of
initially reviewing the cases for
the men in their districts. The
registrant must notify his local
board in writing, of all
information concerning his draft
status. The draft classifications
are as follows:

,( lassi' ications

I-A - Available for military duty

I-AO - Conscientious objectors available for noncombatant
duty (medics, cJerks, etc.)

I..() - Conscientious objectors available for civilian service only
1-8 - Deferred until completion of high schoo1 or college
I-V - Qualified for service of any kind only in time of national

emergency
II·A - Essential occupation deferment
II.e - Essential agricultural work
11-8 - College deferment
I-D - Dependency deferment - registrant supports dependents

lit the standards of living to which they are accustomed
IV-o _Minister or ministrial student
IV-F - Not qualified for any service

..It is the responsibility of
every male citizen of the United
States ... to present himself for
registration with the Selective
Service System within five days
after his eighteenth birthday."
Although this is a national law,
the local draft boards are

One alternative to military
compulsion is the Reserve
Officers Training Corps (ROTC)
- an institution designed to
integarate college academics
with military training. ROTC,

The method by which Congress could "provide for
the common defense" has repeatedly posed a problem
throughout American History. The balance- between
equity and expedience has puzzled policy makers and
has been the cause of much discussion and worry among
many young men faced with military conscription.

The outbreak of the Civil War prompted the
establishment of the first draft system. Prior to, the
original draft caBs, both the North and South were
hampered by inadequate military manpower. They both
ultimately utilized the .conscription system to alleviate
this deficiency.

The Federal Enrollment Act of 1863 provided for a
lottery system to supply manpower for the Union Army.
Charges of inequities in the operation of the system
resulted as draft riots occurred in many Northern cities.
Conscription systems of both the North and South were
hampered by the payment of bounties and the use of
substitutions for service.

The next stage of the military draft system resulted
after the Spanish-American War. The Act of 1903
defined the militia as comprising of every able-bodied
male citizen between the ages of 18 and 65. The
President was empowered to conscript any part of this
militia for active service for a maximum of nine months
"to execute Federal Laws, repel invasion, and supress
rebellion." This new concept of the Reserve Militia led
to later implementations of draft lotteries and tOj the
subsequent Selective Service System.

With the involvement of United States' forces in
World War I, the lottery system was again employed.
Registration by age groups with a lottery within each
classification determined the order of induction. The
World War 1 draft prohibited all forms of bounties,
substitutions or exemptions purchased to escape military
induction.

The outbreak of war in Europe in 1939 prompted
implementation of the first peacetime draft. OriginaUy a
lottery system was instituted which selected registrants
within 53 classifications. This system proved to be faulty
in a number of ways. The confusion of the numerous
classifications destroyed the order of random selection.
The sequence of selection was disrupted by the
elimination of ineligible registrants and the voluntary
enlistment of other individuals. In an attempt to solve
these problems, the Federal Government, in 1942,
turned to the practice of selecting eligible men by their
sequence of birth. Throughout World War II, this system
was employed.

In 1947, the act whiCh instituted this method of
conscription expired. President Truman relied on
voluntary enlistments to fulfill manpower needs. These
needs, Truman later concluded, were not being met.
Consequently, he achieved enactment of a Selective
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percentage of their students
(Con't from page 2) often fall in a particular C:dS

While in full agreement with rank range (ie: no lower than the
the criticisms of the class rank top ten or even five percent in
system, senior counselor, Mrs. so me ex tremely selective
Priscilla Kline (whose turn it was schools).
this year to key punch most of' , In addition to having a "c"
the IBM class rank cards average, th'e University of
processed by a Rockville Maryland requires that students
computer) expresses opinions be in the top half of their class
that may be reassuring to some tom eeta c c: e pta n c e
worried students. requirements. The University-

She states that colleges have will, however, look at College
indicated to. her that Blair is Board Examinatio'iscores as_a~n_.........,

additional basis' for acceptance itamong a group of Montgomery
County schools recognized for a student does not rank quite in
the competitiveness among its the top half of his class.
students and high degree of This practice, explains Mrs.
quality and difficulty in its Kline, is in accordance with
teachings. what she sees as a trend by

According to Mrs. Kline, colleges to de-emphasize the
there has been a significant trend relative weight of class rank as a
by colleges in recent years to standard for admission' in
take a more critical look at the relation to other factors
value of class rank by making (especially the student's
careful note of the type. of secondary school grade record).
courses in a student's program Although class rank is
that contributed to it. She states computed only through the
that some colleges are not eleventh grade, Mrs. Kline!..w!lo
concerned with grades made in can cite cases in which students·
non-academic subjects and take who had previously been
CPA courses into consideration - accepted to a college of their
in justifying a student's grade choice were later rejected on the
average. basis of senior deterioration in

While many colleges claim quality of grades and course
that they have no set minimum load, emphasizes the importance
class rank achievement necessary of high academic performance in
for a studel1l's admission, a large a student's sen~or year.

card.
At Blair, several pass-fail

courses have been initiated on an
individual teacher basis.

Students experiencing the
pass/fail system used in Mr.
Myron Hanke's biology class
generally favor the new method.

Hanke, whose preference for
the pass/fail system was rejected
by authorities of other school
systems, says he has to sell the
idea to the kids. After years of
struggling, kids need to
understand such a grade change,
he feels.

One boy who is very opposed
to the new system stated "the
person would like to know if he
just made it by the skin of his
teeth, or with a good score."

But Hanke, as well as a
number of his students, thinks
the individual knows the quality __......._ ..........
of his work better than anyone
else.

"It's a myth," she says, "to
think students with no genuine
interest in the language will learn
without the incentive of the·
grade."

Another course being taught
on a pass/fail basis is girls' gym.
Miss Theresa Reed, gym teacher,
wants her classes to have "other
incentives than grades." She
feels the new system enables her
to do more teaching.

On the other hand, the boys'
gym classes did not change to a
pass/fail system because some of
the coaches felt that the system
does not provide "the same
amount of lever" as grades.
However, the boys' gym classes
will probably be on a pass/fail

. basis next year.

Mrs. Zaida Seijo would
seriously consider leaving Blair if
such a system was introduced
into the Spanish department.
Although she believes the idea of
pass/fail grading may work well
in other subject areas, she feels
the language department is not
the place.

Primarily concerned with the
effect such a grading system
would have on the, first few
years of language courses, Mrs.
Seijo thinks it would be
disastrous. Because colleges
req uire two and sometimes three
years of language, students often
take the courses for that reason
alone.

Photo by Ala'n Goldstein

and senior class play will be performed in the
new building.

ROTC have bitterly
the merits of the

Supporters of the
claim an increasing

f or ROTC credit.

Opponents have managed to
strip ROTC of academic credit
a t numerous universities
throughout the nation, including

Harvard and Yale. Meanwhile,
many observers simply noted the
continuing controversy over the
role of the military in American
society.

"The worst thing that you could
do is cause the Army to look
inward for officers."

Opponents and proponents

Clifford Hunnum, the director,
of the Army ROTC, claims,

introductory analysis, journalism
and economics.

The importance of the last
two categories is, according to
Kennedy's Assistant Principal
John M. Dorn, that a student
can learn "from intrinsic values
rather than extrinsic pressure of
grades. "

Mr. Kent Weaver, Kennedy'
mathematics teacher,
commented that there was no
"threat of the grade," and
students who were interested in
tak'ing a course such as
introductory analysis, but did
not take it because of fear of a
bad grade, could now sign up for
the course.

Sherman Elan, a senior at
Kennedy finds that the pass/fail
courses are harder than the
graded courses because there is a
"certain pace you have to follow
in an advanced coursl1."

interests and needs are in this
group. Examples are

of
debated
program.
system
demand

Also, in many classes, the
student must do all homework
assignments and retake any tests
on which he 'did not receive a
perfect score until he acheives
that goal, before he receives a
satisfactory grade on his report

(Cant. from page 3)

schools (grades 7-12) should, at
their local option, initiate
pass-fail evaluations for any or
all of their courses in which
credits are not required by State
law for graduation."

John F. Kennedy high school
has initiated this type of
program on a conditional basis
for the 1969-1970 school term.

There are. three categories of
classes in the program.

The first category, consists of
courses which are among the
twelve required for graduation.
These classes are credited and
graded. English, foreign
languages, and history are
typical courses in this category.

Courses in the credit/no
grade category include those
which students decide to take to
ful fill the minimum additional

six credits required for
graduation. Out of the first and
second categories the students
acquire the required eighteen
credits for graduation by State
law.

The last category contains no
grade/no credit courses. Courses
which have value to individuals
as a result of their unique

Kennedy, Blair

On the opposite end of the
debate, Time cites hypocrisy in
ROTC critics premises:

ROTC: pros
and cons

(Cont. from page 4)

hierarchy the solution to
problems through violence
rat her t han reason and
unquestioning ~obedience to
commands from above."

Currently, the ROTC enrolls
about 215,000' college students
with 25,000 graduates to serve
as commissioned officers this
year. The ROTC provides the
Army with one-third of its
generals. Brigadeer General

The new auditorium, scheduled for
completion around the beginning of January.
will hold 1200 people. Ibth the annual show

...... many critics see little
,disparity in arguing against
ROTC while arguing for a
volunteer Army."

•
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Homecomi
Cltrol Mercogliano

2407 UNIVERSITY
946

Friday Night
Karyn has planned that the

Friday night activity be more of
a "social gathering" than the
traditional dance. "This will give
the kids working on the floats a
chance to come and relax and
have something to eat." The
individ ual classes are providing
"holding foods." The winner of
th'e "Ugliest Boy" contest will
be announced, too. Admission
will be $.25.

Janice Cromer, Musher, Dr
William Brennan, principal,
football coach Vince Pugliese,
Homecoming host and pa$t SG
vice-president Albert Twanmo
and SG vice-presiden t Kristi
Spieler, giving the welcoming
address,

Much to the disappointment
of many B1airites, there will be
no Homecoming '69 button this
year. Dan explained that "last
year we ordered buttons and
they didn't come in on time.
Conseq uently, we took a great
loss. Because of the last minute
discrepancy over the parad~,

etc., I had to hold off ordering
them. Now it is too late to order
any buttons." .

This will be the first
homecoming in recent years
where there will be no button.
Plans have been made, though.THE "NOW" LOOK

IN FABRICS
STARTS,

AT

Pep Assembly

minute pep assembly in the
quadrangle held tomorrow
morning.

HOMECOM

The seven homecoming
princesses who comprise the
Homecoming Court were
introd uced at the Pep Assembly,
Tuesday, ~November II. They
are Janice Crichton, Trisha
Irons, Debbie Lohr, Graciella
Lewis, Carol Mercogliano, Chris
Powers and Pat Smith.

Pep Assembly chairman
Arlene Wolfe e~plained that this
activity was scheduled early so
that students would have three
days to vote for the
Homecoming Queen.

Mock cheerleaders and poms
were then introduced along with
Pokey Bear and ~he Blair Devil.

Next, the mock football team
'staged a' football gam~. The

team, comprised of 22 seniors
representing the Blair side,
played against the 22 Blair
juniors representing Northwood.

The pep band performed and
the mock poms and majorettes
topped off the Pep Assembly.

Speakeq included
coordinators Karyn Lief and

Daily Activities

..?
-1"

. I~\,

by EMI LY ROSENTHAL

Managing Editor

Amid the cOnfusion and
controversy caused by a
sch edule conflicting with
ant i-war activities,' Blair's
Homecoming 1969 promises to
blend traditional activities along
with new and inventive
additions. Homecoming
co-chairmen Janice Cromer and
Karyn Lief have coordinated
over one month of planning, to
present a unique program.

Dan Teodosio, daily activities
chairman, has planned to repeat
the traditional pirit halls for
this year's Homecoming.

Monday was designated as
"Grub :::>ay" to show overall
school spirit. Seniors showed
individual spirit on Tuesday and
sophs' tried their hand at
showing class unity yesterday.
Today the juniors took the
spotlight and tried to show their
Homecomin~ enthusiasm.

Tomorrow - has been deemed a
general "spirit Day."

Teodosio hopes that students
will "wear something red and/or
white." There will also be a 15

ReU
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Phooe JUniper 8-1300

Next to the Fire House in Silver Spring
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Mock .chearleaders compare their assets before Tuesday's Pep
Assembly hop~. Above, the Pep Band prepares for the earning,
weekend activities. Photos by GoldsteIn, Korth and Nell
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CLASS OF 70
thinking about a local college?

think

BOWIE STATE COLLEGE
*4 year State College
*Close to home
*Inexpensive
*Fully Accredited
*Teacher Education, Liberal Arts,

Business Administration
*Small College Atmosphere

~---------------------------"Admissions Office
Bowie State College
Bowie, Md. 20715

Spirit halls displayed the efforts of school organizations last
Tuesday. Aove top, the senior class presented "70 Post Office",
Preparations also included the homecoming floats. Above, junior
HZlMet Golden works on a ~Iub float.

Tlke CALYERT"S c:ampect,

.......~
3-WEEK

DrI,.,. E......... .....

"' ....1£101 ...-

expected to attend. The Tea will
be held in the library after the
game.

Game
The Blazers will host the

Northwood Indians at 2:00 p.m.
in their final home game of the
season, Halftime activities will
include the naming of the best
float and cars. Performing during
halftime will be the marching
band, majorettes, poms and drill
team.

Dance

Call Toct.y 966-6034

C.I"rt DrI,'" .....,
5151 Wisconsin Avenue

\

Homecoming activities will
be climaxed by the dance to be
held in the boys' gym on
Saturday night at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $3.50, or $3.00 with
an activity ticket. - The "Soul
Invention" backed up by "The
Myth" will play during the
dance.

HigWighting the evening will
be the second annual crowning
of Blair's Homecoming Queen.

Tickets are still available at
the school bank.

Silver Spring Florists
Inexpensive Corsages

8402 Georgia Ave. Silver Spring

589-2222

Rigl} t to cancel

Spring and end in the gym
parking lot, passing a reviewing
stand.

The floats would tnen be
moved onto the fjeld, weather
permitting. (There is a county
ordinance stating that no motor
vehicle' can be placed on county
land if it is raining).

Pat Smith

Under the direction of senior
Richard Anderson, 800
invitations went out to last
year's graduating class, and 150
teachers inviting them to attend
the Homecoming game and the
Alumni Tea to follow. The
theme for the Tea, as planned by
chairman Robin Warshaw, will
stress last year's unique Class of
'69 button. 150-200 persons are

Musher stressed that should
Moratorium actiyity affect in
any way the suburbs, "we (SG
and the police) will reserve the
right to cancel a' parade if we
feel it necessary. If we anticipate
trouble, violence or if the march
has too many people to be
accommodated in Washington,
we will take alternate plans."

Groups represented at the
meeting included Varsettes,
poms, majorettes, cheerleaders,
O'Debs, Tri Omega, Key Club,
Crest club and class
representatives. The consensus
of opinion proved in favor of
having a parade,

Alumni Tea

MAGAZINES

Many Blairites voiced strong
objections to having the planned
homecoming parade. Original
plans called for a parade,
consisting of floats, poms,
majorettes, drill team and
decorated cars. Serious thoughts
and plans were aimed at
eliminating the float from
homecoming activities in order
to respect the feelings of those
\vho thought it inappropriate to
hold such festive activities on a
day or moratorium.

Also, there was some
question as to whether a parade
permit could be obtained and as
to whether police protection
could be obtained.

To accommodate those
groups that built floats, all floats
and cars were to be driven from
the gym parking lot to the F
building parking lot' and then
judged in a stationary position.

In a meeting 'held on
November 4, SG president
Jeremy Musher and all parties
involved in parade activities met
to decide whether to go ahead
with full-scale parade plans. Blair
obtained the permit and six
policemen by then. The parade
would start at Penney's in Silver

Parade

to reissue the "beat buttons"
against Northwood.

ng court
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and'inhuman

History for whose

o

Blair

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Liz Symonds

"mocked" and a story about a
teacher who tore off a black
armband (one of many worn by
students on' Black Thursday, the
day when the Vietnam war dead
count is released) from a girl's
arm.

Both incidents obviously are
intended to give the impression
of a need for the oppressed Blair
students (who, after all, are
"intensely bright, keenly
informed students who are more
likely to rebel against outmoded
methods and anachronistic
structures than their
counterparts at other
M"ontgomery County schools,
and at the relatively conservative
Northern Virgini'a schools. to
rebel in order to protect their
freedom of expression

While Holmberg continues to
mention that these incidents are
"uncommon'·' in other
Montgomery County schools, he
neglects to sta te that they are
equally as uncommon at
Montgomery Blair.

The gravity of Holmberg's
article, however, is in its
treatment of the black student
at Blair. "Of Montgomery
County schools," he writes,
"Blair probably has the largest
black population among its 2400
students and although there is a
black studies program, the
potential for racial difficulty still
see ms to be presen t." ,

(See STAR, page 9)
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In a recent article in the
Evening Star (October 12, 1969)
entitled "Suburbia's Restless
Students," Star staff writer Mr.
David HolmberL! paints a
disjointed and distorted picture
of issues that he views as
spurring "signs of discontent" in
students of suburban high
schools of Northern Virginia and
Montgomery County.

Shifting from such topics as
student opinions of America's
policy in Vietna.n, quality of
teaching and an "irrelevant"
curriculum, and the role of the
black student, to conditions
present in the high schools (ie:
dress codes, the drug situation,
and student interest in the
football scene), Holmberg makes
vast generaliza ions, and uses
isolated incide.lts and student
quotes in their support, about
various "liberal" and
"conservative" suburban
schools.

His treatment of Blair -- a
school "not as liberal as
Bethesda-Chevy Chase or Walt
Whitman" though "still
relatively open and progressive"
- illustrates Holmberg's style of
journalism, characterized by
poor research and prejudgment.

He first cites two isolated
inciden'ts: the crowbar
dismantling of service club Tri
Omega's bulletin board by the
"unpopular" official it

sake?

Young envisions himself as a
pragmatist. From our investment
in acad.emics, he feels, we must
immediately receive dividends in
the form of aid to social change.
In real life,. such a priority is
highly impractical. When we
approach the problems of 1990,
a generation from now, all the
outmodrd history majors from
1969 would be up for recall to
the universities for reeducation,
rather like automobiles.

The 18th century French
intellectuals tried to buck the
extensive control of thought by
the French government. If
Young were ever to come to
power, the lessons of those
French intellectuals (still not
effete after two centuries) would
prove most useful to us. See how -' .
history talks back?

The complications in the
Young scheme continue. Who
shall decide which social needs
will take precedence in the
teaching of history? Must the
EurIntEtc curriculum be
rewritten whenever a new
administration enters the White
House? Remember what
happened to Russian academics,
when it became mandatory that
all theories be in harmony with
Marxism-Leninism? Does art
(.I)istory is a breed of art) have to
cohere to national goals?

Many have chosen the
easy way out. Colleges,
which govern the standards
tha t high schools seek to
maintpin, require only
grades, ranks, few teacher
evaluations and put little
emphasis on outside
activities.

Until the college
entrance requirements can
be reevaluated to include
such factors as-motivation,
the inconsistency of the'
system, and written
evaluations fq)m all
teachers, the school grading
system is destined to remain
grossly inadequate.

T his inconsistency
presents an important
que s t ion t 0 stu den ts.
Should one take easier
course loads and courses to
get better grades or chance
the more difficult
curriculum?

In addition, an "A': in
one school does not always
represent the same level of
achievement as an "A" in
.f I

another school.

graded by the same
standards, we find the
system incapable of
accounting for the different
degrees of competitiveness
that may appear on both
the school and national
level.

by John Gussman

LATIN AMERICA

APPALACHIA

J"his scheme is a fraud.

Young further strained his
own credibility by announcing
that in the universities we have
had "too much of history and of
aesthetics. "

Buckley's rebuttal is
justifiable. In the TV discussion,
Buckley argued that history
repeats itself in definite enough
patterns that the student having
the broadest knowledge of
history will be most sensitive to
the subleties of current
problems.

Enacted, Young's
recommendations would present
us with a strange form of
historical incest. To find traces
of 18th century thought in the
20th century is to do history. To
discover 20th century thought in
the 18th century is to deceive
oneself.

Our plan of action:
I) reeducate the professors of
EurIntEtc; force them to adjust
to fashionable points of view;

While it is true that
competition is found in all
facets of life (including
college and jobs) .a huge gap
exists between the role
grades supposedly play in
the ·preparation for future"
endeavqrs and the reality of
these endeavors.

For instance, the largest •
emphasis is placed on the
production of written work
in school. Grades do not
account for motivation,
par ticipa tion, outside
activities and many other
important factors.

Since all students are

INDIA

$200 for a homecoming float?

HARLEM

BIAFRA

Cruel

Lemon Squeezings

Silen t assembly
Student government campaign speeches annually

pledge better communication between studertts and SG,
dnd almost invariably these promises are quickly
forgotten when the victQrs take office. This year has
been no exception. Although legislative assembly has
been in session for two months, the meetings might as
well have been held secretly, because no attempt
whatsoever was made to inform the students about its
activities. Student government should post or distribute
weekly reports listing all bills in troduced, their sponsors,
and the action the assembly voted to take. In this way,
Blair students will know what their legislative assembly
accomplishes - or perhaps more important - what it
doesn't.

However, do not despair.
EurIntEtc can be redeemed!
Presently, all those problems in
European Intellectual history
which are not problems in 1969
are effete. But under the new
system of education, we will
expunge all of the old EurintEtc
which does nof lead us to Think
Right.
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It is now obvious, Young
claimed, that certain dead and
"irrelevant" courses... (teachers
may noW pause to grimace) must
be overhauled. Buckley then
selected a possible victim: a
course in "18th Century
European Intellectual History."
Young thought that was a fine
example. What, he asked, did the
European Intellectual etcetera
have to do with us? Taken by
itself,- in a closed box, it is
worthless. "It doesn't talk
back."

In a sequence from a WETA
documentary televised last week,
Urban League director Whitney
Yo g-appeared in debate with

rch-conservative William
Buckley, Jr. Young tried to 2) revise the EurlntEtc
show Buckley that the textbooks and curriculum
emergence of the black man into similarly; reopen the closed
A merican universities has annals of history, and cull out
revealed some new truths to rnly those facts which suit our
those who are tuned in to social _ prejudices. In other words, all of
problems. Here is a new ''truth.'' the past that does not echo 1969

at us is strangely perverted.

The present
Montgomery County
grading system is, as Dr.
J ames Craig, assistant
superintendent of county
schools, has said, "cruel and
inhuman." The system is

_ specifically designed to get
students into college after
graduation.

The county interim
report on grading practices
has stated, "some feel that
the experience of being
graded is a real part of the
real world .... necessary
part of school experience as
a preparation for life."
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game in,four weeks with a 30-26
victory, Monday, at Kennedy.
The difference in the scoring was
thret: two point conversions, two
by Paul Pullins and one by Joe
Emma.

It was good to see the players
happy; happier than they've
been since the season began.

The mood was a striking
con trast to the mood following
the tea m's 28-24 loss to
Whitman where laughter was
replaced by tears, happy faces
replaced by blank stares at the
floor.

But at Kennedy one would
have thought they clinched a
championship.

They didn't.
"The only reason we beat

them was because we had certain
better players in certain
positions," said coach Jerry
Ricucci.

One of the reasons for this
lack of quality has been the lack
of quantity. Twenty-nine of the
original thirty-nine players
played against Kennedy.
Reasons for the cutback
included injuries, academic
difficulties, 'and disciplinary
reasons. Of those remaining
almost everyone has had some
type of injury.

Jerry Blue and Mike Dichov
are good t:xamples. Blue has
svbstituted a heart for a leg.
Injured since the beginning of
practice with torn ligaments, he
has still been one of the team's
top defensive linemen.

Dichov has had practically
every type of injury possible
including a twisted ankle,
bruised hip, rupture, and
probably a half-aozen others he
never bothered to tell anyone
about.

Yet against Kennedy, the
man who was breaking up the
sweeps which were so effective
during the first half was that
same Mike Dichov. He also
managed two -touchdowns while
playing tight end on offense.

Pat McMahan had a good
game, gaining 116 yards on the
ground. Joel Harmon, Joe

(See FOOTBALL, page 12)

Photo by Alan Goldstein

slow start, Bair won six of its last seven games and
outscored its opponents 23,6.

by BOB SHAYNE

MODt....m • ..,. CODDty
W L T

Rlchnd MODI....me..,. '0 0

~~f:~OOIl : I g
Pea..,. 7 3 0
GallhflnbDrw , 3 0
Sh."""od 5 4 0
Churchill 5 4 0
W. JOUI.. 4 5 0
CbDr.bOI 5 4 0
W. JObillOD 4 5 0
B-CC 450
Wbltmu I 6 0
~k 3 6 0
K'Dnedy 3 7 0
Norlh"ood 1 7 1
Woodw.rd 1 7 1
Elnsleln 0 10 0

Blazers went to JFK
And they won, oh happy day!
But it's the Post that this was in
Scored an upset with our win,

"Easy" said the Whitman coach,
"Games we win while games
you botch."
'Unkindly cut says me and you
But don't look back, or else it's
true.

Last game to play. One we'l
defeat,

Northwood will be fun to beat.
-Floats, an,d signs, and fans to

spare,
Can't lose now ... they wouldn't

dare.

Football team
bounces back

Blazers, Blazers, set to/go
Picked to win yet games they

blow.
Someday a team we'l1 really be

,And so win more than four or
three.

William Gbolokai works the soccer ball past his
BCC opponent. The Bazers scored minutes later

onroute to a 6-0 victory over the B1rons. After a

Whitman Vikings next we test
But with loss we seem obse,ssed

Had a bye before game eight
So we could recooperate.
Most said, "now we win all three,
We will do it; you \,\'ill see. "

So our fantastic one game streak
Seemingly turned out a freak,
Wheaton Knights turned us to

scrap.
And guess who we. played after

that?

Ten and 0 they're meant to be,
Richard of Montgomery.
Beat us good, it surely seems
And killed all faith in impossible

dreams,

Starved for wins, what can we
do?

Sell our souls to you-know-who?

Guess we did, for the next time'
out,

Blairites had a cause to shout.
We beat Einstein! What a win!
What once was paper now is tin!

84 yards on twelve carries
triumphed over Kennedy 30-26.

photo by Alan GoldsteIn
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After games" the next must
come.

Oh that blasted fickle sun.

Found out next week, fast
enough.

Springbrook's team was plenty
t9ugh.

"Just rough practice," said their
hero,

Five and thirty to our zero.

Two and 0 is next, no sweat.
But a lucky team we met,
We were beat by Barons, yet!
How much worse can someone

get?

Soccerseason
closes with

The Blazers struck back with Utf Wahine firing in his 13th goal of
the season at 12:00 of the third quarter. However, only thirty
seconds later, the winning Spartan goal camr on a bad, break. The
ball took an odd bounce past Blazer fullback Bert Leadbeater, and
gave the attacking Spartan a clear shot on goal.

The game was marked by a skirmish late in th( fourth quarter,
between two rather high-spirited opposing playe!:',

The game with Einstein was a most deserving finish to a very fine
season. The Blazers impressively put together what they had been
striving for all season, a complete effort. Every man playing, $'

combined as one. Although the margin of victory was only one goal,
the "Red and White" showed too much power for the TItans.

by ROBERT GOTKIN

The Blazers third loss came against a rough and tumble bunch,
the Walter-Johnson Spartans, This was a team of questionable skill as
well as tactics. Blair matched its opponents most of the way in the
same categories. It was a fiercely fought match, perhaps the most
exciting game of the season. A rematch would be in order in the
minds of certain players on both team.

The Spartan All-Met Lou Forline broke a scoreless tie midway in
the second quarter. '

The Blazers proved a most worthy opponent in closing out their
'69 campaign against three of the toughest teams in the leagues. Two
games ended on winning notes, with Blair beating previously
undefeated Churchill, 3-1, and closing out a win over Einstein, 2-1.
The other game was a heart-breaking loss to Bi-County champion
Walter Johnson, 3-1.

Five and five is tops, of course,
Last year's record, if not worse.
Three at end and few at start,
All the rest tear us apart:'

Blazers, Blazers

Churchill might have been over-rated, and the Blazers showed this
by clearly controlling the game for almost the entire sixty minutes
of play. In showing their best offensive team effort of the season,
the Booters continually exploited the Bulldog's obvious- weakness,
their defense.

At least one good thing could
'be said 9f the Kennedy game. It '
was a win, and wins have been
somewhat of a rarity during the
football seaso'n.

E F Y
. The Blazers won their firstgg , 00 . ong------------,----;--------------

They predicted loss for first,
But Blair put on a mighty burst,
And much to everyone's surprise
Ripped up those Walter Johnson

guys.

-----------.-------------by Ed Tsoy
How on earth could it be done?
Fifty yards in 'thirty-one'?

Blazers, Blazers, doing fine,
Picked to win in 69.
Championship dark horse team,
They must have saw what I'd

not seen. -

Ross Hopeman (63) leads the way as halfback
Joel Harmon (35) goes on a 27 yard run last
Monday at Kennedy. Harmon rushed for a total of,



Junior Blazers win second

Harriers run strong~

pla~e 8th in state meet

important of the season 'in that
they showed what the team can
do when it wants to ff...it
successfully plays the way it
played with Kenn<;dy, next year
we can expect an excellent
varsity squad.

LEARN YOUR WAY
TO HIGH~R PAY

OR BETTER GRADeS AT

TEMPLE
SCHOOL

-Day & eve. ClJlfSes at 5
Locarions

-Learn Typing,' Shorthand,
Speed Reading

-Prep Course for College
Board Exams

-Career Courses in IBM
Data Processing, Electronics,
Secretarial & Business Subjects

PHONE DI. 7-2900
or mail this coupon

\r-'TEMPLE SCHOOL --....j
1 720 14th Street, N. W. 1
1 Washington, D.C. HS 1
1 Please give me more informatIon 1
I NAME -I
!ADDRESS, I
I CITY • STATE ,_ 1
1 1
1~~~'L ,_.?:.I!:-==,J

Looking to the future, next
year's team should be
strengthened considerably by
several varsity prospects. In the
JY county championship meet,
they placed a strong fourth led
by junior John Marquette who
received a medal for his
placement at tenth.

Prior to the county and state
meets, the Blazers romped to
victory over Peary 19-39, but
lost to Springbrook 21-24 in a
tri-meet. In this last meet Jim
Krekorian won with a time of
10:43 for the two mile course,
nosing out Springbrook's Bob
Mora at the finish line.

Thursday, November 13, 1969.·Page II
$'I'; <iE" .

Classroom & Behind the Wheel

Instruction in 3 weeks & 1 day,

This School is licensed by
the Department of Motor

Vehicle

864 ··:'(»114 HYR1lVille. Md.,

blame for this massacre, as it was
the end result of what can
happen when a .team puts out a
tremendous amount of effort,
but in the wrong direction.

The main problem was the
inconsistancy of the defense.
After a good play would follow
an atrocious play that would
make up for all the previous
plays.

As is obvious, it was a low,
scoring contest with Rockville,
and a slow moving one, too. No
one really had any spectacular'
offensive plays, as it was a
defensive battle. It was just a
matter of whose defense was
stronger.

Iii conclusion, the past four
games have revealed many
different sides of the team.
TheSe games were the most

Att••donT...

BLUE BIRD
DRIVING SCHOOL,

Leading the Blazers in the
county meet was Jim Krekorian
who ran the two and one-half
mile course in 14:06. He was
followed by Rutstein, Pete
Sitner, Tom Kindrock, Gary
J ones, Steve Marques and Rick
Wides.

team me'mbers as a factor
contributing to what they
considered a "poor showing."

"If I had been running the
meet," commented Coach Jack
Wofford, "I would have called it
bfL The race was not a true
representation of the runners
abilities. "

_ i.,_._...__~. ._...",
Jerry Ricucci, posing in his green and white Frederick Falcon

uni~orm, positions himself for a safety blitz. Although beginning his
career at halfback, while at Bair, Ricucci switched to defense in
college when he found he was too small to run against the bigger
lines.

Jones stars

by SPUNKY SPIKES

Monroe Ford
1237 East West Hwy-.

Silver Spring

Near 16th St. , Georgia Ave.
Colesville Rd.

Beltway Exits 21 and 22

.
In the state meet, Rick

Rutstein led the team through
pouring rain placing 29th and
bringing back a ribbon to show
his prowess as a mudder. Unsure
footing was cited by several

The cross country team
concluded a bittersweet season
last week, placing ,eighth in a
field oJ 30 AA schools
co m p e ting in the state
championship meet at
Catonsville, Maryland. The week
before the team had placed fifth
in the county meet.

sharp defense and destroying the
Cavaliers defense with quick,
determined offense. Blair's
defense .look the major role,
dropping Kennedy's quarterback
twice for huge losses, stopping
tricky plays cold and causing
four very costly fumbles-two
within five yards of Blair's goal
line.

The offense continued, giving
the ball twice to halfback David
Jones, who scored both times,
once on a one yard plunge, the
other on a thirty yard screen
pass play.

This game was the best of the
year for the J.V. and gave a hint
at what we can expect in the
future.

The game wi'h Whitman can
only be diagnosed as a disaster.
No one player can take the

coach put most of the good
players on defense, feeling that,
if the other team can't score on
you, they can't beat you. Under
this system the team compiled a
15-0-1 record (including (two
post-season games) while giving
up. an average of just four points
per ga me,

With just one regular season
game left to play, Frederick has
clinched at least a tie for their
division title. Providing they win
next Saturday night, the Falcon:;
will play a team they have
already beaten twice this year in
a quest for their second straight
championship.

Ricucci has proven himself an
asset to the team. Last year he
was the only unanimous choice
to the league's aU-star team and
this year he leads the league with
ten intercepted passes.

In discussing his future in
football Ricucci said, "I would
rather play than coach but I
know I can't play forever so I
look forward to being a head
coach someday."

In winning, Coach
McNerney's team has compiled
some pretty impres'sive statistics.
In overwhelming their eight
opponents they have averaged
300 yards per game on the
ground and 1SO in the air.

"We started out as a passing
team. We felt the weakness of
most J.Y, teams is at pass
defense." Later McNerney,
Ganz, backfield coach Frank
Moore, and Duane Black saw
that they could develop a
balanced attack (running and
some passing). Their statistics
prove their success,

Their leadership has reflected
on all parts of the tea m. Even
three ninth graders are now in
the statting lineup. The
experience they will gain should
be a tremendous asset to Paint
Branch's future.

by JON WIENER

With the football season
progressing into its 8th week,
Blair's junior varsity football
team is fluctuating (somewhere
between good and bad). Against
Richard Montg 'llery, a
formidable team, they fougllt a
rough game but lost 18-14;
against Rockville came their first
victory in 7 games as they won
6-0. Their next opponent,
Whitman, devastated them
29-22, and then Kennedy
graciously lost 22-6 in a sloshing
mud battle.

The team's losses reveal a
lack of teamwork and spirit, but
its wins reveal much more. At
the ga me with Kennedy, a new
squad appeared. Instead of
playing their usual poor football,
the boys surprised' everyone,
including themselves, by ripping
apart Kennedy's offense with

presents its problems. "My
football time is really limited,"
Rkucci said. "We practice
evenings fro m seven to nine and
then I have to run back here to
the pizza shop." But the real
problem for Ricucci comes on
Saturday when he has to rush
frohl Blair after a football game
to get to Frederick in time for
practice before the game there,

Playing for the Falcons does
have its advantages. "I learn
many good football drills that
can be used by Blair's team,"
commented Ricucci. And, while
the team is considered semi-pro
and, therefore, entitled to
reimbursement of all expenses
instead of a pay check, the
p Iaye r s are rei m b ursed
"generously".

The Falcon team is definitely
the class of the IFL (Interstate
Football League). Last year, the

Plays for Falcons

by CRAIG ROSENTHAL

MeNerney, .Ganz
have J.V. power

by BOB SHAYNE

The m.iracle of Paint Branch,
newest high school in the
County. 5 \'-0 over the Rockville
J .V ., 35-0 against the
Northwood J.V. Thirty-two
points p'er game and an 8-0
record.

But Paint Branch is really no
miracle, for it has the three
elements of a winner: good
material, dedication, and good
coaching.

And as many Blairites should
remember, there is no mira c1e
about good coaching because
two coaches, head coach Mike
McNerney and defensive coach
Paul Ganz, are continuing the
superior job that they
accomplished in the past at
Blair.

McNerney moved to Paint
Branch after one year as head
J.V. coach. He knew his stay at
Blair would not be long because
he accepted his position after
being guaranteed he would
quickly be given a head coaching
job.

Ganz shifted to Paint 'Branch
after coaching varsity line for
eight years. Under McNerney's
system Ganz runs the entire
defense, instead of offensive and
defensive lines as he did at Blair.

'''His innovations have done a lot
to help us out," says McNerney.

Good coaching hasn't been
Paint Branch's only secret. Last
year's Baby Blazers could only
manage a 1-7 record. The
difference-talent.

Although several good ball
players emerged from last year's
Junior Blazers, the number was
small. Paint Branch has the
benefit of drawing from areas
which used to belong to
Springbrook and Sherwood, two
top football powers.

Unlike Rockville which only
went through tenth grade last
year, Paint Branch has had the
advantage of a junior class. Out
o( 12 juniors, four played
regularly at either Springbrook
or Sherwood, The remaining
eight are without experience.

"Besides being physically and
mentally mature, our juniors
have given us leadership,"
explains McNerney. "( f I were
asked what the secret of our
success is, I'd say it's because we
very seldom have to repri mand
or discipline any of our athletes.

'They're very tough on each
other. A lot tougher than even
we'd tend to be, This is what
you ne:-ed to develop winners."

How many schools can boast
an English teacher who
moonligilts as a football player'!
BlaH is one of the few schools
that can. English teacher, Jerry
Ricuccii, who is also a coach of
the Blair football team, plays'
football every Saturday night for
the Frederick Falcons.

The Falcons, in their second
year as a team, boast an overall
27-1-1 record and a 12-1 slate
this year. Ricucci's role on the
team is that of a defensive
safety.

Ricucci'~ football career
began at Blair, where he excelled
as a halfback and receiver. In
college, when he wasn't
sidelined with injuries, he played
defensive safety. And last year
Ricucci joined the Falcons.

Playing for the Falcons

Ricucci excels as safety



Ulf Wahine boots the ball into the Damascus goal on the way to a 3-0 victory over the Hornets.

Head coach foresees title

KENNEDY

16 10
227 191
138 27

10/22 5/11
1 2
1 1
o 4/35.5

WHITMAN

10 13
168 197
112 82

6/12 5/9
3 1
2 1

6/32.8 3/27.3
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by CRAIG ROSENTHAL
Sports Editor

Emma,' Ross Hopeman, and
Wayne Roy formed a good
supporting cast.

Yet as Coach Rieucci
indicated, it wasn't really good
football. It was the fourth time
in a row that the opposition has
rung up over 20 points.

The Whitman game could.
only be described as a shocker.

Within only 12 seconds of
the opening kickoff, the Vikings
had their first touchdown on an
88 yard kickoff return.

Forty-seven minutes and
forty-eight seconds later, as no
time remained on the clock,

statisticians. "They don't get as'
emotionally involved "as boys
do," Doane said, referring to the,
excitement during a basketball
game, and "you give a girl a job,
and she's very thorough."

In sizing up the league, it's
Doane's opinion that this will be
the best year Montgomery
County has ever had in
basketball. He added that there
are no weak AA teams.

"We .can't sneak up on
anybody this year, everybody'
out to beat Blair, the State
Champions," stated Doane.

A' big disadvantage Doane
mentioned was that "they (the
players) don't know me and I
don't know them. My playing
philosophy is opposite of what
they've been used to."

Vikings triumph
in final second

Whitman recorded their fourth
(Cont. from page 10) and final score to overcome a

. 24-21 Blazer lead and insure a
28-24 Viking victory.

One reliable Blair source
believes that time may have run
out before Whitman called their
last time out which enabled
them to set up for Tom Roxey's
one yard plunge in the last
second of the game.

'But even if time did run out,
there was no excuse for allowing
Whitman to march 71 yards with
only twenty-three seconds
remaining.

"What can I say?" queried
Coach Vince Pugliese. "You play
a good game and then this
happens."

Yet, it wasn't even a good
game.

Both teams ran all over each
other. Blair gained 168 yards on
t he ground, Whitman 19-,.
Tackling was sloppy, sweeps
became near touchdowns. It was
a good offensive game, simply
because neither team had ct
defense.

Next wee k, Blair plays
another good defensive team -
Northwood. Norlhwood is last
in the league in total points
permitted,246.

BLAIR

Predictions

R.MONTGOMERY
BY
10

I
R. MONTGOMERY I GAITHERSBURG

WHEATON SHERWOOD

BLAIR
BY
15

BLAIR
NORTHWOOD

November 15, Doane will have
what he calls the best talent in
Montgomery County. These
include returning varsity players;
Mike Dichov, Anthony Hill,
Junior Jackson, Bob Nealon, Ed
Oaks, Huck Redfield, Jim
Schofield, and Eddie Stewart.

Coming up from the junior
varsity are Toro Davis, Dave
Portner, and 6' 7" Bob Walker.
Several other outstanding
players have transferred here,
incl uding junior, Gerald
Winston.

Getting the student body to
take pride in Blair and the
Athletic Department is one of
the hopes Doane has this year.
As part of this philosophy,
Doane is bringing girls into the '
basketball program to be used as

starting

for a 41 yard touchdown pass. The touchdown
pass was one of three that Emma threw in Blair's
victory over Kennedy's Cavaliers.

Blair grad returns

"We're creatin5 d nabit of
hustle," Doane added. He
ventured to say that the
ballplayers might be in for a
surprise if they expect any easy
practices this year.

"If you want to be a
champion, you've got to pay the
price," he maintained in a Vince
Lombardi-type manner.

This year's learn, as in all of
Doane's teams, will have no set
first string. "Whoever gives us
the most in practice will start
the next week."

With practke

Doane feels his three-fold
basketball goal, "to go
undefeated, to win the State,
Championship, and to establish
Blair as the No. I team in thr;:
area," .is realistic and "this will
be my goal every year."

His predictions are fairly
accurate. Last year, before the
season started, Coach Doane was
quoted as saying that Blair
would be state champions.

"We plan to play a very
aggressive style ball," says
Doane, hinting that he knows
what kind of team he has.

''I'm a teacher, nothing more,
nothing less, and my evaluation
is, did we win or did we lose."
"Teaching" with Coach Doane
will be Joe Brown as varsity
assistant coach, Art Cramer 
head J.V. coach, and his
assistant, Myron Hanke.

by ROBERT GOTKIN

The season is all over and only good things can be said about
it. A coach wants consistent improvement from his team, and
man for man, Coach Zarubaiko got just that. "We were close to
being a powerhouse. The best team I've coached in five years."
There is little to argue with in those words. A 7-3 record is not
that of a powerhouse, but two losses came in the first three
games, and from there it was uphill.

Excellent balance was a definite factor in the team's success.
For the season, the Booters scored thirty-three goals, while
allowing only fourteen. Thirteen of these goals were scored by
potential All-Met VIf Wahlne.

An unexpected pleasure came from the play of Walter
Cardozo. Joining the team just before the first game, Cardozo was
a constant scoring threat, booting in nine goals and c;ontributing
three key assists. Cardozo's presence could also be measured in
the great overall spirit the team displayed. ~

The future holds many question. marks. Three starters, Kenny
Garber, Ron Cima and Fred Teodosio, are all slated to return
next year. A good supply of front-line reserves will also be back.
There is hope in an undefeated J.V. moving up 'with goalie Ray
Moore, who has seen some varsity action.

Question marks lie in the futures of Cardozo and John
Swarthout. Both may be eligible. to play next year, however, the
final decision will come later. Coach Zarubaiko, uncertain of his
own plans to return, is definitely optimistic about next year;
"There is talent for the future."
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Booters end year
with 7·3 record
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Pat McMahon (24) grabs for a pass that
eventually falls incomplete. On a similar play,
quarterback Joe Emma and McMahon teamed up

by GARY FORD

Mter sixteen years' absence
from Blair, Gene, Doane has
returned. A 1953 Blair graduate,

_....--Do:£:;~ -is the new head
basketball coach and Athletic
Department Chairman.

While attending Blair, Doane
played football, basketball and
baseball, and received a baseball
scholarship to the University of
Maryland. There he lettered four
years in baseball and
participated three years in
basketball, and one year in
track.

After college, Doane taught
two years at nearby
Montgomery Hills Junior High,
and then went on to Sherwood
High School. As head basketball
coach, he compilecra record of
104 wins against 44 losses,
including a 50-12 record against
AA schools.

(Doane's outstanding job as a
basketball coach has been
noticed by the Parker Publishing
Company. Parker is asking him
to write a 14 chapter, 280 page
book, "Defense Pressure
Style," based on his basketball
program at Blair this year.)

Aside from the job of head
basketball coach, Doane is the
chairman of 'the AtW6tic
Department. This new position
was created last summer by
A t hI e tic Director Nelson
Kobren.
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Blair's homecoming festivities included the selection
of the prize-winning Keyette float (left), the crowning
of Homecoming Queen Trisha Irons (center) and the
performance by the porns, majorettes and drill team

Homecoming 1969
during halftime. Student government treasur. Ronny
Lewis estimates that the weekend events made $200
for SG.
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Blair to produce "Guys and Dolls"
"Guys and Dolls" is a story

about two major groups of
characters-the gamblers of
Nathan Detroit's floating crap
game and their dolls-singers at
the Hot Box Nightclub. The
staff of the Save-Vs-All Mission
located in the middle of
Broadway are included in the
cast.

Honor ~Qt;,iety

holds induction,

sets standards

The committees will include
costume, props and ticket. All
students are eligible to join these
committees during the week of
December 15.

During tryout time, students
will be appointed to such posts
as assistant director, assistant
choreographer, music
coordinator and committee
chairmen.

Blair's chapter ' of the
National Honor Society, an
organization whose chief
purpose is to honor the
exceptional student, held an
induction of new members on
Monday, November 24. These
new members were selected by
the Honors Committee, a group
consisting of eight teachers and
headed by Mrs. Lilhan'
Abramson, advisor to the Honor
Society.

"While having at least a 3.0 .
average is the basic
requirement," explains Mrs.
Abramson, "in order to be
accepted a student must be
outstanding in scholarship,
character, and leadership and
should have several outside
actiVities including service to the
school."

The honor society holds two
inductions a year - one in
November, the other in late
May. Only seniors are considered
at the fall induction; juniors and

(See HONOR, page 3)

Workshops for those
interested in participating in the
show will be held on Tuesday,
December 2 and Thursday,
December 4 in the cafeteria.,
Actual tryouts will be held
during the week of December
8-12 in the band room.

appro xiI. tely fifteen to David Bridges and, Silverlogue
eighteen j' Ie parts and fifteen will publish Playbill, the show-
to twen. female pUts. program.
However, i frs. Johnson noted·,
that, "I usually end up w,ith
more in the cast than I originally
thought I'd have."

In addition to Mrs. Johnson,
other Blair faculty members will
aid in the production of the
show. They include Mr. Robert
Humphries, who will direct the
Blair orchestra, which will be
doing the whole show, Mr. Lee
Klopp, in charge of sets and
properties, Mr. James Johnson,
doing lighting and sound, and
Miss Ruffalo and Mrs. Barbara
Adams in charge of costumes. In
addition, Mr. Stuart Marder, and
Mr. Walter Keibler will take care
of business management and
production work. Silver Chips
will handle publicity, and Mr.

newthe

Membtrs of the PTA panel on grading
discuss' the County Report on Grading
Practices. Panel members are, from left, Miss
Josie Keeter, Blair counselor, Mrs. Lillian
Abramson, Blair science teach., senior Bill
Stamp and Dr. Elaine Cotlove, a parent.

Photo by Alan Goldstein

According to Mrs. Johnson,
their are two major conflicts in
the story. First, the gamblers
must find a place to hold their·
big crap game because "the heat
is on." Second, there is conflict
between the girl from the
mission and Sky Masterson, "the
highest gambler of them all."

The cast of 35 includes

seriously with
auditorium."

PTA panel

the boys' gym using an arena
stage, while this year,"Guys and
Dolls" will be performed in a
proscenium stage, with the
orchestra in front of the cast.

The change in staging
presents several problems of
adjustment to this year's cast
and crew. However, ,Mrs.
Johnson feels that while the cast
and crews are oriented to an
arena stage, it will be much
easier to work with the new
stage.

Stage Crew chairman Sharon
Wolpoff foresees a possible
reorganization of the duties of
her committee and the Props
Committee because of the
change in staging.

She stated, "We'll (stage
crew) be working more closely
with props this year." Adding,
"people will take their jobs more

In response to the Progress Report of the
Montgomery County Schools Study Committee
on, Grading and Reporting Practices, Blair's PTA
sponsored a panel discussion on grading systems
on Tuesday night, November 18.

The five-member panel which represented
diversified points of view, consisted of students,
parents, and educators: Miss Josie Keeter, Blair
counselor; Mrs. Lilian Abramson, Science
Department Chairman; Senior Bill Stamp, Dr.
Elaine Cotlove, a parent from Kensington,
Maryland, and Dr. Robert E. Henze, parent and
PTA program Chairman. Both Stamp and Dr.
Cotlove serve as members on the Committee on
Grading and Reporting Practices.

Dr. Henze opened the discussion by citing thf'
first paragraph of the' Committee's progress
report, which served as the basis of the
discussion. The report stated that "systems of
grading and reporting practices are a perennial
source of concern to educators and citizens alike.
No system of grading has yet proved satisfactory
to everybody, including no grading.'"

Dr. Cotlove stated that according to Board of
Education rules, the "primary purpose of grades
is to benefit all students. We (the committee) are
not in the business to abolish grades."

Mrs. Abramson added that "grades should

(See GRADES' page 6)

Panel views
grade report

This year's annual show, to
"be held March 5,6 and 7, will be
"Guys and Dolls", a
"completely happy show, not at
all concerned with the problems
of society or humanity,"
according to director Mrs.
Barbara Johnson. The play is
based on the .t':lries and
characters of Dah) Runyon,
with music and Iyn, y Frank
Loesser.

The original production of
"Guys and Dolls" was staged in
New York in the 1950-1951
season. The show was later made
into a movie with Marlon
Brando and Frank Sinatra.

According to Mrs. Johnson,
the biggest improvement in this
year's show is the fact that it
will be performed in the new
auditorium. In past years, all
shows have been performed in
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Facts'

Many Senators feel that the
lottery plan is not adequate
enough to provide a Selective
Service System which operates
in all possible fairness. This
presented a temporary obstacles
to Senate passage. Most finally
consented, however, to give
their approval with the intention
of opening further hearings to
prove new concepts of draft
equity. Senator John Stennis,
Chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, stated that
topics to be considered will be
the abolition of local boards, the
question of deferments for
Conscientious Objectors, and the
concept of the volunteer army.

(See DRAFT, page 6)

The Nixon plan implements a
lottery system which makes the
youngest registrants most
vulnerable to the draft. Males
reaching the age of nineteen will
face only a year of maximum
vulnerability. Those not selected"
during their nineteenth year will
proceed to a second category
and to other subsequent
groupings which become
progressively less vulnerable to
military compulsion.

Those registrants not in the
"prime age group" (19 year
olds) allegedly will be called
upon only in the case of a
n:.ttional emergency. "There will
be some uncertainty," The New
York Times reports, "on the
borderline, of course."

Under the present system,
male registrants between the
ages of I8-27 can face equal
vulnera bility.

Nixon cites his objections to
the present Selective Service
System; "It is (now) extremely
hard for most young ,men to

,plan intelligibly as they make
some of the most important
decisions of their lives."

College graduates would be
allowed student deferments and
would assume a status as if he
were in the prime age group.
Graduate students would only
be deferred if they were enrolled
in Medical School or in other
allied fields.

Defense Department officials
estimate that the plan will be
put into effect by next
February.

•

Bass it on

(o-e) 2

e

Chuck Levin has everything in music

11151 Viers Mill load, Wheaton, Md•

"It is hardly surpnsmg that
young people in this country are
vitally interested in the draft 
not only because its operation is
unfair, disrupt ive, and
unpredictable. Ouryoung people
see the draft's impact virtually
every day - either on their
friends or on themselves."

Blair junior Scott Newson
represents one of the "young
people" who Kennedy'describes.
He sees the decision facing a
person confronted with the
prospects of military compulsion

,as "almost too big a question to
ask of a person who doesn't
want to kill somebody."

"At the moment I can say
that I definitely wouldn't go,
but I can only say for right now.
I wouldn't bring myself to kill
someone; but I don't have five
years of jail facing me now."

Others cite the draft-system
as a necessity for the national
security. A'mong those who
concur with the Selective Service
is junior Glen Zorb. "I don't
know whether it's just, but it is
needed. If I had a choice of
living here with the draft or in
any other c0untry with their

draft law, I'd take it here."
Doubting the value of the

Conscientious Objection
classification, Zorb asks: "How
ca'n you draw the line between a
sincere conscientious objector or
whether someone is just trying
to get out of being drafted."

He does feel, however, that
"in times of peace a volunteer
army would be the best bet."

Along with the extensive
criticism of the present draft
system come many suggestions
offering alternative systems.
Possibilities include the abolition
of universal military service, a
volunteer army, a lottery, and
the maintenance of our present
system with some revision.

The alternative which is
receiving the most consideration
is .the draft lottery. Congress
approved President Nixon's idea
of an equitable system, or
lottery system on October 19,
1969. Nixon claims to have
designed the system in order to
eliminate the "inequities of
partial selection" and to reduce
the now lengthy period of
uncertainty which many
draft-eli 'ble men face.

lottery plan passes

Reasonable Rates

593-0112 (Evenings)

as

Blairites debate draft

No one was seriously injured,
but police are investigating the
incident.

Blair students who were
involved in the Wednesday'
incident, and some who had
heard about it, apparently
gathered and accosted the Paint
Branch people outside the
auditorium. The group scattered,
and ran into the surrounding
neighborhood for shelter. They
found refuge in two houses at
which time one occupant called
police, and the other called the
school.

they were accosted by a few
students and left the building
immediately.

On Friday, November 14, 5
to 10 people from Paint Branch
(Brennan said the group was not'
only Paint Branch students)
came to the Boys' Gym-clairning
they were looking for a teacher.
However, Brennan feels the
group "must have been joy
riding" and used this as an
excuse to come to Blair. After
being told to leave the gym by a
tea cher there, the students
proceeded to the main office
where they were again to leave
the building by another teacher.

by JON BOR
and BOBBAUM

The impact of draft systems
on high school and college males
has become increasingly evident
in recent years. Its association
with the much contested
Vietnam War, and the major role
which it plays in the lives of
eligible men, has created much
devisiveness.

Among draft-eligible men,
the draft has tended to polarize

·opinion. Cries of "Hell no, we
won't go" and dramatic vows of
patriotism ring from college
campuses throughout the
country. Others who are under
the authority of the Selective
Service System have not
concerned themselves with the
issue until confronted with their
draft notice.

Senator Edward Kennedy
describes the woes of people at
one end of the spectrum of
opin~on.

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

IASKIN·ROBBINS 31 FLAYORS

ICE CREAM S10RE
8532 Piney Branch KoaCi

Silver Spring•. Maryland

SEE OUR PARTY ICE CREAM DISPLAY

RON ATHERTON

587-9.71
..... A.M -10 p.M. Daily

12 Noon ·10 P.M. Sunday\'

SELF-DEFENSE

Free IJltroductory Lesson

Suburban School of Self Defense

B. Jones· Director

Brennan, Hlair principal, the
trouble started on Wednesday,
November 12, when two Blair
students went to Paint Branch to
pick up a friend. While there,

player by the reigning queen of
donkey ball, Angie Edwards.

Due to popular demand,
Beetlebomb, Killroy, Elvis,
Rigamortis, and Honeypot will
return to the starting donkey
lineup.

Dr. Mary Curry, senior
advisor, will lead a team of
faculty champs.

If things go as planned, there
is a slight chance that Blair's
other basketball team may make
a short appearance at halftime.
Of course, they will take a place
in the background, while the
"student allstars" battle the
"fearless faculty"

Tickets for adults are on sale
at the school bank for $1.25.
Tickets" for children under
twelve, will be sold only' at the
il"or of the boys gym for $1.00.

Judging the Quick and the Dead or Who gets the Axe?

Sales-Service-Instruction

Blues Music

but we'll make it play."

"For the best of everything

in the musical line."

SILVER SPRING PIANO CO.

719 Sligo Avenue I 589-3039

"A little out of the way,

Drums, Guitars, Amps, Organs,

P.A. Systems, Mikes, and Pianos

Highlighting the game will be
naming ,of the most valuable

Severals persons from Blair
and, Paint Branch High School
clashed: last week outside of the
new auditorium.

According to Dr. William

Seniors sponsor
donkeyball show

Senior Robert Gotkin will
give a play by play account of all
the action. The team with the
best results out of two games
will win the series, with a

• playoff taking place in case of a
tie.

Take eight donkeys, add one
representative from each major
Blair organization and top off
with the senior class' "spirit of
'70" and you have Blair's second

, annual donkey basketball
game. Senior class president
Ken Shifrin commented that
because this "traditional" Blair

. activity was such a success last
year and "because there usually
is not an assembly to get
basketball spirit off to a good
start, we are going to hold a
donkey basketball game on
December 5, the night before
the first home game C'f tll~

season: This ~t-veople back
\~it track after

football. "
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Students clash at Blair
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Highland View: success formula

I
J-

\

- $1.00 at the, .door

And more important than
this is the willing attitude of all
the faculty, from the principal
to the cafeteria helpers, to
encourage free thinking and free
choice on the part of the young
student.

There is a great variety of
students at Highland View, and
the faculty has urged
cooperation and understanding
among them. There are two _
students from Armenia, many
blacks and more whites who go
about their daily activities
sharing the knowledge that they
have gained from each other,
whether it be the pronunciation
of a new type of plant or a

'foreign name.

teachers are not much older than
the students. at Blair. They are
young and resourceful and have
instilled an attitude in their
youngsters that many times gets
lost as a student gets older. The

,youngsters are not afraid to do
things on their own, to express
themselves, and to suggest to
their teacher the activities that -__
they wish to pursue.

Children under 12

By popular demandl
\ '

See the fea~less f8culty battle the student allstars !H

$1.25 at the bank

See the returning line-up of donkey beauties!!!

See the faculty cheerleaders root the teams on to victory!!!

See Blair's 1969 Championship Basketball team announcedI!!

See all the fun December 5 in the Boy's Gym 8:00 p.m.

Donkevball Returns!

Adults

L --- ~

LEARN YOUR WAY
TO HIGH~R PAY

OR BETTER GRADES AT

TEMPLE
SCHOOL

-Dtly cl Oe. Cilusn Ilt 5
Locurioru

-Letun TYPUrg. Shorthllnd,
Speed Retldfng

-Prep Course for College
BotUdExllfnS

-Career Counes in IBM
'Dtlta Processing, Electronics,
Secretarial & Business Subjects

PHONE 01. 7-2900
or mDil this coupon

r-'TEMPLE SCHOOL --....j
I 720 14th SfTeet; N. W. - I
I Wilmington, D. c. HS I
I Please give me more information I
I NAME _ I
I ADDRESS I
.' II CITY STATE I
I '-,
I_~.!!'L ·_E!.===J

program, and gain valuable'
teaching experience while
playing a major role in the
institution of the elementary
school's own resource ,activities.

Mrs. Carolyn Zack, Hi~hland

View principal, stated, "We want is more than just a recess; there
to give the Blair students is a genuine desire to participate
complete freedom to run the and to learn.
whole show." The only function From the start, the Highland
that the Highland View teachers View youngsters identified with
have during the EEOP time is to their older counterparts. Last
patrol the halls and give any Wednesday, one Blairite who

'necessary help to the student had promised to help the
teachers. , elementary students put on a

play could not come. Three little
Theoretically, the resource girls burst into the office and

period ends on Wednesdays at inquired as to when this Blairite
Highland View at 1: 15 p.m., would be coming, and if she
when Blairites start arriving. This wasn't coming, what was the
hour and a half of free time reason.
equal in essence to Blair's As for the Blair participants,
resource period, allows the reactions were positive. Senior
elementary students to chose an Teri Hershberg commented, "I
interest activity as varied as can only judge from my own
sewing and physical education, room. As far as I can see, the
or jewelery making and creative kids are having a good time and
dance. For the most part, are learning."
Blairites spend one to three Another Blairite added, "My
hours of their own time' planning future plans have been made
their Wednesday activities. through this project. By
Language Arts teacher, Mrs. observing young children, I now)
James Donoghue emphasized think that I would like to go
that from her observations, Blair into some type of education and
students "don't' take their work help young kids like these."
lightly at all. They have done Plans have been made to
some excellent things with our continue this program into the
students and have been very second cycle of EEOP, and if all
responsible in carrying out the goes well, into next year's
activities." resource block.

The free time in the Much effort has gone into It is hard to detenrune which
afternoon gives Highland View making the Highland View one factor had the greatest
teachers' time for meetings, project a success. But one aspect effect on the success of the
conferences, and time to plan' of the project that could very Highland View project. But
team-teaching activities which easily be underestimated is the whatever the combination of
have recently been instituted on atmosphere 'that generates .formulas, the end-products

Sophomore Ron Simpson participates in the Highland View a large scale at Highland View. enthusiasm and success at include liberalized techniques of
resource project as one of his students looks on Photo by Bill Korth Students response to the Highland View. .education both in element~ry

. "clubs" could very well For Blairites, it is easy to and high schools and a fum
• overwhelm an outside observer. adjust to a teaching situation at foundation to carryon the goals

t I IW A 0 To the Highland View the elementary school. As a of these thirty Blairites into nextU 0 rl n g e·~~~~n~~~~~_a~~~~~~:._~~:.~~~:!:...~~t_~":~_::'~~~s~~c:.~~.:~ -.
I

societys activities - !
tJ1emselves." I

Baum believes that "there has
to be a whole different
philosophy for Honor Societv,"
He has suggested bringing in
speakers, showing movies, and
even holding a three day poetry
seminar; but so far there "hasn't
been much interest on the part

of Honor Society members." At
a recent meeting at which these
ideas were discussed, only about
fifteen out of a total of
forty-one members attended.

Accotding to Gussman, the
$180 in the treasury constitutes
a large surplus that could be
used to finance extra projects. '

Declares Baum, "The' Honor
society should be a 'place for
people to go if they want to do
something on an intellectual
leveL"

One of the most successful
activities of the resource period
program has been the HigWand
View Elementary School
project. Twenty-five to thirty
Blairites participate in ' the

(HONOR, cont. from page t)

seniors are chosen in fhe spring.
Blair's honor society has an

elected set of student officers
and holds meetings about once a
month. This year's officers are
Robert Baum, president, Eli
Goldblatt, vice-president, Amy
Gadol, secretary, and John
Gussman, treasurer.

The only service Blair's
Honor Society has performed is
to tutor students in various
subjects. The organization of
t hi s tutorial service is
traditionally delegated to the'
vice-president. Goldblatt
estimates that about two thirds
of the honor society will
volunteer to tutor this year. At
each meeting of the society,
cards are passed around on
which the members may write
their names and the subjects that
they would like to tutor. The
cards are then sent to the
teachers of the selected subjects
who in turn provide students in
need of tutoring.

"A lot of the Honor Society
members are involved in other
activities and don't have the
time to tutor," comments
Glodblatt. "We can ask !hem to
help" but we can't order them
to. The Honor So\~iety is not a
service club except for those
who care to make it one for
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A possi ble altern ative
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presently afforded r to
students who do not want a
grade?

More importantly, if the
emphasis is placed on less
grade grubbing, more
students who wish to take a
course but are afraid they
migh t 'fail, would be
relieved of this worry and
could thus expand and
develop their various
interest. For instance,
students interested in

silence, Anyone who dared to
speak out against the group
(who by this time had acquired
the name "Little Dickie and his
DUUgIlboysU) was deemed
completely anti-neighborhood.
Anyhow, everyone was counting
on Dick's promise of a secret
plan to muffle drum noises.

At last however, the
neighbOl:s' patience wore thin._

"We thought you were
going to muffle that blasted
drum," cackled old lady
McCarvern.

Dick grew very indignant,
and almost started to cry.~ This was a final humiliation.

"Of course I will," he replie~ Dick and his family could no
"I have a cool secret plan that longer look anybody straight in
includes the be!,it drum-muffling the eye - they were outcasts.
you ever saw. Just give me a They were forced to move away,
little more time." back to their old, rundown

Dick was getting pretty tired apartment. There, in his
of listening to all the complaints, crowded little room, Dickie
and so he wrote a letter to the could beat his drums to his
ringleader (a sophomore in heart's content. And nobody
college). Dick wrote that he listened.

A Bedtime

physics might be afraid to
take the course for a grade
but would be interested in
taking it no credit/no grade.

The only real fault of'
the Kennedy system is that
it is still a credit-grade
system. Though the
pressure has been relieved
somewhat, most of the
required courses are still
grade/credit. However, the
program is a great step
forward.

We must realize that
while courses such as the
POTC, which should be on
a pass-fail basis at Blair,
have expanded and enriched
Blair's curriculum this year
as have the once a week
resource periods, working
with,'the existing
credit-grade system will not
alleviate the pressure or'

-I, grades and competition. We
must change the existing

''This present wading system does not allow for the free system completely-and the'
atmosphere which I require to perform efficiently. They gotta program at Kennedy is a
give me better wades, or change the systeml" step in the right dire,ction.
Lem 0 n Sq ueez ;ngs--------------::.....-----=---

course (see story, page 5),
and other new subjects act
to expand the present
grade/credit curriculum. At
Kennedy, comparative
courses are offered in the
no grade/no credit category.

Critics of the Kennedy
experiment have said that
students who wish to be
graded in courses rated no
grade are deprived of the
right to a grade. Why isn't
the courtesy of choice

-----'-po,------------by Liz Symonds
planned to simply ignore all
future complaints, and'that he'd
fix up everything on his own
good time. But the neighbors'
eardrums were shot. They had
had it. They decided to try some
drastic action.

Dickie's time was finally up 
his day of reckoning had come.
The neighbors unveiled t,/leir
strategy - they had decided to
exclude Dick and his family
from the neighborhood block

,party that was held every four
years.

Once upon a time, a long
time ago, there lived ~ spritely
little fellow by the name of
Dick. Dick was a lively lad - 'his

. fav,orite pastimes were playing
king of the court, checkers, and'
going to school on the bus (he
was pretty slow at this last
game.) One day, Dick moved
into a swell new house (his
mommy wouldn't tell him, but
he heard whispered rumorS that
the people who had lived in the
house before him had been
evicted because of their
annoying pet hawks). ,

At first, Dick was afraid that
he would be lonely in his new
neighborhood, but he quickly
found a neat gang qf friends.
Dick's neatest friend was Strom,
who was so big and strong (he
could beat anybody in wrestling)
that Dick was sometimes afraid
of him. There was also some guy
with a funny name, but Dick's
mommy told him that he
shouldn't play with the foreign
children, so Dick just' shut his

'eyes like a good child, and
'pretended that that particular
little boy didn't exist.

Dick was generally a likable
lad, but he had one habit that
drove some of the neighbors
crazy - he loved to practice on
his drum set. All day, and
sometimes well into the night,
Dick and his buddies would
conduct crazy jam sessions,
making a terrific lot 'of noise.

Meanwhile, a lot of the
neighbors were getting pretty
angry ,at all the fuss and muss
especially some of the people
who lived in the big houser on

'top of the hill. Everybody asked
Dickie to cut out the noise, but
he retorted that he and' his

. friends were practicing in the
name of artistic merit, and
that the neighbors had no right
to complain.

"If we stopped practicing,
the gang on C Street, Ronald
and the Redhots, will be better
than us," lisped Dick. "They'll
get all the band jobs in the'
world, and where will that leave
us?"

For a while, this argument
st..amed the neighbors into

Jerry Davis
12-5

Jeanne Trahan
12-23

blues

Un-silent assem bly?
As a member of the "Silent Assembly" I felt it my obligation

to fill you in on a few facts that you apparently weren't aware of
when your editorial concerning student government-student body
communication was printed in the November thirteenth edition
of Silver Chips. The editorial stated that " ...no attempt
whatsoever has been made to inform the students about its
(Legislative Assembly's) activities.'" I'd like to bring your
attention to the fact that on October 21st a motion was made
and passed unanimously authorizing the Secretary of Student
Government to distribute a weekly summary of S.G.'s activities.
[The! minutes will be received by all homerooms no later than
Friday, November 21st. I, and the rest of the Legislative
Assembly, would appreciate it if you would more fully investigate
the facts before printing such editorials. - .Craig Eato~

Junior Legislative Assembiyman
(See LETTERS, page 5)

An open letter to William D. Price,

D' M Pr' deceasedear r. Ice,
I don't know yo,u, and you don't know me. 11le only things I

do_know about you are that you lived in Kentucky and died in
Vietnam.

The possibility that either of us ever set eyes upon the other is 
practically nonexistent. If we ever had met, it is very possible that
we would have hated each other. I have no idea how you felt
,about anything. You may have been opposed to, or you may have
supported the American Vietnam War policy. You may have been
unwillfully drafted, or you may have enlisted, believing that you
were doing the world a service by travelling halfway around the
world to fight. Maybe. Either way, I believe that when a bit of
shrapnel ripped into your heart, or when a terrified peasant
pierced your neck with a machete, or when a bullet bit through

'-your skull, if you experienced even a second of consciousness
between that moment and that of your death, you did perceive
the futility, the wastefulness, the sheer wrong in death.
, On Friday, November 14th, I randomly picked up a card with
your name on it, to carry with me in the March Against Death. As
I walked from Arlington to the Capitol, I thought about the
peculiar phenomenon called death. Countless images, faces,
names and ideas passed through my mind as I walked. I cannot
begin to relate them, lacking both the time and ability, but I did
experience grief. ,

William D. 'Price~ many of my friends' tell' me of places called
Heaven and Hell. If these places do not exist, your existence is
now but a blank space. If, however, such places do exist, and you
have gone to one, perhaps you are a bit closer to God than I, and
could you please ask him to end the war?

Morator'ium

I, deeply resent the implication in the editorial '''Happy
Homecoming" and, indeed, the whole issue of November 13,
1969 i that we who participated in the Homecoming events are

, apathetic toward the Vietnam issue and the national war prot~sts.

In one article you stated: "Many Blair students remamed
unaffected by the moratorium and pref'~r to go on with plans for
the Homecoming dance and parade." Tms is untrue. Many of us
are as deeply concerned about the WI' (I have a member of my
family in Vietnam) as any Blairite wh' participated in the march.
Because I so totally disagree with t' ,.: Moratorium, I preferred to
attend Homecoming. I rt'spectfldly ask, therefore, that Silver
ClUps refrain from,3uins thes~ .se~-;are. 
largely, untrue.

At a recent press languages, and history are
con fer e n c e, Co u n ty typical of this category.
Superintendent of Schools Courses in the credit/no
Homer Elserod commented grade category include
on grading practices. He those which students decide
spoke in favor of continuing to take to fulfill the
such programs as the one minimum additional six
presently operating at 'credits required for
Kennedy High School and graduation.
spreading it fo other county The last category, and
schools. the m*ost innovative,

The Kennedy project is contains, no grade/no credit
the most significant attempt courses. Students are given
made by any administration the opportunity of choosing I

to seek a better, more any advanced or specialized
efficient method of grading courses they wish. The list
and evaluating students. of no grade/no credit
The program divides the courses ,is large-in fact,
offered courses into three larger than either of the tWQ
categories. While revisions have

The first category, been made in the Blair
credit/graoe courses are curriculum, the play at
among the twelve required Kennedy offers all the
courses for graduation. advantages we benefit from
English beginning foreign' and more. For example,

S00Pbox:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:MJf::'::~::::::::::::;:~£:~:~:~;~::::::::::::;2;:£:::
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'relax and think'

POTe studies urban affairs

-

-..".." --......

IJ and J Pizza ~r--

Newly Opened

-

'593-6678
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Monday-Thursday 11AM-11PM

Friday, Saturday llAM-lPM
I

Sunday 4PM-llPM

10118 Colesville Road

. steering committee of five
students, formed over the
summer and continuing into the
school year, advises the teachers
on various policy,' changes, and
also serves as an outlet for
students' criticisms and
complaints. Crosby stressed that
the co-operation of the students
involved, their suggestions, and
their ability to cope with
responsibility, has played a large
part in the success of the
program.

Beginning in February and
continuing through April, the
students themselves will conduct
the seminars, which will pertain
to current domestic issues. Some
students are preparing
presentations on student unrest,
education, and the draft; others
are concentrating on the sexual
revolution, parental relations
and drugs.

Crosby believes that "this
course (POTC) is a front-runner"
and that it "attempts to meet
the needs of the people who are
taking it." He hopes to continue
the program next year and
include students with more
diversified backgrounds, the lack
of which he cites as the present
course's most prominent defect.
~ Parental invoivement has not

been neglected. Crosby has
introduced a seminar program
for parents of the POTC
students. At these meetings, the
parents discuss and debate many
of the issues and problems which
their children consider in the
classroom.

hospitals and prisons.
Classroom discussions are

often spontaneous and
sometimes heated. Topics range
from race relations to
consummer fraud;' from
psychology to the draft.

"During the two hour class
you relax and think,rather than
take notes," commented Andi
Rosen.

"Concepts that I can't even
define have been going into my
head," added Jerry Davis. "I feel
more aware about things."

An integral part of the total
frogram is the outside volunteer
Jobs which the students work on
twice a week. These jobs are
located at diverse offices and
agencies throughout the
community, including Children's
Hospital, Montgomery County
Association for Retarded
Children, William Tyler Page
Elementary School, and Capitol
Hill.

Gary Ford, Sue Rheingold,
Larry Riggs, and Rachel Williams
work at Police Community
Relations. Guided by a police
officer, they have explored the
different areas of Southeast

. Washington, including public
housing projects and D.C.
General Hospital.

Eleven students in the
program work in Capitol Hill,
where they have numerous
opportunities to observe
Congressional activities, as well
as to learn. about the operations
of their respective
Congressman's office. Recently,
several of them attended a
Senate committee hearing,
chaired by Senator Edward
Kennedy, concerning draft
reform. They heard Marion
Barry, former head of Pride,
Inc., explain the problems facing
the black man in the military.

One particularly innovative
aspect of the POTC course is the
active role which students are
expected to play in controlling
and improving the pro~m. A

lofl< ....... "il< "it<
Photo by Joe Nell
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Attendance was so large that
there was standing room only.

Movies such as CBS's
"Hunger in America," and
various field trips also have been
utilized. At Northfield
Elementary School, near
Columbia, Maryland, POTC
students observed elementary
classes operating on a modular
schedule and 'young children
working on independent study.
Trips are also planned to mental

Accordingly, the seminar
portion of the course includes a
variety of methods used to study
urban affairs. Speakers have
been recruited from the
Montgomery County Council,
and Montgomery County
Department of Social Services
Job Corps. One lecturer, Larry
Smith, a Western High School
teacher who developed their
summer program, drew a
surprisingly large number of
Blair students who were not
enrolled in POTe.

scbool in Columbia, Maryland.

matter?'

The two-hour POTC course is
the offspring of a similar
program conducted at Western
High School this summer which
Crosby taught and which several
Blair students attended. The
Western program serves as a
guide for the Blair course, the
idea for POTC having previously
been discussed between Maddox
and principal William Brennan.

According to Crosby, the
effect of the Western program
was to move the course away
from the "great white
missionary" idea and focus on
the causes and solutions of
urban problems.

"I don't like the idea that our
students are terribly naive about
what's happening," stated
Crosby. "They don't know
what's happening in the cities.
Marty middle-class whites have
divorced themselves from the
problem by moving to the
suburbs."

Senior Jerry Davis talks to students of
Northfield Elementary School, an experimental

Letters to the Editor-----fl<

'Does all
th is

In order to allow both groups
to benefit from invited speakers,
important lectures are usually
videotaped and shown on film to
the students who were "in the
field" on the day the talk was
given. The video tapes are also
shown to other POTC classes.

by LIZ SYMONDS

In answer to the growing
need for innovative and relevant
courses, Blair has initiated an
experimental Problems of the
Twentieth Century program.
The course, taught by Mr.Robert
Maddox and Mr. Michael
Crosby, is offered during the last
two periods of the school day.

The forty-seven seniors
enrolled are divided into two
groups. While one group works
at outside volunteer jobs twice a
week, the other half attends
seminars and lectures at Blair.
On alternate days, the first
section returns to Blair and the
other students go to their
outside community work.

.....
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Credibility gap?
On "No Other Choice", Silver Chips, November 13.
Emily Rosenthal's naivete is incredible. How can she know

whether Nixon has "laid the facts on the line"? John Gussman
Senior

Re "No Other Choice" (Nov. 13, 1969): President Nixon "did
not call the dissenters rude or vulgar names...The President
showed his respect toward the youth of America. Isn't Mr. Nixon
·entitled to the same respect?" If Mr. Nixon really had any degree
of respect for the anti-war people he would have told his Vice
President to kindly keep his mouth shut. By remaining silent on
Agnew's "effete corps" speech, he gave his assent to it, too. A ~
President of the United States does not go before the American
public on nationwide TV and proceed to totally alienate a large
segment of the American population (many of whom will become
voters in '72) by calling them "rude and vulgar names". It would
be politically unwise and not only that, below his dignity. Let the
Vice Prez or someone else do the dirty work.

For not cussing out the dissenters, President Nixon is not to
be lauded and commended for his fair play. He can only be
thought less of for his hypocrisy.

But, really, does all of this matter? Is that editorial or is this
letter of any importance? No.

While reading an article in Time, one thing really got to me:
"One student at Housto.n's University of St. Thomas broke down
and wept while reading a list of U.S. war dead; he had come to
the name of a close friend whose death he was unaware of..." Just
try to imagine something like this and then read some editorial or
some letter to the editor, whether pro or con, with all of their
carefully selected or omitted facts and distortions, and maybe
you will suddenly get sick of the whole damn thing. .

Lester Barbacoff
Senior
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ASTROLOGY
Every person has a sun

sign - Aquarius, Scorpio,
Etc., which is represented by
a glyph. Astrolostiks are vinyl
glyphs in day-glow colors
which adhere to any smooth
surface, i.e. cars, books, ...
luggage, etc. These decorative
signs attract attention and
bring you into contact with
many new people.

If this unique approach to
interpersonal contact
interests you send $1 with
your name, address, and
birthdate to culturology
unlimited, P.O. Box 2086,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106 for
4 glyphs of your sign in 4
different - day-g!ow colors,
p'acked in a zodiac chart.

MEET PEOPLE
VIA

Goldstein advocates a
military of reduced size,
comprised solely of volunteers.
Three million men, 479 overseas
bases.. .it's ridiculous. Japan has
a defensive force. To me, that's
the maximum we need."

Goldstein, who believes that
"young people are the most
politically active," sees Nixon's
lottery as a "ploy - an attempt
to shut up the young." He
foresees growing oppOSition to

member of the Student
Mobilization Committee,
Goldstein has played an
important role in Montgomery
County anti-war activities this
fall.

the draft regardless of the
outcome of the Vietnam War.

"The Vietnam War has
opened peoples' eyes." There is
"no reason for the draft.
Vietnam just makes it evident.

According to a New York
Times poll, a plurality of young
people of age 16-25 are opposed
to the draft but a profile of the
overall voting public show a
slight plurality (440/0-43%) in
favor of the draft. Many men of
draft age are not granted the
right to vote.

To some there are few
choices; violent interference
with the draft is one. There is
exile in Canada. There is prison,
a bleak choice for an opponent
of the draft laws.

Testing the laws in court is
difficult. Rawle states that the
"courts will entertain a case only
after refusal of induction, which
means if fhe draftee loses the
case, five years in prison."

There is a growing feeling of
despair among those opposed to
the draft. It seems to many that
there is a tragic irony in the
plight of a draft resistor. For
those who believe as Barry
Goldwater states; "The most
fundamental right of man is the
right of life. The use of force
against that right - as in the draft
l:>w - is cle3!!Y wrong."

Norman Goldstein is one of
the many Vietnam War veterans
who has taken an active role in
the ever increasing criticism of
the draft laws, the military, and
the war in Vietnam. As a

In addition:
Elizabeth Seaton, Robert

Shayne, David Shumate, Connie
Schmidt, Patrick Sidwell,
Patricia Smith, Lawrence
Steinberg, Judy Stone, Frederick
Thomas, Robin Warshaw,
Samuel Weintraub, Richard
Weisblatt, Rachel Williams and
Mary.Young.

men would stay in the military
for longer periods of time, thus·
reducing training costs and
eliminating 79,000 men used to
train service men. Furthermore
militiuy manpower needs could
be further reduced through the
substitution of civilians for
mil it ary personnel in
nonmilitary jobs.

Critics.ot the plan fear that a
volunteer army would quickly
evolve into a professional army,
similar to that which plagued
Germany before World War TJ
and which is presently
hampering many countries of
the world. Others complain that
a volunteer army does not have
the flexibility in times of war.

To many it is becoming
increasingly obvious that change
is necessary. Amidst the rising
chorus of opposition to the
draft, direct action is beginning
to occur. In place like Big Lake,

• Minnesota, Boston, Washington,
D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles, New
York, Baltimore, Catonsville,
and Silver Spring, files have been
mutilated, and headquarters
burned down in addition to
other acts of vandalism.

According to Peter Rawle, in
an article in The Nation, up to
this point assaults on draft
boards were regarded as the
"Catholic bag." Some question
this new philosophy of
"non-violence, but violence to
pro Pllrty."

High School _

CLASS OF 70
thinking al?out a local college?

think

BOWIE STATE 'COLLEGE

Phone _

Name

Address

-----------~-------------_.

*4 y.r State College
*Case to home
*Inexpen$ive
*Fully Accredited
*Teacher Education, Liberal Arts,

Business Administration
*Small College Atmospherer---------------------------·

Admissions Office
Bowie State College
Bowie, Md. 2071~

******

******

Browne, •Stanley Bouma, Helen
Caloviras, Ellen Cohen, Jerrold
Davis, Gary Diamond, Corirl.
Eisensteirl, Virginia Ellis, Helen
Hsirlg, Phyllis Kramer and Jim

The Blair Theater Guild is Krekorian.
sponsoring a benefit Also:
performance of Arthur Miller's Dennis Latzko, Karyn Lief,
"The Crucible" on Sunday, Leslie Limmer, Bruce
December 7 at Inverness Lipschultz, Todd Lowe,
Playhouse in Bethesda. Tickets Elizabeth McIntyre, Vincent Model Railroad
are $1.50 for students and $2.50 Parada, Gail Permison, Sara

S Centerfor adults. Profits will be used to Rapley, herry Rosen, Roberta 1000.R R'ockville Pike
Purchase' equipment for the Ross, Wendy Rothman, Rona Rock' '11 Mel 762 ...._., Vie, .._
Auditorium. For more Rubirl, Richard Rubirl and Model Railro8dl Exdulive
information and tickets, see Mrs. ;Ri;·c;h;ar;d~R;u;t;s;te;i;n~. £S:D~£S:DiS!I~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~i:ilJohnson in E-l 01. f,

she received during her absence.
As she says, "I feel like Blair's
my second home, I've been here
so long."

• Blair's chapter of the
National Honor Society
inducted 42 seniors in a
ceremony held irl the library on
November 24, 1969.

Inducted were:
Jerald Adelson, Candace

Black, Lise Blumberg, Kathllfine

Silver Spring Selective Service Office

******

Congressional
ROLLER SKATING RINK

OPEN ALL YEAR
Tues.• Thurs., Fri., Sat.

8 to 11 PM ~

(Wed. Class Members Only)
Sun.·Family Night-7 to 10 PM

$1.00 per family
Mon.-Ladies Night-7 to 10 PM

Ladies 25C

Sat. & Sun. Matinees
140 W. Bouic Ave. Rockville, Md. 2 to 4:30 PM 70,

(Adjacent to Congressional Plaza) Shoe Skate Rental AddiJionaL

Phone: 881-6676 Holiday Matinees 2 to 4 PM $.60

The 59th Annual Meeting of
the National Council of Teachers
of English will take place in
Washington November 26-29. In
more than 100 convention
sessions, nationally known.
speakers will discuss many topics
related to the English teachirlg
profesllion, including a talk by
tliree Negro writers on efforts to
incorporate black experience
irlto English study.

Mrs. Mary Lyles, twenty-<>ne
year veteran on the Blair
custodial staff, has returned to
Blair after an eight month
absence. Her absence was due to
what she described as "Two very
major operations." As a result ot
these operations she was placed
on light work duty for a month.

Mrs. Lyles expresses her
appreciation to all students,
teachers, faculty members and.
others for the cards and flowers
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::'!:!represent what a student has shouldn't be based on (the} . ,
I:Jearned about a subject. Some student's) attitude in class or his}::
:}:students learn just for a grade, relationship with the teacher oud} (DRAFT, Cont. from page 2)
::t while others accumulate an of class. Sometimes personalities/':
!:@understanding (of the subject). clash and that plays a role in the::I The meas~~e faced only
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:/:memorize things and then forget . ,t: dlSsentmg VOice ill debate bemg
I::them. The purpose of school is Mrs. Beatrice Levidow,!r: that of Senator Mike Mansfield.
::::::to learn, not to learn to parent of a Blair senior,:I: He regards the plan as
?::memorize." discussed the problems odI "inequitable" and "just a
t:: Miss Keeter feels that the suspension and inadequate,:I restructuring of pressure" on
:\:elimination of grades would not teachers. ::I draftees.
I:be feasible. "Kids are being thrown out:!!!! .Another possible alternati~e
r: "Colleges require a class rank. of school without telling parents'/ which .has won substantIal
(::If there were no grades, there how students can be brought}: support is the volunteer army.
:::::would be no way to compute back," she stated. She added/: Propo~ents of .the volunteer
:)class rank," she commented. that "some kids who have ability:} army. claim that it :-V0uld save
:::::: Ho'wever, she does recognize and drive have teachers who are t:: and unprove the caliber of our
::\that there are faults in _the repressive, who don't kpow why I:: armed services. Sufficient
::}grading system. they are teaching...middle level}: numbers of volunteers. COUld. be
t:, "The grade should be based students are getting middle level /:: gath~red through such Incentives
:)on the student's actual teachers." :t: as higher pay. Many supporters
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C1_00m & Behind the Wheel

Instruction in 3 weeks & 1 ....,.

(See FOOTBAll, page 8)

This School is licensed by
the Department of Motor

Vehicle

864 ''':'(»114 ...,..,..Md.,
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BLUE IIRD
DRIVING SCHOOL·
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August when 58 boys showed up
for the first day of practice. It
started almost immediately after
the last game of the '68 season 
on paper.

On paper it looked like a
good season. Junior Jim
Schofield shaped up as the team
quarterback with passing,
running, thinking, and leadership
ability.

"Schofield was one of the
finest prospects I've ever seen at
quarterback. He was quick like
Jackson (Sonny). He could pass

.like Reynolds. He could do it
all," reflected Pugliese. So
Pugliese and his staff forged
ahead and drew up the
"Schofield Offense."

When Schofield reported, he
had casts on his leg· and wrist.
Although the cast on his leg

"4~IHGTON COC4.alL4 BOTTLINC COMP,,"Y (lNCORP0R4TED)
. PLANT
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things go.
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When you pause•••

But then the well ran dry. No
more scoring had taken place for
three quarters when
Northwood'~ Al Cohen went
over from the one, culminating a
40 yard TD drive.

"We started out good and
then quit. We're too nice of
guys," said assistant coach Julian
Rainwater. "They won't take
advantage when they're on top.
We easily should have run up
forty points."

The Indians almost pulled
out the game as a Pat McMahan
punt was blocked and recovered
with less than a minute
remaining at t~~_Blair 35.

"I still don't know what
happened this season," said head
coach Vince Pugliese after the
game.

It all began even before

s

touchdown run after 4:04 of
play. McMahan played his career
game, rushing for 180 yards in
20 carries for a whopping nine
yard average per carry.

McMahan's sidekick, fullback
Joel Harmon, came through six
minutes and thirty three seconds
later with an 81 yard scoring
pass from quarterback Joe
Enma. The pass turned out to
be the longest play for Blair this
season. In addition, Harmon
netted 88 yards on the ground.

Pat McMahon (24) plows his way through the one of four runs of over 20 yards for McMahon as
Northwood line for a 30 yard pick-up. This was he led the Blazers to a 14-7 victory.

Photo by Joe Nell

by BOB SHAYNE
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What does a team that won the state basketball championship do
for an encore? Win the championship again. This is one of the main
goals of Blair's basketball coach Gene Doane..

There is a good reason to believe that this will happen. This year's
Blazers are potentially the strongest Blair team ever. Despite the loss
of its two tallest players, Rick Deming and Art Harris, the team has
strengthened itself with the addition of two transfer students and
many players from last year's junior varsity.

The probable starting team will look very much like last year's
with Eddie Stewart at forward, Huck Redfield at center, and Junior
Jackson at guard. The other forward position will be filled by Isaac
Hunter, a transferee from Sherwood. The other guard position (left
open because of lim Schofield's wrist injury) will be filled by any
one of five players - Mike Dichov, Anthony Hill, Dave Portner,
Mitch Stoller, or Jerry Winston.

Although the basic starting team has been picked, it may not
remain that way for the entire season. Coach Doane does not believe
in having a set of first string. He feels that the players that look the
best and put out the most effort in practice should get to start.

"Players should earn the right to start," Doane commented.
"This also gives the players on the bench more incentive to put out
in practice."

This year's team js deeper than in previous years. There are good
back-up players at every position with the most noticable depth at
the guard spot, where there are five players capable of doing the job.

Although the personel of the Blazers is much the same as it was
last year, the team will playa much different,type of ball. Last
season, on offense the team was slow 'and deliberate, playing for the
good shot, while on defense, it played man to man but very rarely
used a press. This year, the team will use a fast break offense and a .
pressing defense.

The changes in offense' and defense should make the cagers a high
scoring team. The fast breaking offense when executed properly will
put a lot of points on the board, while a pressing defense causes
many turnovers that can be converted into scores. These are the
reasons that Doane feels, ''there will be games when we have sixty
points by the end of the first half. A low scoring game for us would
be one in the eighty's."

There is one main problem facing the Blazers, and that is starting
the season without Jim Schofield. Schofield will have his wrist
x-rayed at the beginning of next month and will know for sure what
the situation is at that time. Coach Doane is optimistic about having
him "sometime during the season."

If all the players put out and the team remains relatively free of
injuries, the Blazers may take it all for the second straight year.

The football game against
Northwood, November 15 was
like the peace activities of the
same day.

A little violence, a lot of
ground covered and a point that
was never fully resolved.

The point of the peace march
was to end the War in Vietnam.

The point of the football
game was to show everyone that
the Blazers were a far superior
team to the Indians. The 14-0
advantage Blair held after the
first quarter seemed to indicate
this was so.

The 14-7 finish did not.
Northwood is the team that

lost to Springbrook 45-0,
Gaithersburg, 33-0, among
others.

So, things were primed for a
big win, a feat which could
alleviate some of the pain of the
Blazers' rust losing season in
three years.

Appropriately, Pat' McMahan
began the scoring with a 27 yard

Page 7

Cagers hope to
remain champs

by CRAIG ROSENTHAL

McMaho.n's runs spark
would soon come off, the one
on his wrist was to remain and
he wouldn't be able to play all
season. Phttl There went the
Schofield plans.

At running back, the Blazers
had Pat McMahan, Alex
Willi.ams, and Joel Harmon.

Like Schofield, Williams
didn't fare too well, suffering a
concussion in practice to keep
him sidelined for the season. I

But even without Schofield
and Williams, Pugliese still had a
potentially good offense with
McMahan, Harmon, and Joe
Emma. If Emma could come
through.

To pass to, Emma had Junior
Jackson with his lightning speed
and quick moves. But,
unfortunately, Junior and the
coaches never really got together
and he was suspended before
running into academic problems.

On the offensive line, the
team looked mainly to guards
Mike Dichov and Ross Hopeman
for leadership. And at defeasive
line, the team again' looked to
Dichov and Hopeman as well as
senior lerry Blue. The first day
of practice, Blue was trying so
hard he nearly killed half the
team. However, Blue joined the
injured with torn ligaments in
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Coach views year

8209 Georgia AVe.
Silver Spring, Md.

.• Art Material
• Ceramic Supplies
• Sculpture Supplies
Discounts to Students

The Art Shop

In 1966, an unfair point
system based on the "abilities"
of the teams played by a school
cost Peary the title when they
had tied with Gaithersburg for
the championship. A playoff
between the two and no one
would have been cheated.
(Afterwards, this point system
was abolished.)

So, why isn't there a playoff?
Because a state regulation
prohibits the playing of more
than ten football games a year
per team,. with no playoff
provision for ties. They feel that
ten games is quite enough for a
high school team to play in one
season.

Right. You bet.

Weile's Creations
1325 University Blvd. E., LangldY Park, Md•

Top 20 Ratings with the other
two by virtue of their victory
over Montgomery.

Now, how do you determine
a winner? You don't. You just
give out three victory cups and
call them co-champions. Simple
and fair, right?

Not quite. You already know
how I feel about tie games. Well,
the same applies here. You've
got to play it off. On top of the
money it would bring in (how
about that, athletic department),
I find it hard to believe that
Springbrook must share the
championship with Wheaton, a
team they beat, scored 71 more
points, and allowed eight less
points than. And looking at it
the other way, why should
Wheaton have to share the cup
with a team they beat and the
same regarding Richard
Montgomery and Springbrook. It
doesn't seem just to me.

Open 6 P.M. to 12 P.M.

Frjdays and Saturdays till 2 A.M.

Ice Cream at it's Best!

who defeated Wheaton who beat
Montgomery. It used to be that
the Blue Devils and the Rockets
were the real "class" of the
league-but what about Wheaton?
They gained a three-way tie for
second place in the Post's final

The inevitable loss had to
come sometime. The thing is
that it came during - a very
interesting year. The loss set up
a three-way tie for first place in
Montgomery County between
the Rockets, Springbrook, and
Wheaton.

'. A nice little triangle exists
between these three;'
Montgomery beat Springbrook

One has to go back to 1966
to find Montgomery's last loss
before this one, a 14-12 setback
to Einstein. Ever since then,
they had dominated the league
and~ in most cases, the
Metropolitan area rankings by'
the outstanding skills of their
players and their superior
playmaking abilities in all
categories.

No more ties, please
. by Ed Tsoy

It was the Knights from
Wheaton who finally made the
"Impossible Dream" a reality. A
thirty-seven yard TD run by
halfback Bill Cregar in ·the
second quarter did the job, 6-0,
and the Rockets finally ran out
of fuel.

For those of you who have
been hibernating in the central
steppes of Siberia for the past
two weeks, the all-mighty
Richard Montgomery Rockets
proved themselves human by
finally losing a game after
thirty-four successful ventures in
a row.

Egg Foo Yong----------------

10 and 0 they're meant to be
Richard of Montgomery.
"It happened! I don't believe

it! I just don't believe it!"

said, "We should have beaten
that team, 30-0. We should have
gotten progressively better. We
got worse."

Lack of_dedication,
discipline, and school support
(approximately 1450 activity
ticket sales of an anticipated
1700) were listed as reasons for
the decline by Pugliese.

Pugliese also did a rare thing
for a co~ch. He placed most of
the blame on himself. "When a
team wins, the team gets credit.
When it loses, the coach takes
the blame. That suffices here."
He also explained how several of
the players told him how they
had lost some respect for him
.because he had been lax in
disciplining players, hoping
things would work themselves
out.

Nothing more really has to be
said about dedication, spirit,
discipline, or coaching. The
players, coaches, and fans can
feel its result. A losing season.

(FOOTBALL, from page 7)
his knee which kept him out of
several games and hurt his play
all season.

The pass defense looked solid
with Jackson, Harmon, and
Anthony Hill. All three had had.
some previous experience last
year.

In practice and in the team's
two scrimmages against St.
John's and Gaithersburg, Emma
came through and it looked as
though what had worked on
paper would work on the field.
"It was one of the best Augusts
I've seen," said Pugliese.

As August became September
and the season began at Walter
Johnson, Joel Harmon, Junior
Jackson, Joe Errma and Co.
pulled off a stunning 22-6 upset.

The stearnrolling tactics
continued for the first
touchdown of the B-eC game.
One Baron punt return and three
interceptions later the game
ended, 20-16, B-eC. Pugliese

SEASON STATISTICS
RUSHING ATT. YOS. AVG. LONG TOS. PASSING ATT. COMPo PeT. YOS. TOS. INT. AV.G.

McMAHON 131 133 5.4 33 6 GAIN

HARMON 91 389 4.3 21 3 EMMA 204 95 46.6 1125 10 12 5.51

JACKSON 53 239 4.3 20 1 PULLINS 1 1 100.0 8 0 0 8.00

WILLIAMS 21 100 3.6 12 0 JACKSON 1 0 00.0 0 0 0 0

BURRELL 3 51 19.0 54 0
EMMA 13 21 2.1 8 0
PULLINS 5 9 1.8 B 0
McKINNEY 2 1 3.5 1 0
MELENDEZ 3 -3 -1.0 8 0

SCORING TOS. PATS- TOTAL
McMAHON 9 2 68
HARMON 5 2 34
PULLINS 1 5 16

- JACKSON 2 1 14
PASS REC. ·NO. YOS. AVG. LONG TOS- OICHOV 2 0 12
HARMON 32 343 10.1 81 2 WILLIAMS 1 0 6 ,
HILL 19 222 11.1 56 0 BOWMAN 0 2 4
JACKSON 13 150 11.5 20 1 EMMA 0 1 2
WILLIAMS 6 105 13.1 211 1
McMAHON 6 148 24.1 51 3 .
PULLINS 5 82 13.1 22 1
OICHOV 4 20 5.0 8 2
WOLFE 2 211 13.0 16 0
MILLER 2 24 12.0 14 0 PUNTING NO. YOS. AVG. LONG
BURRELL 2 1 3.5 4 0 McMAHON 26 189 28.9 41
BOUMAN 1 9 9.0 9 0
STEWART 1 6 6.0 8 0

I

•

Opens Dec. 1
BEFORE and AFTER

5504 Connecticut Ave., Wash. D.C. Check it Out
tf· .

MAL.E is a registered trademark of the H·K Corporation, Atlanta, Georgia Candles on display at the school store. This ad good for I free freaky candle through Dec. IS



Trial period
threatens to
oust patrols

I

In response to the complaints
of several Blair students
concerning the policies of the
Citizenship Committee, the Blair
student government planned to
abolish all hall patrols for a trial
period yesterday December 15.
During this time, no monitors
will be present in the halls
during the lunch periods.

Student government initiated
t he trial by holding town
meetings where the students
were informed about the change
and given the chance to ask
questions about the functions
and powers of the committee.

The trial period will later be
evaluated, and if a favorable
report is presented, the hall
patrol could be abolished
permanently. Although the trial
does not include the abolition of
the cafeteria clean-up patrols (a
second function of the
Citizenship Committee), that
could be the subject of a later
experiment.

W.. The first snow of the season fell briefly but left traces as a Mr. Jim Johnson, co-sponsor
Inter comes . G I of the Citizenship Committee,, reminder that winter has come. Photo by Alan oldste n

(See PATROL, page 12)

"Costs of operating colleges
hav~ increased dramatically in
recent years, causing college
administrators much concern.
Colleges have had to raise
salaries in order to attract·
well-<J ualified teachers. Costs of
construction and of upkeep of
buildings have soared.
Consequently, the tuition which
most colleges charge their
students has also risen sharply."

This statement, taken from a
recent Washington and Lee
University Education Report,
reflects the financial problem
studen ts sometimes face when
applying for a college or
university. "The average annual
charges by colleges, including
tuition, room and board, range
generally from $300 at some
low-cost state colleges to $2,000
at other state colleges, and from
$1,000 at some private colleges
to $3500 at others." states the
report.

However, financial aid is
available to students whose
families can't afford the high

(See COLLEGE. page 4')

Universities
face rising
expenditu-res

<

/

Library study
Page 5
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~ilufr Juvenile court
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Brennan to leave Blair;'
Emma to assume post

Jo nson cast

enough. You must look to where your
contributions will go beyond the individual school
to the entire school system. I feel that when the
opportunity came up to serve on this new
program, 1 had the chance to be a part of a whole
new system that would have a great impact on all
public schools."

Emma stated that he had "nothing really
specific "planned for Blair. "I hope 1 can do as
good a job as Dr. Brennan has .done". Emma, the
first principal at JFK, has been responsible for the
institution of the modular schedule system at JFK
and other experiments in education.

'Guys and Dolls'

selects show

Dr. William Brennan, Blair pnncipal for the past
three and a half years will leave his job at Blair on
February 2, 1969 to assume a key position on a
newly created county management program-the
Planning, Programming, Budgeting System Project.

The Montgomery County Board of Education
a ppoin ted Dr. P.J. Emma, presently the principal
at John F. Kennedy High School, to succeed
Brennan.

Commenting on his scheduled transfer, Brennan
said the "biggest challenge of my pl-:>fessional
career has been serving as principal in a senior high
school. But looking back at past success is not

Dr. P.J. Emma

by ROBERT GOTKIN

Organization of the production crew
and 44 member cast .of Blair's 13th
annual show production, "Guys and
Dolls,' is presently underway.

The four main leads are played by
Ala n Ward - (Sky Masterson), Liz
Symonds (Sarah Brown), Kim Brawley
(Nathan Detroit), and Gail Fry (Miss
Adelaide). Nathan's loyal sidl'kicks arc
played by Rob Gotkin as Nicely-Nicely

Alan Ward

Gail Fry

Johnson, and Steve 'Elvove as Benny
Sou thstreet.

Others in the cast include Steve
Middleton (Big Jule), Tim Brown
(A r vide Abernathy), Eli Qoldblatt
(Harry the Horse), and Lester Barbacoff
(Police Lt. Brannigan). The chorus is
well divided between the Gamblers, the
"Hot Box" Girls and the Mission Band.

Actors get all the glamor, but the
Stage Crew may well hold the key to
the success of any big production. This
year's chairman, Sharon Wolpoff, feels
an air of excitement among stage crew

members in working on "Guys and
Dolls. "

Sharon noted that because the show
will be staged in the new. auditorium
"there will be definite changes in the
organization of the stage crew for this
show. A kind of specialization in
different areas of work. People will be
able to do more of what they feel most
capable of doing."

Mr. Lee Klopp, technical advisor to
the crews, points out many advantages
of working in the new auditorium 'as
compared to the Boys' Gym, one of

Kimber Brawley

Liz"Symonds

these being an overall convenience in
assembling parts and storing them in the
auditorium.

The orchestra will be a major part of
the show, under the direction of Mr.
David Humphrey. The auditorium has
an orchestra pit and Mr. Humphrey
states "this will be a big help for the
singers and the musicians. The
orchestral tone will sound better. The
singers will be able to project over the
orchestra, and the sound will be more
dynamic."
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CI_room 81 Behind the Wheel

Instruction in 3 weeks 81 1 day.

This School is licensed by
the Department of Motor

Vehicle

864 ·-~CUI4 H.,....,... Md..

Altliftllon T_

ILUE BIRD
DRIVING SCHOOL·

Although Vicki has not yet
set up a meeting for a full scale
discussion of more student
involvement, she has had many
proposals from students on this
subject. Since both teachers and
students emphasized placing
more responsibility on the
students' designing programs for
themselves, the committee plans
an implementation of this
suggestion in the near future.

Vicki Bor, chairman of the
resource period committee says,
"We want students to sponsor
things they're interested in and
eventually have a large part of
EEOP run by students."

Although a large nu mber of
students questioned thought
that attendance should be made
mandatury if the resource period
were threatened by
non-participation, only four
teachers were in favor of
mandatory attendance.

Legislative Assembly, a fil m on
the U.S. penal system, and a
Drama II play, Lysistrata.

A maximum of five such
programs will be held each week.
A list of all special activities for
the coming week will be
available every Monday in home
room where an unofficial hand
count will be taken to determine
student interest.

The first half of the
questionnaire consisted of an
evaluation of the present
activities. Both teachers and
students felt that most of the
progra ms had been successful
and should be continued.
However, teachers were
overwhelmingly in favor of
enlarging the students role in
organizing future activities.

PHONE 588-7666

Elizabeth Arden will guide you to this facinating

profession. You can start as part time while you

Call now for an interview.

MR. THIBAUD Director of the school, formerly from

by KENT WOODS

8736 Arliss Street

Silver Spring, Md. 20901

Super Giant Shopping Center

Bring in this ad and receive a 25% discount off the cost.

EARN BIG MON EY
AS A BEAUTY OPERATOR

TRAIN FOR AN EXCITING CAREER
'IN BEAUTY CULTURE

BY EUROPEAN EXPERTS

MONTGOMERY
BEAU'TY SCHOOL

A new section of featured
programs consisting of lectures,
movies and entertainmen t has
also been added. Last week there
was a guest speaker from the
Suburban Beauty School, a
science lecture on the Arctic
region, an open forum in

Significant changes have been
made in the operation of EEOP
(resource period) as a result of a
questionnaire given to a cross
section of 200 students and the
entire Blair faculty, last month.

Since- the majority of those
questioned felt that sign ups
should be abolished, and that
cycles should be set up on a
weekly basis, these two features
have already been ·incorporated
into this program.

Parent-Teachers Associa tions,
the county chapter of the
National Association for the
Advanceme/lt of Colored People

. (NAACP), the county Human
Relations Commission, and the
Montgomery County Education
Association) participated in the
final development of the policy
statement by meeting this fall
with the school system's new
Human Relations Director Ruth
Harris and the Advisory
Committee.

'EEOPsurvey
prompts change

r-'TEMPLE SCHOOL --.....:
1 720 14th Street, N. W. 1
I Wamington. D.C. HS 1
I Please give me more information 1
I NAME -I
!AOORESS. I
I CITY STATE ._ I

1.!:~.!:!.tL '_E~::::r1

LEARN YOUR WAY
TO HIGH!R PAY

OR BETTER GRADES AT

TEMPLE
SCHOOL.

-Dtly cl we. ClIme' lit 5
Locariom

-LetmI Typiirg,Shortlumd;
Sp«dRetIdi~

-Prep Coone for Coll~
Botud Exllms

-Career Coune, in IBM
Dtlta Procelling, Electronic"
Secretarilll cl Bulinel$ Subject'

PHONE 01. 7-2900
or mIlilthi:r coupon

by ARNA RUBMAN

"To ignore such concern,"
the statement says, "is morally
wrong, economically wasteful
and socially dangerous."

Stressing a need to instill in
students respect for "cultural
differences," the policy requires
re-examination of all parts of the
curriculum to help "children
from minority groups
establish their identity with their
own group as well as with the
total society" and directs that

for a sympathetic ear."

instructional materials (ie:
textbooks) "must accurately
portray the history,

The Montgomery County contributions, and culture of the
,Board of Education. various ethnic groups in our
unanimously adopted' a Human society."

'Relations Policy Statement at its The policy demands that the
American Education Week s c h 0 0 I s y s t e III rna ke
meeting on November II. opportunities for employment

The written policy calls for and promotion ·"available to
the promotion of good human every individual solely on the
relations by the school system . basis of his qualifications and
by "removing all vestiges of without regard to sex, age, race,
prejudice and discrimination in color, creed or national origin."
employment, assignment and Commenting on the
promotion of personnel; in statement as originally drafted
location and use of facilities; in by a staff Human Relations
curriculum development and Advisory Committee last spring,
instructional materials; and in several community organizations
the availability of programs for (including the Montgomery
children. County Council of

The board WIll serve as a
publicity organ for Hotline and
provide feedback concerning the
different problems affecting
Montgomery County youth, In
an effort to solicit a diverse cross
section, youth representative
Jordan Fox is avoiding the
"student government type" by
going directly, in to the coun ty
high schools and talking to
newspaper personnel and
individual students. Under the direction of drama student Gail Fry, Blair actors pre~ented

the play, Lysistrata, for the resource period. Photo by Alan Goldstein

Human relations ~olicy

Board urges job equaUty

!FABRICS OF ALL TYPES
.~ Sport Prints To Fonnel Flibrics

Two Fpll Floon of F.brics lit ElICh Loelltion

UNIVERSITY BLVD. W•• WHEATON, MARYLAND
11431 ROCKVILLE PIKE. ROCKVILLE,MARYLANb

---_---',....4..· (lUTE 355 CLARKSBURG,MARYLANQ

Proposed: "A well advertised
telephone number which will be
made known to all county
adolescents ... to provide 'an
immediate listening ear for
troubled teens and to serve as a
referral . soune; to existing
services, including in addition to
the usual mental health'
resources, lawyers, recreation
and volunteer service
opportunities. "

This excerpt from the paper,
"Project Proposals For Crisis
Intervention Program For
Teens," well outlines the
objectives of the newly planned
"Hotline" for troubled
Montgomery County youth.

Citing an increase in child
runaways, criminal arrests, drug
use, and attempted suicide (41
attempts in 1968 which is
believed to be a national high),
the Montgomery County Mental
Health Association, a guiding
light in the project, has begun
planning in preparation for a
planned February' 2 beginning.

Once in full operation,
Hotline will operate on a
twenty-four hour basis. '

Working closely with the
MCMHA in the project is the
Council on Problems of
Adolescents, a group made up of
County high school students,
teachers, and representatives
from agencies which provide
mental health services to County
students. The purpose of the
Council is to serve as a
professional source on the
problems, of youth and to iron
out details concerned with the
direct initiation of the plan. It is
hoped that Hotline will operate
much like similar projects in
Los Angeles (6,000 calls), San
Francisco, and one that formerly'
existed in the District under the
name of Switchboard.

A spokesman from
Switchboard at the Council's
December 10th meeting told the
members that most of the callers
~ere "just lonely kids looking

Hotline to help
troubled teens

The Montgomery Blair marching band, under the direction of Mr David Humphrey, placed sixth
among twenty bands that competed in the Silver Spring Thanksgiving parade. Photo by Joe Neil
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League wages fight
• •agaInst narcotIcs use

As part of the continuing
controversy over the treatment
of students dealing with illegal
drugs and narcotics, The
Montgomery County War on
Narcotics League (WON)
published a report which calls
for strict control of 'drug traffic
in county schools.

The League presented the

(Recently, two reports have been
published in Montgomery County.
which present conflicting views
concerning the handling of increasing
drug traffic in coullty schools. The
following article presents the
opinions of a ~rollp representing one
side of the argument. The next issue
of Silver Chips will COlltain an article
regarding the County Government's
suggested solution to t~le situation.)

\

946-2200
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~ DANNEMANN'S
WHEATON PLAZA INC.

"Man. do I

County test report

report to the Mont~omery {mplementation of the smoking
County Board of Education in areas.
late October and has since sent Attacking the submission of
copies to the press and to school officials to the wishes of
principals of all county schools. students in various instances, he

Composed of a group of continued, "It is time for school
concerned citizens, WON defines administrators to ... start using
its purpose as "to work tbward the simple word 'NO' to student
the elimination' of illegal demands that are not in the best
trafficing in and use of drugs and interest of the students or in the
narcotics in this community." realm of reality to make a

Mr. Malcolm Lawrence, competan decision."
chairman of WON, sta ted that Restrictions on lunch period
the basis of the report is "that freedom, including the
drugs' are (I) a menace to prohibiting of studen ts to leave
society, (2) illegal under Federal school grounds during lunch,
and state law, and (3) com pr ised the League's
increasingly being used by both proposals in the second point.
adults and juveniles." . "The League stated that open

Lawrence attacked the use lunches provide students with a
and peddling of both marijuana convenient time to sell or
and hard narcotics. He blamed purchase drugs. B-CC and Walter
t heir increasing use to Johnson, two county _high
"widespread indifference in our schools with open lunches,
community which has permitted received criticism by the group
the use of drugs to become for their leniency.
fashionable, acceptable, and Further recommendations

S 11 t h even 'cute' to the point where a also were aimed toward

COres re ec C anUes drug oriented culture has eliminating traffic between thee developed among youth in schools and the outside
Montgomery County within a community during school hours.

national average." In math, scores by co~nty span of three years." These included a suggestion for
students were' "fantastically high in number Clyde Sorrell, a member of "a closed ca mpus which
concepts but poor in problem solving." the WON Board of Directors, e f fee t i vel y ex c Iud e s

In English, County students went down in suggested that the School Board unauthorized persons from
reading skills-comprehension and up in literature rescind its decision to allow entering school grounds and
tests. schools to establish smoking school buildings."

Muir explained, "One example of a reading areas. He main1ained that The basis for this proposal
comprehension test is a several 'paragraph selection. schools have condoned smoking was their belief that illicit drug,
on the 'treatments and prevention of bed sores." and facilitated the use of sales by outsiders occur on
The other tests are from "actual literature, short mar i j u a nab y the (See DRUGS, page II)

::~~;!:~~~::€t:u~~~~~~s t:: ~h~h~bek~~~:;~t~~~,vae~~ i!I!!:::::':'::': ::.:.:,.::-::.: :.:: :: .. ':::::'" G;::;ii:;g::::::rv'ey /::::::::::=::;:::::::::::::::::?: ,:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.' ':j":I:

'::,~:!:~:~~}1~~~~~1':;~~:'1~:,~~~~~: IPoll rates,'. ,system ::::;:
Vietna m War, as far as complexity is concerned. :.:.:

"The tests present a confusing, difficult f:' Approximately 200 Blairites participated in a county wide .::i::
problem. Are they up-to-date enough, are they t: survey' o.n ~ading p~actices sponsored by a special committee of :t:
testing what the IUds are learning or -are they :t r 'ents, students, and teachers selecteo by the Montgomery ti
concentrating on the wrong things? These are only mh ,ty Board of Education. The purpose of the committee and ::\
a few of the questions that must be answered." :\ tt. 'urvey was to study attitudes toward the present grading t::

What the future holds for the testing programs :t: sys. , and, if necessary, to make recommendations for :\:
is uncertain. Although, as Muir points out, tests t: improvingit.:::
can't evaluate all that students learn or their:? The survey was given to a random sampling of six thousand ::\
abilities in "logical, creative problems," this t:: parents and sixteen hundred teachers, and to a five percent?:
county, as well as most counties in the country, ::trandom sampling of stud~nts in every county secondary school. :\:
desire a· standardized nationwide test with which ::? The questions on the survey, basically the same for all three:?
to compare the scores of their students. :tgroups, concerned their opinions on such subjects as the currentt:

"\ Muir feels' confident that' a thorough ::\ grading system, extra curricular activities and their effect on:\
re-evalation of the program will occur in the near ::tgrades, other kinds of grading systems, and possible changes for :m
future. ::t the present grading system. :j

He sees the biggest advantage of the testing:::m Mr: CalVin Blatt, head of the Research Department for the :t
results, as a consequence of the reading scores, in :t: Board of Education helped the committee with the survey, and ti
the improvement of the teaching of reading in the ::tadded that the results are being processed by IBM computers, .?:
middle -and upper grades of elementary school. fhnd wi1l. be compiled in January or February. The results will be :t
Muir hopes that this will help to insure that no ::\sent back to the committee which will in turn use them in t::
student will enter junjor high school unable to mm making recommendations to the Board. :t:
read well, if at all. %\::::::::::::::::::::::/::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;.:.::::;:::::::::...:.:.:....::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::' ::::::::::::" .::: :":.::: :::::....:.::::::{}
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§ COLLEGE: $12 AND YOU'RE IN* §
= =
~ (*almost) ~

~ ~
E Sound crazy? It isn't! Getting into college College is a major investment that will have E
~ and achieving academic success depends on a permanent impact on the rest of your life. ~

~ which colleges you apply to; don't do it hit Let us help you make 'the right choice. Clip ~

§ or miss. the coupon below and mail - it will be a great §
:: Here's how it works. Answer our specially feeling! ~ ::

... .;... ....... ;....... ., ~ designed questionnaire that tells us all about ~

•·"ASK"IN-ROBBINS 31 FLAVORS § you and your needs. We'll analyze and match r - - - - - - - - -: - - - .., §E your answers against our computerized I E
E information file of 3000 schools (all accredited NatiDnal CDIlege Selection Service E
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The Department of Montgomery County Public
Schools published a report on various aptitude anp
achievement tests taken by students of the county.

The results issued on October 14,1969, showed
that achievement is consistently better at primary
grade levels than at secondary levels in a number
of subjects including reading" editing, ,and
mathema tics problem solving.

Reasons given by the report for the changing
scores include that "as children grow older, they
become more engrossed in the world outside the
classroom. Written language skills are less likely to
be practiced or considered 'relevant' by the child."
In !Iuditi$>n, ';mispla,ced instructional emphasis at
bo.th primary and secondar'y levels'" was cited as
another' pOilSible, reas,on.

Mr. Kennth .Muir, head of the information
department in Rockville, went into greater detail,
explaining the types of tests and reasons for the
results. ,

The tests are divided into two. categories;
Scholastic Aptitude or intelligence tests, and
Achievement tests.

The SAT's (not to be confused with college
boards) are divided into two sections: verbal,
where the pupil ·works .with the written language,
and nonverbal, where he works with numbers. In
Montgomery' County, over the past four years, the
verbal scores have been fairly stable, around 10
points higher than ,the national average. In the
nonverbal tests, the scores have been rising steadily
and are conside"r~bfy. above the nation'al average.

Muir cited the emphasis of: today's student
generat,io!,1 0(1; Ilnwrjtten ~ypes of communication
(movies, television, music~ etc.) and increased use
of audio visual- aids i'i1 schools as 'possible reasons
for this trend. .

A~hievement,Tests in the 'scie.ncc sand soci<ll"
studies have been "pietl:y stable and way over the
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_ Aid is increasingly being
based on the need of the student
and his family. Academic
excellence is not necessary to
qualify for aid, as long as the
student has been accepted by
the college.

_ A student does not have to
be living at a "poverty level" to
receive financial aid. Most
systems of alloting aid take into
account that a family could be
earning up to $12,000 a year
and still not be able to afford
sending children through college,
considering the high cost Of
living.

Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.

--Langston Hughes

Five thousand tea.chers from
throughout the United States
and Canada convened over the
Thanksgiving vacation
(November 25 and 26) and three
days of preconven tion 'session to
hold the 59th Annual National
Cou ncil of Teachers of English
Convention. Held in Washington,
D.C., convention planners
presented the theme of "Dreams
and Realities."

With the aid of films.
lectures, demonstrations and
group panels, teachers discussed
projected innovations in the
teaching of English, an'd the
actual conditions in the school
versus the ideal or "dream"

English teachers, probe
curriculum possiliilities

situations. The hundreds of teachers ...You're going to forget
topics ranged from social values the facts. What you have~Ieft is a
in the suburbs to the effect of development of skills."
grading on students (disclosed in In an '''Innovations'' program,
the lecture "Wadjegett, and Mrs. Marcotte sa id that "the
o t h er Cries of Grade major emphasis was on
Grubbing.") improvised drama as a way of

Mr. Joseph Feldhaus, Mrs. involving the emotions as well as
Elizabeth Marcotte and Mrs. the intellect of the students in
Mary Simmons werc the their approach to litera ture."
participating teachers from Blair. She described a program where
Ovcrall, the convention gave students, after studying and
Feldhaus an "overwhelming discussing the Vietnam - War.
feeling tha t there arc 5000 played the parts of the
people who are really concerned Vietnamese forced to decide
with teaching." between the Viet Cong and the

In addition, he was especially Americans.
impressed with the total Mrs. Simmons' preconvention
immersion at preconvention program on ethnic literature was
sessions on the subject of "'devoted to black,
"Innovations in Curriculum Mexican~Am'erican. Indian and
Design and Teaching Materials." Jewish literature" with a special

The emphasis on the emphasis on black literature.
curriculum was, as Mrs. Marcotte Blair senior John Gussman.
said, "toward English as an along with other students from
elective. In six week periods. a Montgomery County schools,
student could elect six different spoke on a convention panel
English courses,"such as the entitled "Students and
Theater of the Absurd. Russian Curriculum." Gussman stressed
literature, and Shakespeare's placing the yearly English course
tragedies. of study for each class on a

She continued, "These theme, and not restricting the
electives would be grouped not choice of literature to that of
according to student ability (as anyone country.
the track system is) but
according to the different levels
of the subject." Thus a student
could take a lower level in
composition where he is
unskilled, while _ learning
advanced poetry.

A student-made tape on the
"decision making process" of a
boy locked in school overnight
was presented in the
preconvention program,
Feldhaus feels that students
working' together on such
projects "become their own

A conflict has recently arisen ova the results
of the drug ,survey issued to five per cent of the
students at Blair and eleven other county
secondary schools last October.

The Board of Education has refused to turn
over the raw data from the survey to the Drug
Abuse Advisory Committee, the group that
proposed the survey. The fourteen member
committee was appointed by both the Board and
Council last year to investigate the school drug
situation and to determine what, -if any. action
should be taken.

In· beginning its work, the Committee found
the "drug problem immense and the lack of
information a critical problem." The committee
proposed that a drug survey be taken to
determine the amount of drugs being taken by
students and the attitude of students. toward
drugs.

In May, 1968, an experimental survey was
administered to Blair and Leland Junior High
School students. Data collected in that survey
was used only to discover whether random
sampling would be a possible method in gaining
the majority of student opinions. None of the
May data was used in 'studying the County drug
situation. .

School Board officials claim that students,
teachers and schools were promised complete
anonymity, and refuse to turn over the raw data
to the Committee, believing that it could be
traced back to schools or individuals.

However, County C6uncilman James P.
Gleason, Committee co-chairman, says that by
the manner in which the survey was taken, there
"is no way to trace it (the survey) back to
students or a school."

School officials also maintain, according to a
recent press release, "that [their own j research
department which designed the study and is
currently analyzing the raw data, must also be
the agency to interpret the informa tion in terms
of its validity and credibility. People untrained in
statistics and survey analysis could easily draw
incorrrect conclusions from raw data."

Gleason feels that this assumption isn't
necessarily true. Interpretations made by the
Committee would be checked with those made
by the Board, to insure their validity, he added.

the Lockheed Leadership Fund,
Nat'ional Merit Scholarships,
National Honor Society
Scholarships, and awards from
local organizations such as
Kiwanis and Soroptimist.
Information on such awards is
posted on the guidance
department bulletin board and is
listed in' their weekly newsletter
which is distributed to all
homerooms.

Dean John E.' Mehl, director
of financial aid at Washington
and Lee University, noted
significant trends in student
financial aid:

Colleges face rising costs
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ScholarshiR opportunities

cost of college, according to the
report.

"In general, four major
sources of financial aid exist; (I)
the college or university to
which you apply, (2) programs
of the federal government, (3)
assistance provided by the state
governments, and (4)
scholarships furnished by private
concerns such as foundations,
business and industry, labor
unions, clubs, civic groups, and
churches."

All four sources are available
to Blair students.

- Two of the major D d
scholarship serVices used by . rug 'survey ala
colleges are the .College
Scholarship Service and the k fl- t
American College' Testing provo es con IC
Program. Blair students can '
obtain forms to be evaluated by
these services through their
guidance counselors or the
college of their choice. Their
parents then must file a
confidential statement of
.inco!TIe, assets, ill1d liabilities.

Assistance provided by the
federal government is through
numerous programs. The four
most major are Educational
Opportunity Grants, National
Defense Student Loans, the
College Work-Study Program
and the Guaranteed Loan
Program.

State financial aid is provided
to students through two
scholarship programs; General
State Scholarships and
Senatorial Scholarships.

All scholarship awards are
based on the students score on
the Scholastic Aptitude Test and
demonstrated financial need.
Senatorial scholarship
appointments are made by the
State Senator for the Senatorial
district or sub-district in which
the applicant resides at the time
of the test.

. Applicants must be accepted
for admission as a full-time
student in an institution of
higher education or junior
college within the State whose
curriculums are approved by the
State Department of Education.

Applications are available in
the guidance ·office. To be
eligible, a student must already
have taken his SAT, as the
applications are due to the
Educational Testing Service in
Princeton, New Jersey, by
January 6.

Many scholarships are
available to Blairites through
private concerns. These include

In the annual "Gifts for Giving" proje~t, Keyeftes Ruth Kroll and
Paula Brock help wrap presents that mental patients at Springfield
State Hospital chose to give friends and relatives at Christmas.
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Library: Do ends justify means?
avoid going between the two
rooms. However, tltis change
would only be possible if the
library is enlarged.
Video tape stored

The old student government
office is going to be used as a
third section of the library. In it,
Blair's video tape recorder is
stored. The .video tape ~ecorder

record~ m~ch' like a teJtlVlsion
camera does. It then projects
what it hl}s filmed on a closed
circuit' television screen. Only a
limited number of these
machines are scattered
throughout ,Mont~omer

County.
For instance, studepts

performing in a speech class can
be filmed and recorded. Instead
of being told tbat they read too
fast, or they fiddled too mUCh,
they can actually see how they
performed on the closed circuit
TV set. In addition, others can
watch and learn from the
television.

The. video tape recorder is
useful in helping student
teachers prepare for their
careers. Criticism is beneficial,
but self criticism is more so. A
student teacher can learn from
his mistakes by watching his
daily teacillng on the TV screen.

Library renovation planned

Plans to renovate the library
have been discussed before, but
apparently few changes have
followed. Money has a good deal
to do with tills sta a'.n.t-~

situation. Money has been
allotted to the many new
schools bum in Montgomery
County. Although Mrs. Jahn
feels that the library is
understaffed, no provisions for
hiring additional clerical help is
provided for in the renovation
plans.

Mrs. Jahn points out that
when Blair's library was
originally built, it served as a
model library. She added that
she has done a great deal of /'
research on how to improve t~
library's structure. One of her
suggestions is to make the senior
corner into a glass enclosed,
soundproofed reference room.

Origjnally the senior corner
was built as a memorial cOfner.
Mrs. Jahn feels .that the senior
corner should be used as a
privileged place for seniors t
study. Presently it also serves as
a partial reference room,
containing the overflow and
duplicate college catalogues
from the. college library in the
guidance office. Duplicate sets

(See LIBRARY, page II)

student with a book from Blair's
Iibr.ary .

Library not adequate

Library officials feel that·
Blair's library is not adequately
structured to serve its students
and teachers. Miss Stickley's
office, which is the only
soundproofed !o~m, i~ the
library. also se,r;ves as a ,reference
room. However, it is so crowded
with books and chairs that few
people ,can make use, of it at the
same time. In addition, the
library possesses only two
conference rooms and two
carrels. (A carrel is a cubicle
used for individual study.) Many
Iiprari~s • hav~ }Yirep carr,els: jn
which one may listen to records
and tapes. The two at Blair are
not wired and n t ecluded

, Miss Stickley, Mrs. Jahn, and
Price agree that the major
structural problem is that the
instructional media center is
divided with reference material
in two different rooms'.

Price, who is in charge of the
audio vjsual section of the media
center, feels it would be more
beneficial to have the equipment
in the AV room moved adjacent
to the main part of the library to

Paul and Tami did not know
who the order was directed to,
and continued discussing their
subject matter.

Students told to leave

The librarian then specifically
asked Paul and Tami for their
admit slips. Possessing none at
the time, they were, told' to
Ie.av,e. ·Paul told thl? li,br,arian tpat.
he' h~d no intention of leaving.
She then went downstairs and
rel?orted the i)'lcidel,lt t9 ,Dr·
Mary Curry, senior class ad visor.
Accompanied by. the librarian,
Dr. Curry returned to sen~or

corner. Paul and Tami spoke to
Dr. Curry, describing the above
incident. . ,

Dr. Curry tolo Paul that she
heard that he had been rude
with his refusal to leave. Paul

• felt that he was standing up for
his rights. He has not been
kicked out of the library since
that day.

Library thefts have increased
in recent years, but Miss Stickley
realizes that "borrowing books

. without signing them out" is a
fairly common practice in most
libraries. Nevertheless, she still
got quite upset when a librarian
from another, school found a

The senior corner presently serves as a partiiil reference room in addition to serving as a senior
Photo by Joe Nelllounge. .

she sees no need for an admit
slip. She adds that som'e students
who have not produced admit
slips are disruptive to others
because they have nothing to do.

Mrs. Jahn also feels that the
admit slip rule must be.
maintained for the protection of
the students. She feels tha t it is
very important for each student
at B1~ir to be aC'tollllted,fpr at a
given time. Mrs. Jahn
exemplified her reasonings by
poin~ing ,out, that" if .an

: emergency situation arose and it
was necessary to locate '.'
student the library c uld help if

• they had his admit slip. '

Incident reveals nature

Seniors Paul Yessler and
Tami Katz are on independent
study and have the privilege of
using the library daily during
first period.

Paul describes an incident in
which he and Tami were told to
leave the library.

According to Paul, the
environment of the library was
not completely quiet, but it was
not distu,rbing to him. Tami and
Paul were seated! in the senior
corner when one . of the
librarians yelled "Stop talking."Miss Stickley resents a student

who comes into the library
a-nd wastes the time of another
student. She is also disgusted
when teachers send their
troublesome or bored students
there without a purpose in mind.
She feels that when thi
happens, unnecessary noise is
caused, disturbing the students
who have a specific reason ,for
coming to the library.

by SHERRY ROSEN

In 1928, Miss Elizabeth
Stickley founded the
Montgomery Blair school
library. Since then, Miss Stickley
has become the head librarian.
and the library has grown quite a
bit. With this growth, has come
an expanded library staff and
increased administrative
problems.

The library staff is composed
of six people: Miss Stickley,
head librarian, Mr. Limes Price
and Mrs. Mary Jahn - librarians,
Mrs. Dorothy DeHart, Mrs. Irene
Sherr, a ~,Mrs;: J ROberta
W~stph-"Ie!! ~.:.·tl!.e NII<lly' aids.

The librarians and their aides
attempt to help students find
information from the
instructional media center which
consists of the main library and
the audio visual (A V) ajdes
room. The AV room contains
typewriting facilities and media
other than books.

It i' also up to the librarians
and aids to insure a minimum
amount of quiet in the library
for those who wish to study,

Resents unnecessary noise

Rules benefit students

The rules that the library has
set up are for the protection of
the students, according to Miss

Stickley and Mrs. Jahn. One rule
that many students are opposed
to is the one requiring a student
to present a note from his
teacher requesting the library to
admit him. This rule is in efft:ct
daily except during the lunch
periods. However, many
students still walk freely into the
library instead of their class
without being apprehended. But
Fred Mullinax, along with
several other students, feels that
"it's degrading to sneak into the
library."

Want admit slips dropped

Miss Stickley would like to
see the required admit slips
dropped, but in t 0 many
instances she feels that it would
be a mistake. If a student comes
into the library during class
hours and is quietly occupied,

•
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}u'venile delinquency rises

Officer outlines •area crIme

On the subject of loitering,
Filyo pointed out that "if an
officer asks you to move on and
you are not doing anything to
disturb the peace, you do not
have to move. Just show your
identification. But, if you violate
a law or are obstructing justice,
you may very well be arrested."

Shoplifting also has become a
serious problem involving
teenagers. "In the event that
there is an arrest, the parents are
contacted and the teenager is
real eased in their custody. A few
days later, both parties arc called
in for a conference. The case is
then referred to a juvenile court
or handled at home or a social
service agency." Filyo said.

With the acquisition of a'
driver's license at 16, the police
have found more and more
traffic viola tions. One student
inquired as to whether police
officers have a "ticket quota" to
meet every month.

"There is no ticket quota.
There is usually an average
number of tickets given out
during a set period of time.
There is not much fluctuation in
the a mount of tickets given .
There is no reward for the most
tickets given."

Detective Filyo wncluded his
explanation of the working of
the Juvenile dclinquency division
of the police departmcnt with a
discussion of one's
constitutional rights. "In the
case of any arrest. any juvenile
14 or over will be ad vised of
their constitutional rights. If he
is under 14, of course, this will
be a different situation. You
wouldn't start telling a child of
seven of his rights. You'd most
likely call in his parents."

of the common language. That's
just the way it is," he added.

Loitering, shoplifting and
traffic arrests also enter into the
pro blem of juvenile delinquency.

Judge Alfred Noyes, County Juvenile Court

"In certain areas of the state,
a teenager or anyone can use
obscene language toward an
officer simply because these
words are part of the everyday
language. In other areas you can
be arrested because it is not part

Concerned, Filyo answered,
"Users should not be put in the
same class as pushers. A pusher
can rot in jail as far as I'm
concerned. Jail is not the place
for the user. The user needs
help. But the people must
change the existing laws."

If a teenager (under 18) is
arrested for drug abuse, he will
usually be referred to one of the
various county -social service
agencies.

Accordingly, Fi1yo explained
that "most penitcntiaries are
inadequate. Going to prison to
be rehabilitated is a joke.
They're (prisoners) not there to
be rehabilita ted, They're there
to be taken away from society."

Other inequit ies that now
exist in Maryland include rulings
on making obscene gestures
toward police officers.

while marijuana may not
directly lead to the use of hard
narcotics, its abuse and the
association with people who use
it, may lead to the use of
stronger, addicting drugs."

In reaction to these
comments, some students voiced
criticisms toward the existing jail
sentences associated with arrests
for drug abuse.

"The court immediately
assumes that the juvenile needs

. help. He is only sent to a
training school after all other
means are exhausted,"' the
officer commented.

While it is not usually the
case in Montgomery County,
many other areas in Maryland
(that consider 16 year-{)lds
adults) sentence teenagers to jail
terms.

Regarding this contention,
Greenhalgh reacted, "I disagree.
At this stage it's most important
to have constitutional
safeguards. If juveniles are 'not
getting a fair shake ... they are
more difficult to rehabilitate."

The'standards for the juvenile
courts are set by the Maryland
General Assembly which will
eventually have to vote on the
bill. Greenhalgh intends to
present l;ase examples in which
minors of Montgomery County
have been denied constitutional
rights.

The Montgomery County
delegation has planned hearings
to consider Greenhalgh's charges
and his proposed legislation.
Also, Noyes will be provided
with the opportunity to
respond .

Dra wi ng a distinction
between the treatment of minors
and adults charged with
offenses, Noyes stated that "the
juvenile court acts as a parent.
You can't act as a parent if you
do these things."

He added that "all human
beings don't have the same
rights... Childn:n have the right
to be treated like children."

Noyes fears that the
requirement to abide by strict
guidelines may convert the
juvenile court into a criminal

.court. "if he (a minor) is treated
like a criminal, you can't
establish a relationship to help
him."

juvenile crime. Narcotic abuse,
now a nation-wide problem, led
the list of problems discussed.

"During the past four to five
years, there has been a noted
increase in drug abuse among
teenagers. The causes are not
completely known, yet it seems
that misguidea spokesmen have
caused many impressionable
you'ngsters to experiment with
dangerous (and illegal) drugs."

He added, "There have been
conflicting reports on the danger
or safety of marijuana. I have
read studies that say it is
extremely harmful while many
doctors' reports have said it is
safe. All that I can say is that

on the rise, Detective Filyo
explained that in 1962, 34% of
all those arrested were juveniles.
In 1968, the figure jumped to
50% in the nation.

County-wide, out of the 262
persons arrested for felonies in
1968, 154 again were classified as
juveniles.

Filyo stated that "the police
department hears 'from
approximately three and a half
percent of all juveniles." But he
added, "The majority of young
people are decent law abiding
citizens."

Before a question and answer
session was opened, Filyo cited
some of the major areas of

Greenhalgh supports
informality in the sentencing of
juveniles, but maintains that the
determination of guilt or
innocence should be made under
guidelines which require
implementation of' rigid,
constitutional procedures.

Though far-reaching, the
measures have met opposition,
notably from Judge Alfred
Noyes, chief judge on the
Montgomery County Juvenile
Court. He favors "informal
treatment" which "results in the
constructive treatment of
juveniles."

These provisions, Greenhalgh
states, contain "minimum
standards of due process. They
go a long way in eliminating the
lack of fairness in the
determination of delinquency."

time of trial and during police
. questioning.

• protection against
unreasonable searches and
seizures by police.

• the rights against
self-incrimination.

.• the provision that "an
uncorroborated confession made
by a child out of court shall not
be sufficient proof of
delinquency."

• the right "to confront and
cross examine witnesses."

• the right to be informed of
charges being filed against
juveniles.

-
Detective Stephen Filyo discusses the finer points of the law with Blair sociology classes.

The legislation is designed to
extend the following rights to
juveniles:

• the right to a lawyer at the

The legislation is aimed
toward procedures of the
Montgomery County Juvenile
Court which, in Greenhalgh's
view, has not granted juveniles
their rightful share of
constitutional rights. Several of
these rights have been specified
in various Supreme Court
decisions.

by JON BOR

The Montgomery County
Juvenile Court remains the only
court in Maryland which is not
required by law to guarantee a
number of these rights to
minors.

The main emphasis of the
bill, Greenhalgh explained, is
"aimed at the determining phase
of whether the child is guilty or
innoc en t." Other areas,
'ncompassing procedures from

llice arrest to sentencing, also
e included in Greenhalgh's
oposals.

Montgomery County
Councilman William
Greenha'lgh is currently
proposing legislation which
would provide a broad range of
rights to juveniles which have, in
the past, only been guaranteed
by' written law to adults.

by EMILY ROSENTHAL
Managing Editor

Juvenile delinquency in
Montgomery County is on the
rise, according to Officer
Stephen Filyo, a member of the
juvenile delinquency division of
the Montgomery County Police
Department.

Officer Filyo recently
addressed Blair sociology classes
on the subject of juvenile
delinquency and crime. (In
Montgomery County, a juvenile
is anyone between the ages of
seven and eighteen.)

With vandalism, narcotic
abuse, and other forms of crime

C~uncilmanpushes
new court reforms-



Drug force criticizes
Student Alliance stand

(LIBRARY, Cont. from page 5)

the alleged illegal searches of
10'ckers by school officials. "To
minimize the presence and use
of illegal drugs on school
property," the report suggested,
"the school authorities have and
should continue to have the
right to search lockers and any
other areas defined as school
pro perty."

A sClloolofficial, the report
continuep, should be hired to
act as a person to whom
students could report instances
of any drug use or sale.
. Concluding' the WON's
report, Lawrence expressed his
belief that the group "is not
oppos.ed to understanding.
However; it is sheer folly
devote too much time and effort
to a simple understanding of a
tragic phenomenon which is
growing by leaps and
bounds ... A baby tiger will one
day grow up and devour t/

curious observer." /' ' ~

Noiseless model.)
. Rick adds, "this same

librarian seems to feel that' no'
noise whatsoever should be
allowed in the library, most
notably .in her lair, the senior
corner."

Senior Sandy Perlmutter cited
an. example of this lib~aPllll...' .~-..,
contradictory nature.

"She was typing at .the'desk
in senior corner. Every so often
she'd stop and tell us to be
quiet. She then continued to
type." (The typewriter used in
senior corner is ,a Remington

Mrs. Jahn, one of the
librarians accused of hypocrisy
towards students (Le.
demanding quiet in a -
disturbingly loud voice) is aware
of the fact that she shouts, but
does not find an alternative.

"I know I yell too much, but
what are you going to 'do when
noise goes on incessantly?"

If scheduled plans to
renovate come through, the
traditional senior corner might
cease to exist.
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Through the addition of modern print shop equipment, Blair
students have gained professional training.

Photo by Joe Neil

'I yell too much'

Phillips chided the Board of
Education's Public Statement
On Student Involvement in the
Educational Process wlJ,ich
insisted that the distribution of
publications upon the consent" of
the principal is the torrect
procedure. The criteria for
disapproval, the Board stated,
should be if, in the principal's
opinion, . the literature is
libelous, pornographic, or if it
advocates ill.egal action.

Phillip's main objection was
directed at the phrase, "in the
opinion lof the ·principal." He
maintained that "if a publication
advocates or encourages t,he
illicit use of drugs, it is a fact,
and not something which should
be subjected to the individual
interpretation or opinion."

A WON representativi: also
criticized the Student Alliance's
report, "Wanted: A Humane
Education," which denounced

of encyclopedia found in the
main section of the library r.:an
also be found in the senior
corner.

Senior corner is for seniors
only. Miss Stickley' feels that
seniors should have the right to
ask lower c1assfuen to leave if
they are seated in the corner.
She fought to keep the corner
f~r)the senior and she ~oA. '.

"It is a memorial to seniors
and . should be treated with
dignity 'and respect,'" sa'ys MiSs
Stickley.

But Rick Weisblatt has found
the "dignity and respect" of the
corner destroyed periodically by
one of the librarians.

"The biggest problem seems
to be the outward emenity of

.one librarian. Her loud
belligerance bugs me," says
Rick.

Jon Phillips, a· sophomore,
notes that when a librarian yells
for quiet, the atmosphere is
disturbed.

"You can't help but feel the
tension build up."

(DRUGS, Cont. from page 3)

school property. To demol!strate
his' point, Lawrence stated that
he roamed various schools·
during their summer. sessions,
wandering extensively
throughout the building,
unquestioned by any school
personnel. "I keep asking myself
how much success a drug pusher
would have had under similar
circumstances. "

Continuing the list of
proposals, Thomas Phillips, a'
member of WON, recommended
the prohibition by school
administrators of the sale or
distribution of any publication
which advocated ,the use of'
illegal drugs.

He stated, "We are not
\ shocked bu t weare genuinely
disturbed by the poisonous copy
being fed to our children on the
subject of drugs."

Close Ups

School Daze
by Mike Kopp

The questions this movie asks are left undecided in the film.
Based on this, those who wish to search for an answer should see this
movie.

They will probably find that they are able to draw many parallels
based on their own experiences at Blair. .

last month, Mrs. Ethel Finley's Home Arts I classes took part in
an educational seminar conducted by Consumer Home Economist,
Carol Keller. In a program sponsored by Giant foods, Miss Keller
focused attention on food purchasing, meal planning, nutrition,
shopping habits, correct use of recipes, and costs of foods.

In the documentary film "High School," several oft-repeated, yet
significant questions arise, challenging the usual system of high
school education.

What sense is there in "petty" policies such as the enforcement of
dress codes or the searching of kids right and left for hall passes
during class hours? Who benefits from these policies?

What parody of justice is there in it? More important, does the
student improxe from such discipline, which demands the arbitrary
suspension of a boy who fails to get dressed for gym? Or for a
counselor to encourage a boy, who claims he is innocent of his
offense, to take a detention period just to show the accusing teacher
"what a good boy he,really is," and that he can take his punishment
"like a man."

In addition, what are the students getting out of their classes?
For example, what learning takes place when a class falls asleep
while a teacher monotonously reads "Casey at the Bat," or when the
boys in a sex education class laugh at the jokes told by a lecturer
who is trying to explode the myth of "dirty" sex?

However, the most important question 'brought forth in the film
is, Do students' high school experiences help equip them for coping
with the conditions of the world after they graduate?

The movie answers t,his with a' "yes" and a "no." We see a scene
in whiCh an alumnus on leave from Viet Nam talks to a gym teacher
about a brilliant soccer player from the school who has been shot in
the foot and will never be able to play soccer again, representing the
"no" answer. What a kid can do well in school, will not likely help
him at war.

The "yes" answer is represented by a letter read at a PTA
meeting from a boy, about to be airlifted to Viet Nam, who was an
"average" to "sub-average" student at the school. The boy writes
thanking everybody for having been so willing to give him the help
he had needed to keep from totally giving up on school altogether.
On this optimistic note,the lives of many students like this one have
been changed for the better by high school, the movie ends.

Print shop students
gain job experit!nce .

including two light tables, aT'. from county schools. Even- thIS
electric stapler, and. a stitcher limitation, he feels, is
were also added. insufficient.

'This was like a dungeon "It's difficult to grade them
before," stated Mr. Jack Wetzel, (the students) from a project
printing teacher. Now Wetzel point of view," Wetzel
cites the new ventilation and commented. "A student
equipment as physical evidence becomes proficient in one area,
of the new changes in the print and you tend to hold him in
shop. this." He contends that the

Changes in policy have also students would benefit more
been in troduced. -Previously, from personal projects of their
innumerable printing jobs, many own choosing, instead of
from outside of Blair, were working on orders from the
completed. This year, Wetzel has school. These numerous school
cut out all extraneous jobs and projects include printing
has concentrated only on work homecoming invitations, PTA

newsletters, Blair stationery
(20,000 letterheads and
envelopes per year for
administrative offices) and
.change-of-class schedule forms.

There are twenty-six boys
enrolled in the two hour
vocational printing 'course.
About 25% of the class will go
directly into the printing
profession after graduating from
Blair.

According to Wetzel,' the
experience earned from the
printing course can mean a
possible ten to fifteen dollar a
week premium in beginning
wages.

Wetzel also commented on
- the appropriateness of the

printing coUrse for girls. '
"More girls could take it and,

benefit from it," he stated. He
added that the class can be of
grea t value in the business and
secretarial sciences,"'! where

.- creative work, brochures, and
knoWledge of paper and type are

, sometime's beneficial. The'
addition of a $4,000 IBM
verityper;' s~cIi 'as the one used
in the business department,
would encourage girls to enroll,
Wetzel added.' ,. "

"I see a connection between
mechanical drawing, business,
graphic arts, and the art
department," he stated. He
would like to expand the
program .i,n,to "visual
communica:tion rather than
graphic arts," and" possibly
include making movies and
filmstrips as part of the
curriculum.

Using the darkroom
equipment of Dr. M'ontgomery
Blair, Jr., Wetzel plans a second
semester resource period in
photography.

In addition to offering
instructional facilities to
would-be apprentice printers,
the newly renovated Blair print
sho)? handles such diverse jobs as
producing football programs and
100,000 tardy unexcused slips.

The shop, with a total of
$150,000 worth of equipment,
was remodeled this summer, in
conjunction with the "0"
building renewal program. The
shop expanded to twice the
former floor space, with new
storage 'areas and better heating
added. New equipment,



Gail Reading says, "I like the
course very much and enjoy
working at my own rate and like
to work on topics which greatly
inteTest me." However, Phil
Gerhard feels, "1 don't like the
course, a nd I would be more
interested ir I could get more
heir from the teachers." Rina
Figueroa feels "1 find the course
very interesting; my country
doesn't have a course sllch as
this, and I enjoy the freedom
this course offers." Pat
McMahon reels, "1 find it much
etlsier to work on my own."

Doebler is now planning a
course of study for next year. At
the end of this year, he will take
a survey, and with enough
favorable reactions, he will
continue his course of study.
Doebler invites any interested
student to cOllle during resource
period or any time to explore
scientific principles and learning.

library and lab research; and 5)
give each st udent more
11ldividual time with his teacher.

Doebler firmly believes that
"students, regardless of what
they plan to do later on in life,
need to havc a ba~ic knowledge
of the eart h. scientific principles,
and how to apply them." In
studen t-teacher relat ionshi r~,
Doebler believes that "the
teacher has to come to the
studen t first." Moreover, he
feels, "many students aren't
used to independence, and need
pushing, but I hope as the year
wears on, this will diminish."

Kramer, new to Blair, callle
here especially to teach this type
of course, He feels, "a student
in this situation will learn more.
The student will learn to solve
problems, rather than learning
facts he will forget, wh ile
picking up facts necessary to
problem solving in the process."

stresses

sophisticated than you'd think."
The fifth and sixth graders were
Simon and Garfunkel fans, and
also prided themselves on
knowing "Aquarius."

After a rousing reception
from the' children, Kimber felt
"entirely elated." He
commented, "You feel that you
have done something for
someone."

Mrs. Dirom feels that more
stude'nts are needed to lead
group singing for !tie project.·
She feels that the program
"needs a shot in the arm" with a
greater variety of music,
including soul, bluegrass, blues
and traditional ballads. All Blair
performers, thus far, have played
the guitar. She would like to see
a soul band perform, if possible.

independent nature of the
course, expected it to he less
work. However, this' course
turned out to be quite different
from expectations.

The course first began with a
series of lectures and some films
illustrating labwork. Then came
la bs wh idl cover areas in
astronomy. meteorology,
oceanography, and geology.
Students may do labs such as
determining the origtn of moon
craters, determining the effect a
riverbed has upon the velocity of
the water. and identifying rocks.

Doebler feels that major
points of this course are: I) to
encourage independcnt karning;
2) to allow student choice of
different starting points; 3) to
allow students to proceed at
their own pace; 4) to give
in t erest cd st ud ents the
opportunity to do individual

•
In song

•SCIence

another
that the
"more

Earth

things go

b~~th
COKe
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When you pause.•.

obtaining from different types
of music and the satisfaction and
enjoyment through group
participation.

While much of her time is
spent r~crujpng,stu9~n,ts for her
husband's program, Mrs. Dirom
also leads the singing during the
'Yedne day sessions.
The'Rock C;~ek students, Mrs.
Dirom states, make a receptive
audience. On one occasion, fift/1 I

and sixth graders did not want
to leave after the final bell rang.

'- ~, " •• ~ lJ

Attentive during the
performa nce, they responded to
Blairite Joe Kogak's singing with
applause and laughter.

Kimber Brawley,
Blair participant, found
children were

student independence
by ALlC~ STREES

Time, as the chief factor for a
student's success, has been
eliminated from the Earth
Science progra m. This progra m,
beginning last year, consists of
labs and instructional tapes

- rather than lectures and
textbook assignments. Mr.
Charles Doebler and Mr. Art
Kramer teach this course at
Blair.

Doebler believcs in
establishing student self reliancc
and in having students bdieve
their lab findings to be the truth.
A student. works on his own
according to his abilities..A
weaker student can obtain much
help from the teacher.

Upon signing up for this
course, many students expected
it to be a traditional lecture
course. Others, knowing of the

He
as a

service
resource

******

The Rockville Jesters, a
performing group of young
actors and musicians in the
Montgomery County area, is
asking for a Blair representative
to their executive board, and
encouraging membership to the
theater group. Among their
activities is the staging of two
shows yearly in the Rockville
Civic Center Auditorium, and a
full length summer production.
and a smaller show at Christmas.'

The group is also willing to
lend costumes and theater
equipment free of charge to
members. Those interested in
liaison or participating
membership should contact Mr.
Piccolino, 424-8000, or Mrs.
June Allen, 424-6956.

Last Thursday. December 1 I,
ten Keyettes and Key Club
members visited the Springfield
State Hospital in Sikesville to
distribute over two hundred gifts
collected from the two service
clubs. The project, titled "Gifts
for Giving," allowed the mental
patien ts at the hospita I to pick
gifts that they would like to
send to friends and relatives for
Christmas.

I J

program at the school.
organized the activity
weekly community
project for Blair's
program.

. Mrs. Dirom feels thllt "musjc
is an integral p'art pf human life.
People have to make music."
She believes that the program
provides a change for
"enjoyment, education and
participation" ~the education

Pa~ 12 - SILV~R CHIPS

Rock Creek sing-in
•

Blairites lead children

* * * * * *
Fifteen scholarships, some

worth more than $10,000 each,
are offered again this year by the
Lockheed Leadership Fund to
qualified high school seniors
planning' to start college next
fall.

. These Lockheed awards
provide tuition and basic
expenses at major colleges and
universities for four years, plus
$500 a year for personal
expenses. Ten awards are in the
fields of engineering 'or science;
five are in business-related fields.
The purpose of the grants is to
help prepare students for
technical and business careers in
aerospace and electronics.

As an innovative fund-rasing
effort, Student Government has
initiated a record selling project
for the week of December
15-19. Students will receive
forms with the names of the top
15- records in the nation.
Blairites can fill out a record
form, order their records in the
cafeteria, and receive them
sometime the following week.
The tax-free records will sell
from $3.50 - $8.25, SG will
make approximately $.50 profit
on each sale.

.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::Ne ws Brie fs:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'

Mr. Charles Doebler. Blair earth science teacher, answers a student
in his class designed to allow freedom to make his own discoveries.

Photo by Bill Korth

by LESLIE LIMMER

Blair musicians performing in
the Rock Creek Elementary
School resource period program
found that music bridges the age
gap between high school
studen ts and elemen tary school
children.

Mr. Guy Dirom, husband of
Mrs. Angie Dirom, Blair English
teacher, set up a folk sing to fill
the' absence of a formal music

Patrol to be tested
(PATROL. Cont. from page I)

contends that one of the main
. wrs which caused friction
between the patrols and students
was that the student body was
not informed about the purposes
of the committee. "Many times
when you have not spelled out
your rules, this can lead to

conflict," he remarked.
Johnson stated that he was in

favor of the trial a bolition of
hall monitors. "I am for trying
anything that will bring about
awareness on the part of the
student in terms of his
individual responsibilities," he
declared.

W4SHIMGTON COC4-COL4 BOTTLING COMP,,"Y (INCORPOR4TEDl
PLANT

1710 ELTOM ROAD
SILVER SPRING. MARYLAND 20903
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The jump

Huck Redfield (42) shoots the ball over the
outstretched hands of his Kennedy opponents. In
the game, Blair scored 100 points for only the
second time in its history.

Photos by Alan .Goldstein

The end result

by CRAIG ROSENTHAL

Press defense
l{ey to victories

A strong press and the ability to work inside for its shots have
gotten the Blair basketball team off to its best start in eight years.
After three non-league victories over High Point, Kennedy, and
Sherwood, the tea m has a 3 -0 record.

The story in these games has been the Blazers ability to break a
game open with the lise of a pressing defense. In the season opener
against High Point, the press worked so well that for a two and one
half minute period in the first quarter, High Point couldn't get the
ball past mid -court.

During this period Blair scored eighteen straight points to
overcome a 12-10 High Point lead and were never headed enroute to I'

an 85--74 victory.
Against Kennedy and Sherwood, the press was not quite as

effective in the early part of the game, but as time went on the
effects of the press began to show, and the Blazers' opponents
started taking more and more poor shots and turning the ball over
more often. .

In the Kennedy game, the Cavaliers pulled within six points in the~
fourth quarter before Blair's press and a strong running game broke
the game open and provided thf;: Blazers with a 100-77 win.

The Sherwood ga me was the toughest of the season thus far. as~
Sherwood was able to effectively brea k the Blair press for most of" f.'>
the game. But, as in the Kennedy game, the effects of the press .}
began to show on the Blazers' opponent and Sherwood began tol
play very sloppy ball with Blair coming back from a nine point
deficit in the third quarter to triumph, 77-68.

The Blazers don't start their games with the press. "We like to get
them (the other team) into a slow, easy tempo and then jolt them
with the press," said basketball coach Gene Doane.

A particularly good example of this was in the game against
Kennedy. Only two or three times during the whole game were the
Cavaliers able to work the ball inside for a lay-up. They were able
to stay in the game only because their two guards were hitting well
from t he outside. .

Perhaps the most important factor in the Blazers' success thus far
is their strong bench. The importance of being able to substitute
players of equal or near equal ability for the players already in the
game was shown against Sherwood. By the fourth quarter the
Sherwood players, who had played the entire game, were slowing
down, but the Blazers who were able to rest for portions of the game
were relatively fresh and outscored their opponents, 26-12, in the
final quarter.

Coach Doane doesn't hesita te to use the bench. "I always use my
bench," he said. ''I'll put anyone in at anytime."

If there is a major problem for Blair it's the team's defense.
"We're not aggressive enough," commented Coach Doane. "We're
not helping each other out. We're'improving, but slowly."

Looking ahead, the Blazers open their league schedule against
Peary tonight at home. They then face Wheaton and Walter Johnson
to close out the month. None of these teams is highly touted so if
Blair can continue its steady improvement, it could have a very
Merry Christmas with a ,6-0 record.

The hook

A typical play for the Blazers is this lay-up by
Eddie Stewart (24) against Kennedy. The lay-up
has become more prevalent this year than ever
before because of the Blair fast break.

Tuesday, December 16, 1969
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Blair basl{etball: A new dynasty
------------------------by Ed Tsoy

All the members of the
wrestling tea ill are picked by
elimination. Tbe team as it now
stands is not permanent, but will
be used for this Wednesday's
opening match against Walter
Johnson. Before each match
there will be another elimination
to determine who 'will wrestle in
tha t particular match. Anyone
who is now on the team can be
beaten out and replaced by any
of his tea mmates who defeat
him. The team captain will be
c.hosen before Wednesday's
match by the team members.

the othet ca tegories, five are
filled by returning lettermen.
They are Marq ues, Pavlock,
Levine, Cox, and McMahan.

Grapplers stress
.

"desire to win'"
"We could have a fairly good

tea m this year," say' wrestling
coach Mickey Parada. However,
he adds that it depends to a large
extent "on our boys and their
desire to win."

This year's varsity wrestlers
arc Mike Grinder, weighing 98,
Steve Marques, weighing 107,
Joe Pa vlock, weighing I I 5, Dale
Grinder, weighing 123, Mark
Ryan, weighing 130, Greg Cox,
w-eighing 138, Jay Levine,
weighing 145, Mike Lo've,
weighing ISS, Danny Weisner,
weighing 165, Gill Toth,
weighing 185, and Pat McMahan,
hea vyweight.

Missing is weight class 175.
"Out of 2300 students, I can't
get a 175 pounder," says Paroda,
with understandable disgust. Of

that we are the strongest team in tile season, they crushed DuVal
the. league and that WI;; far (who also has many junior
outclass most other teams·. But returnees) by ~O points, 'in-57.
this 'is not to say that everyone ~Ind tltey will probably continue
else has a poor team. It seems as to win. The Western division
though last year was the year of play between Bee. Wilitman,
the junior player. So many and l{ich~lrd 'Montgomery will ~
teams have practically their extremely close. II should be
entire squads returning from the interesting to watch. "
varsity the year before, and In case you're wondering,
there are so man'y teams who DuVal, although they lost to
cab jeopardize' ur. quest for BCC by 30, defeated Parkd,ile, a
20-0. top" Prince G00rges County

. ""'" I,' !I ,. ." j' "contender. 74-68,,,Xo, r,emf\~n a
Whitman and RIchard power in that league,. The same

Montgomery have come up WIth thing happened hlst year, when
their usual. go09. "baskytball r DuVal 0 pene¢ ,ail,(a,inst
teams. But the squads wh.o will Springbrook, lost in a double
gIve. us the ~ost trouble a;e oVl'l'time. and went unlkfeated
Sp~lI1gbrook sand BCC s. for t:le rest of the year until
Spnngbrook IS led by sel1lor Ed they Illet up with Blair in tile
Peterson who led Montgomery clla Inpionsil ip ga me. A si mil'll'
County players last year Il1 pattern I:lis ye~ir would, not
scon~g average per game.. He bOlher 1I1e too IlillCh.
puts m 20 pOints and calls It a Now is the time for all good
bad nl~ht. He and teamm~te sportswriters to stick out their
Tom HIgdon, another returnmg necks and make some
junior, form one of the strongest 'd' 't' . OK't '11 h BCC'h . h 1 pre IC Ions. ,I WI e
one-two punc es 111 t e eague. in the West. Blair in the East,

The second tl'am that might Blair at Call' Field House, and
make trouble for us is the Baron once ~Igain Blair as Slille
team from Bee. another tgam Champs. Well, guess I' .didn't
with all those returning juniors, stick my neck out too far after
including all 5 starters Lcd by all.
the Grahat'll brothers, Spencer Optimism or realism? We'll
and Steve in the first game of sure find out..

Photo by Alan Goldstein

defensive game, work-for·the
one-goad-shot style. And as a
result, we had one of the best
defenses in the league' and the
State Champions·hip.

Now it's a complete
turnabvul. Now it's press, run.
and ,'ast break·score, score,
score. Its a lot are tiring, but it
sure puts points up on the board
as perfectly illustrated in the
JFK game, in which we scored a
fahtastic "one-double 0" with
our new game plan.

The basic' thoughts behind
these two ideas are, for Mr.
Clem~lits; Don't let them score
and they can't beat you.: And
for Mr. Doane; Score more than
the other guys and they can't
beat you. The latter is definitely
the more aggressive and more
exciting kind of play. but an
ironic factor is involved. That is,

,we'll get so lired from scoring so
much that our defense will
weaken. But that's where our
strong bench comes in. With
many substitlltions anu a type of
"rotation'" of players, no one
will become 'qverly tired. Usuplly
in~st of tile lealll 1l1crnbers get
into the game.

There is no doubt in my mind

the season with' an equally
exciting opening. The team has
exhibited devastating defense
and dazzling offense, combined
with a superb display of
teamwork. Playing this type of
ball, they bombed High Point
61-44, beat Kennedy 66-54, and
defeated Sherwood 59-54.

Eugene Simmons and Gary
Gottfried, and the defense of
Bill Boettner all combine to
form a team that appears
unbeatable.

The J.V.'s biggest asset is- its
teamwork. Not one of the
pia yers guns or excessively
shoots, but rather all try to find
the open man. This results in the
team acting like a finely tuned
machine rather than five
individual men on the court.

The most interesting factor
about the team is that the boys
are not playing to the best of
their ability. They had a cold
night against High Point. and
average games against Kennedy
and Sherwood-but they won. It
appears that if they ever fufilled
their entire potential, the final Alvin Carter (30) and his brother Stewart (32) vie for a
score would be somewhere rebound among 'two High Point opponents in the junior varsity's
around 110-25 in Blair's favor. opening game.Egg Foo Yong --,- P_h_ot_O_b....::.y_J_O_e_N_eil

After viewing a basketball
victory by Good Council over
Gonzaga, about a week ago, I
couldn 't h~lp wondering what
Blair could do to either of these
teams. A massacre of let's say,
thirty points?

Blair definitely has started to
build up a basketball dynasty in
Montgomery County. I still can't
get over all of the sheer power
that we have on our team. Only
two starters from last year's
Stare Cham'pionship team, Rick
Deming and Art Harris, were lost
through graduation and the
excellent 15-5 JV team from last
year has nicely filled in the gaps.

On top of this, we got two
transferees who were great for
their former teams, Jerry
Winston and Isaac Hunter, the
latter a superstar from Sherwood
who made the all-county team.
last year. We have reserves who
would start for many other high
school basketball tea ms.

Our biggest problem, I
believe, will be adjusting to the
completely contrtlsting
philosophies of our new coach,
Mr. Doane, as opposed to former
coach Clements.' If you recall,
last year ~e played a slowcup,

The team's success can be
a ttributed to its, extremely
relaxed style. The boys appear
to be playing for fun, but this
ploy is deceiving. When the
other team is sufficiently
confident, the IV blows past
them.

It 'is evident that the team has
great potential. Already "stars"
are beginning to appear-the
rebounding of Mike Green and
Jack Freedman, the
ball-handling and shooting of

Blair wrestler, Jay Levine, applies a pin hold to his opponent in a county meet.
begins its season tomorrow at home against Whitman.

Page 14 -- SILVER CHIPS

Many people have said that in
football,' the lineman do all the
work, and' the backs take all the
credit. However, in this year's
Silver Chips most valuable player
poll, a lineman took the whole
show.

Ross Hopeman nudged out
fellow co-<:aptain and lineman
Mike Dichov, 180-97' in this
year's balloting by the players,
coaches, managers, trainers, and
Silver Chips reporter who
covered the tea m.

Following the example of the
varsity basketball team, the
junior varsity cagers have started

Hopeman
wi.ns grid
M. V.P.

Junior cagers follow
• ••varsIty wInnIng way

',1
Ross Hopeman

Each vote counted 10 points
except for those of the coaches
which were worth 20. The
coaches' votes were given extra
weight because it was felt they
were in the best position to
judge. The results were:
Ross Hopeman 180
Mike Oichov ... 97
Joel Harmon 73
Pat McMahan 35
Keith Altman 25
Jerry Blue '.. 10
Earl Wolfe 10
Numbers such as seven, three,
and five occurred because several
voters chose to spl'n their
ballots.

Hopeman's honor was the
culmination of a steady
improvement in performance
over the last season and a half.
His rise really began in the 1968
Whitman game when according
10 Coach' Pugliese, "Ross

(See MVP, page 15)



me personal attention and
taught me a lot." Jerry hopes to
play for Deane at Virginia State,
where he is now coaching.

Both boys think a great deal
of Coach Doane and are familiar
with his style of play. Hunter
played for the coach at
Sherwood, and Winston is a
District product of the run,
jump, shoot, type of play.

the one he had against Richard
Montgomery when he literally

.blew in to dump Mon tgomery
quarterback Gary Pacquet.

The only other Blairite to
receive recognition by the Post
was Dichov, who made the
second team All-County at
Ii he backer. Dichov deserved
better, but was unable to receive
recognition because he was
hampered most of last season
with injuries.

Even so, Dichov played well,
showing tremendous versatility
in playing three different
positions: linebacker, guard, and
end. Ironically, he says that in
college he would like to make it
as a defensive back. Hopeman
indicated no preference saying
he would play wherever he got a
chance.
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Why shouldn't there be asmuch
joy in giving as receiving?

'1151 Viers Mill load, Wheaton, Md.

player which he showed
averaging 28 points per game last
season. Basketball Coach Gene
Doane, however, is bringing him
along slowly to develop needed
experience.

The former coach at Cardozo,
Harold Deane, left a lasting
impression on Winston. "Coach
Deane is a great man. He worked
with me on everything. He gave

Hopeman, Dichov
make county team

(MVP, Cont. from page 14)

Hopeman finally grew up today.
We knew that he could do it all
along and today he did."

A co ntributing factor in
Hopeman's "ma turity" was the
help he received from former
coach Mike McNerney.
McNerney spent a good part of
his time following the 1967
season working with Ross and
halfback Joel Harmon on 'the
gymnastic equipment; helping to
improve the strength, balance,
and coordination of these two
1;Jall players.

In another award for his
flchicvement, Ross was named to
the Post's All-County team as a
guard. ActuaIJy, he could have
made the team on defense as
welJ with performances such as

"I Chuclc Levin has everything in musi~,

Reasonable Rates

593-0112 (Evenings)

!
. - ".... ........... .. ....

Model Railroad
.Center

108I-R Rockville Pike
Rockville, Md. 762-4499
Model Railroads Exclusive

----
I

Monroe Ford I
1237 East West HYiY I

Silver Spring'

Near 16th St., Georgia Ave.
Colesville Rd.

Beltway Exits 21 and 22

.....,.----~ ...... --- ......~ ;

Mr. John Zarcibaiko presents Ulf Wahine and Walter Cardoza with their a
to the All-Metropolitan soccer team. -

In Hunter, Blair has a
potential high school
All-American. He was an
aU-county selection last year,
averaging 17.6 points per game.
His defensive play is considered
among the best in the area.

Winston, a 5-10, 155 lb.
sophomore, was a member of
Cardozo's JV last year. He also
11"'<lS the potential to be a great

Cage stars transfer
Two welcome additions to the

Varsity basketball team this year
are Isaac Hunter and Jerry
Winston. Their backgrounds
seem to have many parallels.
They lived in the same area of
Washington, D.t. Both have
been playing the game for only
about four years. They also
share the same philosopliy on
the con trasting styles of
basketball in Washington and in
Montgomery County.

Hunter, a 6-3, 195 lb. senior is
a transfer' student from
Sherwood High School in Sandy
Springs, where he lived for four
years. Prior to that, he lived in
the District and would have gone
to Cardozo, a 'hotbed' of great
basketball talent.

Hunter noted the main
difference in the types of
basketball played. "I nterh igh
League basketball is much faster.
You run iJJld look for the open
man and he shoots. In
Montgomery .County, there are
more set plays on offense. It is
slower. Defense is stressed
more .. ,

Hunter,Winston come to Blair

HAND-:ro-HAND CO~BAT

JIU.JITSU

Suburban School of Self Defense

SELF·DEFENSE

Free Introductory Lesson

B. Jones - Director
(

O',.......... SIIop
2522 University Bouleverrd W.

Wheaton. Md.. 946-9609
10.000 Paperbacks-Half Price

open Deily 11.30·6 p.m.
Sunday 2:00·5 p.m.
Wed.• Thurs.. Frt. 7:00·9 p.m.
Closed Thurs. till 7:00 p.m.

appear to be the toughest
opponents. This is assumed
because most of the good
players in the county come from
White Oak, Takoma, Eastern and
Montgomery Hills. Montgomery
Hill s, Takoma and Eastern
usually split their classes
between Blair and B-CC, while
White Oak usually sends their
classes to Springbrook.

Most of the players now on
the team have come from
Takoma, Eastern and
Montgomery Hills, but some
have come from other schools,
and most of the players have had
some experience playing
organized basketball. This is
especially important because
little skills are hard to pick up
and learn without coaching, and
many times a game is won or
lost on" key plays which mai
depend on little skills.

It will be in teresting to see if
the new program works. If it
does a possible new standard
might be set on coaching j.v.
teams, and a dynasty may be in
the making at Blair.

I

C.II TodQ 966-6034

C.I.lrt DrI,I., .......

5151 Wisconsin Avenue

T.ke CALVERT'S c:ampect.

1IritI.fN'tIII ........

3-WEEK

Drt.w E ..

...• 1£ IEIII,.....

l ./'
Isaac Hunter (30) attempts to bring down a rebound as the rest

of the Blazers look on. Photo by .Joe Neil

With the varsity basketball
team rated to take the state
championship again this year,
Blair's junior varsity may be
overshadowed by its
counterpart. (This is not meant
to imply that the team is not
good. Quite the contrary - the
team has excellent potential).

This potential will be worked
out and used by coaches Art
Cramer and Myron Hanke, who
have developed a new system
this year. This program involves
orienting the players to the type
of basketball the varsity plays.
That way, when the J.V. players
"graduate" to the varsity, they
will have no adjustment
problems.

A Iso incorporated in the
program will be an emphasis on
team play rather than
dependance on separate players.
This way, one player will not
have a major effect on the team.
If for some reason he couldn't
play a replacement would be
installed and the team would
play the same without him.

This is particularly important
if the player is injured or has.
academic problems. It has
happened that just before a very
important game, the star player
has been injured or kept out for
some reason and the team has
lost the game. This is just what
coaches Cramer and Hanke are
trying to avoid.

As to the competition for this
year, Springbrook and Peary

l.V: outlook bright
under new system

/
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Patrol revised
Student government has over

hauled the much debated
citizenship committee. For the
complete story, see page 2 of
this issue.

~ilutr
Basketball study

See the first of a three part
series on the players that make
up the Blair varsity basketball
team on page 8 of this issue.
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In.te'!p'retive Analysis- ~--~

Human relations:-mair-s-mii~

Contract negotiations halt
as MCEA, boar~ conflict

find no protection from the bombardment from
the E building breezeway.

Photo by Alan Goldstein

Marder "shoots straight from
the shoulder," discussion
groups moderated by
professional personnel from
Rockville, lunch, and an
assembly at the end to
summarize all that went on
during the day. The
discussion groups would be
structured in such a way as to·
include three or four
teachers, and a cross-section
of studen ts.

3) The same type of program as

(See RELATIONS, page 3)

EXAM SCHEDULE
This year, mid-term examinations will be administered on

Thursday, January 22, Friday, January 23, and Monday,
January 26. Those students who are absent on any of the three
test dates, can take makeup exams on January 27. The exam
schedule is printed below:

Blairite beaten,
police nab three

differences hetw~en faculty
members and hring out ideas
for improveu stuucnt-teacher
relations.

2) A workshop for teachers and
half of the student body on
January 29th to relieve
tensions between students
<lnd teachers, blacks and
whites, "hippies" and
"greasers," and other
subcultures existing within
the school. The program
would include an assembly
featuring Mrs. Harris, who
at:cording to Mr. Stuart

Thursday Friday Monday
Period Time January 22 January 23 January 26
1 8:08 Regular Regular Regular

8:55 2nd per. 3rd Per. 1st Per.

2 9:03 1st Period 2nd Per. 3rd Per.
I, 3 10:45 Exam Exam Exam

4 10:53 Lunch Lunch Lunch
12:39 Reg; 5th Reg; 6th Reg. 4th

period period period

5 12:47 4th Period 5th Per, 6th Per.
6 2:30 Exam Exam Exam

The police arrested three nQn-Blairites during the resource period
on January 14, in an attempt to find a lead in a Blair extortion ring
that apparen t1y has' been flourishing for over a year. According to
Assistant Principal J oh n Freeman, five young men approached
several Blair students, demanding money. The incident was
immediately reported to the police who took the trespassers into
custody.

The beating of a Blair student climaxed another day of trouble,
as a 'similar event took place a month ago. According to Dr. William
Brennan, principal, during lunchtime on December 17, "a few
studen ts foreign to Blair positioned themselves on the stairway
leading to the cafeteria near the main office, and told students that
they would have to pay a 'toll' to enter the cafeteria."

While some Blairites escaped the theft, Brennan added that many
"had change taken from them."

When thc students were told to leave by Mr. Stuart Marder,
biulogy teacher, "the gang ran through the cafeteria to the rear
parking lot door to a car."

Assistant principal John Freeman added that the boys hit
cafeteria director Mrs. Mary Ferguson' car while trying to escape.
When the police came, the robbers had already gone.

The D.C. license tag numbers and car description were noted by
witnesses and relayed to the police, who are now investigating the
matter. It has not hecn definitely established as to whether the two
groups of in truders were, in fact, the same group.

Later that day, a Blair senior was accosted and beaten at the
parking lot adjacen t to F building.

Commenting on his beating, the student, who wishes to remain
anonymous, said, "I was waiting for someone and I walked out of
the new building across the parking lot. Some guys came up to me
and asked if I was a teacher and if I went to Blair."

He continued, "They asked me if they could ask me something
and I said 'yeah' but they would have to continue walking with me.
The next thing I knew, I was on the ground."

"A car drove up and two morc guys got out. Then four of them
were on me and it was all over in a few minutes." he added.

(See BEATING, page 2)

Matikonis, and Mrs. Sylvia
Wu bnig. According to Miss
Matikonis, fringe henefits are the
numher one priority that
teachers seck in the new
contrat:l.

(See MCEA, page 3)

I) A wor"sllOp f l' 1':,I"i! rs on
Jan uary ::!8th to resolve

by BOB SHAYNE
The late Dr. Martin LUlher

King onn' \Hote. "Svon~r or
laler. all the peoples of the
woril l • willl\lut reg<lrd 10 the
political systems under whil'i,
Illl'y live, will have to discover a
way to live together in peace."

Peace is the major problem in
the worlu today. Friction
bet ween humans is very obvious
when it becomes most person'al 
at hOlllc. It is hecoming an
obvious prohlem at Blair.

I n r~cent months, this subject
has come under discussion in
several BlaiT "human-relations"
groups, who have been discuss
ing conOicts cen tered around the
prohlems of attendance, library
IIS~, urug usc, vandalism, and
racial unrest. The l<Jller subject
was of partkular concern to the
COlli mittee of Eight which
brought up the problem of
teachers being cursed at b~1

stu den t s, particularly black
studen ts. In an <lttcmpt to cast'
the varied tcnsions, Mrs. Ru th
Bates lIarris, uirl'ctor of Ilulllan
Relations for the County
schools, was brought onto the
scene.

Mrs. Harris, a hl<lck. ~hen met
with the COllll1liltee of Ei"ht
the stude nt -faculty COlli m it7ee:
the group on interracial dating,
and the Friday morning group in
Novemb~r and early Deccmber.

Of these m'~etings, the one
with the Friday morning group
was probably Inost significant,
for the idea for the human
relations workshop was
proposed. Th.: suggested
program is three-fold:

k~ls it h<Js m<Juc its presence
strongly fell. "MeFT is the tail
t ha t's wagging the uog,"
decl<Jrcd Mr. J<Jllles Price, Blairs
union d~kgat~. "MCEA did
nothing for years. II only started
to Illove several ytlars <Jgo
becmls~ of pressure frolll the
union.
----iit lfri:it7j .~.;:;t:l':!~. ~ , union
se~ks the sallle gO<Jls in the
presenl contr<Jrt squ<Jhble as
MCEA. In their position p<Jper
titled "Progress, Not Promises",
MCFT lists the following <JS
III <Jj or ohjel'lives: r~duction of
class siz~s. illlproved personnel
<Jml adm inistra tive tet:h niques,
mort: fringe henefits, and higher
salaritls. All these aims are
de;l1<Jnds of MCEA.

As of now, however. the
<Jssorialion and the union are far
aparl. At:t:ording to Prit:tl, just
this year, MCEA tried to kel'p
the new teacher list from the
union. It was finally fort:ed to
release the .Jist by a cOllrt order.

Presen t negotiations could
possibly determine the type
of 0 rganization which will
represen t county teachers in the
years to come.

Blair has three delegates to
the MCEA conven tions; Mr.
Robert Moore, Miss Kathleen

~ ~'1

.'~~

,; l~
After a recent snowfall, Blairites use free time

between classes to engage in snowbattles. Victims

by RICK WEISBLATT
Contral·t ncgotialions

hl' Iw~~n the M on Igomery
Cuunly Board of Educatin,: :i.,J
the Monlgolii<:ry County
Euuc:ltion Association reached
an impasse on Monday·, January 12.

Dr. James A. S~nsenbaugh,

,tryland's Sup~rirti~n en .'
Schools declarcd the illl passe
when the two nl'gotiating t~<JIllS

faileJ to nll'et their s~cond

d~adlin( of bnuary 2. whkh
was extended frlJm the Original
one of Nt'\I Yc~!rs Day.

Tht' stail'mal( actually
lJri~lnall'd onl' week hdorl' it
h~cal1le olTit:ial when nl~mbers

of tv!C(-:A overwhelmingly voteu
against a' conlrat:l proposed hy
the tcams. The problems here
w~re Ihe refusal of the Board to Other dem<Jnus incluue a
accept the MCEA as the true defin~d school workday that
representative of the County's starts no more than IS minutes
tC<lchas. <lnd, of t:ourse, Illoney. hcforl' <lnu ends no more than
The result was that Dr. Edwaru 15 minutes after the studcnt
Anurews. rl'lHest:nting the day, that compl'nsatory time be'
BO<lrd, Dr. J. Daviu Ebcrly, <Jrr<lnged for teachers who cover
r~presl'nting MCEA, <lnd Mr. Eli cbsses in the abscnt:e of tlie
Rot: k , an e x p ~ ri e n c e d r~gularly scheduled teacher and
profession<J1 arhitr<ltor from th~ est'<lblishment' of
Philadelphi<l, Pennsylvania. havc "educational leave at the ratc of
bel'n namcd to a mediation 3 days per year."

panel which met for thc first On being asked what future
time January IS and continued MCFT has if MCEA continues to
in session through Saturday, produce, Price responded, "That
January 17. dOl'sn't really malleI'. Goals arc

February 12 is the deadline the main Ihing, not the vehicle
for ratification of an agreement by which thl'y arc achievl~d." If
as the budget must he submitted .MCEA ads as hl' feels it should
to the County Council byMarch and really starts moving toward
I. An IInport<Jn( lactor IS that. improving the lot of teachers in
the. mcdiation will 'not be this county. Price feels that
bllldlllg hl'C<JUSl' under Maryland "there is a possibility for a
S ta tl' I <lW on Iy advisory merger."
arbitration is Pl'T1ll issable.

An intl'Tesled onlooker in
this situation is the Montgomery
County Feueralion of Teachers,
a union <lffiliated with the
AFL-C'IO..

One reason for this in terest is
that union members will be
directly affected as the
negotiated contral:! will be
offered them as well as to MCEA
members. Since MeFT is the
minority organization in this
county, however, it has no direct
power in the arbitration
proceedings.

Indirectly, though, the union



FAIRWAY PH~RMACY
531 Dale Drive

;)Ilvlfr-Spnng, Md.

Full Line of School Supplies
and Cosmetics '

orman Goldslein. an l'x-GI and
a Inelllhl.'r of lhe Sludl.'lIt
Mobilization Comlllittee,
confronteLi Sieger on the issue of
GI'~ being forced to buy U,S,
Savings Bonds,

Aftl:r L1enying lhe charge.
Sil:ger said thai sillL'c Goldstem
was not a Blair student. he was
trespassing, ThL' laller was ~Is"ed

to !caw the sl.'hool by 11ll'
adillin ist ration,

(BEATING, from page I)

EARN BIG MON EY
AS A BEAUTY OPERATOR

TRAIN FOR AN EXCITING CAREER
'IN BEAUTY CULTURE

BY EUROPEAN EXPERTS

'Nobody helped me'

Ice Cream at it's Best!

1325 University Blvd. E., Langley Park, Md.

Weile's Creations

MR. THIBAUD Director of the school, formerly from

Open 6 P.M. to 12 P.M.

Fridavs and Satur~ays till 2 A.M.

o bod y he I pI.' dill", pnsons should rl.'port thl: llIaller
SOlnL'OI1l: eVt'nlll:l1l~ L'~IIIlL' to llIe imllledialely to the main officI.',
and 10lLi 1111.' to stay flln,' ~Ind *Any studcnt ,remaining in
wait for hell', But I figurL'L1 that lhe school building afler school
if no one Ilelped ml' hy thcn, ,1l0lll'S sllould be under the
thc)! weren'l going to help IllC at direction of a faculty advisor.
all," *I\ny sludenl approached hy

The student llIanaged to get persons demanding llIuney
to <I friend's hOllse anLi from should lakc special note of any
thne 10 a ho~pital where hl: was L1escrtpliun anLi sl1l1111d report
released after a few hours, illllllL'diatL'ly to the Illain ol'l'icL'.

Tile L1escription of thc car * A IW:lys ollserve whl:lller
used in the bealing was silPilar Ihn,' :II't' (lIbel' wilncsses 10 :Iny
10 the onc used in the extortion trouhle,
incidenl earlier in the day, WhilL' I-'rcL'lll:ln stall'll th~J1 "from
therL' were witnessL'~ to hOlh tilll" to lime over tile past years,
OCCll1'~lnces. thne are slll!ht thl'rL' Ilan' hel:n IsolillL'd
L1eserl'palll'ies hetwL'l'n license illcidents. What we Illusl find
lag descriptions, out is wllether this is aL'lually an

"Yei." conllllenteLi Frel'man, isolated incident or a refkclion
"it is particularly noleworthy (Ll of Ihc change in our school
praise Illl' cooperation on the environllleni."
part of Montgomery Blair "We (tile administration) are
students (in giving eye-witness Vl:ry much concerned. Our
descriptions), The Montgomery prilJl<lry duty is to main lain the
County Police werc ljui.\J:>-- to s~lfety of thL' students helT, We
respulld anll were anxious Ic-()---'~;"..' " J.u' any mcasures necessary
follow through on any lead," to insure their s~lf"'ty,"

In order 10 avoid further ,---------'------,'
incidcn ts of Ihis natu re. the
administration has asked tile
Slud~s • L' lL' .... I'\wmg
precau lions:

*Any student noting a
suspicious person or group of

coming illto the service,"
prolllised Marilll' f{.:cruitl:r

SargL'ant Roger C. BearLl,
speaking on pay and allowanccs,
Starting pay in tile arJIll'd
services is $115,20 a munth:
$ 105 a I'll'/' taxes,

Thl: eLlucational and travd
opportunities availablc in the
scrvice Wl:re also L1lscussed.

During the follOWing
question and answer pniod,

(See COMMITTEE, page 61

LEARN YOUR WAY
TO HIGH~R PAY

OR BETTER GRADeS AT

TEMPLE
SCHOOL

Draft assembly cites
military pros~ cons

BJa irites who at ten Lied last
week's optional sekClive snvicL'
assemhly heard l'l'present~ltlve~

of four hranches of thL' military
disL'uss Ihe aspects ot' Illilitary
service.

After outlining' the draft
lottery system. ArnlY Ser
ge<lnt Dan Sieger relateLi infor
mation on the posslhle cancel
lation of many student anLi
occupational deferments.

Sieger could nOI pin poilll
whosl' dcrnlllenls would be
cancelled, explaining thai
", ixon ha~ not thoroughly
outlined thL'II1."

Photo by Alan Goldstein

Marine Sargeant Roger G. Beard answers questions during an
informal discussi<?n following last week's draft assembly.
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lie adLied that "" mdn with ~I

valid ddnllient will not haw to
go (into the service) whell his
n Uill bn is c~ilkLl, bu t he is
sub.iecl to il11mL'diate induction
when his defermenl expires,"

A man who IS between the
dges of 19 to 26, is eligible for
the lottery, ann: deferred,
how L' vcr , a I' e g is I I' ~I n tis
vulnerable until Ihe age of 35
aftn his L1efenllent expires.

"You're not going 10 be nch

Citizenship committee
faces. redefined powers

by JON BOR
pat rol may, with the assistance Johnson and Pugl iese act ing as

The much criticized of a nearby teacher detain a advisors.
Citizenship Committee, after student who is "disruptive;" the A re v am pi Ilg of 1he
discussion, trial, and debate, is other must seek one of the committee's personnel will also
currently facing an extensive sponsors for any action to be take place. Both male and
overhaul. Announcing the taken. female patrols will be selected'
decision on January 9, Student Pugliese remarked that he by the Student (;overnment.
Government President Jeremy "always felt that you cannot Part of the current membership
Musher outlined plans for the give a student authority over will be retamed. __
committee's n.ew structure. anoth~studrz~~' ----- --Th'; d;-;;;;;;~ak~ plaL'e are

The mO~L~e-Them:w system is also aimed largely due to past criticism.
....--W..jJ~I"'"':'b-e-:t:he patrols' redefined at alleviating the problem of 1110St lyon the purl of st udcn Is.

powers. Disciplanary action will outsiders causing disturbances Incidents of harassment were
be totally reserved for the within the school. Placing reported and a gL'lH'ral
ad ministration or committee patrols in the halls every period dissatisfaction prevailed among a
sponsors, Mr. James Johnson will enable them, as the plan large number of Blair students,
and Mr. Vincent Pugliese. suggests, to recognize outsiders who questioned the necessity of
Roving patrols will have the and report them to either having any patrols whatsoever.
function, as the Student Pugliese or Johnson. Pugliese "I was a little disturhed,"
Government newsletter states;'of maintained,"lt's a lot easier for Pugliese commented, "over the
checking the lavatories for fires, students to recognize other cOl11plaints levied against the
etc, checking for non-Blair students (not attending Blair) committee. i firmly believe that
students wandering the halls," than for the faculty or the few incidents which
and "to see if anything is administration." occurred hefore were blown out

occurring with is abnormal to The new format also includes of proportion."
Blair life." a shifting of the control of the Consequently, during the'

Patrols will be on duty every committee. Previously, the week of Decembn 1'1-23,
period of the day, though free group was a Student Student Government removed
passage in the halls during the Government committee, but it a!1 patrols from the halls on a
lunch hour will be permitted was not under their direct trial hasis 10 L1l'terJnine what
wl'thout restrl'ctl'on'. h' P I' k' effect the 1II0ve would have onsponsors Ip. 0 ICy ilia Illg

For mer I y , com mit tee rested wi-th Pugliese and Johnson
members were empowered to wi th S tuden t Government
take direct action on other having little say ,concerning their
students, notably ordering function. Pugliese stated, "there
unauthorized students to return was an appearance that it was a
to class: tenant of the administration."

Under the new system, Under the new plan Student
patrols will be working in pairs. Government will have final
)n the event of difficulties, one decision-making powers with

-DGy &- eve. C/osses at 5
I.ocurions

-LeflTTl Typing, Shorthand,
Speed Readfng

-Prep Course for College
Board Exams

-Career Courses in IBM
DGta Processing, Electronics,
Secretarial & Business Subjects

PHONE 01. 7-2900
or mail this coupon

PHONE 588-7666

Elizabeth Arden will guide you to this facinating

profession. You can start as part time while you

are still in school.

8736 Arliss Slreet

Silver Spring, Md. 20901

Super Giant Shoppinj( Center

Bring in this ad and receive a 25% discount off tht' cost.
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Vice President resigns,
office open to seniors

New York on September 5,
1969.

The director of the company
is Ben Stevenson, a young
dancer·choreogr·<lpher who was
formerly associated with
England's Royal Ballet <lnd
London Festiv<ll Ballet.

The ensemhle will be
appearing <Jt four other schools
in the metropolif<ln area before
they t:ome to Blair. The
company will appear at Blair for
two perform<lnt:es on February
7, at 2:30 P.M. and 8:30 P.M.
Tickets are priced at $3.75, but
will be available to students for
$2.00.

The dedit::Jtion of
M 0 n tgomery Blair's new
auditorium is tent<ltively
scheduled to occur on March I.

Since the auditorium will be
available for use to Montgomery
County once it is completed,
other activities are scheduled to
take plat:e before the official
opening.

One such even t is being
sponsored by the Women's
Committee for the W:lshington
National Symphony. II is a
hallet performed by the
Harkness Youth Dancers.

This dance comp<lny consists
of seventeen teenage artisb, The
new ensemble made its debut in

Auditori,um set
to open March 1

4....
Youth Dancers, the annual show and ~enior class
play will be presented there later in the year.

Photo by Alan Goldstein

Blair's new auditorium, boasting a seating
capacity of 1200, is scheduled to open March 1. In
addition to the performance by the Harkness

Teachers, Board clash

7"

wishes Blair

SILVER CHIPS

a Happ?, Ground Hog's Day

Tlie vice president is responsible
for the Monogram Award. Activity
Couneil, plan/ling assemblies, //laking
daily allllOlf/lCements and acting as
President of tlie Acth,ity Couneil.
Applicatiolls for tlie post on'
amilable ill tlie student government
ojlice.
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;1 special stlldellt KOremll1ellt
elec/ioll will- he held to jill the
raCOIICY leji hy the resignatioll ofSG
vice president Kristi Spieler. Kristi"s
family plalls to mOl'e to Penllsyll'ania
in early Fehl1lary.

The ojfice of vice president is
open to seniors only.
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new personnel. At present. the
principal of e<lch, school
interviews prospective tenchers
and determines whether or not
his school needs them. MCEA
feels th<lt de part men t heads
should also be present since they
should be most <lware of the
situation in their own
depart men t.

Tile Board's biggest problclD
in negotiating a settlement seems
to be money. The County
Council has repeatedly warned
Rot:kville that it intends to keep
<I tight t:eiling on school costs.
The Council h<ls declared that it
will not increase taxes to meet a
BO<lrd budgd that goes beyond
the amount allotted for normal
growth.

Thus. Rockville is in a real
hind. It has estimated its share
of'revenues to be $7.6 million:
The contr<lct that MCEA
rejet:led would have cost almost
that much.

by MCEA for a reduction in the
ave rage class size. Such a
reduction. of course. would he
dependant upon new <Jnd/or
t r<lnsferred teachers.

S:Jlary, alw:JYs a problem in
any contract, was a prohlem
hen: 100. First. MCEA claims
thaI proposed salary raises f<liled
10 met'l the rising cost of living.
In <Jdd it ion, the BO:Jrd tried to
elirninalt' two itel11s from the
pay sC~lk thai the teachers feel
a,-e necessa ry.

MeEA insisled that it does
represent the new teachers :Jnd
has held out for:J minilllum hase
pay for theill.

The Board also seds to
c1il11inall' the salary index. This
index is fhe p:Jy sC<Jle up n
which te<Jchers' s:Jlaries are
hased.

Another still unsellied
prohit'1l1 is the Illl:thod for hiring

faculty members can relieve the
tensions hy heing partit:ularly
careful that no signs of
dist:rimination are shown. She
also c<Jutioned the f<lculty to not
only look :Jt the hostility, but to
look into the re<lSOn5 for this
hostility.

At the end of Mrs. lIarris'
spe,lcil, Monti outlined tentative
plans for thL! proposed
workshop. Since no previous
information ahout this had heen
givcn to the majority of the
f(lculty, the presentation
backfired. Brennan, reporting
hack to the steering committ.ee
on January 9, declared, "We hit
t.hem cold wit.h this last week."
Another gener<ll fnculty meeting
was called for January 12.

Among the haffled was Mrs.
James Price who felt there wns
"a lat:k of organizat.ion." He
favors the workshop question
being put in the form of a bill,
add ing iI' this were d one, he
would oppose it. He believes a
less general subject such <IS

stude n t-te<lcher relationships
would have a wider appeal.

1fthis program proved
successful, Price would like to
see another bill passed dealing
which a different topic. He
would prefer "feeling his way."

Mr. Allan Graham agrees with
Price in that he believes the
scope of human relations is too

(See RELATIONS, page 5)

(RELATIONS, from page I)

MCEA demands pay

Blair focuses thought
on relations workshop

(MCEA, from page I)
Another lkm<Jnd by MetA is

thl' hiring. or III . re new teachers.
The rejected contr<Jct provided
for 27H. of which !'vlCI:A c1<Jims
245- will hl' needed 10 starf
sevl'ral nl'W schools. Till' Board
illsists that unly ~Irl'und 124 will
he used for Ih(s purposed. The
railurl' or llie opposing sidcs 10

COllI prom ise 011 such issues W<JS a
major factor 1'01' tlie imf1~lssl'.

Dill' hl'lll'l il would he a
hetll'r group he~i1lh program
wi Ih the !jo<Jrd 1'001 ing most of
the bill. If sUl'h' hel1l'rits could be
<Jgreed on, 1CT A would acccpt
<J sal<lry raise tbat merely
matches thl' ri~l' in the cost of
living in Monlgomery County.
The proposed contracl Illet
nl'lther of thrse dl'm~lnds.

Courled with Ihe Ill'W
tl'achers COil rJ il't is the request

in 2 ull lhl' 3UIII, Involvillg Ihl'
othl'l' Iwlf of Ihl' student hody.

Thesl' prnposals Wl'l'l' then
directl'd to a COllllllittee
involving Dr. Willialll I3renn:Jn.
Mr. John l'rl'l'lll<Jn. Mr. I:n7.0
Moilli (sehool psydlOll>gisl).
Mrs. Betty Fon.Jen. Marder. Mr,
Vi nt:e Pugliese. Mr. Robert
M:Jddox, Mr. J<lmes Sylvester,
StuUenl (;overnment Secret<lry
St:ott Newson. student
0111 budsman David Borgida.
R<lchel Willial11s. and int:oming
princip<ll Dr. Past:hal Emma.

Th is t:omm iIll'l' brough t up
ll11'chanical problems such as
whcther attL'lld:lIll'L' at the
workshop should hl' m<Jlldatory
:Ind disL'ussL'd allernak propos:Jls
in C~ISl' the workshop idea should
be rejected, Suggestions included
usc of the resourcepeliod, a onc
day workshop, and a h<llf day
workshop. On the question of

-attend<lnt:e it wns dcdded that
attendance should he mandatory
because one question the
workshop 'committee hopes to
resolve is 'why people skip"!

On January 5, Mrs. Harris
spoke to the faculty nhout some
of the concerns voiced by
facuIty and students. Included in
her remarks was her analysis of
the situation; the ways in which
students express their
discontent, the ways in which



group who stands to gain less from the
workshops than could the "trouble"
student.

Some teachers ·have stated that they
would not be willing to give up the ·two
days of classes scheduled for the assembly
without any assurance that the workshop
would be successful. Realistically, we
cannot predict the success of such a
program, but can only estima te what we
stand to gain by it.

• ,T h u s, aU these disadvantages are
outweighed by one significant advantage 
the fact that any kind of communication is
better than none at all. Realizing that Blair
does not have any major problems at
present we should not wait until
teache-r-student communication
deteriorates to a point where it is
impossible to correct.

What·have we
got to lose?

::::.:::.;:.:::.:",:.:.'. :::;:::::;::;::;:;::::::;:;:;::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;=;:;:;:;:~~~~\
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Jan,' Finch
SeniOi

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
liz Symonds

• It is widely known that
students will not report illegal
action by other students. lIuve
tht' Leugue I11t'mhers forgollen
their own student. mores'!

WON is com posed of
"conct'rned cit izens". I sllggest
~hat they also beCfllJ1l' reulist.k
Cllizens.

muinlain that our Monlgomcry
(\)l~nty school principals. on tht'
indiviuual t·ampUSt's. are llle best
judges of lhe' dkcts of
., poisonolls copy on their
sill dt' n t s.. Thcy have ,been
uuthori/cd 10 make Ihosc
decisiolls by the Board of
(,ducation, whose experience in
school managt'mt'nt is obviously
greater than thut of WON.

A furt her fullacy in the WON
rcport is tht' Lcague's naiw
assumplil)ll Ihat tht' studt'nls
would aclually reporl drug
activity to a hired drug
inforlll'lt.ion .t'onfii)ant (the
hiring or whol11 in itself should
enragt' srhool budget walt'hers).

Silv'er Chips
SlIv. a.iPl. i. publilhed 8!*Y two by the
!S1ucIent newtplIp8I' st8ff; Montgomery higll
;1ChooI. W.yn. Ave. at o.Ie Dr•• Silver Spri Md.
'20907. Phone: 688-6602. EdItorW views we not
nec••••rtly thole of. the 1ChooI.
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Robbie Ross

Rkhard Anderson
Senior

Drug war
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Emily Ros8f'!thal

New. Editor Jon Bor
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Sputa Editor Cr.ig Ro_thal
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Wendy Rothman
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wish 110 take issue with
stutements in Ihe Derember'
16th issue of Silver Chips.
attributed 10 tilt' Monlgoillery
County War on Narcotics League
(WON).

WON member Thomas
Phillips' objected that the
criterion for the distribution of
puhlications on school cumpust's
is the I:onsent of lhe principul.

lie is quoted us saying that.
"if a publication udvocated or
enrourages tht' illicit use of
drugs, it is a fact. and not
something which should he
Sll bjected to the il;dividual
interpretati9n or opinion",

Docs Mr. Phillips seriously
ask .us to believe that such
situutions arc ulways dear-rut? I

teums. Please re Ille mht'r, 100.

that it is this year's JV that wi11
enable us to win our 3rd
consecutive State Championship
in '70-'71.

Sally Kaplan
Senior

JV spirit
am writing to .express my

concern over the poor
attendanct' at our JV hasketbull
games. We have a very fine JV
team this year. Every game has
been an exciting one, with mudl
thrilling play occuring. Almost
all of the attention of the
studen t body has been given to
our Varsity team. This is only
natural, seeing as they arc Stute
Champs and a superb team. But
the fact remains that our JV has
also performed beautifully this
season (8-1 at this poin t) and is
deserving oLour support.

Get out and cheer both

0~S~5~0~:.~«~~·~:·;'.'~~:~»~~0~~~mtm~mX%N}Soapbox~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Police patrol
Student government has set Ollt to overhaul tile much

debated citizenship committee. Yet closer inspection Are you tired of watching the
reveals that the committee remains significantly same old T.V. programs on
unchanged. Friday nigh t'I Arc you look ing

for something worthwhile and
The SG organization, which previously policed the halls different to do with Y.our

rep9r ting students who were out of class without:a note,. weekend n'ighls'! Then coine to
did not answer to its SG sponsors but was rather, in the the Donkey Baskctball game and
wOi"ds of its sponsor, "a tenant of the administration,." • enjoy yourself'

The new committee plan calls for the members of the Comt' watch nine exhuusted
donkeys purade aroul1l1 tht'

organization to "wander" through the halls (a similar court in the midst of one
description was applied to actions of student offenders) thousand hysterically screaming

~lLe-ckip...g for fires i,n lavoratories, an,d kids. COllle watch your'karhers
."anything. , ,abnormal to Blair life," It does not allow make asses of themselves. COllie
the Qatwls which wjJJ travel ill' pairs, to take "dir-etJt. and Ja~gh u~ a .donkey IS YUllked.
,-:,. ,,- ~ . . '. across the floor m the path of
actIOn agamst any student. _ hard. bouncing balls. You'll see
• There ar_e many' qiscr.eranciqs in this Dew plan, WAc- • their backs; they're .all riddled

wIll be . the jOdge . of whitt is "abnorm'al" activity? SG with saddle sores. (Bow could
states that the patrol members can seek the aid of a they huvc gotten there'!)
teacher to "detain" a student while the club sponsors are, ?h wid!. it ull adds 10, the

. , ., eXl:ltelllent ot the game. (ome
called, to revIew the sItuatIon. Teachers should resent luugh us fat. old M~. So and So
being asked to act as policemen, being taken away from rides his littit' donkey arross the
the classroom to act as law enforcement officers, gym. Isn't it funny 'tllt' wuy its

In addition, we do not know what "direct action" the back bends from ull the weight?
committee cannot take--the simple act of detaining a Isn't il funny to watch tht~ir legs

. " tremble as the nohit' donkeys
student may be conSIdered dtrect actIon, and the mC11l bel'S strive to carry their heavy loads
do have the power to do this. on to victory? And don't forget

Even whitewashed with new proposals, the cOl11m itte.e the best part is the referee.
remains what it has always been-a police force composed Gee -- I t's always a lot of fun
of.students whose d'uties and powers are unfortunately to dWdatdch titre1d donke,yst ~)eilnlg

, . , , " pro e WI 1 an c ec rica y
ambIguous. It IS Ir011lC that at the sametlme BlaIr has. charged stick. But don't worry,
conscientiously sought a solution to its human relations the donkeys don't mind. They're ,
p-rubleI lTS, it has maintained a committee that has brought . used to itul!. They pluy this
tension and hostile feelings on the part of its students, gamc SIX nights a week, so lhey

get 101 sol pract Il:t'.
So, this Frid<lY eYening,

instead of doing some of your
homcwork, or doing all the
I:hores you haven't done for 23
weeks, go to u Donkey
Basketball gamc! It's guaranteed
to give you the thrill of a life
time!



Need 'sense of belonging'
Blair's black students

and are a large group from one
country."

The studen ts' backgrounds
make a definite imprint on their
political views. An example is
their opinions on the Vietnam
War, According to Cortner,
many from the Far East are very
anti-Communist because a
majority live no more than 500
miles from the Chinese boundry.
"Practically anybody that you

. find cume over here usually from
a coun try that has been
controlled in one way or another
by China ... (they are) afraid of
Chinese expansion, China has'
traditionally claimed part of
Southeast Asia as their own," he
commented,

The youthful political
activities surprised Martha
Famadas from Cuba. "I don't
see how the government can let
them do it," she said. She added
that she would pity Sou th
Vietnam if it became
Communist. "It was Communist
in Cuba, We didn't have freedom
of speech. We didn't have
anything to eat."

reference," have a curriculum
that delves. deeper, and works
with themes and studies as
difficult as the Greek tragedies.

Many foreign s t uden ts
apprecia te Blair's friendliness
but recognize a cold reaction
toward them on the part of Blair
many students. "You can feel
it," said Faroak Anwary, a
student from Afghanistan, .

Another boy, Nguyen Back
Nhu from Vietnam, said "I
don't feel at home here. When I
was in my own country, I didn't
feel too far." A girl from
Guatemala telt that "with an
American girl they (American
boys) can talk about everything.
I can't say it the way they talk. I
can't explain everything."

Joele Mechaly from Israel
does not like the snobbishness of
those out for their own
popularity. "They do not accept
you for what you are," she
remarked.

Most of the foreign students'
friends are also from other
countries. "The Cu bans stick
together," Cortner said,
"because they are all refugees
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Foreign students learn
. .

language, US attitudes
by LESLIE L1MMI;R

Un til English as a Second
Language was placed into Blair's
cur riculum, foreign students
would "sink or sw im" in regular
English classes. This is the first
year that the course has heen
part of Blair's regular
curriculum.

"We've already extended this
program (from only language
work I to soc'ial studie.s."
explained Cortner. "This is so
students can usc English in a
more practical role."

Cortner teaches three English
as a Second Language classes. In
one, the students study different
kinds of lit~rature and how to
read them. The two advanced
classes, "for foreign kids who are
good stuuents, but who have
problems with vocabulary or

feel that white teachers don't
want thelll in their classes. They
dOll't feel that all white teachers
feel that way about black
studl'nts. Many black students
fl:'el Illost welcome and a part of
some white teachers classes.
They detest going to other's
because they feel that the white
teachers don't want them
there. "

Dr. Rubens says that what is
needed is a 'scnse of belonging,'
"That's what most of the black
students need, a sense of
helonglng.' The tca~hers h'ave a
rcsponsibilit y to inculcate that
sense in all students, hlack or
white."

For the tillle being, there will
bc no human relations
workshop. At their Wednesday
meeting, the faculty voted to
n~consider the proposals at a
IIlt'cting on January 28th.

Special courses for the
foreign born are currently being
expanded to help prepare them
to take a more active role in
American life.

Congressional
ROLLER SKATING RINK

OPEN All YEAR
Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat,

a to 11 PM 954t
(Wed. Class Members Only)

Sun,·Family Night-7 to 10 PM
$1,00 per family

Mon.-Ladies Night-7 to.10 PM
ladies 2541

Sat. & Sun, Matinees
140W. Boule Ave. Rockville, Mel. 2 to 4:30 PM 70~

(AdPcent to Cor9_Oi1II PIal) Shoe SIc. Renal Addi.liouL

Phone: 881.,6 Holidey Mati..... 2104 PM $.60

brought to my at!l'ntion.
"We Ill'ed to do somethin!! to

remOVl' the reasons why black
stuuents feel they arc heing
discriminated against." One area
where he says that black
students feel exdudeu is in thl'
languagc program. "Their
opinion is that when they COIlIC
to Blair, UHlir counsellors leave
thcm out hecausc they feel they
arl' too d~lll1b to enroll in
languages.

"If there arc justifiahlc
reasons why thl')' arl' not ill
lan!!uages and advanced
placement. the,ll this should be
explained to them and they
should not he left to assullle that
this is donl' just becausc they arc
hLack." -

Discussing tbe individual
classroom atmosphere he says,
" I n my talks wit h black
stuuents, I have found that they

I like to have friends - good and sincere friends _. hut it's
funny how I just don't seem to get atong with the American
students here. I have many friends in school but thl'y all
happen to be foreigners. It's not that I don't mingle with the
Americans: it just SCl'm. that they don't want to mingle with
us. They seem to have a certain air ahollt them. They think
too much <Ihou t themsclves.

I got this impression the very first day I came to this
school. Being a new student, I didn't know anything about the
school: there is a scheduh:, the huildings, etc. No one offered
to help me. When I asked them how I cuuld get to a certain
huildin!!, they gave such a hasty answer I just couldn't follow
t!WIlL It could he that I didn't understand them.

But cven in class no une talked to me. Only when I talked,
they responded to my 4U·:stion. anu I uon't like people who
couldn't care less for others.

So I diun't hecome friendly with them. I have got friends
from other countries. When I asked them how they' felt ahout
the American students, they all said that the students seem to
hl' proud of themsl'lvl's. ,

I\nothl'f rcason why I don't gl't along with them might he
their attitude. Not only I. but other foreign students, too,
think that American students are very rudc not to other
stlH.lcnts hut to thcir teachers anu parents. I haven't heen
hrought up in sUl'h an environmt'nl. so I don't like it.

Well, why should I care'! Thl'y're not rude to Ille. I don't
know, hut I just uun't seem comfortable with such people.

Taking all thesc factors in mind, I think my relationship
with Aml'fican studl'nts' is not "ery good.

Fore~ student speaks

'I don~t...get along~

BOWIE STATE
COLLEGE
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• 10-1 faculty-student ratio
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(RELATIONS, from page 3)
hroau "They (thl'
administration) have to
rc c ogni/c tlia t tlil' primary
l'\>tll'l'1'1l is rl'lall'd to tcnsion
I" \' olv In~ a rouilli 11ll' racial
prohknJ. That's till' primary
,-(lnl'l'l'1l l'\'l'r) hody has. only
rlil'} Jon't statl' it Sll
spl'cifically. "

lit' adds. ""m rather
s"eptical about what can be
gailll'd from thesc mel'tings. The
hl'St bl't fur rl'liev,ing tensions
Iwtween white teachers and
Negro students arc the little
things a ll'achcr can do to show
that Ill' is really l'oncel'1led,

Dr. Calvin Rubl'ns offl'rl'd his
l'onl'erns ahoul thl' human
rl'lations prohlems at Bbir,
part icularly thl' black-white
issul'.

"TIll're is a problem helwcl'n
hlack students and whitl'
tl'achers and ht'tween black
students and white students. I
feel blal'k students don't think
whitl' teachers giw tliem a fai'r
chance. White teaehel'!; feel they
giw the hlal'k students as fail a
Ch;1I1Cl' as thl'y do tlie whill'
stulknls. B(llli Pli!!ht hl' liglit. I
all1 l10t ,IW.lrl' of a lot of
pruhll'nls het\l"l'en hlack and
wliit,' students. I'm surl' they
l'xist, hut they haw nol bcen
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FOR THE MUSIC MINDED

HEADSTART ON A

CAR EER IN MUSIC

Ear-Training, Sight-Reading,

Rhythmic Drill
Harmonization,Formal Analysis

hour weekly, 8-week course

Nationally known teacher

Special preparation for

college entrance auditions
Silver Spring Near Blair High

Call for details 588-0748

An analysis just completed
shows thai enroll,llenl at
Montgomery Collcge includes
1,7~4 graduatl's o(theCounty's
Il)(ll) l'iass. 10niguIllery Blair
Il' 'I d s the lis I wi I h I')')
l:reshmL'n ..

Audilllrilinl. l3alli,nnrl'
hll110nl'ln nnVl'. ROl·h.vilk.

by ROBERT GOTKIN

Save Pennies From Heaven
Stop in at Chuck Levins

Chuck Levin has everything in music
11151 Viers Mill R~ad, Wheaton, Md.

Why was "Guys <lnd Dolls" picked as this year's annual show
production? Many things enter into choosing a play for a high
school such as this. The fin<lncial aspects <Ire considered first. This
play, which will cost approximately $300 per performance for
only the royalties. is cheap' in COlllp~;rison to olher popular
musicals.

Another aspect to be considered is the type of play and
variety of roles orrered in relation to previous Illusil:als donl' "t
Blair. "Cuys and Dolls" is a cnmplete conlrasl to "!low to
Sllcceed", and "Funny Girl", of the past two ye~lrs.

Annual show direelor. Mrs. Barbara .Johnson, also gavI' deep
thought 10 the tYPl' of taknl <lvailable. Consideration was giv.:n
to how much acting ~xperience certain studenls possessed. types
of roles they have played and could play, range of voice. wllll:h IS

import~;nt In a Illusical, and finally. typl' of dancers "vat/able.
The people who perform the instrullll'ntal suund~. Ihl'

orchestra. Inust he included in de!t1h'r:i1ion of the Iypl' or sh,\\\
chosen. It musl be l'sl:lhlished Ihat thl'y hllve tht' ahillty 10

perform thl' needl'd orl'hestratll!>ns of a l:erl"ln show. For
example. I3lair has never done "West Side Slory". A basic reason
for this is th<ll few high sl'ilOol orchest ra~ have the r"nge <ind
experienL:e to p,roduce thl' lonal intricacies of this musl difficull
score.

It is essential thai nol only the right equlpmcnt he available
for scenery llI1d prop~, hili <I qu,,1Ifil'd ~I"gl' crl'lI h,' cho~en III
work with it.

Wor!, ing on " proscen iUlll stage ddin iIl'Iy In r1Ul'lh'CS the
choosing of a play. In PIISt years, Ihe Boys' CYI1l had limltt'd the
choicl: 10 l'erlain plays. "Camelot'" IS ont' that mlist be donc
prosceniulll because of if~ great bad,drop of scenl'l'Y. "Cuys and
Dolls". however. is easily adapf;lble 10 both types uf slaging.

The final critcrion that a dirl'clm Illusl tah.l' inlo considcralion
is Ihe reaction of thl' faculty and ~tud,'nt bud) toward Ihe pLIY
he choosl's. "CU} ~ llIld Dolls". ~In l'X t rl'ln,'ly popular sekclilln.
1I"s bel'n sucl'es~fully pl'l'formed IIwny linll's on all lewis of the
I hl' a t re.

I

Thl' dates and times for till'
perform.anccs are February the
sixth at 8:30 PM. <lnd February
thl: seventh al 2:30 and ():30
PM. The shows will be held 'It
I he Rockville Civic Cenkr

adaplion of lice 111
Wonderland" entitled. "[ KNOW
I'M 01' ADA: being performed
by the Rockvilk Jestl'l'~ In
February. If Blairiles will
purclHlsl' twenty-fiVl' lick!'ls ~Il

the group price of one doll"r pl'l'
tickct, the J'slns will ~l'nd

t Wl'n t y-rive 1'0111 pi i Inl'nl~lry
Ilckets to Junior Village.

I:vl'ryone wi~hing to be
charilable and enJoy " great
show at thl: sanll' linle ~hould;

sign up on the pllPl'l' I)l'neath lhe:
poster on (hI' bulletin board, or
contact Vicki Van Crack. school
rcprl'senta t ive.

Talent~money

decide show

* * * * * *

* .... * * * *

Pll0to by Alan Goldstein

THE "NOW" LOOK
IN FABRICS

STARTS
AT

Silvl'l' Quill, Blair's literary
magazine, is now accepting
stories, plays, poetry, ess<lys,art,.
<lnd photography for ils spring
issue. Material can he suhmitted
in the Quill box in Ihe library or
in C-I 00. The first is,'ue of Quill
will be dislrihuted the second
wl'ek in F.:bruary.

which also allowed for sl!1ok ing
areas in county high schools.

The docullll'nt states its
purpose <IS "10 re-inforce 111l'
attitudes oLthose who haw not
yet started to silloke and to
cause others who havl' done so 10

rl'-ev<lluate their hehavior."
CO'lllmitlee Ihembcr Terri West.
a Blair junior, expresses hope
that Ihe course will involVl'
instrLiclion by feHow sludent~ ~s
"a more effective method."

* * * * * *

DANNEMANN'S
WHEATON PLAZA INC. 946-2200

BASKIN.ROBBI~S 31 FLAYORS

ICE CREAM SlORE
8532 Piney Br.nch KO.d

Silver $Fin9. M.ryt.nd

SEE OUR PARTY ICE CREAM DISPLAY

RON ATHERTON

587-9471
) II AMoolO PM DailYI

12 Noon-olO PM Sunday

The Montgomery County
Smoking and Health Committee
has published :J report which
outlines a curriculum for a There's an easy way for Blair
smoking unit in the upper grades students to give twenty-five
of elementary schools. The Junior Village children a l.hance

progr~!1:!~_msfrol~~_MAS=C:-b=il~I_.;..to;-._e_n,;:,j_o~y_<l~n__o_r~ig;;:.i_n_<l_1---,rn=u=s=J=~=-~I,

The new sCl1lester will hring
several st<lrf changes 10 the
English depart111ent. Mr.. Sherry
!Iagen, or Des Moines. Iowa. will
replace Mrs. Catherine I\.al herer.
who is going on ex tended sick
leuve. Mrs. J-bgen receive-d her
B.A. degree at the University or
Iowa, and taught English to
emotionally disturbed teen-agers
in the University's Psychopathic
Hospital.' ~ . 0" •

Mr. John Malhwin, who
received his B.A. at Wheaton
College, will takc ovt'r Mrs.
Diane ~ubcn's classcs. Mrs.
Ruben will be on Illaternity
leave. Mathwin is prescntly
a ttending' the University of
Maryland and student taught at
Ff<lncis Scott Key Junior High.

Annual show choreographer Nancy Lewis leads Mark Gorin, Ervin Grinberg and Steve

Middlet.on in a dance rehersal for "Guys and, Dolls," to be performed March 5,6, and 7.

Near 16th St. , Georgia Ave.
Colesville Rd.

Beltway Exits 21 and 22

Monroe Ford
1237 East West HwY.

Silver Spring'

Pugliese remarked, "Jeremy
showed us a great deal of poise
and insight. It was a well
thought out presentation. I went
along with it totully."

Student reaction to the new
program was mixed. Kristi
Spieler, Student Government"

Regard ing the effect of the
trial period, Musher commented.
"It wasn't that the student body
cooperated, it was that there had
been no change either way. If
the student body would
cooperate and take it upon
themselves to have consideration
for others, there would be no
need" for the committee.

Pugliese and Johnson both
reacted favorably to Student
Government's role in changing
the format. Johnson remarked,
"most of the suggestions made
lly .:>u a-re very valid. I would
like to have :J setting where the
students monitoring the halls
would be operating within a
framework which the majority
of the students feel that they
can support."

0- SILVER CHIPS

Citizenshi:R Committee

Blair debates reform
Vice President, readed that she stucknl half of lhl' L:Ol1lmit ICC is

(COMMITTEE, from page 2) favored the program "because ii officially agamst ~Iny l1leans of

hall traffic and noise, At the gives the students mon: freedom hall patroling,"
close of the trial period, the '" a freedom which they should Johnson remarked that "any
Student Government issued have," kind of administrative oUlline
questionnaires to the faculty and Ne~ative readion, however, for the CitiL.enship COl1lmittee

d . W,'IS V'OI"'eIJ dllring I·'s·t wel:k's will result in some kind ofstu enH representIng two ~ "
randomly selected homerooms meeting of the student dissatisfuction on Ihe pari of
per grade. con tin g e n t 0 I' I he some of the studenls, I douht

Conflicti'ng views resulted Student-Faculty COl1lmittee. that Wl' l:ould evcr reach one
from the two contin'enls. Carol Whiting. commitlee hundrl'd percl:nll:ooperation on
According to Musher, "The secretary, ~Iaimt'd that "thc the pan of thl' students,"

:1~~:~~:" ~~:I i~;~'~~t~l~i~l::~~gl:he~r~'::::::;::":'::":;:::::;:::::"':'::::,:.".,,"':':'::'::':::':;::::::'::::.,:,:,:::: ,<"'<,:' ,:::,:,:,:,,:,News B rie f s:':':::::':: :';<",:<,:: "",,; :,::,;, ::,:,::::;::: :,:':;:,,«:<,:: :,:"" ::::,,::::,;,'

uvt'fwhelmingly in favor of
eliminating" them. Both groups
agreed, however. that there hud
been no substantiul chunge in
the noise level.

Working with these survey
reslllts, M...sher met with Mr.
Paige Johnson, Blair Vit:e
Principal, Mr. Myron
Michaelson, Student
Government sponsor, and
Pugliese. ,The outcome of the
meeting was the d.:cision to
initiate the new format for the
committee.
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with this coupon

8640 Flower Ave.

10 % Student Discount

Pizza Kitchen

participated in the D.C. Public
High School Invitational indoor
track meet, where a nice
performance was turned in by
high hurdler Joel Harman, who
made the semi-finals before he
was beaten by the two eventual
winners and eliminated from his
heat.

The team has meets coming
up on January 24 at the
Baltimore Armory, January 3 I
at the Annapolis Field House,
and February 28 at the State
indoor track meet in the
Baltimore Armory.

Wofford summed up his
feelings about winter track when
he commented, "If Blair is ever
going to be a county track
contender, indoor track will
have to be a necessity. It is
essential to having a winning
team in the spring."

SENIORS: College Acceptance Problems?
JUNIORS: ACT NOW! AYoid t.he Hassle.
There is a college that will accept you. A

new educator developed computer system COLLEGE COMPUTER
will suggest to you the five colleges which COUNSELING DIVISION
will best suit your needs and NOTIFY THE
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS at each of NATIONAL SCHOLASTIC
the selected schoots. SERVICES INC
To avoid delay send $15 today for com· ' .

puter questionnaire and processing, or send 725 North University
only your name and address for further in- Ann Arbor, Mieh. 48104
formation to:

penetrating for the inside shot
and. a: a conscquenee, took
Inany more outside shots than
tliey ·,vanted. Unfortunately,
this was a nighl when .the Blazers
were relatively eold from the
outside.

All the other games within
t he last mon th have been
runaways with Blair winning by
anywhcre from seven to
twenty-six points.

"AtWetes have to keep in
shape all year round. The day of
the one-sport athlete is passing
away, I hope."

These are the sentiments of
indoor track coach JackWofford,
who stresses getting into and/or
staying in shape as the primary
purpose of his winter track
program,

But the eleven participants
this year face the same problem
that winter trackmen have faced
here at Blair for a long time-no
place to wo(k ou t. Lack ing in
indoor track faeilities, short
distanee runners have more
t ro u b Ie than long distance
runners, who ean run in the cold
weather. Restrieted from
running in the halls, they make
the best use of the gym as
possible, trying to keep in shape.

Events at the meets are
basically si milar to those in
spring track, with some distance
adjustments for the indoors. For
instance, instead of the 120 yard
high hurdles there are the 60
yard high hurdles and there are
runs of unusual distances like
600 and 1000 yards instead of
the typical 440 and 880.

Run n ing a f 0 u r meet 589·5400 589-5400
"season~' the team has. already ~~~~~~~~~l8<~~l8<~

In all these games t:le Blazers
have exhihited the same basic
<.:h~lral·terislic. They have been
slow starling wilh relatively low
scoring first quarters. but late in
till' first quarter or in Ihe
beginning of the seeond, the
running. game would get going
and after that there was no
slowing it down. Against Waiter
J oh nson, Blair trailed 29-15 at
the end of the first period, but
in the second period when the
running game ·tarted to go, the
Blazers outscored the Spartans
30-13,and wound up winning
10I-7~.

their 72-52 victory over
Einstein.

Offensively, Blair continues
to roll up the points. After nine
games, the Blazers have scored
758 points for an average of 84
per game. Eddie Stewart leads
the Blazers and is third in the
eounty with a 23.6 average. He
is followed by Hunter with 14.7,
Jackson 13.6, and Redfield 11.6.

The Blaler's reeord is now
8-1. They arc eom ing up to the
hardest part of the season with
Churchill, orthwood, and
Whitman as the next three
opponents.

These games will probably be
tough ones. Churehill has only
lost once, in an upset loss to
Peary. And this is basically the
same Churchill team that beat
Blair by 22 last season.
Northwood and Whitman have
bot h lost several times this year,
but they are always tough
against Blair.

The Blazers can and should
win these games. The main thing
is for the team to forget about
the loss to Springbrook. If there
was one' bright spot in that

The team's defense, which game, it was that on a night
was Coach Gene Doane's main when Blair played without one
eon cern, has shown 'steady of its starting guards and the rest
improvement. The Blazers are of the team had its worst
allowing an average of 69 points shooting night of the season,
a game with a se ..son's low in they lost by only two ints.

Runners work at
getting into shape

TS

by CRAIG ROSENTHAL

Sports Editor

Al Ihe time of the ejection,
the Blazers trailed 15-7. And
while they c'ame baek to tic and
go ahead later in the quarter, the
team's press, running game, and
rehounding suffereLi without
Jackson. One of the nwin r

problel1ls Blair had was that they
had Illore troubh: than usual

The pressure is 01'1'. The
hubhle l]Us hlil'st. The Blair
basketball team is no longer
undefeated. Last Friday night
Ihe Bla/.us lost to Springbrook,
7()-74.

The gal1le was marked by the
disputed ejection of Junior
Jackson l1Iidway through the 1st
quarler. Jaekson showd I-.d
Pelerson of Springbrook.
intenLJonally fouling hill1. whleh
norlnally would have given
Peterson a two shot foul and
sOlnl'Iil11l'S a teehni<.:al shot. But
thl' JL'l'nee interpreted Jackson's
action as a nagrant foul, which
re.ults in ejd:tion.

Springbrool~spoils
Blair"s perfect record

P ~ -~
~iJutr qr~Lp!i
'-' ......S

McMahan, Blair's heavy
weight. is the only member of
the team still umkfe- 'd. He is
5-0, inciuLiing two pins.

Ryan, who has a 2-1 reeonJ,
is an experieneed grappler from
Carroll High School, eompiling
an I 1-0 reeord there last year.

The tea m has also bl:en
strengthened by the addition of
Ross Hopeman, who is now
wrestling in the formerly empty
175 weight class,

Mon tgomery Coun ty leagul'.

Their one loss eame in the
game hefore Christmas vacation
to Walter Johnson 56-48. Usual
high scorer Gary Gottfried, who
has a 12.8 average through nine
games, was Iimitc'd to six points.
Guard Eugene Simmons. with a
I 5 .6 team lead ing avt~ rage.
pumped in dghteen points, but
the rest of the team dido't play
up to their eapabilities.

Photo by Alan GOldstein

Hustle makes difference

Summer Study

and Travel in Eu ope

Counts Toward College Credit

Contact: Elaine Sloan 589-2476

Junior Jackson drives in for a lay-up as he goes over his Blue'
Devil adversary.

matches of the season, the Blair
grapplers came back to take two
in a row before suffering another
dL'feat.

ThL' Blazers bowed to a 2H-16
onslaught by the Kennedy
Cavaliers lasl Saturday night,
despite Mikt' Grinder's (98) first
victory of the season and Greg
Cox's (137) third. Gil Toth
(185), won by a pin. for the
second time this season. He has
compiled a 2-3 reeord sq far this
year.

The results of this year's
other matehes have been: Blair
over Einstein, 31-20. Blair over
Northwood, 31-21, Gaithersburg
over Blair. 15-17. and Walter
Johnson over Blair, 29-23.

Contributing greatly to the
success of the tea m this year are
Pat McMahan and Mark Ryan
who are considered by coaeh
Paroda 10 be the best on the

Fast break pac,es ]. V.
by JON WEINER

Midway through the season,
Blair's junior varsity basketball
team is following suit with the
varsity by posting an H-I record
and a streak of very eonvineing
wins.

By defeating Peary, 5 ~-33,

pounding W;leaton, 7X-45,
nailing Sherwood, 98-76, and
Einstein, I 14-97, and thrash ing
Springhrook. 71-59, the team has
become onL' of the foremost
baskethall powc'rs in the

Grapplers show
renewed strength

After losing their first two team.

Wednesday, January 21, 1970

games were catastrophic from
the losers' points of view. Both
teams were bigger than Blair's,
but neither had the offensive
skill' or defensive determination
to beat the junior Blazers.

I n the Einstein game, the
players were hot on offense but
freely gave up poin ts to the
other team. Six Blair players
seored in double figures,
induding Mike Green, one of the
team's lead ing rebou nders.

The Wheaton and Sherwood The Springbrook game
expired quiekly, with both
teams using running offense and
stingy defense. In this game,
Springbrook stopped the fast
break that Blair often uses, but
couldn't eontend with the
outside shooting of Simmons
and Green. The lead changed
hands many times, bu tat the
end, the team with stronger
enduranee won out, with Blair
pulling away from the physically
exhausted Junior Devils in the
4th quarter.

In condusion, the team has
been playing some fine
basketball. The first half of the
season has been used to initiate
the players to the new system,
and also to display the excellent
depth of the ·bench. Judging
from the competition so far, it

With two victories already appears few teams will challenge
Ihis season, the grapplers have the Blazers' superiority the rest
bettered last years 1-9 reeord and of the season, and with the team
have a shot at their first even averaging 72 points a game, it is
season in several years. almost assured.

'1IIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRlnHIIIIWIIIUIIIIIIIRlIIUllnIIIIIIlIIlIIlIIIUIIIIIIII1II1111111111illllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIII§
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First of a series: The g!;!ards

Swift guards l~eep Blazers •mOVIng

Next issue: The forwards

care Scholfield's wrist has healed
completely in time for the
hardest part of the season.

According to Ed Clements,
Schofield was unique in his
"desire to compete."

"Ji,lllmy's real quick, and can
spot the open man; If you're
open, he'll find you," says Steve
Rubin.

Little. hut not leasl, is Milch
Stoller.

At 5'3" and Ihe smallest man
on the team, Sioller is, as
Stewart describes, "aJJ over the
court trying to steal the b.all all
of the time."

"Mitch is so small he can gCI
around you quickly and steal the
hall," quips lIuntcr.

Stoller startl'd organil.ed play
:11 Takom;l. Coming lip to the
J.V .. Ill' Jllay,~d intlTmit·tently
wilh l:oa,'11 M<Jllcry's team.

This y,'ar SialicI' h<Js become
one of the dite corps of quick
agile guards Coach Gene Doane
must rely on.

WHY NOT HAVE A

LOTS OF FUN
"CCOMMODATE UP TO 100. CALL TODAY

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

LUAU PARTY?
FREE POLYNESIAN DECORATI<JNS - TROPICAL DRINKS

LUAU HUT RESTAURANT
14 FSTREET. N.w.. CAPITOL HILL. 543-530.0

8407 RAMSEY AVENUE. SILVER SPRING. 587-5888 If

the leading scorer on last year's
junior varsity squad.

Coming from Montgomery
Hills Junior High, he had a
hdping hand in that teams
overall 16-4 record. Portner's J r.
High coach, Robert Mowen says
that David eats, sleeps, and even
breathes basketball.

When asked abou t Portner's
hest asset, Mowen replied "his
competitive feeling. interest and
desire. "

Plagued by a wrist injury hl'
receivcd in J.V. foot hall. Jim
Schofield has missed Ihe early
part of th is year's season.

"11e's getting his fct'iing back
but he still has a tendency to
favor his bad arm," notes
teammate Stewitrt.

The 6'1" guard began
organized baskethall with the
Green Meadows Boys' Club in
nearby Chillum, Md. From there
he played at Takoma Jr. High
and the Bl<Jir junior varsity.
before his injury. After his initial
wrist inJLI.ry, Schofield camc back
to play on last year's team, and
then re-injured it during the
summer. With careful medical

the open man."
Team ma te I ssac Hunter

mentions Jackson's size us his
best asset. At 6'3" he is one of
the tallest guards in Montgomery
('ounty.

As last year's coach Ed
Cleml'nts put it, "Junior's main
asset is in his potential, and
when he realizes it, he will easily
be one of the best in the
county.

New to the starting lineup
this year is junior David Portner,

but sometimes things just don't
work out the way hewants them
to," he said.

Lu ther "Junior" Jackson
transferred to Blair last year
after playing ':,1. football,
basketball, and varsity baseball
for Springbrook.

With Springbrook, his
basketball tcam took the J.V.
<.:ounty with an impressive 19-1
record. Jackson's J.V. coach,
John Barrett, noted his
exceptional "ability to pass to

by GARY FORD

Mike Dichov will tell you
that playing guard for both
basketball and football are a
world apart.

This wrsatile, 5'9" player
spent his formative years at
Montgomery II ills Jr. High with
Eddie Stewart and Huck
Redfield.

After unimpressive 5-5 and
4-6 seasons at Mon tgomery Hills,
Dichov (pronounced "dish-off")
played junior varsity basketball
under Ed Clements while the
team ended up with a 14-6
record. Easily making. the varsity
team in his junior year, he went
on to start for several games.

-"Mike has a lot of hustle on
offense and defense," adds Ed
Stewart. "He's always in there
when you least expect him on
defense. "

As Issac Hunter so aptly puts
it, "He's a hustler, hustles all the
time."

At 6'0", Anthony Hill is
another of Blair's talented
guards.

A Takoma Park Jr- High
product, Hill played along with
curren t teammates Steve Rubin
and Jim Schofield in compiling a
two.year 16-4 record.

"He's a rl'al good ddensive
player," as<.:ertains Junior
Jackson.

"Anthony's one of the guards
asso<.:iated with our running-type
game," adds team manager Larry
Riggs.

Stewart concedes that Hill
h a sn't lived up to his
expectations. "Anthony's got a
lot of hustle and determination Guard Mike Dichov (14) receives the ball underneath the basket

on a fast break against Sherwood. Photo by Joe Neil

Egg Foo yong-----------·.........~......__.............................··_·...··..·..··_·-_·__............~---
CLEARANCE SALEWhat's a relpparg?

-------hy Ed Tsoy BLUES IVU)IC

"A Little out of the way, BUT WE WILL MAKE IT PAY"

SETS DO NOT INCLUDE COVERS

ALL PRICES INCLLDE COVERS

SILVER SPRING PIANO CO.

719 Sligo Ave. 5.S., Md.

WAS $864.00
r«»I ~.OO

WAS $760.00
r«»I $400.00

WAS $700.00

r«»I $500.00

WAS $160.00

r«»I $I(!i00

WAS $370.00

r«»I 245.00

WAS $95.00 r«»I $69.00

BT,25L BASE AMP
2-15" ALTEC LANSINGS

565 UNISPHERE I

5 pc. 983-1 PX WI CYMBALS
ANY COLOR

J-12 AMP

1·12" Speakers. TREMO.

GEMINI G-20
2-10" Heavy Duty Speakers

TREMO., REV., AFTER BEAT.
2* Channels

OLYMPIAN ST*25 WAS$97Q.oo
2-15" ALTIC LANSING SPEAKERS r«»I cI'eI:n 00
(700 Watts Peak Power) 'PU'JU.

4pc. 980 PX WI CYMBALS
ANY COLOR

CUT IT OUT, BRING IT IN, SAVE ON EVERYTHING

~----------------------lI $5.00' BLUES MUSIC 589-3039 I
I Silver Spring Piano Co. I
I '719 Sligo Ave. S, S., Md. I

I THIS TICKET GOOD ON ANY ITEM SOLD I
I OVER $50,00 I
I GOOD TILL-·FEB. 28, 1970 $5.00 I
~----------------------~
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SHURE
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accommodating opponent
scalper - hall' grahber
take down - a subtle body slam
escape' - one pain t for escaping from a
hold; no points for ,escaping from your
opponent and running to the next county
forfeit a wrestler with awkward
footwork; sec "relpparg"

II is really too bad that Blair docs not
support its wrestling team more
enthusiastically. Some schools l:<Jn fill up
a whole gym with wrestling match
spectators -- we arc lucky if we get 100
people to show liP (parents indudedL
But we could all support our tcam hy
coming to the matches and cheering
peppy cheers like "We wanna splat! We
wanna splat!"

But unfortunately, Blair wrestling
suffers from' thl' triple crown of fan
rejection, SUL (Slow, Unpopular, Losl~r).

The emphasis nowadays is on fast, hard,
active sports as the presen t baske thall,
hocl<cy, and football trends show. Many
feel that even baseball is becoming too
slow. What can wrestling do'!

Solution: If one is disenchanted with
Blair's sty Ie of grappling, there is always
pro wrestling. Sponsored by thc NSS
(National Sadists Society), it isn't really
that popular - but it has to be.oAl' of the
most active, fastest, and hardest "sports"
around.

In what other "sport" can you see 625
(give or take a few) pound Haystacks
Calhoon climb up to the top of the ropes,
Oy off. and come crashing down upon his
opponents, pulverizing every hone in
their bodies? And how about that Waldo
Von Erich who kicks people's teeth in
wit h his gestapo boots? Maybe if we
could legali/.e fun stuff like eye gouging,
drop kicking, fist punching, throat
choking, amI body slamming, the
attendance would go up a bit, hmmmm?
Think about it, fight fans.

Now, as a public service to wn:stling
fans, 'some mat jargon which may be
useful if you arc attending a meet;
push - what rest of team docs to a
relucta nl wrest IeI'
grappler - a wrl'stler
relpparg - a crummy wrestler
crush - see "mash"
splat - self-explanatory
"Help" - team song
cool fool - an idiot who won't fall for the
"untied shoeluee" trick but will hend
over in the middle of a match to tic it if it
really is untied
mash - see "crush"
riding time - awarded to former ranch
hands while they are rounding up an

During the winter months, while the
glamour guys on the basketball team pass,
shoot, and rebound to the sound of
cheers from their many fHns, there exists
a little-publi~iL.ed and little attended
sport known as wrestling. It isn't a glory
sport like basketball or football is -- after
all, how much glory can there be in
having your facial contours embedded
into a wrestling mat?

Those of you here last year may
remember Bub Shayne's "Paper Blazer"
exploits with the wrestling team which
gave you a good idea of what it takes to
ilc a wrestler. And although it is a very
tough sport. it is not com pletely hru tal
and inhuman. A good wrestler has a
repertoire of skillful moves and holds
designed scientifically to mash his
opponent.

For those of you who have never been
to a wrestling me.et before, I suggest that
you drop in on one sometime and take a
look. They start ou t with the 98
POll nders and work their way up to what
is usually considered the feature match,
the heavyweights (over IRS) where the
two biggest and usually toughest wrestlers
from each team are matched ..



Date set for March 31

Montgomery Blair High School, Silver Spring, Md.

~ilutr
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After the opening assembly,
seminar groups will begin. The
seminars, which will be led by
community workers,. college
professors, congressmen, and
clergymen are otten run as open
debates. Last year, a particularly
hot debate raged around the
Middle East question.

Shayne added that there is
never any problem housing the
out-of-town participants for the
two days because the number of
Montgomery County delegates
and out-of-town participants
has, in the past, been nearly
equal.

least three times on each of the
two days of COAC. Discussion
groups on many of the topics
will be held on both days.

Last year, one of the two
speakers was former Senator
Wayne Morse. The general
assembly concluding the COAC
program was devoted to the late
Dr. Martin Luther King,
featuring a film entitled "I Have
A Dream"

to openCOAC
An anticipated 1000 high

school students from
Pe n nsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia, New Jersey, New York,
and Delaware will arrive at "Blair
to attend the seventh annual
Conference on American
Civilization (COAC) scheduled
for March 31 and April 1, 1970.

Bob Shayne, senior at Blair
and chairman of this year's
COAC, defines' the purpose of.
COAC as giving "an opportunity
for students to get together and
discuss current issues ill ustrated
in the news and media."

Six members of the steering
committee, including three
Blairites-ju!1ior Carol Whiting,
sophomore Richard Curtis, and
Shayne, chose the topics to be
discussed. Topics range from
"Poetry: Contemporary
Expression in Literature" and
"Movie Making" to th~ "Military
Industrial Complex" and "The
Black People-Getting Our Thing
Together. "

There are 44 topics in all.
Each topic will be discussed at

'Photo by Alan Goldstein
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After a recent rainfall, a subtle mist settles'over Blair.

Black group
brings unity

Revised library policy
abolishes admit pa;sses

Vandals steal cards
Th«?ft delays distribution date

"You have to be black to feel
the unity created in Blair's black
students" said Huck Redfield, a
senior at Blair, and chairman and
founder of Blair's Association of
Black Students. Redfield added,
"Black student~ have found they
can be involved in a
predominantly white school's
activities and not lose their
identity' as blacks. Before they
were aloof fro"m the school and
its activities."

Student members of the
Association insist that the
progress made by the
Association in its four months of
existence can only be measured
in terms of what it has done for
the black student's
self-confidence.

Coach Joe Brown, sponsor of the
Association said, "How do you
put an achieve.ment of the mind
in concrete form on paper? How
do you say John Doe didn't try
in all white classes . . . then
knowing he was not alone and
had the support of all the other
black students, he went back to
the class and tried."

The Association has not
applied for a charter from Blair.
Paul Pullins, junior class
president and next year's
chairman of the Association,'
said, "We cannot get a charter
because it is against county
policy to grant charters to
segregated clubs."

He went on to say that the
members of the Association will
have to decide whether or not to
integrate. Paul feels the club
needs a charter. He said, "We
need a base, we are Montgomery.
Blair's Association of Black
Students."

Redfield is against integrating
the Association because, "it
would become a Student Union.
It must be separate to get black
kids together. Black kids don't
have enough confidence or pride
in themselves yet to stand as
equal to the white kids."

Other black students have
said they like a segregated
Association for they don't have
to worry about "communication
hassles" with white kids.

Redfield said there are 50 to
75 active members in the
Association. The rest of the

black student population of
Blair drops in for meetings' once
in a while.

According to members,
meetings include rap sessions
and discussions. Sometimes
students from Coolidge's Black
Student Union attend.

Eric Rose, junior at Blair,
said, "The meetings give us a
chance to talk things over. One
result is black kids now will call
themselves black, not colored."

A non-active member of the
Association said, ''I'm a senior,
they can't do anything for me.
All they do is talk a lot of jive at
the meetings. They aren't
organized enough yet."

There have been no meetings
(See UNION, page 3)

by SHERRY ROSEN
Two· Blair students stole the

report cards for the entire
student body at Blair from the
guidance office on Saturday
night, January 24, 1970.

A custodian reported the loss
immediately after ,noticing a
broken window in the guidance
office. The window had been
smashed so that entrance and
escape were possible for the
culprits.

Former Principal Dr. William
Brennan, Mr. John Freeman,
and Mr. Paige Johnson,
vice-principals, conferred and
came up with a list of possible
suspects. Two of the suspects,
who proved to be the criminals,
confessed to the robbery.

The report cards were found
exactly where the vandals said
they put them. They were found
in a storm sewer near Bullis Prep
on Tuesday afternoon, January
27.

To avoid setbacks for college
records, new report cards were
ordered from a warehouse as
soon as the loss was discovered.

by LIZ SYMONDS

In response to widespread
student dissatisfaction with
library policy, t·he
administration has announced an
"open library" for the second
semester. Students are no longer
required to show passes to gain
admittance to the library.

According to Blair principal

The County Board· of
Education data processing
division was contacted and
complied with the
administration's request to label
the report cards by computer.

The BI air fa c u Ity
demonstrated their cooperation
by halting their own work and
switching to work on the blank
report cards.

The labeled report cards were
transferred to Blair, and eighteen
sections of cards had been filled
in by Blair secretaries before the
lost report cards were found.

Aside from a small amount of
torn and water-damaged report
cards, the majority of them were
in fair condition.

However, the two youths
responsible for the crime owe
approximately $450 to cover the
time and money spent in getting
the new shipment of cards, and,
having them processed.

If the report cards had not
been returned, approximately
$2500 would have been
necessary to cover the damage.

Dr. P. J. Emma, it is simply
assumed that "if kids are in
there, they're using the resouces
of the library." Students who
wish to simply talk or do group
work are allowed to use a
portion of the cafeteria set aside
expressly for a student center.

Preliminary plans had called
for the stationing of a faculty
member to supervise fhe
cafeteria center. However, this
plan has been revised and there
will not be a teacher on duty. "I
think the kids can control it
themselves," stated Emma.
During the lounge hours, 'the
juke box will be available to
students, and conversation will
be allowed.

There has been speculation
that the lower floor of "D"
building will be converted into a
Student Activity Center, with an
area for Student Government
offices and a student lounge..
The crea tion of such an area
would give students an
alternative to the library or.
cafeteria if they .simply. wanted R

place to relax. According to
Emma, if the budget is
approved, plans for the center
could be initiated next year.

Although the revised library
policy was designed I in part to
lessen the friction between the
students and the librarians, the
situation still appears to be
unsettled.
. Mrs. Mary Jahn, Blair
libratian, feels that the ~bolition

of the admit slips has improved
library conditions. "It (admit
slips) just took our time and
work," she commented.
However, the new policy has not
completely abolished student
talking in the library, a fact that
remains a point of contention
between the librarians and
students.

,-----

Mrs. Jabn stated that the
librarians were still using
disciplinary measures and added
that "this is police duty that
should be taken care of by
students themselves."

Students stiIl seem
dissatisfied with the library
situation. Senior Rona Rubin
admits that "no one has checked
me for a pass recently" yet adds
that "every five minutes she (a
librarian) yells 'go to the
cafeteria.' "

Trisha Irons, another Blair
senior, commented that "it's
easier to get in" but "it's not
quieter." She remarked that the
librarians seemed to be more
lenient about the noise level in.
the library under the new
system. Trisha stated . that the
creation of a cafeteria student
center had not completely
solved the problem because "the
librarY has a much better
atmosphpe than the
cafeteria ••• y'ou need
someplace that's halfway
decent •.. the cafeteria doesn't
have an atmosphere."

IN THIS ISSUE

• legislative a~mbly
interpretive report on page 2

• Second installment of a
feature series on the vanity
bask.etball team-the
forwards, on page 12

• Blair coune expansions,
page 7

• Review of the motion
picture "Easy Rider" on page
6
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'No leader8hi~ at all' ,

Assembly shows poor record

It is evident that in order to
prove its value as a legislative
body, the spirit of workshop and
the "potential" of sophomores
must encompass the entire
organiz<Jtion.

Some signs of progress have
emerged followin/?. the
workshop. Presidcnt Protem pore
Jeff Jacobs reported that the
group "will start to meet less
and concentrate on individual
projects. "

Musher's belief that student
govcrn ment should present
v<Jried choices to the student
body instead of confronting
them with the usual question of
"What do you want"]~' also
shows somc initiative. If these
arc positive· signs, they must ba
developed to produce tangible
results.

One legislative asscmblyman
commcntcd. "We had a good
attitude whcn school started but
it's waned away to nothing." If
legislative assembly's signs of
new life do not tOJke the same
course, the group may be able to
prove itsclf as a force, rather
than a farce.

which lifted the spirits of many
assembly delegates, may act as a
much needed impetus to spark
some productivity in the
organization.

between 9:30 and 5:00942-6436

Mrs. Catherine Kalberer, on
personal illness leave from
Montgomery Blair, was bruta lIy
murdered on January 28 in her
apartment in the Spring Lake
complex in Bethesda. Md.

Her body was "methodically
slashed more than 100 times in
symmetrical patterns" explained
Dr. John G. Ball, Montgomery
County Medical xaminer. In
addition, there were nine deep
stab wounds and evidence of a
blow to her head.

Ball, who had never seen a
body so mutilated, revealed that
her knife wounds were "like
crosses or X's." A few "even
looked like initials."

Mrs. Kalberer, a lovely, ash
blond 33-year old, might have
been murdered by the same
madman 'who killed 14-year old
Sherry Kenncdy in the same
apartment complex less than
a month earlier.

Police have reenacted the
murder as foHows: Shortly after
arriving home from shopping,
Mrs. Kalberer was subdued by
the killer when he held a knife
to her neck. Her complete
surprise is indicated by the lack
of evidence of any struggle,

Next, the killer knocked her
unconscious with some blunt

instrument that the police have
yet to find. He then tore off her
clothing and proceeded to slash
her with his knife. The' assailant

$1.50 per hour

I night a week

SOCIETY FOR THE HANDICAPPED CHILD

Call Mr. Day or Mr. Tripp

--.--"

Students 30-40 needed to help raise funds for the

Surprisingly, both Musher
and most assemblymen
interviewed accredited most of
the participation and interest
toward student government to
sophomore members. Musher
commented, "Sophomores have
a great deal of potential ... but
it takes a while (for them) to get
into the form of student
government." He addcd that
while ambition m<Jy come from
sophomores, the experience
which seniors should contribute
is l<Jcking.

Predicting th<Jt thc
"potenti<JI" may produce better
results during the second
semester, Musher retaincd some
amount of optimism. The recent
student government workshop,

One complaint raised by
many members of legislative
assembly concerns the lack of
leadership provided by senior
assemblymen. "Last year we had
a lot of seniors who were willing
to work," junior delegate Polly
Steinberg stated, "but now
there's no leadership at all."
Erratic attendance has also been
a problem; one junior
assemblyman reported that
scan.:ely more than one half of
the senior contingent can be
expected to report to meetings
on an average day.

Teacher slain;
assailant sought

then wiped her body off, put her
purple d re~s . back on:. gen t1y
plal:ed her in her car, eharlged
his mind, and finally dumped
her in a neighbor's car.

The owner of the car found
her the next day and
immediately called the policc.

Mrs. Kal berer was born in
Montreal, but grew up in Forest
Hills, New Yorl<. She had been
married to Dr. John Kalberer for
eigh t years before they were
estranged nine months ago.

Studcnts and tcachcrs at Blair
got along well with her during
her two and a half years here.
She was to have returned to
teaching at her new post at
Takoma Park Junior High
School on the day of her
murder.

Mrs. Kalbcrer was a very
popular woman who, said a
friend, "looked younger than
her age." Her neighbors found
her very friendly and helpful, as
well as dedicated to her
profession.

Dr. Kalberer, who also spoke
highly of her, said she had taken
leave of her teaching duties in
early December on her 'doctor's
recommendation that she
needed a good rest.

The police, though working
steadily for the past two weeks,
h'ave been unable to solve either
the murder of Mrs. Kalberer or
the one of Sherry Kennedy.

Photo by Bill Mathews

it might really be needed."
He added, "The penalty in

Maryland for puiling a false
alarm for an adult (18 or older)
is a fine of up to $2,000 or up to
24 months in jailor both. A
minor is tried before a juvenile
eourt judge as a delinquent
where his punishment is up to
the judge. "

• On January :!4. the school
report cards were stolen from
the guidance office by two Blair
students.
.• After the January 27

Blair-Northwood game played at

controlleo." The common
complaint of many of the
assembly's members is that,
constitutionally, the
organization acts mainly as an
advisory group. They also add
that presidential or principal's
veto negates any authority
which they could have.

This argument considering
the frequency of vetoes,
apparently has some merit.
Moreover, the fact that position
papers (written statements
presenting an opinion of the
majority of the assembly) have
even met Dr. Brennan's rejection
could support their argument.

When visiting an assembly
meeting, one mu l be impressed.
by the lack of decorum and
parliamen tary order which exist.
The scene unfortunately
resembles the cond uct of last
year's assembly. Only lacking are
the freq uen t cries of "call to
order" voiced during last year's
meetings.

(See VANDALISM. page 4)

BASKIN-ROBBINS 31 FLAVORS

ICE CREAM SlORE
8532 Piney Brench KoeCli

Silver Spring. Merylend

SEE OUR PARTY ICE CREAM DISPLAY

RON ATHERTON

587-9471
II AM--IO PM Daily

12 Noon--IO PM Sunday

• In the boy's gym there
have been reports of thefts of
money and other belo'ngings
from the student locker room.

• In the past month,
students have set over five false
fire alarms. David B. Gratz,
Chief of the Silver Spring'
firehouse said, "The cost of false
alarms cannot be measured in
dollars and cents. The cost can
be measured in the increased
potential of damage to the
equipment when it is out 011 the
road and the danger if the
equipment is out of service when

BLAIR VANDALISM FIGURES
1968 1969

THEFT. DISAPPEARENCE $4750.00 $5374.00
MALICIOUS DAMAGE $1776.00 $2776.00
GLASS BREAKAGE $ 692.00
ACCIDENTS $ 273.00 $ 9;3.00
RECOVERED PROPERTY $ 388.00 $ 82.00
BREAK-INS 6 13
AMOUNT OF DESTRUCTION
PER STUDENT $ 1.47 $ 1.35
TOTALC(ln $6619.00 $7743.00

• "

Interpretive Analysu

Remaining is a merc 29 per
cent concerning business which
could possibly be classified as
contributing toward "the general
welfare of the student body." It
is, however, interesting to note
that more than half of this
business met with former
Principal Dr. William Brennan's
veto. This brings the question of
legislative, assembly's actual
power into ligh t.

According to Student
Govcrnment President Jeremy
Musher, legislative assembly
"does have a lot of influence and
power which has to be

'11~
-H-

internal affairs and organization
of student government. Almost
28 per cent authorize various
school clubs to conduct selling
projects. Both functions are
certainly constitutional yet one
would hope that the assembly
has more to offer.

FAIRWAY PHARMACY
531 Dale Drive

Silver Spring, Md.

Full Line of School Supplies
and Cosmetics

The vandalism and violence
committed by students and
outsiders at Blair has reached its
peak this year. The crimes
include extortion, fist-figh ts
after school activities, thefts of
both school and student
belongings, and beatings of Blair
students. In addition, students
have set off false fire alarms and
have written in newly painted
lavora torie~

Although the Montgomery
County Board of Education
report on vandalism in the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1969,
shows a decrease in the total
gross loss due to vandalism in
the schools, it reports four areas
of the county which recorded
increases. Blair is included in
the increase.

Mr. Myron Michaelson,
Student Government advisor,
voiced what seems to be a
common opinion when he
stated, "I feel that the vandalism
is done by students who fail to
relate to the school and have no
respect for others."

He added, "The increased
mobility in the halls allows
outsiders to enter the school and
allows students to be in more I
isolated areas of the school, I
increasing the potential for ~

trouble. "
There have been a number of'

vandalism incidents in Blair in
the.past few months.

Vandulism, violence reach peak

Blair crime rate increases

Probing into the results of
their operations during the first
semester reveals that
approximately 43 per cent of
the bills passed deal with the. '1

·1

by JON BOR
News Editor

Criticizing Student
Government, many may have
observed, seems, to have become
a Silver Ch ips tradition. Last
year, a frequent target was
legislative assembly with
adjectives such as "ineffective,"
"inadequate," and "petty"
used to describe their operations.
Unfortunately it has become
increasingly difficult to disavow
those terms.

The first power of legislative
assembly, as stipulated by the
Student Government
Constitution, is "to' legislate
on behalf of the general welfare
of the student body." This, one
would hope, would be their
prime interest.



Posters promoting "Somebody Cares," a. distributed to local high schools.
crisis-intervention service for teenagers, have been ",noto by Alan Goldstein
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Pastor David decided to organize
a similar one in his community.

He then appealed to his
church for money, and asked a
doctor and a lawyer for their
services. Pastor David received
"tremendous" cooperation from
all involved, as the doctor and
lawyer also enlisted back-up
people.

During its first four days in
. operation (January 26-30),

"Somebody Cares" received ten
calls. Pastor David does not wish
to go irtto detail, but said that
the calls included, "one boy
contemplating. dropping out,
interracial dating, and a
runaway."

Callers may remain
anonymous, but Pastor David
would prefer to be on a first
name basis, as he believes that
the service will be more effective
if it is personal.

r:~~::;~f:~:]
llill!underprivile.ged lilili
:":,, (UNION, from page U '\:
of the Association for the past
couple of months, according to
Pullins, because the leaders are
all busy with basketball.

Pullins said meetings will
resume when the basketball
season is over.

Besides holding meetings this
year, the Association has held
dances and a food drive for
ghetto children over the
Christmas holiday. Pullins feels
the rest of the year will be
building for next - year's
Association. Money will be
raised from dances.

, Redfield Said the Association
is not a politically oriented
group. Stressing school activities,
one suggested project for next
year is the tutoring of black
elementary school children

"{
(),

Reasonable Rates

593-0112 (Evenings)
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Pastor sets up
'help~ program

"I'm sorry I'm late," Pastor
David said. "I've just had a
problem concerning a runaway."

Pastor David (The Reverend
David R. Shaheen) is a very
sincere man who is concerned
with problems confronting many
teenagers.

Through the Saint Luke
Lutheran Church, Pastor David
has recently established
"Somebody Cares," an
emergency telephone service to
provide crisis irt tervention to
teenagers. The service operates
between the hours of 8 P.M. and
2 A.M., seven nights a week.

It can handle all types of
problems, including medical,
legal, drug, psychiatric, runaway,
and suicidal. General counselling
is also available. "If a kid is
lonely, we will talk about
anything he wants to," adds
Pastor David.

"Somebody Cares" is staffed
solely by volunteers ("people
who care"). Working the phones
are young people, trairted in
telephone techniq ues, and
backed by doctors, lawyers and
other professionals. When a
telephone worker encoun ters a
person who needs more than just
counselling, he can easily refer
that person to the needed
professional help.

The formation of
"Somebody Cares" dates back
to October, 1969, when Pastor
David first came to Saint Luke
Lutheran Church. His first day
there, two runaways, members
of the church, ca'me to him for
help.

He now recalls thinking,
"there must be numerous kids
who need help.:'

In Novembe'r, 'while irt
Minneapolis, Minnesota, he
visited a coffee-house whe;e
there was in opera tion a "Youth-
Errergency Service." After
observing this emergency
telephone service in action,

HAND-TO-HAND CO~BAT

JIU-JITSO

-

Suburban School of Self Defense

SELF-DEFENSE

Free Introductory Lesson

B. Jones - Director

SILVER CHIPS wishes Blair

a Happy Valentine's Day
.-

588-5440

of Speech and Press," "Due Process," and "Free
Elections." Under "Freedom of the Press," the bill
contends that students have the right to a school
publication which is in no way censored by the
administration, and that any student organization
has the right to advertise its ideas in that
publication. The bill also contains a section titled
"No War Machine," which insists that "the student
body has the right to be free from the presence of
any influence of federal agencies not directly
involved in the educational process."

In contrast, the School Board's "Student
Involvement" policy paper encourages students to ,
form and participate in extra-class organizations
authorized by the principal and under faculty
supervision, It also encourages school sponsored
voluntary forums outside of the regular class
schedule, and says that students shall have
maximum freedom in planning and conducting
these forums.

With respect to freedom of the press the
Montgomery County statement says that "school
newspapers, yearbooks, and literary magazines are
to be encouraged as a learning experience," and
they shall have a qualified faculty aovlsor and shall
strive to meet high publication standards. It also
says that it is essential that the school newspaper
provide an opportunity for students and other
members of the school community tQ. express a
"variety of viewpoints."

W1 PASTOR DAVID

FOR THE MUSIC MINDED
HEADSTART ON A

CAREER IN MUSIC

Ear-Training, Sight-Reading.
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Model Railroad
Center
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Rockville, Md. 762-4499
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Scholastic Magazines,' Inc. has
honored 20 Montgomery Blair
studen ts with Scholastic Art
Awards for' their outstanding
paintings (or other
t wo-di1T1ensional works),
sculpture, and photography.
They are, by categories of
awards:

Gold Achievement Keys:
Alice Blevins, Sang Sook Chang,
Marte Geller, Anna Guerra
Annette Meyer, Billie Nash:
Barbara Strandt, and Sharon
Wolpoff (who won two awards),

Honorable Mention: Ray
Brownfield, Aleta Cadley, Janis
Crichton, Gigi Esch, Gail Fry,
Sandy Greenleaf, Kathy Groves,
Niel Hauck, Tami Katz, and Joe
Neil.

Barbara Strandt and Annette
Meyer are also up for the $100
purchasing prize Hall mark Cards
Incorporated awards to one of
five nominated artists in each
region of the United States.

The Hecht Co., regional
awards sponsors, are exhibiting
winning works of art at their
downtown store from February
9 to February 21.

A major section of the Bill of Rights under the
heading of "Freedom of Political Activity" states
that students may form political groups
"including those which champion unpopula;
causes"; may use school facilities including
bulletin boards to advertise their ideas; and may
plan and carry out forums and assemblies of their
own choosing,

The bill also covers such subjects as "Freedom

Art students
win ~wards

The Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) to
End the War in Vietnam is promoting a High
School Bill of Rights, which, among othcr things,
contends that students have a right to distribute
pamphlets on school grounds without
authorization of the school administration. In this,
and a number of other resplfcts, the SMC goes
bey.ond the policy statement on "Student
Involvement In the Educational Process," which
has been adopted by the Montgomery County
Board of Education.

The purpose of the Bill of Rights. according to
the Committee, is to create freedom for students
to speak out against the war in Vietnam. At the
time of a news conference in late January, the bill
had not been finalized, but it is believed that a
final version will come out of the National Student
Antiwar Conference in Cleveland on February
14-1 S, ,

SMC outlines student rights
by DANNY COHEN

- ....... ~.
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Jiril~owic wins SG election

with this coupon

8640 Flower Ave.

10 % Student Discouht

Pizza Kitchen

caught up in too much red
tape." The constitution is not
satisfactory to him. He wishes to
refofm it in some way so that
"SG has a power base,"

',Em.ma notes
,Blair crime
I. •

precautIons
(VANDALISM, from page 2)

Blair, the police were summoned
to break up a fight that broke
out between fans of the
opposing teams.

• On December 17, outsiders
extorted money from students
and beat a Blair student.

Dr. P.l. Emma. Blair's new
print:ipal. told students at the all
school assemblies on February 4.
"The Citizenship Committee
t:annot be expected to police the
school. It is up to the studen ts,
not the local police anp
Citizenship Committee, to put
an end to trouble in Blair."

Emma plans that "by the end
of the 1970 sehool year, there
will be a telephone t:onnected to
the main office un every noor of
Blair. "

Emma added that "Blair is
'being put on the list of schools
in the county to be equipped
with detection systems. If there
is the least disturbance in any
part of the school a computer in
Rockville will pick it up and the
police will be sent to the
school. "

Mr. John Freeman,
vice-p ri n ci pal, commeJlted,
"There has' always been a
potential for harm within Blair.

. But recently, trouble lias been
more intense. With the help of
the student body," he said. "we
can maintain safety in the
school. "

be a "student-teacher board" for
the se.lection of teachers.

He continued, "Students and
teachers should have better
rapport. More kids should talk
with their teachers." .

The newly elected
president feels that "SG

Shifrin hopes to set a precedent for other classes, and sees the
programs, many of which will be during the resource period as a 589-5400 589-5400

factor in increasing the popularity O~f~E~:=E:O~P~.----------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Shifrin stated that "since the class government represents
everyone ... we hope to represent both sides" of issues that affect
students while in school and when graduated. Panel diSl:ussions and
speakers scheduled are council woman Rose 'Kramer and Leo "Tar"
Paulin debating on the subject of patriotism, a draft assembly, a
speaker on public 'action against pOllution, and a speaker from the
Saigon government.

• To guarantee EEOP's
continuation next year.

• To introduce a "wider
branch of vocational programs
for Blair."

Jirikowic claims, "I want to
start to make school human."
Specifically, he urges that there

The price of $80 will pay for transportation, 2 meals during
travel, 4 days in 2 'major hotds, a choice of one nigh ts
entertainment, insurance, and gratuities.

At the February 5 senior class town n~ecting, graduate David
Margolan shared his experiences on last year's trip. Also at the

. assembly, Shifrin presented the upper classmen with plans for an
expand'ed senior class progra~. Going beyond the usual fund raising,
this is an effort to attract more students to class activities, bringing
'students closer together. and making them think.

Allan Jirikowic speaks on fundamental issues to
Blairites at a special election assembly held

• To find the root of Blair's
attendance problem. One
proposal includes the placing of
students in the attendance
department.

• To support an open
campus policy at Blair.

Shifrin announces trip details
~oseniors at class town meeting

In what Election chairman
Teri West called "the best
turnout" in recent years, Allan
J irikowic, Blair senior, assumed
the post vacated by the
departure of student government
Vice-president Kristi Spieler.

Jirikowic defeated opponents
John Geiger and Steve Marques
in a special student government
election.

A total of 724 students voted
during the election held
February 4-6. In last year's :Iune
election for the four SG
executive posts, only 400
persons turned out to vote.

Jirikowic has already
outlined specific goals for the
remainder of the school year:

• To give creative
announcements in the morning.
Jirikowic wishes to include guest
announcers and important
information in his morning
addresses.

• To fully use the powers of
the student ombudsman.

• To eliminate the SG debt
by "broader use" of the school
store. He would like to see the
store open more hours during
the day. Also, Jirikowic plans to
push for the sale of records, at
"decent prices," there.

,
Montreal and Quebec, Canada, will be the scene of the 1970

Senior Class trip to be held May 27 to April I. The trip will be much
like last year's when two days were spent in Quebec, and two in
Montreal.

Dr. Mary Curry, senior class advisor, commented "We give the
students the freedom to enjoy themselves the way they want to."

Last year, she explained, "we provided students with information
on things to see and places to go," while letting them go out on their
own. The few scheduled events included a choice of entertainment,
(Petula Clark, a musical version of "Johnny Belinda," or a baseball
game) and a bus tour, of Montreal.

Ken Shifrin, senior class president, hopes that "at least half the'
class" will attend the trip. In the past two years, only one third of
the classes have gone. The trip is not possible with less than 200
seniors.

This year is the first time that a senior class has been able to not
only have a say in t~e possibilities and the price range of the· trip,
but also ~ote on their destination.

Dr. Curry stated that "more than twice as many people voted for
the Canada trip than voted for both New York and New Orleans."

Music troupe to visit Blair
, . .

Class of 1970:

Name· _

Please send me details on the Earn and Learn and
Advanced Standing Programs.

Address _

BEAT THE HIGH COST OF EDUCATION:
EARN AND LEARN
The George Washington University. School of
Engineering and Applied Science offers a program in
which you can combine Education arid Employment that
will enable you to earn more than $10,000 during your
undergraduate years. in the engineering field that will
complement your studies; obtain a Bachelor of Science
degree in Civil, Electrical (with Computer Science
option), or Mechanical Engineering; and receive financial
assistance, if requested, to help cover tuition, textbcloks,
and fees. You may receive college credit for advanced high
school courses through the Advanced Standing Program.

Sendcouponforde~i~.

Dean Harold Leibowitz
School of Engineering and Applied Science
The George Washington University
Washington, D.C. 20006

----------------------------

Dodge and Chrysler-Plymouth
dealers in behalf of Driver
Education and Driver Safety.
These dealers also provide more
than 12,000 new cars for driver I
education on a no charge, no:
deposit basis.

The program is sponsored by
Chrysler Corporation and local

•11·llllrrll

on their sixth annual 65,000
mile tour. The revue stars 24

professional teenage musicians
and singers from all over the
country. The troupe is
comprised of winners of a series
of special auditions and most
have won awards in local, state
or national competitions. Their
average age is 19.

CI_oom " Behind the Wheel

Instruction in 3 week~ " 1 day.

BLUE BIRD
DRIVING SCHOOL,

Over the past five years, more
dlan three million students have
seen this 'program. Blair is one of
only SOO high schools to be
visited by the Chrysler Spurlows

"Music for Modern
Americans," a program starring
the Chrysler Spurlows, will
appear at Blair on March 3rd
from 12:45 to I :45. The show
will combine Broadway tunes,
current hits, special material,
comedy and dancing to present a
theme of Driver Safety set to
music.

This School is licensed by
the DepClrtment of Motor

Vehicle

864 -·;0114 Hyatuwille. Md..

. - - - .-"- -.- . --- , ,......,., ~ ~ "-
_ ------0' _ ~ _. ....-- , _ >__.........--< __./~_

.. -- - - ~- - - ,. '" '--

City Slate' --'··'--Zip _

High Year
School___ Graduating. _
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. 'Guys and Dolls'

Costumes~scenery take shape
by ROBERT GOTKIN

Working "behind the scenes," the annual show
technical crew is busy preparing for Blair's production of

."Guys and Dolls." Several committees comprise the
crew, two of whic'h are stage crew and costumes.

Fifty would-be carpenters, painters and handymen
make up the stage crew. Their purpose is a complete
dedication to perfecting the building of sets for "Guys
and Dolls."

It isn't a "hammer and nail here," a "dab of paint
there," organization. It's a tightly knit, well-structured
body, with every member having a specific job to
perform. Crew chairman Sharon Wolpoff sites, "a very
close family-type reIa tionship among crew members."

The crew began the twelve main sets January 26, at
which time several construction chiefs were named to
assist the chairman in delegating duties. Already parts of
many sets have been completed.

A large flowing fountain for a scene in Havana,
promises to be the toughest to build. It requres setting
up almost an entire plumbing system. This will no doubt
be expensive, but it should fit well into the stage crew's
budget of about $1000.

Twenty-five girls comprise the costume committee.
Clothes for "Guys and Dolls" should offer an interesting
challenge. Show director, Mrs. Barbara Johnson, wants a
blend of the 1930's and 1960's, in fitting the designs for
the play.

Chairman Sandy Greenleaf and her co-chairmen,
Athena Lambidakis and Judy Stone set up the goals for
their committee. They must make, rent, buy or borrow
cost urnes, and have them ready for the cast by no later
than one week before the show.

Usually, SO% of the costumes are made, but the cast
·is always a good source for getting clothes. This is
especially significant for the boys, since it is most
difficult to make shirts, pants, and suits. The committee
is given a budget of $SOO, which is used mainly for
buying materials and renting sewing machines.

I •

call ToUr 966.fi034

IIIftrt .........

5151 WiKansin Awnue

T. ca..-rs CA.-to

"'II" -U-.-l
I-WID

1IIftr .............

...._
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Residence at a hotel, Le
Cayra, will cost,,$4.00. pe,: nj.ght.
Students will. be asked· t@ buy
their own meals during the trip.

Sponsors stress that there are
many interesting things to see
and· do in Paris that are free or
very inexpensive. One day there
will be a reception at the
American Embassy to introduce
American students to French
students.

Some of the perpetual
activities and sites of Paris

available at little or no costs .
are: the Champs Elysees (a
famous Paris avenue), Sorbonne
University fashion show ~, and i----'
the Jardin des Tuileries (a Paris
garden). Also, flower markets,
bookstalls, Notre Dame
Cathedral, and s~dewalk caf~s.

Plans for the Paris trip must
be made immediately, and
students who wish to participate
should contact Mrs. Forden
in EIOS.

tf

Blair organizeL
.journey to Paris

. Madame Lafayette:,
of the Alliance (she played the
title role of Antigone in French
theatres last year) will direct the
trip and accompany the
students, along with Blair
teachers and 'French guides, on
their tour.

The flight to Paris (Air
France or Pan Am). Gosts
$19S.00. This low group rate is
obtainable because over eighty
people plan to take part in the
trip.

Spring is the time for
pilgimages, and Blair is
sponsoring one such journey to
Paris during the spring vacation..
The trip will be _ sponsored by
L'Alliance Francaise (a
French-American public
reIa tions organization). Along
with 47 Blairites, the students
from Walter Johnson and Walt
Whitman high schools are
participating in this adventure
abroad ..

gfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllg .. ...-- -,.
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SoMETHING DIFFERENT

LUAU PARTY?
FREE POLYNESIAN DECORATIVNS - TROPICAL D~NI<S

LOTS OF FUN
..CCOMMODATE UP TO 1OO..~ll TODAY

WHY NOT HAVE A

LUAU HUT RESTAURANT
14 FSTREET. NW.. CAPITOL HILL 543-5300

8407 RAMSEY AVENUE. SilVER SPRING. 581-58,88

support its arguments.

One reason that the team is
so unknown is that so far this
year it has been dormant. earns
can participate only when the
school holding the meet invites

them to do so. Blair has been
invited to go to Brown
University in Providence, Rhode
Island at the end of February
this year.

concern unfair grading and
testing practices and poor
student-faculty relations. But
because of "the students' lack of
confidence" in him, Borgida
hasn't had the chance to handle
many student complaints.
Borgida has found that another
reason for lack of student
response is that "students aren't

.aware of my position."
To help aid this problem,

Borgida plans to notify teachers
having conflicts with individual
students to send them to seek
his help.

• Oose to home
• Inexpensive
• Accredited
• I()"l fa(,:ulty-studenl ratio

See your counselor

to obtain ~ catalogue

SMAll & FRIEN>lY'

BOWIE STATE
COLLEGE

Response to Blair's newly
created student ombudsman has
been relatively poor. Senior
Dave Borgida has, so far, dealt
with less than ten students with
grievances.

The significance of the
ombudsman is that students
with complaints can, in effec't,
take them directly to the
administration. "The position is
an instru ment that the student
can use' to get his problem
solved without any red tape,"
commented Borgida.

Some of the problems which
Borgida expects to handle

Complaint post fails
Student ombudsman

<

All day debates are
conducted in the Oregon state
style. They are broken up into
60 minute rounds that include
eight minute speeches, three
minutes of questions, and four
minutes of rebuttals. Judges,
provided by a . third school,
decide upon the winner by
grading each team on a l-S point
scale, according to the logic
presented by each team to

by GARY HATTAl

Montgomery Blair's debating
team is an orphan. It does not
have a sponsor. It also has been
confused with the Forensic
team-from which it is separate.

Latin scholars might
recognize the root of forensic,
which pertains to the forum, or
public speaking, which is what
the forensic team is concerned
with. Mrs. Voncile Johnston,
sponsor of the forensic team, did
for a time also sponsor the
debating team last year; but she
relinquished the job to Mr.
James Sylvester. When he
resigned at the end of last year,
no teacher offered to take his
place.

At present there is a two man
varsity debating team consisting
of captain Robert Baum, a
senior, and junior Jon Bor. In
addition, three debators, senior
Eli Goldblatt, junior Carol Wess,
and junior Carol Whiting,
constitute the junior varsity
team. "Every student is invited
to try out," according to Bob
Baum. "Especially verbal people
are needed."

A debate meet actually
begins when the: National
Forensic League determines the
yearly topic. This year it is to
"Resolve whether congress
should prohibit United States
military intervention in foreign
countries." This topic is sent to
all high schools known to have a
debating team and each school
must then research all the
information and quotes they can
find in order to prepare a plan
for debate. These' plans are
confidential, as they are used by
the team throughout the year,
and spectators are not allowed
to take notes.

'Verba:'lpeopte .. ,.e~~d'

Deba'te 'team inactive
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Leisurely AssemblyI am your Student Govt. Leg. Assembly Doll!

Wind me up and I spend most of my time

organizing my internal structure!

--
Soapbox-----------

1984 looms

At present, Blair's legislative assembly is
the most incompetent and worthless
branch of Student Government. Statistics
that show that 71 % of the assembly's
legislation concerns internal and selling
project bills are indicative of the extent of
the organization's problem. Legislative
assembly's stagnation this year is the result
of an unnecessary concentration on
parlimentary affairs, coupled with assembly
attendance problems. Before LA can
initiate any kind of constructive programs,
it must rid itself of its internal problems,
cut the red tape, enforce attendance rules
with threats of impeachment, and stop
devoting itself almost exclus'ively to petty
details which so often block student
government progress.

The assembly has consistently failed to
maintaio. adequate communication with the
student body. Homeroom visitations and
school-wide referendums, which in the past
have proved successful in indicating
students' interests, have been practically
non-existent this year. Students are rarely
informed about an legislative assembly
action.

As a legislative' assemblyman indignantly
informed Silver Chips in a letter to the
editor, "on October 21 st, a motion was

made and passed unammously authorizing
the secretary of Student Government to
distribute a weekly summary of SG's
activities." The writer added that "the rest
of legislative assembly would appreciate it
if you would more fully investigate the
facts before printing such editorials." After
investigating the facts, we submit that it
would be even more beneficial if legislative
assembly actually carried through its
unanimous motion.

Legislative assembly has been
particularly disappointing in its lack of any
significant proposals in the fields of
educatlonal reform, curriculum suggestions,
and student rights. To support a
meaningful student government, LA must
investigate and initiate programs in these
areas to meet the changing demands of the
students.

The assembly must somehow rid itself
of its internal disorders, establish much
needed communication with its
constituents, and focus on legislation
relevant to the students. If this and future
sessions of the legislature f::iiI to
mcorporate these reforms, perhaps we
should follow the recommendation of our
newly elected vice-president and abolish
the assembly.

Advisor•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••MrL DOrothy Settle
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to' a party platform of
"IGNORANCE IS
STRENGTH"?

Can Mr. Agnew's vituperation
upon political comment be the
beginning of an evolution that
would eventually develop into a
society that promulgates
punishment of "thought crimes"';

Can the decade that will
produce test tube babies be far
from the decade 'that saw the
rise of a picture-tube president?

The youth of today hold the
answers to, these questions. And
it is us, the generation that was
so much a part of the sixities,
that must wake up in the coming
decade so that when 1984
arrives we can aver Orwell a
fictionist, not a futurist.

Ellie Miro
Senior

Lack of intensity shows especially in Fonda.
One gets the vague impression that he wants to
settle down, but is constantly egged on to travel
by Hopper.·This is shown at a farmer's where
Wyatt, after fixing his flat tire, comments

You get some bread, pack up your knapsack
and load up your bike with your few possessions
(film crew, sound crew, directing crew, music
crew, make-up crew, blood crew, gore crew, etc.),
and bomb on over to the beautiful southern
midwest to make a film about two heroic, gentle,
kind young rebels being persecuted by Wallace's
America. You can't miss deeply moving everybody
by the technicolor atrocities you show. Right?

Wrong.
Easy Rider fails not in direction, but in degree.

West Side Story was acclaimed because the pity it
evoked lasted for days, 2001: A Space Odyssey
because it required long and deep pondering. Half
a minute after the last drop of blood coagulates on
the screen in Easy Rider, and the last hard rock
chord dies in the speakers, almost all of the
movie's shock, and therefore its message, is gone.

A major disappointment is the shallowness of
the films two main charac~ers - Wyatt (Peter
Fonda) and Billy (Dennis Hopper). The two,
obviously intended to come off as the N~w

American Drealn, often appear to be dirty slobs.
Their golden interior shines forth infrequently and
briefly.

tt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;;;;;;:;:::::;::;:::::::::;::;:::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::;::::::::;::::::;:;~::;::::::;::::;;:;::;::::::;: Closeups

i~- Tri te, but true
:~~:::::::;::;:::::;:;:::::;:::::::::::;:::::;:::::::::::;;::::::;::::::::::::::;:::::'::::;::;:::}:;::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::: by Mark Rub in

half-politely, half-truthfully, that he would like to
own a similar farm. To a greater extent, it is shown
when Wyatt, seriously considering a midwestern
commune member's suggestion that it might be
the time and place to stay permanently, is
interrupted by Billy's "Well are we going or aren't
we?" An idea that had possibilities, however, is
lost by being presented in such a lukewarm
manner.

Naturally, Easy Rider is not as weak in all
places as the total effect indicates. The sequence
which reveals George Hanson (Jack Nicholson),
the influential, bribing hick drunkard, as an
intelligent amature philosopher, just before his
murder, is the most effective of the movie. The
addition of the feeling "but some are good" is
necessary in a picture which otherwise portrays
Southerners as sadistic, blood-thirsty bigots.

Far and away the worst part of the show is the
ending. Even leaving the rest as it is, a more
gradually built up, slowly premeditated ending
could increase the horror, and therefore the effect
of the statement, ten-fold. As is, the it's "wham,"
"bang" and it's all over - before anything has a
chance to sink in.

Easy Rider makes its point well for certain
people. If one is easily shocked, and believes in the
basic innate goodness of the "Silent Majority,"
Hopper's exposition is quite effective. Otherwise,
one is left with a vague, puzzled feeling that
nothing was said that one didn't know before.

-------letters to the Editor
The advent of 1970 leaves

only fourteen years until 1984,
~t-few-appear to be disquieted.

--' The Orwellian prognostications
are viewed only as
science-fiction by most. But if
one questions the events of the
"sixties" he will discover that

L..._--l:t:::e---:;w";;;orld of 1984 ma¥ have
already begun.
,Can the i.mmense

'military:in'dustrial complex that
now operates on almost seventy
percent of our taxes be a
beginning to the credo that
"WAR IS PEACE"?

Can the free .enterprise
system that enables the elite
group of super-rich to exploit
the masses be a manifestation of
the dogma that "FREEDOM IS

=---_. SLAVERY"?
And was the ascent of

Wallace forces in 1968 only due

~~-----'--------~-~-----~......_----~
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Team teachers pool
individual resources

Mr. Stephen Berg, one participant in Blair's team teaching
program, explains a concept to his history class~

Fashion course aids
student as consumer

From its ongm in American Civilization, a
discontinued two period combination U.S. History
and English course ten years ago, team teaching at
Blair has evolved into an expanded program
embracing four courses and .the majority of
teachers in the social studies department.

In addition to sharing teachers, students of U.S.
History and Government II, Modern World
Hist<;>ry, Problems of the Twentieth Century, and
the Metropolitan Studies Program share learning
materials (worksheets, tests, etc.), audio-visual
equipment, and guest speakers.

In coordination sessions, teachers of the same
course exchange ideas and devise a course of study
basically unified in content and schedule of topic.
discussion.

According to Mr. Stephen Berg, chairman of
the social studies department, the team teachers
are "sold" on the "new multi-approach," which
utilizes varied reading sources (rather than a single
text book) and multi-media, such as films and
records.

With the exception of Mr. Michael Crosby and
Mr. Robert Maddox, who are team teachers of the
two-period Metropolitan Studies Program assigned
to the same group of students, each teacher carries
out most of the instruction for his designated
class. Classes do occasionally hear lectures by
other teachers, although they more often combine
to see a film or make use of other audio-visual
material.

While teachers will occasionally give group
lectures on their special areas of proficiency, the
scope of U.S. and world history courses usually
prevents them from becoming teacher-<5pecialists,
due to the limited time given to explore diverse

Excels in math

subject matter.
Team taught classes also meet to hear guest

speakers. The Modern World History classes, for
example, assembled recently to listen to the
second secretary of the Russian Errbassy.

Because of the recent requirement for all
sophomores entering from all feeder junior hiyJl.
schools to take U.S. History and Government II
(the second half of a course the students begin
studying in the ninth grade) and for these same
juniors to take Modern World History, the courses
must cater to students with a wide range of
abilities.

According to Berg, it is due to this need that
there are slight variations in the degree of
difficulty of team-ereated tests. UnfortunatelY,
"trying to have classes maintain a similar pace is
more of an idea than a reality."

"We (the t~am teachers) must decide on a'
course of study through a lengthy democratic

. process," says Berg. "We must refine everything,
strain it and check it out. We don't always agree
but, working very closely for the most part, we
come around to agreement."

He continued, "Team teaching is much harder_
than teaching alone but, theoretically at least,
students (are exposed to) more intellectual ability
with team teachers than with just one teacher.
Hopefully, they should get the best out of each
teacher."

What do students feel they reap from the team
teaching experience? While many are pleased with
the variety, others do not share their teachers'
optimism.

"Thousands of the same ditto sheets for all,"
groaned one Modern World History student.

Blair intrigues whiz kid

Photo by Joe Noli

followed me, and faces turned.
But now I find Blair a great
school and I'm used to it."

Accordingly, Mr. Allan
Graham, Warren's analysis
teacher says that "his classmates
were initially not quite sure how
to take Warren, but kids have
warmed up to him." His
chemistry teacher, Mrs. Lillian
Abramson, feels that Warren is
"amazingly adjusted to the
situation. "

Neither of the two teachers
have taught such a young
student before, but they both
seem to enjoy it. In fact, Mrs.
Abramson says, "I get a bang
out of having him!"

Understandably, Warren says
the future "looks a bit exciting"
and he hopes to pursu,e a career
in physics or math, possibly at
M.I.T. But according to his
counsellor, "Warren is not just a
math whiz, he's a pretty all
around kid." He is editor of
Takoma' newspaper, as well as a
member of Blair's math team.
But, like any other student,
Warrell has a typical problem.
He received a C in French this
last - grading period, and admits
"I've got to try harder."

of the miniature model of'Blair.

Warren is a thirteen year old
ninth grader from Takoma Park
Junior High School. He.
attends classes at both Blair and,
Takoma in a special program
which allows him to take
advanced courses not offered at
his junior high.

At- Blair, Warren takes CPA
chemistry, introductory analysis,
and French II. While at Takoma,
he takes English, history and
gym.

However, Warren's special
talent is mathematics. He
furthered his record of
excellence in junior high and in
summer school. He progressed so
rapidly, in fact, that in eighth
grade he taught himself Algebra
II because Takoma does not
offer this course. Last year he
took algebra and trigonometry
in summer school, leaving him in
line for the analysis course at
Blair.

Coming to Blair naturally
required some adjustment for
Warren. He says that when he
first came to this school, "I felt
like I stuck out like a sore
thumb. I was asked my age,
people pointed. at me, eyes

by SUE ARSHACK

If you've walked down Blair's
halls recently and seen a student
who looks like he should be in
seventh grade, you may have
said to yourself, "Those
sophomores are getting smaller
every year." The chances are
pretty good that this small
Blairite isn't a sophomore at all.
He just ~ight be Warren Hsing.

the people who worked on it,
will accompany the project.

Zarubaiko stated that "the
students working on the project
didn't quite realize exactly how
the school was laid out. Upon
seeing the model, one is
immensely surprised to find how
little one knows of the layout of
Blair. Even the distance from the
football field to "c" building
can be quite astonishing."

","

Students iri'" Mr.-.iOhn Zarubaiko's Technical
Design and Pre-Engineering class near completion

Techni-eal design students
construct miniature Blair

by ELAINE EPSTEIN
As the need increases for courses that prepare the student for the

future, Blair, along with various other schools in Montgomery
County and Virginia, has begun a two 'year course in fashion
merchandising, This course is open to any junior or senior girl
interested in a career in fashion, or preparation for the role of a
housewife. I

According I to ~iss Mary Baumgardner, Blair~ fashion
merchandising teacher, "The root disciplines of fashion
merchandising are by nature peTtinent to the develqpment of the
'inner self.' Therefore, there is a responsibility to identify the
uniqueness of the individual, and secondly, to identify the
individual's potential within a chosen career."

The two year fashion merchandising program stresses the
student's role as a prospective consumer,employee, saleswoman;
employer and merchandiser. Students acquire -skills in the field of

( See FASH ION, page 9)

Visitors and incoming feet. The model will include
sophomores will now have an details such as windows, playing
easier time finding their way fields, trees, and even the bridge
around Bl~ir. A scale model of over Sligo Creek. This type of
Blair, being constructed by Mr. model makes a gigantic building
.John Zarubaiko's technical complex, such as Blair, suddenly
design class and pre-engineering comprehensible to the student.
classes, will make this possible. "I found myself exploring

Zarubaiko' wants to produce little nitches and corners to see
such a project because Blair has if I could identify them all,"
no uniform building plan. The commented Zarubaiko.
original plans were burned. He According to Kimber
wanted his students to do this Brawley, chairman of the
project "for their experience and project, "Our main problems are
involvement," so they will lack of surveying equipment,"
understand that it is necessary and "an unorganized working
for a professional engineer to force." But he adds, "You never
make a model of his proposed realize what you can accomplish
construction, before selling and until you get started."
building it. After completing this Materials used in the model
project, it will be easier for are' common ones. The base
students to handle the same consists of balsawood stakes
situation in a professional career. covered with paper and

The students had to create a . cardboard. The buildings consist
uniform plan before building the of cardboard covered with
model. They measured the brickpaper, and have plastic
school and the grounds in their windows. Paint, varnish, and
entirety, took photographs, and balsawood chips add the
made sketches. The students finishing touches.
want the model to be realistic. Zarubaiko originally planned

.Consequently, they are the model to bea year's projeet.
evaluating the layout of the However, he is having the
school, while creating their students complete the project in
model. 12 weeks to make time for other

In order to meet these projects. The model should be
requirements, the scale had to be finished in the middle of March.
fairly lar~e - one inch equals 20 A written report, and a list of



A popular topic was methods of "reaching"
and meeting the needs of the student body.
Musher proposed presenting Ideas to the student
body and arguing the pros and cons, rather than
flatly asking students what they want to be done.
The latter method, Musher pointed out,. has
produced little response from Blairites who "rarely
know what they want."

Students al.so participated in sensitivity
training, "microlabs." One exercise involved
observing people engaged in "role playing" to see
how they react to different leaders and varied
situations.

Another session stressed the consideration of
arguments and statements made by others before
adding onc's personal comments to the
conversation.

Reaction to the weekend retreat was generally
favorable. Most participants agreed that it served
as a cohesive force; the typical comment was, "It
brought us closer together."

chance of getting a good deal." the car can be sold. The general
You have to take your time, go consensus is that the Maryland
to all the used-car dealers in inspection is "hard, accurate and
your area, and compare your fair."
findings. A car that will meet the

Your first decision is to find requirements of the Maryland
a dealer. In general, the best inspection will not always meet
place to purchase a used car is your own standards, Interested
from an established new-car buyers have the opportunity to
franchise. These dealers get inspect the car while it is in the
trade-ins that are usually in good 101 and in most cases dealers
condition and are later model allow customers 10 drive cars, In
cars. The cars are most often the test drive you should try to
1965-68 models and range from get the feel of the car in motion.
about $400 on up .. At some of If you are getting a smooth ride
,these dealers,. the ,price is Cixed a'nd do n6t 'h 'ar any 'unusual ' ,I

and the customer is not' no\c~s, you caT) ,test the hraR,es, -
expected to bargain. However, as' shift gears, and increase 'to:. / J

Joe 'Chow, a Wheaton Dot:!ge rlvarYingtspeeds.' .,. '" tH;

dealer sait! "all prices' are' ' " One' \lal\.t'able 'tip is 'ie> h6Id1'a'·')'.Iu
negotiable t~ a degree." , 'sheet of"regular writi'ng paper in

If you are 've ry front of'tlle exhaust pirc'wQile '
knowledgeable about cars or someone starts: the motOr. If the II

want a car wh ich is a 1965 or paper gets sucked in, the car is in
earlier model then you can get a need of an expensive valve job.
good bargain at 'a lot dealing . You should also check that the
solely with used cars. Often new windows, roof (if it is a
car dealers will wholesale a used convertible), and all other
car to these lots because the car mechanisms are In working
would cost too much to repair in order. If you don't know
order to resell it. However, often anything about the motor, have
it is wholesaled because there is a mechanic check it for you, but
no demand for that type car. do not just open the hood and

Th r t ' count the number of cylinders,e ave age warran y given .. .
t d b ' 30 " because notlung WIll give youo a use car uyer IS a ·.... ay,' f t
50-50 warranty, This means that away as er. ,
f 'd f 30 d th Many dealers feel tllat, as. Joe
or a peno 0 ays, e 'd "T d ' b

dealer will pay 50% of the parts Chow sal., 0 ay s uyers are
and labor repair bills. Although smarter III every phase by far.
this is the standard warranty, The' pUbh.c kno~ledge of cars,
one dealer said that he would do therr quality, pnce, and what a
"anything to fix the car while car is worth is far gr~~ter today
it's here on the lot. But once than It was before. Whether
you hit the curb ... God bless this i~ true :in you~ case or not,
.you." Along with the warranty that IS the ImpreSSIOn you want
you have a Maryland Inspection to gIve when you buy. a used
thllt is guranteed by law before car.

offer

by ANN CASTELLOT

Confidence is the
characteristic most advantageous
in buying a used car.' As a
member of the Driver
Education Department said,
"You have to have confidence
and look like you know
something about cars, whether
you do or not. If you are sure of
yourself, you have a better

Workshop produces
changed SG attitude

During the weekend of January 29-February I,
the rural surroundings of Blue Ridge Summit,
Pennsylvania provided the atmosphere for a
student government workshop. The thirty
participants at the retreat slept and conducted
business in the century-old old Greystone Inn.

The purpose of the workshop, explained
Student Government President Jeremy Mush~r,
was to provide a "fet away" to "evaluate school
(and student government) problems from a
different vantage point."

The -students, for much of the weekend,
divided themselves into three discussion groups,
each without any assigned topics.

The groups discussed topics such as the
direction of student government and the lack of
communication with the student body.

Concerning the direction of the organiz<ltion,
one group considered the possibility of reviving
school dances, an activity which has not received
much attention this year.

Guide to used car buy!~g

Buyers need confidence

~r6sswortl 'ptiZ-zles, and artw~rk:
Last year, Der

Wunderbursche won second
p.lace from the Columbia Scholastic
Pfess Association, being only eight
points from first place. An
article, "Comparison of

. American and German
Theaters," appeaTing in the
recent issue, also appeared in the
"German American Review".

The Blair German club
publishes "Der Wunderburche,"
thus eliminating much financial

, difficulty, as the club dues pay
for the publication. Each club
member has to sell five issues.
Subscriptions are sold to
neighboring junior high schools
who request them.

The German magazine only
comes out twice a year.
According to Mrs. De Long, "If we
don't sell enough copies, we
print less."

• "Praeco Argenteus,"
sponsored by Mr. William
Nickerson, and edited by Ellen
Cohn, has a long tradition at
Blair, dating back 20 years. The
purpose of the magazine is to
link classical man's aspirations
and achievements to those of
modern man. The magazine
contains historical essays,
poetry, quizes, and other items
of interest.

It, too has won first place
many times in the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association
competition, and hopes to win
first place nationally this year.

The magazine focuses on
classical Roman and Greek man.
The staff selects a theme, and
adapts the articles to it. In the
past issue, the articles made the
theme of "Common man during
Roman Times" very realistic.
Parallels were drawn between
present Vietnam policies and the
policies of Julius Caesar, Roman
emperor.

"Praeco Argenteus" has a
hard time financially, but
Nickerson says, "We have a
strong sense of pride, and think
that publication of the magazine
is worthwhile. It gives Latin
students a chance to be in

print." The magazine has the
acute problem of going in the
hole with each publication. They
hold bake sales to try to raise
money.

The magazine comes out 4
times during the school year,
and costs 25 cents per issue.

"Der Wunderbursche"
sponsored by Mrs. lIse De Long
and edited by John Castellot Jr.,
is the newest foreign language
magazine, being only two years
old. This magazine contains • The staff of "Journal d'Agent," Blair's French French publication is one of three foreign
short articles and stories, jokes, magazine, busily prepares an upcoming issue. The magazines published by Blair students.

•magazInes
cultural change

'.: "~': ,sales campaign and by selling
food at the activity carnival.

Last year, "Journal" received
a seccnd place award from the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association, for magazines of its'
class, and the previous year
received a first place award.

The staff sells subscriptions
of four issues for $.50, ($.60
with an English translation) to
French students, their friends
and neighboring junior high
schools.
So~ rar, the nlagazine has had

financial trouble, and barely
makes ends meet for each issue.
The magazine may go in debt for
i~s next publication. The staff

tries to' abate this condition
through bake sales, s,tepped up
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The "E" building leak (above) has seemingly become a Blair
tradition. Many patches later, the roof remains the same eyesore this
last year Silver Chips photograph captured. Photo by Joe Neil

Expression in terms of
another culture can help .a,
student unCQvex hidden. creative
potentialities. The foreign
language magazines provide for
this by giving an ,opportunity for
self-expression in another
language, and for insight i'nto a
foreign culture.

The French department
publishes "Journal d'Argent,",
the Latin department publishes

. "Praeco Argenteus," and the
German department releases
"Der Wunderbursche." The
Spanish department has no
foreign language magazine at
present. All of these magazines

----have English translations.
"Journlfl d'Argent,'"

sponsored by' Mrs. Aiice Koch
and edited by Amy Gadol and
Corin Eisenstein, comes out four
times during the school year.
The magazine features short
,s tories, biographies, book
critiques, travel articles, poetry,
crossword puzzles, cartoons, and
a specie:: feature, ''Chere
Brigitte," which is similar to
"Dear Abby".

Foreign
students----- ..~



•crIme

to visit area fashion shows and
the Smithsonian Institute, to
study the clothing of past years.

The seniors are planning a
three day trip to New York City
in April where they will visit a
wholesale house; textile
industry, sewing factory, and
various schools geared to fashion
merchandising.

attract attention. Boys may
"detain" the extortionists by
making a "citizens arrest," but
should do so only when they do
not endanger themselves.

In addition to the discussion
of extortion at Blair, head'
Basketball Coach Gene Doane
and varsity play/;:rs Huck
Redfield and Ed Stewart joined
Musher, Freeman, and outgoing
Principal William Brennan in
impressing upon students the
possible ramifications of fights
after basketball games. At the
Blair-Northwood game, two
Northwood students were,
injured in a fight between Blair
and Northwood students after
the tense match.

Stewart mentioned that a
contract has been signed to
televise the Montgomery County
divisional Basketball
championships. However, should
Blair win the division title, yet
be forced to play in the
afternoon, the game would go
untelevised.

Brennan closed the meeting
by announcing that he had not
delivered a farewell speech
because of the importance of the
extortion and violence problem
at Blair. He urged students to
lend their "support and
cooperation" to incoming
I?rincipal Dr. P.I. Emma.

The Blair girls honor
basketball team has piled up a
3-1 record with only two games
left to play.

In their only loss of the
season to Wheaton, the game
started going against Blair when
senior Brenda Loube tore a knee
ligament coming down from a
jump shot. After that, Wheaton
effectively con trolled the
boards, beating Bla.ir 55-33.

Last week the team redeemed
itself by beating B-CC, 33-26.

Senior Katie Brown is still
not satisfied with her team's
play. She feels they aren't
playing together as well as they
should. According to Katie, they
only win by "outsmarting" the
other team with plays "cooked
up" by Miss Sharma Wright.

Senior Charlene Fisher, team
forward, feels the toughest part
of the season is coming up in the
games against WaJter Johnson
and Peary.

If the team wins these games
it will go on to the county
tournament.

The team has improved
significan tly the past two years.
Most of the girls can remember
two years ago when they lost all
but one game, and according to
Charlene they won that one
because they had "help from the
referee."I

insight into self-improveme~t.

They achieve a skill in day as
well as night and theater
make-up and enhance their
appearance by improving their
posture, clothing styles, and self
confidence.

they immediately report the
incident to the nearest teacher.

Assistant Principal John
Freeman reiterated Musher's
goal of awareness and
involvement. Freeman made
specific reference to the incident
on December 17th, when a
group of outsiders entered Blair,
were forced to leave at noon,
and ultimately returned at 3:30'
p.m. to beat up a student leaving
the school.

Freeman pointed out that the
assailants might have been
apprehendeq at noon, had one
of the many studen ts who
noticed them bothered to
inform the main office. Freeman
compared that incident to a
similar one January 14th, when
students immediately reported a
group of extortionists at Blair.
This group was apprehended by
police before they left the
school grounds.

Specifically, Freeman urged
the following directives:

I. 'Be alert for strangers in
Blair buildings, and report their
presence to the administration at
first notice.

2. Immediately report any
"unusuaJ or unlawfui" incident
to the nearest teacher.

3. Girls, if approached by
extortionists, should scream to

Girl's honor ball team
'outsmarts' opponents

can

Students use fashion skills
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Student 'awareness' .
help curb

Musher aJso stressed the
importance of student
involvement. Telling students
not to "look the other way" jf
they see a fellow Blairite
assaulted, Musher advised that

All English classes met
Friday, January 30th, in a

."town meeting" to hear about
the recent· rise in violent
extortion at Blair and the
increased fighting at Blair
basketball games.

Student government
president Jeremy Musher told
the students gathered in Blair's
new auditorium that the purpose
of tJ:1e meeting was "awareness.'"

"The problem of extortion at
Blair," Musher emphasized, "is
no longer up to adult groups
(such as the PTA) to discuss."

causes
halt

summer. school with Cecilie Krog and
Difficulty in finding housing Helene Henry, Blair's two previous

for exchange students arises exchange students.
every year. To quaJify as a host
family, a ·family with a high
school teenager must be
interviewed by members of the
parent organization .

, The family and interviewers (FASHION, from page 7)
fill out forms describing both
the atmosphere at home and fashion and clothing. They learn
personalities of individual family' to ..:hoose and identify clothes
members. All forms are sent to that are right not only for
the New York office for the themselves, but for children and
final decision. the handicapped. Students also

"Not much interest" is the learn to identify various fabrics
verdict given by several AFS . and their uses. Miss Baumgardner has been
officers in reference to the club's In addition to their study of planning various field trips
activities and potential. Carol clothing, students also gain an during the year. The class hopes
Whiting, pre~dent, has v~wed I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

this "seeming apathy" and
vice-president Judy Hessler feels
that it is due to the loss of
contact with any exchange
students. Judy aJso blames last
year's AFS members for the
failure to familiarize more of the

AFS rejection
foreign exchange

Whereas the New Orleans group will be traveling in relative
comfort, those electing to accompany biology teacher Mr. Stuart
Marder on his annual spr.ing vacation trip to the Florida Keys will be
roughing it all the way. This group, traveling by bus, plans to camp
out on the way down and will make use of the park facilities at
Knight's Key, where they plan to spend the majority of their time. A
busy schedule of fishing, snorkling, and scuba diving off the nearby
coral reef, has aJready been planned. Marder has chartered a sixty
foot yacht, th~ Marathon Lady, which will be at their disposal.

Each student deciaing fo fill one of the forty-three openings will
be required to have had a recent tetanus shot and should have some
proof of competency in swimming. The cost of the trip will come to
130 dollars but students should take along an additional twenty-five
dollars for expenses.

"This is essentially a luxury trip," explained Jones, "and this is
the greatest time of year to go to New Orleans. I've never known a
person to be disappointed 'about this trip. It always lives up to their
expectations. "

Trips. ease. boredoDl

The trip to New Orleans, a Heritage Tour being lead for the tenth
consecutive year by social studies teacher Mr. 'Phillip Jones, will
enable ten or fifteen Blairites to see such famous New Orleans
landmarks as Bourbon Street, Pirates Alley, the Cabaldo, the Sugar
Bowl, the French Market, and the Mississippi water front. The
visitors will be treated to the world's greatest Dixieland jazz at
Preservation Hall and have their choice of ·dining in any of New
Orleans' famous restaurants. The group will travel by station wagon
and will stay at Holiday Inns while on the road, and at the
Thunderbird Inn in New Orleans. The trip will last nine days, with
the total cost of 145 dollars covering everything except the purchase
of meals and souvenirs.

Blair students expecting to face days of boredom during the
spring vacation now have a choice of escaping dull Silver Spring for
exciting New Orleans or the sunny Florida Keys.

Duc to the rejection of Blair's
housing applicants by the
American Field Service (AFS),
foreign students have not been
permitted to visit Blair this year.

AFS, eminatirig from a
central office located in New
York, has adult and high school
..:hapters which raise money to
support students from abroad.
In the past two years, Blair, with
the aid of its adult chapter, has
sponsored ,benefits in order. to
raise enough money to support
the two foreign students who
visited during the 1968-69
school year.

Last year there were several
housing applications to house an
exchange student in the
1969-1970 school year, but they
were not acceptable to the New
York headquarters.

Because there are no
exchange students this year,
Blair's potential travelers will be
unable to go abroad this

Rumpelstiltskin (Jody Crane) is shocked to find that the Princess
(Nancy leach) and townspeople know his name, during the
Children's Theatre presentation on Friday, February 6.

Photo by Joe Neil
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'1000 yard' run also, but Coach
Jack Wofford wants to run
others in other events. A high
team score is not his primary
objective.

High hurdler Joel Harman.
although eliminated in his heat
in Baltimore, came back to take
fifth place at Annapolis, despite
his fall at the start of the race.
He still finished two-tenths of a
second behind the state
champion. Harman could have
placed at Baltimore, also, had he
not been eliminated in his heat,
accord ing to Wofford.

"In order to qualify for
semi-finals or finals, a runner
sometimes must place first in his
heat and if the eventual
champion happens to run in
your heat, that eliminates you
right away, with no chance to
place in the finals," explains
Wofford.

The coach added that placing
in one of these meets is
sometimes better than placing at
the state meet. He gave as a
reason that schools from all
surrounding areas participate in
these invitational meets and the
competition is naturally tougher.
For instance, at the Navy meet
there were 70 schools with more
than 1,000 athletes from
Maryland, Virginia and the
District of Columbia
partici pa t ing.

Tracks also cause a difference
in times. Because of this,
separate records are kept for
indoor and outdoor meets. Many
indoor tracks are poor and there
can be as much as a 15 second
difference per mile depending on
track conditions.

With runners like Harman
and Krekoriah (who defeated
Steve Marks, former Rhode
Island state high school 880
champion, with a good kick and
pure "strength and speed") and
with distance run ners who are
willing to run outdoors every
day, even in 'the snow, Wofford
believes the outlook is, at the
least, encouraging.

Nevertheless he has emerged tied
for first place in the county with
Springbrook's David Koffin.

Th e Blazers, however,
regained confidence as they
felled Peary in an easy 31-13
victory. This match gave Blair its
third win of the season (the
other two were over Northwood
and Einstein).

A smashing 44-5 triumph
over Richard Montgomery gave
the Blazers their fourth victory.
All of the grapplers won their
matches except Mike Love (155)
who was edged 1-0 and Steve
Marques (107) who tied.

Wheaton slipped by the
Blazers 22-20 but not before Pat
McMahan, Gil Toth, Ross
Hopeman, Danny Weisner (165)
and Bill Grinder won their'
matches by decision. Mike
Grinder (98) also won, annexing
a pin to his record.

Experience has proven
helpful to, first year wrestler Gil
Toth as he and veterans Pat
McMahan, Ross Hopeman, and
Bill Grinder have added four
wins and one loss to their
records in the past three weeks.

As the county matches
approach McMahan, Toth,
Hopeman, Bill Grinder, and
possibly Greg Cox show the
most promise of placing.

Eddie Stewart goes high in the air to convert an underhand l~y-uP
against Einstein.

defeats with two regular season
matches remaining.

In their worst defeat so far
the Blazers surrendered to
Springbrook 42-0. Heavy weight
Pat McMahan suffered his first
defea t in this match.

Despite dropping two games
in a row in the middle of the
season, Blair remains in a tie for
first place with Springbrook
with an 8-2 league record. The
Blazers are 12-2 overall.

Strongest in hurdles,-:§OO'

Perhaps the most important
of the three is the Blazers'
defense. It has been almost
impossible for Blair's opponents
to penetrate for an inside shot
because of the tough
man-to-man def~nse applied by
the Blazers. This has forced the
opposition to shoot frol1l the
outside, which is a poor
percentage shot.

Harman, Krekorian sparkle

The second factor keeping
Blair a winner is its strong
rebounding. In al most· aU the
games this season, the Blazers
have outrebounded their
opponents. They /'re averaging
over 57 rebounds a game, which
is exceptionally high for a high
school team.

eventually lost the match as did the Blazers.

Toth (185) pinned his opponent.
The other winners by decision
were Greg Cox (138), Bill
Grinder (123). Ross Hopeman
(175) and Pat McMahan (HW).

This loss left the Blazers with
a record of 4four wins and six

The victory over Wheaton
came with a little more
difficulty than expected. Blair
journeyed to Wheaton expecting
to play a patsy that had won
only two league games. But the
Knigh ts surprised them and kept
the game close with brilJiant
outside shooting. It wan't un til
the last quarter that the Blazers
got going and outran Wheaton,
running up a 17 point lead
before winning by eleven.

Last Friday, Einstein came to
Blair and as expected the Blazers
had an easy time of it winning
by 28 points, their largest
winning margin of the season.'
While not playing their best
game of the year, the Blazers'
press and running game were
imposing, leaving the Titans
behind right from the ~art.

demonstrating some tremendous
outside shooting and teamwork
penetrating for the inside shot.
The 105 points by Blair was the
most ever scored against a
't'hitman team.

by BILL MATTHEWS

by CRAIG ROSENTHAL
Sports Editor

Mark Ryan finds himself in a delicate situation
with his Wheaton opponent on his back. Ryan

The next three victories came
a little easier, 105-92 over
Whitman, 91-80 over Wheaton,
and 92-64 over Einstein.

Last Saturday afternoon
B-CC handed the Blair grapplers
their sixth defeat of the season
27-17. While five Blair grapplers
won their matches, only Gil

"When we run, 'we shoot
well; when we don't run, we
don't shoot well." This
statement by varsity coach Gene
Doane sums up the Blazers play
in their last five games.

In four of the five games
Blair came out the '(ictor, with
the running game making the
difference. The one loss came
against Churchill by a score of
76-58:-- In this game, the Blazers
stopped running and their
shooting and team play went
flat.

After the Churchill game, the
Blazers entertained Northwood.
The Indians dominated the first
three quarters and led by ten
going into the final period. But
the Blair press and running game
which had been employed the
whole game began to take their
toll on Northwood. The Blazers
forced turnovers and bad shots
and generally made Northwood
play their type of ball, finally
winning 67-63.

In most of the games this
season, there have been three
main reasons that the Blazers
have come out on top. The first
is their physical condition. Maryland National Guard Indoor
Because of the excellent physical Despite being the onl):' AA Track Championship held in

I th . t Wh't d' . f h I h team in the county that isn'tn c game agams I man, con IlIon 0 t e payers, t ey Baltimore, Jim Krekorian placed
Blair'scqrefl almo.st o.ne-third of\ are able to keep up their running , allowed to train in the halls and second in the 600 yard run. In
't . t f 1 h h't . f one of the few AA t.eams in theI s pom's on ou sots, I tmg game or an entire game. The the Naval Academy. High School
33 of 47 attempts. The Vikings result of running the whole game state with no place to work out, Invitational meet held the
I h d th ' h f f . h b h f Blair's winter track team stilla so a eIT s are 0 ree IS t at y t e ourth quarter, the . following week at Annapolis,

throws, hitting 30 of 52 in a other team is tired, while the managed to Improve and even K k'· th 600' 1'15 <. f t d' re onan ran e In..O
game marked by 66 fouls. Blazers are fresh, which accounts turn out a paH 0 outs an mg / a new Blair record. '
During the time they weren't at for the reason that Blair perOformaJnces. Krekorian could be a
the foul line, the Blazers were 'generally has a good final period. n anuary 24 at the potential point threat in the

Wrestlers compile 4-6 record as
county tournament approaches

Running game }(:eeps
Blazers tied for first
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Junior cagers win·8th
in row for 13-1 record

Riding a 13-1 record, Blair's junior varsity
basketball team has transported itself into first
place in Montgomery county.

They accomplished this task by defeating
Churchill 63-56, whipping Northwood 84-62,
and Whitman 86-55 and crushing Whea ton 91-73
and Einstein 85-72.

These past five games have indicated two
major. assets of the team; first, their ability to
keep a winning streak going, and second, their
coolness under pressure. Many times the team
has heen down hy six or seven points with the
opposing team getting hotter, but they stay cool.
They collel.:tively pull the,ir talents together and
skillfully meet at the basket for two points.
Then, without hesitation, they quickly steal the
ball by utilizing a chokIng press and ~core two
more points. This clutch playing continues until
the other team calls a time-out or happens to get
the ball in bounds to one of their own men.

This type of playing was especially notable in
the Einstein game. Throughout the first half, the
lead changed hands many times before a basket
with one second left by Mike Green left the
Blazers in front 39-37 at the half. [t was a
completely revitalized team that came out in the

second half, for Einstein died from lack of
endurance trying to keep up with a team that
freely scored whenever they chose to.

The Whitman and Wheaton games were very
much alike in that neither team ever had the lead
of even came close to challenging the early lead
the Blazers ran up. Both were strangled by the
previously mentioned press and neither were able
to come back against a defense that gives up an
average of 59 points a game.

The downfall of Northwood came after they
found out they couldn't stop Blair's scoring.
Although cold in the first quarter, Blair finally
warmed up enough to hold the lead 41-25 at the
half. Again, the second half proved successful.
Outside shooting by Mike Green, who finished
with 18, and Eugene Simmons, with 20, were
improved upon only further by Jack Freedman's
14 ,poin ts underneath the boards.

It was apparent at the Churchill game that nc
team was going to run away with the scoring and
neither did. Blair did not shoot much but neither
did Churchill, and Blair led at the half 30-23. It
was this same seven point margin that finally did Jack Freedman passes the 'ball off after coming down with a
Churchill in, as both teams matched baskets rebound against Springbrook. Freedman has improved with each
throughout the second half. game and has become a consistent starter in the last few weeks.Egg Foo Yong--------------'--"---=---------------

Isaac Hunter and Huck
Redfield are strong, can jump,
and know how to play the
boards - they will have to be at
their best if they are to compete
against the Graham brothers and
Frazer. Ed Stewart, our leading
scorer, will have to be hot, and
Jim Schofield and Junior
Jackson will have their hands
fuJI while guarding F.riedlander
and Sither, Both teams are very
well balanced.

But all of this goes vice-versa,
too; that is, B-CC will also have
to be on their toes, if they
expect to beat us. Our guards are

. taller than theirs, and our
jumping ability makes up for the
lack or- height under the basket.
As previously mentioned, we are
a running team, so we can break
the press, and we hit our foul
shots pretty well. Our strong
bench gives us deeper strength
than the Barons have. What it all
amounts to is an evenly matched
game; and you could flip a coin
to determine the winner. One
couldn't' ask for more in a
regular season or a playoff
match-up.

If and when we defeat
Springbrook and B-CC, it should
leave no doubt in anyone's mind
that we are a clutch team and
that we truly deserve the "title"
of "Number One."

the highlight of the set was when Myers rolled
eight strikes in a row during the second game. His
i64 total in this game set a new personal high and
broke the old league mark of 254.

The most unusual characteristic of Myers' feat
was the fact that it was his first time bowling on
the University lanes and, also' his first time in that
league. He is a regular in two other leagues,
including one which tours lanes throughout the
Metro area, yet his tours had still n9t brought him
to University before.

Myers hopes to carryon his bowling work to
further activity in junior leagues, adult leagues,
and possibly as a professional. In order to qualify
as a professional, a bowler has to carry a 190
average in adult leagues for two years in a row.
"That's my goal," he says.

While other varsity men have spent the winter
rolling b.asketballs and opposing wrestlers, junior
trackman Steve Myers has spent the time doing his
own type of rolling with bowling balls.

He has become so proficient in this respect that
he now holds the Metropolitan area ten-pin record
for junior bowlers (under 19) after raIling a 703
set to break the previous high of 695. Myers set
this record after bowling 256, 264, and 183 games
as a substitute at the University Fair Lanes alley in
Adelphi.

Due to his achievement, Myers will receive a
medal, several patches, a 700-elub shirt, a plaque,
and a large trophy. In addition, he will be
featured in stories by the Washington Daily News
and the nationally published Bowl Magazine.

Not missing a mark in any of his three games,

AVE.

9.6
17.6

7.5
4.1

11.6
2.1
1.2
1.5
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.6
1.3
0.1
2.0

Points
1147-900
1014-792

966-898
1027-1108

864-968
924-988

Points
1221-1002
1056·929

746-735
943-1042
791-1010

Overall
12-2
11·3

5·7
5·9
2-12

Overall
13-1
t 2-3

9-S
6·9
5-8
5-9

League
10-0

8-3
5-5
5·6
2-8
1-9

League
8·2
8-2
54
2-7
1-9

The best

MONTGOMERY COUNTY AA
BASKETBALL STANOINGS

STANDINGS

West
B-cC
Churchill
Whitman
Peary
Walter Johnson
Richard Montgomery

East
Blair
Springbrook
Northwood
Wheaton
Einstein

ST ATISTICS
PLAYER Games Points AVE. Rebounds

Stewart 14 305 21.8 135
Hunter 14 ~27 16.2 247
Jackson 13 168 12.9 97
Schofield 8 84 10.5 33
Redfield 14 143 10.2 163
Portner 14 84 6.0 30
Hattlestad 13 34 , 2.6 15
Rubin 14 36 2.6 21
Dichov 14 34 2.4 10
Winston 1 2 2.0 1
Hill 13 25 1.9 14
Walker 13 24 1.9 21
Pullins 8 4 0.5 10
Stoller 8 0 0 1
Davis 1 0 0 2

•
IS yet to come

--B-Ia-i'-'i-te-s--VJ-i-th--a--h-e-a-rt--B-I-u-e-D-e-v-i-ls-r-e-c-o-ve-r-e-d-f-r-o-m--a-s-w-e-a-t-;-w-e-w--:i7:lI:--w"7in:--t:-h-a--:t-0-n-e-a"7js-o-'-(-3-9---3-2-)-f-o-r-t-h-e-B-u-1I-d-0-g-s-e-a-rl-y-i-n------ by Ed Tsoy
condition of any sort should 58-50 deficit in the fourth The Blazers will come up the third quarter. The Barons B-CC uses the press and
either stay away from the quarter to come out on top, against their toughest challenge could not work the ball inside to man-to-man coverage in their
basketball courts or move to 75-67. This dropped Churchill of the season on February' 20 the Graham brothers' gameplan.Sinceonlyspeedcan
Prince George's County for the 2 Yz ga mes in back of Western when they travel to B-CC to consistantly against Churchill's effectively break this type of
next couple of weeks: for the frontrunner B-CC and pral.:tically meet the Barons in what should strong zone defense (2-3 and defense, we will have to do what
Montgomery County AA out of contention. With B-CC be a preview of the county 1-3-1) and were forced to take we do best - run - if we are to
Basketball League is due for one and Churchill out of the way on cha m pionshi p. With an outside shots which wouldn't win.
of the most exciting and their schedule, Springbrook undefeated league record and hit. The battle under the boards
fanta.:;tic finishes in its history .• should experience easy going for only one loss overall (to St. was fierce and about evtm
NOBODY has ANYTHING the rest of the season, except Anthony, the present number throughout the first half, and
wrapped up. when they play us on February two team in the Metropolitan there was not much evidence of

,', ~s ,Blair supporters, our 17. area), they possess a comfortable a pressing defense or a
major wncern is, of course, Ihe There is no doubt in my ·Iead in the Western division over fast-breaking offense ,on the part·
Eastern division race between mind as to who will win the Churchill. of either team.
Blair, SIJringbrook. and an Springbrook game. Blair is out Featuring height·, press, and ,

Then, "Baron Power" beganupstart Northwood team. for revenge and will be scoring'ability, the Barons are a
to break loose. During the thirdFortunately, Northwood has tremendously fired up for this team that can beat you

h I S quarter, B-CC began to dominatestarted its move a bit too late one. On top of that, the Blazers anyw ere on t le court. pencer
d S G h d D the bO<:lrds; then they startedand will not catch up in time. are the better team in the first an teve ra am an oug

running in order to break theBut baring any flukes (great place. The loss to the Blue Devils Frazer can beat you inside with
zone. All of a sudden, B-CC wasupsets, inJ'uries, and the like), in our earlier meeting was a powerful rebounding ability, and
hitting almost every time theySpringbrook and Blair will be fluke - we were without Junior play maker Tom Sither along
had the ball ,while Churchillfighting until the very last game Jackson, we were cold from the with Jay Friedlander can beat
became cold and more and moreof the season. In essence, the outside, and we still only lost by you outside with remarkable

. demoralized. This continuedgames' that will determine the two. Our balance and shooting accuracy. They have
into the fourth quarter as B-CCoutcome of this race arc our rebounding superiority will already beaten all of our leagues
pulled away until· they had17th and 18th games of the overpower the two-man top teams except us. So' this
amassed a 20 point lead, 71-51,season against Springbrook and Springbrook offense. game will truly be a "Battle of
and had let up at the end for aB-CC. These are the games which The win will then put us a the Giants."
final score of 74-61. .will either make us or break us game ahead in the East. But if 'In a slight show of disloyalty

as a championship team. we shou,ld lose the B-CC game to the Blair cause against During their hot streak, the
Springbrook has been hot, (which, by the way, this writer Northwood, I went over to B-CC Barons sank almost everyone of

with their victory oyer Churchill rates as 50-50), it will re-tie us to watch them play Churchill, a their foul shots (16 of 19) and
being the most recent highlight with Springbrook for the lead. team that beat us, 76-58, and . Friedlander would hit from the
of their streak. Led by Ed So there is an Eastern division was then in the running for the outside if B-CC couldn't work
Peterson and Tom Higdon, the playoff possibility. But no Western title. What I witnessed the ball inside. And not

at B-CC was one of the most contributing at all to this effort
fantastic shooting and was Sither, who was out with an
rebounding performances that I ankle injury (his replacement,
had seen in quite a while. George Waters, did not score at

Churchills "towering trio," all), which shows even more
composed of Paul Thompson power on the part of B-CC. And
(6-5), Bill Forthofer (6-6), and there was balance, too, as four
Andy McCain (6-6), helped to players scored between II and
build UP a seve.n point lead 18 points.

Hlairite sets area record.,
bowls 703 set as substitute
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Second ot a series: The Forwards
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At 6'0" Junior EI Toro Davis
rounds out the list of Blair
forwards.

EI Toro Davis
At Montgomery Hills Jr.

High, Davis played guard along
with present teammate David
Portner and helped Montgomery
Hills to an impressive 164
record. His junior high coach
Robert Mowen remarked that
Davis wasn't really a playmaker,
wasn't really a good shot, but he
was just a good all around
basketball player.

Finally coach Gene Doane
adds that Davis is young and
quick and can do it an is he
keeps the desire to do it.

SALES & SERVICE

8309 Fenton Street
Silver Spring, Maryland

6'7" Bob Walker.
'''He's a good rebounder when

Pullins played Je. High
basketball in Columbus, Ohio
before coming here in 10th
grade. In Columbus, he played
cen ter and aided in their 6-5
record.

Paul Pullins
Playing j.v. ball with David

Portner, Mitch Stoller, Steve
Hattlestad, and Bob Walker,
Pullins was the 2nd leading
rebounder overshadowed by

Steve Hattlestad

about your basketball ability,
but Steve Hattlestad is an
exception.

Playing for Eastern in 8th
and 9th grade, Hattlestad helped
share the blame for the 1-19
record. He is now the only
survivor of that ill-fated team to
play varsity basketball. At
Eastern, he alternated at fQrward
and center being one of the
tallest men on the team.

Coming from Eastern Jr.
High doesn't impress anyone

Steve Rubin

Isaac Hunter

asset his determination to win.
Gaither called Hunter's ability as
a "great leaper," his greatest
asset.

"Isaac was a team man at
times," Gaither added.

Probably the authority on
Hun ter's ability, Gene Doane,
recalls Isaac's tendency to be an
individualist, as a 'windfall.
Doane adds that this has not
affected his performance much
this season, and maintains that
he is having his best year.

Gene Doane calls Steve
Rubin one of the finest outside

According to coach Gene
Doane, Blair's varsity basketball
team has "an excellent group of
forwards."

This year's 3rd leading scorer
in the county, a 2nd team
all-eounty selection, Blair's
leading scorer, and 3rd in team
rebounds is 6'2" senior Eddie
Stewart.

A player whom coach Doane
calls the fl)ost underrated in the
area, Stewart leads Blair with a
22 point-per-game average.
Doane also calls him a true
winner and the one who
adjusted quickest to his
(Doane's) new basketball
system.

Ed Stewart

Huck Redfield once said that
Eddie seems to smell the basket,
and there's no doubt he does.

A surprise transfer to Blair
thi~ year, was 6'3" Isaac Hunter.

Following the departure of
Gene Doane, Hunter came to
Blair from Sherwood High
School. His younger brother
plays on the varsity at
Sherwood.

Making the Sherwood varsity
in his sophomore year, Hunter
played along with another
outstanding sophomore, Dan
Gaither, who is currently the
ABC league scoring leader. That
year, Sherwood compiled an
awesome 20-2 record. During his
junior year, he, Gaither, and
another old teammate James
Blasingame, guided their team to

F2!:~ards carry scoring load
a 14-6 total, all the auspices of shooters m the area. With Blair's j.v., Hattlestad he wants to be and he's pretty
Gene Doane. .. A senior at 6'4", Rubin helped them to a 14-6 record. strong under the boards," adds

Presently, Hunter IS leadmg played at Takoma Park Jr. High Steve Hattlestad.
the Blazers in rebounds, with Jim Schofield. Rubin "Steve's a young ball player
averag~ng almost 18 p~r game. played the bench in,eighthgrade, that's come a long way. We
He IS also averagmg 17 and became the sixth man in didn't even know if he would
points-p~r-game as the team's ninth. Proceeding to Blair, make the team this year," added
2nd lea~mg scorer. , Rubin failed to make the j.v. Coach Doane.

Blasingame called l.saac s best team but came back to play on Another of Blair's fine
last year's State Champion team. forwards is 6 '2" Paul Pullins.

"He practiced year round on
his shooting," added Schofield.

This showed up significan tly
this year when Rubin hit 10
points in a matter of minutes
during the Walter Johnson game,
and helped Blair on to a 101-75
victory.

"He won the game as far as
I'm concern," conceded
Schofield.

Coach Doane noted that he
expected several more similar
performances in future games.

•
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Monte notes 'rampant disorder'

Article cites crime at Blair
the administration concerning
the accusations. He commented
that Emma felt that "from the

(See CRIME, page 9)

Dr. Paschal J. Emma, Blair
principal, is unavailable for'
comment. Assistant Principal'
Paige Johnson commented for'

"Blair's seCond nature showing?

Monte said that as there was
not a lot of time to prepare
arguments for the union
proposal, "Blair was l.\sed as a
modeL"

If the measure is passed, the
County Council and Board of
Education must also approve.
"It is very unlikely that any
stand will be taken during the
1970 school year."

"A student revolt is going on
in the whole country. If the
present structure (of school
discipline) is destroyed, what
will replace it? If students don't
have fundamental respect, then
teaching cannot take place,". he
stated.

were
black
fi v e
more

He continue<l, "We (union)
have a lot of contacts at Blair.
Blair has an active faculty that
knows people in the county.
There's a lot more going on and
it's just beginning to filter out."

stabbings, lower test scores and
greater discipline problems and
we have to face the reality. Now
the county indulges in a lot of
rhetoric on the subject."

Blair. "The way things
going, Blair would be a
school within
years ... There will be

The bill calling for the
stationing of police 'was
officially sponsored by an
Einstein High School teacher,
Allan J. Ferraro. The motion
was tabled, and Monte "I do not advocate policemen
commented that the suggestion in the schools. As president, I
could "die" there. cannot take a position. Any

the
member can put· forth a

Commenting after resolution on any subject. The"Sentinel" article appeared, union has not taken a stand,
Monte said that the article was t" M t t t d "I t I"a b' . li' Bl' ye, on e s a e , ru y

It sensatlOna shc. au - d bt'f't ill b d b t if
d b . d ou I I W e passe, u

happene to e mentlone. it is I will stand behind the
Other schools could have been d . '. "
used as well." eClSlon.

by EMILY ROSENTHAL

"Rampant disorder" is
running freely at Blair, according
to Montgomery County
Federation of Teachers President
Joseph A. Monte. Appearing in
the February 26 issue of the
"Montgomery County Sentinel,"
Monte called the "general unrest
of students" the main reason for
a proposal to place policemen in
the halls of not only Blair, but
all county schools.

He cited black-white tension
and continued extortion
accompanied "by threats of
beatings and other
consequences" as leading to the
threatened security of Blair
·teachers and students.

Monte stated th'!t Blair's
discipline problem has been "an

'item in the closet for a long time
and the closet is about to burst."

Related discipline problems
include expanding drug traffic,
teachers refusal to stop smoking
in the halls, and the recent theft
of 2,500 report cards.

Monte stated t/1at observers
must take a realistic look at·

Sex ed study
Sex education has been a

long debated subject in county
schools. See pages 5-8 for a
complete study including sex ed
courses, pornography and
abortions.

Mr. Robert Maddox

Course reVlSlons will be
suggested after an evaluation at
the end of the next year.
Anthropology, a product of two
years of revision, will be taught
in conjunction with the biology
department, next year.

Dr. Paschal J. Emma, Blair
principal, suggested the "mini
courses".

Junior Sharon Levy feels that
"this is the best thing the school
has done ·yet. We can take what
we want."

Sophomore Frank Pierce
tends t r) he rather pessinustic on
the issue. "The cour')e offerings
a . a 2(.,,),1 1d~>l. bUT J don't
tllin'; 011 >.ie. will be too happy
.1,,), 1 .",(~.~ptlng tilem."

Some of the courses may be
graded as pass-fail, others' by
letter grades. The method of
grading for each course will be
'decided before registration.

Most likely, the course will
be taught from teacher prepared
material, and paperbacks that
the students must purchase.
Also, experimental texts will be
r--!" .. ;<l'cd.
~•. I', '."id;0. -. ·'f~r~••(IlIII

of the Twentieth Century
(POTC) and will cover topics
ranging from "problems of
contemporary youth" to "sex
and politics". They will replace
the original one-period POTC
course. However, two period
metropolitan studies course will
be offered again to seniors.

Nine week courses will be
offered to studen ts wi~l>ing to
delve d r "f '" .J
his ory covering varlou; ~s )"cU.
of political history.

At a recent ",'!'::nL)lj
sophomores and jUTilors ':""'J
their preferences and submitted
them to the history department.
If 30 students select a course
(either the ones offered or a'
personal choice), the course will
be offered. .

Each studen t has the
responsibility for planning a
social studies program for
himself which will fill the entire
school year.

Maddox states that "if tl:ie
students don't take this
seriously, they will lose the

~::ij;iiiii; chance to take the courses they·
are truly interested in. The
studen t-teacher relationship will
be better if the students are

. studying something they reallY
want to study."

Many possible combinations
can be devised for a complete
school year in social tudies. A
student can take either one or
two periods of history per day,
as his schedule permit . He can

,take four nine week courses,
t'ach worth ont; quarter CTPdit:
two ,'np ..elnqj(, r c." I 1)1

II.:: Y0\ l. lUi"

('rrii"llJt~( (,f u.~"} pj' L .,~~

Administration adds
expanded curriculum

Montgomery Blair High Scho,ol, Silver Spring, Md.

,. 1

classes and observing
story" page 2.

~illtfr

A group of Roosevelt High School students
visited Blair recently and spent a day sitting in on

A recent poll has revealed
that both students and teachers
feel there are inadequacies in the
present Blair driver education
program. For story, see page 2.

Tuesday, March 3, 1970

Driver ed report

r*'~s<h::;::~~~2~~~;;**1
it: The cast of "Guys and Dolls" has worked for twelve weeks totii
i:}bring to life Frank Loesser's Broadway hit of the 1950's)'!!
(:iRehearsals began on December 16, under the direction of Mrdt
fi:Barbara Johnson, with the cast reading through the script of the:}i
::i:!:play. Leading characters met to discuss interpretation of theidi:!: Specializing in nine weekI: parts. . mm "mini-courses", a new social
:::::: The leads in this year's show vary in experience in past Blai(t studies program including three,
it!productions. Gail Fry, as Adelaide, brings to "Guys and Dolls" ai!I one year survey c01.~rses and nine
::i:!:fine potential for playing musical comedy. She has spoken o(i:!: ,semester course~ will be offered
i}future show busine~s aspirations, and a difficult part such as this,!!} next year at BlaIT.
:i:!:iis one more step in this direction. (:: An Ad Hoc committee
i1 . Kimber Brawley as Nathan Detr~it, is appearing in his second1!: consisting of social studies
::tannual show, and also enjoys folk singing with his own musical(:i teachers Mr, Michael Crosby,
\iigroup. , mii! Mrs. Irene Ellowitz, Mr. Bob
it Liz Symonds-~3" ve ran-ef-thretl.-lm~Pf9d~.·~':;:;~-;-movingi:@_ La-RoGc and' Me. Robert
tJrom the chorus to handle the role of the naive, alvation ArmYit Maddox drew up he----prep'i 1

t:lass , Sarah Brown. :t: for the new curriculum andI: T~e casting of Alan Ward as Sky Masterson was a p!easantfii presented it to Blair's social
:i:!:surp~lse to Mrs.. Johnson..Alan had never appeared In anY:it studies department.
i:jprevlous productIOns at BlatT. ~e was comp~:telY l,lnknown toi{i -The impetus for change in
::::::Mrs. Johnson. He came out With the lead. I was completely:::::: th d t t when
...... h k d b I d'd' h' k I I d h f . .:.:.: e epar men came{::s oc e ecause I n t t m 1a a c ance 0 even makmg the:::::: M t C t dropped
:)play."t: on gomery. oun y .
{:: . . ... . ::'::: the world history requuements
ti Bob Gotkln IS Nicely N~cel~ Johnson: HaVing .done sever~fii for graduation.
:::::shows and other charactenzatlOns, he IS most Interested m':::::
{iipursuing further serious studies in drama and musical comedy. ti! Blair's "mini-courses" come
t\::::::::::::,:,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::8::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,;;;;:::::::f:: under the heading· of Problems
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Q: Do you feel that there is
even a remote possibility of
having a totally volunteer army?

A: Whenever I get the
opportunity to talk to
servicemen, I like to ask them if
they'd consider making the
servide their career. It seems that
it is not the money' but the
inhibitions of military life that
are mainly accountable (for the
overwhelmingly negative
answers).

-
Q: Do you feel that the

voting age should be lowered to
18?

A: I am cosponsor of a
resolution to amend the
Constitution to that effect.

Q: As a member of the
Senate District of Columbia
'Committee, what measures do
you favor to check the problems
of crime in the schools?

A: I view policemen in
schools as one of the grea~est

tragedies of ·.our • .tLm~. :'The
measure is simply a band-aid' and
not a cure. The problem is
rooted deeply in the home
environment of the students.

Q: If anyone has a suggestion
or problem how may they
contact you?

A: Being able to come down
to Cong ess with a problem is
one of the great advantages that
my constituents have. This to
me is the closest possible
commun~cati;h- :between the
citizen and Congress a
situation I strongly welcome.

Also, anyone can call my
office (225-4654) or my home
(654-1620) with a problem..

by a cop."
In the area of school sports,

Roosevelt ranks number one in
league cross-country, basketball,
and baseball. All visitors
concurred with the opinion of
one boy that "if there is one
thing that Roosevelt has it's
school spirit."

While the school does have a
period for assemblies two days a
week, several of the students
complain!'ld ,that the class
structure itself is much to rigid
and statetl that they were
impressed with the "freedom"
which they observed at Blair.
. "It seems that the teacher is
not the center of the classroom
as he is at Roosevelt," saId one
boy. "I saw a great deal of
studen t discussion." .

The students mentioned
quality of food and availability
of adequate audio-visual
equipment as two other areas in
which Blair excels over
Roosevelt.

588-2068

MIKE'S PIZZA PAlACE

'!HE EDITORIAL VIEWS OF 'IHIS NEWSPAPER

ARE rur NIDSSARILY 'IH)SE OF

Although Roosevelt does not
have an African History course,
it does have a class of Swahili
and treats the role of the black
man in America in its course of
U.S. History.

The visitors all agreed that
the recent enactment of
stationing policemen in the
District classroom is unnecessary
in their school.

"There is nothing else for
them to do but to talk to the girl
students, which is exactly what
they do," complained a male
junior. "Once at a basketball
game someone yelled 'boo' and
the next thing we heard was
some kind of a warning gunshot

abolition of the school's dress
code, instatement of. a student
lounge and smoking area,
creation of a Black Studies
Course, and which, in the words
of one student, "tears every
pre se ntly existing school
condition to shreds."

view the delay of this bill as one
of the most shocking examples
of Congressional neglect of
business.

(If the bill were passed) the
President would have had to
spend increased amounts of over
$1.2 billion which he views as
too inflationary. The Nation
then, would have to endure deep
cuts in almost every other
domestic program, regardless of
its merit, in which reductions are
legally possible (to) get the
increased spending for a few
programs which is mandated by
the bill.

(note: Mathias voted for the
compromise bill that allows the
President to withold up to 2% of

.appropria ted funds.)
Q: As a Senator devoted to

increased federal aid for higher
education, what measures do.
you favor?

A: It is time, I believe , for us
to consider ways to extend
general, unrestricted,
institutional aid to all our
colleges and universities, through
broad grants of perhaps three to
five years in length.

Q: As a member of Selective
Service Investigation committee,
headed by Senator Edward
Kennedy, are you in favor of
abolishing military exemptions?

A: Our present system of
exemptions existed 25 years ago
and is not acceptable for our
country today. While the report
of the committee is generally
acceptable to me, I question the
case of no exemptions and have
suggested a national man power
study.

by ARNA RUBMAN

Mathias airs views;
objects to funds -bill

The students stated that
while greater than 99 per cent of
its 1500 students are black (the
majority of which they could
label as "middle class")
Roosevelt has only a "small'
number" who belong to or favor
the tactics called for by the
inter-District school Black
Student Union (BSU)-an
oJgll.!lization not recognized by
the school's principal.

exchange with the Metropolitan.
Studies class earlier this year.)

In an exclusive Silver Chips
interview on February 20,
Senator Charles McC Mathias,
Jr. (R-M!!.) , discussed issues of
special in terest to Blair studen ts.
His comments ran as follows.

Q: Me. Senator, you .recently
voted against the defeated
Labor-HEW appropriations bill
for fiscal 1970 vetoed by
President Nixon. Considering
that Public Law 874, the
program of aid to federally
impacted school districts, would
contribute $6.8 million to the
budget of Montgomery County
schools and $10 million to that
of Prince Georges County
schools, what was the basis for
your decision?

A: This is the first education
bill 1 have ever voted against.

Because there are only four
months left of the school year, I

In defense of the teachers,
.department head Mr. Don
Newbery' insisted, "We are in a
hazardous situation in the car.
Going on period after peiod, it's
got to work on a person's nerves.
We have been harsh at times, and
there have been moments when I
have been ready to explode." He
added, "We try to teach the best

(See DRIVER, page 9)

by ARNA RUBMAN

In an annual exchange
program sponsored by the Inner
Class Council (ICC), a group of
about ten students from
Roosevelt High School recently
spent a school day sitting in on
classes and observing student
organizations in operation' at
Blair.

Many students claim that the
teachers lack patience; others
dispute this. Senior Tim Brown
commented, "My driving teacher
taught me how to drive but
when I make a mistake, he did
everytliing but hit me."
However, junior Karen Coker
stated, '''My driving teacher was
very calm and cool with
everyone."

Roosevelt students- observe B-lair

"

Senator Charles Mathias

1237 East West HwY.

Silver Spring'

Near 16th St., Georgia Ave.
Colesville Rd.

Beltway Exits 21 and 22

',-ICS OF ALL TYPES
'Stil-hy Sport Prints To Form.. I=Iibrics

Two Filii Floors Of Feria R E-.;h Loc:Rion

2309 UHIVERsI1"Y BLVD. W•• WHEATON, MARYLAND
11431 ROCKVILLE PIKE. ROCKVILlE,MARYLANb'"

_. AOUTE 355 CLARKSBURG. 'MARYLAND
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Monroe Ford

A recent survey revealed that
both Blair students and driver
education teachers 4ave
complaints about inadequacies
in the driver education
departmerrf . .:- . - > ;

Three-fourths of the students
polled felt t/1at the simulator
program, designed to simulate
actual driving experience by use
of a mechanical car, is useless.

Junior Tobie Hoffman voiced
the majority view when she said,
"Simulators have no relation to
driving. Although they sh.ow
some of the things that may
happen on the road and the
basic principles of driving, there
is no feeling of motion."

.Disagreeing with this general
conclusion of students, Mrs.
Cissie Geida, a DE teacher,
commented, "The simulator
supplements what the students
learn in the classroom and on
the road. They help the
instructors teach the basics or'
driving that are important, such
as high speed driving and
blow-outs." However, she added

ti\iAk anything can ICC:& a con.federation• . ,xpe~ "
':i:!!1l Mz$' ~ It} ~5.__ composed of most D.C. schools.
~ IPK and Blair are the only two

lI1ItIt18lltn a lP'OUp of schools in Montgomery County "The Western (High School)
approximately 25 experts from to participate in its exchange BSU tried to stir things up at
the Middle States Evaluation program. (Duvall High School in Roosevelt, one girl commented.
Commjttee evaluate high schools Prince Georges County is the "They wanted us to walk out of
in the Silver Spring area. Their other cooperating suburban class but most of the (Roosevelt)
report is studied by college school.) students never learned what the
admissions officers and has an walk-out was supposed to be
effect on whether Blair seniors According to ,the Roosevelt for."
will be admitted to the college visitors (who participated on a "It was just the idea of
of their choice. sign-up basis) the North-West protesting for its own sake,"

The purpose of the District school (located on 13 th agreed a boy. "The few that did
evaluation is to determine how Street) is not plagued with the leave were just interested in
well the school is preparing its' "problems"-severe crime in the seeing themselves on T.V. on the
students for college. The schools, black student news."
committee examines the militarism-common to the inner Along the lines of protesting,
programs, for example, to see D.C. schools. (Eastern 'High the students mentioned the
what courses are offered. It also School, one such school existence of an underground
considers whether the school is participated in a two-way newspaper which calls for

large enough to' adequately '~~~~~~~~~~~~~2e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
accommodate its students. ~

Driver education poll reveals
student, teacher complaints
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Is Blair's sex ed worthwhile?

Photo by Alan Goldstein

education is between the sixth and
seventh grades. They really don't have sex
education here. All they do is show films
on venereal disease," added another
senior.

One boy quipped, "I think that it is
just a fill for the gym classes. You might
learn the s'ymptoms of venereal disease ..

but you're just learning it for the test ..
A guy was asked by a gym teacher what

gonnorhea was. He said. "Isn't that when
you guJtls go bad?"

,Pregnancy at Blair
While sex education at Blair attempts

to help' students avoid socially difficult
situations, annually, many Blair girls find
that they are pregnant.

Mr. John Farley, Blair senior
counsellor, stated that under 25 girls per
year get pregnant.

"It used to be a student had to leave
school after six months. In the spring of
1968, the State Department of Education

terms are geared to their level."
In Kobren's classes, the boys submit

questions anonymously and Kobren
answers them.

He feels that Blair's sex education
course is "one of the best." He teaches
things that the boys want to know ','tn' a
serious manner."

"Some boys know everything; some
know nothing, and some get their
information off the street," he
commented. "We stick to the facts,
especially on venereal disease. We use
slides, films and records."

Possibility of cooed se~ class
Commenting on possible cooed sex

classes, Kobren said, "There used to be
male' guest teachers in the girls' program.
This might cause problems, but it would
be worthwhile. The same things interest
both boys and girls; just there is this
mental barrier."

Most of the poys gain their
preliminary information from "buddies,
movies and books . . . sex education Miss June Lippy
belongs in the school because if it is not said that no student could be suspended
taught here, who and where will it be or removed from' school for pregnancy
taught?" stated Kobren. unless it was jeopardizing the young

He-felt that parents and the church are .lady':s. psych~lpgical pc physica) health,"
not doing'thefr job. "If is too diffic'Ult .' • I·. '. • .. . J.

and embarassing for them. A very small, New guidelines
loud' minori~y al.w~yS objects no matter Under this new guideline, girls go on
wh~~ the subject ~s. '. •-the Montgomery County Home
. If the class IS conducted nght, there Instruction program, where teachers are
IS . no. reason there should be any assigned to teach the girls privately at
obJectIOn." homp. '

"If the girl ultimately decides to
return to school, she will be up with the
rest of the students. We've found this to
be the best way to complete the year."

"We've had quite a few pregnancies
this year,' possibly due to the
sophistication of seniors. Girls really
aren't educated in the proper use of
contraceptives. They arll careless and
most likely misinformed," Farley
commented.

this course as Miss Lippy," commented
one girl, exemplifying the predominent
attitude.

Kobren: 'No vulgarities'
Mr. Nelson Kobren heads Blair's sex

edu'cation course for boys.
Kobren's approach to teaching this

subject is based on the "boy's understand
level. "

"There are no vulgarities; the med~cal

Special Study
Compiled by Emily Rosenthal

warrants the pill. They are referred to a
private doctor who will make the final
decision, Girls under 21 still living with their
parents must also obtain their permission for
birth con trol pills.

Mrs. Nichols says' the clinic cannot
guarantee anyone under 21(and unmarried
more than counseling from the clinic.
However, she added, "Each client and her
situations are handled individually. We try to
deal with the total person's problems."

She noted that many problems arise
when a woman who wishes to obtain an
abortion under M~land State law cannot
afford the $800 fee charged by most
doctors. A woman in this situation is often
sent to an already overcrowded clinic, such,
as one in Johns Hopkins and the Washington
Sanitarium.

The terms for an abortion in Maryland
include:

• If ,the physical or men.tal health, of th~

mother or baby is threatened.
• In cases of rape.

(See CLINIC, page 6)

"Six weeks is not enough time for this
course," according to Miss Lippy. A lot
of material must be deleted. "The more
questions, the bigger the course could get.
The original course grew out of these
questions," she says~ - .
\ Some of the questions most often
asked f'ocus on birth con trol. The county
recently stated that this subject was not
to be mentioned, pending review of the
entire course of study.

Miss Lippy, upset at this decision,
said, "I'm sorry this had to happen
because I believe that the youth are
entitled to know the pros and cons of
contraception as opposed to so much
misinformation that many o'f them
presently possess. 1 am not one who feels
that education along these lines
necessarily causes experimentation."

'Learn Responsibility'
Miss Lippy has found that many of

her students are not well informed on
matters dealing with sex. "I don't want to
belittle them. but on these lines of
interpersonal relationships, many of them
still need to learn responsibility for the
other person."

"Sex ed belongs in the school as long
as it is handhid correctly because many
parents don't feel qualified to, Jeach it,"
she stated.

Poll reflects gap

Curriculum basis

Mr. Nelson Kobren
She continued, "I find no difference

in the questions asked today than those
asked when.1 start~d teachin,g 2] years
ago, Fifty percent (of students) at most
can speak about this subject with their
parents."

For years, Blair's sex education
courses have had their home bases in
physical education classes. Miss June
Lippy, Blair girls' sex education teacher,
has, helped to write the 'Montgomery
County sex education curriculum

MisS Lippy heads girl's program
Miss Lippy feels that he'r course on sex

education is a misnomer. "You or I are a
sex. We are all sexual beings from the day
we are born until we die. It's a part of our
everyday life."

Specifically, what Miss Lippy teaches
is "interpersonal relationships for the first
year. It is a' six week course. The next
year, we deal with marriage and family
relations. It is a regular part of the' P.E.
program, just as our sports program is."

For Miss Lippy, this course "is one of
the most gratifying courses one could
teach. Young people are genuinely
interested and want the ,right
information. "

To combat the problems thai have arisen
as a result of a dramatic increase in cases of
teenage pregnancies and venereal disease,
Montgomery County has set up various area
'health clinics designed to aid not only the
adult populations, but troubled teens as
well.

"Planned Parenthood," a non-profit
organization that has functioned in the
county for 33 years, has clinics in Takoma
Park, Silver Spring and Gaithersburg, and
is open to all age groups.

Mrs. Elizabeth Nichols, Executive
Director, serves as a counselor and
information agent dealing with
"contraceptives and related problems," and
refers clients to doctors that can help them.

Most of "Planned Parenthood's" clients
are married women who have been attracted
by its loW fees which are determined by
income.

Girls 18 through 21 years of age WJ;lO

wish to obtain birth control pills through the
clinic must first see the clinic's social worker
who determines whether or not their need

"Sometimes it is easier for a student
to talk to me than to ,her parents."
. (A recent Purdue University poll of
teenagers showed that only 15% of the
boys and 35% of the girls received any
sex in'formation'from their parents.) .

Student opinion varied as to the
effectiveness of Miss Lippy's course.

"It was interesting enough, but I
thought if was a general waste of time. i

Miss Lippy's approach to sex knew all of this stuff, anyway,"
education includes these steps: commented one senior.

I) Survey of adolescence. "I make fun "What I need is some first hand
of them. I talk abou,t things pertinent to information from a teacher who knows '80' ys voice criticismthem, stressing family relationships." what it's all about," agreed another

2) Physical changes in adolescence', • student. Most boys were quite dissatisfied with
male and female anatomy Though many students were their course.

3) Dating: necking and petting. "I dissatisfied the overwhelming view of "It was ridiculous. The teachers would
worry that these classes will become Blair's girl's sex education course seems show a movie and say 'No questions'.
'Dear Abby' sessions. Individual problems to be favorable. You know all this stuff anyway. What a
are handled in personal conferences." "I must admit that a lot of the myths farce," said one young man.

4) Engagement I thought were true were finally proven "I think that if a kid doesn't know the
5) Pre-marital physical exam wrong to me. I've never met anyone as' facts of life by the time he is in 1Oth
6) Marriage well versed and as well prepared to teach ., grade, it's too late. The time for sex

Health plan fights
teen-age problems



JIM GROVES

Student
"Silver Chips" interviewed a

unmarried girl who recently he
Below is the partial text of the intI

Q: Do you plan to marry your bl
why?

A: Yes, I wanted and still want to
-much. But he doesn't want tc
the same old story of the girl ~
the boy running out, but he's 1

helped me through everythin!j
to have him. Maybe someday

Q: Did you feel you had to e
intercourse with him?

A: That's a very personal questiOJ
is very logical. ] love him and
way I know of to show him j
me he is.

Q:Are you still seeing him? Would
in premarital sexual intercourse

A: For a while I quit seeing
operation was completely. b
things to cool off, too. But nOl
weekend. He goes to school 01

love him very much and I ha
about going to bed with him ,
way of loving him. It's hard f
understand lc;>ve if you've nev",

20% of D.C. doctors are
qualified to perform abortions.

• Some hospitals come across
opposition from medical staffs
on religious grounds.

The $800 cost for an
'abortion seems to be a major
obstacle many girls must
overcome. Personal healt~

insurance does not cover
abortions and many teens must
tum to the church, their parent
or their boyfriends for needed
cash.

·Organizations·· -in'eluding
"Woman's Liberation

Montgomery County Health Center

FLOWER ESSO SERVICENTER
PINEY BRANCH RD. & FLOWER AVE.

TAKOMA PARK. MARY--l.AND 20012

PHONE:

JU 8-.1050

(CLINIC, can't from page 5)

Maryland women have often
turned to District'.~ospitals for
their abortions.

'Mother says it's because a bumble bee came and sprinkled pollen on
her:

Because of a recent U.S.
District Court ruling which gives
Washington, D.C. doctors more
int1uence in determining the
feasibility of individual abortions.

Concerned citizens are now
fighting sex education in the
courts. At the February 19
meeting, one warned of "direct
public actions" such as
picketing, boycotting classes and
other means ot protest if sex
education is allowed to
continue.

These institutions are unable
to handle the multitude of
requests. One doctor
commented, "We cannot abort
the entire United States."

Maryland' has recently
tigh tened rules regarding
out-of-state patients due to a
lack of staffs and facilities.
VirgiDia law prohibits any
abortions except where the

Abortion requests increase mother's health is in danger.
Reasons for the refusal of

According to a recent abortions fall in the following
"Washington Post" article,' categories':
reqllests for abortions have been • Doctors fear that they will
on the increase, and hospitals are be known as "abortionists,"
ROW "booked to capacity:' rather than physicians.

Long distance' phone calls • Many h'ospHal review
from the coast have been boards have remained
pouring into the District, only to unchanged, even with the
fall on deaf ears. Private liberalized guideline.
hospitals performing a total of • Hospitals performing 100
about 400 abortions per month, to ISO per month are booked far
include the Washington Hospital in advance.
Center, George Washington • There are not enough
University Hospital, Columbia gynechologists and obstetricians
Hospital and Sibley Hospital. to perform legal abortions. Only

Saint Bernadette Church (a
Catholic institution) feels that

. sex. education in schools is a
"good idea because many
parents don't introduce it in the
home until it is too late."

Bober thinks that it should
be coupled with education at
home-with the school teachin.g
the biological aspects and "basic
morality" and parents teaching
deeper, more personal moral
attitudes.

VD, birth control: Area
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Sex course foes wage
fight to ban program

Sex education courses in clergy involvement has already
Montgomery County have not become a reality. An outspoken

'"been welcQmed with opponent of the ·current.sex
outstretched arms. Opponents education program in the
ranging from state senators to Montgomery County school
frantic parents have led the system is the Reverend Stanley
crusade to halt the expanding' Andrews of Rockville, Maryland.
path of sex education. Andrews, who heads the

On February 19, the "Maryland Citizen Committee
"Evening Star" reported that for Decency and Morality"
"scores of hissing, catcalling foes claims that teaching the present
of sex education in Maryland courses is unconstitutional
jammed a public hearing (in because it discriminates against a
Annapolis) on proposed minority, the church. Andrews
legisfation to band the finds the. "family-life material
controversial program for three objectionable," particularly
years." because it consists of "children

Opponents of "family life relating incidents within the
education" were decked out in home, which is an invasion of
red and white sashes, privacy."
proclaiming "Stop .School In addition to a change in the
Pollution Fight Sex family-life material, Andrews
Education." advocates a change in the

State Senator Frederick C. County's policy of forbidding
Malkus Jr., a ·conservative the teaching of morals. "We (the
Eastern Shore Democrat, Maryland Citizen Committee for
insisted that "fathers, mothers Decency and Morality) are not
and the church should have the opposed to sex education per se,
right to take care of this delicate but the morals." He advocates
subject." the "norms of morality in the

Malkus urged the prohibition community" taught along with
of any course of study dealing the biological aspects of sex
with "human reproductive education.
organs and their function and Agreeing basically with
processes . . . described, Andrews Rabbi Joseph

../ ::;ustrated or discussed" until at. Brandriss, 'a leader of Jewish
least 1973. thought in the' Silver Spring

He continued, "Give us an. community and Rabbi of Har
op~ortunity to, find out ~hat's Tzeon Synagogue, opposes
gomg on. Let s get this sex school focused sex education.
incentive out of the school "Sex education should not be

. program." . touched upon in school," he
Mrs. Genevieve Fleury, the insisted. The teaching, he said,

sole dissenting member of the should be left up to parents and'
State's advisory committee religious institutions.
dealing; with the course Illvisioll , . "Parents have the
voiced her dissatisfaction with opportunity to gain knowledge"
present plans for sex ed changes. in sex education, but instead
She was particularly concerned they just turn over the
about tbe lack.:". or' 'ri~d responsibility to the teachers,
qualification guidelines for the the Rabbi said. "If the parents
selection of course teachers. fail, they should turn it over to

The Montgomery County the church organizations."
release to parents concerning sex Reverend Frank Bober of

.education stated that children -
:::~::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::~~::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::;:;:;::

"are likely to raise questions
with moral overtones. It is here,
as it always has been in every
aspect of education, that we
must rely on the intelligence and
good sense of the teacher." .

Mrs. Fleury stated that she
will seek an appointment with
State School Superintendant
James A, Sensenbaugh to clarify
this "vague" passage.

Senator Malkus' hope for

:;:;IC;;:
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County restructures sex

clinic's growing burden

chooses abortion

ed

30 abortions done, per month.
Many Catholic st8ff memben
raise objections thou.. hospital
policy includes "availability for
any woman who wants one."

Very few done per month. Strict
policy states that abortion
should be done only for medical
reasons, not social reasons.

Policy on~~.

90-100 abortions per man•• In
and- 'out, Clinics, ~ no- QV8I" ....t·
stay. Cost is approxiniatBly
$400. Staff docton • 15
abortions per IJ'OI'th .. the
operating' schedule alloteIII to'
them.

110 abortions done per"'.
Same policy • ~..~a
Hospital. One ...' Pic
consultation required. lr",;i,~ .

"'::' ~...:
129 abortions done ill'rtfI..
weeks. Possibility of idn.', I
all psychiatric consultati....

...

Washington Hospital
Center

Freedman's Hospital

Sibley Hospital

George Washington
Hospital

HOSPITAL

Columbia ,Hospital
~'" ~ ,; J :

·------------------------------1
I CASTLEBERG'S II HAS THE NEWEST IN PENDANTS 1
1 BANGLE BRACLETS AND ZODIAC JEWELRY ,

I 85.?~ Georgia Ave. _a!-~olesville Rd~ 1---------. ------------------~~

family' life education and plant including the influence of the
'and animal growth and endocrine glands in sexual
development. development.

Grades K-I: "Living Things Grade 5: The study of human
Grow" including plants, animals growth -and development _is
and people is taught. Children stressed. Students investigate the
may watch a seed germinate or skeletal, muscular, nervous,
an egg harch, and observe pets. circUlatory, respiratory, digestive
They move on to "Living Things and r~productive systems. A
are Interdependent" and how physiological rather than sexual
animals protect their young. aspect is stressed. Students are
Family structure is introduced sepax:ated to view the movies
for the first time. "Girl to Woman" and "BoY to

Grade 2: "Growth and Man", explaining different sex
Development" of plants is roles.
studied for their need for soil, Grade 6: Nutrition,
water, heat, light, space and endocrine system, emotions,
care. Love for family members is heredity: genetics and varied
discussed. family structures are explored.

Grade 3: The needs of plants Grades 7-12: Grades 7-8 will
with relationship to the effect of include a health course in
soil, air and water. Students conjunction with physical
watch animals and insect education courses. In 11th.
development, and discuss roles grade, and elective on sex ed is
in society, adult and children offered.
differences, family ties, family' Schneider commented that
love, and love for pets. "the psycho-social aspect of sex

Grade 4: This course opens will not be taught" at these
with a unit on the needs of grade levels. This subject will be
plants with students performing explored in the junior and senior
plant experiments. One-celled high schools.
animals are introduced. Students Students in lower grades
sldm over human growth and are (5-6) can be excused from these
introduced to the skelton, courses if their parents desire. In
muscle, and blood systems. upper, grades the course is
Interdependence is stressed treated as an elective.
between duties at home, school, Guideleines urged by
community and church. Maryland Governor Marvin

In grades five and six; Mandel states that the
'teachers 'teach -the anatomy of instruction of buman
human reproduction and genetic reproduction sbouId be
aspects and facts' in sex, postponed until pupils are' at

(See COUNTY, page 8)

. Model Railroad
Center

IOSI-R Rockville Pike
.Rockville, Md. 762-4499
lVIodel Railroadi Exclusive'

find out that their child has
VD."

This is the primary reason
that public health clinics are
frequented. A 1967 State law
gives clinics the right to
withhol4 a. patient's fecords,
even' from p~rents. McLaren
stated that their files are not
open. t.o. -,anyone. but public
health service. officers and the
government.
, Thus, Government agencies
interviewing prospecti ve
employee.s h~ve a~~~s~ ) t9. ~
government records, 'inCluding
these health records. In effect,
the only way to keep the
affliction private is to go to a
private doctor: "

Syphilis and gonorrhea, the
two most serious venereal
diseases are cause.d by germs
exchanged in sexual relations.
According to public health
releases, syphilis may affect the
brain and can cripple, while
gonorrhea can sterilize and
cripple.

Bot h dis e a s e s are
communicable and curable only
by proper medical treatment.
Delay causes the warning signs
to disappear, but the disease will
continue to fester.

"Once diagnosed, a cure isn't
always so easy. Secondary
infections can occur," said
McLaren.

The doctor stated that while
VD cases are being reported
more accurately, there are no
reliable statistics for teens in the
area.

County release to parents, stated
the County's sex education
course "was based not on any
state edict but on sound
educational principals." .

Dr. Robert Schneider,
Director of County Board of
Education" Health Services,
explained that "in the fall of
1966, we (Board) started 'family
life and sex education' courses in
the 8th grade. Four months'
later, we went into the senior
high schools with an I I th and
12th grade advanced version of
the same thing."

He continued, "It was an
advanced version which stressed
preparation for marriage, values,
responsibilities of partners and
parents toward their children."

County outlines for sex ed
courses are as follows:

In 'Kindergarten through
fourth grade, teachers will stress

Curriculum p'lanner Bp'eaks

for the Montgomery County
Health Service, stated that
venereal disease (VD), while on
the rise among teens, is an old
problem for area doctors.

McLaren said that the place
'f~~r!:l jl teenage boy or girlsoes
for medical treatment "depends
upon how sophisticated the teen
is. If he feels h,e can go. to a
physician' . and pay 'for the
treatment, fine." ,

He continued, ~ "Many,
however, are afraid that the
doctor is going to bil~ -the'
parents and the parents will then

Montgomery County is one
of thirteen Maryland counties
that presently have some type o(
sex education program available

- in the schools. A 19-67 decision
of the Maryland State Board of
Education called for the
establishment of "a
comprehensive program of
family life and sex education"
from kindergarden through 12th
grade, but set no deadline date
for its institution.

J. Jerome Frampton Jr.,
president of the Sta:teBoard of
Education, announced detailed
guidelines in December for the
teaching of sex education in the
county. A seven-member board
unanimously adopted these
guidelines and ordered them to'
be instituted in the county
curriculum not later than July I,
1970.

A September Montgomery

you have, there's no lesser experience that
satisfies. There's no going back.

Q: Who did you go to find help?
A: I went to my family doctor who referred me to
. the hospital.
Q: Did you tell your parents? Who helped you?
, What was their reaction?

A: Eventually I told my mother. I told him
(boyfriend) as soon as I thought that I was
pregnant. He was very concerned but, of course"
we both knew we weren't ready for a baby. I
felt very proud that I could create life, but I
feel I should have the right to stop this life too.
That's why I chose to have an abortion. My
mother put up $500 and my boyfriend put up
the other $500. My stepfather still doesn't
know and I hope he'll never know. He'd just kill
my mother.

Q: Did you ever consider having the baby? Why
not? • .

A: No. I won't have a baby without being married.
Not for my sake, but for my parents'. Itwould
hurt them very much. I had to get an abortion, .~.~'~.~:~.~~~~.~••~:~~.~.~.~,,~,,~-~'~.~.:~.... ~
I had to do it. And if I get pregnant again, I'll
get another abortion as long as my money and
his (boyfriend) lasts. '

Q: Did you ever take any sex education courses?
A: No. They were never offered at our school.
-

to marry him very
to. It sounds like
setting caught and
I stuck by me and'
19. I'm very lucky
we'll get m~rried.

engage in sexual

on, yet the answer
I this was the only
just how much of

Id you ever engage
se again?
19 him until my
healed. I wanted
ow I see him every
:>ut 'of town. I still
lave no hesitation
I again. This is my'
for anyone else to
fer known it. Once

Movement" and the "National
Association for Repeal of
Abortion Laws," have
considered setting up clinics to
perform quick, inexpensive
abortions. This plan has met
with seve,re. community
opposition. . • , , ' ,

A Fairfax abortion service
has been set up to, include
roundtrip pla{le' fare" .fr~m

~~ Washington to London. and, an
abortion done there for $1,250.

VD hits~.. population
Dr. Ian ,McLaren, physician

an 18 year old,
had an abortion.
!terview.

boyfriend? If not,

'.'J" $. ~-.s - ~ .....
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For many years teachers and
parents were worried that
students would not have the
incentive to work as hard with a
pass-fail system. However, .
accordin'g to'Miss Wright, "The
students put forth the same
amount of effort now with the
new system as they did with the
regular grading system."

Girl's pass-fail physical
education appears here to stay.
Yet in the words of one
disheartening senior, "I really
preferred the old grading scale. 1
always looked forward to it
raising my average.,"

The old A,B,C,D,E, symbols
have been replaced by only two;
S( satisfactory) and U
(unsatisfactory). Junior Judy
Disman believes, "The te.achers·
are very fair about their grading.
If you corqe to class, put forth a
little effort, and are prepared'
every day you are pretty sure of
passing. It (the new system)
benefits the girls who are less
co-ordinated or less active in
physical education."

-'"

students because the classes get a basic
understanding of the many pieces of electronic
equipment found in the home."

He added, "I have already received telephone
calls and letters from potential e~ployers who
asked for students who were good at TV, radio
and general electronic trouble shooting. Many
companies like to train young people at an early
age so that they can grow with the organization."

Robbie Baum, an electronics student said, "The
experience 1 have gained from this class has
enabled me to make money fixing radios, TV's and .
phonos. 1 plan to use this money to help with my
college education."

Agreeing that Blair's electronics course has
been quite useful, Charles LaBarge hopes to make
electronics his profession. "After leaving Blair, 1
plan to enlist in the Air Force as a radar·
technician."

Kelley stressed that with' the radar course open
to Blairftes, new job opportunities will accompany
this expanding field.

PRESENTED BY MONTGOMERY BLAIR HIGH SCHOOL
MARCH 5,6,7 8:00 P.M.
AUDITORIUM - WAYNE AVENUE AND DALE DRIVE
ORCHESTRA $2.00 UPPER GALLERY $1. 75

naven't been aware of rampant
disorder or'il 'closet'." . ,

According to Freeman,
teachers are not leaving the staff·
due to violence. Also, he feels
that the trouble is not racially
oriented. "Both (blacks and
whites) are involved," yet "it has
not reached a point where police
are necessary."

Girl's PE tries pass-fail
'Put forth a little effort'
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Radar course offers
, . .

career opportunItIes
Radar circuitry, the foundation of modern

space programs, will be introduced into the Blair
technical electronics classes in April.

The newly equipped electronics lab includes
audio frequency and radio generators, vacuum '
tube m~ters, oscilloscopes, tube checkers and
other test equipment valuable to the proposed
radar course.

Having both taught and worked with radar
circuitry for the Federal Government, Mr. Larry
Kelley, the present electronics teacher and planned
radar circuitry teacher, has great hopes for the
entire Blair electronics program.

"My students are anxious to learn about radar
circuitry," said Kelley, "because it's something
new and it gives them a greater background and
depth into the field of electronics."

At present, Kelley's classes are studying about
transistorized and solid state electronics. Students
busy themselves with radio, phonograph and TV
repairs.

"I feel that my classes are very valuable to

are not m~t. , ,
Refutmg Monte's statement,

Johnson commented, "How can
there be more stabbings if there
have been no stabbings to date."

Johnson also questioned the
premise that Blair 'Will be a black
school within five years. "From
approximately 140 black:s (at
Blair) to a black school is
improbable. On what facts or
statistics is this projection
made?"·

'Mr. Enzo Monti, Blair
psychologist agrees that this
article is "blown up." Yet"
"there is a feeling of
apprehension at Blair-not fear.
There is a general feeling of
insecurity without any definite
focus," Monti stated.

"Most teachers are not
scared. The changes occuring in
the school and community cause
slight uncertainty. There is no
'closet'. This is out of
proportion .•. There are
different problems in an urban
school (like Blair) than in other
rural county schools."

Mr. John Freeman,
vice-principal at Blair, stated, "I

FENICN -'!HAYER SI'REE'IS

SILVER~,MARYLAND

WELLER'S
ONE HOUR

MARTIN:IZING

Photo' by Dave Stovall

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE

• aa;etoho~

• Inexpensive
• Accredited .
• l().l faculty-student ratio

See your counselor

to obtain a catalogue

SMAl~& FRI~Y

BOWIE STATE
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range to replace the simulators,"
he stated. "We' could use either by ELAINE EPSTEIN interested in a pass-fail system.
the girls' hockey field or girls' After talking with the
tennis courts, There is $10,000 This year, Blair has administration, the teachers
available for the range, but we inaugurated its first pass-fail obtained a trail period for this
can acquire no other county grading system in girl's physical new grading system.,
land at present." education classes. According to Because there were no

He went on to explain that girl's gym teache'r Miss Sharma previous standards to work with,
on the range one instructor in a .W righ t, th e girls physical the line between a passing and a
tower could guide eight to ten education teachers conceived the failing mark was left to the
cars at a time. The chief idea last year for the new teacher's discretion. Sophomore
highlight of the range is that a system." Janet Brawh>y feels, "The only
student would be given an At that time Hie 'teachers thing 1 do not like is the set up
opportunity to drive in a safe conducted polls in their gym for the test. A teacher can set
envi,ronment, a~cording" to classes, which showed. that a any, scal,,: she, wishes for
Newbery. . great m~jority of students were passing."

Johnson opposes putting
police 'In county scho1ols'"

(CRIME, Con't from page II
initial impression, the 'article
borders on libel. The
Superintendent's office hopes to
confer with all parties concerned
regarding the allegations."

He added that other
Montgomery County principals
are concerned but do not find
any basis for these changes.

"Policem,en should not be
put in any Montgomery County.
High Schools. The situation'
doesn't warrant this move. The
situation at· Blair "is nowhere
near as severe as the article
suggests," Johnson stated.

"Basically at Blair, we have
had a few isolated incidents, not
'rampant disorder-definitely-"

Agreeing that there are many
attempted extortions, "many
students are asked for money in .
the cafeteria but if they refuse
to give it," so far as Johnson
knows, "there are no
consequences."

However, students are
repeatedly complaining about
harassment by student
ex tortionists, and about
manhandling if money requests

Junior Ray ltalia, a student in Mr. Larry Kelley's technical
electronic class, adjusts the instruments on a piece of equipment the
class has studied. .-

(DRIVER, Cont. from page 2)

we can without deliberately
trying to hurt anyone."

Mrs. Geida agreed. "You are
risking your life and foilr others.
every time you take a car out.
Besides, one person might think
he is being mistreated while
others might not think so at all."

Senior Sally Kaplan expressed
another common complaint that
the driver. ed ucation grading
system was not standardized. At
the start of the second semester,
however, the DE department
instituted a pass-fail system.
According to Newbery, results
from a poll taken of first
semester- 9& students indicated
84 were in favor of pass-fail
grading while 14 were opposed.
However, Newbery predicts
that under the new pass-fail
system, some students won't
work as hard because "they are
motivated. by ~ades."

DE teachers list the criteria
for certification as ease in the
car, ability in both car and
classroom,' and attendance. More
than half of the students polled
felt a threat of not being
certified. Actually, in first
semester DE, 169 out of 225
students were certified.

Still another general
complaint of the students was
that DE gave them insufficient
road experience. As one student
put it, "Classroom time is
infantile. It should be cut down
and added to drying. After all,
three hours out of eighteen
weeks is pretty pitiful. "

Senior David Kaplan
commented, "Classroom is a
storage place for those who have
finishe4 with both simulator and
driving."

All four DE teachers agree
that more road time is essential
to the course. An additional
supplement mentioned by
Newbery is a driving range.
"We'd give anything to get, a
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In summarlzmg the past
season, Blair's junior varsity
outplayed everyone they faced,
except Walter Johnson, by
displaying a consistent offense
and a stingy defense.

The Northwood massacre was
not brought on by Blair's
fantastic playing, but rather
s lop p y bas.ketl>all. 0 n
Northwood's part. Everything
that could go wrong did for
Northwood, including five
technicals, and Blair led at the
half,47-28. As is obvious, it was
easy for Blair to' maintain the
lead as Jerry Winston poured in
19 points' and led the attack that
finished Northwood.

shooting in the first half. At the
half, though, it was 37-34, in
Blair's favor; and it was this
same three points that won the
game.

Without distinguishing the.mselves in
county competition, the grapplers sent
McMahan and Toth to the District II
tournament held last Friday and
Saturday at Kennedy High School. In
the Friday night eliminations, Toth
was pinned and McMahan lost in a 4-3
decision putting Blair out of
contention and ending th~ season.

three unanimously in his favor.)
McMahan, however, lost in the

semifinals to Churchill's John
Tsikerdanos in an 11-4 decision. This
loss dropped McMahan from first to'
second place in the county.

The score at the B-eC games
does not reveal what actually
happened. The closeness of the
score at the end of the game was
brought on primarily by a
slackening of Blair's defense in
the fourth quarter. High scorer
was guard Simmons with 29
points. The consistent play of
K.C. Williams, with twenty
points, also helped to keep Blair
in the lead.

Blair's squeak-by of Richard
Montgomery was caused for the
most part by Blair's cold

one, except that the Blazers
were cold in the first quarter.
However, the team came back as
they always do to held the lead
at the half 40-37. The third
quarter found Blair hitting
baskets from everywhere and
:ended with the Blazers leading
57-42. From here on out Blair
easily maintained the lead.

TS

The Springbrook game was
much like the Good Council

Victories over Good Council
104-76, Springbrook 77-64,
Richard Montgomery 69-66,
B-eC 87-84, and Northwood
99-71 set up the county
championship game with Walter
Johnson, the Western d~vision

winner.
At the Good Council game,

the team literally went wild,
destroying Good . Council's
defense while displaying an
explosive offense, which was led
by Eugene Simmons with 32"
points and Mike Green, with 30.
That was the second time Blair
has gone over one hundred in
scoring.

Montgomery Blair's junior
varsity basketball teall1 clinched
the Eastern division title by
winning all of its last five games.

Strong offensive play
• • •sustaIns Junlorcagers

P
· ~ -~
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County title
hopes vanish

Gene Simmons shoots from his favorite spot, the comer,
and puts in two of his 29 points against B-CC. Photo by Bill Korth

In their last non-league game of the year Blair
lost to Good Council 66-61. The story in this game
was the same as it had been all season; when the
Blazers stopped running, they lost. The running
game never really got going until the last two
minutes of the game when Blair was behind by
thirteen points. At this point, using the press and
running game to its utmost, the team scored nine
points within 40 seconds to pull within four. But
they lost a made scramble for the ball and when
Good Counsel came up with it, Blair had to foul.
Good Counsel hit the foul shots and won the
game.

·Blazers hurt
by slowdown

. by CRAIG ROSENTHAL .
The season is over. The dream of a second

straight state championship ended last !uesday ~t To say that the varsity basketball season ended
Northwood as the Indians upset Blau 69-66 ill in disappointment would be an understatement.
double-over'time. The Blazers needed a victory to Most students at Blair expected the Blazers to
force a play-off with Springbrook for the Eastern make the county play-offs and possibly go farther.
division title. Blit this didn't happen.

But it didn't seem to be in the cards. Blair was However, the season wasn't a total disaster. The
leading 40-28 midway through the third quarter Blazers ended the.season with a 14-5 record, which
but couldn't put it away. They stopped running, was better than last year's regular season mark.
and when they did Northwood caught up within They were also the highest scoring team in the
one, 47-46 at the end of the period. county, averaging just over 80 points per game.

The fourth quarter repeated the same story. The disappointments came because the outlook
This time, however, the Blazers not only stopped at the beginning of the season was so optimistic.
running, but went into a stall. "We weren't trying Four starters-Junior Jackson, Huck Redfield, Jim
to slow the game down, the players just fell into Schofield, and Eddie Stewart returned from last
their old habits from last year," commented year's state championship team, and a new coach
varsity basketball coach Gene Doane. "We lost our brought along with him a new system of play and
poise at the end and started playing their game." one of the finest ballplayers from the ABC league,
This slowdown enabled Northwood to tie the Isaac Hunter.
game and eventually win in the second overtime. The new system of play was a fast running

The week before, Blair played B-eC in what offense and a pressure defense. The team
was to be a match-up of two county powers. It combined these two very well in most of the
was never a game though, as the Barons took game's this season. But they had a tendency to
advantage of a lack of hustle on the part of Blair slow the ball down in close games. They did this
and beat the Blazers at their own running game four times during the season. and lost all four
93-62. games. This was tl}e key to the season; if the

This was the worst game of the season for the Blazers didn't run, they lost.
Blazers, as they never got their running game or Next year, Blair should have another good
press untracked. They were plain flat. basketball team. This year's junior varsity finished

In the most important game of the season up the regular season WIth an 18-1 record an<:l should
to that point, Blair re~enged an earlier defeat by contribute some excellent ballplayers to next
outrunning Springbrook 74-70. . year's varsity. "We will probably be picked down

The Blazers opened up early, bu t Spr~ngbrook in the league next year because we will be losing.
came back and the half ended In a 29-29 tIe. In the Eddie Stewart and Isaac Hunter grapple for the basketball among four starters, but if the returning players are
second half, Blair's press a~d running game were three B-CC opponents. The Blazers lost the ball and the game, 93-62. willing to work, we will have the championship we
too much for the Blue Devils and the Blazers ran Photo by Alan Goldstein' just missed this year," commented Coach Doane.
up a thirteen point lead halfway through the' -
fourth' quarter. A last minute Springbrook rally
made the game close, but the Blazers held on to (;rapplers disappointing
win.

rall~ri~~ t~ei~~St ~~~~~t ~no~t~~~~;y~~ca:~c~:~~BIal-r malz-es poor s'hOWl-ng
93-81. A poor first half in which the Blazers made ~ . . ~ ~.

numerous turnovers helped Richard Montgomery .
to a 51-46 halftime lead. However, in the second' " .

After suffering defeat in their last Toth emerged victorious while Dennishalf, Blair's press and running game began working
on the Rockets causing them to score only nine two regular season matches, the Blair Locke (175) tied and Pat McMahan
points in the third quarter while the Blazers scored grapplers placed twelfth out of fifteen had to forefeit due to an infected
22. . schools in the county tournament. hand.

Only wrestlers Pat McMahan (HW) and At Whitman, five of the twelve
Gil Toth (185) qualified for the wrestlers, Mike Grinder (97), Greg'
Maryland District II Wrestling Cox, Mike Love (155), Gil Toth, and
Tournament where Blair did not place Pat McMahan won their matches.
at all. The county matches on Feb. 19-21

Losses t~ Churchill, 33-14 and to also proved to be disappointing for the
Whitman, 25-19, left the Blazers with Blazers: Although they went into the
a 4-8 record, a modest improvement second night quarterfinals with seven
over last season. wrestlers, only McMahan won,

In the Churchill match, only defeating his Springbrook opponent
Blazers Jeff Schwartz (117), Greg Cox 4-3 in a double overtime that resulted
(137), Ross Hopeman (165), and Gil in a vote among the three referees (all

Tuesday, March 3, 1970
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sophomore, Walker led the team
in rebounds and helped the team
to an impressive 14-6 record.

Through determination and
effort, Walker made the varsity
this year,_but did not show the
potential that he has, according
to several players on the team.

Coach Gene Doane, with a
6'7" center, must be looking
forward to next year.

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

Free .Introductory Lesson

Suburban School of Self Defense

B. Jones - Director

.. SELF-DEFENSE

Ed Clements in one word,
rebounding.

One of the tallest players in
the coun ty, junior Bob Walker
will have a lot to do next year.

At 6'7", Walker arrived at
Blair from Takoma Park Junior
High School. There he played
along with current teammate
Mitch Stoller.

Playing junior varsity ball as a

Con.ditioning program
pays off fo·r harriers

The efforts put forth by the winter track team have paid off this
year in the form of the overall conditioning of the team. This was
the objective at the start of the season; to get these trackmen ready
for spring competition.

Blair comes away from its winter track program with good depth
among the distance runners and, in general, "better results than I
had expected," according to Coach Jack Wofford.

One indica'tion of success has been the performance of middle
distance runner Jim Krekorian over the season. Last Saturday, at the
Maryland Public and Secondary School Indoor Invitational Track
Meet held in Baltimore, he placed sixth in the 600 yard run, placing
first among Montgomery County competition. He did this despite
the fact that he is basically an 880 runner (the 600 takes more
speed).

A look into the spring sees Blair witha good track team supported
by a strong field team. But the Blazers do possess a basic weakness in
depth. Blair has exceUent individuals in many events but ~here is no
one to back them up with second and third places. An example of
this is in the middle distance races (440 and 880) where Krekorian i~

the main runner; and he can only run in one of these.
But, if we can overcome this problem in depth, Blair will more

than likely be a county power in spring track.

W4$IIIHGTOM COCAo(XlLA 80TTLINc;l:OMFAPlY (lHCMPOll"n~)
, P~"'''T

1710 ELTON ROllO
SILYIII SPIUNG, ....YLAttO ~O..
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Centers provide rebounds
by GARY FORD

Redfield, at 6'5", has been
the chief rebounder for all the
teams he has played with. This
year, Isaac Hunter has helped
share the task.

l

LWlt ofa series: The Centers

Lamont "Huck" Redfield
once mentioned that his main
goal when coming to Blair was
to make the varsity as a
sophomore.

One of his other advantages,
excluding height, is his speed.
Redfield ran track in his
sophomore year and was one of,
the fastest on the team.

Redfield's overall ability was
once classified by his old coach

team. What could, be depended
upon was the depth of the
bench. Anyone of the players
could come off the bench on a
cold night and spark the team to
victory with good ballhandling
or shooting. 1t was this
co-operation between' team
members that gave the Blzers
their potential as winner .

Of greatest importance is
how the team will adjust to
playing varsity. The competition
will be quicker, smarter, and will
be coached better than this
year's junior varsity teams. It
may take time to adjust to these
major differences, but soon after
this initiation period is completed,
Blair's team, in the opinion of.
Coach Kramer, ......will be' ("<::::"<:::>-<:::>-<::>C::>"C>-<::>~"<:::>O<;:'=""":><;:;""D-<::>..c;::,-<:>o<;:>o<::><~c>-<::>~-<.,
winners."

Achieving this feat, Redfield
has been a starter ever since. He

,came from Montgomery Hills
Junior High along with current
teammates Eddie Stewart and
Mike Dichov.

I-Bhu;S;~;t;o;~i;-l
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THE RECORD SHOP
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Hours
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10-6 Sat. 12-5 Sun Closed Wed. Rock Specialisits in 4 Cornets

Riflers open fire
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Mr. James Johnson, sponsor of Blair's rifle team used the word
"enthusiastic" to describe this year's team.

The Blair marksmen are very "conscientious at improving
themselve,s" and are'''equal to the fine Blair rifle team's of the past"
according to Johnson.

The team, which consists of twelve members, are 2-1 so far,
this season. All the participants are doing an "exceptional job"
expecially Bruce Lipshultz who has led the team in all three matches
so far this year. He shot a perfect score while in the prone position
(vs. Navy Plebes).

Using .22 caliber army' style rifles, the marksmen shoot from
three positions: prone, kneeling and standing. Five marksmen from
each school participate (sometimes a second grou"'p of five also
compete) and their combined scores determine the team winner.

The rifle team is actually more of an "individual type of sport," a
sport in which one can "develop at his own pace," states Johnson. In
fact, during the EEOP period, prospective riflemen may receive
coaching from the team itself. .

Because some neighboring schools cannot find sponsors for their
rifle teams, the team has competed in only three matches so far this
year.

Huck Redfield (42) positions himself in the foul lane to perform
one of his primary functions; to move in for the inside shot.

Unity on court
• • •In JunIor cager success

by JON WIENER greatest asset. The team
With four of the starting five successfully kept its opponents

varsity basketball players to a 70 point average, which
leaving this year, much emphasis may sound high to another
will be put on the upcoming school, but Blair's j.v. averaged
talent from the junior varsity to 81 points a game, higher than
take the pillce of these any other school in the county.
graduating seniors. Another asset, according to

And, indeed; there is talent coach Kramer, is their ability to
on the junior varsity team. start a game strong. Unlike the
Concluding the regular season varsity, the j.v. never got behind
with an 18-1 record, the j.v. has by more than three points,'
proven many times that it is except in the Walter Johnson
better than all of the rest of the game, and even there they came
other schools' teams. back strong .in the fourth

The team has overcome an quarter. It was this quickness to
opponent's height and muscle start strong that finished many
With speed and skill. It has also opponents early. '
overcome an opponent's hot As to the prospects for next
offense With an equally hot year, both coaches agree it is the
defense. team rather than any single

Both coaches Art Kramer and player. No one player could be
Myron Hanke agree, however, depended upon to win a game as
that their defense is their one player does not make a

Enthusiasm shows



Sam Jones, Lefty Driesell

interview, page 8
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Union rejects crime proposal

Portrait of waterpipe ...for the "sophisticated smoker"

Emma defends Blair

(See DRUGS, page 3)

surveyed high school students
reported smoking marijuana at
the time of the survey and an
additional 7 per cent said they
had tried the drug or
"experimented with it" - but"
quit.
• Slightly more than 1 per-cent .
re ported having once'
experimented with heroin with
less than 1 per cent claiming that
they' were continuing to use the
drug. •

More than 3.5 per cent
reported use~of. the hallucinogen
LSD. While more than 4 per cent
admitted having once used
amphetamines (drugs that
induce alertness) and barbituates
(which induce a state of
relaxation of anxiety or
euphoria), regular usage of the
pills decreased to about 3
(amphetamines) or 2
(barbituates) per cent.

Almost 44 per cent reported
use of alcoholic drinks (with a
significant number -- some 14
per cent - stating that they "use
it almost once a week") and 26
per cent reported use of
cigarettes.

Self-reported use of drugs
was higher among senior as
compared to jUnior high schools.

In an estimation of drug
trends, over half of those
surveyed believe (or,. as the
committee states it, "perceive")
that the use of marijuana,
alcohol, and cigarettes is
increasing.

Dr. R. L. Derbyshiere,
consultant to the committee and
professor of sociology and
psychiatry at the University of
Maryland Medical School, feels
"the adolescents' ...behavior and
interaction toward self and
others tends to accept usage as
'normal' and it established the
expectation that others as well
as self 'can' 'must,' and 'should'
experiment."

Survey "findings on use
expectation appear to be in
accordance with this belief. Over
30 per cent of senior high

(See l)NION~ page 2)

"Sentinel" article, the
Montgomery County Board of
Education sponsored a WINX
radio dist:ussion on. discipline on
March 8.

Monte, Emma, Board
member William Col~man and
"Sentinel" reported Mrs. Claire
Nissenbaum debated the topic.

E m mac 0 m men ted' ,
"Personally I do not feel the
situation at Blair or any other
high school is in this situation
(to warrant police)."

He added that he resented
the "inuendoes and inferences"
made in the article.

"Students are not, to the best
of my knowledge, running- wild
in the public schools."

At Blair, he stated, there

The Committee reports the
following findings of high school
drug use survey as reflecting a
"drug environment" in
Montgomery County and an
"evident" "deteriorating trend
in drug use and abuse."
• Almost 11.5 per cent of the

cent of the total enrollment of
57,000 students in all 45 of the
County's public secondary
schools last October 13. The
random sample of 2,777
students anonymously answered
a 305-item questionaire prepared
by the school system's
department of research.

The Joint Advisory
Committee on Drug Abuse, a
17-member panel consisting of
seven representatives appointed
by the school board, seven by
the County Council, one
member from Montgomery
College, and two from the
County Region of Student
Councils, commissioned the
survey.

County report cites
limited drug traffic

Blair, the proposal to position
police in schools was made by
James Farraro, an Einstein High
School teacher, at the February
II union meeting.

The "Montgomery County
Sentinel" ran an accompanying
story on February 26.

MCFT President reporter A.
Monte stated, "I view the
motion (February 11) as a
catalyst to get people to realize
there is a problem not generally
known in the country."

. He added that "where there
is a breakdown in discipline,
there is a breakdown in
education."

Monte commented that much
confusion resulted from the
"Sentinel" article.

Hoping to clarify some of the
implications made by the

by ArnaRubman

A flurvey of drug use,
knowledge, and attitudes
presented to the County Council
and school board last Tuesday
reveals drug use among
Montgomery County junior and
senior high school students to be
less prevalent that the public and
students themselves had
estimated.

While citing almost 19 per
cent as having smoked
marijuana, the sun.ey, contained
in two volumes, shows that
cigarettes and alcoholic
beverages play a larger role in
student indulgence than any of
the drugs surveyed-LSD,
barbituates, marijuana,
amphetamines, glue, and lieroin
with the use of heroin as
virtually non-existent.

The survey, described by the
committee that requested it as
one of the most comprehensive
ever conducted in the United
States, was administered to 5 per

to include prOVISIOns for a
conference among the school,
student and parents before the
suspension is revoked.

Commenting on the union
stand, Dr. Paschal J. Emma,
Blair principal, stated, "We
already have mechanisms like
that now at Blair. We
(administration) call paren ts and
students together and have
conferences with them to deal
with any discipline problem."

He continued, "There are
3000 suspensions per year in
Montgomery County. We are
getting rid of the disruptive kids
from the classroom."

"Yet, I feel that Blair
students can control their
environment" without police,
Emma said.

Citing "rapant disorder" at

The teacher would also have
the "sole power to determine
whether a student so expelled
will be readmitted to that class,
and if the student is readmitted,
under what conditions." .

The measure was ammended

by Emily Rosenthal

At their March 1 I meeting,
the Mon tgomery Coun ty
Federation of Teachers (MCFT)
defeated a resolu tion to place
police in all county schools.

1n terpre ting that the
discipline situation did not
warrant such action, the union
passed a related measure giving
the classroom teacher, the
"discretion" to "expel a
disruptive student f.rom his
class."

Mathias to speak
at COAC session

by Sherry Rosen

An estimated 800 high school students are expected to attend the
two day Conference on American Civilization (COAC) which will be
held at Blair during Easter vacation.

Featured in this year's COAC are such speakers as representatives
from the Environmental Contamination Administration who will
discuss air pollution, delegates from "Planned Parenthood" who will
speak on the population explosion, and Dr. Vincent Gott, a
researcher in the field of heart transplants.

Senator Charles (Mac) Mathias (R- MdJ is the tentative key note
speaker, and either Rennie Davis or Dr. John Froines (Chicago Seven
Conspiracy) will give the closing address.

Becau e of the small number of registered students, the COAC
registration dates will be extended for the first time in its history.

While disappointed with the poor student response COAC
chairman Robert Shayne, Blair senior, feels that the smaller seminar
groups will allow more interaction and interrelation betweeI) the
participant. Last year there were 1049 COACdelegates.

Shayne reports housing for out-of-town partiCipants is needed.
Willing hosts (who need not be participants in COAC) are asked to Blair students performed "Guys and Dolls" as
provide their guests with transportation. . this year's annual show, playing to a capacity

crowd in the new auditorium two out of three
nights. Photo by Alan Goldstein
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Area officials discuss
union discipline move
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Yet, Coleman added, "The
Board and school system will
make a terrible mistake to sweep
it (the facts presen ted) under the
rug."

Emma ended the discussion,
citing "the fact that public
schools must learn to deal with
all types of students from
different backgrounds and
economic levels to continue the
basis of American "universal
education."

Emma stressed that the
public schools" must work
with the products that arc sent
to us. A child did not ask to be
born. He had no say as to who
his parents would be or what his
home situation would be like or
his financial background or
color. We, in the public schools,
must learn to use our resources
to work with all .types of
studen ts and their problems."
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The January 19 National
Education Association Journal
stated, "Violence and crime in
the na tion 's schools are
increasing at an alarming rate."

Crime has become so serious
that many national news
reporters and columnists" are
"predicting the collapse of
schools. The schools have
become the most violence-prone
and divisive battleground in
American society""

Dist urbed at these tactics,
Emma stated, "We're starting
from a premise that we have a
lack of discipline in the schools.
I will not just sit by and hear
this scattergun indictment of
youth and throw in it the usual
sensational coloring
implications" of drug,
black-white problems and,
discipline and "all the other
things we use to cover up for our
ad ul t inadeq uacies."

vetoed it. The reason given was
thllt th.e q4estionnaire would not
have been 'valid:'

According to the progress
report of the Montgomery
County Public Schools
committee on Grading and
Reporting Practices,
"-The distinguishing features of
the Sherwood plan were that: ( I)
participation in the evaluation
process by individual teachers
was entirely voluntary; (2)
completed evaluation forms
were given only to the individual
teacher being evaluated, were
not disclosed to his principal,
and did not become a part of
any permanent record; and (3)
the' plan was well accepted by
the Sherwood faculty and
elicited a constructive response
from both students and
teachers,"

BOWIE STATE
COLLEGE
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to obtain a IAItaIogue

SMAlLAr ERIENDl.Y

Mrs. Nissenbaum stated that
as she gathered information for
her article, she fould that a
Montgomery County
Ed ucational Association
(MCEA-a teacher-administration
group) poll rated discipline
second in priority to salary.

He continued, "I would be
hesitant to bring it (discipline
subject) up as a Board member."
The subject could lead "to the
possibility of divisiveness"
within the Board. "It was good
that the motion was brought up
by an outside source."

(UNION, from page I)

logically will be behavior
problems among 2500 students.

"We are, frankly, an uptight
adult generation. We are very
insecure about teenagers because
of the media," Emma said.

Coleman stated that he was
"glad it "(article) appeared. I
don't necessarily agree with all
of the ideas in the article. It was
a public service to Mon tgomery
County by raising this question
for public concern."

Jr. Hot Shoppes No. 172 . 7720 Bl~ir Ro~d. Silver Spring, Md.

Committee meeting.

Attending the meeting were
teachers Mr. James Sylvester,
Mrs. Jean Bof1'lT and Mrs. Mary
Champagne, Vice-principai John
Freeman and students Bob
Baum, Nick Falco, Alan
Jirikowic, and Carol Whiting.

Baum believes that the
evaluations should be published
and mandatory. Freeman
believes, also, that an
administration evaluation should
be conducted adding that "they
(administration) might welcome
the whole- process." Sylvester
suggested a published course
evaluation in conjunction with
the teacher plan in order to help
students select courses.

Social studies department
head Mr. Stephen Berg sums it
up saying, "The good teachers
will accept it; the poor will take
it sorely. The good will emerge
better while the poor will
emerge unaffected or irritated."

Blair's lone effort in course
evaluation failed last year. SG
President Jeremy Musher,
commenting on last year's
situation, stated. "A
questionnaire was drawn" up by an
SG committee. This <questionnaire
was passed by Legislative
Assembly but Dr. (William)
Brennan and the Faculty
Com munications Committee

I
Colonel Gene Hays of the Maryland Selective Service Board,

and Mr. Bob LaRocca, Blair history teacher and draft counselor,
explained the technicalities of the draft to junior and senior boys
at an assembly held last week.

Hays presented the history of the draft, and commented that,
like the Internal Revenue Service, the draft board was a
"necessary evil," and that those who support the idea of a
volunteer army are simply "volunteering someone else's service."

In his talk, Hays called for the elimination of deferments. He
stated that many male teachers (who have occupational
deferments) "suddenly lose interest in teaching school when they
become 26."

Evaluation system E'anned

Students rate teachers

Near 16th St., Georgia Ave.
Colesville Rd

R""~"\I Exi 71 "'ld 22
-J

Monroe Ford

1237 East West HwY.

Silver Spring

In an attempt to combat the
annual failure to institute any
successful teacher evaluation,
senior Liz Symonds and junior
Scott Newson are presently
working on a teacher evaluation
program in conjunction with
Blair's Student Government.

Accorihng to Newson,
"Teacher evaluation will serve
two purposes: (1) To improve
co m munication between
teachers and students and as a
result (2) To improve teaching".

The method they have
decided upon is, in principle,
similar to one employed at
Sherwood High School. In form,
it is a written student evaluation
of a teacher's performance:

Aimed at helping the
individ ual teacher correct his
personal weaknesses, the
evaluation will be optional and
the final results will be
unpublished.

The teacher evaluation will
be organized in the following
manner. SG has sent a preview
letter to the faculty explaining
the process and goals, and has
asked for ideas, additions and
suggestions.

Next, teachers may order the
appropriate number of
questionnaires at his option. The
questionnaire will include sections
on instruction technique,
assignments, grading, testing and
textbooks.

An opportunity to give
personal criticism will be given
at the end of the questionnaire in
the form of an essay.
The evaluation, tentatively sche

duled for the week prior to Eas
ter vacation, was discussed Feb
ruary 20 at a Studen.t-Faculty



Jill Miller, who organized this
facet of the beautification
project, feels that "we
practically live in the school.
And Blair really needs to be
brightened up."

The topics for display have
been chosen to interest the
students and make them aware
of things around them. There
have been boards on pollution,
the seasons, peace and one
entitled "What is Purple?"

Previous
Citizenship
the cafeteria
after the lunch
beginning of the
however, Terri aske
Citizenship Committee
discontinue their work and
set about trying to get
studen t body to clean
after itself.

Terri feels tnat she is helping
to eliminate the problem by

. setting an example. She cites the
reduction in the trays left on the
tables as proof of this.

One student commented,
"Terri is doing a great job as she
is, ~ore or less, inspiring people
to take back their trays."

In addition to improving the
cafeteria, the halls of Biai-r--[o'!V1"---A

taken on a new look. The once
blank voids that were bulletin
boards have now been
decorated.

Chuck Levin verything il~

11151 Viers Mill Road, Wheaton,

HOP INTO CHUCK LEVIN'S TO GET THE· LATEST.. .

INSTRUMENTS FOR YOUR EASTER PARADE

committee considers the 5 pei
cent sample as sufficient in
attaining reliable, though not
necessarily precise, results.

These plans will "give the
cafeteria a better atmosphere,"
stated SG treasurer Ronnie
Lewis. It is also felt that the
improvement in the atmosphere
will' be an added incentive to
keep the cafeteria clean.

As Terri said, "They
(students) will want to keep it
clean. The only incentive they
have now is that they are huinall
and don't want to eat like pigs."

food and drinks are spilled.
Although this has been less
successful, it is working to some
extent.

Along with Terri's project to
make the cafeteria a decent
eating area, plans call for a
change in the lunch periods next
year. New furniture has been
ordered, and about one-fourth
of the furniture now in the
cafeteria will be removed to
lessen the congestion.

In order to accommodate the
same number of students with
less furniture, the administration
is considering four lunch periods
instead of the current three.

Two studetrts pass a marijuana cig11'8tt8

Reasonable Rates

593-0112 (Evenings)

Model Railroad
Center

108I-R RockviUe Pike
.RockviUe, Md. 762-4499
Model Railroads Exclusive

The soundness of the survey
instrument and procedure was
first tested at Blair and Leland
Junior HUth last June. The
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Students seel~ help
in beautifying BI .'

by Ann Castellot

Terri feels that the students
are responding to this approach
and that "It (the problem) is
definitely getting better. I
returned close to 400 trays the
first day the project was
started," she said. "But it has
gotton increasingly better, and
last Friday I had to rl:turn only
one dozen trays."

The second method for
keeping the cafeteria clean
includes putting tin cans with
water and sponges at the end of
tables for students to use when

The most successful is a
mobile cart for returning trays.
This unit is located at the
opposite end of the cafeteria and
is eliminating the walk across the
room to return a tray.

As part of the Beautify Blair
project, junior Terri West has
been instrumental in initiating
two measures designed to
alleviate the problem of garbage
in the cafeteria.
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Group urges drug law reform
Two actors from the Center Stage Troupe performed Edward

Albee's "The Zoo Story" during the EEOP program March 11.

that there should be no penalty
for it. Unlike the non-users, they

non-users expressed the believe many of their friends
possibility that they might at also use drugs.
least experiment in the future. Answers to 34 questions of

In addition, 48 per cent of the survey were analyzed for six
the high school students felt that senior and six junior highs
more than one of their closest lOcated in different parts of the
friends used marijuana--a figure County to determine if the
that the committee said "climate for drugs" (ie. degree
"constitutes a dramatic of interest. and acceptance)
ovcr-estimate." differed in various schools.

While 3 per cent of the While there was a noticeable
students in both junior and drug climate difference between
senior high thought they might the ten schools in
try heroin--the drug with the "downcounty" (close to the
smallest percentage of expectant D.C. border in heavily populated
use--the l:ommitlee states that suburbia) and the two in
"the usc of heroin is seen as "upcounty" (less populated.
small with no indication it is on partially rural areas),
the increasc." comparisons between individual

The marijuana user, the schools was impossible because
report continues, will "seck of a school board- committee
experiences with all the products agreement not to name
considered in the survey except individual schools.
for heroin." (Police and court statistics

The majority of students, the gathered for the study, though,
non-users, viewed all the show the highest number of
surveyed drugs as "dangerous" arrests for . drug use
(ie. leading to crime and "downcounty.")
contributing to loss of ambition) The committee made some of
except cigarettes, alcohol, and the following recommendations
glue and favored penalties for on the basis of its findings from
their use. the survey:

Eighty-nine per cent of the • T~e county government
senior high students viewed should create a drug abuse
heroin as a "moderate" or authority to "coordinate...activi
"strong" danger and 65 per cent ties in the drug field."
(compared to 80 per cent in the • The county should establish a
junior highs) placed marijuana in drug abuse offenders school
these categories. under the direction of this

(This student attitude on the authority.
presumed dangers of marijuana • Possession of marijuana "for STRAYER
differed significantly with that personal use should be a . COLLEGE
of the' 420 adults who, along misdemeanor rather than a (FormerlySrtayerJuniorCoIl.,.J

with teachers, were also felony." FOUR.YEAR:PRlICRAMS
sampled, and 48 per cent of • The school system should ASSOCIATE IN ARTS DEIlREE PROIlRAMS
whom ranked marijuana as develop an education program· Cll-UP DOIIIS • ACnvmES • SCHOUI/DOllAI

d "h h b d h tWOII-SlUDY PI.lAM)"more angerous t an tease on t e survey and WRITE OR CALL FOR CATALOG.

more widely used alcohoL) school-to-school comparisons STRAYER COLLEGE
In contrast to the student should be made "to tailor the 601 ThirteenthS~.N.W.. Washlngton. D.C. 20005

12D2l 783-51110

majority, the users as well as the pp~ro:gr;:a~m~t;o;in~d~l~'V;id;u:a~l~sc;h~O~O~I~S.~,...., ~~~~~;::~~~~~~~n
"tried-but-quit" group believe 'J<:

that drug use is not harmful and
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During EEOP (March II), the Center
Stage troupe performed "The Zoo Story"
in the auditorium. The performance was,
in my opinion, excellent.

Near the end of the performance, at a
very critical poin t, the public address
system came on with its familiar sounds.
In the auditorium these sounds are very
loud, and so are the voices. '

Because of this Interruption, the mood
of the play was destroyed, leaving the

actors with a non-resl~Onding baudkientche. Advisor s. Dorothy Settle
This interruption also, m sure, ro e e l- --'

Any facility such as this should
be free, and should allow the youth
to remain anonymous' if he wishes
to. The clinic might employ other
youths who have had experience
with drugs to aid the participants in
coping with their problems.

The present public schqol
Health Education curriculum allots
two weeks to be spen t on a drug
information course for all ninth
grade physical education classes.

~\

~

stated. "Emotional _ problems
cannot be treated because of the
lack of physical facilities and the
high turnover rate."

The County Health Department
needs established clinics which can
handle the drug problems of
narcotic students as well as students
seeking drug information. The
clinic would be voluntary, and
should have adequate psychiatric
service available to those who need
it.

There is no drug unit in high school
health classes, although individual
science and health teachers often
deal with the subject.

An educational program on drug
information should be initiated in
county high schools, and the
present two week course in junior
highs should be expanded. The
junior high school course should be
a six-week factual study of drugs,
mandatory for all students. The
high school course, however, should
be an elective course offered in
conjunction with the health of
science departments, taught by
specially trained teachers, who will
be available to offer drug
information to all students.

State laws which determine the
use of marijuana as a felony should
be changed to allow it as a
misdemeaner. First offenders
should be allowed to attend
probation, rather than be pressed
with full charges.

Ironically, the committee's
analysis included only a small
section on scientific knowledge on
drug abuse. Unfortunately, this is
representative of the prevalent
direction that all county programs
and planned curriculums on drug
use have taken. One deputy
superintendant has stated that the
biggest problem concerning .drug
abuse in public schools was defining
its scope. Until the county ceases
trying to pinpoint the exact
amount and nature of the drug
problem, and concerns itself with
concrete programs, nothing can be
done to educate students as to the
nature and possible danger of drugs.
General programs such as school
information courses, counseling,
and clinics need not wait for exact

~ ~ statistics. The problem is here. The
, next step is the solution.

Soapbox ''':1;m""_,%<%w.".__mmmii''Q;m"""w,@&,_~""",~~.

Enough commercialisml
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I thought the assembly, "Music for train of th'ought of the actors, evidenced
Modern Americans", put on by the as one of the actors had to scream over
Chrysler Corporation on March 3 was the P.A.'s loudness. It was also evidenced
positively revolting. It was so obviously by, after the performance, the actors
commercially pointed at those students storming off stage.
who might have money to spend on the I felt this interruption to be totally
Chrysler Corporation's cars, instead of lacking in common sense and courtesy. I
possibly doing some good with it. I do feel that a sincere note of apology should
not condone those people who shouted be sent to this troupe, and that something
"Enough commercialism!" in the middle should be done about these kinds of
of the second assembly and left, but I can interruptions so that it would not happen
sympathize and in most ways agree with again and embarrass our school.
them. Jay Levine

The music, especially the hqrns, might Senior
have been tolerable' if the speakers hadn't
been turned up loud enough to deafen
the performers and all of the audience.
Some of it might also have been
humorous, enjoyable, and the point well
taken if the whole assembly hadn't been
so blatantly done: Judith Gallant·

d
Sophomore
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praise and criticisms.
Every teacher should participate

in the teacher evaluation program,
if not with the proposed
questionnaire then with one of his
own choosing. Those who don't
are, perhaps, only proving
themselves unable to open
meaningful' relations with their
students. Each student, too, has the
responsibility to fill out the
questionnaires carefully, making
any comments which might help
the teacher improve the course
content an.d instruction.

SHI: I S ON ~ '{
DOING 11" BE ~

CRUSe SHE
WANTS "
GOOD TEACHt=R.
E I) ALUAi IOIV~
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information that revealed that drug
use in Montgomery County has

been exagerrated, but rather in the
stu dies done of available
rehabilitation and treatment
facilities, educational programs, and
law enforcement in county drug
use.

The report stated that "local
facilities for inpatient and
outpatient treatment of drug
addicts and abusers are practically
nonexistant; and the existing
bureaus in local and State
governments lack funds to design
and implement adequate programs
for the. current needs of this
County. "

At Waxter Detention Center for
Children in Laurel, persons under
18 from Montgomery County are
sent pending court action. "Waxter
has no physical drug treatment
facilities but they can get
p,rofessional help," the repor,t

The teacher evaluation
scheduled for next week has the
potential to promote
teacher-student communication at
Blair and to help the faculty
improve its teaching methods. In
th past, administrative visits to
classes (usually short and
infrequent) have never been proven
a satisfactory rating procedure.
Only students who are in classes
daily can truly judge a teacher's
effectiveness; students, better than
anyone else, can make specific
suggestions and offer definitive

The Joint Committee on Drug
Abuse has published a survey (see
story, page I) which reveals, for the
first time, some valid infortpation
about the drug situation in
Montgomery County. There are,
however, many discrepencies in the
poll.

The major fault is the fact that
many students who participated in
he survey last fall have admitted
that they answered incorrectly.
Generally, those students who used
drugs were not willing to cooperate
with the authorities and were afraid
of possible personal danger if they
answered truthfully , even though
the surv had stressed that all
participants would, remain
'anonymous~ In 'additfon, it large
showing of drug use could result in
an increase in restrictions .and
penalties by authorities for dru?
users.

Feedback

The most significant results of
the s~rvey were found not in the

Montgomery
ns have spent
ing the drug

nty schools and
arious plans to help

has been deemed the
ounty drug problem."

nfortunately, most of suggestions
have been based on punitive rather
than educational grounds.

In proposing the stationing of
police in county schools, a teachers'
union member cited "increased
drug use" as a major reason for the
defeated action.

The "War on Narcotics League"
has called for various action ranging
from the searching, at random, of
all student lockers for hidden
narcotics to the cancellation of
smoking areas on school property,
"and a closed campus policy.



high schoois in
has two readers _
by four teachers. Miss Ca ,
GreaneY,head of the program,
.feels that the county will
employ as many readers as are
qualified.

To become a lay reader, one
must first meet the requirements
listed above. A prospective

. reader is also given a battery of
tests designed to test the reader's

. knowledge of vocabulary,
grammar, grading, and writing.

There are two major
advantages to having lay readers.
The first, according to Mr.
Joseph Feldhaus, head of the
English Department, is that "lay
readers are an enormous help to
the teacher," by easinll!,he load
of grading and freeing tne
teacher to concentrate on
teaching.

The lay real':r also helps the
student. MISS Katherine
Matikonis, a senior English·
teacher, uses her lay reader to
grade the rough draft of her
student's compositions. The lay
reader assigns the draft a number

grade and corrects errors. The
draft is returned to the student
who uses it in writing a final
draft. The stUdent, who can
profit from the corrected
mistakes on the original, later
writes his final copy which Miss
Matikonis evaluates.

Some feel that there are also
a few disadvantages. Junior
English teacher Mrs. Elizabeth
Marcotte, feels that while lay
readers "relieve the burden of
grading, it's not quite fair to he
students unless fffie 1 -a close
alfiance between reader and
teacher." She suggests that
readers might meet and become
involved with the class, to
individualize an otherwise blind
grading procedure.

Another drawback, adds Miss
Matikonis, is the fact that lay
readers are paid according to~
amount of papers they grade.
But there is a minimum number
which the teacher agrees to give.
Sometimes, in order to reach
this number.. -<12.... sets of 90
papers each) it- becom_
necessary to add an unnecessary
composition.

THE EDITORIAL VIEWS OF

ARE NOr NECESSARILY
THOSE OF THIS NEWSPAPER

MIKE'S PIZZA PALACE
588-2068
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Layreaders eas
"

grading bu

Yet even with this feeling or
responsibility, John viewed his
work as quite easy. "In a way it
was like a vacation. It ~asn't like
a job. After one day I felt like I
had been doing it for years."

the chance for others to work as
pages. Whereas in a store job if I
short changed somebody it
would be just against me."

To allow senior English
teachers more teaching time,
Montgomery County provides
adult lay readers for the purpose
of grading student compositions.

Lay readers, who have graded
papers for many years, are a
somewhat obscure part of the
school system.

A lay reader must be a
college graduate who has
majored in English and has
acquired some teaching
experience, preferably in
English. Most often, the lay
reader is a former teacher, who
for some reason has given up
teaching but prefers to stay close
to the field. A reader's duties
include marking, correcting, and
sometimes grading compositions.

The lay reading program 'was
formed in 1959. At present, the
program employs forty readers
who are divided among all the

John, who plans to major in
prelaw at the University of
Maryland and perhaps continue
to a career in politics, feels that
the two weeks in Annapolis were
a good experience, and gave him
a greater sense of responsibility.
According to John, "I only wish
I had had more time to observe
than I did."

In viewing the program, John
feels that there could have been.:. ..more jobs for the pages "to
perform. ·"It was an experiment
and they really had no idea what
we should or could do. I think
next year's group will.get more
jobs to handle."

Attention Teens

This School is licensed by

the Department of Motor

Vehicles

CI~ssroom & Behind the Wheel

Instruction in 3 weeks & I day

BLUE BIRD
DRIVING SCHOOL

of the current session of the
State House during an election
year. The Blair senior observed
that towards the end of the
session the representatives, in a
rush, pass almost everything.

Student pages are new to the
Maryiand House of Delegates.
The idea was rejected by the
Senate because the page jobs
were usually delegated to the
Senator's friends or supporter.

Having had no previous jobs,
John felt that the job was a great
responsibility. "Here if I did not
do my job right I would be
hurting the other pages also and

received a second place award inthe Mr. DECA contest, judged I',... ...._ ..... ·_r_...·..s_.....__,~

mainly on personality. I BASKIN-ROBBINS 31. FLAVORS
Also, Phil Ojalvo came in

third in mathematics ability. , ICE CREAM SlORE
Over 1000 students competed in
the February 20th contest. 8532 Piney Branch Koad

Silver Spring•. Maryland

SEE OUR PARTY ICE CREAM DISPLAY

RON ATHERTON

587-9"71
II.AM--IO PM Daily

12 Noon--IO PM Sunday

Also, with the pressure of an
election year upon them, the
delegates, in John's opinion,
were pressured into voting for
bills they normally wouldn't
vote for. He feels, "It was
surprising to. see . that the
delegates admitted a bill was
bad, yet passed it."

Also appearing will be Mr. George Bossard, Jr.
Bossard regularly works as a probation officer in
the District Juvenile Court but has performed as a
baritone in numerous recitals throughout the
country.

Mr. Clyde Parker, an assistant professor at
Howard's School of Music, will round out the
performance.

sing in this special performance.
Holiday, a senior at the Howard University

School of Music, made his most recent appeara~ce
as a soloist in Mozart's Requiem at Saint John's
Church.

* * * * *

John Geiger

open for a recreation program. It
will be sponsored and supervised
by Mr. Gene Doane.

The gym will be opened
Wednesday evenings beginning
on April 8 from 7:00 to 10:00
for this purpose. A 25 cent
admission cost is required to paYr;:===========~
custodial fees.

rABatCS OF .ALL. TYPES
.spa.,.y Sport Prints To Form" I=*ics

Two Full Floon of Fabrics at Ed Location

Z309 UNIVERSITY BLVD. W•• WHEATON. MARYLAND
11431 ROCKVILLE PIKE. ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND

,)lOUTE 356 CLAR~BURG,MARYJ-A~D

people."
John learned much about

politics by observing the
representatives in the last weeks

that, "when the representatives
reported to committee meetings
they seemed to transform into
quite serious hard working,

The Distributive Education
Clubs of America (DECA)
recently held a national ~ontest

in Salisbury, Maryland. Five
Blair students received
recognition.

Senior Dean Smith received a
first place rating in advertiSIng
ability. Seniors Steve Raiford
and Karl Osman placed first and
third respectively in sales 864--0114 Hyattsville, Md.
demonstration. Tom Emory L:::============.I

LEATHER GOODS
For much less

than anywt\fm'! el~e

You can deSign it with me
Call Bob Funk 588-6125

Geiger worl<.s as state page

Terri West has, upon the
request of many students,
arranged to have the boys gym

A program of music featuring black artists will
be presented Wednesday afternoon March 18
during EEOP, in the auditorium.

Dr. Calvin Rubens, the sponsor, says "The
presentation will feature musical selections from
operetta and opera, music from shows, spirituals,
and some original compositions written by
Negroes.

The performers are three young black artists
from the Howard University School of Music.
They will be accompanied by Mr. Clyde Parker, an
Assistant Professor of Music at Howard. .

Cynthia Clary (right! and James Holliday (left!,
both soloists in the Howard University choir, will

Senior John Ge'iger persuing
personal interests, recently
served in the Maryland House of
Delegates. As one of five
Montgomery County students
selected for the post, he
observed the state legislature in
action for two weeks.

After his first day John
developed a rather skeptical view
of the legislature. According to
John, "The representatives in
session seemed to "goof off." It
was like a big joke."

However, he later noticed

* * * * *

John applied for the job
because he felt that "many of
the student government people
are snobs" and it is, t1}ese people
who apply and receive. these
jobs.

During the week of March 2
and again last week, John 'served
as a page under fourteen state
representatives and as a
messenger for the Committee of
Environmental Matters.

Juniors Esther Axelman, Jon
Bor, Elizabeth Ebel, Dale
Gordon and Chris Jirikowic were
recently named Blair's
representatives to the National
Council of Teachers of English
(NCTE) Achjevement Award
contest.

The purpose of NCTE is to
award recognition to 436
outstanding junior English
students throughout the
country.

The number of candidates
chosen varies with the size of the
school. BI air's English
department selected the
candidates on the basis of their
clarity in writing, their skill in
English construction, their
experience and ability in
reading, and their general
speaking and listening skill and
college ambitions.



Though the new student
parking area y.rill benefit many
Blairites, students may still be
forced to park on the side streets
near Blair. According to
Johnson, there have been no
complaints from area residents
about students using their
parking places, but there have
been complaints from these
residents about littering, hot
rodding, and the use of bad
language by some of the
students who park there.

property during school hours
(after 4:00 P.M. it was allowed),
many students had been using
the "F" building lot illegally.

tf

TOWING

WELDING

ELECTRICAL

T.B.A.

Mr. John Ertter

Ol~ay given, for
parl~ing areas

noticed trends in ~tudent

appearance and behavior. "A
few years ago was the 'greaser'
state and now its the 'hippy'
stage. 1 don't understand them,-

by Kent Woods
Blair students will soon be

able to park their cars on school
property without breaking the
law.

Student parking areas have
been approved by Principal P. J., According to Mrs. Sylvia
Emma and Student Government.· Wubnig, English teacher and

Blair students are now member of the Committee of
permitted to park in the lot near Eight, "many teachers have been
the boys gym and in the unable to park in the "F"
triangle-shaped parking lot near building lot because students
the girls' tennis courts. have illegally taken their places.

Blair's Student Government Mrs. Wubnig added that
negotiated for the lots with Dr. "substitutes, corning after school
Emma and past Principal Dr. has begun, have also been unable
William Brennan during a liaison to find parking places."
committee meeting. According Until the F building spaces
to Jeremy Musher, S.G. are numbered and assigned,
president, use of the parking students who have parked in
spaces will be determined "on a illegal spaces will have their cars
first come, first serve basis." towed away. "After they put up

The County has promised to signs saying who can park where
put up signs within the next and when," says Mr. R.W. Allan,
three weeks around Blair, Blair Business Manager, "the
designating who can park in each police will be authorized to
lot. remove the cars parked

Blair's Keyette service cl ub illegally."
has been asked to number the
spaced in "F" building parking
lot so that they may be assigned
to teachers. After these spaces
have been assigned, there is a
slight possibility that a few of
the remaining places can be
designated for'additional student
parking. .

The student parking area may
go a long way toward easing the
parking problem for teachers as
well as for students. Though it
has been against regulations for
students to park on school

Ert ter sta tes thathis
philosophy in getting along with
the neighbors is most important
to him, and he goes ou t of his
way to do so. He said, "I have
been very careful not to let
Ertter's become a hangout for
the 'greasers' or tough guys,
especially those not from this
area. If 1 did it would be bad for
Blair's image," he added.

Although he has at times
worked with the police, when it
comes to something like petty
pilferage,he has tried to handle
the problem with tact. "I have
just asked the person to leave
and not come in again, instead
of immediately calling the police
or the principal and having the
person arrested," he said. In
Ertter's estimation, vandalism
has tapered off considerably this

but personally I like the 'hippies' '!'"'y_e_a_r. -.,

more. They are polite and they LE ARN YOUR W.Y
don't wreck things if they get" "
angry - the way the 'greasers' TO HIGH!R PAY
and the black-Ieather-jacket- OR BETTER GRADES AT
types used to."
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accommodate the entire student
body, students could legally
make Ertter's their daily
lunchtime spot. Until 1952,
when Mr. William Beckly owned
the market, the majority of the
store's business came from
school patronage. When the
closed-lunch policy was made
official, Beckly sold out to Mr.
John Ertter who built up the
grocery department to
compensate for the slow-down
in student traffic.

"Presently, Ertter's makes a
maximum of 15 per cent of its
total sales from students. More
business is done on Saturday
than on any three week days
combined, and Saturday there is
little student purchasing," Ertter
stated. "Still, Blair patronage is
very important to the Ertter
establishment, for there is
normally not much business
weekdays from nine to two
o'clock and students aid greatly
in taking up this slack."

In recent years, Ertter has

~---_.- .

~ SOMETHING DIFFERENT

extracurricular programs, would
provide transportation for those
who would otherwise have no
means of transportation home
from an after-school activity.

Although the service has been
discontinued, "the bus can go
back into effect any time the
students are willing (to support
it)," added Terri. However,
Musher does not think that the
bus program will be rescheduled
this year.

MAGAZIIIES

The route was based on the
density of Blair population area.

To insure that students
woule] support the bus program,
SG asked early in December for
interested students to petition
for it. Over 300 signed a
petition, giving more than
enough support to institute the
bus service.

Terri hoped that the bus,
while providing a service to
students usually active in

Ertter~s remains Blair~s shrine

COLLEGE OUTLlILE SERIES

WHEATON NEWS STAND
2407 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD., W.

846-6416

----C),IFF 1I0TES STUDY SEMr.S

BOOKS

Disinterest cancels late bus

Emma accepts key at
auditoriuirl ceremony

In a special assembly March 3, the "Chrysler Blair audiences based on the theme of "ddver
Spurlows", sponsored by the Chrysler safety."
Corporation, sang a medly of popular tunes to

- ~tn a ~ special afternoon ceremony last Sunday, Blair's new
auditorium was officially dedicated.

S.G. President Jeremy Musher welcomed the two hundred
people attending the dedication. Mr. Loren L. Murray, a
representative of the architect firm, presented the building to the
president of the Montgomery County Board of Education, Mrs.
Rosemary Hilberg.

Mrs. George Gussman, President of the P.T.A., gave an engraved
silver platter to Blair's former Principal Dr. William F. Brennan.
Following the ceremony was a performance by both the chorus and
the orchestra.

Sr. -rasc1,,,1 J. Emma introduced the main guest speaker, Mr.
Lester J. Welch. Welch's dedication address included a background
on the planning of the building and a description of the facilities the
new auditorium offers.

SG takes loss

~

Due to low attendance and
financial loss to studen t
government, the long-awaited
activity bus service came to an
abrupt halt last month.

Service was in effect from
January 19 through February 3.

Activity Chairman Terri West
estimated that "about 35
students were riding (the two
buses) a week." One hundred
:ond five tickets at $.20 each had
to be sold for SG to break even
as the group had advanced $56
for the beginning of operations.

Citing the failure of the SG
activity, Jeremy Musher,

. ent reasoned that most
students have already arranged
"or personal transportation and
Jid not need the bus. Others In past years, the cluster of
avoided the long ride on the Blair students who linger outside
buses that had to cover the the entrance of Ertter's Market
entire Blair area. have become an accepted part of

Some students added that the store's scenery. For many
they did not use the buses Blairites, eating lunch at Ertter's,
because their extracurricular' -a nearby market on Dale Drive,

~.rctivit.ies concluded after the has been a way of life; their
4:00 p.m. departure time. Other patronage has resulted in a
Blairites said that they did not substantial, though not
know that they needed the bus overwhelming percentage of
until it was too late to buy Ertter's annuai earnings.
ickets from the bank. As a result of Blair's closed

eni beg&11 working on the campus policy, the store is
late bus program more than a off-limits during school hours.
year. ago in Legislative Assembly. Before cafeteria facilities could
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Pre-season outlool~
sees pitching as l~ey

•In row

. I•
the championship qame

Photo by Dave stovall
K.C. Williams puts up a shot during

against WCJlter Johnson.

Blair's rifle team outshot With a 3-1 record thus far,
High Point by 20 points in a having lost only to the Navy
close match 1077 1057 Plebes, the sharpshooters will
Tuesday March 10 at Blair. face Bladensburg High School on

High scorers in the match for Wednesday and St. John's on
Blair were Bruce Lipshults, with Thursday of this week.
an overall high of 277. Bob'r------------~
Strahl with a 96 kneeling and Ed
Richardson with a perfect 100 in YOU COULD HAVE BEEN

prone position. DRIVING NOW!

Brakus. makes it depends heavily on the
Rounding out the mfield is mound staff. The leading

the catching spot which seems to pitchers, so far, are seniors Pat
be the position with the most McMahon, John Swarthout, and
depth. Junior Gene Mele holds' Mike Love. All have a variety of
the top spot. Mele shows great pitches and put good speed on
ability to get the job done and . the ball. The main problem
is a fine clutch hitter.' seems to be in controlling their
Sophomore Steve Dunkleburger pitches. As time goes on, this
is another catcher with great problem should be ironed out
potential and will be challenging and they should pile up some
for the job all season. victories. Senior Grayson Isbell,

The trio of senior Dave a returning letterman from last
Borgida in center, junior Buddy year, has the best control and
Helton in left, and junior John could very well be the ace of the
Getsinger in right, comprise an pitching staff. Brakus states "If a
outfield that Coach Brakus has few key pitchers come through,
hailed as one of the best we'll make a good showing of
defensive outfields in the ourselves. The pitchers should be
county. ready by' the opening of the

Whether this year's team season."

Riflers win 3rd

sooner had the quarter begun
when the Blazers started to play 
the type of basketball that has
enabled them to win nineteen
games. The team's baskets were
now coming with ease and it was
then that the junior varsity
scored 25 points to put the game
out of reach and clinch the
Montgomery County title.

High scorers for Blair were
Eugene Simmons with 17 points,
Gary Gottfried and Bill Boettner
with 15 points each, and Mike
Green with 14 points.

Walter Johnson ended the
year with a 17-3 record and
second place in the coun ty.

by Robe!t ~eich~~
"With decent pitching, I

would be optimistic, but with
good pitching we could be a
sleeper and surprise some top
teams in the county," said
baseball coach Ed Brakus in
assessing this year's baseball
team.

With only three returning
letterman, this year's squad is
entirely new, but many players
have shown potential. Brakus
feels that the team has a "good
solid infield with strength at
second base and shortstop."
Senior Mike Dichov, shortstop,
is counted on to lead the team in
hustle and determination, while
Henry Lins "has the ability to be
the best second baseman in the
league," according to Brakus.

At first base is junior Paul
Pullins, a long ball threat, who
has improved immensely over
last year and is expected to carry
a good portion of the batting
load by hitting clean-up.'

There is a real battle at third
base between junior Lynn
Wright and senior Earl Wolfe.
"Both are determined and give
100% all the time," co'mmented

from the outside, but the
Blazers' defense was starting to
force Walter Johnson mistakes.
It was this defense that put
pressure on WJ and enabled Blair
to go ahead at the half, 31-24.

When the teams came out for
the third quarter, the Spartans
scored the first seven points and
tied the game,31-31. The Blazers
added to the rally with five
straight turnovers before hitting
a basket. However, Blair
regained the lead on the strength
of Mike Green's outside shooting
and took a 47-41 lead at the end
of the quarter.

The fourth quarter was a
completely different story. No

Junior cagers take title
by Jon Wiener

The junior varsity basketball
team closed out an outstanding
season by overcoming Walter
Johnson,72-59, in the county
championship game. The victory
gave the team revenge for its
only loss of the season to Walter
Johnson, and enabled them to
close with a 19-1 record.

The game was not one of the
team's best, with poor shooting
leaVing the Blazers behind 14-13
at the end of the first quarter.

The second quarter found
Blair forcing shots, but making
up points at the foul line.
Neither team was hitting well

Varsity Basl{etball Statistics
PLAVER G FGA FGM FG% FTA FTM FT"Io T AVE. REB. AVE.
STEWART 19 239 121 50.6 141 97 68.8 339 17.8 165 8.7
HUNTER 19 330 138 41.8 105 48 45.7 324 17.1 251 13.3
JACKSON 18 210 99 47.1 68 40 58.8 238 13'.2 154 8.6
REDFIELD 19 198 80 40.4 79 46 58.2 206 10.8 242 12.7
SCHOFIELD 13 97 48 49.5 47 36 76.6 132 10.2 70 5.4
PORTNER 19 105 40 38.1 43 27 62.8 107 5.6 41 2.1
DICHOV 17 32 - 14 43.8 14 11 78.6 39 2.3 21 1.2
RUBIN 18 45 19 42.2 4 2 50.0 40 2.2 21 1.2
HATTLESTAD 16 28 13 46.6 19 9 47.4 35 2.2 21 1.3
HILL 16 23 10 43.5 9 " 55.6 25 1.6 12 0.8
WALKER 15 15 9 60.0 9 6 66.7 24 1.6 16 1.1
WINSTON 2 3 1 33.3 0 0 - 2 1.0 1 0.5
PULLiNS 8 2 1 50.0 5 2 40.0 4 0.5 10 1.3
STOLLER 8 3 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1 0.1
GREEN 2 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 2 1.0
DAVIS 1 2 0 0 0 0 -

151g
0 2 2.0

TOTALS 19 1332 593 44.5 543 329 60.6 79.4 1030 54.2

Pitcher Mike Love works on his control in the gym as bad
weather forced him and the rest of the team inside for their
workouts. Photo by Alan Goldstein

Fourth guarter decisive
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Jones, Driesell .

College coaches explainphilosphies

basketball is fun. You want to
win, but if you don't, you try
again. In the pros, there is no
fun. It is a competitive job and
you have an obligation to help
the members of your team even
though they are trying to get
your job."

Basketball requires an athlete
to be in better shape than in
other sports. He must play both
offense and defense. And
playing one night on the east
coast and the next night on the
west coast can take a lot out of a
person, Jones continued.

In conclusion, Jones said that
"if a player fails in any subject
he shouldn't be allowed to play.
He should have some
motivation, and the incentive
provided by going from an E to
a C can be great. This is what an
athlete can do if he applies
himself. He must sacrifice some
~f his playin~ for an edu.cation."

.Sam Jones
makes it scholastically, Driesell
then looks for "speed,
quickness, and desire" on the
part of all three positions on the
court. How much they know
when they come to him depends
on their high school coaches,
according to Driesell.

Jones had a lot to say about
college basketball. He feels that
college coaches work harder at
fundamentals than high school
coaches, because they have more
time. And a coach has the right
to cut or keep' players and must
be firm about both. There
should be no prima donnas. He
must deal with ten to fifteen
different personalities and some
require different treatment than
others. The player, he says, is

."hired" by his coach for four'
years and is at his "mercy".

Relating to his professional
experiences, Jones states that
"college and high school

USltINGTON COCA.cDLA BOTTLING COMPAIiIY (INCORPORATED)
PLANT

1110 ELTON ROAD
SILVU SPRING.....RYL....O 20903 .

things go

b~~tli
COKe

'.A .

When you pause•••

lacking at the time.
Jones has only himself and an

assistant as official "scouts", but
he gets tips from friends in other
cities across the nation. He
contends that "you have to go
yourself" to really see if a player
could be useful to you. He is
constantly on the lookout for
basketball talent as proven
during the interview. A phone
call interrupted the
conversation, and he asked the
other party, "Do you have any
high school players for me?"

Although the FCC frosh team
has a wider variation, the varsity
is mostly from the Metropolitan
area, which Jones terms as "very

, talented in all sports' and
scholastics." He followed
Montgomery County basketball
and even scouted some teams
which were having poor seasons,
because "a good player is
sometimes overshadowed by a
losing record."

Different traits catch the eyes
of different coaches. Sam Jones
looks for ·scholastic marks first.
"If he doesn't make the grades,
he won't be allowed to play,
anyway," is his reasoning. He
would like at least a 1.6 average,
preferably C plus to B.

He pays close attention to
defense, rebounding, how the

player helps his teammates, and
how he moves without the ball.

A 1so importan tare
personality, attitude, potential
that can be developed, and
patience. (Patience is in
reference to the year of frosh
ball one must play before
playing varsity ball, despite how
great· he was in high school.)

He prefers to scout a player
whom he feels has a chance for
development beyond college. As
a whole, the players know the
sport pretty well when they
come out of high school and no
actual teaching is involved in his
coaching, according to Jones.

Driesell also looks at the
grades as the heaviest factor in
selecting a player. If the athlete

JIM GROVES

players look for a fast break, but
if they don't see it, they set up a'
play and wait for the open shot.
He likes to use "all five boys on
the court to score," and the
defense is basically man to man.

Lefty Driesell, a distinguished
figure in the ranks of college
coaches, brought a reputation or"
winning with him when he came
to Maryland last year. As a high
school coach, he was 97-15,
including a 57 game winning
streak, and while at Davidson
College, he complied a record of
176-65. His style of play is to
run and fast break, proven
effective by the frosh team's 100
plus points per game, while using
a "multiple defense," ranging
from a zone to man-to-man.

Whether' the coach is
experienced like Driesell, or
relatively new like Jones, he
can't do a thing unless he has the
material. Here .is where the
scouting program comes in. '

Driesell contends that
Maryland has "the best scouting
system in the country", covering
the whole United States. But "a
factor in the recruiting program
is position", according to him. If
he already has a team of guards,
for example, there would be no
purpose in picking up another
one instead of a player who
could help at a position which is

PHONE:

JU 8-,1050

by Ed Tsoy

Every basketball coach has a
fly at least a

philosophy 0 p a an other
little different from y f

, A glaring example 0
coach s. ccurred
hi type of contrast 0

t s Blair where we
right ~er~ ~~e sIO~, deliberate
went ~oCoach Ed Clements to
play Of t break and shoot
the . as f Coach Gene
techmques 0

Do~n.e-'"vJJ<;t: plays a big part in
the ,formulation of policies and
the veteran will sometimes have
an advantage over the rookie.
These coaches see the same
things through different eyes
and the different points of view
make an interesting comparison.

So, with this in mind, Silver
Chips arranged exclusive
interviews with two of the most
prominent basketball coaches in
the area--Sam Jones, coach of
the Federal City College
"Panthers," and Charles "Lefty"
Driesell, coach of the
"Terrapins" at the University of
Maryland.

Sam Jones, formerly one of
the stars of the great Boston
Celtic teams of the 1960's and
presently the athletic director at
FCC in Washington, D.C.,
emphasizes simple plays and
execution in his basketball game
plan. After a rebound, his

FLOW~R ESSO SERVICENTER
PINEY BRANCH RD. & FLOWER AVE.

TAKOMA PARK, MARY-LAND 20012

Congressional
ROLLER SKATING RINK

OPEN ALL YEAR
Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

8to 11 PM ~
(Wed. Class Members Only)

Sun.-Family Night-] to 10 PM
$1,00 per family

Mon.-Ladies Night-] to 10 PM
Ladies 254t

Sat. & Sun. Matinees
140 W. Bouie Ave. Rockville, Md. 2 to 4:30 PM 704

(AdjllC8l1t to Congressional PIa.) Shoe Skate Rental Addi.li.onaL

Phone: 881-6676 Holiday Matinees 2 to 4 PM $.60
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'by Alan Goldstein

for ·federal aid to parochial
schools. Another, banning the
teaching of sex education in
Maryland public schools, died in
committee.

proposal, teachers would be
given a form containing
questions concerning astudent's
performance, as part of the
evaluation.

'The bill also proposes the
creation of a joint committee of
stUdents, teachers and college
counsellors from the selected
secondary schools. The function
of this committee would be to
,. d raft written evaluation
guidelines and form, to initiate
the project at the beginning of
the school year, and to oversee
and evaluate the experiment
throughout the year."

At the end of the school year,
this committee would "report to
the school board with a final
evaluation of the project and
recommendations, including any
adjustments to be made and
whether or not to adopt this
means of evaluation throughout
the county on a permanent
basis, and to investigate the
possibility of replacing the
present grading system with this
more extensive means of
evaluation through detailed
research and close work with
college admissions officers."

The committee would
continue its work, beyond the
school year, with the college
admissions officers "to
incorporate an improved means
of evaluation in admissions
procedures and to update and
revamp the existing admissions
procedures."

Because the proposal is
relatively new, more work is
'needed before it can be
presented to the board. Perhaps
MCR's biggest concern is the
form which will be used for the
written evaluation.

Mass. tests draft
M assach use'its ',. Gover~or

Francis Sargent signed a bill
which contests the right of the
federal government to draft men
for service in an undeclared war. '

The law now states: "No
inhabitant of the
Commonwealth... shall be
required to serve" in foreign
wars in which a Congressional
declaration of war is l~cking.

MeR paSses bill
Proposes ~adi~~ystem

government."
Questioning the right of

government to "legislate
patriotism," 'Mandel has
expressed reservations
concerning a bill which requires
public school students to recite
the pledge of allegiance daily.
The legislation also met
considerable opposition among
delegates to the Montgomery
County Region Of the Maryland
Association of Student Councils
who endorsed a statement
chiding the bill.

Failing to win a majority of
Senate support was a bill calling

by EDDIE LUTSKY

The Montgomery County
Region of the Maryland
Association of Student Councils
'(MCR) passed a proposal which,
if approved by the school board,
would eventually replace the
.county's present grading system.

The me'asure proposes a one
year trial period in selected
secondary schools to test "a
system of extensive written and
oral evaluation to be conducted
through individual private
conferences" between the
student and teacher, that
"would supplement and perhaps
in time replace the existing
system of evaluation."

According to Whitman senior
Charlie Saunders, author of the

in further senate action,
legislators reduced penalties for
offenders of the ban on
marijuana usage. The new bill
removes all mandatory minimum
sentences for illicit use of
marijuana. Formerly catagorized
as a felony, the law, pending
Mandel's approval, treats
offenders as guilty of a
misdemeanor.

Under the bill, a policeman is
permitted to search anyone for
evidence if he has reason to
believe that a suspect is in
possession of marijuana.

Mandel has voiced approval
of the measure, commending
those who helped prepare it of

Then, with the teacher's
suggestions, the planners'
produced a simplified and
revised copy that became the
standard evaluation form.

Approximately the same 55
teachers who responded to the
test form took the actual survey.
For the most part, those who
disapproved of the evaluation
chose to' ignore the entire
matter.

become the abortion capital of
the continental United States."

Presently, laws provide
women with rights to obtain an
abortion only if the mental or
physical health of the patient is
endangered.

Liz and Newson approached
the evaluations "in the most
diplomatic way possible." After
researching the project, their
first step was to send a proposed.
evaluation form to all Blair
teachers for comments and
criticism.

"One, the evaluations were
not applicable to some special
subjects. Two, there was little
time fOe teacher response. And
three, some teachers are just set
in their ways," she stated.

Approximately 60 out of
Blair's 114 teachers requested
use of the form. Liz feels that
there were three basic reasons
for the relatively low response.

selection for a response to
express a student's opinion of
the frequency that a teacher
embarked on particular mode of
behavior in his teaching
methods.

Perhaps the most candid
statement came from a junior
who commented, "It's a shame
that you have to wait for SG to
come out with a piece of paper
before you can tell teachers
what is right or wrong."

The majority of students
commented that the concept of
teacher evaluation is sound, yet
they questioned its
effectiveness at Blair. Many
students felt that the teachers'
"would not take the evaluation
seriously."

,Students have been mobilizing to combat such litter and pollution problems as those presented by the
quadrangle. See ecology feature, pages 6,7.' 'by Alan Goldstein
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Teacher evaluations:
revenge or criticism?

by SUE ARSHACK

Teacher evaluations have
recently been the subject of
much controversy, rhetoric and
research at Blair. The
evaluations, issued at Blair on
March 23, brought visions of
glorious revenge to some
students and a chance for
constructive criticism to others.

Senior Liz Symonds and
junior Scott Newson planned
and carried out the evaluation in
fulfillment of an assignment
they received as members of the
Montgomery Public School
Curriculum Design Committee.
Dr. Elizabeth Wilson, chairman,
asked them to find a way to
channel student opinion to the
teacher.

The two Blairites decided
that the most effective and
efficient way to meet this
problem was a formal evaluation
of teachers by students.

Liz commented, "We didn't
thihk there was another way for
teachers to be evaluated. Kids
s.ee them in their best and worst
ways. It's a way to improve
communication. "

Legislature acts on
ab!!N':.tion, pledge bill

faces careful scrutiny by
Governor Marvin Mandel whose
aides have expressed doubts
concerning his support of the
measure. While serving as,
speaker of the House, Mandel'
also voted against a liberalized
abortion bill in 1968.

The Washington Post
reported that a number of
conservative senators supported
the legislation, as Senator James
Pine stated, "because my wife
wan ts it."

Only one of four women>
senators favored the bill.
Montgomery County' Senator
Margaret Schweinhaut attacked
it emphatically on the senate
floor: '

"I am surprised that you
gentlemen can stand up here and
talk so knowledgably about
something you can't possibly
know much about." She
described the bill as a "back
door way of saying we're going
to control population,"
predicting that "Maryland will

Many teachers agreed that
the evaluation was conceptually
strong. Mr. Vincent Pugliese,
history teacher and coach, said,
"It certainly doesn't hurt to take
a look at yourself through the
eyes of other people."

Yet, many Blair faculty
members seemed to doubt the
sincerity of their students. A
most repeated comment from
teachers pointed out that the
most successful students
evaluated their teachers
favorably, while the less
successful students filled out the'
form less favorably.

Another major. complaint
from both teachers and students
was that "always" Vl<as not a

In recent legislative action,
the Maryland General Assembly
approved what is widely
regarded as the most progressive
abortion law in the nation.
Legislators also passed bills
easing the penalties for
possession of marijuana and
making the recitation' of the
pledge of allegiance compulsory
in Maryland public schools.

The liberalized regulations
repeal virtually all state
limitations on abortions, resting
all moral and medical decisions
with the patient and doctor.

A "conscie,nce clause" does
provide immunity froin civil
suits for any doctor or hospital
which refuses to perform an
abortion. Proponents of the
measure designed it to protect
Catholic hospitals and physicians
who are opposed to abortions on
religious grounds.

A final stipulation 'which
removes r.esidency requirements

,for t.hose seeking an abortion,

•
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Froines headlines COAC

Class demands Sentinel

General Assembly. Before Bob
Shayne could express his hope
that the .delegates "have
something meaningful to take
back home," someone wished all
"April Fools!"

assume
General Lewis B. Hershey

Address ---- Telephone: _

Name _

Washington School for Secretaries
• executive s£'cretarial training for both beginning and

advanced students.

Computer Learning & Systems schools offer a
choice of specialized career courses to match
individual interests and ambitions.

High school graduates can choose from these
courses and locations.

Computer Learning Centers (Md. and Va.)
• courses in computer: programming, operations, and

electronics.

••••••••••••••• mail coupon for free career information about ••••••••••••••

o computer training 0 secretarial training

Computer Learning & Systems Schools
Central Information Office
12303 Twinbrook Parkway
Rockville. Maryland 20852

.-•........................................ ~ .....................••
~ ~

: 'A New Dimension in ~.
CAREER TRAINING :

· .· .: City State Zi p :· .
\. School Class ./-. ..•................................. ~ ,........•.....•...•.

policemen in county schools.
However, Farquhar added that it
was his job to present
controversial issues to the
county and to keep the paper
lively.

stimulating discussions from
taking place.

Most of the participants'
preferred a seminar in which
they could participate, rather
than a lecture.

COAC closed' with a second

county posts
Offices which participants

will fill include county manager,
county attorney, department
and agency heads, and other
county. officials. In addition\ tltis
year's program includes the park
and planning commission,
revenue authority, housing
authority, .sanitar.y .commission,
and transit commission.

Students assuming the posts
of the county council will
conduct a mock council session
where they will issue executive
decisions, approve ordinances,

I and direct the county attorney
and manager to take variousapo Ogyadions in conducting legislative
or legal business of the county
government.

As a prelude to the actual
session, participants will attend a
preparation workwhop on May 4
at Montgomery Community
College. The format for the

(See COUNTY. page 12.)

In an effort to stimulate
student awareness of

. Motitg~mery Co'unty affairs, the
,M.ont~0J'!lery County Regional
(MCR) of the Maryland
Association of Student Councils
is planning the fifth annual
session of S'tudent-{;ounty
Government Day, a program
that allows fifty' students to
assume the position of numerous
county officials. . -" ..

about Blair," and demanded a
retraction and apology.

They received a verbal
apology from Mr. Roger B.
Farquhar, editor of the
"Sentinel." According to
LaRocca, Farquhar said that he
hadn't realized how Blair people
would take the article, and that
he agreed it had been wrong to
quote people outside Blair about
Blair.

He also admitted, says
LaRocca, that the story was not
as dispassionate and objective as
it might have been, and that he
himself was outraged by the
proposal, discussed in the article
and later voted down by the
union teachers, to install

A press release which the
County government issued on
May 17, describes the purP'6se- of
tJlqeQt~ou ty - Governm nt

Day to be l1e-Id' May·2S, a "to
familiarize future civic leaders
with the functi0ns and
responsibilities to County
agencies, and to help them learn
of the problems ihat lie ahead in
providing a full complement of
public services." ,

• .. ., 1

Area youths to
ofjit;ial

Froines then proceeded to
draw parallels between the mood
of the 1960's and the American
Revolution. Several students
refuted Froines' statements, yet,
most of Ute audience responded
en t h usias tica 11 y to his
comments, including those
describing the Chicago 7 trial.

Following the addresses by
the speakers students spent the
day attending seminars
according to their assigned
schedules. The seminars dealt

'with over forty topics ranging
from "Demonstrations: an
effective means of changes?",
"Changing moral and ethical
values," "The Black people
movement: Getting our thing
together," to topics on the
pop u Ia t ion explosion,
environmental contamination,
and the suburban psychology.

On the second day of the
conference, the delegates again ,.
went to their respective
discussion groups.

A junior from Springbrook
felt that some of the speakers at
the seminars did not allow the
'delegates to express their own
viewpoints, thus preventing'

... ., •• J ,

lOT SBOrrlS

Jr.'Hot Shoopel No. 172·7720 Blair Road, Silver Sprint. Md.

jVHE~[ GOOD THINGS HAPPE

The protest letter, signed by
fifteen students and LaRocca,
was printed on the editorial page
of the "Sentinel" and expressed
full disagreement with the
article.

In the letter, the students
asked why Blairites should be
accused of extortion when
outsiders were responsible, and
why the "Sentinel" had quoted
Monte, who has no connection
with Blair, to explain Blair's
problems.

The students, who expressed
their belief that "the lack of
discipline is not as bad as you
(the "Sentinel") said it to be,"
accused the paper of undue
"emphasis on, and exaggeration

Hershey, former head of the
Selective Service and Dr. John
Froines, a defendant from the
Chicago 7 Trial who was
acquitted of conspiracy to riot
during the Chicago Democratic
Convention.

Hershey spoke on the first
day, after Polly introduced the
General with a resume of his life.

The General spoke mostly
about his youth, but commented
about today's young people.
"They (youth) do not expect
too much and don't get
disappointed too often," he said.

"I get confidence in America
every time I see young people
like you," he concluded.

A question and answer period
followed the General's speech.
Although some -students were
confused and amused at the
General's topic matter, many
were disappointed with
Hershey's lack of adequate
answers to questions directed to
him.

The following day, Froines
addressed COAC. He received a
standing ovation after being
introduced.

Dr.·John Froines, .. ~ "

589-5400

,with this coupon

8640 Flower Ave.

10 % Student Discouht

Pizza Kitchen

589-5400

I • ~

by SHERRY ROSEN

Held at Blair March 31
through April I, the Seventh
Annual Conference on American
Civilization gave 900 students
from the Mid-Atlantic states an
opportunity to probe into topics
relevant to our society.

Sponsored by the
Montgomery County Region of
the Maryland Association of
Student Councils, COAC
consists of a series of seminars
and assemblies.

'Information booklets
containing a schedule for the
participants to follow and a map
of Blair, were first distributed in
the cafeteria. The participants
donned name tags and headed
toward the auditorium for the
first assembly.

General Assemblies
Chairman, Polly Steinberg
opened the first General
Assembly with a welcome to the
delegates and then introduced
Bob Shayne, COAC chairman.

Headlining the cdnterence
were key speakers General Lewis

Mr. Robert 1. LaRocca's
fourth period history class,
reflecting the indignation of
many Blairites at an article
which appeared in the February
26 issue of the "Montgomery
County Sentinel," wrote a letter
to the editor demanding a
retraction and apology for what
they considered to be the half
truths and false conclusions
stated in the article.

The article reported
comments on discipline in
county schools made by
Montgomery County Federation
of Teachers President Joseph A.
Monte. Monte cited increasing
black-white tension at Blair as
threatening the school's security
and was quoted as saying that
Blair "would be a black school
in five years," and that "there
will be more stabbings, lower
test scores an4 greater discipline
problems....~" ,

In a later' article in tht
"Sentinel," Monte stated that

, these comments were both
quoted correctly but were very
much "out of context."



Groups plan protest

Club sponsors festival

Emma cited three regulations
as tests for suitable speakers and
publications at Blair: the topic
must not be obscene, cannot
promote illegal acts, and cannot
be slanderous or libelous.

Commenting on the Gleason
charges, Emma stated that "if he
[Becker1 came in here under
false intentions and then
promised an illegal act... then I
think it showed very bad faith.
We can't use public schools as a
forum for a person's own
idiosyncrasies or irrational
statements." However, Emma
admitted that "all sides of a
question should be looked at."

In response to Gleason's
request, Mrs. Hilberg stated that
"the board, of course, does not
condone Mr. Becker's words.
Had his intent been known,he
most certainly would not have
been invited to speak on that
,particular aspect of the slbject.
It is questionable, however,
whether any good would have
resulted from an effort to
suppress Mr. Becker once he
began talking to the class." ,

and the obligation - to encourage
the presentation of differing

'viewpoints in a discussion of
, controversial subjects." .

AUDITIONSI
'30 TEENS NEEDED

APPRENTICE COMPANY
TO APERFORMING TROUPE

PLAYS, MUSICALS, WORKSHOPS

APRIL 19, 1970
2:30· P.M.

ROCKVILLE CIVIC CENTER SOCIAL' HAll

BALTIMORE &EDMONSTON ROADS
CALL 424-8000, EXT. 225

areas of strong student support. 8: 00. Tickets will be $1.00 for
The results of th.e questionnaire students and $ .75 for activity
will not direct SG activities, but ticket holders.
they could influence future In the area of ::·a;academic '
programs. improvement, SG compiled

SG is presently sponsoring a' teacher evaluation, distributed
project on cafeteria clean-up March 23, at teacher request.
headed by Terri West, and a The library situation rated
proposed student activity' center relatively low in student
to be lqcated in the basement of concern.
"D" building. The center Alan Jirik'owic, Student
program is headed by Debby Government Vice-president,
Safaryn and Jeff Chadwick. - commenting on students'

Also, as a result' of the reaction to the survey, stated'
survey, SG representativ~ Tom "Only about one-half of the
Rice is working to obtain student body ,took the survey,
thirty-four trash cans to be and many of those whom this
strategically placed around the survey could have helped
outside of the school. weren't in homeroom to take it.

Under the heading of SG's If they had b'een in the room,
role in school activities, more the last question, 'Would you
student supported, movies than care if S.G. were abolished?'
any other program. Deciding to WOUld. probably have been
sponsor a third-annual movie answered 50% 'Yes', and 50%
night, SG has planned to feature 'No'." Actually, 69.8% answered
"Wait Until Dark" on April 24, "Yes", 28.5% "No", and 0.5%
in the school auditorium at "Undecided."

over

/
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Board and
clash
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students
rulings

In a similar situation at
Winston Churchill High School,
thirteen students passed out an
unapproved position paper last
fall in order to test the county
ruling. Sponsored by' the
Montgomery County Student,

'Alliance and a group called
Students for Free Distribution,
the two-page paper criticized the
county policy. The case is now
in the U.S. District Court, and
ruling is being delayed until the
State Board of Education can
review its decision on
censorship.

In a second incident at Blair,
Becker was a member of a panel
session on drug abuse, held
during a POTC class taught by
Michael Crosby. Other panel
members included A. J. Pickney
from Narcotic Information, Inc.,
and an expert from the National
Institute of Mental Health.

Becker centered his talk
around the care and feeding of
the marijuana plant, and County
Councilman James P. Gleason
subsequently wrote a letter to
school board president
Rosemary Hilberg asking that
the seminar be investigated,
stating that "discussions like this
should be prohibited."

Mrs. Hilberg accused
Gleason, of "brewing .an
election year tempest in a
teapot," "You cannot expect me
to agree that panel discussion of Although he disapproved of
controversial subjects must' be Becker's talk, Emma indicated
abandoned," she remarked. that he did not feel that the

"Teachers have the right - speech was actually harmfuL

Questionnaire polls student

()plU-iQ:(i.Qf.~~.G!.'.~ .purp~se

Cultural Exchange Club will act
as hosts 'at the booths
representing their native lands.
They plan to display pictures,
records, books, costumes, craft
objects and food, and will
present various forms of
entertainment including dancing
and singing.

Representing Blair's
heterogeneous population,
students from South America,
the Carribean, Central America
and Southeast Asia will hold'
exhibits, as well as Blairites from
such diverse lands as Greece,
Lebanon, Morocco and
Scotland.

April 15: Mass march and rally
at L'Enfant Square,
beginning at 5:45 P.M.,
followed by march to
Capitol demanding

, withdrawal of troops from
Vietnam.

A recent Student
G overnmen t questionnaire
revealed that most Blair students
feel that SG's main function
should be to improve the 's'chool
environment.

Attempting to provide a
framework for SG goals and
programs, SG sent the survey to
Bl\iirites in order to pinpoint

by LIZ SYMONDS

In two recent incidents
involving Terry Becker, editor of ,
the underground paper "The
Quicksilver Times," controversy
has arisen over the suitability of
certain publications and speakers
in classes at Blair, In the first
case, students in the
Metropolitan Studies Program
were forbidden to distribute
copies of the "Quicksilver
Times" which Becker had
brought. Principal Paschal J.
Emma stopped distribution,
citing the Montgomery County
ruling on student rights, which
gives the principal the right to
forbid students to. pass out
literature which he deems
obscene.

WHY NOT HAVE A

..CCOMMOOA11: UP TO 100. CALL TODAY

LUAU PARTY?
FREE POLYNESIAN DECORATluNS - TROPICAL DRINlCS

LOTS O·F FUN

\SOMETHING DIFFERENT

LUAU HUT RESTAURANT
14 FSTREET. NW.• CAPITOL HILL 543-5300

8407 RAMSEY AVENUE. SILVER SPRING. 587-5888

Cultural exchange

April 15:' Rally at lafayette
Park beginning at noon;
organized by the D.C.
Welfare Mothers and
Women's Committee of
Apr,il Action's Committee.

.;\ pril 14: Open forum at
"Farra,gut . S'quare,

sponsored by ~\~{essors

for Peace beginn'ing, at
noon; focus on the cost of
the war.

April 14: First day of Roger
Priest trial- at Anacostia
Naval Base, picket at the
gate; trial begins at 9:00
A.M.

. April 15: Picketing at, Internal
Revenue Service,
protesting use of federal
taxes to support war,
beginr.ing at 4:00 P.M.

In an attempt to give Blairites
an idea of what other countries
are like, many of Blair's foreign
students are preparing to
re present their respective

, homelands in an "International
Festival."

Mrs, Susan Schneider, who
teaches English to foreign
students, and student organizers
Ana Guerra and Valentin
Sapcariu, planned the fair in
order to, introduce Blairites to
students from different
backgrounds.

Hoping to hold the fair
during the last EEOP on May 20,
about 70 members of the

, 'I,

MocIeI Raill'08d
Center

IOBI-R Rockville Pike
,Rockville. Md~ 1&2-4499'
Model Rail,... Exdusive

Montgomery College this
summer will offer a "Review
Program" designed to permit
college bound high school
graduates to improve their
basic sk ills in reading, writing
(English), and mathematics.

The review' program will
be offered at both the
Takoma I Park and Rockville
campuses of Montgomery
College will classes from June
17 through August 15,
Registration will be June I
and 2, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and June 16 and 17,10 a.m. to
2 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Additional details can be
obtained by visiting the
admissions office at either
campus or writing to
Montgomery College
Admissions Office, Takoma
Park, ,Maryland 20012 or
Montgomery College
Admissions Office, Rockville,
maryland 20850.

'.... ' ..

Anti-war demonstrations

April I0~12: Art Show for the
Chicago Conspiracy, at
Dun barto n Methodist
Church.

April II: Teach-in by As~
Scholars about the war 'in
Southeast Asia; I:00 
5:00 P.M. at the Jewish
Community Center.

Several anti-war groups are,
planning local activities for an
April protest of the Vietnam
War. Demonstrations, rallies, and
public forums will' be taking
place from April 10-15. The.
0110 wing is a list of these

actiyities:

April 12: Benefit at Emergency;
2:00 - midnight featuring
Love"Cry, Want.

April.. 10-14: April Action's
'Women's Committee will
travel to suburban
shopping centers to talk to f

.. " 'women sho{Jpers.about the
relations of women's rights
to the Vietnam War.'



•
sCience

find
In this case, an ecological disaster is

building with such speed and impetus,
that delayed action will not provide us'
with a second chance' to remedy the
situation.

way?a

Science cannot teach the American
public that indiscriminate littering is not
only an eyesore but an ecological daliger.

The student-initiated teach-ins, taking
place in area schools, are the first step in'
educating the community to the pressing
problems of environmental pollution.

As one spokesman commented,
America must change its set of values
and priorities. Education in facts, not,
economics, is the key to this change.

Science cannot control American
industry's obsession with profit; in order
to save money, industries' have chosen to
dump tons of deadly pollutants into our
rivers, and to spew tons of exhaust into
the atmosphere.

Will

The programs planned for "Earth
Day" on April 22 promise to be some of
the most worthwhile educational events
to take place at Blair.

\ Recently, scientists who have taken a
look into the future, have come back
with the startling facts that if pollution,
over-population and general
environmental decline are not halted,
world civilization is doomed to
extinction.

At present, the community as a
whole is blind to the problems that have
the potential of wiping out life as we
know it. And turning our backs and
smugly remarking, "Well, science will
find a way" is no solution.

In the past, American tradition has
dictated that needed change will not take
place until the situation is beyond the
critical point.

""ESE ARENT THE
ONLy ......
IN 1tiE FOREST!
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Ignorance
•

IS ·no protection

•• , I

Even speakers who advocate and discuss
illegal acts in their talks should be allowed to
express their opinions in the classrooms. The
students have a right to hear their points of
view, whether they are, advocating illegal
abortions, marijuana, or revolu tion. Studen ts
must be allowed to hear these positions and
interpret them independently. It is a travesty
that Mr. Gleason has chosen to play his

-election year games at the expense of a Blair
teacher who was simply allowing his students
to hear a speaker and think for themselves.

which rule society as a whole should serve as
. guid~tiJ1es tor"spe'akers and literature in. the,
~ scl1091: I .Dr.. ,EmJUa should not judge the

obscenity of lecturers and publications - only' " :
material banned in society should be banned
in the schools.

Gwen Napoli
Junior

It was early this year when I
submitted to Quill. I received a
slip of paper stating that one of
my poems merited publication
in their next issue. I looked
forward to the issue, but to my
surprise my poem was not
printed. Instead there were
things like "Relevant Pages'? and
a few other choice articles I need
not mention. All I want to know
is why they don't live up,to their
propositions.

Thanks for letting me voice
my views. What do the rest of
you forgotten poets think?

I'd like to, voice my views on
Blair's literary magazine, "Silver
Quill."

It's supposed to be an award'
winning magazine, but how did
it get its awards any way; by
seeing how many staff members
and their associates could get
their literature pubJi&hed? Or by
'their "Relevant Pages"?

Henri J. Bernard
teacher'of French

. We would hope that a repeat
performance ,soon will be
arranged, so that all who were
unable to attend today will avail
themselves of an opportunity
seldom offered to high school
audiences.

Again, Dr. Rubens, our
grateful thanks for a thrilling
afternoon.

I feel that it is appropriate at
this time to express, on behalf of
the students, faculty, and
administration of Montgomery
Blair High School, our deep
appreciation to- Dr. Calvin
Rubens, and his artists from
Howard University, for the
magnificent singing and virtuoso
accompanyment we heard during
EEOP on March 18.

In addition to being treated
to a vocal p,erformance of the
highest professional and artistic
caliber, Dr. Rubens' comments
during the program greatly
enhanced the enjoyment of the
music.

;:.'
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The controversy over Terry Becker's choose which philosophies they will follow
speech 'to a POTC class has brought heated and which they will disregard.
arguments over vital' issues to the surface.
Councilman James Gleason:s 'sensational It should be a'vltal fmlction Of the'public I

charges and cries for a halt to such classroom high school to serve as an ex tension of society
activities are contrary ..to all principles of in which students face many of the dilemmas
academic freedom. and complications with which they will. be,

It is every student~s right to hear and confronted in future years. Isolation from
participate in open discussions, no matter society in a sterile academic environment can
how controversilll the.' topi'c; Uncensored'· re~te- false itnlJreSSions· al;o may faii to
discussions and lectures representing all encourage independent thinking where
viewpoints are vital to the education process. citizens use self-prompted discretion in

Students must be exposed to all types making important decisions. Thus, it is
of people and opinions - from Klansmen to imperative that society's freedoms of
Communists, rednecks to revolutionaries. expression be extended into school.
Particularly in a course such as POTC, Protection from the often unpleasant realities
speakers serve an invaluable primary sources of life can foster sterile minds in an unsterile
who can ~iden the class's concepts about our world.
society. Students are now old enough to Only obscenity, slander and libel laws
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America has been searching
for an honest, intelligent man to
sit on the Supreme Court. I
nominate Dick Gregory.

the same time ... By the way
they tell me Spiro Agnew went
to college" the University of'
Baltimore ... They had a panty ~

raid there and he was the only
one who came back with a
jockey strap."

nonviolence, violence spread.'
Freedom-walker William Moore
was killed in Alabama, and
NAACP leader Medgar Evers was
assasinated outside his home.

"Every man," King once said,
"should have something he'd die
for. A man who won't die for
something is not fit to live."

For the students who
followed King, experience in
nonviolence brought confidence
but also frustration. Militant
blacks became disillusioned and
turned to more extreme black
spokesmen for their leaders.

It was. in this' and other
respects that we may see King's
life as a paradox-he advocated
nonviolence yet was caught
between the forces of both the
radical white and black sides.

At the end of his life, Mlil'tin
Luther King was at peace with
what he had done and been. He
was prepared for death and said,
in his historic speech during the
"March on Washington" "I don't
know what will happen now.
We've. got some difficult days
ahead. But it doesn't really
matter with me now. Because
I've been to the mountain top. I
won't mind."

Perhaps King's purpose was
best defined in his acceptance of
the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize.

He said, "I accept this award
today with an abiding faith in
America and an audacious faith
in the future of mankind. I
refuse to accept the idea that
man is mere flotsam and jetsam
in the river of life which
~urrounds him. I refuse to accept
the view that mankind is so
tragjcally bound to the, starless
midnight of racism and war that
the bright daylight of peace and
brotherhood can never be.coil.'Ie""-:r-

reality."

while King
preached

Charlie Brown is coming•.•

Technically, the recording is
good with little or usually no
surface noise. The jacket notes,
which are clear, appear both in
English and Hungarian.

I'd never been to College Park,
how long would it take me to
find some heroin ... fifteen
minutes ... You mean to tell.me
a cop who's been living and
working here all his life can't
find it? ...

"When heroin was a black
problem nobody really cared. Dick Gregory had decided
Only the poorest people used that the forces of stagnation in
the stuff. But now that it's a '\ America "have run out of"
white problem everyone is all tricks" ... That the last trick was
concerned. But in the white Nixon getting himself elected
community it's different. It's the President. Gregory passes the.
children of the upper class who burden of change to the students
take heroin. Which just goes to of America, who can be tricked
show you that our worst is equal no longer. We are the last hope
to the white man's best." to revitalize our (femocracy.

. . . ..'

high registers, maintains an
evenness of tone. Violinist
Mihaly Szucs possesses the tone
and sense of phrasing to keep
the often textural (instead of
melodic) violin part of the
Contrasts from sounding like
sawing. The pianists, Istuan
Autal and Erzsebet Tusa, both
possess vibrant, driving tone
qualities essential to this music
of motion.

On Vice-President Agnew:
"Spiro Agfiew must be a put-on.
Nobody can be that dumb and
be able to walk and chew gum at

such as James Earl Jones and
Lena Horne, confused the
production and added ~othing.

The impact of the film was to
be found in the story of a man
so moving that it transcended
technical mediocrity.

King's mission began in
Montgomery, Alabama with a
bus boycott in 1955-the first
successful, peaceful revolt
against a racist southern system.
The boycott threw King into the
forefront of the civil rights
struggle and he became one of
its foremost leaders.

He went on to lead
non-violent civil rights
demonstrations in Albany in
1961, Alabama in 1963, and
various other cities all over the
country.

I ro nically,
continually

'I have a dream~

Dicl~ Gregory for·····
the Supreme Court
by BOB BAUM .

"President Nixon set out to
find the' most honest and
intelligent judge he knew and he
did. He found Clement
Haynesworth." The following is
a rough paraphrasing of a talk
given by Dick Gregory, the
funniest and saddest man in
America.

He has given of both his mind
and body, in a solitary effort to
end our tragic involvement in
Vietnam and heal the tumors of
bigotry that afflict this nation.
One may laugh at Dick Gregory, I

only to check oneself as he
confronts you with the world's
stark reality.

The performers and
performances are beautiful. The
clarinettist, Bela Kovacs,
excellent in both the low and

crassness and the inability of
words to adequately express the
purity of musical expression
preclude detailing all the treats
on this record, but outstanding
as representatives of Bartok's
style are the "night's-music"
lento of the Sonata, the
tarantella-like last movement of
the Contrasts, and both the
acrobatic, gypsy-bearish scherzo
and the dramatic, rippling tocata
of the Piano Suite.

by CAROL WHITING

(On Tuesday, March 24, a
special documentary film on the
life of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. was shown at twenty-six
selected theaters in the
Washington, D. C. area. All
proceeds went to the "Martin
Luther King, Jr. Special fund. ")

The movie, which portrayed
the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., was emotionally
stunning. Using authentic
segments and a simple black and
white presentation, horrible
scenes of hate and brutality in
the South as well as the North,
came alive on the screen.

Technically, however, the
film was weak. Bluesy songs that
were interspliced to increase the
effect of the "Freedpm March"
and the "March on Washington",
and comments from celebrities

One major problem facing
America, is the problem of
traffic fatalities. This problem is
particularly acute on "Holiday
Weekends." Here is the
Gregorian solution: Get a group
of Black Panthers, Weathermen,
Yippies, etc. to go on

.nation-wide television July 4th
'weekend and announce that in
order to disrupt the July 4th
festivities everyone should get
drunk and kill someone on the
road. For the first time since
Henry Ford, there would be no
traffic fatalities over the July
4th weekend. They would have
state troopers lining the
highways pulling over anyone
who looked sleepy. .

Dick Gregory on the
generation gap: "It's when you
catch someone over thirty lying
to you."

On ,heroin traffic, assuming

comedy

Space, reader attention, and,
more than anything else, the

If one of the Q10re recent
additions to the Bartok recorded
oeuvres, Qualiton SLPX-1280, is
representative of the quality of
the projected complete set, then
the whole undertaking should
rank as one of this century's
recording land marks. The disc
contains some of Bartok's most
original, lucid, and powerfui
music, including two major
chamber-works from 1937, the
Sonata. for Two Pianos and
Percussion and the Contrast, the
latter for 'violin, clarinet, and
piano, Bartok's only published
chamber piece involving a wind
instrument.

"A master makes' new
masters," said Robert
Schumann. Bartok's influence
on many of today's once·
classically-trained, now great
rock musicians seems to support
that maxim.

Filling out the second side is
the third and final work, the
Opus 14 Suite for piano solo,
dating from 1916.

.' ,

Combat
Come to "M* A*S*H" and see two slapstick clowns. Laugh

while Hawkeye and Trapper John combine the best of the Marx
Brothers and James Bond. Howl as they chase nurses, intimidate
commanding officers, and raise hell wherever they go. Sounds
pretty poor, doesn't it?

It isn't, for reasons that are hard to define. While at the
theater, one cannot see the wild antics for what they are. It takes
a while for us to start wondering why the movie is so good.

Why does "M*A*S*H" work, despite the possible cominess of
its situations? One possible reason is the ingenuity of the writer,
Ring Lardner, Jr.; another is the excellence of the acting.

The author's creativity is evident throughout the film. One can
only ardently admire a man whose script has a fanatically religous
army physician and a chaste organization-loving army nurse's
lovemaki.ng trvudcast over the base's public address system by
Hawkeye (Donald Sutherland) and Trapper John (Elliott Gould).
Or avoid devotion as "Painless," the camp's dentist, planning
suicide due to fears of his waning potency, is given a Last Supper
only to be awakened by a pretty nurse in his coffin, all courtesy
of our heroes.

However, these are the highpoints of the film. At some points
it resorts to such time-honored gags as a shower tent being pulled
away while the prudish nurse is bathing. But even at such
potentially slow moments, the cast pulls the scene off with a
flourish.

"M*A*S*H!' is delightful, for entirely fathomless reasons.
Those expecting ari anti-war or anti~stablishmentpicture will be
sorely disappointed. The film is not anti either, it is merely about
fun in the middle of a Korean War combat-zone hospital.

But· those looking for excellent light comedy will not be let
down. Suicide is painless. So is "M*A*S*H."

True, Bartok's music is
Hungarian, as is the recording
company, but that isn't reason
enough to record fifty records of
his music.

What warrants all the
attention is the opinion of many
critics, musicians, and
discriminating music-lovers that
Bartok is the fourth "B,"
following Clara Schumann's
three great "Bs"--Bach,
Beethoven, and Brahms, and
preceding the Beatles.

Blood, Sweat, and Tears,
Chicago, and many other avant
garde jazz and rock groups have
consciously or unconsciously
borrowed from him.

No less a rock musician than
Frank Zappa gave Bartok credit
in the Mothers of Invention,
"Freak Out" album as being a
shaping influence on his own
music.

Bela Bartok has been dead
for a scant quarter of a century,
and already one recording
company, Hungaroton-Qualiton
of Budapest, has undertaken to
record his entire published
works on fifty discs.

The late Dr. Martin· Luther King, Jr.

Cubby Hole

Forth 'B' well served
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Study compiled by

AUDRI PHILLIPS

I.) Economic sacrifice to clean up rivers,
lakes and the atmosphere.

2.) Curbs in population growth.
3.) Change in attitudes about Ameril.:an

values (profit incentive, etc.).
"We must awaken to the fact that more

speed, more gadgets and more affluence do
not mean a better life. Rather, our demand
for them is leading us rapidly down a one
way . street toward environmental
destruction," Hamilton claimed.

Polluti~

The rest of the world's people have
already begun to starve to death. In Latin
America, the fastest growing part of the
world, one miUion people die a year from
starvation and malnutrition.

If the human race does not kill itself in a
mass nuclear war, man has the prospect of a
more subtle death due to the strain from a
predicted doubling of world population in
35 years. While a food surplus still exists, the
population of the United States alone is
increasing at a far more rapid rate in
proportion to the ability to produce food. .

Area students are mobilizing their
resources in a campaign to make the Silver
Spring 'community aware of the predicted
ecological crisis. ./

Under the banner of "Earth Day," (a
program suggested by Senator Gaylord
Nelson), Bruce Hamilton, a spokesman for a
high school based program,.recently outlined
specific goals for controlling the
environmental problem:

Area students-plan

a branch of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. The final decision on
whether the proposals are to become law for
Prince George's and Montgomery Counties
rest with one man, Neil Solomon, Maryland
Secretary.o! Health and Mental Hygiene.

The proposals are designed to k,eep the
sulfur oxide content in the air to an annual
average of three micrograms per cubic meter.
They are also supposed to keep the settling
atmospheric particles down to 65
micrograms per cubic meter.

. William Austen Jr., assistant director of
the Public Park and ,Planning Commission,
pointed out that these standards for the
maximum amount of allowed air pollution
far exceed the amount of air pollution that
exists now.

The facts that industry and the business
community must deal with include the
following discoveries:

I.) An ecologist recently stated that it
will take 50 years at $1 million per year to

The proposals were drawn up by the
Pub\i De artment's "National Air
Pollution Control dmmis fon", which is.

The proposals do not deal with
automobile pollution, the main cause of air
contamination in Maryland. In order to curb
Maryland car pollution, experts have
suggested the following plans:

I.) All gas stations must sell lead-free gas.
2.) Cars must be inspected and meet

federal standards set on the amount of
exhaust released.

3.) Cars must be required to have control
devices similar to those required to control
exhaust.

County organizations meet
til discuss pollution control

clean up San Francisco and other seacoast
areas.

2.) The U.S. must deal with 3.5 million
tons of solid waste each year. Thirty million
tons of this polh,ltion is made of household
and commercial trash.

3.) The levels of DDT in U.S. lakes and
rivers are now high enough to prevent
efficient photosynthesis of ocean plants.

ilontgomery and Prince George's
COUl' ties are alread y trying to con trol the
gro ling environmental problem. A public
~lear.ng was held on March 17 to discuss the
proposed standards for cleaning air in these
two counties.

Many concerned citizens, represetl ting
civic groups, individuals, and businessmen,
who stand to loose money if proposed

- gIslation is passed, were present at the
hearing.

Two men from the business community
jokingly referred to people concerned with
pollution as "nuts worried about the birds
and the bees."

A spokesman for the Oil Chemical and
Atomic International Union recognized that

• the clean air proposals would help union
workers who are subjected to "20 times" the
safe level of pollution.

Edwin Wesley of the National Parks
Service, testifying before the hearing"
entertained most of the audience with his
referrals to the "rich barrons" of industry.

The proposals as outlined cover the
following area:

1.) Pollution from burning and
incineration. No visible emmisions from a
stationary object will be allowed.

2.) No open burning within 500 yards of
an occupied building or well-traveled public
road. .

~_ ..- 3.) No incineration other than municipal.
4.) No coal burning except in fire places.

PEPCO (area electric company),
contributing 70% of the pollution from
stationary sources would be allowed to
continue to 'burn coal, while 239 area home
owners with coal heaters would suffer the
consequences if the proposals are passed.

Photo by Joe Neil
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:)n attracts national attention

Places of undisturbed nature are
becoming virtually non-existent. The U.S. no

.longer has a frontier to explore or exploit.
A French writer once predicted. that the

"'-

1_-

test of American democracy would come'
when there was no land to tame and when
people were jammed into cities.

The test has come; the jammed cities put
stress and burdens on. world citizens. Many
experts attribute rising crime rates, riots, and
mass unrest to overpopulation.

Laslo Bockh, budget analyst for the
National Air Pollution Agency, said that the
money granted by Congress which cannot be
used for the next fiscal year, will probably
not be fully utilized. This is due to the fact
that negotiating contracts for even minor
pollution control contracts can take up to
three months.

When asked what the National Air
Pollution Agency was empowered to do,
Bockh answered, "We can't do much. We
can designate air quality regions which
force states to come up with standards."

He went on to say that they set national
exhaust standards for cars though they have
no real power to enforce regulations. ___

Many population experts contend that·
the American public, for the most part, still
applauds families of ten, while industries go
about polluting the environment in order to
maintain profits. Even in the light of these
facts, Congress is now considering a
."National Timber Supply" bill, which would
open national forest to single use
development by lumber interests.

Some say the reason for this major
problem is that the U.S. Government is not
doing enough to save the environment. ATr__

employee of the Natioll'al Air Pollution
Agency contends that because of the present
job freeze" the appropriated 40 million
dollars for 1970 air pollution control means
nothing.

•

I I J .....

-- ------•••••••••••••

outside activities.
Assuming the decline in the U.S. birth

rate continues at its present rate, the year
2000· will bring an almost doubled
population. This means a need for double
the houses, schools and other private and.
public facilities.

The world is destroying the delicate
balance of nature. For example, the Aswan
Dam interrupted the annual transfer of rich
nutrients 'to the eastern Mediterranean Sea,
causing the annual bloom of phytoplanton
(basic link in the food chain) to stop.

Fresh water supplies are polluted by
indiscriminent dumping of industrial waste
and chemical fertilizers. Lake Erie, for all
practical purposes, is dead. No life can exist
in the lake. A writer in "Science Magazine"
predicted that a permanent water shortage
effecting our standard of living will occur
before the year 2000.

Many suggest that the key to solving the
problem of overpopulation and
underproduction of food is understanding
ecology. Very simply,. ecology can be
defined as the inter-relationship of organisms
and their environment.

Already, the spread of cities takes at least
a million acres of open land, most of it from
farm land every year. If not just for food,
this country needs the one million acres of
undeveloped land to supply oxygen to the
air. America consumes. half the oxygen
produced, leaving the burden of balance to
other world nations.

Along with county youths, students from
all over the country have pooled their efforts
to bring the ecology problem to the.
forefront of public attention. One of the
most publicized protests against automobile
pollution was recently carried out by
students at California's San Jose State
College.

Students buried a $2500 Ford car to
climax a week-long "Survival Fair." The
protesters pushed the car one and a half
miles before police halted the march on the
grounds that the students were delaying
traffic.

In a related program, San Jose College's
"Survival Theater" provided over 12 hours
of continuous films, along' with a well

- ressm
the crisis of the world's overpopulation.

Junior High School. Under the direction of
Mrs. Dianne Friedman, Mr. Paul Harper and
Mr. Robert Watkins, Eastern teachers,
approximately 200 students are conducting
door-to-door campaigns to hand out
student-researched literature on ecology.

Petitions and questionnaires have also
been prepared.

Student planners Jonathan Elias, Leslie
Rosenthal and Robert Sugar have organized
classmates into groups in charge of bumper
stickers and possible advertising time on
T.V. or radio to stress the importance of
"Earth Day".

All donations will go toward paying for
the bumper stickers and advertising since
they are not receiving any financial aid for
their program.

, At Maryland University, a teach-in will be
held on April 22 in the Student Union
Building, featuring Maryland Senator Joseph
Tydings. A march to Annapolis from the
university also has been planned.

Photo by Bill Korth

before a "Zero Popul~tion Growth" chapter
which advocates population control as the
main. answer to the environmental crisis.

The thrust of his speech emphasized that
the key to population control will lie in
reducing the number of children that
families want. Right now, the average U.S.
family has 3.4 children.

The profe.ssor felt that one way to reduce
family size would be to give women in our
society "more alternatives to homemaking
and endless baby making." Communes were
suggested as one means of achieving this end.
In a commune, six adults could share in the
joy of raising a few children. The women
would be free to work and carryon other

In 1964, Pakistan's President Ayud
predicted, "In ten years time, human beings
will eat human beings in Pakistan."

Paul Ehrlich, biologist at Stanford
University, is also extremely pessimistic
about mankind's chances for survival. He
predicts that sometime between 1970 and
1980, the world will undergo a vast famine,
killing hundreds of millions of people.

As a partial remedy, he proposed that the
U.S. ~aise taxes on large families, and offer
i"hcentives for childless married couples, as·
well as putting a mass sterilization agent in
water supplies.

David Kruegal, professor of sociology at
the University of Maryland, recently spoke

~arth Day~ campaigns
s, April 22 has also been set aside to hold

teach-ins on college campuses, community
centers and high schools. Some area schools

n .are planning mass marches.
The Montgomery County Board of

e Educatior has given "whole hearted and
:J enthusiastic support to the recognition of
j April 22 as 'Earth Day'," stated a Board:

position paper.
The Board adopted a resolution February

24 urging that "studies relating to the
environment become an integral part of the
instructional program at all grade levels."

At Blair, Chuck Bisbee Rennie Davidson.
and Danny George, with the help of science
teachers Mrs. June Bonar and Mrs. Peggy'
McNutt, have started an environmental
action group, which was recently organized
during an EEOP session.

The group is centering its plans around a
teach-in on April 22 at Blair. Dr. Paschal J.
Emma, Blair principal, has given his consent
to the students' plans.

Blairites will also be marching through
Sligo Creek Park. Refreshments for the
marchers will be creek water.

In an effort to improve Blair, some
Blairites feel that something must be done
about Blair's most serious environmental
problem, the cafeteria. A committee was
formed to seek ways of improving the
atmosphere. Other committees for "Earth.
Day" deal with air and water pollution and
ways to publicize the growing danger of
environmental negligence.

Attempting to educate young children to
'the dangers of pollution, Springbrook High
School is taking films and public figures to
speak to Montgomery County elementary.
school children.

A "Stu<hmt-
(SMAP) has recently formed at Eastern



Chris Power

,Reserves: Joe Emma
Pat McMahan

has the right to go beyond his
own school and principal. I feei
that the superintendent should
rec9mmend procedures for such
appeals tc ~he board.

"At the present time,
though," Wyatt cOIHinued, "the
student should first complain to
the superintendent and his staff.
He is also welcome to
communicate with the board, if
necessary, and come visit it any
time it meets with problems or
suggestions. "

Wyatt indicated that the
board, in fact, is cUJrently
reviewing and discussing possible
ways to implement such recent
recommendations from the
Mantgo'mery Coun'ty R'egi6n"'bf
the Maryland Association of
Student Councils as exempting
all students who have
maintained a C average in their
senior year from final exams,
promoting the use of multi-texts
for one course of study, granting
the opportunity for more
independent study, and turning
over 15 per cent of each school's
library budget to a student book
collection committee.

Wyatt explained that "a great
deal of letters (most numerous
at budget time)" from parents
makes up the majority of
complaints and other types of
public opinion to which the
board is exposed.

.(See WVATT, page 12)

588-2068

Newly elected MCR treasurer Fredie Kay

THE LINE-UP AT

MIKE'S PIZZA PALACE
At Half Smoke ... Earl Wolfe

At Large Steak and Cheese .. , Bob Walker

At Secret Saul.:e ,.. Mike Dichov

At Meat Ball Sub ... Neil Gold

At Spaghetti and Meat Balls ... Richard Hozik

At Mashed Potatoes ... George Pappas

PI-AVER OF THE WEEK

At Hot Dog ... ROSS HOPEMAN

, '~ .- , ~ .....

Carry outs .. ; The Shadow

GAME TIME 9·1

"If the student receives
inadequate attention" through
such channels, Wyatt stated, "he

a problem or complaint. Under
the Student Involvement Policy
that the board· adopt~d

immediately prior to the
beginning of the present school
year, each school should nave
established a procedure, evolved
from "cooperative efforts of
students, faculty, and
administration," by which all of
its students would be
"guaranteed access to
appropriate school personnel
within a reasonable period of
time, including right of appeal."

semester basis. One semester will
have an overtone of chemistry
and the other semester an
overtone of physics.

A new course called
'''Probability and Statistics,
dealing with the elementary
methods of inference. has also
been added. The prerequisite
needed for this class is the
completion of Algebra II. Mr.
Allan D. Graham feels that this
course will be "primarily useful
to students going into some area
of the social sciences."

supplements

Represerlt ".11 elements"

Reasonable Rates,

593-0112 (Evenings)

secretary; and Fredie Kay
(Churchill), treasurer.

Before the assembly voted
for the· new officers, the
Executive Board (composed of
student council presidents)
passed a resolution which
requires a candidate to receive a
majority of the votes in order to
win an election.

However, because Fredie was
the only candidate to win
according to the new resolution,
the assembly voted to override
the executive measure to remedy
the situation and allow Weisman
(who had received a plurality)
and the Kennedy slate of Beech
and Waller (both of whom ran
unopposed), to be elected on the
second ballot.

The ml\th and science fields
also offer course-. alternatives.
physical science, ", a full year"
course, will be given on a

Another student, however,
felt that there was a
disadvantage to "spending four
weeks getting used to a new
teacher and. a new method of
teaching," when each course is
only six weeks long.

board in 1966 has half a year
remaining in his term), is to'
"exercise some leadership" in'
forming school policies.

Passage of the
superintendent's recommenda-
tions by the board reflects
public acceptance and official
support. Wyatt stated, then, that
the second duty of the school
board member is to represent
"all elements" of the public
"including students."

Student Involvement Policy

He outlined the procedure a
student may go through to voice

During the last marking
period of this year, students will
choose one of six electives.
ranging from "Exploring the
Film" and "Verbal Arts"
to "Hemingway" and "The
Arts In the Sixties."

This program will "give the
students freedom. flexibility and
variety in their experiences" said
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Marcotte, a
Blair English teacher. The
studen ts are generally in favor
to this new approach in teaching
and feel as Junior Ellen Bouma
does, that this "gives us a chance
to work on something we are
really in terested ~n:'

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

course

Suburban School of Self Defense

by ARNA RUBMAN

SELF-DF.FF~SE

Free Introductory Lesson

B. Jones - Director

Wyatt represents 'all elements'

Once elected, a school board
member has the opportunity to
become more a.cquainted with
the school system than the
average citizen. His first job,
stated Wyatt (who elected to the

MCR's second resolution
concerned the Maryland State
Le gisl a t u re's un successful
attempt to lower the voting age
in Maryland to 19.

Supporters of the MCR
statement expressing the belief
that the voting age should be
lowered to 18, argued that
l8-year-olds are considered
adults in many facets of society
an d should be treated
accordingly with respect to
voting procedures.

New MCR officers for the
1970-71 school year elected at

the same meeting are
Eugene Beach (Kennedy),
president; Matt Weisman (Walt
Whitman), vice-president;
Andrea Waller (Kennedy),

In an exclusive SI l VER
CHIPS interview, Mr. Laurence
Wyatt, vice-president of the
Montgomery County Board of
Education, discussed what he
views as the two-fold job of a
school board member and his
concern for protecting the
student's right of involvement
when accomplishing this job.

BOWIE STATE
COLLEGE

~ . I' ",-

Blair plans

In a meeting March 26, the
Montgomery County Region of
the Maryland Association of
Student Councils censured the
mandatory school pledge of
allegiance bill currently before
Maryland Governor Marvin
Mandel, and called for the
governor's. veto. In addition,
MCR endorsed lowering the
Maryland voting age to 18.

Regarding the first
resolution, MCR vice-president
Dave DuGoff asserted that "it
(mandatory pledge I bill)
represents a step backwards in
education." The best way
Annapolis can evoke loyalty,
DuGoff continued is to "just be
decent legislators."

The Maryland government,
continues DuGoff, is "not a
responsible democracy and,
thus, certainly has no right to
legislate loyalty to it. Even a
responsible government
wouldn't have this right."

Mandel has also expressed
doubt on whether the state can
"legislate patriotism."

In an effort to provide more which will emphasize
appealing and practical courses, conversation and a practical
various Blair departments have application of the language with
made changes in next year's less stress on spelling and
curriculum, with major grammar.
adjustments in both the English Mrs. lise Delong, German
and foreign language fields. teacher, feels that this course

Under the French course will be "geared to the make-up
listing, the new plan establi~hes of the class," rather than the
Intermediate French II, 1ft, and way it was in earlier days when
IV. These classes have been "you always set certain'
designed in conjunction with the standards and expected the
French departments of the students to live up to them."
junior high schools that feed Mr. William J. Nickerson, of
into Blair. the latin department, is working

These classes allow those to add a course in classical
students who do not excel in philosophy and culture. If it is
languages to complete their not offered as a separate course,
credit requirements with less it will be incorporated into the
difficulty. They are also Latin III and IV next year.
designed for those students who His plans are to "have reading
enjoy French, but don't have, in the classics (in English), in
"the self-assurance to go on to conjunction with the Latin text,
the higher level," according to and to study all the areas of
Mrs. Alice Koch, head of Blair's civilization."
French department. Changes have been planned in

A similar Intermediate Blair's English department also.
Spanish course will be offered Eleventh grade English teachers
for those in Spanish I wanting a have been working on an
less comprehensive course than experimental project which if it
the regular course. is successful, will become part of

The German department will next year's English III program.
add another German II cou..!-s~

• Close to home
• lnexpemiw
•...N;:aedited .
• l().I faculty-student ratio

See your coumelor

to obt8in !I1_""
SMAll" BUEN)lY

.~~"..". ~"..".,.....~ t;~~5SS35SS3n,~iS'S!iS'S!~~5SS3~~~~.~~ , .._. ' , .._. __~
......... ~\,: ~ '". • ." A( \ J.J. ~ .
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MeR elects officers~
approves resolutions

Senior wins
scholarship

Jeanne Trahan is one of the
three County high school seniors
to win a $500 college
scholarship from the Silver
Spring Kiwanis Club. She had to
state why she felt deserving of

e scholarship - awarded on
the bw .~ of academic excellence
and fi ancial need - in a
30o-w rd essay and submit to an
intervi w. Jeanne has been
accep ed to Georgetown
Un've 'ity's School of Foreign
Service.
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Board to reconsider
smoking privileg~s

, ,

'\.
One Blair student finds the quadrangll! a convenient smoking area.

by Bill Korth

When the Montgomery
County Board of Education
meets to determine the validity
of continuing student smoking
on school grounds, they will'
have to consider community
reaction to the program.
According to Mr. Kenneth Muir,
director of the County
Information Office, community
reaction has been "favorable,"

One particular group, the
Montgomery War on Narcotics,
League, strongly opposes the
program because "by taking up
the smoking habit... the
transition to marijuana is
facilitated."

At many Co~nty high schools
including Blair, there has been a
problem of students smoking
indoors. This is prohibited by
both school and County fire
regulations.

Both Dr. paschal Emma, Blair
principal and Jeremy Musher,
Student Government president,
forsee the possibility of
eliminating smoking areas if
students continue to smoke
indoors. However, Emma feels
confident that the situation can
be· handled without recourse to
such action.

At Walter Johnson High
School, the concerned
administration held an assembly'
and explained that student
smoking was only allowed on a
trial basis.

If students continue to
smoke indoors, it was explained,
smoking areas could be banned.

According to Mr. Myron
Michaelson, County Specialist
on Student Affairs, the County
Board of Education may decide

Tuesday, April 7, 1970 - .~ge 9

against continuing the program·
if students do not follow
regulations.

Mr. Hostetter, director of the
County Property Control
Division, stated, "The general
feeling is that it (smoking area
has been a help in reducing
vandalism." ~

Mr. William R. Btet!~~

assistant director, of County
Maintenance, feels that the
institution of student smoking
areas has helped curb vandalism
in the bathrooms.

With the change in weather,
many county officials felt that
there would be an increase in
vandalism from increased
smoking in bathrooms.
Fortunately, as Hosteter said,
this has not been the case.

Calendar of Events
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Senior Class Trip, May 26,
applications still available·
with class officers or the
bank, $80'.

. Student County Government
Day, May 25.

CLAIRE'DRATCH·7615 WISCONSIN AVE·BETHESDA·656·8000
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"Earth Day", April 22
Movie Night: April 24, "Wait

Until Dark," in the
auditorium, 8:00, $1, $.75
with activity ticket, at the
bank~

At Blair:

Screen:

NATIONAL. THEATER:
"Canterbury Tales," through
April II, matinee and evening
show, reserve tickets call NA
8-3393.

Check newspaper listings for
time and location.

APEX: "Patton"
CERBERUS 1,2,3: "Z"
CINEMA: "Woodstock"

. DUPONT: "They Shoot Horses"
ROTH'S SILVER

SPRING: "Secret of Santa
Vittoria"

JANUS I, 2: "The Boys in the
Band"

LOEW'S: "The Adventurers"
MACARTHUR: "Anne of 1000

Days"
ROTH'S EAST: "Easy Rider"
SILVER: "Cactus Flower"
TRANS LUX: "M*A*S*H "
WARNER: "Hello Dolly!"

LI SNER AUDITORIUM:
"Preservation Hall Jazz'
Band," April II, 8:30;
"Carlos Montoya," April 18,
8:30; "Cinderella," April 25,
matinee; "Jaques Louss
Trio," April 26; "Paul Taylor
Dance Company," April
28-29; 2801 Conn. Ave.,
reserved tickets call DU
7-5544.

CELLAR DOOR: Oscar
Peterson, 34'th and M Streets
in Georgetown, reservations
and cover cl}arge,' call
337-3389.

Attention Teens

BLUE BIRD
DRIVING SCHOOL

FORD THEATER: "The
Fantastics," 511 10th Street,
tickets' '$4, $5, $6, call for
reservations 347-6260.

Stage:

This School is licensed by

the Department of Motor

Vehicles

Classroom & Behind the Wheel
<i

, Instruction in 3 weeks & I day

864-0114 Hyattsville, Md.

COLE FIELD HOUSE:
University of Maryland, for
upcoming shows call
454-2121.

CONSTITUTION HALL:
Washington National
Symphony "Bach Festival,"
April 7-15; "London
Philharmonic,'; May 2; "New
York Philharmonic," May
6-7; 18th and.D Streets N.W.,
for reservations call
628-7332.

ARENA STAGE: "The Police
and Enchanted Forest," 6th
and M Streets N.W., for
reservation ticket information.
call 638-6700.

CATtl 0 L1C UNlVERSITY:
Annual Musical, April 17,
620 Michigan Ave. N.E.; for
ticket informaticm call, LA
9-6000.
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TOWING

WELDING

ELECTRICAL

T.e,A.

the Florida camping trip of
27 students. Students on the
Florida trip spent five days
exploring the Florida Keys
area, camping in Marathon.
From this base the campers
went deep-sea fishing, scuba
diving, and snorkeling.

Mr. Phillip Jones
accompanied seven students
on a trip to the city of New
Orleans. These were mostly
free days, allowing the
students to shop, tour,
explore and(sightsee.

Some hilt that New
Orleans was a combination
"large Georgetown" and "one
big bar." Some of the sites
visited included Royal and
Bourbon Streets, the French
Market, and Preservation
Hall.

students will meet to discuss the
possible selections.

The trip is open to any
interested' Blair student who is
"willing to go with the group."
Mrs. Johnson stressed that "it is
definitely an extra-curricular
experience available to the
student and in no way is.
attached to his graded
performance in any class."

The trip to New York w'as
originated last year when a
similar group saw three
Broadway shows, "Hair," "Plaza
Suite" and "Jimmy Shine," and
an Off-Broadway show - "Little
Murders."

"24 HOUR UNEXCELEO SERVICE"

GS C GULF INC.

\

TELEP ....ONE 4 301 ~ l589.960a

9!501 GEORGIA AVENUE

SILVER SPRING, MARVLAND 20910

Many Blairites found new
and exotic locations in which
to enjoy an Easter vacation
respite on trips to Paris, New
Orleans, and tre Florida
Keys, sp:msored by three
Blair teachers.

Approximately 100 Blair
a nd Whitman students
traveled to Paris, France, on a
trip sponsored by the
L'Alliance Francaise.. The
students-stayed in two hotels,
the Versailles and Splondide.

The group tours mostly
encompassed trips to
cathedrals and chateaux.
Among these were the
Cathedrals Monete-Martre
and Notre Dame and the
Chateaux of Chambord and
Chenonceau. .

Mr. Stuart Marder directed

Students· escape
school. doldrums

@il~

downpayment of $25 (for the
purchase of the tickets) the

The cost of the trip will be
$90 per student. This includes
food, transportation, admissions
to show, insurance and housing.

Shows will be selected by the
studen ts themselves. After their

view three Broadway shows in
New York City and an
Off-Broadway show' in
Greenwich Village.

According to Mrs.·J ohnson;
"the purpose of this trip is to
give interested students an
opportunity to see theatrical
productions in New York City
and to visit related· facilities of
interest."

visits Broadway

thingsgo .

betterth

eM
oke,.........•

by ELAINE EPSTEIN

Mrs. Barbara Johnson, Blair .
drama teacher, will lead a group
of fifteen to twenty students on
a three day trip to New York,
April 16:19: The students will

Group

Pennsylvania, the scene of an
eighteenth century attempt at
communal living in which men
and women lived separately.
This detachment from society

became increasingly difficult,"
and the project folded in seven
years.
": The'trip costs nine'dollars per
person and the money will cover
the bus' trip, and tours of the
Amish home and Ephrata
Cloisters. The only other
expense will be the cost of the
dinner.

The two meet when their
respective daughter, Alice, and
son, Tony, want to marry.

The major roles in the
Sycamore clan are: Sima
Breiterman as Penny, Tim
Brown as Paul, Nancy Dydak as
Essie, Bob Gotkin as Grandpa,
John Gussman as Ed, and Liz
S'/monds as Alice.

Alan Jirikowic plays Mr.
DePinna and Kimber Brawley
plans Tony Kirby.

Assisting in the production
are Sally Kaplan, as stage
manager, and Pat McKenna as

.director's assistant.

I When You pause....

Profits from the production
will be used for the senior
scholarship fund.

Nickerson, this year's play
director, is a veteran director of
programs produced by Loyola
High School in Baltimore and
Fordham University.

Looking forward to working
with the senior class, Nickerson
explained that the play offers a
chance for students who do not
possess music or dancing talents
to work with their dramatic
ability..

building auditorium, it was felt
that the double burden of
producing both shows would
prove too tiresome for 'one
person.·

This play, written by Moss
Hart and George S. Kaufman,
takes place in the middle 1930's.
It involves an eccentric family,
the Sycamores, and a typical
establishment-loving family, the
Kirbys.

"You don't see any sign of
electric wmng or telephone
.poles," said Graham. He points
out, however, that while the
Amish abstain from most
modern appliances in the spirit
of ascetism, they nevertheless
employ labor saving devices. of
,the 1700's and years before.

Believing that "society
corrupts," the Pennsylvania
Dutch community is "staying
away from the close living of
cities, is almost exclusively free
of crime," according to Graham.
Amish are "never seen in court,"
except for land disputes. "As far
as they're concerned they can
figure it out among themselves,"
stated Graham.

Other trip highlights include
a tour of an Amish house and a
genuine Pennsylvania Dutch
dinner "seven sweets and Seven
sours, served by Amish women
with their prayer shawls on."

The only item on the itinery
that is not Amish is the visit to
the Ephrata Cloisters in Ephrata,

THE RECORD SHOP

8641 Colesville Road
Silver Spring, Md. 20910

(301) 587·48n

Black Light Pos~rs

Light Circus Color Wheel Strobe

{f3ailey &ploymenl e5ervice
OF SILVER SPRING

10137 Colesville Road Silver Sp~ing, Maryland

Sociology students to trek
to Amish 'cultural island'

by ALICE STREES

Under the direction of Mr.
William Nickerson, Blair's senior
class will produce-"You Can't
Take It With You" as this year's
senior class play, tenatively set
for May 14, 15 and 16. '

Finding- a director for the
play has proven to be the
greatest obstacle so far. In past
years, annual show director Mrs.
Barbara Johnson headed the
production of the class play.

Seniors announce
,

cast, plans for play

Class officers will oversee the
technical and business side of
the production, while art and
stage design teacher Mr. Lee
Klopp will be in charge of stage
crew and props.

However, because the annual
show was scheduled late in the
year in order to utilize the "F'"

Selection of' the play by
senior advisor Dr. Mary Curry
and class 'vificers was based on
its rge number of parts, and

whimsical, comical nature.

Approximately 40 Blair
students can take a 'backroad~'

look into the Amish
(Pennsylvania Dutch) "cultural
island" of Lancaster county,
Pennsylvania, on a one day trip·

----1n May sponsored by Blair
sociology teacher Mrs. Barbara
Kanter. , •

Mrs. Kanter considers the trip
an extension of her studllnts'
investigation of variGus cultures.
Joining her on the trip is Blair
economics teacher, Mrs. Jean
Kandel.

Mr. Allan Graham, Blair
mathematics teacher and guide,
whose family lives with the
Amish, describes the journey as
"a motor trip througli the back
woods of the Amish country."

DUri~g this study of Amish
culture, Graham hopes to show
how the Pennsylvania Dutch,
preserving their eighteenth
cgntury culture, live with a
'minimum of modern
convienences 'and without
pollution or crime.

Administrative· Clerical - Sales· Technical

r

. I
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Pat Sidwell returns a slam during tennis practice. Sidwell and
Morris Field combine to form one of the doubles teams.

by Dave Stovall

Returning seniors give
netmen. brighf outlook

Page II

The Blair tennis team consists of three singles
players and two doubles teams making up a seven
man squad. During a match, each team pits its top
player against the other team's top man, their

. second player against the opponent's second, and
,so on down the line.. John Castellot will
be this years number one singles player for Blair•.

Each of these match-ups are two out of three
sets, and the winner receives one point for his
team. The same basic format is used for the two
doubles teams (whose members may not play
singles also) from each school, the winners scoring
one team point. The school scoring the most out
of the five possible points is declared the winner.

The tennis team has a problem this' year in the
"pathetic condition" of the tennis courts. Because
Blair is the only team in Montgomery County
without a home court, there will be no home
matches at Blair .this year. The Sligo Creek courts
used last year were damaged by. flooding. The
water buckled the posts and the playing surface
and they will be unusable for the whole season.
Since the girl's tennis courts slope too much, it is
difficult to find s0n:!..~~!t~~ to p!actice. __

But if the tennis team can overcome this
obstacle, they stand an excellent chance to
improve last years 6-5 record.

"The pre-season outlook is very good and, at
this stage, it is the best we've had in a long time,"
states Blair tennis coach Nelson Kobren expressing
his optimism concerning the upcoming season.

Many seasoned netmen from last year's team
have returned, including seniors John Castellot,
Paul Cohen, Pat Sidwell, and Morris Field. The rest
of this year's seven man team consists of junior
Robert Weichbrod, winner of the tournament
between new prospects, senior Stanley Kensky,
and sophomore Steve Cohen.

According to Kobren, Blair has a "rough
schedule this year." They open the season on April
7 against B-CC and compete in 12 scheduled
matches until the County Tennis Championships
held during the week of May 25. In this
tournament, each school enters two singles and

. two doubles teams which play until they either
lose a match or win the championship.

Blair also competes in a Montgomery County
tennis league. Whenever one league team plays
another league team, it counts as a league game,
and the school with the best record at the end of
the season wins the team championship.

Thus, there are two possible accomplishments
in tennis play - a team championship in the league
and an individual championship in the
tournament.
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Tracl~menlacl~ depth
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Doane plans unique program

Streng!h lies in lettermen

by Bill Korth

. ,

Twenty sample programs were provided which students could
rank according to their own choosing. Space for ten
student-suggested projects was provided leaving open alternatives
of single sport offerings for entire semesters. Moreover, a space for
comments was allotted to receive further feedback.

The changes are the brainstorm of Coach Gene Doane. His
comments are well expressed in the survey. "This survey is to help
our department to better utilize our staff and facilities. Our major
aim though is'to be able to offer our juniors and seniors who are
electing p!l.ysical education a varied choice of your own choosing."

According to Doane, the program will be im:;lemented in some
form next year. Certain modifications may be made, but the
general idea of a program based upon popular opinion will remain.
Sophomores will be unaffected by the various proposals and will
receive a more structured system.

The addition of sports such as lacrosse and archery, should they
prove to be popular choices, would require tm acquisition of
equipment for their use. Doane said that the purchase could be
made if necessary. He pointed to the recent acquisition of a
universal gym for weight training programs.

Ross Hopeman, defending county pole vault champion, vaults
over the crossbar.

The coaching staff this year
has undergone reorganization.
Coach Julian Rainwater, who
previously coached sprin ts, is
now training field; head coach
Jack Wofford is now on sprints,
and Coach Myron Hanke is now
on distance running. Coach John
Zarubaiko is continuing with the
shot and discus.

are capable of breaking records
at 'Blair, and 'both Pollard and
Gordon are sophomores with
tremendous potential.

- As with· last year, depth'il; the
problem for the team. Back-up
athletes have always been hard
to find at Blair and this year is
no exception. Aside from two or
three athletes in each event, a
notable loss of talent is evident.
This is particularly dangerous if
a team is the victim of injuries,

.as last year's team was; and this
lack of depth may show itself
late in the season when injuries
are common.

New system to begin next fall

holds the Blair record; Jim
Krekorian, who placed sixth in
the state in the 600 yard run;
Joel Harmon in the hurdles and
sprints, and Marion McCa!ister ir
the running broad jump'": All are
expected to better their previous
year's performances.

by' BOB SHAYNE

Several major changes will be instituted into Blair's boys'
physical education program next year, making it one of the most
unique projects in the County.

Instead of offering gym as part of a combined Phys. Ed./Driver
Ed. program or as a full year health and physical training project, it
will be offered on a semester basis. Students electing to take gym
both semesters will be permitted to do so; others will be able to
combine P.E. with other programs offered for a semester of study.

Another major change will permit junior and senior boys to
more or less choose their course of study. A survey was
administered to gym classes on Monday, ,March 16 to determine
what arrangements of programs would be most popular among
students. These arrangements .will be presented when the boys
register for gym later this year.

The survey offered numerous possibilities for gym alternatives.
Seventeen sports from football to lacrosse were presented as
a1ternati~~hese sports could be chosen in either two or three
sport packages. A choice of semesters was provided as well as an
option concerning the length of each unit.

Hopeful prospects for the
coming season are Gil Toth in
the discus; Fritz Pollard in the
discus and shot put, and John
Gordon in the sprints. All three

by JON WIENER

by ROBERT GOTKIN

Blair golf crippled
by major injuries

look to be the strongest teams. I
do think Blair has a good chance
if our first three boys can come'
through under pressure. Things
would even look better if Alan
Eisenstad t could return to action
from a broken wrist."

,
With four returning lettermen

and some fine sophomore
prQ$(ll:c1s, this xear's Blair track
team hopes to better last year's
record of 1-7.

Last year the team was
plagued by injuries throughout
the season but fought back to
end fifth in the county meet.

Returning this year will be
defending county pole vault
champion Ross Hopeman who

Under new coach Gene
Doane, the Blair golf team will
open its 1970 season today,
a gainst Harker Prep, a
non-league opponent, at
Norbeck Country Club.

This year's team is one of
many "ifs" and "buts."
Certainly, the loss of the first
and second rated men to
injuries, will be an important
factor. Coach Doane must delve
deep into his golf bag to pull out
some names to fill some key
positions.

A high school golf team
consists of six men, rated in
order of their ability. This
usually is measured by the
players scores in practice rounds.

At present, only three
positions on the team are set.
Junior Dale Porter is number
one, followed by sophomore
John Bridgeman and senior Bob.
·Pitzer. The last three spots are
still up for grabs, but should be
filled in time for the second
match on Friday with John
Carroll High School.

The Montgomery County
league looks well balanced with
four or five teams having a shot
at the championship. Doane
points out that, "Springbrook,
Peary, Whitman and Wheaton

1 r



Shortage of
opponents
hurts riflers
The Blair rifle team outshot

the Cadets from St. Johns
1315-1297 rebounding from a
loss the day before to
Bladensburg 1085-1080.

High scorerS at the
Bladensburg match were seniors
Bob Strahl with 276 points,
Bruce Lipshultz with 271 points,
and Paul Yessler with 267
points.

At St. John's the high
scorers for Blair were Glen
Curtis with 277, Bob Strahl with
,276 'and Paul Yessler with 269.

These two matches have
brought the overall team record
to 5 and 2.

Although this has been one
of the poorest seasons for Blair
in a long time, coach James
Johnson feels that it is not due
to the quality of the shooters
but to the psychological effect
caused by the small number of
opposing teams this year.

According to Johnson,
practice with no follow up
match was "tiring to the boys"
and dampened tcam spirit.

Although it is too early to
tell about other teams in the
area, coach Johnson says that he
has g09d material for next year's
team. In addition to Curtis and
sophomore Ed Richardson,
who are already members of the
team, he sees, as good prospects,
junior Jon Wiener, sophomore
Craig Leggere, and Mark Halsey.

Tsoy
fingers, but off the edge of the

index finger, out of the crotch
between the thumb and the
index finger. This means the
hand must be rotated at the
wrist as it comes down and when
the ball is released, the palm is
facing upward. If properly
executed in a right-handed
three-quarter motion, this

produces an out-and-downward
drop to a right handed hitter,
which is extremely difficult to
hit properly.

. The change-u p is used
to get a batter off balance. Using
the same effort and motion used
with your fastball, you slow the
ball liP; therefore, the batter is
caught out of a stride and will
not be able to hit the ball well, if
at all. Loosening the pressure of
the fingers on the ball and
placing the ball back against the
thumb-finger crotch produces
the effect. The speed depends
directly on the pressure of the
fingers on the hall, and so with
the same· amount of effort, less
speed is ohtained, thereby
creating the deception.

If and when you perfect
these pitches, you're pretty well
set up as a pitcher. Or if you're
not a perfectionist, you can
goof around with them and see
what happens. Then, when you
think you're "ready",maybe you
can try the "slick" stuff, like
sliders, knucklers, fadeaways,
spitballs, and so forth.by Bill Korth

thrown on a perfectly straight
horizontal line is easy to hit. So
a ball must be given "life,"
which means it rises or sinks
from the lJorizontal line. This is
accomplished by giving backspin
to the ball as you release it. The
ball should be gripped tightly
between the tips of the first two
fingers and tip of the thumb and
released from these points.

The curve ball, held deeper in
the hand than the fastball, is
released not off the tips of the

baseball team will begin its season at home today.

area. So here it is: the brand
new, revised and up-dated "1970
Pitching Primer for Major
Leaguers and Senators, Too."

The ideal fastball is one that
is kept low around the batter's
knees. The high ball is
frequently converted into a
gopher pitch while the low ball
keeps the ball on the ground,
producing the possibility for the
double play, "the pitcher's best
friend."

But even if kept low, a pitch
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The Pitching Prime~yEd

Paul Pullins dives into second base just ahead of
the tag by Henry Lins in an intra-squad game. The

Spring is in the airand with it
comes that good old
all-American sport of baseball,
and being an avid supporter of
the hometown Washington
Senators, I followed their
Grapefruit League progress, very
closely.

The team's major weakness
seems to stick out like a sore
thumb- pitching. To be quite
frank, the staff as a whole is
terrible. I wondered how I might
~help further our cause in that·

Wyatt urges student action

3-WEEK

5151 Wisconsm Avenue

Call Todav 966-603.

Driver Education Co. J<

YOU 'COULD HAVE BEEN

DRIVING NOW!

Board-of Education-Apprnved,

Take CALVERT'S compact

CALVERT DRIVING SCHOOL.

organizational line~."

This is to be the final session
where participants will act under
the county manager-council type
of government. Next year, an
executive-eouncil government
will take effect. This
organizational structure replaces
a council-appointed county
manager by an elected county
executive.

Wyatt said.
Considering himself among

the school board members who
was most in favor of the policy
Wyatt added, "we (school
board) must promote more real
student involvement in the
schools by taking a stronger
position. An education can not
be something that is just
shoveled at the student. He must
take an active role in shaping his
curriculum. "

(COUNTY.. from page 2.)

workshop will focus on a
proposed public services
program. Students will
participate in six simultaneous
round-table discussions, each
considering a different
stipulation of the proposal.

The May 17 press release
exemplified one category for
workshop discussion as
"protection of person, rights, ll!""-""':-""':-"."~"'-_II-".-".-"."-_"'''''_II''''''.-''.-''.''~'''''\N''''-''''':-''_''''''_"'~11"""""~'
and property of the individual"
which "covers a broad variety of
functions which cross several

Students take over
key county positions

(This procedure includes
obtaining principal permission

, for and sched uling of
distribution, printing the name
of the sponsoring organization
on distributed material and
distributing the materiili' at no
charge.)

"Some people feel that, after
all, because the kids constitute a
captive audience, anything
distributed in the school should
be blessed by the "establishment,'

"More specifically, we
(school board) receive many
complaints about the policy's
permission for in-school
distributi'on of student
publications produced without
school I sponsorship if
distributors undergo a certain
procedure."

He stated that the school
board members have greatly
d'iffering views on the subject,
reflecting the varying public
opinion. According to Wyatt,
parent reacti'on to the policy has
constituted a large area of
complaint.

Involvement Policy is actually
being practiced and to consider
how it should be revised.

"The old fashioned
traditionalists," Wyatt stated,
"object that the policy calls for
too much permissiveness und not
enough discipline in general.

many aspects of' the
curriculum. "

Wyatt believes that the
board's second important area of
business for the remainder of the
school year is to review the

,extent to which the Student

Wyatt, who is the liason
between the Maryland
Environmental Trust and the
school board, stated that "the
teach-in is an important first
step in arousing student concern
and action which should be·
worked out by the teachers and
students in each school.

"It should be only a first
step, though, and we (school
board and teachers) must work
out ways to integrate it
(environmental awareness) into

every other Monday) in addition
to their many special meetings
(ie: with the County Council

Wyatt also cited what he
considers as two of the most
important projects that the
school board. will undertake in
the remaining months of the
school year.

The first of these is to
promote more emphasis through
out the school curriculum on the
need for and means of
protecting the environment.
Another school board member
Mrs. Marilyn Allen, recentl;
chaired a discussion on radio
station WINX of ideas for the
national April 22 environment
"teach-in. ".

"Such complaints (the·
manner in which a principal runs
a par~icular school) tend to
come in cycles," observed
Wyatt, "which are countered
with cycles of letters expressing
conflicting beliefs. .

"A group of parents, for
example, may object that a
certain policy in the school is
too innovative while another
group condemns it as being too
structured ~nd traditional."

Wyatt cited the Student
Involvement Policy as an
example of school board action
upon student and teacher ideas.
The Student Alliance other
students, and the MCR drew up
policies which 'the
superintendent used as
guidelines in formulating the.
SIP.

The school board has two
regular meetings each month (an
all-day meeting on the second
Tuesday and an evening meeting

(WYATT, Cant. from page 8)

Wyatt claimed that
"complaints about individual
teachers are very rare," and
added that while complaints
against methods of principals
and their administration are
"more numerous," they too "are
uncommon."
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SG seel~s constitutional revisions
Assembly passes plan Group urges alte·rnative

E-day draws support

passage, and the Assembly
agreed to reconsider the measure
on those grounds.

Members of the' Key Club
and Keyettes, two Blair service
clubs, have argued that the
desegregation bill would cause
them to lose their international
charters, Presently; the Key Club
is under Kiwanis Club's
sponsorship and the Keyettes are
affiliated with the Ki,wives.
• Mr. Harlan Brownfield, a
meinber of the local Kiwanis
'Clt~b which sponsors the Blair
Key Club, explained that his
organizljtion will have no choice,
in revoking the Key Club's
charter 'if the group is forced to
integrate. ,"Each school must
operate within the limits of the
internationl\1 constitution which
is 'established by both the
Kiwanis and Key Club
International Board," he stated.

Neither the Kiwanis' nor
Kiwives', in t e r 1) a t ion a 1
constitutions allow for
co-educational clubs.

Junior Cindy Willard, a

(See SEX, page 5)

institute educational pQlicy", and to'
legislate on behalf of the entire school.
The principal would retain his veto power
since he has ultimate legal responsibility
for the school.

Administration representation would
include the principal. a guidance
counselor and two other members of the
administrative staff selected by the-'
principal. Faculty members would select
four representatives and the student body,
would elect three at-large delegates to
serve on the Community Board.

While individual members of the board'
would initiate legislation,
recommendations would also come frbm
a Student Advisory Council. An elected
Executive Coordinator would supervise
lIctions of the council while also acting as;
the fourth member of the. student"

(See ARSHACK, page 3)

night speaker, Maryland State Senator Margaret
Schweinhaut. Photo bv Flill K9rth

,Blair organizations has met with
staunch opposition from Blair
service clubs.

The' proposed measure cites
the· 1964 Civil Rights Act as a
federal guideline that designates
sexually segregated clubs as
discriminatory.

The Civil Rights Act was
designed to end discrimination
against Negroes and other
minority groups and provide
equal rights ,to vote, work, use,
public accommodations and
facilities arid obtain public
education.

Calling on the Legislative
'Ass,embly' to revoke the charters
of all Blair organizations that fail
to comply 'with the
desegretation' measure by May
15, 1970, the bill also calls for a
student referendum to cast the
final decision.

A similar bill passed earlier in
the week by the assembly, was
brought up again for
reconsideration and defeated the
second time. Service club
members complained that they
had not been represented or
consulted before the bill's

by ROBBI E ROSS

use spray paint on windy days,
3) w rite letters to car
manufacturers telling them that
they' would not buy their car
unless it had an emission control
device.

Mr. Trm Burr, member of the
President's Committee on
Consumer Affairs, spoke to
fifteen students about a high tax
to be charged to industry for
every ton of pollution it spewed
into the air.

Burr felt that pollution could
not be blamed on i~dustry alone
and that the consumer shared
the responsibility. In his words,

(See ECOLOGY.' page 9)

Participants in Earth Day, April 22 ranged
from (left) gas masked Everett Basset, to (right)

A recently Proposed
Legislative Assembly' motion to
end sex discrimination in all

·.ilutr (tthi, _
Volume XXXII. No. 13 Montgomery Blair High School, Silver Spring, Md. 'Tu~ay, April 28,1970

LA bill proposes end
to sex discrimination

responsible for both submitting ideas to During the April 27 meeting of
the Legislative Board and carrying out Legislative Assembly, delegates defeated a
special projects. Under the proposed plan, motion asking for a delay of next
Student Government would establish a Tuesday's constitutional referendum. The'
limited number of fixed chairmen, postponement would allow time for
responsible for; serving in a designated consideration of an alternate
position. Total' membership, however, constitutional revision which would add a
would be unlfmited with interested student and faculty voice to
students becoming' temporary chairmen administrative decision making.
to supervise self-initiated projects. As Proponents of the alternative mea~ure,
needs arise, stu!:lent government could, including assemblyman Sue Arshack, one
also seek qualified students to fill posts of its sponsors, hopes to gain approval of
on either a tempora~y or permanent basis. another referendum early next school

Under Musher's plan, bills drawn up year, in order to bring the reorganization
by departmentai chairmen would feed up for student consideration.
into the Legislative Board for debate and The proposal would establish a
final vote. Community Board composed of four

In addition,' a Homeroom Council representatives of each the student body,
would also hold, responsibilities for faculty and administration. Powers vested
proposing legisl,ation. Though it would in the Board include, as the alternate

(See MUSHER, page 3) constitution states, "to decide upon and

She stated, "The society'
holds up parenthood and
marriage as woman's goal. The
spinster is looked upon with
horror. Now woman can be
fulfilled only by having children.
This will have to change if the
population growth is to stop."

Different levels of political
action concerning ecology
problems such as this were
recommended to the students by
the seminar speak~rs.

Mrs. Loreen Lynch of the
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association suggested
that students I) keep 'cars in
good running condition to
reduce exhaust fumes. 2) not

Mrs. Elizabeth Nichols of Planned
Parenthood attracted the largest
number of students who
heard her lecture on the

'population crisis. To get the
needed decrease in birth rate,
Mrs. Nichols felt that in addition
to making contraceptives readi.ly
available, our life styles would
have to change and possibly the
break-up of the traditional
family structure would be
necessary.

Many of the day'?s EEOP
speakers 'were experts in one
field of ecology. Mr. Boyd
George of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture spoke ori controlling'
insects without further'ing
environmental pollution", while
Mr.' Arth ur Brigham of the
Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commission gave a lecture on
water pollution, explaining
Montgomery County's present
method of treating "domestic
waste" before it is sent 'back out
to the water supply.

Myron Michaelson

by AUDRI PHILLIPS

A public meeting climaxed
the day's events. Three speakers,
Dr. Amdre DeRocca a
theoretical Nuclear Physicist at
the University of Maryland,
Helen Leavitt, author of "Super
Highways - a Super Hoax" and
Senator Margaret Schweinhaut
of the Maryland State Senate,
spoke to an audience of only 30
people. Senator Schweinhaut
commented that the public
could not be very interested in
saving their environment if this
was all that turned out for the
meeting.

At Blair, a teach-in planned
and run by about twenty
students and two teachers, Mrs.
Jean Bonar and Mrs. Peggy
McNutt, 'had scan ty attendance
because of competition from
downtown Washington activities.

The Earth day program at
Blair was three-fold. During the
day movies were shown
continuously in the auditorium.
Later, eight speakers from the
community spoke at a teach-in
held during EEOP.

Students fig!!!pollution

People of all ages and
political philosophies took part
in the ecology activities staged
on Earth day, April 22. Some
Earth day participants used the
day to clean-up street litters,
while others attended teach-ins
at colleges and high schools.
Some attempted to influence
industry to control its pollution.
in New York City, people
discovered tha t streets could'
actually be used by people when
13th Street was closed to cars
for Earth day.

In an attempt to increase the
efficiency of student government, S.G.
President Jeremy Musher is seeking final
,approval of a new constitution which
would reorganize its in ternal structure.
Having achieved Legislative Assembly's
approval, the bill must now come before
f>tudent scrutiny on a school-wide
referendum.

The bill calls for a Legislative Board to
replape the current Legislative Assembly.
Membership would consist of four
representatives from each class elected at
large, a depletion of five delegates per
grade from the representation in this
year's legislative assembly. Though the
board would continue to initiate
'legislation, Student Government would
not have to rely solely on the board for
input of ideas.

Replacing the cabinet would be
departmental chairmen who would be



(See CENSORSHIP, page 10)

Decisions concerning punitive
actions taken toward violators of
the guideline also rests with the
group.

Establishment 'of review
boards is also to occur on the
junior high school level.
However, students must submit
copies of publications for review
before dissemination. In the
event that literature exceeds the
criteria set for free distribution,
the review board can exercise
powers of prior censorship.

Under present policy the
school administration has
powers to determine policy
toward distribution of student
publications. Prior censorship
can occur up to three days
before dissemination, especially
oif the literature is deemed,
obscene, libelous, or. incitive of
illegal acts.

The new -policy grants the
school principal an "emergency
power" under which he can
prohibit distribution in the event
that dissemination of any
student document would present
a potentially dangerous or
disruptive situation in a school."

School Board member
Richard Schifter asserted that
the ruling gave students what
they wanted, adding that the
"emergency clause" was not
designed to give principals
arbitrary powers. Despite the
favorable appraisal of the ruling
by Schifter and other board
m e in b er s, C0 'n sid era b Ie
opposition has developed.

After the board concluded its
new policy, the judge declared
the issue "moot," claiming that
no contest or controversy
'conce~ning the ruling had
developed. Cenn, however, has
assailed the decision on several

drew up the questions that were
.distrib.uted to the faculty.
According to Mrs. Wilson, the
questions were based on the
MCEA. survey, the Qrigil)al
discussion at the faculty
meeting, and on individual
teachers' comments.

The survey generated a
substantial faculty response,
"More teachers responded to

Montgomery County Schools,
and the State Board of
Education.

Attorney Edward Cenn
brought the case to court,
asserting that the administration
violated the students'
constitutional rights. The judge
declined to hand down a
decision, al10wing the state
board to formulate a new policy
toward free distribution.

In each school, responsibility
for setting criteria for free
distribution of student
literature, the board concluded, ,.
is to rest with a review board
comprised of at least SO per cent
students. Provisions for other
membership should be
determined by the student
council or other comparable
organization, the board ruled.

Though students will be free
to issue publications without
facing prior censorship, they are
required to submit copies of the
publications to the board for
review after dissemination,
Board members are to judge the
literature considering whether or
not it keeps within the criteria
set originally by the board.

School board rulJs
on censorship policy

by JON BOR

In an April 21 resolution, the
Montgomery County School
Board contested a State Board
of Education ruling which
prohibits prior censorship of
unauthorized student
publications. Terming the policy
which calls for student review
boards in lieu of administra
tional censorship "ambiguous,
unclear, and unwise, the county
board resolution requested that
the issue return to the Federal
District Court in Baltimore for
final clarification.

Constitutionality of school
. cenSOrship of student

publications became an issue
when six Winston Churchill High
School students faced
suspension for distribution of a
position paper which claimed
student rights to excercise
freedoms of speech and the press
in high schools. They designed
the publication not only to
express their views on the
subject, but also to create a test
case to be handled in court. The
parents of the students filed suit
against (the school principle),
Dr. Elseroad, Superintendent of

Photo by Dave Stovall

CAUGHT OUR
LATEST RECORD?

Discipline lack concerns faculty
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The, results of a recent the Montgomery County discipline problems."
fa~ulty .questionnaJ.re· indicate Edutatiori"' Association 'd uring ~. The Blair survey, dist'fibllted
that many Blair teachers feel the week of March 30th. during the week of April 6, was
that the administration has an According to MCEA suggested by English teacher Mr.
ambiguous policy concerning representative Mr. e Rol5ert James Sylvester at a faculty
student discipline. Moore MCEA members feel that meeting following the MCEA

Of the approximately ninety "high ~chools are going through survey, Sylvester felt that a
teachers who took the survey, a a social change within the school school based survey would be
vast majority agreed that both environment. The first thing more responsive to Blair's needs.
students and teachers do not affected is discipline, MCEA From that meeting, Sylvester,
un d e r s tan d pre sen t decided to give a survey to fin~ Mrs. Helen Wilson, Mrs. Lynn
administration policies, out what areas were causing Robbins, and Mrs',Vemona Baker (See DISCIPLINE, page 10)

Dr. Paschal J Emma, Blair 'r---------------~-------------------------------------~
principal, stated that "there is
no reason why they (teachers)
shouldn't know" administration
policy. Administra tion policy
concerning discipline is
explained in the teachers'
handbook and is discussed at
faculty meetings, he continued.

Emma suggested that the
discipline problem could be
alleviated by .improved
communications, such as the
installation of phones on every
floor.

"I find our student body has
been cooperative, reporting
problems," he said.

The idea for the faculty
survey came from a similar
county-wide poll distributed by

Life can sometimes be lonely for a balloon-selling clown at the
Blair activity carnival, as senior Eli Goldblatt found out last
Saturday.

BOWIE STATE
COLLEGE

• Oa;e to home
• Inexpensive

• Accredited
• I().lJaculty-5tudent ratio

See your COUJ'L'lelor

to obtcUn a catalogue

SMAlL & ERIENll.Y
'~HH##HH.HH#

Monroe Ford
1237 East West H~.

S~ver Spring

Near 16th St., Gt:<>rgia Ave.
Colesville Rd.

I R~If\""Y Exits ?1 ?I'ld ?l I
P is "-.

It's on radio, and goes something like this:

"You gotta he good, You gotta be good. The
phone eOlllpan~' needs ·you. But you gotta be good.

If you're a high school graduate and, yes, if
you're good. we're looking for you.

"'e h<1\'e jdhs for you. 'Jough jobs.

\"e'n train you to be an operator. An office
\\·orker. A salesman. Or technician.

The question isn't whether vou're hlaek or
white. It's whether you're good enough."

Dial H7-7070 and \\'e'll both find out.

Iust drop a dime' (a dime that we'll return)
or pick up a line.

You gotta be good. You gotta be good. The
phone company needs you. But you gotta be good."

And \\'e mean every note of it.

@ ~~~o~,~~~~:
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added,Freeman

Original Production

"Bush" contains scenes and
songs from the Broadway
musical "Hair" as well as two
origirlal scenes written by Merida
Kearns-Preston. A question of
legality has arisen concerning the
use of. scenes from "Hair"
without payirlg the customary
royalties. The changed name,
however, and the additional two
original scenes, are designed to
remedy that problem.

On May 20 during EEOP,
scenes from the "Odd Cougle"
directed by senior Robert
Gotkin, "Summer Tree,'''
directed by senior Maira Camera
and "Bush," a take-off from the
show "Hair" directed by senior
Debby 'Goldman will be
presented in the auditorium.

r-·TEMPLE~--,
I 720 14th lJlJWI•.~W, J
I Wah~ ·/>.C', H5ri
I Pl.....".,,,. .................. "
I. NAME ",__~ _,'

I AOORESe'o- ~
" " , '0, AI'" "."

I CITV STATE __.f
L~~~"!'"~-·_~~~··

Brown" was taken directly from
the various comic strips by
Charles M. Schultz.

Seven' more' plays will be
presented at Blair this year,
produced by the Drama II
students who are required to
direct at least one play d\lring
the course of the year.

"Odd Couple"

His tr;msfer to a junior high
scnooi situation does not come
without prior experience.
Freeman had worked on the
junior high school level for 10
years in Pennsylvania and
Montgomery County.

curriculum,"

"Blair now offers more
educational opportunities which
has definitely been a needed
improvement."

"The Inquirer" is currently
accepting applications for next
year's - staff from all students
who, as their first editorial
states, "possess a willingness to
learn from the experience of
working on a newspaper."

for seven years at Blair, acting'
for two years as a guidence'
counsellor, and his remaining
five as vice principle.

by JON PHILLIPS

Drama ~tudents

to direct plays
"I'm Herbert," a one act

play, and "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown" will be
presented by Blair students in
the auditorium during EEOP on
April 29.

Both plays are part of a
program of plays produced' by
students in Mrs. Barbara

.Johnson's Drama II class, the
first by senior. Liz Symonds and
the latter by senior Merida
Kearns-Preston. The dialogue for
"You're a Good Man, Charlie

I

fABRICS 'OF 'ALL lfDES
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'delegation to the COmmunity Board.' Senior Bruce Carpel, another
Consisting of equal numbers of the bill's sponsors explains Freeman termed his transfer

of at-large delegates, the council some of the reasons for, the "a tough decision to make
would not possess any proposal: "As student because of the attachments I
administrative functions, but government stands now, they have at Blair. Everyone at Blair
would act in a advisQry capacity. reorganize each year to try to ., . . has been most cooperative and

The alternative prop<>sal retains cover up for the dIsmterest. The d fit k 'th
, real reason for the disinterest is w~_e-!~_~~~_ w~_ .'

many of the fac~ts ,oLS.G. the fact that student government ;,
President Jeremy. Musher'~ can't govern. What we are tryirlg
proposed constitution" which is' to do is gain a share of the
already prepared for student power.
ratification. Department' "Another important aspect

:chairmen would act in a similar of the board is that it opens up a
manner to Musher's proposal, new level of communications
initiating special projects and bet wee n stu den t s
social functions in either' a administration,and faculty. O~
voluntary or appointed role. the board all three can sit down
Supervising the department as equals and there can be
chairmen, an Administrative in t era c t ion' wit h 0 u t
Assistant would also be elected intirnidatiQn.

choose. She refused and they
. quit.

"The Inquirer" is presently
classified as a second
school-sanctioned publication.
However Dr. Daryl Sha~,
principal, refused their request,
for a student referendum to
decide whether they should This is unlike the "Black and
receive a portion of the funds. White," which requires that the'
Since they have a lack of money, applicant have completed or be
"The Inquirer" is sold at ten enrolled in a Journalism class.
cents a copy. On Friday·, June 5, the final

They have proposed to have' The aim of "The Inq uirer" is two plays will be presented in
it.included on next year's budget .to ,beGorne , a peJ'manently the evening in the quadrangle.
plan (equivalent to Blair's established publication at Walt One is an original creation by
activity tickets), which would Whitman. "We are the student senior Eli Goldblatt.
entitle any interested student, newspaper and the 'Black and. Casts for all plays are picked
with a budget card, to a free White' is the school newspaper," from the Blair student body at
copy. commented Horwi~_J re~ularly scheduled auditions.

Freeman leaves Blair to
.assUme' Junior higli,. post
John Freeman, formerly

vice-principal at· Blair,' has
accepted a new post as
vice-principal at Colonel E.
Brooke Lee Junior high School.
Effective April 22, the transfer "I've seen tremendous
came after Freeman had served progress in the areas of

Man, Charlie Brown," to be presented dU~ing
tomor~ow's EEOP.

MlGAZ.IIEI

conflicting goals and other
stated grievances were the cause
for the break, there was a inore
immediate cause that made the
staff feel they could no longer
work with Dr. Boyle. .

The event, said Horwitz,
"was the censoring of an article
written fO,r Viewpoint (the
section for free student
expression.) . ,

He declared that in so doing
she had "overruled an editorial
board decision, for the:reasons
that the article was 'in' poor
taste' and 'unprofessional.': The
editorial board feels tha·t unless
an article is obscene, slanderous

. or advocates an illegal act, .it
should not be censored."

In an effort to form a
compromise, the editorial board,
which consists of eight staff
members who decide editorial
policy, voted unanimously to
proint the uncensored article but
with a note soliciting student
response.

This suggestion was :also
unsuccessful, whereupon ,they
drew up a position pape'r asking
her to resign in favor of a fa<;ulty
advisor that the majority of the
"Black and White" stafr' would

OOLLIGI OUTUIII SIRlES
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Plans to change constitution
(MUSHER, from page I) Their duties, Musher stated, (ARSHACK, from page I) by the student body.

would be "to 'carry outmanual
tasks, not to represent 'the
student body." In this way; he
hopes that the trainirlg which'
students holding secretariat jobs
have received would result in
increased efficiency.

Gear.ed toward improveI!3ent

of internal structure, the plan
should ultimately bring better
representation to the student
body. "S.G. is inefficient. When
we receive an idea from outside
sources, it takes too long to go
from idea to action." Musher
supported this claim with the
fact that bills currently take
from a few days to several
months to return from ,the
administration with principal's
approval or veto.

On March 16, eleven of the
17 senio~ editorial staff members
of Walt Whitman's school paper,
the "Black and White," resigned
and formed their own
newspaper, entitled "The
Inq ui..rer."

They turned in their
resignations when Dr. Regis
Boyle, the newspaper's advisor,
refused to resign in accordance
with a position paper drawn up
by I2 staff members. The
position paper declared that
"the present advisor is no longer
compatible with the s..taff's goals
of publication of a student
newspaper."

Senior~ Eli Goldblatt, Stephanie Malove,
and Candy Black rehearse for "You're a Good

Censorship p'romp.ts p'rotest

only serve in an advisory
capacity, Musher sees it working
in closeJ\ alliance with the
legislative body than it has in
past years. In this way, Musher
hopes homeroom representatives
would exercise more power. All
bills approved by the Homeroom
Council would proceed directly
to the Legislative Board.

The proposed constitl'tion.
also replaces the elected Student
Government treasurer and
secretary with a Secretariat.
Membership would include a
secretary, treasurer, two
undersecretaries, and several
typists. None of these positions
would be elective, with Student
Government seeking personnel
from the business department.

Whitman journalists quit staff

"She (Dr. Boyle) had two
goals for the paper, that of
professiol}alism and the bt;ing a

.. 'style sheet for the county.'
These goals often resulted in the
overriding of our goals for the
paper," stated Rob Horwitz,
former editor-in-chief of the
"Black and White."

Horwitz feels that the staff's
goals were to be a "student voice
and information center and
through editorials act as a
catalyst for reform."

Although these
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Fashion class trips
to New York City'

'.reVIVeS

Clark Snowden, Blair's Plant Operator, receives an award for 25
-years of service to Blair. Photo by Dave Stovall

Director in that she "would like
to turn the buses over to the
people." •

"I am for county ownership
of the buses with county
subsidies. I plan to research the
whole situation and find out if
this is, the best solution. Right
now, I believe it is," she
l:ommented.

Ronnie; Blair's SG treasurer,
will, serve as Mo.ntgomery
County's Director of the
Department of Finance. "Being
SG Treasurer," says Ronnie, "I
was interested in finding out
how the (;Qunty system works."
He plans to "go there and
observe" and "participate in any
way I can."

Student County Government
Day is an annual event
sponsored by the Montgomery
County Region of the Maryland
Association of Student Councils
in cooperation with the County
Manager and the Office of
Information. The event enables
students ·to 'learn about local
government by actually running
the government for a day.

On May 25, activity will
center around the all day
County Council session. The
stud en ts will sit at the regular
Council table debating motions
from department heads and
council members. Any County
student may submit a letter to
the Council to be consid~red

during the correspondence part
of the agenda,

Significantly, however, Price
asserted that no time limit
should be imposed upo,n a
teachers' strike when the
demands are reasonable. "If a
six-month strike is necessary to
improve the working conditions
of the teachers then it is justified
in the long run."

Price pointed out that every
year there is a large turnover of
teachers with "new,
unexperienced teachers taking
the place of older, more
experienced teachers," who are
leaving in search of better
conditions. "If a successful

,strike, even one longer than, six
months, brings about a
significant decrease in the
turnover, then it is certainly
justified."

"A strike," Price concluded,
"is a safety valve for social,
equilibrium necessary to prevent
unrest from unsatisfied
workers."

Selden states in his letter
that, "Without the power to
strike, there ,can be no
meaningful collective bargaining.
Limitations on the ~ights to
strike are actually impositions of,
a degree of involuntary
servitude."

Selden concludes his letter by
asking the public to launch a
4-pronged attack for collective
bargaining for teachers. The
assault consists of 1) protesting
the jailing of the Newark
teacher-unionists, 2) ascertaining
which candidates for the
legislature are against the "use of
injunctions in public employee
labor disputes which do not
constitute an imminent threat to
public safety, 3) publicizing the
"absurd restriction on liberty of
public employees exercised by
judges and legislatures," 'and 4)
,suggesting ways to further the
cause.

and will not appeal his senten~e

because "I announl:ed in
advance that I would disobey
the order."

"Going to jail is my way of
dramatizing the absurd situation
in which teachers and other
public employees find
themselves when it comes to
collective bargaining."

Selden goes on to say how
the U.S. is "one of the very few
democratic countries that has a
flat prohibition against public
employee strikes," and ,he
bemoans this situation.

Mr. James Price, Blair's
representative to the
Montgomery Cou.nty Federation
of Teachers, the county's
affiliate with the AFT, believes
that this is one of the few times
a school teacher has gone to jail
fighting for better conditions.
192 other members of the
Newark local will serve 10 to 30
days in jail. Selden will serve 60
days.

"The main thrust of the
whole business is a man willing
to fight for his convictions," said
Price of Selden.

"The Newark strike," Price
continued,"was not a threat to
public safety, and thus the
injunction was unjustified."
Asked what type of strikes
should be considered 'threats,'
Price named police strikes,
strikes of garbage collectors after
a period of time when the
uncollected garbage begins to
breed disease and vermin, and
postal strikes of more than
IG-days to two weeks that start
to seriously bog down the
country's business.

Price also labeled a teachers'
strike when the teachers are
irresponsible and their demands
unreasonable as one where a
restraining order would be
justified.

beocme Clert<: to the County
Council.

While Polly is basically
interested in "getting to see the
internal workings of the
'Council;' Sue, as
Superintendant of Police, is
eager to use her new position to
help improve po]ice-(;Qmmunity
relations. "Consistent with the
general malaise of our time, I
f~el that the polil:e department
must make a reassessment of it's
priorities and in addition place a
particular emphasis upon
com munity realtions."

Other Blairites to participate
in the local gov'ernment for a
day include juniors Carol
Whiting and Ronnie Lewis.
Carol, a member of the
student-faculty committee, will
be the Executive Director of the
Suburban Transit Commission.
Carol's opinions on· suburban
transit differ markedly from
those held by the current

But as Mr. Robert LaRocca
sums it up, "If the kids can't
relate something in' my
classroom to their personal lives;
really absorb it, then I don't

'thirtk I'm justified in teaching
them, I think I'm wasting their
time and my time."

by KENT WOODS

.

U.S. history

"I have been in jail one week
and I have five more to go. I
should be out May 1st or 2nd."
These are the words of David
Selden, President of the
American Federation of
Teachers, a national union
affiliated with the AFL-eIO.

Selden is in jail for picketing
in support of the Newark
Teachers Union strike in spite of
a court injunction forbidding
such action. Selden, in an open
letter to the American public,
condemns the injunction as an
"unfair, undemocratic,
strike-breaking legal procedure,"

(items which have been sold out
and must be reordered).

The most exclusive designer
of bridal gowns, Pricilla of
Boston, allowed the girls to
examine her line as if they were
buyers. They saw everything
from the traditional white gowns
to tie-<lyed bride's maids dresses.

Throughout the' next two
days, the class picked up tips'
about how and what to buy, the
advertising of merchandise, and
how designs are chosen for use.
While at the Seventeen Magazine
building, they were shown how
editorials and fashions are
coordinated in a magazine.

One senior on the trip
remarked, "It was educational
but enjoyable, too, because we
spent our evenings doing other
things." They saw the Broadway
musical "Coco" one evening,'
Chinatown and the Empire State
Building another.

Five Blairites have been
selected to fill key county
positions in the local
government during the fourth
annual Student County
Government Day, to be held
May 25.

The five students selected are
all involved in Blair's student
government organizations and
are interested in learning more
about the internal workings of
county government. Senior
Karyn Lief, Blair Project
Committee Chairman, is
"coordinator of the whole
thing" and will also become the
Director of the Office of
Information.

Junior Sue Arshack, a member
of Blair's legislative assembly,
will serve as the Superintendent
of Police and junior Polly
Steinberg, secretary of
Legislative Assembly, will

Five Blairites to jill
key c,ounty positions

study, and "don't learn out of
the same textbook as other
classes." Several of LaRocca's
students have asked for and
received textbook learning. As
Sophomo're Mike Grinder feels,
"what we were doing, wasn't
really history."

Blair AFT representative
prote$tsNewark injunction

\

Eleven girls from the fashion
merchandising class traveled to
New York to study first-hand
many facets of the fashion
industry, a profession which
many of the students will enter
after graduation.

Other problems are the
friction and hangups which
often occur when the class has
an independence in its course of

For four days the girls and
their teacher, Miss Jean
Baumgardener, toured through
many of New York City's
famous wholesale stores, bridal
and teen clothing shops, and The
Fashion Institute of Technology.

Students spent the first day
browsing in Greenwich Village
and shopping in "Emotional
Outlet", a wholesale dress shop.
The next morning the group
previewed fall and winter
collections for 1970, and found
that the midi is definitely in
fashion. They also noted that
tie-dyed, clothes, ponchos; and

,snake skin were on a checkout

One drawback to the use of
, the classroom as a many fal:eted

learning situation is 'the problem
of grading. It becomes a
"traumatic process because it
re-introduces a kind of artifkial
authority that I'm
uncomfortable with."

by STEVEN SCHWARTZ

-..,

La Rocca

laRocca feels that he is
<"trying to expand horizons of

what history is and how it can
be learned and taught; and what

"I don't really regard myself a classroom is."
as a person with a monopoly on "With history there is a great
knowledge that I have to impart danger when you abstract things,
to the students. It is really a and forget tha~ all ,history
joint enterprise, this business of essentially, is people. History is

-teaching and learning. There are, full of people doing the same
30 of us there, stuck together in things that they are doing now."
a room for a year. We have all Sophomor~, Bill Korth agrees
got something to say and learn with LaRocca, because he is able
from each other." This to "learn about things happening
self-evaluation is that of Mr. now, and then relate it to
Robert 1. LaRocca, 10th grade history." Sophomore, Sam
U.S. History vand, Government Murik, elaborates, "we GOI)1P.ared
teacher. the Vietnam War to the Spanish

He continues, "I try to make American War," and then with
my class a place where students other conflicts in which
are not merely receptacles into Americans participated."

~_which knowledge is poured but
they..-are individuals which have
feelings and emotions, interests
and concerns that have to be
heard and I try to make my
,classroom a place where these
can be expressed. Sometimes
students don't understand what
I'm trying to do, and they get
fearful of it because in many
cases, history for them has
always been a clear process
where you begin at a certain
date and you end at a certain
date. It's sort of a factual march
of data."

To alleviate the
aforementioned situation,
LaRocca believes that "emphasis
in the classroom should be
shifted towards emotional
experiences, learning to trust
each other, which students
disregard all too much."

To accomplish this, he has set
up a classroom system where the
students bcome more acquainted
and personally involved, but
receive some of the

, responsibility.
"We spend a day usually, in

each of my classes, proposing
what topic we want to study"
for the next period of time. "We
figure out priorities and then we
vote and decide which topic we
are going to take up. I rely on
students to help me do some of
my research since clearly this
means that my classes are doing
entirely unrelated things. ...,

"In '~y cla;;'we hop back
and forth a lot. We frequently
study something in the 19508,
and then we'll back into 1830,

.with the unity being through
ideas."



"It is my sincerest hope,"
Liebow responded to a black
student who labeled himself as
"militant," "that the race riots
of Watts, Hoeff, Plainfield, and
Detroit have been education
enough to make the middle-class
move fast enough in responding'
to the needs of the blackman to
prevent a black revolution."

He also suggested that the
government and industries
embark on a far more
encompassing program designed
to pay the black man to learn a
career in the same way that they
do for a member of the white
middle-class (ie: tilfQUgh
fellowships, etc.). ~~

government accomplishing this
role.

"Tally's Corner" is used in
sociology, imthropology; and
literature departments in most
of the colleges and universities in
the country as a perceptive
treatise on the problems which
face a group of black men in
.roday's' central city.

possibly a third future campus)
the, emphasis in the Maryland
college system will be molded
towards junior colleges.

Presently M.C. offers 48
clifricula and 400 courses. There
are many student clubs on the
campus which has become
increasingly activist in nature
(i.e., November 15 moratorium
and, April 22 E-Day) in recent
years.

Besides being a college
student institute, M.C. offers a
high school early placement
program. At present 100
Montgomery County High
School seniors take one or more
courses at the college.

M.C. is presently attempting
to integrate with its community.
Recreation and. public facilities
are open to the public and
individual students are branching
out into the social services.

Locally, Blair's class of 1968
sent 155 of its 698 graduating
members to M.C. This figure
represents one fourth of all
seniors going on to higher
education. Mr. John Farley,
grade counselor, predicts the
number will increase greatly in
1970 as a result of "the raised
entrance requirements at,
Maryland."
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But this is not planned. Philip H.
Baldridge, Dean of Student
Affairs explains, "We are proud
of our present role as a
community college." He adds
that by the year 2000 when a
forecast 20,000 students will be
attending both the Rockville and
Takoma Park campuses (and

incentives for using the public
transit system.

Liebow revealed his idea of
having the employer, rather than
the employee, on welfare. Under
this method of "cost-sharing,"
no exceptions to the granting of
the minimum' wage to all
employees would be allowed. An
employer who can't meet this
minimum wage requirement
would either go on welfare so
that he can pay his employees
adequate salaries, or go out of
business.

She added that in Washington
D.C., 85 percent of the people
h'ad voted for a subway system,
but that now both a subway and
a freeway running parallel to it
were being planned. She pointed
out that the more freeways
provided, the more likely people'
.will use cars instead of the
metro-system.

In response to a question
about how' she could expect
General Motors to give up its
profits she said, "I don't feel I
owe G.M. a god dammed thing.
Let the burden be on them to
figure out what to do about

,their profits."

Explaining that the
"systematic exclusion" of the
black man from the work force
is the white man's major weapon
in anchoring institutional racism
in society and asserting white
"superiority ," Liebow declared
that all men must have a

.guaranteed right to a decent job.

He stated that if industry
doesn't provide the means to
satisfy this right, then this
becomes ,the duty of the
government. Liebow cited the
public works programs of the'
:'New Deal" as an example of the

Me enrollment increases
as college serves county

Philippines during World War II
which a priest related to him
while at Catholic U. The priest
informed him that the camps
turned them into "animals;"
they stole food from one
another and "ratted" on others
to win food from the guard.

It occurred to the priest that
if a Martian landed in the camp
he might assume that the values
of priests and nuns were very
different than the norm simply
because the persons involved in
this particular case had no
choices to make.

"We (the 'mid-class') think we
know about 'mid-class' values
and 'lower-class' values but we
don't realize that the lower class,
like the priests and nuns in the
concentration camp', doe,sn't
have the same options to make,"
Liebow stated.

"When a lower-class person
does something it's because he
has no alternatives; he isn't
d evalua'ting mid-cl'ass
occupations when he takes a
lower- class job."

In a question and answer
period following his talk,

In her speech, Mrs. Leavitt
not only talked about changing
the auto motor but went one
step further and questioned the
validity of the highway sys~em

(which she considers a failure)
as a means of providing quick
and efficient transportation, and
the need for all of us to be
madly free-wheeling on
highways killing ourselves off,
polluting the air and using up
valuable land for highways.

She said that the decision for
the Federal Government to
promote highways as the sole
source of our transportation had
been purely a political one, and
that now it was up to the
Government to give people

The enrollment at
Montgomery College created in
the spring of1946 as Maryland's
first community college has
increased steadily in, past years.

This un usual 10% increase
seems a harbinger of the
expansion of M.C. from a
two-year to a four-year college.

Helen Leavitt, the next to
speak, started off by saying she
was disappointed because to
many people ecology meant no
more than picking trash up off
the streets.

for real action 'to be' taken' on
pollution was in the political
arena, She said that her
legislative body "was a body
that acts" and therefore gets
better results than any
demonstration could hope for.

Her project for high schoof
students was a 'scouting job' on
the feasibility of building
bikeways to schools so that
students could ride bikes instead
of taking buses to school.

(lIEBOW, from page 8)

that illustrates insurance
company policies towards the
welfare recipients is the fact that
the latter is not allowed to own
insurance.

After telling the woman the
time and location of her son's
funeral, a surprised caseworker
learned that the former,
proclaiming that she "would not
be a guest at (her) own son's'
funeral," had been secretly
investing a quarter each month
in a burial insurance policy.)

The third. and final main
point of Liebow's speech is that
it behooves the. white
middle-class to be very modest
about making value assertions of
the black lower-class arrived at
by merely looking at what the
lower class does.

Most sociologists agree,
Liebow pointed out, that the
definition of a "value" deals
with the actual life choices
people make.

He cited an experience of
American priests and nuns
together in a Japanese
concentration camp in the

Liebow advises employer welfare

Intoxicated Gay willington (Kathy Sparks) S1rUggies to mIIIintain
balance as Ed Cannichael (John Gussman) offers no assistance.

irandpa (Robert Gotkin) and Boris Kolenkhov (Erviri Grinberg)
:uss the affairs of Russia in the Senior Class Play ,(~ riItrt-)

"You Can't Tal~e It With

(ECOLOGY, from page I)

he car is a problem but
:neral Motors does not drive
~ car. You're part of it. It's
,y to blame the problems on
me boggie man that runs the
pitalistic society."

'peal~ers at Blair program
nix ecology with politics

Claiming the business man
s not aware of how the
nerican public felt about
Ilution, Burr urged students to
k to business men to make
:m aware of how they felt. He
:n told the students they
)uld give "nudges" to low
'el government bureaucrats
:y might know, to get
mething done about pollution,

Those attending the evening
Ission heard DeRocca state
Man has no moral law between
imself and his environment.
othing is of any value unless it
m be turned to profit." De
,occo then commented that he
ranted no part in a country that
commutes, pollutes and then
l1utes." Explaining the' "true
leaning" of ecology, DeRocca
ras able to show how the
nsane men at the Defense
repartment with their overkill"
rere definitely ,a threat to our
co-system.

Senior Roger Levidow, led
Ie seminar in a political
scussion in which he showed
Illution was related to the
;ues of war, poverty. social
lange, changes in life style and
vo Iu tionary changes in
Ivernment, all of which could
>t be brought about merely by
cking trash up off the street.

One student protested, saying
eople have been giving
vernment nudges and more
m nudges about the Vietnam
if forever. Nothing has
ppened. Only big business is
tened to,"

Senator Schweinhart
:ontended that the onlY place
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Attention Teens

Cla.oom & Behind the Wheel
q

Instruction in 3 weeks & I day

BLUE BIRD
DRIVING SCHOOL

Mrs. Dickenson plans' to
incorpora te a second year child
development course, beginning
the school year of 1971-'72.
B.C.C. and Walt Whitman
already have the second year
program. In this course, the
students will work with five and
six year olds. They will serve an
internship at elementary schools
working as teachers' aides at the
kindergarten and first grade
levels. The working time will be
one or two hOl,lrs. four days a
week.

Having the second year
program in the school year
1971- 72 will give next year's
juniors a chance to take the
second year course when they
become seniors. The program
has just been opened to juniors
this year. Another radical course
in the course has been the
enrollment of two boYs, Sam
Achtentuch, a senior and Junior
Ross lsaacoff this year. Also,
some boys have signed up to
take the course next year.

Senior Sherry Rosen has
ma ny feelings about the course.
She sta ted that "the course is an
actual teaching experience, not
policing or babysitting." She
finds each child to be a
challe.nge.

TO: Secretarial Recruiter, A/PM
Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C. 20523

HOME
NAME PHONE _

STREET -----

CITY, STATE ZIP _

US Government is an Equal Opportunity Employer

STENOS,
Apply for jobs now
Begin work after graduation

o In Foggy Bottom 0 By the Hilton

o At Thomas Circle 0 In Rosslyn, Va.

o Near the White House

The Agency for International Development has
opportunities in a variety of locations for
1970 June graduates who can type 40 wpm,
take shorthand at 80 wpm. Civil Service salaries
and benefits. For information and applications,
mail this coupon:

(All applicants must be u.s. citizens)

observe only children in
very narrow age group at
time.

Arrangements for the
children to come to Blair are
made by phone calls in the
January preceding the coming
fall term. Mrs. Dickenson tries to
maintain a balance between boys
and girls. She stated 'The more
agressive children do better,
because we have four teachers
during one session, and we don't
have the same teachers all day."
The children come in contact
with many different people in
one day."

The child development lab
can be a transition from the
home to kindergarten, and may
be the' young child's first
experience with his peers in a
group setting. The program
strives to create the joy of
learning in the pre-schooler, help
him in relationships with his
peers, and have him realize that

and admission will be free.
Turnabout day

Plans are also in effect for a
Senior Turnabout Day, in which
Blair seniors will assume the

'roles of the faculty and
administrators. The students will
be able to actually teach classes
for a day.

Senior scholarship
This year's senior scholarship

will probably be bigger than any
other awarded at Blair. It will he
a minimum of one thousand
dollars, five hundred dollars
more than any previous grant.
All (uture r'u'nd-raising activities
will solely benefit the
scholarship fund The money
will probably be distributed r;::===========::;'"j
among, several students, rather!
than only one recipient. The
studen ts will be selected hy a
faculty committee, and seniors
can still submit their names to

southerner shouldn't have fewer Dr. Curry for consideration.
rights than a northerner." Graduation

A'more reasonable system, he As a culmination to the
concluded, would be one where year's activities, the Class of This School Is licensed by
the review board could spell out 1970 will graduate at Cole Field the Department of Motor
minimum guidelines, mostly House on June 17 at 2:00 p.m.

Vehiclesgoverning the procedur~1 and This year, instead of a guest
mechanical aspects of lecturer, a student from the class 864-0114 Hyattsville, Md.

distri bu tion without in fringing r~W~i~lI~b~e~th~e:....!g~r:.ad~u:at~i~o~n_s~r~e:·a~k~e:r;.'!::============~
on constitutional rights.

Lynn Baughman, one of the
six Churchill students who
sparked the controversy,
complains that the new ruling is
"j ust as repressive as the old
ruling. There is implied
harassment in it because of
after-the-fact punishment."
Referring to "emergency
powers" granted to principals,
she added, "nothing was said
about what constitutes an
emergency. The principle can
censor on a whim."

Genn expressed hopes that
the issue will be resolved, in
court by the end of May.
Meanwhile the status of school
censorship remains indefinite.

Child-development at Blair
offers students the opportunity
to gain understanding while
learning about the character
development of pre-school
children.

The course, taught by Mrs.
Mary Dickenson, consists of
research, behavioral studies,
pIa nning, teaching, and
observation at various nursery
schools.

The students first study the
behavior of a certain age group
by reading research books, and
plan and coordinate a program
of activities for these children:

During the fall term, the
students work with
three-and-a-half year olds and
young four year olds, and during
the spring term,
four-and-a-half-year olds to
young five year olds.

The rapid physical and
mental changes in pre-school
children demand that the class

The Senior Banquet will be
held at the Adult Center at the
University of Maryland this year
on June 3. The dinner, which is
an annual event, costs $4.95 per
person.

Senior prom
The most expensive prom in

Blair history will take place on
June 12 at Indian Spring
Country Club, where seniors will
be able to enjoy the music of
"The Admirals." The prom cost
the class $2500.00, but hecause
of fund-raising efforts, the class
,tre<\suJy will .cover the expenses

Blairites study children
in development nursery

one the school, like the home, is·
one another place where one can feel

loved and be protected.
The relationships between'

the students and the
pre-schoolers have worked out
very well. The teenagers have
shown a sensitivity towards the
pre-schoolers, and the
pre-schoolers have had a
tendency to look up to, and
idolize the teen agers,

OF SILVER SPRING

8641 Colesville Road
Silver Spring, Md. 20910

(301) '87·4~m

Administrative· Clerical· Sales· Technical

(CENSORSHIP, from page 2)
accounts and will return to court
to seek final clarification of the
ruling. He has claimed that the
principal's "emergency powers"
are ambiguous, that appeal
procedures are non-existent, and
that First Amendment rights are
denied.

In objecting to the structure
of the review board, he
maintains that a conservative
board could establish guidelines
more restrictive than the
Constitution allows. "Consensus
(of the review board) has no
place in dealing with
constitutional rights. I don't
think there should be any form
of censorship on the high school
level, on the junior high school
level ... and 1 have my doubts
as the elementary level.

He added that the political
views of the area of an individual
school might influence the
actions of its review board.
"Area sho uldn't govern
constitutional rights just as a

Area-youths question
censorship guidelines

the senior prom, and other
activities, such as Senior
Turnabout Day.

Trip to Canada

On Wednesday, May 27,
,approximately 230 seniors will
leave Blair for Montreal, Canada.
On their five day trip, the
seniors will also stay at Quebec.
During the trip, students will be
able to choose their own
activities, and will not be
restricted by a detailed agenda.
All seniors still ha ve the
opportunity to sign up for the
-trip, which costs 80 dollars.
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During the last two months
of school, the senior class plans
to hold many fund-raising and
recreational events, including
both old-time traditions. ~uch as

Teachers air
policy views
on discipline

(DIsCIPLINE, from page 2)..
this survey than to any other,"
commented Moore.

One immediate result of the
poll was the creation of a faculty
panel, headed by Dr. Calvin
Rubens, to discuss the situation
at Blair. The committee's
function is to lead discussions on
the issue at faculty meetings.
Recolnmendations will
subseq uen tly be submitted to
the administration.

Emma has stated that he will
study the m carefully.

The student-faculty
committee is also studying the
prob~m. The committee's
proposals, which include
recommendations about the
attendance policy, are due to be
submitted to Dr. Emma by
Friday, May 1.

Sylvester has suggested a
student survey to discern "how
much kids can take ... I think
the majority of the kids don't
like the situation," he remarked.

In related questions on the
poll, 57% of the responding
teachers felt that a student
lounge should be built to replace
the cafeteria as a student center.
They also overwhelmingly felt
that there was too much noise in
the hall and expressed concern
abou~the trash in the
quadrangel. Also, 51 out of 77
expressed their disapproval over
the library situation and stated
that they did not feel that it was
worthwhile to take a class to the
library:..

Sophomore Bill Gbolokai, who first came to the United States
from his native Liberia last year, spoke on the existence of
primitive culture in the rapidly "Westernizing" west African
country before Mrs. Susan Schneider's world history classes.

Free prom set

Seniors plan culminating activities



Weight machine

Joel Harman clears the high hurdles during his record breaking

Photo by Bill Matthews

•a,rrlVeS
drawback to Blair weight
training programs in years past.

Now that the machine is
here, weight training is being,
worked into the gym classes.
Weight training, which is. an
isotonic exercise, can consist of
lifting a very heavy weight one
time or a much lighter weight
repeatedly. The benefits are that
it increases the size of the
muscles and keeps them in good
tone.

"This machine is for all
students who want to get their '
body in condition," said
Kobren. "Use of the machine is
not restricted to students taking
gym. There is something on it
for everybody."

Tuesday, April 28,1970 -- Page II

For the ordinary student who
just wants to keep physically fit,
the Universal Gym is ideal. "It
eliminates the boredom of
regular weights," commented
Kobren, "because there are so
many things on it.?' The machine
has fourteen body building
stations; each' with a different
purpose.

It, is very easy to work out on
the machine. All the weights are
attache,d , (\nd, Jo, change .the
amount of weight, you just
remove a small rod and place it
under the desired weight.

A major' advantage to the'
athletic department is that the
Universal Gym solves the
problem of students steaJing the
weights, which was a major

run.

TS

by CRAIG ROSENTHAL

Universal Grm benefits all students

Neck, arms, ankles; these are
only a few of the parts of the
body that the new Universal
Gym (weight training machine)
will develop. The gym, which
cost close to $3,000, is designed
to work, on just about every ,part
of the ;tnatomy.

The arrival of the machine
several weeks ago was hailed by
Athletic Director Nelson Kobren
as a major step forward for Blair
athletics, as well as a tremendous
asset for the non-athlete.

"Athletes w'lI perform better
if they a~e stronger," stated
Kobren. "Because of this I feel
that future Blair teams will have
to be better because of the
machine."

ba'ton out of the legal zone in meets in the broad jump and the
the WJ meet. triple jump. Junior Ron Cima is

The distance running events Blair's hope now in both events,
have found Blair much in for he has taken second or third
contention, In the 880yard run' in all meets, directly behind
Jim Krekorian placed second in McCallister,
th(, Springbrook meet, but won, The-high jump is the only
the race in both of the other event Blair has not performed
meets. Gary Jones placed second well in. This is attributed to the
in the mile run at the Kennedy lack of experienced jumpers and
meet and John Mirguet placed the loss of Perry Tally.
third. Jones also took second at In conclusion, Blair's team is
the WJ meet. doing well at this stage in the

The two-mile event has been season.' Most all events are
a strong point, as shown in the finding Blair's athletes in
Kennedy meet where Carl contention with formidable
Bachelor, Pete Sitner, and Steve opponents. Should this
Marques placed one, two, three, continue, Blair's track team may
respectively. Bachelor captured have its best season in many
second in the Walter Johnson years:
meet with Mirguet in fourth.

The field events, always a
strong 'point,are remaining so. In
the pole vault, county champion
Ross Hopeman has taken first
place in aU three meets. In the
Kennedy meet, he broke the
school record of 12'7" by
vaulting 13'3", which is the best
jump of his career. The nearest
competitor to him was Carlos
Melendez of Blair, who cleared
I I feet., Melendez also took
second at the Sprihgbrook meet.

In the shot, Jerry Blue came
in second in the Springbrook
meet, and Keith Altman took
third in the Kennedy meet and
second in the WJ meet. The
discus has found Gil Toth
p Ia ci ng second ' in the
Springbrook and WJ meets, and
first in the Kennedy meet with a
toss of 129 feet. Fritz Pollard
was right behind Toth in the
Kennedy. meet, taking second
place quite easily.

Before being injured in the
WJ meet, Marion McCallister had
taken first in both previous

s
Improved tracksters
show better balance

Montgomery Blair's track
team made a good showing early
in the season by takin'g second
place in a double-dual meet with
Wheaton and Springbrook,
defeating Kennedy and Paint
Branch in another double-dual
meet, 85-61-21 and then taking
second again in the meet against

• Walter Johnson and Einstein,
This year's team is markedly

improved and it appears that all
areas of track and field will be
dependable instead of just field,
as had been expected earlier in
the season,

In the sprints, sophomore
John Gordon has been
dominating the 100 yard dash,
tak ing second in the
Springbrook meet, winning in
the Kennedy meet in 10.4, and
again winning in the Walter
Johnson meet in the' time of
10.2 seconds. Joel Harman has
also been impressive, taking
firsts in the low hurdles and the
high hurdles in all three meets.
In the WJ meet, he broke a
school record in the 120 yd.
high hurdles by being clocked in
14.4 seconds. The previous
record was 14.8 seconds.

,In the 220, )olm Gordon
took third in the Kennedy meet
and WJ meet. The 440 yard run
has not been quite as successful.
Even though JimKrekorian'took
second in the Kennedy meet, I

Blair did not, place in either of
the other meets.

The relays are, how'e,ver"
more successful than in previous
seasons. Blair captured first in
the 440 relay in both the
Kennedy and WJ meets and
second in both meets in the 880
relay, but took third in the mile
relay in the Kennedy meet and
was disqualified for passing the

by Pullins who caught a line shot at first
base, and Getsinger who caught a long
drive to right field. There were a
minimum of mental mistakes and the
team played more as a cohesive unit.

Due to more rain the team went
without practice for almost t:lfee days,
during which the Springbrook game was
called off. The Springbrook game was
played on Saturday, April 18, and was
the first important game for the Blazers.
"After the Springbrook game I will know
what our chances are and how our team
stands with the others in the league,"
commented Brakus. The Springbrook
game lived up to this prediction as the
Blazers lost it 1-0 while collecting but
two hits. The only run against Swarthout,
who pitched otherwise faultlessly, came in
the sixth inning on a bloop hit to right.

The Blazers were then defeated by
Northwood, 7-1, on a somewhat soggy
field. In the game, the Blazers were staked
to a 1-0 lead on a single by Getsinger who
advanced to third when the ball got by
the Indian's rightfielder. He later came in
to score. But Northwood came back
against pitcher McMahon to score two
run and take the lead. The game
remained close until the sixth inning,
when the Northwood team erupte'd for
five more runs.

Commenting on Blair's 1-3 record and
prospects for the remainder of the season,
Brakus remarked, "Lack of experience and
mental errors will have to be avoided to
'produce a winning season."

pitching performances of seniors Pat
'Poor hitting by the Blair baseball team McMahon and John Swarthout. The

has failed to complement the fine result is a dismal 1-3 record.

, ,

Batmen waste good pitching
by ROBERT WEICHBROD

In the non-league opening game with
Whitman, the Blazers were no-hit, and
lost 1-0.

Coach Ed Brakus remarked "the bad
weather has hampered the chances the
team has had for batting practice....My
main concern is with the offense 
batting and baserunning....Poor
baserunning was an important factor in
the loss." There were many scoring
opportunities (as the Whitman pitcher

'walked nine batters) but no one came
through with a hit. The Whitman team
scored once in the first inning off
McMahon who held them to one hit the
rest of the way.

The team broke into the win column
against Kennedy. The Blazers banged out
ten hits and got good clutch pitching
from Swarthout who pitched a one-hitter,
in winning 9-0. Coach Brakus said, "W,e
had hitting practice all week and we
finally came through with some good
hits." The Blazers, led by juniors John
Getsinger and Paul Pullins, scored six runs
in the first inning. Both had doubles
which contributed to the rally. Swarthout
helped his cause by doubling in a run and
sacrificing in Larry Dawes who had stolen
second and third. In the sixth inning
Getsinger singled and stole second base.
Henry Lins singled him in with the eighth
run. The Blazers scored their final run in
the seventh inning when Buddy Helton

A Northwood opponent dives into second base, just ahead of the tag by second singled, stole second and came in on
baseman Henry Lins (11). The Indians went on to hand Blair its third loss, 7-1. Pullin's second hit. In the game there

. were several good defensive plays made
Photo by Bill Korth
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A rider to the bill stipulated
its distribution in homeroom.
However, many students were'
not informed of Legislative'
As~embly's endorsement, as
most copies of the position'
statement were confiscated from
t he teachers' mailboxes.
According to Dr. P~ J. Emma,
this was done because the bill,
an expression of Legislative
Assembly's opinion, "prolegated
an illegal.activity."

On Thursday, strikeday, an
estimated one-third to one-half
of Blair students were absent
from school. Students went to
Mob e marshal training for
Saturday's demonstration and
participated in functions on
local campuses, while more than
400 Blair students (according to
police estimates) walked seven
miles to a rally at St. Stephens
and the Incarnation church in
Washington, D.C. As they
marched through Silver Spring,
students passed out leaflets
announcing Saturday's anti-war
rally and asked passing motorists
to "honk for peace."

with the fight to end oppression
of all people" at home and
abroad.

The release made it clear that
the strike was not against the
school system per se, but was an
expression of the students'
discontent. They stated they had
written letters, signed petitions,
and otherwise worked within the
system. The strike was an
illustration of their belief that
change will occur 'only in
solidarity of action.

Organizational activities at
Blair gained momentum with
Legislative Assembly's May 5
endorsement of the national
student strike.

(See STRIKE, pa~ 2)

When the rally at St.
Stephens failed to materialize,

by SUE ARSHACK

at US policy
Stril~ers aim

situation deteriorates,
suspension will be considered.
* The library shall remain,
open only to students wishing to
study and research.

* The cafeteria shall be made
available for student discussion
and conferences, not class
cutting.

* Halls must be clear during
class time. Responsibility for
maintaining quiet and excluding
outsiders in the halls rests with
the administration and faculty.
* Remedial classes will be

established for students in
danger of failing. ,
* Programs shall be

established to instill pride in
Blair and the Silver Spring
community.,

Tl~e strikers called for the
immediate withdrawal of all
troops from Indo-China and in'
addition stated, "in striking, we
express our solidarity with the
fight to end the war on black
people and, furthermore, in
striking we express our solidarity,

Montgomery County students
joined in a national student
strike last week that closed
hundreds of colleges across the
country.

According to the press release
from an ad hoc coordinating

'committee of county high
school representatives, the strike
was called to protest President
Nixon's decision to move into
Cambodia and the killing of the
Kent State students.

* Teachers can refer discipline
problems to the administration,
student ombudsman, parents
and school personnel. If the

3. Mandatory
attendance for at least 3/4
of a year

* Daily attendance records
must be kept and limitations
shall be set on tardiness.

* Students may make up work
missed due to excused absences.

Attendance will be noted on
permanent records.

* Parents shall be notified if a
student failure is caused by poor
attendance; students cannot
avoid failure of a subject by
dropping a subject.

Dave Garfinkle and Mary Young perform a scene entitled "I'm Her~rt" from Robert And~rso~'~
play "You Know I Can't Hear-Vou When the Water's Running" in the auditorium. Drama student liz
Stewart produced the EEOP performance. Photo by Bill Korth

2. Mandatory
attendance for at leasl 3/4
of a semester

Emma' commented, "The
quadrangle is not to be used for
class cutting, just as the cafeteria
isn't. We (administration) have
received numerous complaints
from 20 to 30 teachers regarding
the noise level. Students do not
have the right to impose or
detract from others who wish to
learn in the classroom."

B lair's student-faculty
committee recently collated
discipline guidelines -from
various faculty sources. While
many of the suggestions are
already in effect, plans call for
the entire list to go to student
referendum. Briefly, the
proposals include the following
measures:

"We (administration) will ask for
consideration for other
students."

Johnson stressed that "the
administration will do anything
that will aid the learning
situation. We can't allow the
abuse of student privileges."

* In order to pass a course:
1. Mandatory

attendance for at least 2/3
of a marking period

Students who do not wish to
attend class will not be allowed
in the quadrangle, library or
cafeteria.

* Restatement of mandatory
attendance in class and
homeroom (State Law).
* Res tatement of teacher
responsibility for stUdents, and
classroom standards.
:* Absence passes will be
abo lished and replaced by
parent's notes that must be
signed by every teacher and
refiled in the homeroom. No'
reason for absence has to be
included on the parental notes.

Blair student$ met last week in the quadrangle to organize last Thunday and Friday's strike.
, Photo by Dave St~vall

Faculty urges crackdown

Tuesday, May 12, 1970

Offenders will first be given a
warning and if trouble persists,
"sterner measures will be
taken," commented Johnson.

Warnings to violators will be
given before subsequent action is
taken, he added.

Regulations regarding student
use of the quadrangle were
redefined by the administration
last week. Mr. Paige Johnson,
Blair ,vice-principal, announced
that students could not use the
quadrangle during class time
without the consent of a
teacher.

"Students in the quadrangle
with the purpose of studying
will be allowed. The student
must check with his teacher
first, though. The student is the
responsibility of that teacher."

by EMILV ROSENTHAL
Managing Editor

He added, "A student will
not be allowed to stay in the
quadrangle if he disrupts or
interferes with the learning
situation at Blair." Radios' and
musical instruments are now
forbidden.

Due to the dramatic
deterioration of student
attendance at Blair in recent

..- weeks, Dr. Paschal J. Emma,
Blair principal, has joined the
Blair faculty in instituting a
crackdown against student
violators.

Emma stressed that.
class-cutting would not be
tolerated any longer. "Class
attendance is not a choice. There
is a compulsory state law on
school attendance, Choosing to
come and go to class is not the
student's option," he stated.

He continued to say that if a
student habitually failed to
attend class, a home study
p rog-ram, an ab breviated
schedule, exclusion from Blair,
or possible permanent
suspension could' result.



Workers delay strike
over pay.raise demand

Students strike·over
/

Cambodian invas'ion. ~"

Senator Charles Percy (R.-III.) addresses s~udent demonstrators
on Capitol steps. Photo by Joe Neil

The Congressman participates
in a group known as "Members
of Congress for Peace" which is
working on a specific
amendment to limit the total
military budget.

Gude sees the problem of
seniority and organization in
Congress as the biggest obstacle
to overcome today. He also
spoke of. the President and Vice
President's recent name-calling'
of student protesters as
"deplorable."

the sponsor'S of the bi-parHsan
resolution to limit fiscal year
1971 defense' appropriations.

This resolution would, "prohibit
expenditures for operations
outside of Vietnam after June
1970 and provide only enough
money for complete withdrawal
of troops from Vietnam by June
1971." He expressed doubts as
to the passage of this bill, but
said the number of Congressmen
opposing the war was growing.

When questioned as to what
could be done if this and other
appropriations measures fail, he
expressed h ope that the
Presid ent's "Vietnamization"
plan would work successfully.
"We must get to the purse
strings, and citizens must get
their voices through to Congress
in order for the situation to
improve."

Most of the students were
surprised at Gude's dovish
attitude, - Senior Bob, Baum
summed it. up by. sayihg' "now
people are beginning. to realize
that Presiden t Nixon has pushed
things too far to the right."

All of the students expressed
optimism for the approp.rij.tiQ
and other me res and
gratitude to Congressman Gude
for having spoken with the..!!!.

A group of over SO Blair
students marched from Blair to
the Capitol last Thursday in
protest of the Nixon
administration's policy in
Southeast Asia. Eight members
of this group, including two
st.udents from other area high
schools, met with Congressman
Gilbert Gude (Republican, 8th'
District, Maryland) to .discuss
working within the system to
change U.S. foreign policy in
Southeast Asia,

Gude stated that this country
needs "a mechanism where
people have an alternative to
support, other than war in
Southeast Asia," Gude is one-of

TO: Secretarial Recruiter, A/PM
Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C. 20523
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S pringb rook High School.
Participants heard speeches by
Rennie Davis of the Chicago
Eight, Alan Ferguson, a
Washington economist, and
student leaders.

Doors at Springbrook were
locked' as soon as the last school
bus arrived. Students wishing to
participate in the rally were
allowed to leave, but were
forbidden reentry in to the
school.

STENOS
Apply for' .jobs now
Begin work after graduation

D In Foggy Bottom D By the Hilton
D At Thomas Circle D In Rosslyn, Va.
D Near the White House

The Agency for International Development has
opportunities in a variety of locations for
1970 June graduates who can type 40 wpm,
take shorthand at 80 ~pm. Civil Service salaries
and benefits. For information and applications,
mail this coupon: '

(All applicants must be u.s. citizens)

Springbrook coordinator Gail
Kissin announced that the
school administration was

•postponing the II a.m. lunch
period until the rally's end,
Following this report, students
elected to leave the Springbrook
area and drove to the University
of Maryland in a car caravan to
join college students in a rally in
front of the law library.

On Saturday, the high school
students joined the estimated
60,000-100,000 demonstrators
massed on the Ellipse in the 900

heat to hear speakers and folk
singers denounce the war and to
participate in teach-ins at local
univer~ities.
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Elseroad added a proposal,
which would attempt to provide
the five per cen t increase by
relying more on postponing
additional hiring of workers than
on delaying implementation of
the raise. The future of this
proposal depends on reaction by
the school board and also by
supporting service employees at
a future meeting.

Curteilment of hiring proposed

Elseroed offers to orgenize workers

During Friday's meeting,
Elseroad offered to assist the
nonprofessionals in establishing
an organization to act as a
bargaining base for the
employees. Under Elseroad's
proposal, the Montgomery
County Council of Supporting
Service, as he named the unit,
would consist solely of
nonprofessional school
em p I0 yees. Presen tly , seven
organ iza tions represe'nt the
nonprofessionals which are not
legally recognized in bargaining
with the school board.

While an immediate strike
appeared imminent at the
beginning of the meeting, the
nonprofessionals later reached
an accord to forestall a work
s top page and base further
actions on a meeting held Friday
which was attended by Elseroad
and supporting service leaders.

(STRIKE, from page I)

many students went to Capitol
Hill where they spoke to
Representative Shirley
Chisolm (D) from New York.
Later, approximately eight Blair
studen ts spoke ,privately with
Maryland Congressman Gilbert
Gude (R) at the Rayburn
Building.

Another hundred 'Blair
students waited outside Gud'e's

'office for an opportunity to
speak with the Congressman.
When Gude arrived, he ushered
the students outside, and there,
on the steps, spoke to them
briefly about a bill he i
\co-sponsoring which calls for
ap'propriatlon cuts of funds to
Laos, Cambodia, and Viet Nam.

On the second day of the
strike, while more than 700
Bethesda-Chevy Chase and
Leland Junior High students
rallied at Bethesda Recreation
Center, Blair students joined
more than 1500 Montgomery
Co'unty students in a field near

Will not ebandon children

,'

This coupon good

for 1 Fre. slice

of PIZZA at

But loyalty to their jobs
continued to divide the workers.
After a cafeteria worker
exclaimed that ,she would not
"abandon" school children who
rely on her daily, another
worker stood and stated, "We
c an barely feed our own
children," adding that they
should think of their own
families before the students.

for the ~esults.

MIKE~ PIZZA PALACE
(if the varsity beats the faculty

in the big game Wednesday).

Call'588·2068·

Workers divided on methods

Supporting service employees
include cafeteria workers, bus
drivers, maintenance men,
secretaries, custodians, and
teachers' aides. While those who
attended the Blair meeting were
divided on methods of achieving
their demands, most were united
in their frustrations stemming
from the little success which
they saw in their previous efforts
to obtain wage increases. When
organizational leaders informed
workers of Elseroad's proposal
to delay the increase, one
employee responded, "We've
been waiting for five years. I'm
not going to wa!t any longer."

demanded that he' find funds
with~n the county's own
resources. Later in the meeting,
however, a proposal won general
consensus which asked Elseroad
to hire only new "essential"
workers.
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by JONBOR

Nonprofessional Montgomery
County school employees are
threatening to strike as part of
their efforts to obtain a five per
cen t cost-of-Ii ving salary
increase. During a May 7
meeting in the Blair gym,
attended by 1,200
sup po{ting-service workers,
organizational leaders managed
to avert an immediate strike
which would have closed all
county schools beginning last
Friday.

Workers demend 5% l'lIise

BLUE BIRD
DRIVING SCHOOl

864-0114 Hyattsville., M~.· ~,

In addition, 'they rejected his
plan to save additional funds by
postponing hiring new
nonprofessionals. Claiming that
this method would draw money
"from our own pockets," most

Attention Teens

:To hire only "_ntie'" workers

Originally, the Montgomery
County Board of Education
approved a budget which
provided for only a 4.1 per cent
raise. Supporting service
'employees, in a prior meeting,
rejected the school board's
increase, demanding an
immediate five per cent increase.
At the Blair meeting, the
nonprofessionals opposed
School Superintendent Dr.
Homer Elseroad's proposal to
grant the five per cent raise, but
delay implementation for six
weeks to save the 215 thousand
dollar difference needed for the
increase.
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Gleaming, wet look
Bikini

Also, Elaine Epstein, Jennifer The French Honor Society
Ernst, Dale .Gordon, Rebecca held its induction ceremony
Graff, Catherine Hall, Tobie Tuesday, April 28 and the
Hoffman, Jeffrey Jacobs,. German inductions will be held
Christine Jirikowic, Lynne' Thursday, May 14. To become a
Kocen, Michael Kopp, Andrea member of one of the language
Kraft, Michael Lake, Nancy honor societies, a studen must
Leach, Esther Leise and Ronald maintain an "A" average in the
Lewis. language for three straight

semesters.
. This year's French Honor

Society inductees are: Nguyen
Nhu Bach, Catherine Benoit,
Susan Boker, Pamela Eisenstein,
Dale Gordon, Lynne Kocen,
Andi Kraft, John Moore, Belinda
Norris, Cathy Penniman, Harriet
Rosenthal, Steve Schwartz,
Karen Silver, Patti Simons and'
Cindy Willard.

German Honor SocietY
inductees include: .Becky·
Andrews, Debbie Andrews, Alice
Blevins,' Ellen Caswell, Scott
Cunningham, Adam Dyak, Mark.
Moats, Connie Schmidt, Linda
Schwamb, ~·Rick Schwamb,
Sandy Spieler (in absentium),
Connie Stallon and Mollie Yaver.,
. In the histriomc field, the'
Thespians honor Blair's actors

. and stage crew workers who
have managed to accumulate ten
thespian points by participating
in l!~i!_ productions and plays..

In addition, Donald Lovell,
Dale McHenry, Kathleen
McKenna, Jill Miller, John

. Mirguet, .Mark Moats, John
Moore, Margaret Moore, Belinda
Norris',' Harriet Rosenthal,
Wayne Roy, Marie Saffe, Steve
A. Schwartz, Karen Silver,
Patricia Simons, Steven Smith,
Connie Stalon, Terry Tretter,
Edward Tsoy, Barbara Wahl,
Carol Whiting, Cynthia Willard,
and Kent Woods.

tf

Blair honor woiJpS·age3
induct new members

The National Honor Society
recently inducted sixty-eight
students at its spring induction
held May 4 in Blair's library.

Senior inductees included:
Frederick Argilan, Alice Blevins,
Lois Dosik, Richard Dunningan,
Andrea Farbman, William
Heinmiller, Edward Irving,
Marilyn McVickers, Deborah
Moore, Philip OJ alvo , Eugenia
Perros, Marc Podnos, Rebecca
Raposo, Craig Rosenthal, Leslie
Shuken and Jo Ann Stambler.

Juniors initiated into Honor
Society are: Debby Andrews,
Alison Angel, Jonathan Bor,
Ellen Bouma, John Brigham,
Barbara Briner, Saranne Carrier,.
Ann Castellot, .Ronald Cima,
Jody Crane, Scott Cunningham,
Susan Dubroff, Elizabeth Ebel
and Pamela Eisenstein.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
WHY NOT HAW A

LUAU PARTY?
AlEE POlYNESIAN DEcoRATKMS - TROfIICAl DNMcs

LOTS OF FUN'
...CcoII~TlUPTO lOO.CAU TODAY

BOWIE STATE COlLEG'E

LUAU HUT RESTAURANl
14 FSTREET. N.W.. CAPITOL HIll. 543-5300

8407 RAMSEY AVENUE. SILVER SPRING. 587-5888

Close to home
Inexpensive
Accredited

'0-' faculty-student ratio
See your counselor to obtain a catalogue

SMALL & FRIENDLY CLAIRE DRATCH
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Telephone services ai4s teens
by BOB SHAYNE handle an average of 100 calls Hotline, Lynn. Can I help you? As well as having an adult

per week. A major reasonJor the Lynn would then try to get council, Hotline is also
smaller number of call,s' ~s that the caller to explain his problem. supported by a teen council,
Pastor David's service operates She would ask questions of the made up of students from
only from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. caller, but apply no pressure. County high schools, which offers

Both services are receiving the Then she would try to get the sliggestions and provides
same types of calls. Boy-girl. caller to consider the alternate feedback on Hotline's success.
problems, parental differences, ways to answer his' problem. ,- - -.-iiiiiiiiiio ·•·.- ---~IIIII.::~~PJr-~nr-~-.,:-,
and drug problems have According to Mrs. ·Miller, she
accounted for the widest might try to reestablish normal
amount of calls. Medical channels of communication such
problems, pregnancies, legal as ministers, parents, doctors,
troubles, school problems, and and lawyers.
other difficulties have accounted Also, Lynn would have two
for the remainder of the calls. or three concrete referrals

"Most of the calls are available (a former drug user,
problems of everyday living," doctor, lawyer). Special
says Margo Miller of "Hotline." encouragement would be given

While both groups were to call "Hotline" back if these
established basically with the referrals didn't work out.
same intent - to help troubled A .record of the ti~e of the
teens particularly in call, Its length, and Its nature
Montgo"mery County, a small would be made. No names or
difference in philosophies ages would be t.aken. .
remains. Pastor DaVId says that hIS

Pastor David says that the group doe~ not make the effort
main idea of his device is "to that Hotline does to catalog
provide immediate counselling. calls. A record of the type of call
We· tr}'. Cl:nd reassure them is. made so ,t,hat he ca~ best ~se
.( callers) that we are willing to hIS staff. If we fmd we re
help them. We also try and ge.tting a lot of drug calls~ v:e

. reassure them that if they hang mIght want to make ~. spe~Ial
in, help is available." effort to get people farrnhar WIth

. . the, problem," he said.
" Acc~:dmg t,o" Mrs.. Miller, Hotline catalogs for a special

Our ( Hotlme s ) baSIC mtent reason. About 13 social service
is not to give. p~rsonal advice, in agencies back Hotline, forming a
fact, we forbId It. We try to get Council on Adolescence. "We
the caller to explore the hope that the data we get will
consequences or types ~f point out what the problems are
c.on~~ ue?,ces relevant to hIS and then we can get the agencies
SItuatIOn. to initiate the types of services

. A typical Hotline call ~ould that fulfill the needs" Mrs.
go something like, :"Hello Miller commented. '

Model Rai.....
Center

I08I-R Rockvine Pike
.Rockville, Md: '782-4489
Model Rail'" ExdUlive

Marie Saffe lights her Nati~nal Honor Society induction candle at
the ceremony in the library. Photo by Joe Neil

'Rodine': 949.6603, 'Somebody' 'Cares': 588·5440

Troubled?
Call 949-6603 or 588-5440.
These two phone numbers

will connect you with two
sepa rate telephone services,
"Hotline" and "Somebody.
Cares", both designed to
comfort and assist troubled area
teens.

"Hotline" is the largest of the
two services, operating around
the clock and receiving a volume
of about 500 calls per week.
Seventy staff members man the
phones; twenty of these staff
members are paid.

"Somebody Cares," run by
Pastor David (Pastor David R.
Shaheen), although smaller,
began first. Initiated in
Februa'ry, it is almost four weeks
older than "HoUine" which
opened March 2nd. The staff
consists of 24 volunteers who

Senior exam. '.exemptIons'
left unaltered

This year's exam exemption
policy is identical to the one in
effect last year. Any senior who
earned an "An or "B" average in
a course during the first semester
and has maintained or improved
that grade during the second
semester may elect not to. take
the final exam in that subject.
Under this policy, a "B" average
can be as low as a 2.5, and
therefore two "B's" and one
"c" in a semester are
permissable.

The exam option is en tirely
at the discretion of the student.
"It's the perogative of the kids
to take the exam," stated Blair
principal Dr. P.J. Emma.

Several changes in the exam
policy have recently been
proposed. The Montgomery
County Region of Student
Governments has approved a
resolution calling . for exam
exemptions for all seniors with a
"c" average. The BlairJaculty is
also considering a proposal
which, so far, has attracted little
'support to exempt sophomores
and juniors with "A" or "B"
averages.

-
/
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the things the junta government
banned, including the letter
"Z"-the students pledge to'
continue Lambrakis's fight,
meaning "He is Alive."

the student body, is
mandatory. ,In fact, if a
student does not attend
home room, he says, he
may just as well not attend
the whole day of classes as
he will be counted absent.

We' have heard that the
administration is willing to
accommodate individual
students wi th special
programs, such as wo.rk and

'independent study if they
fmd classes inadequate. It is
time that the Blair
administration attempt to
work along on these lines,
solving student problems
rather than initiating more
stringent means of keeping
students in school.

The tables are turned in the
last few minutes of the film with
a news announcement of the
military coup in the country and

government officials secretly in
the group, the members were
poor, uneducated workmen.
Rallied against liberals and the
youth left, they proved.
themselves dangerous by the
murder of Lambrakis, who was
end angering their leader's·
political and military machine.

Both in the film and in the
actual si tuation of ' 63, the
students were incensed by the
killing of Lambrakis. The
immediate reason for the murder
was the mass opposition to U.S.
military bases in Greece, which
the right-wing government
needed for its power. The rioting
following his death was in the
most part touched off by the
press's exposition of government
attempts to £all ~~an accid~nt.

But the main horror of the
movie comes in the anti-climatic
ending. After finally cutting
through high-level corruption,
b ea tings of Witnesses, and
bribery, the investigating judge
succeeds in convicting and
sentencing all the peopk
involved, including several·
important government and
military officials.

counselling departmen t at
Blair may have. The rule is
implying that if a student

.cuts a class, and fails, there
is no question as to where
thevburden of guilt falls-not
only is the student
automatically guilty, but
the' system. specifically
states that no effort will be
made to allow him to drop
this class to correct what is
predetermined as the
student's problem.

A student who
continually cuts a certain
class may have a problem.
Forcing him to remain in
the class, is just extending
that problem.

Homeroom attendance,
as Dr. Emma has stated to

students often state that
such attendance is not
necessarily important. This
defmition, or lack of one,
will prove unreliable in
determining how
,attendance will affect
grades.

There are several other
areas concerning attendance
and discipline in the·
s t atemen t which are
inadequate. For instance,
the rule states that "a
student who fails a subject
due to poor attendance may
not be permitted to avoid
failure grade by
subsequently dropping that
subject. "

This statement is
contrary to any purpose the

On "Earth Day," I spoke to a
group of Blair students about
the importance of promptly
reporting the detection of any
possible pollution problem
related to the operation of the
community's sanitary sewer
system. Any service system oi
this kind, regardless of lJ,ow well
constructed it may be, can
develop temporary problems
related to a damaged section of
pipe, a broken joint, a blockage,
etc. Individuals who note
evidence of such a problem are
urged to call the WSSC at
277-7700 (ask for "Systems
Maintenance") and describe the
problem and its precise location.

The proposed rule states
that in order to pass a
subject, a student may not
be absent more than one
quarter of that year. If a
student is not absent that
much, the report states, his
grade shall be given
"consistent with the
student's achievement."

\

The interpretation of
"achievement leaves much
to the imagination. Many
fe el th a t classroom
attendance is an important
part of achievement

Since the WSSC is concerned
with the proper operation of its
regional sanitary (domestic)

, sewer system, this utility
launched an immediate
investigation of the report
following the app,earance of the
Star article. As it turned out, the
pipe described in the story, like
other pipes emptying into the
stream near Blair, is part of the
street-storm drainage system
serving the area around the
school. The discharge was not
from the domestic sewer
system, which is an enclosed
pipeline system.

oftardiness, unexcused
absence. UnfortunatelY, the
laws remain ambiguous.

Blair's "Student Organization
Against Pollution" (SOAP). Near
the end of this article, the
reporter noted that students had
located a pipe discharging liquid

~("it. smell~d like ..aw sevv.agf) to '
•Sligo Creek. This report actually
reached public print before
anyone reported the discovery
to the Washington Suburban
Sanitary Commission or any
other responsible agency.

Report wastes'

It is commendable,
however, that the
administration should
choose to fmally publicize
these rules allowing
students to be aware of the
penalties and reprecussions

Soapbox

trraccuracy
-------, letters to the ,Editor

There are no
revolutionary proposals in
the attendance and
disciplinary guidelines
com p i led b y' the
student-faculty committee
(see story, page I). The
statement is simply a
reiteration of general
administration policy as it
has been carried out at Blair
for years.

While the Drama II class is
appreciative of your efforts to
give publicity to their activities,
we find ourselves most' agitated
by the inaccuracies in the report
Mr... P.hillips. bylined in Y.ow:
issue of April 28, 1970. Mr.
Phillips interviewed Mrs.
J oh nson approximately two
weeks ago, at which time he
seemed totally unfamiliar with
the subject matter of his article
and completely unaware of the
fact that he would be writing
about the final programs in a

~~el",s af pfays begun last
October. We assume Chips
reporters research a subject
before launching interviews, at
least to the extent of discerning
what their own paper has
printed on the matter.

In addition to visiting Mrs.
Johnson, Phillips talked' with
various members of the class in
an ~ffort to gather information
on the program. This
information he managed to
combine in confetti form for the
article which was then
published. He attributed the
direction of one play to a
,c;tudoot-nuL enrolled in the class
nor participating in any of the'
plays; he jumbled the names,
directors, and titles of other
plays and handled inaccurately
the legal technicality of
producing unreleased material.

his material is presented in the
form of a classroom exercise, as
are all readings, cuttings, etc. in
all drama classrooms, colleges
and high schools, throughout the
country. As such the material is
not assigned royalty charges.

The list of individual errors in
his article is so lengthy as to not

. be worth compiling. We are
upset because the article
presents an inaccurate picture of
our work' but more upset
because it conveys false
information to the entire Chips
circulation, thus providing a
type of' publicity that~ is
embarrassing to us.

Richard Anderson
Tim Brown
Maria Camera
Gail Fry
Debby Goldman
Elizabeth Stewart

Drowning is not a frightening
concept unless one has been out
of breath before.

"z" is not a terrify ing film
unless one has seen jt happening
in one's own country'.
.- And- "Z" is indeed
frightening. It is about the
organized murder of Gregorios
Lambrakis, a deputy with the
Union of the Democratic Left,
and leader of the liberal and
pacifist movement in the Greece
of 1963. Dealing with this real
incident, and the subsequent
prosecution of the Christian
Royalists Opposed to
Communism (CROC), the right
wing grO\1P that ordered the

So ... I repeat my urgent killing, "Z" is a lesson in utter
suggestion that evidence of any, -confusion. -
sanitary sewer' system' Thls- confusion is perhaps the
problem, discovered by Blair most important thing to be
students, be reported promptly learned by the movie. The film
to the WSSC's round-the-clock shows that nobody controls a
telephone number, 277-7700. demonstration, nobody controls
Operation of street and storm a riot, and in particular, nobody
drainage systems in Montgomery controls a revolution. The film
County are generally under the shows all of these things to be
jurisdiction of the County's spontaneous. It is an important
Public Works Department, and lesson for our particular era in
inquiries or reports related to this country.
their maintenance and operation Another idea represented- in
should be phoned to 279-1364. the movie is the closeness of

these events to those here in the
On April 30, 1970, the U.S. CROC is very reminiscent

Washington Evening Star carried Arthur P. Brigham of rightist groups here. Except

~:.,,~s~to~riY~a~b:?o~u~t~t~h~e:ac~t~iVl~.~ti~e~s~o:f~:::llill!!!ll~P:U:b:li:c~InfOrmatiOnOfficer for the leaders, who are
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JEFFE program:
cultural renaissance

, Speakers address group

Determined to have classes
that would suit the interests of
the studentS, and modeling the,
program after Walt Whitman
High School's Experiment in
Free Form Educati<ht, the'
JEFFE-planners started in'
September to send out lists of

Lois, who taught Jewish folk
dancing, explains that too much
memorization and not enough
discussion and practi~l,

application were the major
charges that she and her fellow'
classmates made against their
Jewish religious education.

Lois explains that a
Christian-oriented American
society makes it difficult for a
student of Judaism to relate his

The student planners engaged' reli~~us training to the process
'd k' dd" t ;'of livmgOUtSl e spea ers m 'a lhon 0 "Af . all" h 51 t "t

members of the congregation.' ter , sea es, dS orhes
George Shama press attache are closed on Sunday ~ t e
from the Jordanian Embassy, school~ have. Ch,nstmas
proclaimed "Why should you assem~lies. ~~e I ~ ~ot
take our lands?" from the advocatmg (militant). Jewish

, , Power,' I don't thmk any
sanctuary and~ on sepJlfate days, ligi' h Id b t d .
Mrs. Rose Kramer of the' re on s o,~ e presen e m
Montgomery County Council, the schools.
and Rev. Channing Phillips JEFFE ,!,ay~bri!19J.nnovations·'.

discussed a course entitled "The'
Jew and the Black." Rabbi Eugene Lipman, ..a.

co-rabbi at the temple, labels,
JEFFE as ,a turning point "in
'which the energies of dedicated
young people bring about
exciting innovations in the~

religious school curriculum while
deepening their knowledge o(
Judaism."

Stating that he hopes to
incorporate the concepts of
JEFFE - diversified subjects
chosen by students and taught as
they want them taught - into
the regular educational program
of the temple, he adds,
"Religious education is a very' ,
difficult thing to bring' off well.
Maybe the kids can show us how
to do it."

jand (in the temple kitchen)
"Blintze-Making."

by AANA A~BMAN

Senior Lois Groner is one of a
cadre of about twelve youths at·
Temple Sinai who, "tired and
bored" with the traditional
Jewish education she has been
receiving from, the 40' paid
teachers there, decided to do
something about it.

A.splaces Su·nd.av school

Thus, JEFFE Jewish
Experiment in Free Form
Education - emerged to replace'
four weeks of regular Sunday
school curriculum of the upper
northwest (3100 Military Rd.),
reformed congregation.

JEFFE offered 31 three-hour
courses on the Sundays of April
12 through May 3. For the first
day of classes, 250 students and
about 50. parents attended such
classes as "Jews in the
U.S.S.R.," "Jewish Humor,"
"Y iddish," "Kibbutz Life,"
"Why be a Jew?,"
"Anti-Semitism as a Political
Problem," "Stud~nt Revolt,"Blair senior Lois Groner

96~-?581

r
r-'TEMPLE sa,oqa. --,.
, 720 141h Slrftl.,N.ft· I
, JlfaltbwtfM. AC. ,HS, I i
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G~~~P TU;~~ING w in M~:h, Ph~S;~:,·~~~i~~··J.,. .~
by experienced Montgomery Co. teacher.

Cram f;;r finals or prep this sum'~er for fall.

classes and asked for suggestions.
The classes went through five' Better put "C' building"
revised listings before JEFFE
became a reality. ' under lock and key

~ .

-Difficult to be a Jew' those SeniQn' are
Lois explains, that she cared: comingl! ---.

about the success of JEFFE·, ~~=~_~~~~~~~~~_
because it could give other~'" .
Jewish youths something that' LEAR.·. YOUl WA,y ,
she acquired not long ago: "a' TO II.!!_ D.& V
real pride in being Jewish." . "' .. ~~.-e.--

OR BETTER. ~A'TEMPlI'" ,
SCHOOL.

-Dwy" m.. C'IarG., J
loctIdoIu '

I_Lam. Ty,..,'SItonIwltd.
Sp«!dR~'W

-Pnp Coune lor Co&tte
80tInl EJumu

"C4V«, CowwIIIt IBM
DtlIil1'rocmin6. El«troniCI,
~cn18rlil1 cI BUIiM..S",bjectl

PHONE DI. '·2900 .
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Quill is necessary, related Eli
Goldblatt, editor, because "it is
an important facet at Blair life.
It provides an outlet (to the
\Yfiter and artist) that can't be
found in any other activity at i
Blair." ,

Alterna tive suggestions
ha've proven unacceptable fo the
Quill staff. One, which asks for
funds from the English
department, might, according to
Goldblatt, provide a basis for
censorship by that department.

..
The alternative is to cease

publication of Silver Quill as
Blair knows it now.

•uncertaIn

Reasonable .Rates,

The plan calls for each
teacher in Montgomery County

to donate one dollar. According
to Mrs. Flood, the idea behind
the resolution was to "show the
concern that all members of thei
teaching Pfofession have for one
of their members and to
represent to the comnunity' our
solidarity and' unity in' a'cting
together."

The redistribution included a
portion for S.G., an organization
which had previously received
no money from the ticket sales.
This portion came to 6.8% or
about one dollar on every $14
ticket sold.

Emma vetoed this bill
because he was not completely
satisfied with the
reapportionment. He feels that if
Silver Quill is to receive any
funds next year, it will be
substantially less than last year's
6% of the total funds.

Mrs. Sylvia Wubnig, Silver
Quill adviser, feels that $800
would be the barest minimum
under which the magazine could
successfully publish. Even this
small amount has not been
guara?teed .

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU

·Suburban School of Self Defense

SELF-DF.FFNSE

Free Introductory Lesson

by STEVE SCHWAATZ

Emma asks for real!l!0rtionment

, If the rewar'il is not 'claime'tl
within one year, the resolution
provides for the money to be
conver~ed to the M.C.E.A.
scholarship fund. This fund
would be titled the. Kathy
Kalberer Memorial Scholarship
Fund.

the vicinity of the Montgomery
Mall.

Quill ticket funds

Need high school senior to work 7·10 p.m. NOW ..~.==::~==~~==~==::=::;=::=====~\
and with increasing hours this summer.

Earn up to $2.60 per hou~. Mailing. telephon,e calls from our office

APPLY Mr. Jack 270·4341

The economic side of next
year's activity ticket and
consequently the future of one
of the activities dependent upon
the ticket are both uncertain
partly due to the indecisiveness
of Blair Principal Paschal J.
Emma. As of this date, Emma
has not decided on the price or
profit distribution of the ticket.

On February 10, Student
Government President Jeremy
Musher explained, "Legislative
Assembly passed a bill calling for
art increase from $13 to $14 for
next year's Activity Ticket."
This bill, proposed by S.G.
secretary Scott Newson and
treasurer Ronnie Lewis, also
called for a redistribution of the
.ticket's profits.

••••**

The following people were,
elected in class elections on
Wednesday April 29. Next year's
senior class officers are:
president, Eric Rose;
vice-presjdent, Goodluck
Tembuncklart; treasurer, Elaine
Epste~; .and secreta~y' '. Carol
Wess. • . -',

Mrs. Kalberer, a former
teacher at Montgomery Blair
High School, was brutally
murdered near her apartment, in

Pizza Kitchen

A Montgomery County
Education Association
resolution sponsored by Mrs.
Eileen Flood and Blair's MCEA
delegates, has established a
reward fund for information
which "leads to the arrest and
conviction of the murderer of
Mrs. Kathy Kalberer."

Next year's junior class
officers are: president, Barbara
Z uras; vice-president, Paula
Barge; secretary, Terri Denton;
and treasurer, Eric Go~berg.

...-"'..

**•• **

8640 Flower Ave.

10 % Student Discouht

*** ••*
After four weeks of

preparations, Mrs. Ethel Fiilley's
Home Arts IV class cl1armed
Principal Paschal Em rna and
Mrs. Alice Koch's French V class
with a French gourmet dinner.
The nine senior girls, now in their
unit of International Foods hope
to repeat the May I event with
German and Spanish style meals,
previewing next year's semester
course in gourmet cooking to
open to both male and female
epicures.

Praeco, Argen teus, Blair's
Latin Literary Magazine, has
won a medal from the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association
after having achieved 998 out of
a possible 1000 points.

'wi1h this coupon
B. Jones - Director 593-0112 (Evenmgs) /Vr-1E~.[ GOOD THI~0S HAPPE

589-5400 589-5400
Jr.' Hot ShOitPH No. 172 • ''120 Blair Road, Silver Spri.... Md.
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Jirikowic fired
fromPAduty

When senior Alan Jirikowic ran for Student Government vice
president, he made one main campaign promise - to add humor
and creativity to the morning announcements. To the delight of
some and the dismay of others, he set out to fulfill his vow; the
more negative responses prevailed and Student Government
President Jeremy Musher has removed Jirikowic's voice from the
Blair public address system.

Musher stated that he had received numerous complaints from
teachers and students concerning the announcements, referring to
what he termed excessive loudness, length, and "additional
rhetoric." .

"Announcements are not supposed to be a farce. They are
supposed to be a way of informing students. He (Jirikowic) did a
poor job, getting the facts wrong and announcing the wrong
th.ings. "

As expected, Jirikowic views the morning announcements in a
different light. ''I'm not going to give them straight. Humor
belongs in the morning. I ran on the platform to improve the
announcements and I think I have succeeded."

"It is a question of repression',:' Jirikowic a·dded. "I have the
right to stand up for something I believe in and was elected on ...
I'm not going to compromise."

According to Musher, only information concerning student
government or the administration is supposed to be included in the
announcements. He complained that Jirikowic took too much time
announcing activities and functions of various school clubs and
organizations. This information, Musher contends, should reach the
students via either the daily b~lletin or bulletin boards.

In response to Musher's actions, several petitions have circulated
the school asking for the reinstatement ofJirikowic in his previous
position. So far, seven petitions containing approximately fifty
signatures each have been completed. Many students have argued
that since they elected Jirikowic partially on his platform to
change the announcements, he should have the right to serve
students in the manner for which he was elected.

Musher disagrees with this position, however, stating that "it
says nowhere (in the Student Government Constitution), that the
vice president has to give the announcements." He added that the
_president has the power t2_<!e~ide who shall perform .!~f~n~!-",n.

to the
generally

WheDYOU pausl...

F acuity reaction
program has been
favorable, though.

As plans state, seniors
assigned as department heads
will not teach, but rather will
circulate in the department, and·
later write an evaluation of each
student teacher.

THE "NOW" LOOK·
IN FABRICS

~- -Four administrative positions ~ STARTS ~
(principal and three vice ,:1\, AT ~

principals) were made available i ~
to students. These posts have.. ~

traditionally been given to senior·: :
class officers. ~ ~

; ~

Castellot ad'iL that "it (Turn ~ ~
About Day) isn't designed as a: DANNEMANN'S ~
lark. It's intended to be serious':: ,

- and educational. We don't: WHEATON PLAZA 946-2200 ~
I f k' ." ~ 2expect a ot 0 s Ipplng. ~ ~

. Student response to the
program has been discouraging.
The deadline for applications
was extended from May 8 to
May I I to attempt to alleviate

Lynne Kocen, Athena
Lambidakis, Kristi Larson,
Dennis Latzko, Karen Lief,
Eddie Lutsky, Beryl Massey,
Annette Meyer, J ill Miller, Jon
Moran.

In addition, Nancy Perlman,
Andi Rosen, Mike Ross, Jean I

Schultz, Ken Shifrin, Jo Ann.:
Stambler, Liz Stewart, Paul
Yessler and Mary Young.

The Thespian Induction held
Friday, May I, was not the last
one for this school year.
Another will be held sometime
after the Senior Class Play.

Seniors have been handing in
applications to teach during the

. past - few weeks. Registration
closed yesterday and
student-teacher planning periods
are now being scheduled.

(HONOR, from page 3)

Honor societies
induct members

Stoniors Ronelle Rotterman, Pat O'Hara and Marleline Alemar participate in the "Save Our S1i~"
Clean-up program during April 29's EEOP. Photo by Dave Stovall

Coordinator John Castellot'
explains that teaching "will give

The Thespian inductees are:
Wendi Asreal, Ellis Barbacoff,
Kimber . Brawley, Timothy.
Brown, Maria Camera, Jody
Crane, Janis Cromer, Mike
DeGeorge, Lois Dosik, Nancy
Dydak, Larry Einbirider, Steve
Elvove' <lJ}ail Fry.

Also, Dave Garfinkle, Eli
Goldblatt, Debby Goldmarl, Bob
Gotkin, Sandy Greenleaf, Vicki
Grover, Alan Honaker, Carol
Jacobs, Alan Jirikowic, Jim
Johnson, Merida Kearns-Preston,

iUNE GRADS

Register NOW for

The Best Jobs

rSe;%i~;;**;'~;%·;;k~:~;~;J
w t

On Tuesday, MaY,26, seniors seniors a chaf:l:e to be in the the shortage of interested
will assume Blair teaching, teacher's place and to see what students.
departmental, guidance and it's like."
administrative positions during
the class sponsored Turn About
Day.

A student may teach for one
or more teachers, from one to
six periods that .day. Each senior
is e'xpected to formulate
sophisticated, educational

. programs for each of his classes.

OF SILVER' SPRING

8641 Colesville Road
Silver Spring, Md.. 20910

.(301) ~~?487~.

WASltIMGTOM CClCAoalLA IOTTLING COMI'Ao\lY (INCOII'OIIATED)
. 'LANT '
17\0 rLTOOl 1l0AD

SILyrll "1l'''G, IlAIlVLAIOD 2Ot03 .
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Erratic play hinders batlllen

InconsiStency hurts

Futu", provides optimism

Although the poor league
record dispenses with this year, a
look toward the future provides
some optimism. With five of the
seven golfers returning, Blair
should field a fine team with
contention possibilities if they
can get out and practice,

The team w'ill play -Kennedy
at Manor on May 12 and
Northwood at Columbia on May
15 to finish out the, y.~.~r,_

The 'golf team's inconsistency
was apparent when they were
routed, by Springbrook, yet
barely defeated by Wheaton.
Both are' county golf contenders.

The team's 0-5 league record
includes 5-4 losses to Wheaton
and Einstein, and 9-0 losses to
Springbrook, Peary, and B~C.

They are 1-6 overall. '

-
The list of problems does not'

end there. Golf ace Alan
Eisenstadt is still out with a
broken wrist and team member
Bob Pitzer has mononucleosis.
This puts a lot· of pressure on
number one golfer Dale Porter
and juniors Bob Morgan and
Brad Elkins.

But' despite these handicaps,
Brackus is confident of a
winning season. The toughest
part of the schedule is finished"
and the rest of Blair's opponents
have about the same records that
the Blazers d<:l.

The only' exception is
Wheaton, whom we play on May
19. They are undefeated so far
this year,including an earlier
victory over Blair, 3-0, on the
two hit pitching of their star
hurler, Fred Gianiny, But
although they are out of
contention with a 4-6 record,
4-5 in league play, the Blazersl
would like to play the role of
spoilers and defeat Wheaton. '

Despite their poor record, the
Blazers are actually playing well,
considering the fact that the
team is basically a new one.

,Only three regulars returned,
from last year, and none are~

playing the same position they
played the year before. Also,
Blair has been in most of its
games un til the end (except the

,Northwood game) and is doing
as well or better than IJrackus
expected in practice during
Mar~. , _

The problem of inconsIstency
could be attributed to the new
team. But a look into the future
pictures six returning starters,
including Buddy Helton, who hit
two home runs in the Einstein
game and is hitting over .400 to
lead the team.
- -There is also' the junior
varsity team (2-2) which shows at
lot of "promise, potential, and
tal'ent," according to Brackus. It
should be able to contribute,
some fine players to next year's,
varsity team.

Injuries" inexperience
give golfers 1-6 record
. . - -_.

w10 this year. Inability to make
pressure shots has also
contributed to its dismal 0-5
record.

Lack of practice aue to rain
and lack of experience have
caused the golf team's failure to

Blazers lost to Northwood two
days later, 6-3, in their worst
effort of the season. A
disappointed Brackus stated ,"
"We committed many bad

'mistakes and g'ave them ttl(; ball
game. We would have lost to'
anyone."

In between these two games
there was a make-up of an
Einstein game which was rained
out earlier in the season. But a
40 mile per hour wind and cold
weather turned the game into a
farce during which pop flies to
short were being blown into the
outfield for extra bases. It was
anybody's game, but Blair failed
to take advantage of seven Titan
errors and lost, 10-8.

In, the Einstein game, Blair
was handicapped by its lack of
pitchers for that day. Swarthout
and Pat McMahon, Blairs two

, top starters, had already pitched
that week and had to be rested.
So the reserves came in and all
of them were bombed out of the
box, including Larry Dawes,
who defeated Rockville the
week before, 4-1, on three hits.
The situation was so bad that
left fielder Buddy Helton had to
be called in to pitch. He pitched
junior varsity ball last year, but
hadn't worked on the mound at
all this season. He ended up the
losing pitcher.

Lack of ,clutch hitting and
inconsistent defensive play have
hindered the Blazers throughout
the year. And adding to these
problems is the recent loss or'
three starters; center fielder'
Dave Bprgidfl and second
baseman Henry Lins both have
injuries, while catcher-pitcher,

, arry Dawes became ineli~ble.

In the weight events, Keith Altman took second in the shotput
and Pollard shattered a Blair record iIi the discus with a throw of
144' 2".

Harmon also showed another of his many skills as he placed third
in the high jump. The scoring was completed when Hopeman took
first in the pole vault at 12'11" and Melendez was second with
12'0". '

Blair's problem seems not to be in the lack of good athletes 
they all take the first places.But the other teams get the seconds and
thirds, finally beating Blair.

Springbrook, a county title
con tend er, 3-1. "Everyone
played the way they should
play," commented Brackus. "We
could have beaten anyone th'at
day."

In, contrast to this, the

undesirable trait by playing their
best and worst games of the
season only one, day apart last
week. '

The team's finest'
performance of the year came
when John Swarthout'defeated

't

by JON WIENER

Lack of depth hurts trackII!~n
The distance'men fared well, with Gary Jones placing second in

the mile and Cad Batchelor taking third in the two-rniie.
The field area sharpened from the previous' meet, with'Hopeman

capturing first in the pole vault, Pollard finishing first in the discus,
and Cima taking second in the broad jump. Again, Blair did not
place high in other events., '

The final meet was a -heartbreaker. Blair barely lost to a strong
Churchill team by seven points.

With the season coming to a close, Blair's track team, has
consistently made good showings against tough coun,ty opponents.
In the Peary/Whitman/Blair meet at Peary, Blair placed second.

In this meet, both track and field gained many first places, but
not enough seconds and thirds to win.

John Gordon, who took third in the 100 and second in the 220,
contributed a fine anchor leg in the 440 relay to place first in that
event. Blair was also first in the mile relay and second in the 880

relay. Gordon, despite a pulled leg muscle, took firsts in both the 100
In the hurdles, Joel Harmon extended his winning streak by and 220. Krekorian battled from fat back in the pack to finally win

successfully taking firsts in the 180 low hurdles, 19.5 seconds, and the 440 by inches, but couldn't repeat this performance in the 880.
the 120 high hurdles, 14.5 seconds.. ' Harmon again claimed easy victories in both hurdle events.

J~m ~rekorian .also placed well ~n b?th the 440 and 880 yd. runs, , Blair's relay teams also placed well, taking seconds in both the
com1Og 10 second 10 the 440 and third 10 the 880. 440 and 880. The field was the bright spot in this meet, however, as

The field, however, did not show as well as the track, and ~arion ~cC~llister returned to take first in the broad jump and third
valuable points were lost here. 10 the triple Jump.

Even though Blair took .first, second and third in the pole vault,
Ross Hopeman, Carlos Melendez and Dale McHenry, respectively,
the only other highlights were Ron Cima, first in the broad jump and
Fritz Pollard second in the discus. In the other events Blair did not
have any fini~hers in the top three places. .

At the Northwood/Blair/Richard Montgomery meet at
Montgomery, Bla~ again took second ov~rall.

Gordon won the 100 and took second in the 220, ghing the team
an early advantage. This impetus was kept going by Krekorian's
victories in the 440 and 880, and Harmon's victories in both hurdle
events. Blair was second in thp, RHO relay,

Blair fint baseman Paul Puilins (17) dives for an errant pick off attempt as a Rockvillebaserunner
gets safely back to first. Pullens recovered quickly, but not in time to tag the player out. Blair won the
game,4-1.

Events won,' but not meets

by ED TSOY

"Inconsistency" is the term
used by baseball Head Coach Ed
Brackus in describing the team's
biggest problem this year. And
the Blazers have displayed this

!
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The team has built up its strong record during
the last two weeks, being victorious over Peary,
4-1; Einstein, 4-1; and Northwood, 3-2. In its only
non-league match in recent weeks the Blazers lost
to Georgetown Prep, 4-1.

In the most recent match against Northwood,
the netmen made up for poor doubles play with
wins in all three singles matches.

Castellot stretched his record to 6-2 with a
victory over the tough Gary Schindler, 6-1, 6-4.
Castellot won the first set easily as Schindler
double-faulted on numerous occasions. The second
set didn't come as easily as Schindler hung on
about five or six times with Castellot leading 5-4
for the set and add in for the game.

Netmen battle Wheaton
for league title honors

Tennis coach Nelson Kobren will need another
ball if he is to juggle his team into the
Montgomery County Eastern Division
championship.

"We're looking for one more player we need to
win the championship," Kobren said. "Castellot
and Cohen are the only two guys wh·o have
done anything."

Somebody, including John Castellot and Paul
Cohen will have to do something today as the
team, 4-0, meets Wheaton, also undefeated in
league play.

Kobre.n is counting on seniors Morris Field and
Pat Sidwell to team up in the second doubles
match to pick up the third team point. This choice
appears logical because these two have had more
experience playing together than any other two Cohen had to do some fighting of his own to
players on the team. defeat Alan Sheltzer, 7-5, 6-3. Cohen came back

Netman John Castellot, ace of the tennis team, warms up for· Kobren is confident that number one man from a 3-5 deficit to take the first set and also had
Blair's big match against Wheaton today. Castellot and number two Cohen will win their some trouble in the second. After the match he

matches to take points one and two. called it "the worst tennis I've played this season."
Egg Foo Yong-----,---------..::....-------------------

Mud puddle
by Ed Tsoy

But then who needs fIat
tennis courts ·or a decent
baseball field'? After all, no one
ever goes to watch either sport.
They're all too busy following
the Girls Honor Hopskotch
Team as they fight for the
county title! Great!

the cool, grassy infield!" And
the teams will both come up to
you and say "thanks." Wouldn't
that make it all seem
worthwhile?

GEl

tennis team is very happy about
belonging to the only school in
the county without a home
court. And I don't think the
baseball team wants another
Norman Pancake tragedy
hanging over their heads. So
come on, administration and
athletic department! Try to put
your heads together and come
up with a solution to remedy the
problem. If you do, then when
other schools come to visit Blair,·
they will say, "Wow! Look at
the neat, fIat tennis courts and

APPLY IN PERSON DAILY

8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

• •IDlSerieS

5260 Western Avenue
Chevy Chase, Maryland

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL
IN JUNE

OH WHAT A PRETTy'TUNE!!
-THEN WHAT?

Our business at GE ICO is insurance and
we believe that your first· job is

good INSURANCE for 'you and your
future. By working at GE ICO

you can do your own thing and
at the same time, help us do ours.

You owe it to yourself to
check what GEICO can offer you.

BEGINNING CLERICAL
$82~-OO- to $95.00 per week

(Consideration for merit increase in 3 months)

TYPISTS
$90.00 to $93.00 per week
(45 w.p.m.--Consideration for merit increase in 3 months)

Opportunity for Advancement Paid Vacations & Holidays
Regular Salary Increases Liberal Employee Benefits
Working Hours - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Group Hospitalization
Monday through Friday Group Life Insurance
Hot Shoppe's Catered Cafeteria Excellent Working Conditions

APPLY NOW--BEGIN ANYTIME
FTER GRADU TION

minute walk from Ertters so you
can refresh yourselves after a
long, hot tennis workout by
inserting 20 cents in a drink
machine - and banging on the
busted contraption in a vain
effort to get your money back.

3) They are built so that you
never have to chase any tennis
balls that may have been hit
astray. Eventually, they'll roll
back onto your court, thanks to
the 20 degree slant. Now that's
what I call service!

Anyway, I don't think the

y

Tel: 762-7400

SUMMER

SESSION

June 19 - Aug. 15

I would now like to dedicate
this column to Norman Pancake
who valiantly dove for a ground
ball during a game in 1968 after a
shower on Blair's field. He was
never seen again.

Now for "Tilted Trixie," the
lament of the tennis team. With
the courts on Sligo Creek
washed out and the courts at
Blair lacking in quantity and
even more in quality, the play of
the tennis team has suffered.

"Its like playing with your
hands tied behind your back,"
says tennis coach Nelson
Kobren. And that can really be
tough on the team. After all,
have you ever tried to play
.tennis holding your racket in
your mouth'? Tch, there goes
your backhand smash.

Actually, when you think
abo ut it, there are some
advantages to Blair's crummy
courts:

1) They are stationed right
below the "E" to "F" building
glass breezeway so people can
watch you play while they are
walking through the halls.
Attendance at the actual
matches is sparse, and a guy has
to show off sometime. How
about that, John'?

2) They are only a one

Tel: 587-0415

IAS'KIN-RQIII"S 31 FLAVORS
leE CREAM·Sl·OIE

am p. • KHCI

SiIvW sPrint.. M.ryIend
S8 OUI ,AlTY· ICE CIEAM DIS

RON ATHERTON

587-9471
·11 AM-IO PM Oai,

12 Noon-IO PM Sunday

For information: visit, call or write

Montgomery College Admissions Office

Takoma Park 20016 Rockville 20850

MONTGOMERY COLLEGE

REGULAR COLLEGE CLASSES

and

PRE-COLLEGE REVIEW

~...~ .. ~:~~: ..~ ..~"""'~~: : ........ : ........... : ................ ::::Z'::... :.;;.:'Z': ........... ~.

Montgomery Blair has a
reputation for reaching all kinds
of extremes. We have the largest
enrollment, the smallest
attendance, the largest problems,
the smallest answers, and the
largest mud puddle (otherwise
known as the baseball field),
along with the. smallest tennis
courts (otherwise known as the
"Tilted Trixies.")

At the rate it's going now, the
stadium's name will be changed
from War Memorial Stadium to
the Dust Bowl. The condition of

. the ballfield is ludicruous; there
is not a single blade of grass on
the entire infield. And it is not

. fun being at the wrong e'nd of a
disastrous chain reaction - batter
hits the ball which hits a rock
which hits the infielder while the
ball ricochets in the opposite
direction.

And after a rainfall, it's even
worse. The whole field either
sinks or slides away. A batter
doesn't have to dig into the
batters box; if he stands there
for a second or two, he'll
eventually sink in. One of these
days, the backstop will have
mysteriously disappeared
overnight and the gym classes
are not about to go out and dig
for it.



Candidates •VIe for SG posts

Board approves dr g
policy set by Elseroad

legislative assembly, been an
MCR representative, on the Ad
Hoc committee of public
schools, and a member of the
Stu~ent Alliance.

Eaton bases his platform on
the internal organization of
Student Government. He feels
strongly that "If Student
Government is organized from
the inside, it can serve its
function." He states two major
priorities: first to bring all
students together, and second to
institute curriculum and social
analysis and action, in particular
a student Bill of Rights. Pursuing
his fust priority, Eaton believes
Student Government shoulrl

(See CANDIDATES, page 5)'

From 1956-1959 Johnson
taught mathematics at Blair. He
then became a guidance
counselor and a football coach.
In 1962, he was promoted to
Asstistant Principal at Eastern
Junior High School.

Johnson recently accepted a new
position as Vice Principal at
Earle B. Wood Junior High
School, effective July 1, 1970.
He will be replaced by Dr.
Robert E. McNelis, who is
presently an English teacher at
John F. Kennedy High School.

with as poor student attendance.
He hopes that with strict
enforcement of the new
attendance regulations worked
out with the student faculty
committee, skipping classes will
come to be regarded as
"abnormal behavior rather than
as accepted behavior."

He enumerated three reasons
for the poor attendance:
1. Lack of foresight for long
term goals on the past of
students
2. Lack of parental concern
3. Lack of student identity with
the school stemming from
non-involvement with
extra-curricular activities and
complete alienation of some
students from the academic
program.

On May 15, students voted to reject the proposed Student
Government constitution which included a reorganization of both
the legislative and executive branches of S G. The new constitution,
needing a two-thirds vote for ratification, was defeated by only five
votes.

Many students attribute the constitution's defeat to the lack of
voting time. Ballots in homerooms, which caused a great "security
risk" in the election, were used due to the effect of the constitution
on the upcoming student government election.

One controversial aspect of the constitution was the reduction of
the legislative assembiy from nine members per grade to four at-large
representatives from each class. Student Government President
Jeremy Musher feels that "more responsibility'\muld then be placed
on those people.

Junior Terri West, an opponent of the proposed constitution,
states, "the biggest flaw (in the constitution) was the fact that the
student representation was cut down severely. You cannot make the
assumption that because there are fewer positions available you wil
get better qualified people."

A proposed Homeroom Council also caused debate. Advocates
felt that the Council would allow for more student representation
while opponents felt the Council would be too big a body to
function effectively.

Most students agreed with disposing of Student Government
secretary and treasurer as elected positions. This would allow for
technically qualified persons to hold these jobs. Students would be
appointed from those achieving high standards in business courses..

An attempt to revise the constitution again next year seems
likely. Musher feels that the decision may depend on next year's
S G. officers. Junior Sue Arshack has already proposed an alternate
constitution.

In 1966 he returned to Blair
to assume the position of Vice
Principal under Dr. William
Brennan.

Johnson decided to leave

J h I because he felt that he' shouldo nson eaves .
expenence a new school

Blair Vice-Principal Paige. environment.
!!:}:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::":::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t:~

,~ ConstitutIon fadsl
iin narrow defeat I

council she feels "Student·
Government must face that
fact."

Sue believes the president
should act as a coordinator of
activities, delegating the
responsibility for activities to
department heads. "This would
give more people a chance to
directly share responsibility,"
she says. Involvement in the

-.community is part of Sue's
platform. She states, "since
students are citizens, and are
affected by outside events, the
school should be concerned with
community events."

Active in Student
Government on the school and
county levels, she has served in

Mr. Stuart Marder, Blair's
new vice-princcipal as of May
12, 1970, sees his new job as
being "very challenging," and
predicts the number one
problem he will have to deal

Stating that SGA now has no
power in policy making matters,
acting only as an advisory

~illJtr

"real voice in educational
policy." The board would have a
representative balance of
students, faculty, and
administrators who together
would decide school policy. Sue
declares, "Since students would
take part in policy making
matters, they would have to be
heard."

As for internal organizatioft,
.she believes the legislative
assembly should serve as the
primary legislating body in
Student Government, rather
than the homeroom councils.

necessary for drug law enforcement.
A more stringent statement concerning a

counselling service for student drug users was
incorporated into Elseroad's policy statement by
the school board. Some members questioned the
success of such a service on the grounds that
student drug users, under threat of expulsion or
suspension for possession or use of drugs, would
not expose themselves in this way to school
officials.

Declaring that drug abuse is a serious
"community, national and world-wide problem,"
the school board promises to "commit its
resources to reducing and hopefully eliminating
the problem of drug abuse in our society."

A mandatory program of instruction on "the
nature of drugs and the dangers involved in their
abuse" is to be incorporated in grades 1-12 and
will include such courses as science, social
studies, health education, English, physical
education and home economics. Students are to
participate in establishing these courses.

The statement stresses that "the drug problem
is complex. It affects young people, and also
adults.. It must be dealt with through
prevention, counseling, and in some cases,
incarceratioll or hospitalization. Thus, the home,
school; and many agencies of government must
coordinate efforts to work against drug abuse."

Jeff Jacobs

The issue of internal
organization vs. direct
involvement in the community,
has created a division among
candidates in next month's SG
election. However, all of the
candidates agree that there
should be greater
communication between
Student Government and
students.

The slate of presidential
candidate consists of Sue
Arshack, Crag Eaton, and t Jefr'
Jacobs; the vice-presidential.
candidates are Bill Fox and iferri
West, and the secretarial
candidate, Doris Pullin~.

Sue builds her platform on
greater student participation in
school matters. The newly
drafted community board, she
believes, would give students a

The faculty bulletin on exam exemptions states that seniors must
have a 3.0 average in the second semester to qualify for exemption.
This is incorrect, as a 2.5 is. actually the minimum grade, and therefore
two "B's" and one "C" are permissible in the second semester.

Tuesday, June 9 for Wednesday, June 10 . Thursday, June 11,
Seniors and Friday, for Seniors and Mon- for Seniors and TU95-
June 12 for Juniors day, June 15 for Jun- day, June 16 for Jun-
and Sophomores. w.rs and Sophomores iors and Sophomores

Homeroom Homeroom Homeroom

First Period Second Period Third Period
Examination Examination Examination

Lunch and Regular Lunch and Regular Lunch and Regular
Second Period Third Period First Period

Fourth Period Fifth Period Sixth Period
Examination Examination Examination

Time

12:14
2:30

7:50
8:00

8:08
10:24

10:24
12:06

Sue Arshack ~

Craig Eaton

Exam
Schedule

Superintendent Homer O. Elseroad's much
debated policy statement on drug abuse met with
the tentative approval of the Montgomery
County School Board l;lst night barring minor
changes the board has suggested.

The revised statement will be ready for final
approval on June 9.

Affirming that "members of the school
community" are subject to drug laws on and off
school grounds, and that school authorities have
the "same responsibility as every other citizen to
uphold the laws," the statement places direct
responsibility for drug law enforcement on
school grounds with teachers and principals.

The statement asks teachers who have
evidence of a student who is involved with drugs
to report their observations to the principal at
their respective school. "Principals therefore will
report to the parents and to the appropriate law
enforcement authorities any students found to
be 'possessing or using illegal drugs on school
premises. Additionally, students who possess or
use drugs on the school premises will be
suspended or expelled," the report concludes.

Elseroad has stated that principals may call
law enforcement agents into the school
(specifically the .Juvenile Protection Bureau, a
"different breed of cat" from the regular
narcotics agents, says Elseroad) if they deem it
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(See C~,=,NT~. page 31

ea-oom 81 &,hind the WhMl

,Instruction in 3 weeks 81 I _

This School is I""" bY
the Dep....,t of Motor

Vlhicl.

864-0114 Hyattsville" M~:

Att8f.ttion Teens

BLUE BIRD
DRIVING: SCHOOl

Other Blairites involved in
the program included juniors
Ronnie lc.ewis, Polly Steinburg,
Barbara Wahl, and Carol
Whiting, who assumed the posts
of Director of Finance, County

Later in the hearing,
Councilman James Gleason
addressed the mock council in
support of the actions taken to
cancel the White Oak assembly.
He expressed fears that the
speakers scheduled for the
program would have "made
political toys out of the junior
high school students."

In additional action, Blair
junior Sue 'Arshack, taking leave
from her assigned post as
Superintendent of Police,
proposed that the mock council
take a public stand to state its
support of "free and open
discussions in public schools.",
She used the cancelled White
Oak Junior High School
Vietnam assembly as an example
where the council should have
exercised powers to encourage
open forums of a political
nature.

through normal channels" to the
now-disenfranchised age group.
Steve Aird, President of MCR,
opposed the resolution by citing
the "nonprofessionalism",' of
high school students. He
maintained that students exhibit
no more maturity than those of
past years, citing as an example,
the lack of cooperation and
participation he saw in delegates
to MCR.

You do'n't have to be a high

school graduate to know'

Chuck Levin has everything in music
11151 Viers Mill Road, ,Wheaton, Md.

Council which convened
throughout the day.

Council proceedings began
with consideration of a series of
problems dealing with highway
and apartment development
which the council handled in a
routine manner. Of a more
controversial nature was an open
hearing where students debated
the lowering of the voting age in
county elections to 18.

Thomas J ouanaH, of
Woodward High School,
presented the case in favor of
franchising the 18 - 20 age
group in local elections. He
asserted that the move would
provide a "means of redress

schools'" A similar Washington
Post article cited Gleason as
saying,"(The program) is
dividing this county between
parents and students and
encouraging anarchy among our
youth. Certain teachers are being
allowed to let any kind of
presentation to go on."

He continued, "If they
(students) can 'hold this
(assembly), there isn't anything
they can't cover ... The time
for listening is over." Gleason
called for a vote on the issue by
the Montgomery County
Council on board guidelines, The
Council voted disapproval
toward hold'ing these types of
programs.

Mrs. Rosemary Hilberg,
school board president, stronglYri======~=~~==:;'i
feels that the Board of
Education should be solely
responsible for school policy;
the County Council should not
have any say on deciding
educational issues.

She added that schools
should work within a loose
framework of rules in handling
these programs. "It is very
difficult to make intelligent
decisions within strict
guidelines." At present, the

(See DEBATE. page 5)

students fill posts

Reasonable .Rates,

593-0112 (Evenings)

BY JON BOR News E,ditor

BODVSHIRTS

BELTS

Officials take leave
as

other working conditions ..."
In addition, the Board

adopted resolutions to put the
pay proposal into effect, and to
create the three days of personal
leave for 12-month supporting
services employp",~ ,

lette', that explained the purpose
of the assembly was sent to the
stud,ent,s' h,ome. - - '

County Councilman James P.
Gleason 'violently opposed
thedebate. A recent Evening Star
article stated, "Gleason said he
heard that members of the Black
Panthers were going to speak at
the school. He added that such a
program would suggest that
schools can put on 'any kind of
presentation'."

Gleason assailed "the growing
permissiveness in county
schools'" A similar Even ing
Star article cited Gleason as
say ing,"(The program) is
dividing this county between
parents and 'students and
encouraging anarchy among our
youth. Certain teachers are being
allowed to let any kind of
presentation to go on."

Gleason assailed "the growing
per missiveness in county

Montgomery County high
sch 001 students assumed
numerous high-ranking positions
in, the county' government in
observance of the annual
S tuden t-County Government
Day on May 25,

,The program, which, was
co-sponsored by the county
government and the
Montgomery County Region of
the Maryland Association of
Student Councils (MCR),
opened such positions as county
manager, county attorney, and
county council posts to student
"control." Monday's observance
ceneterd around a mock County

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

JIU-JITSU
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Bring in this ad and get a 10% discount
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TANK,TOPS

Free Introduetory'Lesson

,Suburban School of Self Defense

.B. Jones - Director

SELF-DEFENSE

922 Ellsworth Drive
Silver Spring, Md.

SOLAR PLEXUS

Education does grant the
Montgom,ery County Council of
Support Services Employees the
exclusive, right to represent its
supporting services employees in
the mutual development of
guidelines regarding salary and

Rockwell further explained
that the restrictions for the
assembly included presenting a
balanced program. He offered to
make the cancellation
announcement but the students
insisted that since the failure of
the assembly rested with them,
they would assume the
responsibility of the
announcement.

Rockwell insisted that
students should be given the
opportunity "to discuss openly
controversial matters with
school sanction and backing."
Five hundred and fifty of 1,250
White Oak students voiced
interest in attending the Welr
debate.

Factors leading to the
cancellation included quick

,parental reaction to the
assembly. Rockwell received
approximately 100 calls from
parents, after an information

POOZLE

by EMILY ROSENn(AL

Personnel win pay raise
Halts threatened strike

Under protest by concerned
parents and community officials,
a war assembly was recently
cancelled at White Oak' Junior
High School.

School members of the
Student Mobilizing Committee
arranged a presentation on May
20 by a representative from the
Quicksilver Times, the Black
Panthers and the United ~tates

Army to debate various aspects
of American foreign policy.

White Oak Principal Hilleary
C. Rockwell commented, "I met
with the steering committee of
the Student Mobilizing
Committee. They could only
corne up with one
pro-administration
representative. They also
realized that the assembly could
not. take place with an
imbalance."

White Oak Jr. High.

Students rule out war assembly

Ronnie Lewis toils with a fiscal report as part of his job as Director:
of Finance during Student-County Government 'Day. ,

, Photo by Joe Nell

The Montgomery County
Board of Education has ratified
a pay package for supporting
services personnel which calls for
the implementation of a five per
cent cost-of-living increase on
July I; reclassifications for
about 2/3 of the 3,900
supporting services employees;

,three days of personal leave for
l2·month supporting services
personnel; and probable
recognition of a single
supporting services employee
organization for "participation
in development of budget and
policies relating to salary and
other working conditions."

The approved pay package
deterred the call for strike issued
by many supporting service
personnel in response to a·
proposed budget which, called
for a 4.1 per cent cost-of-living
increase.

The Board has taken three
actions to put the new proposal
into effect. First, it adopted a
resolution stating that "the
Montgomery County Board of,



Foreign Festival
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Many authentic foreign customs were exhibited at the "International Fair" by members of Blair's Cultural
Exchange Club during the May 20 EEOP. Some of theSe were, (left) Wattaner Wongpaiboon's Thai dance,
(middle) Kum Sook Lee's Korean cusine, and (right) Bill Gbolokai's Liberian dance. Photos by Dave Stovall.. / . .

While he praises the growth of the work experience
program and "technical" offerings, such as fashion
merchandizing and data processing at Blair dlJring the
past couple of years, Brennan expresses his hopes for
"further diversification of the school program." He
believes. that such diversification is "the key to the
attendance problem."

He termed the Metropolitan Studies course as "a
singularly successful type of approach" in
diversification.

"There is no reason why students must' be in a
classroom six hours a day. We need more of this type of
program to make education a meaningful experience to
all students," he says.

Relating Blair's "definite attendance problems" to
the "evaluating" process of PPBES, Brennan commen!~
"we must take a long hard look at the pre/""': -
attendance requirements and how they relate to ~ -
operation of the ·school."

"We (Montgomery --County school system) are
currently operating on the assumption that kids are
supposed to be attending classes when they are assigned."

"Some high schools, however, operate in the college
manner where a student has a given number of credit
requirements and needn't be in school if he has attained
them."

Brennan has kept up with the events - both the
problems and achievements - at Blair during the second
semester from his Rockville office and states that he
eagerly awaits the forthcoming results of the ten-year
evaluation of the middle state high schools.

Regard ing 131air's problems, Brennan states that he
admires the manner in which his successor, Dr. Paschal J.
Emma handled the problem of crime (ie: extortions,
beatings) that was erupting when he left office.

"With the change-over of school population, etc.,
there has been more concern with security in
Montgomery County schools in recent years and Blair is
certainly no exception,", he states.

"I'm convinced that Dr. Emma was speaking for the
entire Blair community when he stated that police do
not belong in the schools."

Although he left Blair before the auditorium was
completed for use (he left ill January, 1970) Brennan
states that he has a "pleasurable impression" about the
"new direction that EEOP took with the various
auditorium programs."

Brennan reviews Blair year
Program, and the building's renovation program as
among the school's greatest accomplishments during his

, administration.

Today, when one walks into the Rockville office of
Dr. Willam F. Brennan. one no longer sees the swivel
black leather executive' chair, the curtained windows,
and the picture framed walls that befit a "chief" of a
"big league" high school.

Brennan is now the director of Montgomery County's
2V2 year old research endeavor to explore the possibility
of adopting a new planning system for County S9hools.

Brennan explains -that the new system - the
Planning, Programming, Budgeting, Evaluating System
(PPBES) differs basically from the present
"traditional" mangagement approach in that the
emphasis is placed on "output rather than input."

He says that the revision of goals of the school
system is the responsiQility of the community as well as
of ,educators. He comments that the project is' "very
mu\:h in the developmental stage" (the details for the
format of the new system should be worked out by
fiscal 1973) and that there has been little opportunity
thus far for community response.

'Brennan summarizes a basic difference between his
current job and his former role as principal.

Looking back on his term as principal at Blair,
Brennan considers the initiation of the Metropolitan
Studies course, the Extended Educational Opportu?ities

589-5400,589-5400

~Pizz,a Kitchen
8640 Floww Ave.

,10 "Stu~..t OilCOUht

.~ this coupon

Reacting with greater
skepticism, Polly added that
"the program is ridiculous
because we're like little toys; we
step into the adults'
postition ... like its a little
_game."

Interviewers and Management Trainees
SUmmer or Permanent Employment

CALL Mr. Queen 935·5850
Monday·Friday 12·4

'Like a game'

Full or Part Time

Hours Flexible.

Men and Womem Women Eligible
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Must be 17 or over

Office in ColI';ge Park

Starting SALARY $320 per month

(C.OUNTY. fr~m page 2)

Council Clerk, Directors of the
Office of Information and the
Transit Commission respectively.

Reactions toward Student
County Government Day were
mixed as some students doubted
the value of "imitating" county I

officials while others felt that ~

they gained an insight into the
operations of local government.

Barbara assessed the program,
stating, "it's made me realize
that if I want something
accomplished, I'm going to have
to have to act politically in order
to get something of substance
acc0!llP}i~ed."

County government day

students with a Latin study, is not a criterion." The
background, who have been here teacher aids will be basically
several years," since the majority teaching E~glish and therefore
of the children who, are to their "primary work will involve
receive benefit from ,this speaking English slowly, simply
program are native' Latin and succinctly."
American. The students will receivl

Any senior who needs three pre-service and in-service training
or less credits to graduate will during the remainder of this
qualify as an aid in the program year. The sign-ups and training
for elementary and junior high sessions will begin on
schools. To be eligible for the Wednesday, May 27 and will be
Blair program the student needs continued throughout EEOP
to have not more than four . periods.
credits lacking for graduation. Initial sessions will deal

mainly with the basics of second
According to Cortner, language teaching. In future

"acceptance will be based on sessions the' group will evaluate
maturity and willingness to take their classroom experiences and
on responsibilities. Academic receive guidance from the
achievement as reflected in co-ordinater and other ESOL
grades, or foreign language specialist~

r"'IC8'OF'~YDa: .
, '!lil_, 8poft~ To-t=onnII 1=....
Two FtdI Flooft Of F*'a. &cb a..e.....-.

2309 UNIVERSITY, BLVD. W•• ·WHEATON. MARYLAND
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Cortner to train Blair
student English tutors.

Model Railroed
Center

IOSI·R Rockville Pike
,Rockville,. Met. 762-4499
lVIodel RailrC)adi Exclusive

by ANN CASTELLOT

A new inter-school program
has been initiated by Mr.
Edward Cortrit:r, a teacher of
English for Blair's foreign
students.

The program. will include
teaching 'and providing
individ ual tutoring assistance
both in elementary and junior
high schools and. directly at
Blair.

The program's design gives
special consideration to "English
for Speakers of. Other
Languages" (ESOL students).
Since elementary and junior high
schools lack the facilities and
teachers needed to educate
foreign language students, Blair
will offer them the assistance of
teacher aids.

Blairites inyolved with the
project will teach ESOL students
who are unable to successfully
maintain the pace of learning in
their regular classes due to a
language barrier. Cortner would
like to "especially interest
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-Candidates spotlight reform
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there will be no basis for such
apathy. To make students more
aware of SGA on the county
level, she plans to distribute
news letters and press releases.

Terri who has served Student
Government 'as a' cabinet
member, feels that "an excutive
should be able to carry out what
the representatives want, and for
this reaSon, should have
experience in both legislating

, and carrying out."
The . only secretarial

candidate, ,Doris believes that
SGA "is doing a good job, but it
could be better." She states that
as secretary, she would listen to
legislative assembly, and "help
them get what they want." She
believes Student Government
cannot benefit students who'
don't kn(lw enough aboll~ _
StuMnt -Government to feinf --.,
what they want. Therefore, it is
SGA's job to know ''what the
students want and encourage
their sl,1ggestions."

fB::;;;;:l
1m: contr01}ersY:t
!~::: reuJI.lations :::j!j
f~ e .,.,. , .::::~

Terri West
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"Many projects I had to initiate'
myself, outside of Student
Government." Next year,
however, she hopes to make sure

of meat that -is found in a hot
dog is beef. ,

Next, Nader turn'ed to the
question of the role of the
corporation in foreign affairs.
While corporations report a firm
stand on the conviction of
complete political neutrality,
they are simultaneously
producing .armaments used in
the Vietnam war.

Also as chairman of the,
bulletin board committee, she
states, "The bulletin boards have
drawn a positive response from.
the students, and I would like to
continue the project next year,"
Terri also believes that "Movie
Night should be held more
often, since it benefits both
students and Student
Government."

Discussing Student apathy
Terri says there has been "a basis.
for it this' year, since Student
Government hasn't done one
major, thing." ~he adds that (DEBATE, from page 21

responsibility" for deciding the
propriety of assemblies rests
with the " individual school
principal. ,

While' Gleason, has .criticized
. the school board, Mrs. Hilberg
stressed, I ,.''The ,Board of
Education is.gi.veIHIAIIH8¥--Ql~...:-r.

,policy. As· elected school board
officials, they are as responsible
t<,> their. constituency as the
councilmen·are to t~eirs."

"We felt "at this time that
there was no reason to meet
with the Council. We sent them
a policy stat~ment; It was felt by
board members that - this was
adequate,", ~s. Hilberg added.

, A similar controversy arose at
Blair in March when a staff
member of the Quicksilver
Times attempted to distribute
the paper. He also received
criticism after he gave Blair's
POTC class a lesson in growing

"Corporations must be marijuana.
forced to bear the The school board policy will
responsibilities for their come up for review on June 1.
products after they are sold," .--'~-----------J
Nader exclaimed. "By virtue of
their power, they must stand in
the forefront on public issues."

Nader concluded by urging
people to organize at the local
level and bring pressure to bear
on - corporations abusing their
power.

"This is the challenge and
, responsibility facing the college

student and the educated citizen
today. To ignore it (corporative
abuse of power) is the ultimate
'coP out.'''

KORTH FOTO
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588-1932'
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FeClturing the Senior Class

Show Photos from

He cited what he termed as
another "myth" by saying that
the people in this country have
become brainwashed into
believing that the drivers are
solely to blame for highway
accidents. Many of these
accidents would have been
avoided, Nader said, if the auto
industry had installed safety
devices '(ie: the collapsible
steering wheel) designed up to
60 years ago.

He said that two years ago
one company developed a
bumper air bag that, inflating
automatically in a critical
fraction of a second, would
enable an automobile to
withstand im impact of 60
m.p.h. with no harm to the
driver. •

Another example of
corporative non-use of power at
which Nader aimed censure is
the lack of "quality
competition" and the practice of
"fraud" on the part of the food
industry.

The public is being deceived,
he said, by corporate advertising.
The "all beef" hot dog label, for
example, does not signify ~hat

the consumer is getting a hot
dog made only of beef. It means
that whatever small percentage

Basing her platform on
curriculum reforms and Student
Government projects, Terri
believes that "Students should
be able to audit courses without
grades and mandatory
attendance." She strongly 'favors
Student Government projects,
many which she started herself.
She says that the evening
'recreation program "has been a
success this year, and should be
in effect during the entire year."

matter of SGA's debt, Fox states
"It would be a good idea if
Student Government in the
future receives some of the
activity ticket money in order to
create a better budget, and be
able to purchaSe supplies
without going into debt."

F ox favors curriculum
reforms such as a check-in
homeroom and students being
able to audit classes. He states,
"EEOP was tremendous, the
opportunities for curriculum
reform are unlimited, only
increased student involvement is
needed." He further states that
SGA needs a catalyst to get
started, especially "an effective
orientation program which will
<:reate student interest from the
very start."

Fox served on the steering
committee of the Takoma Park
Action Forum, and worked on
COAC. He also has participated
in many SGA planning project,
now serves on the legislative
assembly, and is a member of
Key Club. I

Bill Fox,

MAG1ZIIIES

Ralph Nad,er_
The 36-year-old- "consumer

watchdog" next focused on the
area of highway safety and he
attacked the auto industry for
not concentrating its efforts on
designing a safe automobile.

(Nader published his
best-selling book, "Unsafe at
Any Speed,'" a devastating
account of the
designed-in-dangers of American
automobiles in 1965.)

symbol an emblem of six
b ,e I chi n g s m 0 k e s ta c k s
representing a sign of progress.

Throughout his talk, Nader
stressed the need for "pollution
prevention, not pollution
abatement."

international organization of
SGA, and communication with
students. Fox stresses that "Blair
isn't a school with only one type
of student, it is more like a
miniature version of outside
society."

He believes that "formal
homeroom meetings would lend
the opportunity to get imput
from the vocational, and other
student groups not represented."

Citing,the success of the senior
class, in getting students
Involved, Fox feels SG can do
it, too. It strongly believes that
there is much "unap'plied talent
walking around Blair.

Expressing 'himself on the

WHEATON NEWS STAND
7M1I UNIVERSITY BOULEYARD., W.

... -14 ••

CJ-IFF 10TES STUDY SEfMS

IOOIS.

General Motors served as the
prime target for Nader's attack
of this non-use of power - both'
in the areas of air pollution and
highway safety. Blaming the first
area on the "infernal internal
combustipn engine," he stated
that GM contributes 35% by
tonnage of the air pollution in
this country.

Nader stated that measures
weren't being taken to stop
pollution because the public in
general doesn't seem to realize
the damage that is occurring.
Until recently, the Republic
Steel Companv had as its

Ralph Nader, Chairman ,of
the ;Board,.~enter for the Study
of RespbnSlve Law, ,and a
nationally 'dynamic and
controversial figure, addressed
over 1,000 participants at Blair's
auditorium' last Thursday
afternoon. .

Nader, a crusader for' the
consumer, began his talk with an
attack on corporations in
general. Declaring that the
government is merely "an
extension of the corporate
structure" which is "an agent for
the states," he stated that
corporations "the most
concerted, 'powerful force" in
the country today
"manipulate the regulatory
state."

Speak~toBlair·audienc~

-:N;,j,il~r(J,ssdils -big business

. (CANDIDATES, from page 11

have representation from "all
segments of the student body,
not just the' college , bound
academic students."

Eaton, who moved here last
year from Wisconsin, served there
as chairman o( the curriculum
revision committee. He
participated in politics as
chairman of the Special
Assemblies committee.

Jacobs bases his, platform on
the idea that Student
Government should be
concerned. with the immediate,
future at Blair. He says that
"Student Government shmlldn't
concern itself with curriculum'
projects which may take three or
four years to materialize on the
county level."

Furthermore, Jacobs believes
the ,ombudsm'an to be ineffective
declaring, "The 'ombudsman gets
the run-ar<>und from the
administration." Instead Jacobs
suggests that "It would be a
good idea for Mrs. Lavery, or
any, lldmlnistnitor in charge of
complaints to hold open house
for students to air their
'complaints," adding it is now
"hard to see administrators."

Last year, Jacobs served. in ' '
various Student Government
committees:' This year, he acts as
president of the legislative
'assembly. Aiso, Jacobs has been
involved' in the Annual Show,

, and is a membef of Key Club.',
Vice-presidential . candidate

'Fox, basically 'agrees with, the
two latter 'candidates on. the
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SILVER CHIPS

Blazers relllain inconsistent
the play of Buddy Helton, who
continues to hit well (0432), and
the pitching of Swarthout, who
only needs some hits behind him
to win. He has lost three games
this season by the scores of 1-0,
3-0, and 1-0.

Blair will play Kennedy at
home on Tuesday to round out
the season. Whether we win or
not will depend on which end of
the inconsistency scale we are on
that day. But the outlook is
good, for Blair defeated the
Cavaliers in an earlier encounter,
9-0. McMahan will pitch for the
Blazers.

This year's junior varsity
baseball team ended its season

.with a 4-4 record. But they had
to overcome many problems
concerning losses of players to
reach the .500 level.

They were hurt tremendously
by the elevation of
Dunkleburger to the varsity and
the loss of Mark Luckett, who
was batting .800, because of
grades. As a result, the whole
team had to be shifted around in
the field and on that bench in
order to compensate for the
absence of these two key
players. Despite these handicaps,
they lost to Wheaton,
undefeated in - junior varsity
play, by only qne run,. t-!. So,
considering all that has
happened, four wins is not bad.

Pitcher Robert Ralston
should be ready to start next
year for the varsity, while Lynn
Wright will probably take over at'
third base. Both are playing well
for the junior varsity.

his short stint on the varsity as
proven by his fine 0417 average.
If he keeps progressing as well as
he has so far, he should be "the
top catcher in the league as a
junior,"according to Brackus.

Other bri t spots include

good game with decent defense
and hitting."

One of the most pleasant
surprises of tlJ,e season occurred
when sophomore Steve
Dunkleburger was brought up
from the junior varsity. He has

,developed tremendously during

The week before, Blair
played a good game all around,
defeating Sherwood, 10-4. Pat
McMahan, the winning pitcher,
Dichov, and Swarthout all hit
home runs for the Blazers.
Brackus commented, "It was a

Wheaton right fielder was hit in
the face by a high fly ball
(fortunately he was unhurt) and
Paul Pullins lost a pop fly. This
and a poor pick-off attempt
placed a Knight baserunner on
second and an ensuing base hit
brought him around.

Junior Varsity pitcher Robert Ralston slides into third base ahead of the tag by his Northwood
opponent. The Blazers won the game to even their record at 4-4. Photo by Dave Stovall

he stranded baserunners on third
and second during two Blazer,
scoring threats.

Gianiny toyed with Blair
hitters with a low, live fastball
and fine control. But it took an
unearned run in the sixth to beat
John Swarthout, wh9 was

ipitching a fine game himself. He
allowed only three hits.

The game was actually
decided by the sun that day. The
sky was absolutely clear and
anything hit high to the right
side of the field was caught by
the sun and not the fielders. The

by ED TSOY

Yes terday 's season finale
against Kennedy was rained out
in the top of the fifth inning
wUh the score tied 0-0.

The same erratic play that
plagued the Blazers earlier in the
season is still evident on the field
and at bat. A record of 5-8 has
been the undesirable result.

Poor fielding and hitting
caus.."1! the Blazer loss to
Einstein, 4-3. Baseball Coach Ed
Brackus stated that,' "We gave
them the game. We should have
had six or seven runs instead of
three, and we gave them three
ru!1s on poor plays i.n the field."

In their worst effort of the
season, the Blazers also lost to
lowly Rockville, 10-2, a team
Blair had previously beaten, 4-1.
"It was unbelievable," lamented
Brackus. "That was the worst

) Blair game I have seen in my two
ryears here. Every play was a

,. misplay and no one did anything
right. We looked worse than any
tea m around." Rockville
collected ten hits to Blair's four.

But just two days before, the
Blazers played one of their best
games of the season in a losing
e-ff-er-t tv league-leading
Wheaton, 1-0. Fred Gianiny beat,
Blair for the second time this
year giving up only two hits. He
also bore down in the clutch as

Bulletin

OUTSTANDING ATHLETES

Soccer: HERBERT LEADBEATER
Football: MIKE DICHOV
Cross Country: JIM KREKORIAN
Wrestling: PAT McMAHON
Rifle: ROBERT STRAHL
Basketball: EDWARD STEWART
Tennis: JOHN CASTEL LOT
Baseball: EARL WOLFE
Track: JOEL HARMAN
Golf: BOB PITZER

r
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excellent grades, and
tremendous character and heart.
The award is in honor of
Douglas Martin, a 1-962 Blair
graduate and athlete who died in
Vietnam.

The "Outstanding
Sportsmanship Award," went to
Mike Dichov for being a truly
fine representative for Blair both
on and off the playing field.

Other recipients of the
"Coache,s' Award for Athletic~.'l"""'-~---------_

Excellence" were: Jim' LEARN YOUR WAY
Krekorian, Richard Wides, Mike' TO HIGHE' R p',.Y.
Dichov, Marion McCallister, III
Steve Marques, Joel Harmon,OR BETTER GAMES AT
and Pat McMahon. TEMpLE'

SCHOOL
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Hopeman won the "Richard
L. Brown Award," the most
coveted of all Blair's athletic
awards, signifying the pinnacle
of athletic excellence. He also
won a "Coaches' Award for
Athletic Excellence," for
lettering in three sports
(football, wrestling, and track),
and a silver charm for setting a
new' record in the pole vault' A thletes showed their

( f V. ,appreciation by asking coaches
event _ 12 t. 11

1
4 inch_~s). to accept tokens of their esteem.,

Mr. Julian Rainwater, Mr. Vince
Earl Wolfe became the first Pugliese, Mr. John Zarubaiko,

recipient of the "Douglas Martin' Mr. Myron Hanke, and Mr. 'Jack
Memorial Awar~," given for,: Wofford were such recipients. '.

Hopeman wins award
. .

as Blair,,!!:!,!!~,!~, of year
by GARY HATTAL

,Ross Hopeman! Ros!
Hopeman! 'Ross Hopeman! was
the cry, as Montgomery Blair's
Varsity Club, parents, friends,

!ili and coaches, paid tribute to our
school's finest athlete this y~ar

at the varsity club's award
banquet May 25.

Photo bY Bill Korth

Earl Wolfe firmly plants his foot on the bag as he beats out an
infield hit.,

~
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New doubles team leads
netmen to tournament

LinksDlen finish 0.7;
future looks brighter

County Varsity Baseball Statistics

Standings ,

Player AB R H 2B 3B HR BB so 'RBI AVG.
Helton 37 6 16 0 1 2 7 3 9 .432

EtUt Division Dunkleburger 12 2 5 0 0 0 1 2 0 .417

I McMahan 10 1 3 0 0 1 0 3 1 .300
Pullins 40 5 10 2 1 0 3 9 5 .250
Wolfe 29 2 7 2 0 0 3 5 5 .241
Dichov 29 6 6 0 2 1 7 8 2 .207

East Getlsinger 30 5 6 0 1 1 4 16 3 .200,Won Lost Swarthout 28 5 5 0 2' 1 3 7 5 .179,Wheaton 12 1 Lins 34 3 6 0 2 0 1 8 8 .176Springbrook 11 2 Borglda 17 3' 3 1 0 1 7 1Northwood 0 .1768 4' Roth 19 3 3 0 0 0 6 6 2 .158Einstein 6 7
Blair L. Dawes 26 4 4 0 0 0 3 12 3 .154 '

5 8 Luckett 9 0 1 0 0, 0 1 4' 0 .111Rockville 4 g
Kennedy 3 10

,Jackson 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 .000
Sherwood 10

Mele 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000
2 ,Isbell 2 0 0' 0 0 0 1 0 0 .000

S.Dawes 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000

We.t Division Love 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 .000
D. Dawes 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .000
Team Totals 331 47 75 5 9 6 43 96 44 .22'8-

West' Won LOSI
Richard Montgomery 12 1.
Waller Johnson 11 i
Whitman 9 4
Peary 7 6' VOTE June 2, 3, 4
Woodward 4 8'
G aithersbu rg 3 9,

vote VOTE vote Vote VOTE
Churchill 3 10
Beth. - Chev. Chase 2 11:

,.

Call Today 966-6034

3-WEEK

5151 Wisconsin Avenue

Driver Education Course

Take CALVERT'S compact

Board-of-Education-Approved,

CALVERT DRIVING SCHOOL

YOU COULD HAVE BEEN

DRIVING NOW!

With added consistency and
good clutch shots next year's
golf team should be among the
top contenders in the league.

Eisenstadt, Porter, this year's
number one golfer, Morgan, who
has gained invaluable experience
and confidence this year, and
Elkins will be returning for the
Blazers. Along with these
veterans, next year's golf team
will include sophomores Tom
Dietz and John Bridgeman, who
have seen only limited action on'
tl1is year's team.

Regardless of this year's poor
showing, prospects for next year
are enc01uaging.

Throughout the season, the
golf team has relied heavily on
juniors Bob Morgan, Brad
Elkins, and Dale Porter to pick
up the slack that was left when
junior Alan Eisenstadt was
sidelined with a broken wrist at
the beginning of the season.

Prep when the Blazers won this
non-league match, 9-0.

singles entrants. Weichbrod lost
Friday 6-2, 3-6, 3-6. Kensky
drew a bye on Friday.

It is likely that the Blazers
and Knights top doubles teams
will eliminate other competition
and advance to the finals. Blair's
toughest competition should
come from the team from
Springbrook which is third seed.
Wheaton might have trouble
getting past fourth seeded
Whitman.

Blair's only other entry in the
tournament is its top regular
season doubles team. Pat Sidwell
and Morris Field won' their
opening round match 6-4, 6-4,
Friday, over Peary's first" doubles
team.

But Castellot and Cohen are
still in contention for their title.
Between them they have lost
only two league matches;
Castelloi: lost to Snyder and
Cohen lost... to Richard Pearce
of Wheaton 6-1 , 0~6, 3-6.

Cohen will probably have his
chance for revenge if he and
Castellot reach the finals. Pearce
joins Larry Fritz to form
Wheaton's top doubles team; a
team which has been seeded
number one for the tournament. '

, Pearce was on last year's
championship doubles team.

Inexperience and failure to
come across in tight spots caused
Blair's golf team to end its poor
season, 0-7, 'with a loss to
Northwood, 6-3.

The only win in this year's
campaign was against Harker

Bob Weichbrod and Stan
Kensky were the Blazer's only

to clinch the Eastern division
title and go into the finals
against Whitman. Whitman then
took the county title, 3-2.

The county tournament
which determines the best
singles player and doubles team
began last Friday and will run
through this Thursday. Blair has
entered !fix' participants, two
doubles teams and two singles
players.

Blair's one-two combination
of John Castellot and Paul
Cohen stand the best chance for
a.championship, being seeded in
doubles play. Although these
two have played only singles
during the regular season, Coach
Kobren felt that they would
stand a better chance playing
'doubles in the tournament.

Kobren's reason for putting
Casteliot and Cohen at doubles
was not because of a lack of
faith in their ability, but due to
the high quality of singles
competition. Harold Solomon,
last year's champion and one of
the best junior players in the
country, is the singles favorite.
Ward Snyder, a ninth grader at
Kennedy who has been the top
area player in the fourteen and
under category, will offer the
tournament's toughest competi
tion in that age bracket.

JUNE GRADS

Register NOW for

The Best Jobs

8641 Colesville Road
Silver Spria& Md., 20910

.(~1) '87-487',

{J3aJ., Smploymenf eJ~'
OF SILVER SPRING

Bulletin

Close to home
Inexpensive
Accredited

10-1 faculty-student ratio
See your counselor to obtain a catalogue

SMALL & FRIENDLY

BOWIE STATE COlL-ESE

Yesterday, the team of John
Castellot and Paul Cohen
advanced to the semi-finals of
the county tournament by
defeating a team from Richard
Montgomery, 6-1, 6-1.

On Monday, the new doubles
team of John Castellot and Paul
Cohen had no trouble defeating
the first doubles taeam from
Einstein 6-2, 6-0. They were the
only Blair winners, however, as

, the team of Morris Field and Pat
Sidwell, lost to their B-CC
opponents 7;), 5-7, 6-3, and
Stan Kensky lost to the number
one seeded player in the county,
Harold Solomon, 6-1, 6-0.

by BOBSHAVNE

Blair has lost the county
tennis team championship, yet
still stands a good chance to take
the county doubles title.

The netmen were knocked
out of the team standings when

Paul Cohen prepares to serve to his Wheaton opponent, Richard ,they lost to Wheaton on May 12,
Pearce. Cohen lost the match, giving him his first league loss of the 3%-Ph. The Knights' victory

marred the Blazer's perfect
season. Photo by Bill Korth league mark and enabled them
Sportsline-----------.:....--------

Baseball troubles·
---------·-----by Craig Rosenthal

High school baseball could be misleading. Most runs scored in. '
called the forgotten sport. The high school baseball are The home run, perhaps the
crowds are small' and even some unearned. most exciting play in baseball, is
of the most avid sports fans When looking at high school almost completely lacking in
couldn 't care les's who wI'ns or 'f high school because most of the'box scores, )'ou 0 ten see games
loses. where one team has scored more players can't connect solidly

On the professional level; than ten runs on three or four with the ball. A new, more
however, baseball, despite hits. Most of those runs were the energetic baseball would not
football's recent gain in result of errors. Very few people only provide more home runs,
popularity ,is still a enjoy seeing a game filfed with but more base hits as well.
tremendously popular sport. errors instead of hits. If these changes were

There are probably several High school baseball could be initiated into high school
reasons for its low popularity in made more interesting if baseball, I feel that it would be a
:ligh school. A major factor is innovations' such as those more interesting sport to watch
the dominance of the pitcher. In instituted by professional and, consequently, would draw
Montgomery County alone, baseball could be introduced. much larger crowds.
there are several pitchers who
consistently mow down the
batters and allow only on~ or
two hits a game. Even the
average high school pitcher
rarely allows more than one or
two earned runs a game.

Lack of hitting can also make
a baseball game very boring to
watch. Major league baseball
learned this lesson in 1968 when
both the American and National
Leagues had their worst batting
averages ever. After the season
was over, they attempted to do
something about, it. The strike
zone was changed, new, zippier
balls were experimented with,
and various rules to keep the
pitchers honest were installed
into the game. These changes
helped as averages rose last year
and are still rising'this season.

Another cause of disinterest
in high school baseball' is the
tremendous amount of fielding
errors. As mentioned before,
very few high school pitchers
allow more than two earned runs
a game. But this figure is
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FOR
JUNIORS

ONLY
Creative Learning Systems

Information 588-2624

... guarantees to all students
who complete this special
forty-hour program a minimum
improvement of 100 points in
the SAT portion of the College
Entrance Examination.

APPLY IN PERSON DAILY
8 a.m. to 4-:30 p.m.

by JON WIENER

After finishing the regular
season with a 5-5 record, Blair's
track team made a fine showing
at the county meet, finishing
fifth, but then fell to fourteenth
in the state meet behind some
exceptionally strong opponents.

John Gordon finished fifth in
the 100 yd. dash in 10.3 missing
the chancel to go to the state by
one place. :Jim Krekorian placed
third in the 440 yd. dash in
50.5, breaking the previous Blair
record of 50.6; and also placed,
sixth in the 880 yd. run, but did
not place to corripete in this
event at the state meet.

The 440 yd. relay team
finished fifth in their event. At
first it was announced that the
team had finished fourth, in
which case they would go to the
state meet, but by the time' the
awards were given out, they had
been dropped to fifth.

The distance runners did not
Photo by Bill Matthews

Beltway Exits 21 and 22

Monroe Ford

Near 16th St., Georgia ~ve.

Colesville Rd.

,1237 East West H~.

Silver Spring

A number of others have
plans to go out for college';
athletics, but have not received

In football, Jerry Blue and
Ike Karavellas are probably the
only two who will receive
financial assistance to go on in
football. Blue picked up an offer
from Shippensburg State College
(Pa.) and Karavallas has been
scouted by Shepherd College
(W.Va.).

Junior' Jackson and Eddie
Stewart both received offers
from Wilkes Junior-'College- in
Wilkesboro, N.C. Jackson,
however, has expressed a slight
interest in a Florida school run
ir. conjunction with the Kansas
City Royals baseball team.

Huck Redfield can probably
get into the Naval Academy, but
must first go to a prep school
such as Bainbridge Prep (Md.). If
he decides against the Naval
Acaaemy he has offers at two
North Carolina junior colleges,
Nees McRae and South Pines.

Neither John Castell,ot or
Paul Cohen will receive atWetic
scholarships, but both intend to
continue to play varsity tennis.
Castellot will go to the
Rochester Institute of
Technology and Cohen will
attend Wooster College ~Ohio).

seniors,
busily

This coupon ONLY good for

for 1 Free slice
of PIZZA at

'by BOB SHAYNE

Marion McCallister broad jumps to a fourth place finish in the
county track meet. The Blazer team finished fifth out of fourteen
schools.

Like many other
senior athletes are
preparing for college.

Scouts offer- scholarships

Harman's teammate, Ross
Hopeman, might possibly come
up with a better offer based on
his excellent performance in the
state meet. Hopeman has
received an offer from High
Point College (N.C.) and several
other schools, but he has put off
a final decision until after the
meet.

For many, college means the
end of scholastic sports
competition. The keenness of
competition at the college
varsity level eliminates a
majority of lettermen.

Still a few will go on. Some
were lucky enough to obtain
scholarships to enable them to
go farther'.

Of these, perhaps the most
fortunate was champion hurdler
Joel Harman. Harman, who
received a $1,000 track
scholarship to the Universityof
North Carolina, was the only'
Blair athlete to obtain an
athletic scholarship to a major
university.

Coach Gene Doane has spent
a lot of time in getting his
basketball players financial aid.
Every senior on the team can
receive some form of financial
aid.

Mike Dichov will receive a
three-q uarter financial package
from Wesley Junior College in
Dover, Delaware. Anthony Hill'
will also go North having
received a scholarship to Towson
State College near Baltimore.

Issac Hunter, who has been
scouted by numerous
universities, will attend
Laurinburg Prep (N.C.).

Trackmen find good
competitionat meets I

fare well in this meet, with no run the best races of his career in I
one placing higher than eighth in both events, he would have Jostl
the two mile run. In the mile by.3 of a second in both races. I
run, miler Gary Jones pulled a 'Pollard did not place in the I
thigh muscle while leading his discus event in the top three !
heat and was forced to finishers, as his previous best of
withdraw: Had he finished, he 144'2" was beaten by a
would have assuredly placed Whitman opponent who threw
high. 145'7".

Joel Harmon was Blair's only Krekorian also failed to place
double winner, taking the 120, in the top three places in the
yd. high hurdles in 14.5, and 440 yd. dash, his was a different
then barely edging out Bob situation from other Blair
Workman of Walter Johnson for athletes. His county time of 50.5
first place in the 180 yd. low would have captured first in the
hurdles. _ _ event, had he repeated it, fvr the

The field section of the team winner was an Einstein sprinter
was one of the brighter spots of who won in 50.9.
the meet, with Fritz Pollard The one highlight for Blair at
taking fourth in the discus with the state meet was the pole
a throw of 143' IOYZ", Marion vault. In this event, Hopeman,
McCallister ta'king fourth in the became state champion as he
running broad jump, and Blair cleared 12'6" to beat out all the
sweeping the first two other contenders.
placements in the pole vault. In
that event, Ross Hopeman
repeated his performance as
county champion by clearing 12'
and taking Ist place, with Carlos
Melendez capturing second.

The state meet was, however,

A hI h II
quite different from the county

t t 0 eges meet.e es C oose C McCallister did not place in
, the long jump since a J?arkdale

financial assistance. Soccer contender shattered the state
record and outdid McCallister'splayers Bert Leadbeater, HII'

WahIne, and Mathew Zacchaeus best jump by over 3 feet.
Harmon did not place in

are among a group attending either of his hurdle events, as he
MCC. Neal Gold plans to go to was beaten by i!I Crossland
Towson. Baseball players Earl competitor who completely
Wolfe and Dave Borgida plan to destroyed the state records in
play for Colgate and Ru'tgers both events. Even if Harmon had'
respectively. , .
"·~fL,,~~A"~~~_Vfi"t:A-§A~-A~A-g~~~,':;:CD·._~A-~_V..Jr'l,'T;,II1

GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL. ' ,

'IN JUNE
OH WHAT A PRETTY' TUNE!!

-THEN WHAT?
Our business at GE ICO is insurance and

we believe that your first job is
'good IN'SURANCE for 'you and your

future. By working at GEICO
you can do your own thing and

at the same time, help us do ours.
You owe it to yourself to

check what GEICO can .offer you.

BEGfNNING CLERICAL
$82.00 to $95.00 per week

(Consideration for merit increase in 3 months)

TYPISTS
$90.00 to'$93.00 'per week
(45 w.p.m;·-Consideration for merit increase in 3 months)

Opportunity for Advancement Paid Vacations & Holidays'
Regular Salary Increases Liberal Employee Benefits
Working Hou.rs - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Group Hospitalization
Monday through Friday Group Life Insurance
Hot Shoppe's Catered Cafeteria Excellent Working Conditions

APPLY NOW--BEGIN· ANYTIME
AFTER GRADUATION

MIKE~ 'IZZA PALACE GEICO
(if the varsity beats the faculty in the big game today).

Call' 588·2068·
for the results.

5260 Western Avenue
Chevy Chase, Maryland

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
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Mandel signs p ledge bill

Next year's Legislative
A.ssembly will be all new,'
containing no hold-overs from
last year. One of the chief
problems of SG this year,
according to Eaton, was the lack
of communic&tion between the
executive' and legislative
branches. "Bill (Fox) will be
presiding over Legislative
Assembly a good deal of the
time so there will be more of a
link with the executive."

Eaton also wants to hold the
SG workshop right after the
sophomore class elections so
that everyone in SG can get
acquainted before the end of the
year. Tho~gh the Cabinet will

EATON, 31

measure. Jeff Chadwick a junior
L e gisla tive Assemblyman,
opposes the bill "not because I
am against the Pledge but
because I am against forcing kids
"to say Ie' Senior Eli Goldblatt
remarked, "I don't care about
the Pledge one way or another,
but I won't say it on principle."

Another question
characterizing the controversy
has concerned the protest which
enforcement of the law might
arouse. Student Government
Treasurer Ronnie Lewis stated,
"I think that there might be
some resentmen.t and some
protest but I don't think there
will be any trouble."

they have decided to consolidate
some of the present committee's
into one. Some of the new'
Committees that they navl;:
decided to institute are an
Academic Committee,
concerned with curriculum
development and change, a
Communications Committee
which will inform the student

.body of SG projects, a special
committee set up to get more
students and teachers involved in
SG, and a Constitution
Revision Committee.

at

Students speak
graduation

The class of '70 will end their four years of high school
with a graduation ceremony at Cole Field House on
Wednesday June 17 at 2 p.m. Lawrence Wyatt from the Board
of Education will present the diplomas to each student.

The traditional wearing of red gowns for the boys and
white gowns for the girls will be followed and the
once-traditional using of student speakers, which had been
discontinued in the last several years, will be reinstated.

Guest speakers will be replaced by five students from the
senior class. According to Senior Class President Ken Shiffrin
the class officers made the decision to have student speakers
"with popular support" because of the "general
dissatisfaction" with the preceeding guest speakers.

In a competition open to all interested seniors, speakers
were chosen by a committee, including Dr. Curry, Mrs.
Johnston, Mrs. Kandel, and Mrs. Snyder. The three winners,
Bob Baum, Ellen Cohn and Steve Marques, were chosen for
"tlteir delivery .and the content."

Pat Smith, Senior Class Vice-President, will give the opening
address followed by the other three students and Senior Class
President Ken Shiffrin delivering the closing address.

Craig Eaton

the need for almost twenty
different committees, which
they considered too many, so

Mrs. Rosemary Hilberg,
Chairman of the Board, who also
opposes the measure, stated that
the Board will wait until the
decision of the court has been
handed down before taking any
action.

came out in opposition"to' the.
bill. "I sent a letter to Anne
Arundel (County) opposing the
bill. I think that it (the bill) was
very unwise and hardly
enforceable. He stressed that the
County cannot act until the
court reaches a final decision.

Mu~h of the reaction by Blair
students has been against the
"compulsary" aspects of the

over

Eaton~ SG president
plans reorganization

of the student body. "Students
expect a great many things from
their student government," said
Eaton. "These things can only
be accomplished from a position
of strength, and you can't have a
position of strength unless you
have organization. Next year
we'll be organizing like crazy."

Outlines committees
Eaton and Fox have already

worked out a rough outline of
what committees will make up
next year's cabinet. They saw

Dr. Homer Elseroad,
Montgomery County
Superintendent of Schools, also

by Kent Woods

After hearing the speeches,
seeing the posters, reading the
position papers, and sampling the
free lollipops, Blairites went fo
the polls last week and elected
next year's Student
Government. They chose Craig
Eaton for President, William Fox
for Vice President and Doris
Pullins for Secretary.

Next year's Senior Legislative
Assembly will consist of Susan
Donoghue, Nick Falco, Teri
Johnson, Cathy Mathis, David
Markowitz, Mark Moats, Renee
Pelletier, Lisa Shanley, and
Leslie Strandt.

The Junior L.A. will be
comprised of Sharon Buckalew,
Robert Corey, Rita Karpin,
Molly Maloy, Frank Pierce, Sue
Seaton, Joyce Thorpe, and
Stephen Val. The position of
treasurer will remain unfilled
until an election can be held
early next year. No one ran for
that office.

Plans SG organization
According to Eaton, one of

the primary goals of his
administration will be to
organize SG into a
well-functioning government
which is responsive to the needs

While signing the bill, Mandel
stated, "I don't think you can
dictate or legislate patriotism."
Mandel said he signed the bill
because "The only way to settle
the matter is to have an
immediate court case."

He later stated that Attorney
General Francis Burch believed
that "the measure appeared
constitutional but that there
were serious doubts as to
-whether the courts would
uphold it." Burch also said that
the law would be "virtually
unenforceable."

Dr. McNelis was selected from
twelve candidates who
completed a Montgomery
County Public School leadership
training program.

Dr. McNelis is enthusiastic
about working at Blair. "I'd like
to see Blair remain the top
school in the county. I'd like·tl~

help it stay that way."
Principal Dr. Paschal J.

Emma, who has been working at
Blair for several months now,
hopes to see the development of
some special classes for
unmotivated students and a
special tutorial program for low
ability students utilizing teachers
who' do not have a full schedule.
He plans to continue the EEOP r

program Wednesday afternoons
and feels that the large
assembly-type programs have
been the most successful.

by Jon Ph ill ips

On May 26, Maryland
Governor Marvin Mandel signed
a bill making the recitation of
the Pledge of Allegiance
compulsory for all public school
studen-ts in Maryland. Mandel
then called for an immediate
court test of the bill's
constitutionality.

A suit challenging the bill has
already been filed with the aid
of the governor~ office by
August Lundquist. an Anne
Arundel school teacher. Circuit
Judge Matthew Evans will
prevent the bill from taking
effect until the arguments of
both sides are heard.

afternoon or vice versa." He
would like to see these
non-college oriented Blairites get
involved in community
industries such as auto or
airplane service and repair,
which have a potential for high
earnings.

Marder also hopes "to set a
different tone or mood at Blair.
I want Blair students to feel that
it is a place of study and
learning, that socializing is of
secondary importance,"

Dr. Mc Nelis will be' a
newcomer at Blair next year. He
taught at Northwood for
eight years and at St. Mary's
College in St. Mary's City,
Maryland, for two years. He is
presently an Associate
Professoric Lecturer at G.W. and
a community coordinator at
John F. Kennetly High School.

New officials take
Administration turnover

by Kent Woods

Montgomery Blair will begin
the 1970-71 school year with an
almost completely new
administration in charge.

The departure of Principal·
William. F. Brennan in January
and of Assistant Principals John
Freeman and Paige Johnson this
spring amounts to an almost
complete turnover from a year
ago with only Assistant Principal
Lenore Lavery remaining.
. Mr. Stuart Marder and Dr.
Robert E. McNelis will assume
the duties of Freeman and

-Johnson under the official title
of Administrative Interns.
According to Marder,
Administrative Internship for
future Assistant Principals is a
co u nty policy designed to
acquaint them with all the
various duties that an assistant
principal may have. "Assistant
principals are given specific
assignments," explained Marder,
"whereas in the course of the
school year, the Interns will
exchange places, so that by the
end of the year, I will know
about such varied areas as
guidance, attendance, discipline
and school maintenance."

Marder, who has taught
Biology at Blair for sever.al years
and this year also worked in the
attendance office, is well aware
of Blair's problems and has some
ideas of his own on how to deal
with them. "My biggest goal,"
said Marder, "is to try to get the
school to be a more meaningful
experience to more kids." He
plans to make "a real effort to
involve more students, especially
students who are now having
trouble with regular courses, in a
work-study program where they
would be in school in the
morning and on the job in the
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attended part of the 'day's
classes. This would not be
acceptable and a student wishin~
to leave would have to be
excused by a school authority.

The second innovation wilt be
the to tal abolishment of
attendance as a grade criterion.
Teachers will not be allowed to
give an "E" or "0" for the day
for an illegal absence or
excessive tardiness.

The attendance office is
concentrating much of its efforts

on "chronic truance." Mr. Marder
has stated that he tries to
persuade students to resume
regular class attendance and
realize that they are "cheating
themselves out of a potential
high school education."

Dr. Philip E. ~nault, head of the foreign
language department for Montgomery County,
visited Mrs. Alice Koch's French VI class on
Monday to discuss the county's French
curriculum.

The students, who upon Liz Symond's
suggestion had requested his presence, felt that
they had "first hand experience" and knew the
.strengths and weaknesses of the French program.

The students stressed the need for more
conversation and for "more integration of the
different areas (grammar, literature, etc.)," said
Vicki Bor.·

The students who participated in the dialogue
felt that it was "very frank" and that Dr.
Arsenault had, according to Emily Rosenthal,
"reacted very favorably."

Emily also felt that the students "got a lot of
insight into the problems of what the Board of
Education has to face with the French program."

In summing it up Liz Symonds declared that
she felt "Rockville is listening."

Students talk
to Arsenault

ELECTRIC CLOTHES

Bring in this ad and get a 10% discount
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11151 Viers Mill Road, .Wheaton, Md.

922 Ellsworth Drive
Silv. Spring, Md.

No matter what you
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SOLAR PLEXUS

effect for the 1970-71 school
year.

The essential differences
between this year's policy and
the recommendations of· the
Student-Faculty Committee are
those of the parent's excuse
letters and the influence of
illegal absence and tardiness on
students' grades.

Under the new policy, a
parent would be required only
to state that he had knowledge
of the student's whereabouts
during the period he was absent.

The exception to this role is
the ex-post facto letter, which
the guardian would write to
excuse a student's departure
from school after he has

MAI'ZIIII

Students~ faculty~ law
set attendance policy

by Ann Castellot

The recommendations of the'
Student-Faculty Committee and
the state law regarding class
attendance will help formulate
the bulk of next year's
attendance policy.

According to Dr. Paschal J.
Emma, the policy announced
over the public address system
on May 5 will continue to be
enforced. The policy emphasized
that "cutting of homeroom or
classes will not be tolerated and
will result in communications to
parents and suspension from
school."

The result of these more
stringent methods in dealing
with class cutting, has been an
increase in homeroom
attendance. Prior to the
crackdown, the daily absence list
ran about four to five pages long
and numbered about five
hundred students. Recently the
absence report has diminished
from two to two-and-a-half
pages, encompassing
approximately two hundred
fifty students.

The policy suggested by the
Student-Faculty Committee will
be considered and decided upon
over the summer. If it is
adopted, and Mr. Marder has
"indicated .he things it will be,
then the policy will go into

pro Arsenault expounds on curriculum possibil
ities for the French program.

~ .
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by authorities in each field and
would be standardized
county-wide. fr -~-

.-,. "Every student in every
classroom shouid afso know how
he is doing, learning activity by
learning activity, during as well
as after the course of his
instruction," the report states.
Also, if there is an apparent
mismatch between student 'or
teacher or student and course,
an adjustment should be
initiated "without undue delay."

• The system )1lust continue
to support innovation in
evalu a tion and re porting
practices. Administrators should
make the objective's and
procedures of new methods of
evaluation clearly understood to

'all those affected by the change.
Abolish letter grades

• Specifically, "all
elementary schools would
abolish letter grades in grades
1-4" employing instead. more
constructive .forms of evaluation,
such as narrative teacher reports
and conferences. They should
have local option as to grading
system in grades 5 and 6.

Pass-fail evaluations

• "Secondary schools should
. at their 0 p tio n initiate pass-fail
evaluations for any or all of their
courses in 'which credits are not
required by state law for
graduation," the report says.
(Montgomery County currently
requires 4 credits in English, 3
credits in social studies, and 2
credits in each math and
science.) Pass-fail' would not be
averaged into class rank,
determining instead only
whether or not a student
receives credit for the course
work. The board inay adopt
pass-fail for all second semester
senior courses, in which case th~

above requirements will be
modified. On the secor.dary
level, pass-fail grading shou d be
at student option where pa s-fail
can be offered (courses lither
than those required). Pass-fail is
defined as being a grading
system where a student either
passes and receives course credit
or fails.

hm&liate evaluations

• Teachers should evaluate
.and return all papers to students
as soon as possible in order to

iSee GRADE SYSTEM. plIlJe 5!
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The first "Progress Report"
put forth ten basic
recommendations which the
'committee elaborated upon in
the recent report. Basically they
were as follows:

• bvery student should ~
aware of what is expected of
him in each and every course.
The Board should set up a
minimum set of skills to be
required for successful
completion of a course. (Upon
completion of a "minimum set"
the student would be subject to
a pass-fail grading system.) Each
"minimum set" would be a step
in a "step by step" learning
process, explains Dr. Childers. ~.
"These sets would be formulated ~

by Steve Schwartz

A recently released report has:
recommended to the
Montgomery County School
Board new guidelines on grading
and evaluation, with the hope of
providing a basis for the change
of our present "obsolete"
grading system.
-This paper, the second and.;
final report of the Study
Committee for Grading and
.Reporting Practices,
recommended among other
things, an optional pass-fail
'grading system for all
.non-required junior and senior
high school courses.

Eliminlte wadilYd system

Originally initIated through
.the efforts of Dr. Homer O.
Elseroad, County Schoof
Superintendent, the committee
consists of a wide-ranging
cross-section of County parents,
teachers, students and other
administrative personnel. The
committee is headed by Dr.
Alton J. Childers, Area 11
supervisor.

Dr. Childers explains that the
recommendations were basically,
written "to strengthen
evaluation of students (in their
schoolwork) by teachers, by
eliminating the present
misunderstanding of grades."
. . Through its study of what it '
considers the "inequities" of our
grading system and others
throughout the country,
co n d ucting surveys, holding
discussions, etc., the committee
strove to bridge the chasms
which the present system leaves.
They felt that grades often did
not evaluate correctly or justly
the individual's educational
performances.

tr::::========:::=~-'.{
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Grade system
titled obsolete
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itirJerary for activities such as
elections and homecoming. Also,
Eaton is planning to wo~k this
summer as a page on Capitol Hill.

SG to rem~in neutral
This past year SG has actively

participated. in national political
movements and has voted its
support for such activities as the
October Moratorium and the
Student Strike. A bill, defeated,
was even introduced 'in LA to
vote support for President
Richard Nixon's policy irJ
Southeast Asia.

The new administration
intends to stay away from taking
a united stand on national issues
that divide the very student
body which they represent. "If
SG is to promote an atmosphere·
of academic freedom," Fox
explained, "then we must
remain impartial on political
issues and respect and tolerate
the opinions of others. However,
if Iike-minded students get
together and freely express
themselves as that group, that's
fine."

ESP and the occult, Freudian
psychology, harmonica playing,
photography, folksinging, as well
as at least a score of others. Also
featured have been programs for
large groups, such as movies,
plays, a talk by Art Buchwald
(newspaper humorist), and a
mixed media presentation.

The first year of an
experimental program has been
generally considered a test, and
the future of the program is
similarly dependent upon its
success or failure. Vicki Bor
states in her year-end report on
EEOP that "there has been
much talk as to whether or not
the Extended Educational
Opportunities Program was

thiDp.go

b~th
COke

9 .

by Sue Arshack

WheDyaD paUSI•••

Eaton plans to begirJ work
soon on a student bill of rights
which would clearly outline the
rights of students pertaining to
Blair specifically. It would
include such matters as grounds
for exp",lsion and suspension.

Summer activities planned

The SG officers plan to
accomplish a ·lot of their work
this summer. They will print the
Activities Calendar and the
Activities at Blair booklet, plan a
"d y n ami c" Sop hom ore'
orientation, and work out an

1969-70 was the year of the
Extended Educational
Opportunities Program, better
known as just EEOP. EEOP
began this year as a two hour
period on Wednesday afternoons
during which students could
partIcipate in activities not
offered irJ the regular school·
curriculum.

Many different topics have
been covered in a variety of
formats. Vicki Bor, EEOP
coordinator, says that "the most
well received programs were
speakers, presentations and plays
that you don't get in the regular
classroom or outside, either."

There have been courses in

create more' student involvement
without creating a bureaucracy."

Hopes to erase debt
Right now, SG is $1,600 in

debt. This debt will be partially
alleviated by an expected $1,040
income from the Activity Ticket
sales. This lack of money severly
limits the kind of fund-raising
.projects that SG can hold. "We
must have projects," explained
Fox, "that won't involve a lot of

.irJitial expenses." .

EEOPtermed 'a success'

Photo by Dave Stovall
and Bill Korth

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
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Vicki Bor, EEOP Director
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students can work through."
Eaton feels that the idea of a

Community Board "requires a
lot of work." He warned against
the possibility of a
faculty-ad ministr tlon coalition
and the free use of the
principal's veto. In order to
"iron out the.se problems,"
Eaton will set up a commitree,
hopefully to be headed by Sue
Arshack, which would
irJvestigate and design a viable
Community Board.

Eaton would like to see
student representatives at
faculty meetings. "I thirJk it's
time that students could speak
for themselves," said Eaton.
"Student affairs are discussed at
faculty meetings and I think that
students should be represented."

Communications essential

Eaton would like to see a
representative of Silver Chips on

Creates advisory council his Communications Committee.
To carry out his campaign He feels that the newspaper and

pledge for better representation student government didn't work
for minority groups, Eaton plans together very well this year. And
to create a special advisory while he wants Chips to remain
council to be implemented at the SG watchdog, he would like
the beginning of the next school to see it used to inform students
year. The council would be of SG business. Eaton wants to
made up of representatives of distribute weekly summaries of
the for e i g n stu den t s, . SG progress and hopes "we have
vocationally oriented students the people and the paper to do
and black students. The it."
representatives would be elected Eaton and Fox plan to go out
within the groups' own and talk to as many student
frameworks. For instance, the groups as possible. One plan
Black Student Union will elect would involve their addressing
representatives flom the black the entire sophomore and junibr
community at Blair. "I don't classes through· the history
promise an end to apathy,'; department. "I'm going to
Eaton explained, but I do encourage participation," said
promise an orgamzauon that the Eaton. "We're going to try to
~~~""""""'''';.o''''''''''''''''''''~~~'''SP.........

Mr. Robert C. Maddox will
act as next year's SG advisor.
Maddox has had much
experience with student
government; he was president of
the Montgomery Junior College
SG and treasurer of the
University of Maryland SG.·
Maddox will sit in on the
Legislative Assembly meetings
where attendance will be
mandatory for the members.
"He's going to be a good,
effective advisor," commented
Eaton.

meet first period and the L.A.
will convene fourth period,
Vice~President Fox hopes for
"jOint meetings of the Cabinet
and Legislative Assembly maybe
as often as once a week."

Maddox to serve as advisor

successful this· year. I find it
impossible to say yes, it was, or
no, it was not, because I do not
know in what terms to measure
success.

"If the program is to be
judged by whether people did
have the opportunity to explore
areas not provided in the school
day, then yes, the program was a
success. If, however, success is to
be determined by the relative
number· of students who
remained in school to 'extend
their education,' then it was not
a success."

Mr. Michaelson, Student
Government advisor, says.
however, that he prefers "to view
it (EEOP) as a success because of
the 50% of kids who stayed in
school, rather than as a failure
because of the 50% who chose

Eaton cites need .for involvement:,~:~~n:::~~~.;:::;,~~,:~J • vanety of valuable activIties, not
everyone participated. Thus,
towards the end of the year,
EEOP was made only one hour
long. The purpose being that
perhaps students would stay the
hour to wait for buses and thus
also participate irJ EEOP.
However, Vicki, Mr. Michaelson
and Polly Steinberg, next year's
coordinator, all agree that for
the program to be of real
benefit, it will have to be two
hours in length.

There, are no concrete
changes planned for next year.
But all concerned hope that
students will initiate more
programs, and take more of the
responsibility' for more of the
irJdividual classes. Polly states,
"The most important thing is
that EEOP is a student activity,
and that without student
participation it is a flop. This
year we had the very mirJimum,'
but it made it."

As for involvirJg more of the
student body, Mr. Michaelson
hopes that " ...we will build a
stronger program for the kids we
haven't touched yet."

WASIlINGTOIl COC4CLA IOTTLIMG COM"",,, (IIICCIII~.TlO)
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Mr. Monte

said. "Perhaps the most
significant outcome of .this year
for me, one that came as a real
revelation, was that the students
and the staff have basically the
same problems." He continued,
"Both have pressures from
above, neither likes to waste
time or spend time uselessly, and
in fact the conflict does not
seem to be between people, but
between people and the
institution. Many of our
problems have been created by
the school system and the
system itself needs
psychologizing. It ought to
adapt to the individual to some
extent instead of always the
other way around.."

Monte to vacate
• • •premIer posItIon

it all to

lOWE

My grace and poise;

SHORIN KARATE STUDIO:

Miss Stickley

list of those Blairites, both
students and faculty members,
who had fallen during World War
II, Korea and now in Vietnam.

"Tradition can so quickly
die," she said, adding that she
hoped this tradition of having a
war memorial comer would be
continued.

Miss Stickley views a library
as a place for both research and
for pleasure reading. She stated
that "the library should be a
place where you have a right to a
certain amount of quiet."

DANNEMANN'S
Congratulates
the Graduating
Class of 1970

BOWIE STATE
COLLEG'E

• Oaie to borne
• lnexpen;lve
• Acaedited
• ID-l faculty-student ratio

I ~See-your eOunsdor
~ obtain a catalogue

SMAll & BUEMllY

Stickley retires
Blair, and" for much of the
growth in size and quality of the
library.

When the school was moved
to the present location, her
"pitifully small''t collection was
also taken and relegated to room
C-200. A group of fathers, called
the Blair Papas, gave the library
a suitable place by knocking out
a brick wall and building shelves
for the books. Since then, Miss
Stickley has constantly
expanded the collection until
she was later given the large
library we ha~e today.

Among the accomplishments
during her forty-two years of
service, she takes the greatest
pride in the senior comer, which
she founded and has continued
to maintain. Miss Stickley felt
that the seniors needed a "little
cozy place of'their own." She
added that it was the seniors'
own decision to dedicate their
comer to the war dead. To this
end, Miss Stickley researched the
files and arrived, at an accurate

Miss Elizabeth Stickley, the
founder of Blair's library will
retire from her position as head
librarian after the close of the
summer school session.

The decision to leave was
greatly influenced by her
doctor's advice to assert herself
less and take care of her health.
She "hates to leave the
children," but also feels that out
of fairness to· the students, she
should retire in favor of a
younger replacement who would
be more active and helpful on
the floor.

Her future plans include a·
leisurely trip to Europe, where
she will visit Lisbon, Portugal,
The Hague, Holland, and many
other places where her former
Blairites now reside.

As a teacher and librarian at
Blair since 1928, she has beel}
responsible for the founding of

_the library, in the old school
known as Takoma Park-Silver
Spring-Junior, Senior High
School, which later became

Teacher survey rated
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r _Ends 42 yrs. service

bv c8rol Whiti"'; . t . . . ..... sec IOns on lnl> truchon, in our first goal in that many
Following. the teacher technique, assignments, grading, teachers truly listened to the

evaluations of last March, Scott testing and textbooks. An student sugges'tions and in some
Newson and Liz Symonds, who opportunity for criticism was cases the teacher reported that
formulated the questionnaires, given at the end, yet students he or she would use the ideas to
are now rev.iewing their did not make adequate use of better their courses."
evaluations. With 71 of the 115 the final section..As Liz said, Scott looked at the success
teachers returning their forms, "We had hoped that students numerically when he stated that
they have deemed the project a would give teachers more "we felt that if we got a 50 %
success. personal criticism and ideas for response that it would be an

For n ext year they improving the courses. In this accomplishment. Instead, we got
recommend the distribution of . way, the teaching methods could 62% of the teachers responding,

---two""'-teeeh'e evaluation forms, be improved." though it did not reach those
one just before the first semester The goals of the program teachers who perhaps need it
break and the other prior to were· two-fold, according to Liz. most. By making the program
fmal exams. The basic wording "We wanted to improve the mandatory, we would reach
of the form is to remain the student-faculty communication everybody and get a clear
same. and to improve the teaching at teacher feedback."

Th h' h h ~lair. We were more successful ,
result: 0'f~~~e~~7;~:::t:o~~:ir: ~1II11111111111"111111111111111"1II111111111111111111111111111111111111111111"1II111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!!
could be published, perhaps in ! §
conjunction with the data ==! =__=~
prQce~ing class. But for 1971,
this seems impossible because = =
they do not wish to antagonize =1 =_~
the faculty by "pushing it down
their throats." In order for the
evaluation to be published, they
would have to be mandatory and
both Scott and Liz feel this idea
would receive poor reception
from both Dr. Emma and the
faculty.

One ultimate use of the
evaluations might be as an aid in

muscle tone and trimness;

suggested by former Assistant· § self-assurance and §
Principal Mr. John Freeman at 55 55
the Student-Faculty Committee § feeling of accomplishment. §
meeting at which Newson and § §
Liz presented their plans for the § Come by and meet the man §
eValuation. 55 §

They conducted the teacher §. who taught me these th ings at E
evaluation program March 23. § §
Each teacher ordered the § 10145 Colesville Road E
appropriate number of 55 55
questionnaires which included' E Four Corners Md. §
~_~_~NONO_NO_.-;s § (Beltway Exit 23N) §

----~~~-=-,~~~:~:~~~i~J.~:~~~~~~~!~;~·~:'=t:4~e:.~:~f.tlll."~I:::::::'::"::::lIIl11m"~:~~:::",,nlll:~~:::':".""",,;1
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Committee

now open at 2427 Chillum Road, in the Gem Shopping Center.

Finally, Jones has somr
ad vice for teachers. "Tr
anything and everything. If ........
works donJt-be aid to use..Jh,..•..,.....,

He adds that many new
teachers frequently innovate but
don't question the success of the
innovation. They assume tha\ it
something is new and different,
then it is automatically
successful.

Discipline, one (>< the points
that is stressed b. the new
administration, is ~cessary,

according to Jones. He <. '0 feels
that the administration }. d no
alternative because there were "a
thousand kids cutting every
class."

On protests: Jones agrees
with protesting, as long as they
are peaceful and justified. "The
final end of violence is. a
dictatorship. Violence always '
plays into the hands of.l
totalitarian types."

,
different route. Because of the
great amount of travel involved
in such a trip, Jones recently
figured that in 12 years he has
traveled 150,000 miles- 1riie
leading about 1,000 students.

Even though Mr. Jones has
many extra-eurricular interests,
his prime concern is still with
the school. In this vein he has .
strong feelings on school policy
and procedure.

"Attendance should be
mandatory and enforced. You
can't teach hit and miss. It has
been impossible to construct any
sequence such that you get a
step by step learning process.

"A teacher who doesn't want
his kids in class is a teacher who
doesn't care about kids, who
doesn't care about what he is
doing. He shouldn't be in
school."

grades. Dr. Childers explains that
this is not the case, and has
often been the result of a
misunderstar,ding or ignorance
of the report. He feels that
acceptance depends upon
widespread understanding.

Jones-written play.
He enjoys writing "in an

unusual way. Writing is not easy,
you don't do it out of
inspiration and such. You have
the compulsion and then you
have to develop a habit.

"When you develop the habit,
if you sit around waiting for
inspiration you'll never get
anything done. And when you
have the inspiration you don't
have the typewriter handy."

pass-fail

Jones has not only written
for the printed media, bu t has
also delved into television. In
1966 he' wrote three scripts for
the award winning children's
program "Exploring."

They were written in a
documentary fashion focusing
on the geography of three
different periods in American
history: The Big Push West,
Reconstruction, and the Gilded
Age.

Another of Jones' many
concerns is that of a tour guide
and coordinator. For the past 12
years, he has led the Western
trips, an experience which he
relishes but feels that the
"students are still the ones who
enjoy it most."

These trips usually have
extended throughout the west,
making a circle, so that in going
and . returning they cover a

urges

FOR
College
Bound

Information 588-2624

Board of Education, according
to Dr. Childers. The Board will
evc;ntually adapt, modify, or
drop these recommendations,
but now it is experimenting with
its implementation in various
cuunty schools.

Dr. Childers adds that the
report, which was favorably
accepted by the board, lias been
questioned by some Countians.
Some misbelieve that the report
suggests the entire elimination of

Creative Learning Systems
Special Summer Reading Program

·Speed Comprehension
·Effective Study
• Retention of Materials

catch his ride.
Born in Fez, Morocco,

Chreky came to Silver Spring
with his family in the spring of
1969. Since the family is Jewish,
they had to wait over a year to
get their permission to leave the
country.

Chreky was buried Sunday in
Anacostia.

During his twelve-year stay at
Blair, Mr. Phillip Jones, teacher
of both anthropology and
geography, has proved to be one
of its most colorful personnel.
His many, both intra- and
extra-curricular activities have
ranged the spectrum from
author to tourguide.

Presently , Jones is in the
process of editing his most
recent book, a novel. This book,
however, is only one of four that
he has written; two other novels
and an account of h~ 12 year
tradition; the annual western
tour. His immediate hopes as an
author are to get all four
published. The near future
though shows plans for a

by Steve Schwartz

f
I
: I.

Jones creates novel

.

featuredborn

(GRADE SYSTEM. from page 2)

These recommendations have
been submitted to the County

- --=--

Benjamin Chreky, 17, a
student who will appear in the
WETA feature, was killea May
29 at the intersection of the
Beltway and Route 50. Chreky,
who was hitchhiking, was struck
by a second car as he ran to

different countries and nine
languages represented at Blair.

insure that students receive an
idea of their progress

• "MCPS teachers and
administrators should give
g rea t·ere mph a sis t 0

comprehensive evaluative
dialogues between individual

.students and their teachers," the
report further recommends.

Teacher evaluations

• Teacher evaluation by
students should be tncouraged
and accepted by schocl
administrators if in a form
similar to the one recently'
instituted here at Blair.

MIKE~ 'IZZA PALACE

CALL Mr. Queen 93.5-5850
Monday-Friday 12-4

Full or Part Time

Hours Flexible.

Men and Women Eligible

No previous experience necessary

Must be 17 or over

Office in CoII~e Park

Starting SALARY $320 per month

Interviewers and Management Trainees
Summer or Permanent Employment

Also visit Mike's at 8476 Piney Branch Road.

H'E'LP WANTED

by Robin Katlin

Special guest appearances by Ed Lorinchak on Mondays,

Wednesdays, and Fridays at the new location.

A New

-
----.QIIII'"Z~.--- ............

Mr. Jones

WETA series

Foreign
WETA will feature several of

lllair's foreign students in one
segment of a series called
"People," a program on human
relations which will be shown
nex t year. Mrs. Brenda Holmes
of WETA (channel 26) said she
chose Blair for the site of the
filming (May 26 and 27) because
of its "melting pot" qualities.
She is concerned with native
Americans' ignorallce of the
problems facing foreign
students.

Mrs. Susan Schneider,
sponsor of the Cultural
Exchange Club, and W.rs. Holmes
wrote a script based on in-depth
interviews with foreign high
school students. Oriental, Middle
Eastern and Latin American
students were asked what it is
like to be a foreign student at
Blair. In a short interview with
Mrs. Holmes, Mrs. Schneider
presented the difficulties of
foreign students from a teacher's
point of view. "There is a lack of
understanding and yeople do not
know how to help them," she
commented.

Mrs. Edward Cortner, teacher
of ESOL (English to Speakers of
Other Languages) gave a brief
talk on the number of foreign
students at Blair. There are 51
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Another member of the
faculty proclaimed that I was
disrespectful because I failed to
recognize him. Of course that is
not to say that the faculty lets
me in on their pow-wows or that
every student present was called
on. The parliamentary procedure
transgressed into a sham. It was
unreal. It was also extremely
funny but then again, SG games
are always so amusing.

Well, let me let you in on
another goody. SG completely
balked at a chance of obtaining
some student role in educational
policy formation at Blair by
rejecting the community board.
In a sense, legislative assembly
rejected themselves. They didn't
even want to consider the
possibility of establishing some
SG authority while all the
students are representing now is
mal-content. LA sold. out.
Apparently they just like
pretending to be doing
something.

Now .any member of LA. I
dare you to defend yourselves
because you have nothing to say;
and to the stUdents: if you have
any pride or dignity you will

Vice-presider
I have made many grand

mistakes in my life which have
made me look quite stupid.
Lately my major boo-boo has
been my involvement in high
school politics-that is to say,
student government.

To put it simply, SG is a
large, screaming, ridiculous
fatce. Oh sure, SG runs all the
traditional aspects of Blair High
School with tremendous finesse
and efficiency. There is no
organization around here as cool
at selling Blair hats as good old
SG; but it could, and should and
must be more than that. We are
up to our necks with educational
problems and I thought that a
beautiful way to tackle these
dilemmas would be in SG. How
pathetically wrong I was.
, Power to institute change in
educational policy is the key and
SG doesn't have one flick of it. I
thought SG's major problem was
that they had no power base,
but the honest-to-goodness real
fiasco of SG is that it doesn't
want the power base. They don't
want the power to make things
better-after all they are the
puppets of petty politics and,
believe me, that's so cool and
most of them really dig it.

Let me give you a splendid
case to let you understand the
absurdity of SG. Recently SG
has been hasseling with the
so-called problem of sex
discrimination in service clubs.
SG has the power to make
people unhappy by repealing
se rvic e club charters and,
moreover, they can draw flocks
of angry students into legislative
assembly to view the Blair
political arena. Debate and
argument lash the air. Tempers
flare and eyes. whiten. Sweat!
Fists! Nobody seemed to realize
that our decision meant exactly
one large crock of mashed
bananas. The overall decision is
made by Dr. Emma and
absolutely no one else. All the
way through our hysterical
in tercha n ge, 0 u r sp onsor
interrupted us just to make sure
that we would not get into
trouble or make a foolish
mistake.

Soapbox ---------------j

It w~s in this area, however, that
Legislative Assembly failed the student
body, for they declined to approve the
Community Board proposals. They
failed to recognize that in the Board,
students could be in a position which
they have deserved and lacked as long as
they have attended Blair.

Students are tired of hearing of the
"tremendous potential" which Student
Government possesses; for the cliche has
been used repeatedly without any
results to fulfill the claim. The remedy
to SG's ills can be found only in a
coalition of effective leadership and
widespread student support. Without
the two, "studellt power" means
nothing.

In order to "unionize," it should also
institute frequent referenda and
publicize open Legislative' Assembly
hearings. Encouraging temporary
committees, which interested non-SG
students could initiate to work toward
desired goals, is also complementary to
the cooperative concept. The idea,
included in Student Government
President Jeremy Musher's proposed
and defeated constitution, should not
be deemed "dead" merely because of
the unsuccessful course which the
constitution took.

Presiden t-elect Craig Eaton's
expressed ideas to make Student
Government representative of the many
interests and nationalities of Blair
students are positive signs, especially
considering the isolation of this year's

Student Government. One would hope
that this will be the direction of his
administration. In a similar light, one
must hope that his election campaign is
not indicative of what to expect for
next year, for when the amount of
money one can invest in professional
assistance becomes a factor in the
outcome of an SG campaign, an
issue-oriented, unity-seeking
administration is difficult to foresee.

Perhaps the most constructive
concept for the improvement of
Student Government is that of the
Community Board. Comprised equally
of student, faculty, and administrative
representation, tJ:1e Board would serve as
a realistic means by which students
could communicate ideas to the now
isolated administration and faculty.
Students could also exercise more
power since they would have easy access
to the school officials who now have
total decision-making responsibilities.

abandoned the idea or periodic town
meetings which were instituted last year
to inform students of SG functions and
to provide them with an opportunity to
air their grievances.

The only way that SG can gain the
respect of the student body, faculty,
administration, and community, is if it
obtains a broad-based student support
and' becomes a student "union," not a
student "government" (as if it can
govern to begin with). It must abandon
its elitist appearance and become a
gathering place where students can·
present ide;ls, initiate programs, and see
actual results ..

We have heard a lot about the great
"communication gap" which separates
SG officers from their constituents. The
phrase has unfortunately become a
monotonous cliche, for it is this split
which prevents Student Government
from exercising any of its deserved
power. Its presence can be seen in most
of Student Government's functions,
efforts, and non-efforts.

The Extended Educational
Opportunities Program (EEOP) presents
possibly this year's only sign of SG
asserting itself to alleviate a problem
which exists at Blair and probably in the
.ontgomery County school system as a

whole. This effort is to provide students
with an opportunity to pursue subjects
absent from the regular school program

as well-directed and necessary if
hool is truly to become an effective

ducational instItUtion.
Numerous programs appeared
rqyghout the EEOP year, representing

wide variety of interests. But,
n~vertheless, as the year proceeded,
attendance became progressively scant;
as the spring months arrived, empty
classrooms and deserted halls became

nplace.

Student Government produced little
concrete evidence that it extended itself

eyond EEOP. Its membership
mained a select elite, basically
v rced from the bulk of student

feeling.
\ ile student input was virtually nil

ar, SG did little to open available
urage any appreciable

he organization

-.......---
Jl he most obvious cause of slackening

student interest in EEOP was that the
efforts behind the program were
pasically one-sided with the EEOP
coordinator taking most of the

itiative; student input was entirely too
mall.

Before the concluding session of
EOP, Student Government

ediscovered part of the remedy to the
ituation-the town meeting. Students
ctually aired their grievances, and

i1 ingful- dialogue between SG and
e student body developed. The town
eeting as a medium for

ommunications is probably the most
eneficial to the EEOP cause and one

I t inquire as to why SG waited until
end of the year before instituting

e meeting.
EEOP must not be abandoned.

Despite its initial problems, 1970 must
be regarded as a year of introduction,
not of conclusion. New ideas always

ginning trials and such was the
(' with EEOP.

Attempting to produce a reasonable
account for a generally inactive student
government presents one major, glaring
obstacle; this is the question of who is
to blame for SG's stagnation-Student
Government or the vast remainder of
Blair's students whom we' have been
accustomed to call the "student body."
As is usually the case when trying to
choose a guilty party when faced with
two choices, the fault is shared by both.
An ineffective Student Government has
been further hampered by a generally
apathetic student body.
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Matrimonial mish-mash

ilt speaks out
--~----Lettersto the editor

by ,Mark Rubin
nonsensical plot even IfJO

inane.) To make a long story
short, the frolicking foursome
decide that the only way they'll
prove their new liberality to
themselves is to go to bed with
each other's spouse.

Ah, but relax, you in by new-l
up-tight middle America. The
terse crescendo of emotion is
reached, and we find that
they're not able to make it with
each other's partner (not
surprisingly, considering how
crowded it is f !La beu'.)-
Wh.at a .relief-t~ey don'ffeai~
belIeve ill all thIS free love junk
after all.

But in case you do have the
misfortune to see "Bob and
Carol and Ted and Alice," make
sure you do so at a theatre with
plenty of junior high kids
present (those complete with
fake I.D.'s.) The greaser's
mumbles of "I'd kill that·
cheating bitch," plus the pa
from the non-eoed cro
left, make the f
little more wort

Musher, while expressing
disappointment in legislative
assembly which he called a
"~lose to nonfunctioning body,"
Cited handling of Blair social
functions, activity tickets and
EEOP as important concrete
things student government has
accomplished. In addition
Musher claims that through
recommendations and meetings
of student government backers
with the administration, student
government has had a hand in
working out the hall patrol
system, open commons and the
no-pass system to the library.

, Musher commented that
studr.nt government is respected
by both the administration
faculty and parents lacking onl;
student"respect. He said student
government is "lacking in
strength from the student body's
point of view" because it does
not represent all of the students
only the "more leftish element':
of the student body. He
criticized this year's student
government for placing too /
much emphasis on outsidi
political activities, particularly in
voting to support the student
strike in May when Musher
contends student government is
not representative enough of the
student body to take a stand
speaking for the whole student
body. As part of the solution to
the problem he calls for more
conservatives to run for student
government.

He feels an important
function of student government
is to keep the channels of
communicati ·- .. t 'cen
students and administration and
faculty open. He feels student
government has a "tremendous
potential" for affecting change
in the future, commenting that
in the next few years students
will be asking for more and more
freedom such as open campuses
and a hand in the curriculum. He
sees student government as the
media to successfully get these
things through. He added, "A ny
bill passed says this is what we
think the students wa!tt. Any
principal is more apt to listen,
especially now."
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doesn't quite groove yet, and
she's left out of things for a
while.

But things get even heavier as
Ted and Alice leave Bob and
Carol's home (after Ted has
ex traced himself from the
entwined Bob and Carol.) Carol,
runs up to them and tells how
wonderful it is that Bob told her
about his making love to another
woman.

Needless to say, poor Alice is
shocked out of her mind at this
revelation. But wait! This is
nothing compared to the shock
the viewer gets when Bob comes
home to Carol and is told of the
man who is in their bedroom.
Bob is ready to kill until he
realizes the hypocrisy of his
actions, and has a friendly drink
with the chap. Wow, does that
little scene ever surprise the
audience!

One minute -there's still the
climactic ending. All four of our
total-experiencing heroes have
revealed their trespasses (except
for Alice, who hasn't found out
how much fun it is to do it with
other men and make a

SG-Iooking backward
Interpretive review

involvement. Although this
concept is very complex, !.think
that the average movie-goer
should be able to understand it
after a few hours of
contemplation.

The problem for the
characters arises when the free
a:yj progressive (hell, if I made
that much money, I'd be pretty
free too) couple, Bob and Carol,
try to teach their up-tight best
friends, Ted and Alice, all about
a group sexual awareness
experiment they had. The
psyche-investigating Bob and
Carol do' all sorts of things with
the loosening-up Ted and -Alice
to get them to really feel and
bring their emotions into the
open (wow, don't all you
under-I? sophomores you could
get in?)

The fun really starts when
Carol (with her typical' free,
hippy, non-materialistic verve)
announces (in the living room of
her hundred thousand dollar
home) during a marijuana
smoking session, "I'm totally
zonked out of my mind!" (Get
it?) Unfortunately, square Alice

~

by Audri Phillips Legislative assembly showed
With the close of the year it is tell-tale signs of its inactivity

time once more for a review of from the start. In the beginning
of the year the distribution of

what student government a has weekly summaries of legislative
and has not done this year.

This year Blair students assembly's actions was stopped
according to one member,

generally have expressed
indifference to the activities of Junior Jeff Chadwick, because

of lack of anything substantial to,
student government, the report. Chadwick feels that one
indifference manifesting itself in reason legislative assembly
legislative assembly elections accomplished "nothing" this
no torious for ten students year was because members were
running for nine offices and unwilling to properly research
poor voting turnouts. The best bills.
turnout for an election in recent ~.

years came in the February Another member, 'JuniQr
election for student government Scott Newson, felt that little was
vicepresidentwhichseniorAllan done because there is
Jerikowic won running on a' "something abou.t the system
platform which called for a that bogs people down."
stronger power base for student I Newson added that at best any
government. Allan, claiming bill legislative assembly passed
student government was useless was merely a suggestion to the
as it existed, then pledged to administration since the
change student government or principal's veto could not be
abolish it. overridden.

This year's student Danny Nelson, senior
government has been assailed member of the assembly claimed
from the inside and outside by that every time student
several serious charges, which government asserted itself to
could affect its existence. The pass something worthwhile
basic charges are 1) Legislative besides authorizing "nifty
assembly has been a completely bulletin board," Jeremey
inactive body, 2) student Musher, Student Government
government does not have the President, would veto it as in the
power to bring about any real case of the bill abolishing the
change, and 3) student monogram point system.
government does ~ot represent Calling student j!;~vernment
the students of Blall. "purely a social thing,'" N elsoll

As it was reported in an added that within the
earlier Silver Chips article, the framework of state and county
majority of bills passed by law student government is
legislative assembly this year powerless to do anything really'
dealt with its own internal worthwhile.
workings while only 29% of the Stating that legislative
bills passed could be said to deal assembly spent the year
in any way with the "general "assessing the situation~'

welfare" of the student body. elections chairman Junior Terry
The sex discrimination bill West felt only the cabinet did

the most controversial piece of any real work in student
legislation student government government this year. Terry
acted upon this year, was commented that Blair students'
introduced by senior Gary Ford would be interested and involved
who is not even in legislative in student government if student
assem bl y. The assem bly, government offered the students
deciding the bill was too volatile something to be involved in.
for them to act upon, withdrew Terry' feels student government
the bill and wrote a letter to the has the power to get a lot done.
Board of Education requesting Terry said "There is nothing
they be sent the laws on sex wrong with the system, just the
discrimination in schools. people in it."

(See LETTERS, page 101

from disobeying the rules.
Discrimination and favoritism
were apparent when other
students were apprehended for
breaking the same and other
rules, but their equal actions
were penalized to lesser degrees
or were not penalized at all.

We feel that if the rules and
the consequences were
standardized prior to the trip,
then the time of the chaperones
would not be wasted in
misconceptions, discussions, and
arguments about the extent of
right and wrong involved in the
individual misdemeanors which
occur during the trip.

"evil women"

Theatre marquis

Before you start to read this
review, I want to stress that you
should attempt to experience
your real feelings while looking
at it. .I mean, don't let anything
but your true emotions come
through; don't hide anything...

My true f~elings are that,
'because of dialogue similar to
the above, "Bob and Carol and
Ted and Alice" is just about the
funniest comedy that I have seen
in a long time. The combination
of Alice's (Dyan Cannon) facial
expressions, Ted's (Eliott Gould)
acting ability, the script, and the
deep and meaningful theme (I've
seen more philosophical ideas in
"Archie" comic books) produces
(or is it reduces?) humor at its

,finest.
Unfortunately, the viewer has

this nagging feeling that the film
is not supposed to be taken as a
comedy, no matter how well it
comes off as such. The
incredibly profound idea behind
the movie (one that is hard to
grasp, being re-explained only
every ten minutes or so) is that
extramarital sex is acceptable, if
it is a purely physical

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Mark Rubin

Our senior class trip is over.
From this trip we have learned
that our senior class advisor and
our former vice principal are
human and do seem to err and
do appear to show favoritism
Therefore we would like to
make a recommendation for
future class trips.

A list of rules concerning
behavior on the trip and the
specific consequences which will
follow if rules are broken should
be made known in writing to
each participant before the trip:
begins.

l:his recommendation has
stemmed from an experience
that occurred in Canada. A
group of students broke a rule
which many others also broke.
They were caught and severe
restrictions were imposed upon
them in the hopes of setting an
example to discourage others

bury SG and demand some sort
of student say in your
education.

Allan Jirikowic
Student Government V.P.

U·niform' treatment

~r Chips

..................................KentWoods

..: ...Audri Phillips, Steve Schwartz

........................................ Ed Tsoy

................................ Judy Disman
......................................Jan Hatch

/II~ ~o week's by the student
Iry Blair High School, 501 Dale
1907. Phone: 588-6502. Editorial
;e of the school.

R·IN·CHIEF
)0 Bor
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Quebec, Montreal

Seniors scan Canada

by Liz Symonds

photos by Alan Goldstein

"7:00 at the Esquire Club."

"You mean our free meal coming back is at
Howard Johnson's?"

"I'm glad these elevators almost work."

"Try tha t onion so up at Le So upiere. "

"Paintings and stained glass in a subway!"

"How long until we get there?"

"Hey everybody, we're at customs-
take your clothes off (it's the custom.)"

"Have you taken the ferry ride across the river yet?"

"What in the world are the Plains of Abraham?"

"Mass traffic jam as 300 pieces of luggage, 240 seniors
and 8 chaperones cram into one elevator ... "

"Quebec! We're here!"

"Who swiped the Keyette cookies?"

"Oh, only 11 more hours."

• I
; I

"I DO NOT WANT A BUGGY RIDE!"

"Montreal's beautiful Holiday Inn."

"Party on the ninth floor!"

"Commando plans to steal pastry from a
certain chaperone (Pastry Liberation Fr9n t.)"

"Power to the pastries!"

"Try that pastry a t the K erh ula."

"No, no buggy ride, thank you."

"BeJfeve me, I'm 20 but I left my ID at home."

"Parlez-vous yiddish?"

"You have to be !iQW QbQ to get into the discoteques?"

o(

'No, ~ don't want a buggy ride thank you."
~-.t;Uut.;~~

~~.~~~"_LeRonde sure beats Glen Echo."
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EDIT!ON cSilutr SENIOR
CLASS PtAY-

'You Can't Take It With You'
May 14, 15, 16 $1. 75 $2.00 reserved

"You Can't Take It With You," this year's senior class
play, will be presented tonight at 7:30 p.m. and Friday· and
Saturday nights at 8 :00 p.m. in Blair's auditorium. All
proceeds from the show will benefit the Senior Scholarship
fund.

The play, set in the 1930's, concerns the meeting of two
families, the eccentric ana fun-loving Sycamores, and the /
conservative' Kirbys. The families meet when Alice Sycamore
(Liz Symonds) and Tony Kirby (Kimber Brawley) decide to
get married.

The underlying theme of the comedy, according to
director William Nickerson, is the importance of individual
fulfillment, "to do something worthwhile." Adding to the
humorous script will be such innovations as a live boa
constrictor and fireworks.

Nickerson commented, "The play is a difficult one to do
because it is a comedy." He added that timing is very
important in a comedy, and timing takes much practice to

. perfect.
Nickerson feels that the cast has worked tremendously on

their timing. "They (the cast) have unity and are sharing with
each other. They're becoming conscious of each other."

The play's scenery is obviously different from other Blair
shows. There is only one set, the Sycamore's house, used
throughout the three acts.

"The set", says Mr. Lee Klopp, stage crew director, "is as
close to a realistic set as we've come, in terms of appearance,
durability and construction."

"It's not completely realistic, because there is no ceiling,
and the walls are flats," he adds.

But Klopp feels that the audience will tend to forget
about these circumstances and will become involved in the
house as if it were real.

"There is enough to look at for three acts. There are many
motifs and relationships of color and shape (in the set)," he
commented. /

Remember: since you can't take it with you, spend it on a
ticke.t to th.e Senio ClassJ>1ay.



Cast

) /

(j
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f
l
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Penny Sycamore Sima Breiterman
Essie Nancy Dydak
Rheba Delma Locke
Paul Sycamore Tim Brown
Grandpa Bob Gotkin
Mr. DePinna Alan Jirikowic
Ed John Gussman
Donald David Helms
Alice Liz Symonds
Henderson Craig Rosenthal
Tony Kirby Kimber Brawley
Boris Kolenkhov Ervin Grinberg
Gay Wellington Kathy Sparks
Mr. Kirby Bob Herbert
'Mrs. Kirby Liz Stewart
Vanessa Kirby Andi Rosen
Liontamer's widow .J ane Finch
F.B.I. men Stan Bouma

Jay Levine
Denis Locke

Craig Rosenthal
Olga Jeanne Trahan

Crew
Director Mr. William Nicker on
Director's Assistants Ginger Ellis

Sally Kaplan
Bill Madert

Pat McKenn~
Technical Coordinator. Richard Anderson
Special Effects Ellis Barbacoff

Lester Barbacoff
Michael Blaustein

Costumes Sara Sharpe
Props Jeff Ellis
Stage Crew Sharon. Wolpoff

PHOTOS BY

ALAN GOLDSTEIN

and STEVE SCHWARTZ
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